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__ Matthew Denwood Parrish was born in Washingon DC on I April 1918. He received a
BA in English at the University of Virginia, Charlottesville, in 1939. During
World War II he served 13 months in aerial combat in the Pacific as navigator
and two years teaching navigation. After the war he attended medical school at
George Washington University, receiving his MD in 1950. He then interned at
Letterman Army Medical Center, San Francisco (1950-1951) followed by psychiatric

residency at Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, DC (1951-1954). He
then successfully served as follows: Psychiatrist, US Army Far East Command

- (Japan and Korea) - 1954-1956; Chief, Mental Hygiene Consultation Service, Ft
Belvoir, VA - 1956-1960; Assistant Chief, Psychiatry and Neurology Consultant to
Army Surgeon General - 1960-1962; Chief, Psychiatry Service, US Army Hospital,
Frankfurt, Germany - 1962 -65; Chief, Psychiatry Department, Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research -1965-1967; Chief Psychiatry and Neurology Consultant to
Army Surgeon General, 1968-1971 followed by retirement from the Army. Since
1972 Dr. Parrish has served in various positions in the Illinois Mental Health
system and is currently Superintindent, Singer Mental Health Center - 1974-o Present.

SThose are the bareboned facts about one of US Army psychiatry's most colorful,
charismatic and delightful members. Fleshing out this epistolary skeJKton would

require many volumes and is beyond the scope of this narrative. Instead I hope
to give a personal reminiscence of Matt to give a flavor of this mensch.

As is, I think, characteristic, I heard about Matt long before meeting him.
While being introduced to concepts of group therapy and management of the
psychiatric milieu as a first year psychiatric resident at Walter Reed Army
Medical Center (WRAMC) in 1962, I had the good fortune to have a social worker,
Curt Knightou, as mentor. Curt described Matt's use of music in group therapy.

Guided imagery and similar concepts were at least a decade later in being recog-
nized as a therapeutic use of music, yet, here was Matt pioneering in his under-
stated way.

I continued to hear rumors about this strange man rho was always coming up with
new ideas or a different perspective on old ideas. Our paths did not cross,

however, for Matt was serving in Germany during my residency; then, when he
returned to the DC area, I had left for Vietnam by way of a few months in
Hawaii. Finally on return from Vietnam and being assigned to The Surgeon
General's Office, I became familiar with Matt's involvement with the research
ward for treating sociopathic soldiers, a program which I was later to direct.

Matt visited Henderson Hospital, Sutton, England in 1965 and arranged to "live -
in" for a week with the antisocial personalities being treated in that ther-
apeutic community initially established by Maxwell Jones. He characterized the
experience as "fraught...with adventurous and stressful learning...".

This is Matt's approach to life, in Helen Keller's phrase, "...a great adven-
ture, or nothing". I recall one of Matt's early Army recruiting attempts. He
enjoined young psychiatrists to enter the Army in order to go to Vietnam; for,
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while, like most rational beings, he views war as a tragedy, it is also the
great laboratory of human stress. So persuasive is Matt that a few actually did
join.

In the ensving years I had a number of opportunities to exchange ideas with
Matt. While Matt might sometimes engage in apparently outrageous behavior
(disrobing in a staid psychiatric meeting comes to mind as an example), his
maneuvers were always couched in a way to bring fresh insights to a situacion
(such as the need to get down to essentials in the example).

Thus over the years Matt became a kind of role model for many of us, an inspira-
tion to look beyond the surface, probe our own as well as our patients' L
humanity. Publishing some of his ideas, I hope, wil allow others to share my
appreciation of Matt.

Washington, DC - July 1981

U!3



ABSTRACT

M.D. Parrish, MD: Collected Papers 1970-1980

Franklin D. Jones, MD, COL, MC (Ed)

One of two companion volumes of the works of a career Army psychiatrist, the
book contains the observations, interpretations and speculations of a unique
perspective on psychiatric practice and modern societies. The three score
papers and contents included are as follows:
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Annotated Bibliography

BV: Matthew D. Parrish

1. The Use of Music in Group Therapy (Tokyo, 1955) Early in the course of
group therapy five minutes of recorded music was played. The members
revealed their feelings and free associations to the music, thus opening
up to each other their emotional potential.

2. Reflections on Grojp. Therapy (Ft. Belvoir) Patients usually enter groups

as self-centered individuals and no real group organism is present. As .
time goes on the group itself develops a relationship with each member

including the therapist. In this complex relationship especially useful
therapy can protceed.

3. Techniques of Group Therapy for Socially Ambulatory Adult Patients (Ft.
Selvoir, 1960) Suggested techniques for obtaining useful group thera-
peutic interaction--especially for anxious new therapists.

4. The Dying Patient in the Mental Health Service (Ft. Belvoir, 1960)
Several months of out-patient experience v;:h a patient who was dying
of cancer. Emphasis was on group tre .. both in the clinic and in
the home. There was some tendency, in effect, for the therapist to die
with the patient.

5. Proverbs - Their Use in Individual and Group Evaluation (Ft. Belvoir,
4 1960) Proverts (multiple interpretation of the same proverb) are used

to evaluate a patient's or a group's creativity and the degree- to which
a member succumbs to the group's style f thinking.

6. Comments on Man and Technics by Spengler (Walter Reed, 1960) Subordinate
to Western Culture as a great organism in itself, are two groups of
elitists: warriors and priests. They are usually driven by the love of
work by greed or by their own artistic creativity to produce for the sake

of production itself. The most talented of these persons knows the

least of the happiness and the contentment of the masses. Theses elitists
are being destroyed by (1) the organizat"on df technics in such a way as
to control history itself, and (2) the relinquishment of the elite

creativity in the name of egalitarianism. A cowardly optimism is re-
placing the grand tragedy once enactea by the West's dominent mivority.
Soon the world will no longer belong to Western history.

7. Symposium on Group Psychotherapy, Extract (Walter Reed, 1961) Brief re-
sume of the author's own development as a group therapist. How his per-
sonal history itself changes as he moves to a new group or as each group
alters. Th. orientation here, of course, is the treatment of groups

not the treatment of individuals in a group setting.

8. Leadership and Psychotherapy,- Fred Fiedle-'s Concepts :Washington D.C.
1961) Fred's research showed two kinds of leaders: (1) those who
perform no better in competition than they do in routine work. They put

'. 'i "the dignity of individuals ahead of the mission of the group.. (2) The
competitive leaders who are unaffected by the anxiety of other people.
They are poor therapists for individuals but they are effective leaders

of the group mission. This second group of 'eaders sees its fellows as
distinctly different from themselves as individuals.

I_ .-. z
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Annotated 111i llography
By: Matthew Parrish

9. Disaslvr: Nova ScotI a Conj Milne (Stirguon (;n.,r:11'. Off c,, 90I) A
large group (12 persons) depersonalized their activities--even their
leaders--who were all formed from subgroup co.llit I s. Snml I grotip..
(six persons) showed leadership by each perso imld Iv Idual Iy (democ rat ic-
ally) Two types of Ieadrs arose in certain stags of disaster. (L)
Escape leaders attacked problems directly withut mut'h empathy nor conl-
cern for interpersonal issuies. (2) Survival leaders were smooth com-
municators instead of dirvct IcLors an11d were Se|isit Ile to 1ood. and MlUC(IS
of others

10. Disster: Tornado in Worchester (Surgeon (,eneral's Office, 1961) The
sequences of social and individual behavior in the disaster syndrome.
Types of mental breakdown. Cornucopia Theory.

11. (ommunityI'1sycitry n Hodern Warfare (Chicago, L961) Sequences ofC
ehav Ior to be antclpat cd in massive d sa:4 te rs . 'reparat ion for and

management of such disasters.

1.2. (:omm.nts on MIICS Work (Sourkvon Genoral 's Ofice, 1962) Methods and theorv
of consultation to social units and leaders. Variomis useful programs in
the mental hygiene service including preventive ctIvitles.

13. Concepts Whi-ch Facilitate the Teachin. and Practice of CommuniLyj 1'schintrv
(Surgeon General's Office, 1962) Th. ralical changes in psychiatry it-
self allow it to be effective as an aid to communlity mennl heilth in-
stead of to solely individual anxietics.

14. The Service Psychiatrist: Adinstra or or l'hvsicifa (Stirgeon Cencral.' s
Office, 1962) Manage..ent, education and therapy ore combined in the
military psychIatrist to provide the optimum service.

15. Labor and Psychiatry (Surgeon General's Office, 1962) Notes on Parker's
the Casual Laborer. New sorts of education aru noeded in order to fit
labor better Into modern society. Great reforms are usually best effected
by a small herd.

16.. Dear Tom (Frankfurt, am Main, 2163) Retrospect from the year 2163.

17. Consultation Concepts In Militarv Mental,.1y icne (Frankfurt, 1964) An
outline of how mental health consultation is done and how it is not done.

18. Sixth International Congress of Pschotherj (London, 1964) Evaluation
of papers presented by mental health professionals of many nations and
many opposing points of view--including papers by Tom Main, R. Laing,
Jurgen Reusch, Jock Sutherland, J. L. Moreno, Ferdinad Knobloch, Al Stanton,
Isabel Menzies, Martens de Wilmars, Roger Shapiro, Manfred Lindner,
Steven Fleck, Maxwell Jones, etc.

19. Some Concepts of Militnry Pmrhintry (Oso, 196) E ctive principles A
and attitudus, ln military psychiatry including psychiatry.

20. MedicalAspects o- Lepros (Frankfurt, 1964) A discussion with Dr.
R, C. Cochrane concerning this illuminating disease wilch is so prevelent



Annotated Bibliography
By: Matthew Parrish

i- th' tropics.

21. The Therapeutic Community: A Visit to Ilenderson Nospital (Sutton, 19;5)

The violent adventures in a weeks' living-in arrangenment at this hospital
for sociopaths. This is probably th., most effective treazm.:mont sociopaths
have eve," obained in any hospital.

22. Group Therapv of an Entire Closed Ward (Frankfurt, 19C5) All the patients
and all the staff met in a sin".e g-p scven days a week as a part of the
therapeuitc milieu. The Meth( . id zhe -L'ect of the group are discussed
and five short lectures on the, ar. presented.

23. Marathon Group Literature (Frankfirt, 1965) A short annotated biblio-
graphy of rather classical literature pertaining to the underlying theory
of longterm group meetings (30 hours or more per session).

24. The Problem of Being From Iowa (Frankfurt, 1965) A case study of con-
sulLation to a military unit as a social group rather than as a collection
of individuals.

25. The Lone Innovator (Walter Reed, 1966) Extract from a lettep from

Dr.. Tom Main revealing the distortions of thought which occuri"n innov-
ative groups and in the conservative groups they face.

26. Thoughts on Kerygma and Myth (Silver Spring, 1966) The importance of

Myth and history, romance and science, on tie development of modern
theology. The effect of faith can be just as powerful as the effect of
technology.

27. Chaplain's Sensitivity Group (Walter Reed, 1966) Report of the group
growth and the symbolic development of a group of "iilitary chaplains
Meeting for ]2 sessions. The choiceless role-play by various members.

28. Annotated Bibliography for Community Mental^!leal'th Theory (Ft. G. G.
Meade, 1966) Influential sociological masterpieces.

29. Teachin Writing (Washington, 1967) How editors and teachers can get

writers to write better.

30. A Marathon Group (Oakton, 1967) A skeletonized explication of the

varioiasmodes of emotional reaction and the various channels of communi-
cation which Lend to show themselves in sequence during the thirty hours
of a Marathon Group. These group tendencies are further elucidated in a

later paper, Marathon Group Techniques and Theory.

31. A Year's Adventure at WRAIR - Psychiatry (Walter Reed, 1967) A brief
summary of eight fields of psychiatric research in this institution:
(1) A token economy ward for sociopaths revealed disharmony between ex-

pressed personal plans and actual behavior; (2) Political science research
uncovered the ward's process of establishing an unspoken "constitution";
(3) Sociological study of labeling in small societies on a military post
uncovered quite a different sort of peer interplay than what was ever

revealed in interview; (4) Traditional objective mental health consult-
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Annotated Bibliography
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at ion som-times gave way to co1SUl taiVCy work which look .d L etr -i Ia
or family acceptance.,;; (5) Perccepts with many gutty non-veroal cotillot-
ations retained association across sensory modalities much better that)
"quieter" percepts; (6) Correlativo moanlings , C dellus ional IConcepts bo-
came more pleasant with time; (7) Thle long duirat ion (if certain social
and combat stresses in Vietniam gave a different stress response pattern
thain that uisually found in normtal work and life; (8) In mcd ical, care
and education Thai and American professionals developed a usefuiv dif-
ferent relationship than either developed with their own peers.j

32. The' Mental 110alth Facilityv's Mori e (Walter Reed, 1.907) The conlvergence
of enthusiastic talents shows similar patterns in several different fac-
ilities.

33. Edcto fteCommunlityv Mental Health Consuiltanit (Washington, 1()'7)
Practical needs for certain skills in several different societies re-
quired polarized type of vdutcat ion.

34. Mental__Hygiene Consuiltation Practice -A Manual (Walter Reed, 1967)
W0rit ten in outline form likt: a regulation; this guide show,; how service
was usually carried out in practice, but not in openly discussed or
written rules.

35. Informal Princip.leL Jindcrlv lo ani, m of Mental lieal th Problems (1ong
Rinh, 1967) Similar to thle preceeding paper but arranged differently.

-i36. K~I ne,.NathallS. (i.e-tter to) Long Binh, 1.967. Some iniside bSra in
on the structure of civilian psychiatry in Vietnam and the distorted
percep~tions Americans can got of themSulves and (if thle p)sychiatric pro-
blems in Vietnam.

37. The Ilse of the Local Community's Own Energy and Tntellipence in its MentalI- Health Programs (Saigon, 17) Temsefctvmnalhealth centers
a ~seem to be integrated into thle local community and managed by community

leaders. It is largely the informal support systems which provide tile

2 ~ greatest belp to patUienlts.

38. Taste, A Necesar nredient in the Genesis of Civilization? (Saigon,
1967) The zore cities from which civilization spread to oilier parts
of the world where developed in places where the techniques of irriga-
tion were necessary in order to maintain the concentration of population.
But in one center, the Yellow Plain of China, irrigation was not required
for food itself but only for wet rice. Could thle taste for this sort
of rice have driven a population toward civilization?

39. Thle Social Nervous S -stem (Long Binh, 1968) The "electric circuit style
of thinking" has relaxed its hold upon the neurologist's imaginatiionl anld
now it is reasonable to conceive of the central nervous system as in
large part a system of shifting and shunting humors which extends by
both physical and chemical means outside. thle boundaries of any individual
body and knits together a social network.

40. Man-team-environmentSystems in Vietnam (Long Binh, 1968) The unfeas-
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ability of considering a person or a military unit as an interchangeable
part in the Vietnam theater of operations. More useful operational and
training concepts are presented.

"41. The No.%d and the Cultivator (Tay Ninh, 196S) This is a notation on
"The Frontier in History" by Owen Lattimore. Some of the world's innov-
ations arise at the dialectical interface of the important frontiers of

the world such as that between China and Central Asia. Lattinore points

out the normal succession of economy types on the Mongolian frontier.

42. The Megahospital During the TET Offensive (Long Binh, 1968) How the
U.S. Armed Services utilized every hospital bed in Vietnmn and every

surgical team as if they were all elements of a single giant hospital at

the service of each individual .patient.

43. The Coming Unitary Life (Pleik-, 1968) A presentation of the ways in

which many persons of Western society have expanded into the "unitary"

person which L. L. Whyte described in The Next Development in Man. This

contrasts with the dualistic thinking and dualistic personality structures

which have characterized Europe for centuries. Sequential necessities

for therapy.

44. A Croup _Plsvche Model (Long Bihn, 1968) We have traditionally practiced
psychiatry as if we believed that desires, moods and creative thinking

had its origin in the individual mind which is surrounded by the skin of
a unique person. Yet, languages grow and change seemingly quite aside
from the desires of any individual. Similarly corporate decisions are

made which no one individual really waited. Plans are made and styles

are changed and no one can discover what individuals brought about these
changes. An invention or a concept whose time has come will be authored
simultaneously by several persons working in isolation from each other.

It is uncomfortable to believe that the earth is hurled through space by
cosmic forces or that the evolution of otr species has proceeded by a

lot of chance competitions and symbioses or that we du .ot as a nation

control our own history or that most of our thinking processes proceed
outside of our awareness. Until we accept one of these egotoxic prin-

ciples however, we are blocked frqm making any giant step in that part-

icular field. Until a body. of psychiatrists (or perhaps some completely

unrelated profession) develops its own group skill in practicing as if
individual thoughts and actions were a part of a group process, we can

only continue to polish up the small compassionately beautiful successes

we have had in traditional psychiatry.

45. The Changing Field of Army Psychiatry (Denver, 1968) This address to
social workers reveals twelve years of "progress in military mental health
practices. The progress in in-patient practice includes (1) the use of
the entire ward milieu as a therapeutic tool, (2) the recognition and em-
ployment of patients as inevitable therapeutic influences upon each other,
(3) the development of a much more normal duty-like atmosphere'on in-.
patient services even while employing behavior modification techniques,
(4) the psychiatric nurse as a promoter of decentralized "family" skills
in maintaining mental health, (5) the decentralization and computeriz-
ation of records ar.' therapeutic methods. Twelve years previously the

__ i _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
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focus of psychiatry was upon individual pathologies treated within a
great in-patient service. Now the focus is Upon tilt mential healtth assets
of usefully functioning groups ind how these s rouips can better tiLe funi'-
tioning of individual members. The professi jnal focus is not upon the
great hospital in a centralized position but upon the informed consult-
ing team decentralized into normal duty areas. These consultation teams
determine who shall be treated in hospitals, clinics or within their own
duty units. When mental health staffs and correct ions staffs realized
that they were both dealing with human suffering and human deviance,
their cooperation closed four of the five army prisons and decreased by
more than. 50% the persons incarcerated locally. The work of consult-
ation teams in Vietnam has cut the psychiatric casualty rate in this war
lower than that of any other war in this century. Side-by-side, with
Vietnamese psychiatrists, Americans are learning how a whole society
maintains a very low rat of psychiatric casualties even though at the
same time it has a "state hospital" system more antiquated than our own.

46. Vietnam as a Surgical Center (Long Binh, 1968) American military surgeons
in Vietnam are getting extensive experience with problems almost never
seen in the United States.' Vietnam employs a new hierarchy of medical
communication and transportation. It faces simultaneous surgery of mul-
tiple body systems, wounding from extremely high vilocity missles, sudden
dumping of mass casualties on surgical teams. The interlocking system
of consultation and collaboration *is such that Vietnam is sending to the
United States the world's best-trained trauma surgeons.

47. IMarathon Croui T,,chniiqes and Theories (San Antonio, 1969) This is an
extensive elaboration of the marathon group principles which were partly
brought out in A Marathon Group (Oakton, 1967). The illustrated paper
contains numerous practical hints and suggestions as well as eluc idation

of the underlining marathon group theory.

48. low the Communitv Consultant Deals with the Structure of His Social

Systems (Denver, 1969) All symptoms can be treated as communications
from one system to another. This paper attempts to define clearly the

"client -systems involved and the types of intervention which may be ef-
fective.

49. The Increasing Psychiatric Caseload vs Decreasing Staff (SCO, 1969)

Military psychiatry is working more effectively with fewer staff by: (1)
better collaboration with other professions and technologies; (2) mana)ge'-
ment of problems by consultation; (3) engaging family members, neighbors
and other patients in the treatment process; (4) the conceptualizing of
the problems as systems problems and the developing of increased respons-
ibility within the natural living systems.

50. Army Mental Health Activities in Vietnam (Co-author Edward N. Colbiach.
Washington, 1970) A history of psychiatry in the Vietnam combat zone
from 1965 to 1970.

51. The Military and the Civilian Psychiatrist--U.S. and Swiss (Zurich, 1964) )
Comparison of the preparedness of Swiss psychiatrists, all of whom areI in the military, and U.S. psychiatrists.



52. Psychls.rV -in ombat*Zones '(Washlrwton -1970) History shows thI trjai W WE

- snot-eourh. A prestigious dI icz y.- __

$3.Chr~cteistcof Ptvniel'svchiat rv Fac iliics, (.I~ShingLo1, 1971' h

- ~~c1 o~ init rven, itin whi cis seeks t,, removc pathologieswti d vdosi
N'11). I-el thic W-A. ' t :Which dea ls with epidemiology , wit'n roles and styles
of bvhnvior within systems oi living. and product ion. -There are some indications

L5 O wlh Ih trodcl is mere ef foct ive, in preventive psychiat.ry.

54 (ccuntinnll Theraiav and the No-iimnni Id (with Barbara Bolinger, 0Th)
(ihcaur 171 Thre± sp'.~sof a patlenLis life and problems are dealt E

0( witb typically by thre. tmitiical prof ss ioii!--transact ions uith people: physi-
ian-, person.) -1dily li fe: nurs(-s; the rwn-human world: occupational

therapists. Tlivse thrue asi'Lct; a-, life are developed in-the growing child,
the heealing aeul I * in grouip Ii fe. and industrial life. Management ,ind labor
lunionst litpit nis .11d famlivs, neighborhoods ard churches may all collaborate

e- to develop these thrce worlds for individuals and groups. -
55. lru~ Abust-e: A Cenc'ral*Orlentat ion (Washington. 1971) Some fundamental de-

finitions, drug effects and patterns of drug usage. Different communities
hbenefit Optim.12ly by different 1%atterns of nunnagcmcnc of their drug abuse. AI
dozen different pattern examples are presentcd.

56. Wavs of Thinking About Your Work With Drug Abiise Problems (ClmiJ d, 9

An ii ust rated paper prosenthisug hints .111 aduiwuni Lions concerning inol.vueirt
with the "drug culture".

57. Ntson DeathLI Of the Family (CC'lumbia,%M~d. , 1971) Death1 of the Family was
written by David Cooper, a dlsci,ile of It. D. Laing This paper unwinds some of
the booik's idea-. and then spins off further notions and practices useful in
this chu fn~il.;t i Lut iil-Th' Fanmi v.

5&. KMhan, 'kckinhr MatArtrMel~tihan: Screts- Biehind Modern Wars (Washington,
1971) IHow each of the wars. of the twentieth century have been conducted in

* accord withi ctirrently unspoken principles which were seemingly outside the
awareness of n~tt ional leaders- at the time. The growing scliizm between the
hiuuuemal .11d III,-~ca~nic aspects of war. The shi ft in Importance between the
military services and arms. Hoiw we always prepared to fight the previous war.

59. Post Industrial Conse iotisness -This Is notes and spin-offs from thle Greening'
of Aeria, y Carles Reich. A somewhat opt imistic view of the developmen

of the yoting, new socistv in 111A.

60.1. Nei~hhorhood Cultur-es to be Ciiisidered In PlIanning Social Services (Washington,
197]) The cultures of couintry folk, the cuilture of city people and the con-
senstis of professionals each have vastly different needs it. their services.
Most inidividuals however arv composed of all th~ree types of culture in different
degrees.

* ~ h). 2.Problems Anong~e~brou Cult tirvs--Ail 1'xampl c (Washinrton, 1971) Thtis
paper shows the vicissitudes of very ener-t'tic and socially useful black
group which effectively controlled drug abuse,

_ A_ __c_
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*6o,3 ... e1*.1&i Ii Ghetth E~tlfons (Washington .97;1

*61 . Tltv *Mnratrii (ro ~~ MonI t A CHIcLiLW (;reit P'tl li, Vlrgli. 1071.) Mksi-
tory of how cortan u ffoetlv -iend caisoft mothiodu car Igroitfi trcntMUaat, had Cis
die, at Jeant tt-nporarily.

62. 1-eUse of xIstontial. rrnvp~ I(tijlwnn d rijt (i Ir ax,
no71) iiw he Car of the ba1-4c,8 " ','*.*Ltao' 'CY(or of gra1t 01.1111Ci) p revvii -.

c'ffect 1vc t1horapy .11d ho'w I L evvn gr('vctt8 Lhe t:ra in log anid daveulcimnuit or
more effect lye therapists ~. How LO tat I 11I.Pw thu hielphlog rathor than tile liidu-
ornp nt nupctH of (,X t.Loul lia I Lilotimliat

63. A _1nruc vrijGup(Fi'vniik urt , 196~3; Ch icago , 1972) T~hi i. s nn f ac-
teott of tho vxper I etauo I'C C vk Amor I cm dmar (It), :tltouL .;Its var when toy I .*a ra-
c'd tile (Cerill,,,1 )I amn,-! h 1) c.N ' tn ;Of thi' Louu lt qttu (if fgrtoil COMtIm4ClI ng1f. T1hI v
roi. loweci tht. p rI inc iples inyv ~.doJWi by Fit ~hir (11oa a1Ic G rerio butt modified
t hese pr incip1les scm~nt m t fit~( the ir MA I titlAt ion ind thecy d raw cone lta;islont;
not ci .whi.-rv written. l~v ' th l argitage d irect ly front ohjects ill
fronit of hIII.m, ;11tiv1 411-1 1.,stlt ; amaIs gs, iyindlr tips ondi Croin huhav forl
(If OthLit 1t. i LhI'.] I.1 grtil rlt her-1 Vt Itt1 it11%. VlIt1 1.1411 words4. Some or tihe ,I;
mtimpt ions thl-y were forct.d Its mike Obist; 1;lltgtV lceorn iaaj were qtiaIte rail I
and p r(/:ii y 1'.'.-n! mn i. ' I Il a Lhat lILetVt U i . 111 I s ;~:aj %4;1.,l or i l I y11 .
written) li 11973 but 1.1,Mu Cumt'am iAZAd tapon by Fantber Ctirran in 1972 when the atathoIr
pa itl cj nitLed IatI It I t( I mii ly 4'L.v*I oiil I:amegd a 1VO u1 1, g i Ipo it I.o iVt
Utivcrsity.I

is a fsequel to thte papjjr oil Lhe I ntigagme learning grolap. It Shows how Ol
one hour a S tu'nt; ma.-y i'smin f(I 01' orSiX L1It108 rns mutch inforntiti and sk ill.
as lie wouml d gain Jn lt htir oft i o rdIitay ci Ititoont t'CC .tatiL 1. I'roprtel% ,
t ho'refo~r*, twaire :ieadval . ShedItIould be h g ivi.at. Inl bot h of themue io i,Iltt' .
papiers , L Ia' I nevia o I p~sy clias.; oilti I t rins Ie runev eif oct s are consi4ide red.

65. Let's Tell the VotWhat iWappended To Ilim (Dallas, 1972) The maijority of thle
populat ion, t lint did tiot go ovvr seim,4 to war ill Vie LnIAMn emplotiy severntI

>% energic Pis.thodi to InsuOre tha~t any op laifots or teelan irqiac the soidu ens hanvie
CL developed which nrc. di ((ureit. from Lhaohv of the s4tay-nt-horlc potpulation will

O be compi etcsiy ernsed . Thie re !1 H t tongfl exIl.CLnt ionl that a Good perceitttige (tt
0 the returning suldlers must. break dowti pitychologically becAuse of this

"l immnoral"t war. Sin':u very few broke down Ln combat itself society provides
.0expee tat I on-presutrc o fr 010tin Lit btreaki dow ifter thlelIr returni inl orde r Lt,
CU ave tile soul u Lys pro-lJo rimmd op inion or Itself and ort sCoutheCast As if. Ile-

cause' of stacli rociJl, I tiJ-, , noew d mea:*:u maay om COInto vox]mitomce--Huch as
ICU fletrocirculatory A"Lthcrcia. if only tit, soldiers would behave in n more

guilty frishion they could reliuve n lot of the anxieoty of the civiluun pop-
Sulaittln. Ali extcantl'oi ul Lht hotI L (o~I in'ht sinco more thtan one perclun1ror
t thne US popiiaJ t on hadftil 1 guLO vitoa, tito rost or tiii: liop,it I 14t1'c'( Il
(D cngir or bi-il. ug ('maliul' ite Iii t.I r i*ttl I Itiulin aiid 1tiottN with regard to Lhoi

family of nmin i; Ini whirli It lived. rhtonu milliotns of soldiers were evenmmaire drng~romcn to til tat eta I- (it:' C Vi etnam Itsel -- espaecirlly north ViatnAm--
for the Holcifern wenre ratpidl~y at iowItaj% m~nuth Vietnam to eistablish n mixed )
culiture of va;iit 4it wm.t wi h e a iit rt*!iI iL1IoL Lt t'tttnt Thl hm 'ut oth 11.1 ni
CommI11i St faoc I t lef wotil d do iamyt iltt;, to' gvLt th Atner len titch ieolrs Out or
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Vietnam and especially to make them look corrupt. The drug abuse peoblem,
however, did not arise in Vietnam. Its main origin was New York city in the
1950's and it spread fro-% th,'ie to the rest of the United States and thence,
to the soi'diers in vie:na.. Hard drugs did not become a problem in Vietnam

until afe" 19t19.

" 6 . and Meaning of Personal Individualitv (Chicago, 1972) This essay goes
back to hc philosophical bases of the notion of separate and unique individ- B

... Ua]iiv for different persons. There has indeed been very real doubt among
good thinkers that t, individual as we popularly conceive it does not exis t
It is no wonder that many therapeutic enterprises are unsuccessful-if we are
treating something that does not really exist in the way# that we conceive it.
Possibly, it will be more effective to treat the social origins of "individual
itv"--as will be brought out in later papers.

67. Neigh!borhood Network Intervention (Bethesda, 1972) Following the general

principles of Dr. Ross Speck, this paper gives a ease illustration of how a

neighborhood may convene around a problem which exists within an individual
or between and some of his friends or relatives. This is an extremely power-

ful and practical form of intervention. There is, however, almost no way
adequately to fund this sort of therapy. Such public menta4 health services
would require coordination between two or three separate sdrts of agencies.
For instance, an in-patient center might have to cooperate extremely closely
with an out-patient center. The result would be that both centers would have

to revolutionize a part of their own methods of working. A social worker
and a psychiatrist from an out-patient Scenter could help a neighborhood con-
vene around a problem, but tle scapegoated indicated patient might be in a
hospital. The hospital workers would',,ant to have alot to say about the

patient as an individual and might find it hard to commit themselves to the

neighborhood network.

68. Historical Individualitv "!v't-s and Their Relation to Fam l2y Network Psycho-
tiLhap% (Chicago, 3972) This paper attemlpts to free the therapist's mind
from the narrowest stereotype of "unique individuality" by illustrating dif-
ferences in individualism manifested in the Middle Ages, Renaissance, Victori
times, etc. There are also differences in the type of individual found in
corporate and entrepreneurial life as well as between various kinds of neigh-
borhoods such as rural, ghetto, suburban, nomadic, etc. Family network
therapy allows for practical intervention with these various types of "in-
dividuality".

69. Isomorphies: Phvsics and Social Pqvch2v (Chicago, 1972) This paper
itemizes some analogies of recreational value which exists between the laws
of physics and of group psychology, political structures, actions, etc. Thus,
the temperature in a room and the pressure against the walls varies in accord

M with the number of people who may be crowded into that room. In addition,
the laws of thermodynamics can apply as well as the laws of mass action,

ionization, gravity and the laws of nuclear physics. q- C--LO.c

70. OLr .nizationai Consulation Notes (Leicester, 1964; Chicago, 1972) Follow-
ing principles largely elucidated by Cyril Sofer at the Tavistock Institute,
"this paper outlines a method of consultation to industry and other organizat.

in order to effect usefrl changes. This is mostly a basic traditional and
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conservatrivye irodeI l .-liough it j.is not weliund C rsto 1)v~ hI great ma:nv ~n

71 . Types ofCroTiap Therap~v (Decatur, 9 721) This is a short napler on1 group11

therapy as opposcd to iudlv idtia I i' in a rop Al 1 ; chotihorapy is
assumed to be a itroip therap o f Nn:t ;ot some' t heral'v jiist happoens to
concern itsvl1f Wji~ Lit VO smali I grot.'.;. stichI ;I--; therapist1-pat ivent .

72. A Vtrnof Three Wars Looks at ?!sVcli a IrV in the MilitLa i-v (GbCh;.'V,)
D~ecemnber, 1972. Certainl Social fores Cause us.- to avvelop th..ories and to

forget our exper iences that seI i iCoIiI raE V to t Ii,::e popi,.it1'- es t11
"militar17 psvchliat riSt"' is then comlizir.-d Wi th t he "civ 11 ian ilsyvh i at rist" -

and a series of stereotvocs for Lilt! :n iita-.y p)Sychjial. iSt is di sti:.sed aindl
-ievaIlua tod

73. A 1SVchIa.tric Vi of* Econoics (Ch icago, 1972) Act i vi n i'.oods whlich1

ef feet -mood changes are soen as thi.- ha;; is of monst -nodern ecoinomies; fill ex:-
ampl e, drugs, food, se.N , violeonce,* cuite rtainmcnt. *Work, Ie hlgion, new-1 in form1-
;it icr, et c. The prodic tion and ni.-Urgeinent of everv onu of Lii''se rmood cli-inges;

-- (:~an border uplon mental ii liess. Ma a:v tit the muood chatingcs a re lt ein a t
wit Li avih other, hbut ccr t a ii mood chainges have vastiv di f f, rnt ciIce~ £5Withi-

in 1 suc i(tv than others haive.

74 oe 'sn oncep( ofBt4Tah and Counselinug (Ciiicaigo, 1972)

Both the teacher and Lte thterapist or counselor have tended to become "in-
carnate" . The worth of t he student, the paient , or the common man has be-
cone riore ruali stically level with thai_ of the teacher and t he rap ist. There.
is a new understanding af ̂rouip dynamics. Theraply atd edicat ion ar seen as!
virtually eqtuivalent . Curtain infor-3i I inthods in.. I udinr student-to-studenit
methods have gri-at Iy :!cculera'.ed thte lin;c, of lea rning. 1n fnct, all1 of the
aibovc developriet- s Iia'.vragd-au n~wer iia'. mailt possible Like ac -
celeration of learning.

75. The Place of Fami lv Therapyv in General Psych iatrv (Chi cag1o, 1972) In the
past 300 years, mental hel tIIL interventions have concerned themselves f ir.

-with tha- difficult ies of unattached nd ivid.:als. Then it has considered the
problems of individuals as members of 3 family. Then it has considered thll

fmilv itself as the org~anism with thue need for therapeutic iterventin
Then iL has considered the community as that organism needing intervention
and at the same time, the organism which can best provide therapeutic inter-
vent ion. All of tietassumpt ions ;and modes of intervention have remained
viable till today. The effectiveess of the later mathnds is much greater
today than at any other time, but tue older miethods remain more "popular".I=76. Manapement and Monotheism (Kokomo, 1973) Our tradi tion of pinning the

highest respect, the highest power, and the 'iighesr accountability onto one
person such as the father, Lte boss, or God hans resul ted in an inability to
manage collaborative responsibilitv. It has also made it: very difficult for
communtities to accept responsibility for their own mrental health problems. An

77. Existentialism -A General Psychiatric View (Chicago, 1.973) Exsetils
affords a powerful detfense against, the miodern tendency to see_ thle i Ild I v idt (I.
as always having been less ati'zuiouiu Lhaii he tlhoi-Illie w.1S--C1)CC. jalY in
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the Western world. The development of existentialist thought is traced through
the past century or two during which time it has altered itself in accord with
the needs and problems of the times. It is now quite influentia' in psycho-
therapeutic interventions.

C7. (2ic..ts and Cabbages (Chicago, 1973) Management somet-mes deals with the
fiow of work and the allocation of resources as if ., were dealing with cab-
b.,e: rather than persons. It is not hard to develop attitudes which will
preclude this. A stvish misinterpretation of "management by objective" and
a fear of loss of control by decentralization has led management in many cases I
to get into the cabbage business.

79. Resume of General Systems (Rockford, 1973) General systems theory is a sort
of algebra which simplifies the planning of therapy, games, politics, product--V
ion, marketing, etc. Using a basically biological point of view the theory
considers all systems as part of some larger system. Within and among systems
there are many common patterns and mechanisms such as input, output, feedback,
servos, genetip codes, clockwork, matrices. Some social systems eventually
become so stabilized that they act as if they believed they would remain the
same for ever. Others seem to see themselves as in constant flux. The plan- =

ner with his algebra steps outside of all these notions and deals with them as
he would with mathematical or biological structures.

80. The Case of the Rockfnrd Consultants (Decatur, 1973) Frontline workers who
helped to develop a "lodge" for rehabilitating mental health clients were
brought as consultants to workers in anothe region of Illinois who had similar
responsibility. Symbiosis among peers within a region develops and alters the M

kind of consultation wlhich can occur from outside. There is an interplay here
between objective and subjective attitudes toward the lodges and their missions.=

8--: 1. Sninr: Social and Preventive P'svchiatrv (Chicago, 1973) This is an out-
line with special annotations of a course conducted with second year psychiatric
residents in the University of Illinois, Heoical Center, Chicago. Certain
major responses of the residents are presented,

82. The Boundaries and Pivots of Individuality (Chicago, 1973) The sense of
personal individuality is a balance between (a) self contained within a bound-
ary which separates it from other selves and (b) self separated ultimately
from no one, but pivotally centralized as a core of personal meaning more
closely identified with some selves than with others. The first type of in-
dividuality predominates in Western Europe; the second type in East Asia. .-

These types of thinking have a profound influence upon European as againsr --

Asian attitudes toward Mathematics, art, science, politics, language and

therapy. Therapists cannot clearly understand one point of view about in- I
dividuality and self without understanding another.

d 83. Harvard Consultation Notes (Cambridge, 1973) These are notes taken in a

course on psychiatric consultation taught by Gerald Caplan at Harvard Univer- I
sity. The development of support systems is discussed with many'case examples
of consultation with both individuals and organization. Some of the consult-

ations are international; they use principles or management, education, general
systems, theory, and social psychology.



34.Nodrn Educat ion: 'l !.l;~i l~ Cicago. I 73 Te a~ta o

Off edujcation, ,a-.di riv.-altic from tilt btiavior of t-ahucat io.n systens * are C;tIiL

-: * at thal. ~:,.~ t ;,,I, v-- to wi-tre it I,- ].ZadilI; .1s 111' rlsil £:.
are p rubabh i not bad nor good. 11it-v .i ro frig.- lfni Iv di ffe rent f rom.: W:J Wk

S.1 Worry Abo-ur M;nrsiia] Mclizh; (Ch i rai- 0973) Tit. viou point. 0;1 Meilian
c-('0 Cr in;lsL.i. o mmu' n i; i m i j n c l the.*i r cieff t i poli.ict' ii ii 4'

hining :imL ~.d- :t:.ioin od aoizd do bi~ ofm di f..'reo

sarts ol0 c tea Livv thinkinglit l o'cur -whn til Iotue a i ~sr~tv.
viSlual, or a tact, iii.- or :an- oh fa.-: rv world of comisn:Iictit If.

86. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (Z-v, F il .nc-e£Ui(nkord. V97 i) This is a sr uomma~rv Q* t- or*OI
of a1 nmi.:a I r,:'1--it iai .. i~s or r't* Cii direI ;d iI1vte

8/7. U-11SI.- tcO Pttitnt s Lo'h- an" ;'.t :P-tg~t tSI! :~rI ~ I(ne

(iRockfo rd ,1'973) Chtron ic :naticn£u. have bimravd vur all t h i r lo~cal
social .Supp-orr .-re -.(;t-- h n.- the c.t l.zns and will] not ! ivc ;sione I
or ptr*.or!m noa ai Ii, ;i~~b': .iv into' a~~; 1-ou tLltinll OW Ventv '1. ol

.i:; gii; .st.-~.*I5i~~)* .L movcS.'u oW tO oL in t he t(2wn2

jebs and £O int; Ili Ir en rn ii -i. radi i -nl ivl I -;linse ie~ I sas 1." I
not very vi f cvt z.-- Ltti wo~rk- So- s.ent izns for t. aiiiint aegv

___ !11-3 111 isOf rhi iidas ini
vuruliin hooks 'ivur r.- :t ! v I evant to me'IhealIth orkin lI
The :11t010.1s di scusst-d .11- HuLulmn, !~.C. (:o' iinewtiod. Vannah *Ui I Iich.
Michel J. K C.,.i i ra i tb Filth Cnplan, N. A. Uieburma o al.

89. LHi r. D!ra. ant i s~, Cel linswood. Stanislav.skv and Moreno (Spy ingf ield.
] 974) Go .I ingwood t. jd t, undmrS.;,nd hsistory in tv-rms. of thlt " imlhhv of
its evcnz..---nGt merely the eVent-. itsv]J7 blit the Social attitlatle% that z-ave
mecaning to the evion-t and' uwhi ci indehed hielped to prodisce thle event -Statn I % I askx
trained his actors to rt-view in Lileir hearts tile entire life Of the character
they portrayed. Even Lhoupii thle pastlf a o ntievmu eto he
stage, i t influ-ecd what occurred on th - -.tcag. The actor was trin ed ;II !;o
to fit hiz, own ncnIr tiesof character into thle role * Mlrem-' s stati is:
uinfolded tilt! jins id. i-etl inrg and sue ia fx oresn whirl- tave nscanlinc- to tilt pa ini.;
and confli t-tLS within a-i -- "r imsdix idizl- Byl stagilg tieisie in
p)sychodran15.., in histor': and in ife,. zze change it and change therefore our
own behavior -md us

.. lie. Work of :I iv-tvns luii venion_Te-as ((hmp gn 97' Cs ea:ie

shcr-W how a1 S1vmb Aiot i allvx colil iirst i-v tuam. intervenes in- coherent, bli. path-
ological, soc s- :: to eiffeet peltma~nent chnges.

91- APA Convemntjs N-tus: iinszelcn. ioff Icr, liticv FullIer (lctri-vit. I'971) li
flazelon showed the advantatgus of thle adversary ssem and how souse curt de-
cisions had beer misinterpreted and misa;plied so thait their effect was
negaited. (e.l,.Pain). Fulle-r an.] Tof V ler r-:es 'cwhat di scomected
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but useful insights about the future we are heading for.

92. Existential Thwranv: Notes (Chicago, 1974) This is a short sum:.ary of the
use of existential concepts in therapy which is particularly useful in the
corporate and bureaucratic life of today.

93. Social Recression in the Service of Theranv (Rockford. 1974) In medical
and surgical problems we often cause the patient to "regress" into bed rest
or hospital life in order to help the medical problem. It has been very bard
for us to accept the fact that for psychiatric problems such regression has
been largely harmful. Grants-in-aid have some regressive effects upon com-
munities but when handled correctly they have the opposite affect and led
the community to take effective responsibility for its own rates of delinquency

mental retardation, accidents, etc.

94i Modern University Problems (Urbana, 1974) The modern university is forced

at once to be elitist and egalitarian. It is forced to respect the student's
subculture and to promote its development. At the same time it reacculturates
the individual, it may destroy the person he once was. It gives people the
power to earn money for themselves in order to maintain the traditional ways

of business and society. At the same time, it gives them ax academic and
persuasive skill which is worth very little money but has power to alter

traditional ways and even bring about whole revolutions. The images develop-

ed by univercities alter the mental health status of the society. Yet, the~university itself is in danger of extinction.

95. Imyproving Personal Health by Looking Beyond the Individual (Chicago, 1974)
Host Of the illness we do not have to suffer today is absent because of

changes in social rituals, attitudes aprd physical surroundings, not because A
Pof techniques for treating individuals after they get sick.

96. The Politics of Mental Health (Rockford, 1975) The populace aften uses
political machinations to provide rhetoric, architecture and role-assignments
in an attempt to convince itself that it an eliminate its own responsiblity

for its own mental health problems.

97. Milieu and Therapeutic Community: A Message to the Nurses (Rockford, 1975)
This is a short review of the history of milieu therapy as it developed at
Walter Reed, Fort Logan and other places. It amounts to an adjustment of
the climate in which the patients live together. A proper climate with

- .proper techniques employed will provide optimal opportunities for each patient

to improve according to his own needs. The therapeutic community, on the
- other hand, is a social structure in process of constant redefinition and

constant managerial pressure from the total group of patients and staff.

Treatment is not really provided nor delivered, it is lived through. The
history of this type of treatment is traced from Northfield, Henderson and
Dingleton in Great Britain to Oak Knoll, Fort Logan and others in the U.S.

'98. Concepts of Nursing (Rockford, 1976) Nursing is developing into a more self

sufficient profession on its own which tries especially to develop self care
in patients, families and small communities. Nurses are becoming astute
orchestrators of the milieu and facilitators of inter-patient comunication

and role exchnnge. Diet and me'dication for Instance are considered only two
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* 105. Ann-'otati-d Bibiiograpivy: (:i-mtitniLv P:1-;harrv (itmcki'r-rd. ]77) Tta'nct'-five

key papErs from the. 1 1('sa.cit l,- 1 970s art' hr iefl ' evai:;::ve. Ti:. it cideI
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= business.

107. My View of Cormunivy Th'ntnz. Pc'ari: btford, 197") This panper reviuws the
stages and thL' developmtent of flvt'tl b'-a''n care which lead ultimaitely to the
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local community's ta. ng useful cesponsibility for its own problems of
non-effectiveness. Also included is the maragement of patient problems
within the local community.

"'-108. Support Systems in Special Education (Minneapolis, i,475). The aloof

objective professionalism of some teachers is contrasted with the neces-1 sary warm subjective professionalism required in special education.
~Client participation in administering the service also alters the type

of professionalism. Special education has certain resources which enable

a local school to keep up with and integrate itself with the advancing
national service.

109. The Ultimate Economic Development:. I

A. The Delusion of Economic Growth

Material growth at 6% \over a period of centuries is impossible.
Material enterprises grow only at the expense of others.

Z. The Real New Wealth
National wealthtonce defined as the annual production-consumption
turnover becomes redefined as the total creative communication

within a consensus. It is no longer wise on Spaceship Earth for
one group to exploit another by a "favorable balance of trade".
With collaborative innovation mankind has often escaped the squeeze
of entropy but necessarily by bringing about the demise of some
institutions and some dear beliefs. #"I

110. The Nature of the New Modern Mind: The Extinction of Causation
Since the 18th Century the more vigorous western philosophers have
found untenable the popular notion that one thing causes another b-,
direct one-to-one influence. There is no longer any absolute trutu
but only degrees of confidence. Cause and effect has become a com-
fortable metaphor like "sunrise". We know the sun doesn't move but we
don't care.

111. Expendo Ergo Sum A client exists clearly within a therapeutic relation-
ship to the extent he pays in one way or another. Therapeutic skill for
families, neighborhoods or small communities develops erratically be-
cause professionals are not paid in the name of such groups. Yet this
kind of therapeutic skill is the most needed. Since most professionals
avoid experiencing chronic psychiatric hospitalization or even the
natural ghetto life, they make little progress in the therapy of the
chronic and the poor. This can be remedied.

* 112. Man The Eternal Symbolizer: Notes stimulated by Suzanne Langer's
Philosophy in a New Key.
Personal ruminations about the nature of thought and belief as awakened
by a great philosopher.

113. The Media - Their Effect on War and the Thought Market: Modern reasoning
and the development of ideas is accomplished not only by intercommunica-
tions among the cells of ones brain but also by intercommunication among

TV stations, newspaper publishers, ticker tapes, etc. This set of inter-

----
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communications produces depressions, wars, musical compositions or re-

ligious revivals. Today's media bring such results faster than yes-~t e rday 's.

114. Ccmbat Psychiatry in Varied Settings
The soldier with normal reaction to battle stress must be protected
from diagnosis and from loss of his military unit. The Zone of the
Interior stands ready ,o cripple him with a stereotyping diagnosis and
to damage his personal identity by giving him the best of institutional
care. The preventive and restorative forces of combat psychiatry cat,
be applied in problems with disaster, terrorism, hostages and prisoners

Iof war.

M'



D7UG DBUSi - A ,;,.t OR]i.,YATION

By Matthew D. Parrish, H.D.
August 1971

Dnf i',i t'j o;),

1. D' c' Abuso: Self adv.inistration of any cheiaic.al to alter (or maintain) :,:, r
or behavior -:hen th- chc'nical is not midica].]y jnz'icatud. Such
abuse i.:ry lead to three types of drug dependency:

2. ? Saxhs)1o:-dc Dpendency' (habituation): The drug is necessary to maintain an
adequate feeling of personal well-being.

3. Physical Dpre;ddnc~y (foriierly called addiction): The drug is necessary to
prevet an uuco:iLorrn1)lc! stercotypcd syndrom typical for
withdrawal of that particular drug.

4. Soeipl D,' ;nc'v: The particular ditg usage is the style of behavior re-
quired to r.mint.iin status or to reliev,, the social prvs-,re on
the individual \.ithin a particular society. The social corpo. .nt
to drug d.pcndency is th-. most compelling upon the idividul, I
and it is the r.:ost difficult to rtiannge. The individual i.ny .:-perience no physical discomforts and no withdrawal s :.ptc-s, n

yet, he ray feel coi.pclled to use drugs in order to fit the s:IV
of behavior in his society. Si,,:ilarly according to bis partico.2ar
society, an individual ,,y feeA. comelted

football rat~hr than soccer or in bo::ins rather than bull-a 1.ins 1f

br to eat potatoes rather than corabrcad.

5. Dru- Addiction (not xuch used because its meaning is too uncertai 1 ): Coz'pulsive
drug abuse because of social, psychological, or physical de-r pendency.

Patterns of Drug Abuse

In one year or decade, one drug or one means of administration of drugs
may be popular while in another time period another drug is popular. Thus,
marihuana tay be substituted for tobacco by some social classes; axphetar:,incs
and barbiturates ra-y be substituted for alcohol. At certain time periods,
drugs may be rather easily controlled and case few social problems. At other
times the opposite is true. Thus any attempt to control drug abuse must con-
sider the management and influence of styles of behavior rather than the mcre
management of individual drug abusers one by one.

Drug abuse as a syMtom within a particular society is also a communication
from one part of society to another. It may be, .among other things, a gesture
of protest or a cry for help. It way have some good effects as well as bad.
Drug abuse, for instance, has in scmve localities brou;ht tlhe young and old

" closer together. It has broidened the scope of school activities. it hats
broh it more public atctetion and eoney to problers of education and perhaps
has subtracted from cit-inecring, defense, and space explorations. -
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Mcrc ia;ilabi] ity of a1 drug, dcoes not ccrzaiyestabl. l it I:. a
Popularly 41.c try ;5. l nd glute !.lvont s U~crv aai h I fox .. n* y.:
jbe ferl- tlhoy icu i lo p-ti Iar Lo Prniff' obablIy Lilt & .':)st w i2 c*ly abu szu e..*i

.1mo011g tll he pl of Vi 1 ':: : iS beel 111t, bkut it has n ever becoCi:.e :oyI 'hfr -

Amen ican:. to U1it-w h-tel Iulia St yle i.- ia~vre habit. prIoducill' 01thn.1i.Io aj
Young:- pe0;0e C,-n1 OLI enPrulice their I'f drgC (:.ul, iiitaL)) icY

may ~ -tur to ,bz;tiVULe ru; if the Suli]y Of ocl Is -Cut of

Patients improve in the contrived cnviroluil-nit of a hospital but they reVCert'
to drugs w:ben they go back to the streets. Among drug abuscrS, thcre is so..2-
tines a hierarchy ana.10.logoS to the social hierarchy in the affluent suburbs.
The usv.r of ono I,-inJ of dru- mav have a diffrerent social status 'rror, the ::c

of another. Ai.tonZ 1)oorcr classes where crime is nocessary in order to I 1iMntin
an expcnsiv drug halbit, a jood shoplifter has .a different level of prestige
from a good socond-story burglar. Good hustlers drive C.d~ s I e C ay

become outcasts if they do not mainline drugs or practice a criminal spccia].ty.

Nany people will ingest tobacco in one nmincr but not in othcrs(c~;n'
snuffing, sr~okin-) . Thoy n-iy derive a plea'sure from the ritual and 1 4 h;i~
of a certain MOtnod as well as the'social prcstigo and acceptance that V'OCS
with the vmethods. Sorze pocule will derive pleasure from- the process of Iijjit -
ing up a ci-garette, W-aLCh1jng the smrok~e curl, holding it In a sophIisticae;
fashion, etc. They1 avoid the social scorn attached to the "dirtlnc' r." o 2
che-ving tobacco. Other people enjoy chewing but scorn the "sissyness' as ~~.
As the -throat irritation of ci-arette sm-,ohing. Likewise, abusers of othler
drugs itay become so attachied to intravenous injections that they vay pre-fer to
inject peanut butter or detergentL rather than :allotw a recl drug. AgaPin, tUIC

pharmnacological action of the drug is not the only'reason for its use.

Drg ffets nd sat

O~itc -including all drugs with a morphine-like effect such as opiumi,
heroini, codine, morphine "demerol", m.2thadon.

a. Opiates produce a Leeling of well-being and a relief from pain and
anxiety. Early in their use or later on in high enough dosaigi, they
produce a thrill of inappropriate happiness (euphoria). Valike thc
stimulants, the hallucinogens, and alcohol, opiates are not noted for
producing psychiosis.

b. Withdraual Syndrome: Opiates bring the strongest physical dependence.
Withdraxial syndrome when full blown includes tears, runnin- nose,
vomiting, diarrhea with cramps, gooseflesh, bone and muiscle aches,
nervous tension,.and elevated temperature. Some people have used
opiates for years without becoming physically dependent whenl the
administration vzas irregular and w'idely spaced in tima. Doependency
and eytreme tolerance can be .developed in a few days with regula-r and
frequeu&t high doses. Tolerance me-ans that a very high dose is needcd
in order to produce the same effect orig-inally produced by 'Low dosts.
Mfter withdrawal that sane high dose may then kill the 4ru, uscr.



1'Ii. Lh,3 raw.Tl syy v5 .tC Sevc-'t.St flhl(1 slort e. (jrh: two day'n) 1:;":'i

ove'r mu~ch ilore tiini, (perh~ps ten", days) wiLii lon1 ,-RCting 11:CO ic:.

(mei~haidono)

There is nothi.]jv cor:- elliigly txi':ic about a W-J.therxal synelro:'. 'I -iy
therapt-Utical~y addicte .ctitis go tiirou'li the Syndror' just as tihrou ,.i any
other pain ind tihey never returin to narcotics. Depedcnic.e ov~, is
particularly fLostered by the e~xpectation of doctors, social lvaderzs, and peers
that a druZ dce-endevnt cantbe c>pectcd Iwillingcly to go thirough a wiVrwl

and parado.x iczilly, that even if lie does lie will have a phiysi*callc;vso to
return to drug abuse. Addictc'd ioikcys, viho do not devolop social dependcicy,
will refuse further drugs after withdrawal.

h arcot ic abuse leads to crine more frequently than does the abuse or othcr
drugs becausx' the drug depoendnits soii- low feel that society thinks that it; is
all right to ,-,c.,l in order to prevent a sickniess. They consider the Inithdrawyal

-- syndrome a sickniess.

c. Social and rhiysicl Reponse to Drug Abuse: To the acaepro
the first injectionl of a narcotic is uiicolilfrtable producing nzlusea,
dizziness, and a ftodirg of not being entirely comipetent ;1s 01-10 s

true self. The avorage person v:iio got such a dose for pei;nrl
theraeputic, or other non-social reasonis would not want to rep~eat it.I
The average drug dopendent, however, get his first dose in an
atmosphere of a group uhich sees drugs as an ansert life's
needs. 77he group rmay be in rebellion against tradition or ziay see
the drug as part of a great tradition itst4lf just *as many other
American groups see alcohol or tobacco. The personal tastes of .1 dr..q
dependent (or almost anyone else) is largely deterinined by his spciety,
not by any autonomous personal im~pulse.

d. lManagerticnt with inefliadon: liedi cal services sometimis substitute a
inethadon habit for time heroin hiabit of the dru- abuser. Since he
gets his %ethiadon essentially free of charge, he can stop spending all.

his money for heroin. M1etmandon, being a very long-acting narcotic,
can be givon orally once a day. If the patient receives about 100 mg.
a day, hie will usually obtain no effect from any heroin taken that
day. Such a high daily dosage of methadoii.is called a maintenance

*dose. Some old patients whio have been dependent on tviroin for years
are simply ii.aintained on this high daily dosage of methadon. They
probably function with less efficiency than if they were not on drugs$
but this is not obvious to the average employer.

If the heroin abuser is kept on 15 to 25 g.of nmethadon per day, hie
will not experience the pain of withdrawal; but hie can get a thrill
(euphoria) if he tal-tes heroin. Starting with this low dose of reathadon
patients may be withdrawnn by gradually reducing dosage over about
seven-day period. Som services, however, use as mch as thirty days
to withdraw such a patient.



A high1 eiose of r.-thadon takien intravc-nously will have an effe-:cl i, I z.;
to i nt rzn ecou s hecroin. Feroin, itself, lns. bocli us~ed bv tlhie
profc!:sioni iii ot her coiunt ri c to itndri:x, narccotic decneIsor to
maintain Lhei.m on their habits undeIr con1trolled riedical conditions.

Si'2atsiliicluce cocaine, atiphct-ainine1s, and wnuy~ other drufgs - V.,:
caffeinie if tatken ii, hlr' dC'sel. So;..-. exprts cosdc he abuse of sil:
much more dintgerour, than abuse of opi).ates. The stilulants produce daw-: Orcms
rise i n bM.o,-d preEssucc. They viiy drive the or-,pnism~ to exhaust-or. ;y
frequently prouluci- a pakranoi16 psychosis. IThe pace of thinikinlg zn ] i vi i. 1
be so spe ied up that the.c user thinkhs rviny hours have passed whlen a ci: ua i y
only a few rinutes in have passed. This has lead to dea-thi fron, toorcun
dosages. Tolerance 4ovelops so that as much as a hundred times the nor-,.;-l
dose mayI 1be takenl. 'I'here is a wiclidr.aual syiidro-.,e less nmark-cd than !n ;i..s
Society has niot f.astcne(d upon ai;.-phiLalaine Withdrawal as having 'Cli l.-a,-ic of K
opiate wii1la;:i iTere is a teiidunc'y, lice.qever, to think cocaino:w~ida:i
is more intolerable. Coc.n is(sore]ctn rug and it also pro~uc Cs ar
spasm of small blood vesse'ls so th,-t miiffing, if iiiy p forat± the nslz-v;.::U'..I
Depressants are of ten taken together with stimulants in order to decrease 01c;

;z agitated discomufort that may come fromi stimulants alone.

Depr-snns - somexw.hat similar depressant effects are producedt by the
foll'winng substances: barbiturates, alcohol, glue solvent, cioral hydr;'te,
ether, -gasoline, etc. Many young groups avoid alcohol because they ccnsdier
that it belongs to the "establishmnent". Social us.age has usu.ll demaned that

lchol. be abused in a conradely soc2ial tope.Tismyaralybd;
to the oral route of ingestion, rcmniniscent of our, social eating ha-blts, if it
is tlhe current style for society to expect aggre-Xssive behavior from prsons-
taking the depressants, the aggression will frequently occur (as it v-i1-. wit.t
alcohol) . It will probably be explained as a release of inhibitions. in
Japan, where an intoxicated person is expected to enjoy himnself or to relax,
almost no aggression is seen regardless of how intoxicated the drin'Kcr bc~

ilalluScinogens - LSD, mnescal, peyote (imipure metjcal) are examuples of stA'ng;-
hallucinoge~ns. 1hoy are usually taken by 1:.outh. They incapa1citate the ;-r or

to 24 hours. They bring on surges of distorted visual hallucinations, bi.::,are
fears and joys, and a distorted perception of elapsed time. Wh.at seems likep 10
minutes may ouly actuall be one minute. The dose of LSD is a few rlicrograxs,

butth mrgi o sfety is enormous. Death does occur from suicide. The
user may jump through a window to escape a hallucination.

L - NHarihuana or hashish (a concentrated form of niarihuana) is a miild
hallucinogen. it is aivost, alvays s:.!c.It causes euplioria, an unwarran~ted
feeling of confidence, and a distortion of time perception. 71lie user often
feels he is very productive or witty. Tine effect of a couple of riarihuanai
cigarettes seldom lasts more than one hour. Under present social conditi-O:ns
no hallucino-en causes physical. dependency nor any "hiang-over" when the d~rugteffect is gone. All of them can occasionally cause a psychosis (usually I
paranoid) vi'ich- doe's endure after all the drug-is e%-creted. .. A svall percenta-,c
of marihiuzpa users develop a. psychosis uhich nay last a few days. It is
always unicrta-ii,.oi.cours-:. vhethier a prtcvlar pnyclhoiis u.as actual'Ay rVa -

cipitated by th.:. diu--. There are soma users (C:s-pcially of LSD) uwho cait
have 11'flashtha;cks" - isodes ol.hulluoinlatoas V1hic" occur Oays or months after
drug usage 1nd0... 1..ia.,..
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feSsioi .1.o al :.O the t rc.iLMnnit i-.. a rvvvr~c;t coi..-iniucCation J .roidi illhe doctor' to ()the
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his soricty uill res;pouid diiferelitly to di f.,rent Iraen1IV1t pr-occ(*Ave.

It is the function of throfessiozil to understan. h ed fb~
society anJ indivi~uaz an6 to underst.~c hi epnc onnae~~t

tretn't, r eu~noi~erortS. Ile Obiain this uiiderst nn!ing by confcrrint
With Ai-)Or..CC:!IILISadby rwin-hisefamc.broftheg1 uo

inter-disciplinary v.:iia-ers and staiff wurkeors ilho guide the coramnuity. -I legislators, judges, poli.ce, editors, rchuoolboard officials, ministers, etc.
At hesar~ctir.Qth 1;~i a halth proi'essjc'nal nrust have enough direct

commi~nication tvith tile cititeiiry so that no fviltptcr .tic social rnoveiicnt evelonsIwithout his till0 Crs ta .iig. Vile hurnin relatious prof essional tailors his trtav-
ment methods to the pairticula-r tille and to the particular society. A teclinician
on the oth(er hzad is z-n epe.Icrt at cerL;'in procedures. Ile typically will work
at his bench or in Ihis o'ice ad will carry out the same specialty activityA
until society and its professionals force hilu to change. Often adoctor 1: -1
employ hinself J. A.poe~oa often called "non-traditional prof usni oanl".
He understands the stylish geistures ond responses wilthin thle ever- chantia;
groups of his society, and he confers with comnmnity leaders on the control of

behavior styles.

The Yental '1Iezrlth Service's Position Anionp FheCor.ni-.nncies

Since drug abuse is a corami.ication from the society and involves the total
cow.-iunity, the treatmient of it also iinvolves all the resources of- the o.eiy

e.g. police, education, recrention, religion, mnedicine, industries, etc. If
only one or two ageiicies atte;..pt. to W".11ge0 a1 cou=!unIty's drug albuse Probie:.1
without the cooperation of the others, tliva the management is doomned to failtire.
Drug abusc.like alcoliolisnmis not a medical problcu. It is not a police pro-
blem. It is a problem. of the total coinnunit-y. Religious leaders and 'policcn.I ~ *n advise ::edical Duenabout the treatment of drug abuse. Medical men can ad,.ise
a~fd sweat ag with polic~men and churchmren as they fi lo ace pro'alces of drug'
abuse. If in a certain society it becomecs appropriate for a drug abuser to oce
hosp alized, that does not relieve his family, his wor~k supervisor, or his

M teacHer of responsibility for him as a person -not even temrporarily.

Patterns of Ma~nagementI One pattern of dru- abuse rTxiagemcnt rmy worl; best for one comzrmnity.
Another pattern for another. One coirmnity effectively used an authoritarian.
approach such -is (a) below. It just could not have used total brain power and
energy of the co1r:.iuni ty as in (b) below. A year later when various character
types and Fr.-ssioanz becri-e t:nre trusting of each other, wmtal health con-
suzitallts hoi11 the cc--ma-lsi;y leazerE to instiLute Z progrz= li1ke (b). h

£o~ng exi-.ples were scaztEVi-S Used in cot.:ination. A particular co=.-nity
-usually cnded up tailoring its own program to its own needs,



(a) ]Impersonal "establishir int" prograz.; are :ide-sprcad irn mu.:t drt;.:-
bt.isng c.,itiC~.., jThcs inc ud .ovie , po,.t.crs, and... . , dfl. recuic~l

lectur-e; at sChool. 'There i1;a soo. "auLliority" hcro' cI linl; abu=.:r.I at in good for thcu. Ab;,:;r: seou iVr al-e c:d to contribute to po]icy akd
planning as peers and equals of the cowiuMinity members.

(b) Soume other coL.:rmi-s called on d(h, -busr o: ex-drug auesa

dignified repoiibe m:i-rsn to hicp in . lannhg" co;;Ility cicn,;es. 1-ite
straicht" :;:Crs of society thvii rii.|hud having to change appropriately tLeir

owrn ideas about what constituted abuse of alcohol, tbacco, tranquilizer",
caffeine, and food as well as m-rihuana or narcotics.

(c) Vorkers dependent on heroin have becn examined at the mental heall.
service and sent back to their hores or work. Thcy wLre :;:tntaincwd on lif-st
duty for about a week while they withdre:: from the drug under te observation

of a tec.cianiiuio sc::et~t,es used mild tranquili:zers or sedatives to FOfk-Ln HwithdrawJ sy;:'toms. FrequCntly, theset patidnts reported to a drug aiu:.e

center once a day and the attitudes of thC-e drug de:pc.ndents vere aired o;- ,o:,
groups of their owm co-workers and ne'1ighbors. If these groups accepted th-
drug abuser as an efficient duty worker while he was not abusi.ng dugs, the ,P

patient could usually retain his job. If not he was fired.

US (d) At other timces the neighborhood school. or industry could not
tolerate any drug abtser who become kno-n to the public. Ncny wvre jailed,.
and others left the cor.unity or went into hi.ding as soon as posible. The
co. ,unity trade strong efforts to have thes:e men handled ci irely by the
medical piofession or the police without ever returning to nor,:.Il life. V'ere
was tlius a constant outflow of people from the com,uity. So;:-e of thesc Aople
were former leaders performing good duty. The socit'tv as a whole never undcer-
stood why there was so izany drug cbusers. Nor did they understand the mess,.ge I
the drug abusers were trying to convey consciously or unconsciously.

(e) Coffee Houses or rap houses were set up in the cozonunity where pco],= -'

with drug problems or needing drug inforrLition could come and talk with fori.:r
drug dependnts and people their own age in an atmosphere vhich fit the feelings
of their own class. Most of the community agencies were cotzanitted to ftr-
nishing the van-power and ideas for these houses. Often the cornmunity maintained
telephone "hot-line" service for drug abuser, run-aways, and other problems
mostly of young people. A person who wanted help would call the well-advertised
numrer and receive counselling from a trained teen-ager or other volunteer.

(f) Some co, munities infortrally offered ia.n:inity from prosecution to
all drug dependents not already under investigation who turned themselves in
t a community agency for help.

I (g) A general theme running through many of the management problems -,:as,
tqe attempt to substitute a new -ocial addiction for the old drug addictien.
The new addiction amounted to useful work at a dignified profession or honorble
duty. Sometimes it was a religious experience. Sometimes it was the opportuni-
ty to go over to help curb the opposite pole drug abuse. But in any case
there was conmitwent to a group which had an active mission.

(h) Ierely withdrawing the abuser from his drug and sending him. back to
the same social situation that produced the abuse very seldom effected any

permanent change.

• . .i
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(i) 1Vi ic individw-1 or -rotip psychorlic-raipV 2:niv in so:ne cases I-ei:Z
cz ;11!t S q inl soi.-.' 11011- dru.: w. ers, tI:Aost :~n~ i~tiprd:*S leinedthc ~()~Y 0. tYil., tO v k lwrov:; of tCiemselvos by :t.psI.

"cure" drug dep :rnL trougi co unsel ing or psychotheraply only.

(j) ha I-,-: Iriulir Cenance prg.;: eep the pzttit nz Oafntc' n *.11L
100 01,g of nltakdOne pe(r day. Tiiese iroglrars are poi-uI ar -vi ti the ci
ment bec-rit- thely taihe the patient in--wdiately off of heroin an-d lie neoJ is~
steal f: thte cStablishirinnt any more. Buit lie rem~ains h'kced on .a ilwrcotiz.JI
It ar-peW:: thatL C-:ly aI very s:ilperconvage of drugpenkn ronli,; &.%:cd
to be kcpt on v,:th. done injefinitely. 314iny black cv::.;:tjnIt.4c- isi .

mant-:anebecause theyc, beclieve that it keeps black peopleI froza bcin;

avibitious and arggressive.I (k) $neco-iwniutics iruiake radical changes in living conditions and in
the r.vn-o-r;nt o,- ertug --iuse, but they do it la a piccemza1 fashion. A Ij
change v.fe schoolfs or churches, or inedical seorvices at a ti.-- inl ozer to
get a1 feedb-ck f-rom citizens, children, and staff and to naenesy ndlustr-nts
in general policy.

ad(1) Most prvigrcs- wa!, r.vade whe~n cornv;uni4 ies irride accurateC veasur:-..ntj
and dscrition of iwisamnagezuent -nd its results. This data w~as o0tevii

useful to othe~r coi=znni tios. Refore' ca-rryiig, out Filch Ilarz:;w~ ii

cornunities usually requested expert help) from natioital ly Ihnova agencies or
professions.

(nz) Any punishiaxent for selling or using drug~s v:as i ;epoti.ct to
h4-e actual dnr.-.Ige, that ,;uei dru-s were causing in thie Cozi;:..i.ty. Ti!- the

punishmcen~t for heroin traffic vas higher tha n that for i.nriliurnna I~,-;

(n) Some coraunities sent representativos fron all t~.i~iv:port-ilt

agencies, including, far.-i~ies. to special worl-shops sr sr.',ols. O.n th)Iir-.
return the-y held rtnii~iz.rs or dialoguos with othor neesof thc C zo:
E~very ze.erof the coz~im~niry camne to feel soi.:ecwhat 11nowl c dzcabl e and re',)na-

sible concerning drug Thbuse. Thie progrrvm m-anagers xnnde it: easy for such

iIi~r owrz.aantdu Aue
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This pz?;er is addressed to prof'-sslonals in the field of humt.an reit1 ens
such as social workers and lsychiiltristn. It is also addressed to those
non-tr.ditior:'al Fp'ofesr.iona is whose .;.phasis: is upon v.:lrience, sen,.itivity,
intcllige'.c, and the ability to work smoothly in an organizational structt:rc.

Expericnce has 'shoen us that it is foolish to think of drug abu-- as an

isolated ph.-nn'no: which can be cured by looking only at the problems of
drug au,:e itself i:nd ignorinig modern difficulties;.a:. educattional probicn.,
the emotional strain bereen the young and old, between u. ,n and wor-.n, beteen

the elite suburbs and the ghtttoed middle city, and between races. As you
work with dr',); abuse, you will discover how drug abuse fits in appropriately

to the whole systern of modern and future living. Drug abuse itself irly be a
passing fad, but it will leave an even worse fad in its place if the total
social problemis are nor dealt with as we deal with drug abuse. We cannot
cure an ulcer on the foot if we think of it only by itself and not as a
symptom of the cntire body's internal problems of arteriosclerosis or
diabetes. We must at the sir- time consider it an effect of the e:tc-rnal.
factors of ill fitting shoes or dirty socks. A single narrow point of view
would prevent cffective treatment.

POI'rS OF VIEM' FO? DTRUC ABTSE

1. Individual: Drug abuse can be seen from the point of view of the
pharr.acology of the drug's reaction upon the indivihual. When different
individuals in different pleces develop different e.ctLions to the same
.drug-, or when different drugs give the same general satisfaction, this is
explained by calling it "individual differences". One man is assur..d to have
a different anatomical set-up from another ran. The craving, the thrills,
the withdrauni pain. are believed to be due only to the ch.mic,:l effects of
the drug. The individual point of view explains nearly all behavior.
(Figure 1)

2. Social: Drug abuse can be seen fro-m the point of view of changing

social styles. People who conplain today that they can't stand the new
style in shoes or in music will show us tomorrow how proud they are of their
personal taste as they wear the new style of shoes or pick out a new reck

record. In the far east, many men smoke opium and quit for a week or two at
a time without having any withdrawal symiptoms. Surgical patients who get
hooked on narcotics, and are withdrawn by the doctors, do not later return to
the drug. But ex-addicts i-he return to the strje without a cor.itment to

stylish work or to the mission of helping others get rid of drug habits will
very often return to their own drug habit. The intensit of a drug abuse
problem then can be judged on a mass social basis as one can judge an
epidemic or judge life insurance statistics. Drug abuse ray be changed by
mass advertising and educational mcthods and by the rise of new public heroes
who are into things more interesting than drugs. The source of drugs Way be
shut down. Another style of behavior may be substituted for drug behavior-
a style such a.z free c -uoal sex or intense religious devotion or ran-
activities which do naot involve drugs. The social point of view explains

4i nearly all drug behavior. (See Figure 2)
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3. ndividu-1 Sez inl: But close coizi~titment to either of tile above~
p ul~ i v :*j 1zi a Ls your porceptioni of the total drug- problem!. As a1 ci iui c..l

worker, you L ytry to cu~re eachi itdividuail by ,:dical and p!;ychintric r '.--rtsn

-idbesi there will be no
more of theo old patients anywy. So nw how rah o o rea.lly acnlni ,
a social psyeholr isr Oil the o-ther hnyou -..iy try to cure tile social pro-
blems by delivering better pay-offs for activities no-t possible %.'-ile' tai-ing

=drugs. By advertising methois you rmy change tile desires of age groups, of
races, of nntionlitios, of rel3 gios. You liny changie wiol e scyles of bch.avlor
but the personal needs ofL each unique individual. ;.ill not be dealt with.
Unless you have iiiti.uite per:.onal understinding of at least a few drug deptndents5,
you will even be blind to sonme of the me--ichanisms by which social styles beco-me
imprinted into thle individual.

= When you adpt points of view, they lheep you aloof from the proble.m. You
yourself don't chaai~e. You learn ntew things but you can i--.lintain the iraeof'
one whio knew thlose thingsv all thle time. . . You can renin alvays intellectual,
objective, and cool iii your delns- ne-r'etic but not eIm'Heshed in the drug
life. Points of view are enpecially corifortaible for people who feel somec loss
of their own identity or their own selftiess.

If your o-wna~ psychology requires you to maintain a point of view -that is.
to umintainl an alo-of objective and manipulative control of thle drug- abuse group
without letting- yourself chani-e - then please adopt both of the above poinrts of
view. Deal with ind-'uivid"uals and styles. Let one point of view develop your
skill With thc other point of vi1ew. F~rom~ intimate concern with the icii'i

yu can filld hot. pay-off s can be altered so that a life without drugsr is rc.arneo
better. Fr.o:a exam:iliintg Cie flow o;! selcini. -tyli-s you caia get ability to prc-

- dict where individualIs -will go in their behavlor;.

INVOVENTL:7 AVOIIVC tN Al.OOF P0717 OF VIEW

After you beccn- confident about yo-irself' you may find it appropriate to
adopt a quite different attitude fromi any of the above. You can involve your-;
self in the drug society and get to know t he feelings of the individual drug;
dependent. You can get to know, the feelings of the style and the though1-ts in
the air -the social gratification, thle new "heighitened" ways or- living- and
sensing. 1:1icin you get close enough1 to the societv to understn th Cdu
dependent, whom he opposes and who opposes him, you yoursell wil11 chance sorme-
what* You can no longer disdain the drug dependent or his Society. Hie seems
truly to be your o-.-n brother or child, a part of yourself. You may never use
drugs yourself but you will becoie as mch a part of the drug culture as all
the dru- dependents znd the ex-depondents who work alongside them, It is
impossible, in any case, to understand in detail a person or a ctyle without
yourself beco=ing somewaint altered.

= - - ~ -7



%ar :!t o It.~ drug, ec'-cndent ciLdren often~ profit by this 1.oc in- H.
valved ztt itude. i-:eparents chang-e. They beco._- r.vre understaiadinf* 0:
midern trend!-., r..oro clcs: e to Lte chiild, the"- becowz! able to m.ove silfr!Q

into styles i'-:yond present drug abuse furor. Lto~y

Ydu ir-ay need to bring prents and children tO0-'Lher. You'can do it mz*
object ively, by 1-A;ipulariuig Lite. into individual truatnment or in group c- ca-
tion. 0; the other hiand, you car. do it also by involving yourself 0i Lhe -ic:-
face between parent .n chiU Ud - accepting into your mmn heart the cmr J2.on it

that'*no rins Z1td~bet1VCen theC young and old. You will !szdffe'r, but it wi 11 be
in active suffcrin- -hat cc:pihschanigcs in othier individucls and in-

styls -but you yourself will also change and will never beth aegin

Everyday, za! yourself: ien I concentrating ":.L the individutal inex-
sian or the society or of group Ipressures and :-cylen?"' ( b) "Am I rt.imining
objectively aloof f roma the drug culture and not letting 3iayscli change In
attitude or feelings -but only in kno,:ledge?"

Drug usage and withdraval will appear to have one set of effects and
=Symptoms to thc aloof point of view of the individualistic clinical worker. M

They will appear in anoulier way to the aloof point of view of the courumnity
organizer or the social group worker. They will appear yet another way to any
Of these Salw! workers where they are ready t:) ilae personal changes as th-cy

= involve themselves in either individual or social approaches.

Drug effects wil11 also vary frout nation to nation, from~ neighborhood to
neighborhood, and from social class to social class. Consequnntly, the tI, in;-s

we witeabout the phairm-:cology of dru-s or the sy-empto;ns of v!ithdrawal areIonly apprxiate and they will vary with the obsorver and with the indivicintal

and with the group be is a rnerbler of.

IM
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MRBy Matthew D. Parrish, H.D. ~ 17

1. Di'~Abnc=:Self aduministrataon ol' anx chemiieal to alter (or flaintt in) :..,-'d
or beha11vior t"nen the cleriacal in not nmedically inclicatud. Such
abuse Lzylead to ithre-c typa-s of drug; depcncncy:

2. Psvc'hooe" I iendrnz (habituation): The drug is- necessary to raintaz;i a~nj
adequate feeling of personal well-being.

3. Ptyvsical~cdn- (for~rv called aiddictijon): The drug is necess;ary to
pTcVC' anleL.~~~IAswrovc syndrom rypzca±3 t-or

withdraweal of thlat rartiur drug.

4. Soif)--renc:c-v: Vie particular ch ug usage is the style of beha;vior re-
quired to rnin imin statu otorleve the socia l pr,:,s-:reo;

the individual .-ithin a particular sciety. The social cn: !
to drug, dc-prndvnrcv is tht- "ost compelling; up~on the inivwU
and it is the nost difficult to tm-Paw. The indivieuali L.:n
perience no physical discc-nforts and no wivhdrawzcl strmic
yet, he ray feel co;-pclled to utse derues- in order to fir -1- s-:iy
of behiavior in his socit . Siil.-irly, according to his:.rccr
society, an; ind ivid~ual r;'y feel corzgclled to be inmerer-r- 1i!

-- - footbal rat:r th-an rjccer or in1 bc':ing rather th.-nbulzrn
or to eat potarocs razlier [han com. ircad.

5. L Dt "Adct in ino ,zch used beca-use its ireaniW; is too uncertnin):0 Co:;rlsiv
drug, zbu*sZ Ccaue f Social, psychological, or physical dei-
penuiency.

Patterns of Prut: Abuse

In one year or decade. one drug or one means of administration of drugs
may be popular Vhile inl another Line period another drug is popular. Thus,
marihuana rny be substi71tuted for to-ba-cco by Some social classes; a--paetzmins
and tarbicurates ra-y be substitutedA for alcohol. At certain tiepros
drags na~y be rather easily controlled and case fey: social problems. At otter
tizcs the opposite is true. Thus any atreup.t to control drug abuse rust c--
sider the rnnogemcent and in1fluence of styles oC behavior rather than the ncre

nageoient of individual drug abusers one by one.

Drug abuse as a symptoa within a particular society is also a coc~znicartion
from one part of society to anoather. It nay be, awong, other things, a &gesture

O~protest or a cry fo r hielp. It zay have ,o:-z rood effect aswelasou.
D ag atbuse, fovr - , as in serez loczlities bro-a-it a-se yca'n- - d. o.*c-
clcser to ezhcr. It has broa-dened the scope oi school activit~es. , .1.1
b-&t t uorc publ, ic attention an* nioney to problens of education and Perhaps _

has subtracted from enine,-alering, defense, =nd space c.jlorations. _

-~~ -. ~- -- X m= _



Nkre auail:abi] Ly of a drug don not ec.:,arily establi-.h it a:' a
poplar yV u:.c.i i L .. (.:(I ilw ad gi tt,, ,;olV'nts wc:rv avaii ':,abl for 1,,:an*,. y(*',,':
beflro ti.V icca : pu ;r L.o "sniff". Pl:oab y L, e ii.cy busod "
among t hle ,wopI of V;,, ::am is betel i% it, hut it has tiiever bcco,. . Ly] I h fr
AJI:erica.e. to cit c q I't 11 ntt. Style i: t:ore habit produc I than ph I,.aco o ,./.
Young puo;'Itv can oft n r'rulucc their o'.'a drui:o (al!c(olol, ::iriltuaa , LSD). "fI.cy
may turn to sub;;titute drug;s if the SUlJply of One iS Cut off.

Patients improve in the contrived environwant of a hospital but they revert:
to drugs whien they go back to the streets. Among drug abusers, there is so:..:,-
times a hierarchy analogous to the social hierarchy in the affluent suburbs.
The us.er of or.e kind of drug may have a different social status from the u'
of another. A..ong poorr classes iihere crime is n-cessary in order to i -ntain
an expensive drug hab)t, a good shoplifter has a different lcvcl of prestige
from a good second-story hur/glar. Good hustlers drive Cadillacs. A:Cn "May
become outcasts ii they do not maiuline drugs or practice a criminal specialty.

Many people will ingest tobacco in one manner but not in othcrs (chcvin-,
snuffing, sreing) . They nay icirive a ple-sure from the ritual n.nd mechaviics
of a certain method as well as the social prcstigo and acceptonce that 1*oes
with the r;t hods. So::e pec',le will derive pleasure from the process of i ht-
ilg Up a ci -.aTLtrt, VLChin)g t.he smoke curl, holding it in a sophisticated
fashion, (tc. Th v avoid the social scorn attached to the "dirtihc. n " o.
chewin tobacco. Other IpCople Vnjoy chew.ing but scorn the "sissyness" az W Ji
as the throat irritation of ci--arettc smok.ing. Likewise, abusers of other
drugs iiy become so attached to intravenous injections that they r-ny prefer to
inject peanut butter or detergent rather than rt:al]o, a real drug. Again, the
pharntacologieal action of the drug is not the only reason for its use.

Drug ff-ects and Usac:e

O iatcs - including all drugs with a norphine-like effect :,ach as opium,
heroin, codcine, morphine "dctmrol", mithadon.

a. Opiates produce a iceling of well-being and a relief from pain and
anxiety. Early in their use or later on in high enough doss,,., they
produce a thrill of inappropriate happiness (euphoria). U~like the
stimulants, the hallucinogens, and alcohol, opiates are not noted for
producing psychosis.

b. Withdrawal Syndrome: Opiates bring the scrongest physical depcndence.
Withdrawal syndrome when full blownr includes tears, running nose,
vomiting, diarrhea with cramps, gooseflesh, bone and .uscle aches,
nervous tension, .and elevated temperature. Some people have usCd
opiates for years without becoming physically dependent when the
administration was irregular and widely spaced in tipe. Dependency

A-[ and extreme tolerance can be developed in a few days with regular and 
frequent high doses. Tolerance means that a very high dose is needcd -

in order to produce the same effect ori inally produced by lo. dose.s.
After withdrawal that same high dose wy then Mill the drug user.I loI

-I-t I. I #
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w~ithdrawalc -!v9u:~ rc severt;t andc !"' oites" (p.C-,::s t-o -4y;.'

)Vcr ..,t:cli ware Ltimi2 (Ijwihaps tell daIs) withl 1onaz'cting 11'11cca ic-
(inethadonc!)

Thcrc- is noth 5i~ cornpe- llnly mi'7,fc ahout a W-Uhdra-,al syndrom.e. i:-Iny
therapouticaly addiceu patients go through the s5ndror,' just as throu, 'I anyI %.

other Pain zind thecy never returnt to narcotics. Deprendeuze, h.eris V£
pariclaij ored by the expctation of doctors, social ]ea~.ers, and peers U

that a dru- eedn cannot be expected iwillingly to go throug-h a w~hrwl
and parad 0 xica1ly, that even if he does lie will havc! a phys-ical co;upuls-ion0 to

return to drug abuse. Addictod wioukeys, who do not devolop social dependcncy,
will refuse further drugs after withdrawal.

~4acoicabuse leads to crim.e more frequently than does the abuse oft'r
drgs because the 6:x- depcndvints soiehow feel that societ I ths that it is

all right to ,,teal in order to prevent a sickniess. They consider the v ithdrav7a

syndrom-.e a sickness.

c. Social and Physical Response to Drug Abuse: To the average person
the first injectionl of n nircotic is Un1coillortab~c producing aue
dizziness, and a fi cling of not being centit -ly corupeteat as on,
tr,-:v self. The avorage pers-on w-ho got such a dose for opri~:tl

teraeputic, or othicr non-social reason-. would not utant to repeat. it.
The averaget drug dolpendent, however, get his first dose in an
atmosphere of a group which sees drugs as an answer to life's
needs. The group r'ay be in robellion ngtinst traditio.n or mnay see
the drug as part of a great tradition it-!elf just as niany other
Americn groups see alcohol or tobacco. The personal, se fadu
dependent (or almost anyone else) is 1Thrgcly determined by his society)
not by any autonomous personal impulse.

d. lanagei-mcnt with u'ethadon: Medical services sorm.etimcs substitute a
mnethadon habit for the heroin habit of the drug abuser. Since he
gets his meCLkadon essentially free of charge, he can stop spending all
his money for heroin. Metiadon, being a vory lon-acting n.arcotic,
can be givon orally once a day. If the patient receives about 100 ing.
aday, he will .sualIly obtain no effect from any heroin tak-en that

day. Such a high daily dosage of tiethzdon is called a maintennc
dose. Some old pat-ients whio have been dependent on h-iroin for years
are simply r-aintained on this high daily dosage of methadon. They
probably function with less efficiency than if theiy were not on drugs,
but this is not obvious to the average employer.

If the heroin abuser is kept on 15 to 25 mg. of methadoi per day, hie4
will not experience the pain of withdrawal; but hie can -et a thrill.
(euphoria) if he takes heroini. Starting with this low dose of atdo
patients mnay be withdraunn by gradually reducing dosage over about
sevezi-day period. Some services, however, use as much as thirty d~y
to withdraw such a patient.
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A hig'h do!se or- i'hadnon taken ilittavenlous)y will have -.n eff:ct: rii~

to intravnous hv-oln . Heroin, t-seli., has beenf used by tliv i% i
profCsjol j;1 ot her Cclunltri to vi~idri-1: llrcotfc dependentUs or toC

mainti l(-u 0-. their habits under controlled maedical cc'nditionis.

Sfntanus inc luc'e cocaine, awu-herarines, and i.Liny other drugs - even
C a ffeliC1 if t.akcai i. Jo'h seS. So::c expertLs conSider thle abUSe of Stiii'iklZ:itP L

much mare d, ngerous than ab (do op!~eTesiuat rdc ZIeOS=

rise in blood pressure. They maiy ei. ,c the organism~ to exhoustion. ThL.ey 0Y
frequl: -ly proLUict ai pair..nc'5 o psychosis . J he pance of thinking and I ivi-.1 1..-!y
be So Spoeeded up th. -te ulser thinks Vmanol - Lly hours have passed when actually
Only a f ew mlnt 'sr yhve passed. This has lead to docth from too frcqucan:
dosagecs. Toler:ance develops so that as muwch as a hiundred tine1s thle nor:.A;lJ
dose may be takhen. 'lhcre is a u-it~dr-r-wal syndro-.e. less nrlkcd than !n oi.'s
Society hil 11otI fast ened upon a.phLain withdraWal a! havi.ng 010e ii Of
opicte %lth, 1I~a: 111ore iz, a tend(!u-yher, to think cocaino~wtir~a
is more intolorable. Cocaine is a Shorter-acting- drug and it also pro uccsa
Spasm of sinai 11 b).ooc vessels so that.I .sniiffingl,1- if ay p) foraCe Lte IVI1 :SC :rl
Depressants arc' often taken togethe~r with stimulants in order to decrease tilt.

agitated discc';:ifort ht ay colie from stimulants alone.

Donreq.c.ant s - sorlnwhat siilillar dvpressant effects are produce(I by L'heI
fo 1cwqi nt. subst ancos: barbit Ulrates, -11CO110, glut- solvent, chloral hy~t--e,
ether, -gasoline, etc. kNany young groups avoid al.cohaol because they ccnis.'or
that it belongs tLo the "c'stablishliriont". Social usage has usually det.;.anded that

achol be abus-ed inl a conrade"civ Aoia ut;ope. iusm atilyl'k
to thie oral route of ingestion, reminiscont- of our Social cating- hllits. 1 f i t

= is tlie current Style "or societyV to C:-*poCt agrsiebe-havior frozir~n
takingf thle decsit the aggres.:io1 uill freque'ntly occur (as it u-ill it
alcohol) . It will probably be expla'ined as a release of inhbbir£on'. In
Japanl, whert! aI intoeiCated person irs expected to en joy 1ilfor to rc'~ax,

almost no aggression is Seen regarless of how intoxicate Ah.rnkr1~ e~

Illltucinio.Les *.LSD, moscal, peyoll e (Iizpure sietcal) are exaimples oil stro;-,
hallucinoVc-n.;. They are usually taken by i:at.They incapicitate h sr~o

to 24 hours. They bring on Surges of distorted visual h.lucnios bi z ae
fears and joys, and a distorted -- iception of elapsed tine. 11hat seemz like~ 10
minutes r.'.ay only actually be one .- fute. The cdose of L.SD is a few rmicrograzs,
but the nnirgin of safety is enormous. Death does occur from suicide. Thle
user zmay jut-.,I throug-h a window to ruscape a hallucination.

Marihuana or hashish (a -oncentrated form of Tnarihuana) is a m.-ild
hallucinogen It is alm.ost always s..o(,Kcd. It causes euphoria, an unwarranited
feeling of confidence, and a distortion of time perception. Tile user often
feels he is ve ry productive or witty. The effect of a couple ofl =aIrihunna
cigarettes sel.dom lasts miore than one hour. Under present social condition.s
no halluciuon, causer. physical. dependency nor any "hanl,-over" when the 6rug
effect is gone. All of them call occasionally cause a psychosis (usually A
paranoid) %.ich does e-ndure after all the drug-is excreted. .. A sm~all percena,e
of wmarilhurna users echvlop a.-p-yc:hos1:- Is ihich 1.-,ay last a few days. It is _

always uncert~a.-*, of corwhIctie~r ai prpc'L ycI~.-is vnz actual- rc-
cipitated by -'1" di 2  hure aro so:;2z users (esp;-.c cily of LSD) iwhoclmt.=
have I.,flashbzks" - pi)isoclcs oLiihlluoi-at.tionis wrhichi occur Oays or cmontiis after__
drug usafe ecids., 1-1 1# 11 .. 11.
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Trnati-xent Or O )L1 Ar'i

(.(n~ra ~"orn- '1V - Just a.1 !Tp(o. r.~ a oxiitic froni the .

dual to Lto &: c)CO o::s ZL.' fre; thei iv-z1 --s rollp to tile proia1 -
- fessio 1]., 0] Clh ~: r~t.ave cI~~nct ion frow the doct. or Io the

imd 2Vida .1IZ11a- frold ." Iiie waiUiJ pro c:.;son t o Ih .Ii" 'nral noc iety t-o %:h i ch l1c
inld i V 1( dun 1 1 %):0 y 1 11' di 4*.cV%,xt M'i: o,- IA,* LIMI M-0,rl .1 1)1 LCn.tP.All.

his society Ui'illrscn diifCrecutly Lo dif,.1.Cnit Lreai:.c1nt proccedurcs.

It is the fucino the prof essional to understand the needs of both
society and indivi'~it. -, to 0understandthi p's o n;en,
treatrixnt, or oc'ch-caron Ifotle otisthis rtiierston,,ing by coifcrri
with appropria.te -Oxtznsand by rtivain~ln- hit.,tself a incT.ber of the group of.
inter-disciplinary ria-ers and staff izorlters iiho guide the corisainicy. -

legislators, judges, p0] icc, edit ors, schooJlhoard officials, mninisters, etc.
At the sa-.., LiMe0 thP V.uit al hecalth prol~essional must have enough direct
co-nunical-on WWIh thc Cit!zcn.ry SO thaIt 1no 1y.TpLor.tic social novei:ent deve) ops
without his undcorstan-Iiing. Tile huiian relations prolfession.-l tail~ors hi-, trfat-
ment methlods to thec particular timne and to tile particular society. A technician.
on the other hanid is zin e:*pert at cerivin procedures. Ile typically will :o&-k
at his bench or in his office ca~d will carry out the same specialty activix.y
until society and its professio~nal.s force him21 to chnge. Often .1 doctor ir'ty -

inplc'y hinse~f as a profvszional - often called "non-trrditional rfsi.]"
le understands the stylish gct.tures q'nd resp~onses within the evcr-chan--±;1d,,
groups of his- society, and he confers with commiunity leaders on tile control Cf

behavior styles.

Th crntal "Tolth Service's sito ro -o.n'mity A-enc-es

Since drug abuse is a coianrncation iroirn the soctety and involves the total
conmunity, the treatment of it also iinvolvcs all tile resou-ces of thleco niy
e.g. police, education, recrent~on, religion, nedcIisw, indvstries, etc. If
only oine- or tw..o "gCecies atte: ? to w-rn&L.0 a j~ Com;5 dw i's rhe
*thiout the cooperation of the others, thn thle n:..ee is dloomed to failltC. -

Drug abuse~lik-e alcohlolis-i is nuc a inedlical nrublrci. it is not a police pro-
blem. lt is a problc;.t of the tota l rcor~uiy i iiu edr n oiee
can advise ztedical. nmaabout the treatment of drug abuse. ','edicail mcen can advise
anld sweat along- With poliCtLnen and churchimen as they face pro:)ezms of drugZ
abuse. If in a certain society it becomies appropriate for a dritlg abuser to lie
hospitalized, that does not relieve his fauily, his work supervisor, or his
teacher oil responsibility for him as a person -'not even temporarily.

Patterns of 112iagemcnt

One patterLn of drug abuse maragement nay wiorlk best for one --aimunity.
Another pattern for an-other. one cotm-unity effectively used an authoritarian
appr ach such as (a) below. It just could not have used total brain power and
energy of the cor:iuity as iii (b) below. A year later Vhen various character
types and p~ 5i~zbckc::e mo.-re trusting-of each other, mcntal hea-lth con-
SuzLants h:pe -h CCnz7 le-'derr' to institueaprgaL ie(h..
folc. ing : .lsw-2re so7m-eti-.es used in coz.oinationt. A particular cmnt
-usually cnded up tai~lorin& its own program to its own needs.

_____L _ a M -Z-- 20



(a) Iersonal "ostablisic wnt" pro.ram.,; are wide-t-pread in riu!.v d,-,,,. M-
ziiu~n: c': iUi~.The!C5: incld )et R.OvieC., pO)..t.t'C r .~I j , ~requ;'r.l'

lectirC- at sochool. There i : aluz'v.- .;oi.. "atitlacri L7' 1:(r(- tel'lin:: zabu.-.:rs-
WVila if. good for them~. Au!.rs -nou arc. sir llouctd to COILriLbULC to pol icy at
plannin- a!: per.; and( Cqua is of thei cot.:umnit~y :men:bers.

(b) Soii-.r! other o;iuitescall 4r!d oil drug ab~users or ex-drug; abu: n- an
dignified re~pns.1lin' :burs to hic2 p in pilnnlng col..uRILty chcn.;es. 'lte
"straight" lri:de)rs of society 0he C iLt: having' to chiange app)ropri ely ti~eirL

ownm Ideas Lbout what conistitutca abuse of alcohol, tobaicco, tranqjuilizer,,,,
caffeine, and food as well ats mi:rihimna or narccticcs.

(c) 1Uorkers dependent. onl heroin have beon e,:aiued at the nmental health1
service andE- senl+, baciz to th.-ir liomor, or workz. They wt.re -ainta1lc-d oin li,-utIdty for about a uwoel, whiL licthe' withidrc-1 fromr~ the drut,* under theL observaionM
of ai tec;inlicianl 1,10o sc'" o~:e d mnild trzan(uili::crs or scedatives to soltcYL
Withdrawal4 sy;.-;toms. Frequcut.ly, thcet pavidlnt. Te1ort:rd to a U'rug 1-~

center onice P. (.iy andI the aLtitUd(-S ofx thezse drug depcndonts -. e-re aired on 4:
groups o' their ovni co-worlhers and ne6 hinm-s. If these -groups accented 1' H
drug, abuser as aln elficicnt.duty worker wi].-I he wars not Aiiing drugs, tile

patient could usually retain his job. If no: hie inas; fired.

(d) At oth~er tii:--s the noighhborhod school or indu!intiv co-uld notI
tolerate anly drug ahusc*-_. I.ho becaome I~onto the, putilic. ;;.!, 'rc jailed,.

A. teslf h o..'uit r~ol noIidng* on:sp~~be h
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i no~nt ziade ston eellt to hIv thY; L~ h1nde cu. ir ybyt

Medical pzofessnion or Lic~ police wi thout e:verreun:i to n~or;:zal life. V:Orc
-was thu a constant ouitflo-, of peo-le from (lie co.:nfiuity. Socof vhcs-C ;_plC _

were form~er leader- perf oriung good duty. "'he socicty as a %::hole never uner-
stood why, there was so i:-ny drug, nburers. lor did they InDe1LrY-;IJix tile i~g
thle drug, a-Dtus-rs wzerc trying to convey consciously or unc onsciou sly.

(e) Coffee ovu-ses or rapi houses were set up in the co:z'nuflity where p--onh=t
with drug problems or ncclin-s drug inforr:,tivli cou] d come.r- Vi;:d talk with o ~
drug *pz~.sand pjeople their own agz-i~ 1n atohir .'iic'i fit the feclinjgsC
of their ova class. 1.10 of thle cc'-mu:unity agencies were co;.,nitte -.o fur-
nishing the i:an-power and(' ideas for these houses-. Olten the coriunity r-iintained
telephone "hot-line" service for drug, abuser, run-awayIs, aild other problcms
mostly of young people. A person unho wanted help wouild call the well-advertiAsed
number and receive counselling from a trained teen-ager or other volunteer. -

(f) Soime coruni2ties inforzwally offered ix-minity from prosecution to
all drug dqpcndzents not alrea~v under investigation Who turned themselves in
to a CoimLnity agency for help.

(g) A general the.e running through miny of the mannagenen t problems -,a.s
the attempt to substitute a new tocijal addiction Lieoddrgadcin
The new addiction ai-ontcd to usciul worh at a dignified profession or honorrable
duty. Sometivies it wan a religious experience, Sometimies it was the opportunli-
ty to go over to he'p curb the opposite pole drug- abuse. But in any case
there was cozz--itrent to a Froup v.:ich had an active mission.

0 i) A.:erely withdra.-wing the abuser Xrom his drug, and sending hlir back to
the samZ'e Social Situation that prod'uced the abuse very scldom cfiecteld any
permanent change.



(i) Vhf ile Bli du1A or group psycltotIherapv um;in r0:-v CaOsCs I.C ini -
cz Ot ns ju :1 a i I'i, Cj ni r' -r.,:ut,'til.aIt c :.'

to due ruy uclat du thtrot'gi: courtsci h'g or pqy Cotiry onl 01.y.

1000 a.1 01Ct~~nrdy 1 sAI
100 co: .3"'. 1It tSe Pwraris arec')LPxlUl 1r 0ti Li.; the

Tr ant bee:-. t;c tile.; tci~t :-- Lc Ja rn L L e.1Y atel offr j. it-ro~ J Id he C 1'
steal fro.-. the esaz s8. tay inore. B. t he re~~n - oed:na,4.cti
It a-par that Onl v~r :.i1pretg of drug c CO'n:tFrt1

to be kj*c:1t on mctIA.OO: i;.Ciziieitey. lay black c:..nti: . .
mnam c ance 'Decausv. thlte t-_'CeVe that it k'eeps black people frmbin

*awi~btious and aggressive.

(k) omeco~n-"t..ies anieradical changes in living conditions 0!, i.1
the wlae~tof" 2rug. auns, t they dlo it in a paccQt:zal f'ashion. Chz

changec a j.t' schools or churcics, or rmedical se~rvfces at a ttrx'- in o-rde-rt

get a fivedb..ck tiotl citizens, children, and staff and to nrac'es at jstr-
*in general policy.

(1.) Most prog-ress war- madec when conrnunities i-de ac-curate ncasurve;,..'.s
and des-criptions of th-eir irnnagemient and its results. This darn swr -~ !
useful to oti'cr cotn:-unh ics. Fcoecrynot sch::auvnst-
corimunitics usually requested expert help from nationally 'Knowai agencies or
profession.1S.

(rm-) Any 4ui.vtfri selling or usingI, drugs i.:tze proport I ona].. to
the actua. arc' that :;uch drug!s vere ca-using, in tho corc-..unity. 7:ttm the

pns..e* for heroin traffic was higher th~ Lhat for iridl.ta c

(n) Some cornunfins sent- representatives from all their i~cr~~

return they hlsri;rsor dialogue-s wit oteL e.hr fth c:~2: .

Every ;.5aof the col--anity caime. tv feel so.::ha nowlcd~eab-le anti rerpoar
sible co-cerig drug abu~rse. The progr minagers rz~.de it easy for rxcla

me-mbers to work agpinst drug aue



Notes by Matthew Parrish -

On

David Cooper: THE DEATH OF THE FAMILY, New York, 1970,
Vintagev-233, .-.65.

David Cooper is a British psychiatrist who worked for some
years with R. D. Laing in his untraditional therapeutic comm t
for ichizoid and other emotionally disturbed people in London.
The book is a bit Marxist and sometimes it breaks into a kind of
schizophrenese like Finnigan's Wake, Marshall McLuhan's writings, 0
or perhaps some of Ezra Pound or e.e. cummings. Nevertheless,
the book has some stimulating ideas.

From reading the book I perceived the following positions.
They are not necessarily just what- Cooper would say but they are
what I derived from him and some of it is perhaps my own extension
of his thoughts: *

1. The family is an idealogical conditioning device.

2. Its form and its methods are repeated in schools, gang,
businesses, churches, hospitals, government agencies, and I
suppose in Communist cells and Boy Scout troops.

3. The family implants in its merber a set of idealized
family figments (pieces of other family merbers) which exclude thereal person of the member himself. Thus, a girl instead ofgetting to be Mary comes to see herself as' a mother-type. Other
people come to see her that way, too. In addition, she is a
grouchy type like Grandmother and has some of Grandfather's ter-

* per. Some people see such family traits as discrete bundles like
genes or light quanta which are transmitted digitally. Some see
such traits as decantable fluid like blood. "She has a certain
1/4 of Grandpa's blood in her. She got about 9/10 of his tem-per'

4. The family first impresses Mary with whose she is, not
who she is. It's not that an infant is, rather he belonas -
mostly to mother at first. Belonging7hen is a kind of existence.Children at age eight often wonder if they perhaps are not the

* unknown children of kings rather than of the people they live
with. At age thirty they wonder whether they belong to the
company they work for or to their family, church, or nation. In
any case, they feel possessed by something and consequently they
possess something. I speak of my dog and he speaks of his master.
So we possess traits, a society, a nation, and bits of K-noiwedge.
These things in turn possess us. These things as a cluster are
us. So existence is a kind of possessing and being possessed.. ... 1 am Ztraits."

* S. Good therapy or education consists of depopulating the
room of all the ingested parts of non-present people, all the

. I - % -.- = _



_ figments of family traits, which prevent the actual me and-you
and others in this room from meeting each other, and creating
our-z;Ives in the encounter.

6. The collection of traits that possess me (and I, them)
are ideas fixed in a state of being. They typify me as an
individual, they categorize me. But my acts as I inter-act with
you are me. They -are in a state of becoming, of continual change,
of Heraclitean flux. I don't act alone, however. I act in a
world of things and people and they act back at me. So when you
and I face each other, there is an encounter, an inter-action.

- - Part of that inter-active behavior can be seen as my acts,
as my aspect of the encounter. For the duration of our encounter,
that part is my existence. That is the existentialist me. The
set of traits is the essentialist view of me.

7. The family prevents development of autonomy (an
unpossessed existence) in its members by.:

a. Nurture. This is a symbiotic merging of feelings be-
tween mother and ibfant - an inter-pla. between dependency and
resentment in both bodies, a sharing of feelings so that mother
talks baby talk for the baby to visitors or she hurts and suffers
for the baby and the baby for her. For instance, if Father is
angry at Mother the baby cries and won't eat. Of course,
nurture extends later to the whole family and its intensity is
never quite what it was when the symbiosis included only mother
and baby.

b. Schools. They program behavior And thought in students
the way students are supposed to feel - the way parents and the
grandparents of the nation traditionally expect students to
behave.

¢c. Prisons, hospitals, special schools, psychiatrists.
These provide mechanisms for the family's rejection of a member.
The prison, etc. will take care of him and fix him up or make a
failure out of him. Prisons, etc. themselves never fail.

Within a, b, or c when a member tries to say or do something
genuinely his own, the "family" or- school contorts it into a
well-known act by "our boy". The family gives that act an old
family meaning so that it can satisfy Ihe needs of all the mem-
bers who do go along with the family image - including the needs
of those figments of family which are ingrained into the members.
Families then, are usually ccposed of essentialists who inter-
pose filters of prejudice (categorizations, conceptual frame-

-. works) between ones senses and the living person which these
senses are tyring to perceive. Somewhere outside of families I
suppose there are phenornenologists (existentialists) who seek a
direct perception (and experience) of the other person without
any filters "of pre-conception (prejudices, categories). Well, I
don't think we can be either pure phenomonologists or pure-
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essentialist-4 but neither should we drive right down the middle. Bather
we should keeo both views in mirdt we should slalci along betweei essence
and phenomenon - touching against first one then the otherN

8. Tha individual attempts in stages to differentiate himself out of
-the farmily';, collective soul. At each stage the child briefly gets ahead of
the adult's attsmpts to contain hin in the collective. Later the adult catches
up uai xakes the child conform further to the family.

Age 21 Negativism, Child fends off parents; says "No!" to everything.

Age 4s Lfing to mother* Child learns mother does not know everything he
. thinks or does. "I can have a private life of my own..."

Age 10 to 12s Coradeship. Clubbiness, close budies away from the family.
S-" Ae 13 to 20: Boy-girl intimacy with responsibility toward each other,

Thf member projects his inmage -of mother, father and other family members onto
_ -.otside the family. With these persons he acts cut things which are

iaboo iii the family - tenderness, love, exploration of each other.,.

Age 20+ 1 Uork and rarria a. The old family situations are ieplicated
(at leasttemporati at work and in a new family.

9. Cooper considers that love is subversive to the family. Dependency
and need are the pillars of the famlly. A security-seeking person wants some-
one to need him and thus to settle down with him in an unchanging relationship
- a relationship which is a fixed idea, not an acting onward in the flux of
each person's being himself in the ever-changing present. Love, however, is
an active experiance - a becoming - though it can be thought about as a state
of being, a fixed status, and therefore a measuraable ecmodity with a certain
value. But this quantifyable stuff is not the act of love. It is only the

i 1' love. People usually assume that if you give 9W1 of your love to one
person, only 1% will be left for anyone else. Such people don't live in the
present, but rather they are suspended in the timeless realm of thought.
For Cooper the act of loving is what it is only at the moment of living it.
At another time an "equal" love may be felt for another person - if indeed
the active love is quantifyable at all. For another encounter is another
sort of act. Love. individuates people. It is I guess, more matter than form,
more being than essence., ,eed, how-ever, collectivizes people, merges their
egos writh others. Need here beloigs with security/anxiety and dependency/
resentment. Fa-milies set up taboos against individuallstlc love. "Don't

Syour 13 year old daughter; you might stimulate her... Don't touch
members of your family. Just look and listen in perceptual cliches and
sLe.evtypes. Don't explore the newness in each other. Only hope that every-
body is zemalning the same - and thus dependable, secure."



BMarriage between Joe and Jane is really a weaving together
FU of all the figments of old family relations which Joe and Jane" have imputed to each other. Jane's old family which lives wit1hin

her ties on to a mirror image in Joe. It reaffirms its need for
e itself. If Jane sees Joe as purely himself and loves that seli

Vite Jn i eesvJdas tuel himeand loe t tslf
with her own individuality, then she break:-s up the ties of the
need-security-dependency and she ends the perpetuation of the

10. The family is obsolete today. The attempts -at becoming
geniuine persons over the past century have become so intense
and the technological changes in a nomadic population so rapid
that the "family" methods of human development are no longer
possible - even if proper. -

a. The extended family of cousins, uncles, etc., provided
1 i ifusion of love, anger, and other emotional attachments, so

that .k member didn't have to get locked into the conflicting
.. - amily figments within only one or two people. But on the
other-hand, the extended family knew all there was to know about
him. The extended family spread that knowledge by a sort of
secret rumor - not openly expressed and often therefore more
influential, more co-ercive upon the member's personality. All
thought had to be headed by the patriarchs.

b. The nuclear family of father, mother, and two or three
childreD allowed an escape from this pervasive influence. But
it locked members in so tight in their feelings with so few
Qthers that they had to rely on peers and gings outside the
family in order to escape the tight programiung that inevitably

* cUzdea. They could of course effect a transient solution by
fleeing into marriage and starting a nuclear family of their own.

c. Cooper's idea of a replacement for "family "is a form
of commune where:

i. There is an inter-play of solitude and togetherness
which is confortable for each member.

ii. There is a common experience area - work place or
-g and playing place.

iii. There is a diffusion of love relations among more
members than in the family system.

iv. There is a totally free access of children to all
adults. Parents aren't necessarily the ones who spend the most
time or emotion with their children.

11. Cooper sees schools, governments, and other institutions
fo fllowing the pattern of the obsolete family. H s new commune
structure for human nurturing seems to impress its pattern also
on therapy and education as well as on structures of governrent
and commerce. Thus his nurturing com-aune is a replacement for
the old family. His therapeutic community (which actually
merges into the outside community) is a replacement for hospital

______ ___7,_
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or clinic. His "free school" (which also merges into the outside
community and considers work a part of education ) is a replacement
for the hierarchical school with walls. I will list here the
common qualities which Cooper considers proper for nurturing,
therapy, education, and probably industry.

a. Parents and therapists or teachers are people who under-
stand the figments of family and the items of culture and' Za7'
habit which they have internalized. They realize that these 'fig-
ments may be temporarily useful but not eternally true. As
people who know the craziness of all the members, these "leaders"
provide a pivot which allows others to turn back to their own
present needs and eventually to take the load off the leader of
being the only one knorting and understanding. Any member can
act in the role of parent, teacher, therapist, or supervisor.

= b. Members are "selected" with a wide range of age, skill,
= and disposition. There is agood mix so that all can nurture,

treat, and educate each other as individuals, and/or as groups.

C. No hierarchy is imposed. There is no staff versus
member role split. There are no fixed father-son, doctor-
patient, or teacher-student relations. .-

d. There is an easy rhythm between solitude and together-
ness which depends on the individuals needs. The group always
respects the individual's right so say"no",

e. No diagnosis is given and no official failures are
determined. These labf-s only categorize people as if the
people had only a few attributes in the realm of idea and no
existence as persons "like me". There are no clear written
question and answer exams - only evaluation of group work and
self expression.

f. -The home, school, or therapeutic community is a place
to develop and create yourself actively, not a place to be
trained, taught, or treated.

g. Architecture consists of single cells with self-
sufficient cooking and living facilities which two or three
people can share if they wish. There is also a group living and
learning area.

h. There is frequent invitation of outside people to come
in and share their work experience and thought with the group by
presentation, demonstration, .and site visits.

Cooper present some differences between various kinds of
schools, co-munes, and treatment facilities, but in general the
above pattern is followed.
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12. Toward the end of his book he seems to get pretty

wrapped up in tr-ying to force in a hurry the changes -'hich seem
.to-be coming about in society anyway. Nevertheless, I think
tis book is stimulating to ones cip personal- thoughts as are the

other books which seek root changes in our ways of nurturi-.ng,
treating, educating, and doing business. Such books are Postman

ad Weingardner: Teaching as a Suhtservise Activity, T7offler,Future Shock, Reich The Greening e A~ria i~t-s: ho
therapv Fast and West, Slyfer; Loss of the Self -in ~-
Literat-ure and Art. -

EEL-

MEL . . -
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POST INDUSTRIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
(Resume and Co=ents on The Greening of A.erica,

by Charles A. Reich, Random House, 1970)

Industrial Man, who lived in the European world between about 1750 and
1950, was a machine and seemed to be the servant of some elite men. But even
those elite men had to regulate their lives around machines and industry.
Industrial f1lan was Machine's servant. The post-industrial machine is man's
servant.

The post-industrial younger generation of the 1950's, 60's, and 70's
hates the following items and wants to change way frm them:

1. The abundance of luxury and military goods while little subsistence
and medical service is left over for the lower class nan.

= 2. Evasion of unpleasant facts and ev-sion of the illogical structure
= of government, family, and business.

3. Advance of technologv uncontrolled by worldwide htman interest-
resulting in pollution, destruction of lad and natural resources.

4. Deterioration of democracy. overnmaent agencies control the con-
try-not Congress. Bureauc--ztic discretion takes the place of law,
invoking Law where it wishes to. Due process is too slow.

5. Artificiality of life. People endure work in order to play. Even
play becomes a series of stylish things io do. Skiing becomes the
rage for a while. Tennis becms the rage for a while. Evan young
people relate to ea-ch other with such non-specific expletives as
"Swefl .. Far out!...Beautiful, Beautiful!" but they talk past each
other and are interested only In superficial, popular thought of
their -w social class.I 6. There Is no cem ity feeling sog neighbors and fL ilies. The
fEmily itself has been reduced to n alnost non-functional nuclear
group, which pivots around a hoe but gets its kicks outside the
home.

7. Loss of self-the Individual becomes his occupation. Consequently
there is a loss of personal will.

Even the power elite Is controlled by corporate-government forces.
Goverrment and big corporations really wor for each other. Government is run
like a corporation. It is simply the biaLest business in the country. Power
In the U.S., them, Is part of a corporate monolith.

Emiples of powers in the U.S.: To distribute one publication and not
amother on a airline; to raise interest rates; to forbid children in apart-
mats; to prevent people from buying unhydrogenated peanut butter; to pra.ote
sale of cigarettes ad other unhealthy products; to thage the culture of a
foreign country by intervention of zdiltary, c m rcial, Peace Corps, student
exchange, or U.S. Infornation Service progra. A student Vwho doesn't like
the way mniversities are run should leae, but there is moudere else for him
to get his eduatIa.

5: 1 S1
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The political state has been replaced by the administrat!ive state, which
is ruled 1-y economic theory, not by human needs. The political state con-

7 sists of ctany different cultures and interests, represented high up in the

govenmet and producing conflicts with temporary resolutions.

The boss or supervisor is treated as a higher form of human being. Thus
there are second class citizens, though they are not necessarily based on

Imposed order is ultimately based on for-e or violence. Thus it encour-
ages violent attempts to change it. For instance, prisoners who work xmder
the gun feel challenged to escape and then to get and use a gun themsrlves.
The problem is that some order my have to be Imposed because without ultimate
control by the threat of violence or by a violently stiff conscience, the new-
hrns cainot reach any acculturation or civilization.

The corporate state is autonomous, like a machine out of the ieontrol of
men. In the "Nowv Industrial State" the corporations e-reate their own market
by braiwash advertising or by opening up transport to some small African coun-
try. Dscl~ions of the Influencing experts, anagers, and professionals in an
organization are governed by the laws of bureaucracy and professional behavior.
They don't respoiid to outside directives. Once a policy is set up it tends to
perpetuate itsE*x.

Executives are *briefed" by others and thus become mediators of limited
third-hand cm itos.Only Inconsistently do they produce useful original

The New PEroet

Ounership, of the un wealth consists of:

1. The stockholder's right to share In profits.

2% Management's right to sake policy.

3. The employee's right to status and security.

4. The government's right to regulate.

Thus wealth Includes a job (corporation), stock certificate (corporation),
almony (court, governet), pension (corpotation, government).* dealer's frant-
chise (corporation), hospital privileges for doctors (corporation), hospital
privilege. for patients through life insuanmce (corporation),* status of college
students (University).

All modern wealth represents a relationship to saw organization. It also
represents a relationship to the mbient society. The value of an izin -- a
fr-ic'hise depends on the affluence of other people. If other people are all
Ueducated and penniless the rich am has: nothing but their =iskilled work to

control. If people are all affluent the rich am's status is less exclusive
but be lives ion ore comfort. Capital also Includes friendship and colluded
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Government is the biggest dispenser of the "new property"--licenses,
pensions, job subsidies, tax benefits, contracts. These awarded or attained
statuses produce security, money, confidence, power, and a substitute self
which comes from the power and confidence. The state dominates thinking be-
cause it controls selfhood. The new property ties an individual to an organi-
zation to maintain the value of his capital and his selfdon. The individual
now has to tread easy. He owns no private property. That is, he controls
nothing, absolutely.

Every man in his separate status circle is alienated from every other
man. An automobile executive can't decide on his own to keep auto models the
same for five years in order to save money for public housing. His selfdom iL
based on his relation to the automobile company, and that self cannot make an
independent decision. Yet this decision would be in the only area where he
has power to act for the public good. Consequently most people seek to bring
about changes in things they have no power in and no direct responsibility for.
If they have responsibility they are coerced to maintain the status quo.

We make the law's standard our own. Sin consists in ignoring zhe law in
favor of your own desires, but there is little creativity without "sin" since
too restricted an -tion restrains thought in many people. Law is especially
stultifying when it develops by pure reason or logic or when it adheres to out-
moded tradition instead of developing largely out of th= forward needs of today.

The ravaging of natural resources implies that the government's point of
view is the same as the private corporation's point of view. The government
avoids thinking of the effect on the world as a whole or on the infinite span
of future time. No American point of view Nan gcontrary to the point of vew
of process industry. The corporate life must be clung to but a leg may be
amputated to save the body. Thus, certain corporations or individuals may be
sacrificed.

The corporate state's power is maintained by the gap between people's be-
lief and the social realities. What people don't understand they can't control.
Actually, both the corporations and the individuals maintain the delusion that
resources will never run out. In the last century or so the U.S. had the right
to pollute the wirld in order to build up its industry. Now, when the U.S. is
rich, it can prevent other countries from polluting the world and making them-
selves rich. We say, "Our ancestors used up most of the sperm oil and the
forests and now there's none for us." Southern Europe and Africa, however,
can say that the U.S. and other industrial countries used up these resources
and now they have the capital to give to us poor countries so we can develop.

Consciousness Types

V A consciousness is the geueral cluster of related ideas an individual has.
This consciousne s is formed by economic conditions. The individual simply
latches onto an existing set of liberal or conservative or other ideas.

Consciousness I was appropriate to the 1800's. With small town face-to-
face relations and individual enterprise it was the world-view of the U.S.
farmer, the small businessman or worker trying to get ahead. It was the Prot- -

estant Ethic.
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Consciousness II is appropriate to 1900-1950. The values of the corpor-
ate society have developed out of the corporation and the machine processes
and not out of individual human needs. This is the world of the New Deal-
it gives benefits, not money. [

Consciousness III is appropriate to 1950-2000. Individual "existence"
is important. The individual's importance is in himself, not in corporate
society. The individual's importance is in astrology-concerned, inner-
searching, individual encounter-hungry society. Individual importance is not
in process business. Money is meaningless. Benefits from the corporation
are meaningless. The benefits r' human contact are good.

Consciousness I: The hero is a plain character--an honest hard worker,
not intellectual nor knowledgeable (Horatio Alger), but Melville's Billy Budd
and Henry James's Portrait of a Lady show the catastrophe of innocence and
they show the problems of Consciousness I, Industry considers that its prob-
lems are moral problems within individuals. Auto accidents are blamed on the I
driver, not on too many autos in production or on bad roads. The Conscious-
ness I individual may try to imitate the aristocracy of an earlier age or the r
plutocracy of his own age by buying a first-class ship ticket and becoming
temporarily a superior human being.

Consciousness II: The Consciousness II mind wants resolution of all con-
flicts. It wants a tribunal to solve all problems, but always through proper
channels. It wants excellence, not equality. Toet these things it turns
away from concern about the individual. This turn was made necessary by com-
petitive market economy which automatically misused itself with big corporate
mergers, etc. It was made necessary by increased scientific technique which
eventually c',4es dangerous knowledge to every individual and produces terror-
ism in the k isciousness III times.

A medieval tribal residue combined with industrial technology and Renais-
sance organization to produce the Consciousness I, II, 1II individual concepts,

=but Consciousness II has the most corporate influence and the least medieval.

Consciousness II assumed that the individual competed against a society
or a corporation and not against other individuals. Consciousness II there-
fore tried to obtain better due process of law, effectively widened franchise,
and ego-strengthening psychotherapy, bvt since Consciousness II is a corporate
mind it couldn't do anything to cripple corporate process in favor of individ-
ual living. Corporate process existed presumably in order to improve living
but really corporate process existed for its own development as a system.
Thus, a depressed individual can live on for the logical improvement of 3ome
theory or art work or some social system, such as a charitable organization,
when he cannot live for himself. The depressed person of Consciousness I lived
vicariously for his child as an extension of himself--lived for the person his
child was. The Consciousness II person lives for the organizational system as
an extension of himself. He lives for the process of production of law, of
gaming, and of social conventions. Corporate process has an organic life of
its own quite aside from the individual managers and employees being cooked in
its milieu.
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Milieu therapy (a hospital atmosphere which induces skills in living)
is Consciousness II. The self-managing hospital as therapeutic community
and the natural community's own involvement in psychiatry can be better man-
agcd as Consciousness Ill.

i ~ Consciousness II considered that abused economic power must be subjected
to public interest. Moralistic government dealt with specific acts, not with
cause.. The New Deal made a great corporate government to match the power of
private corporations, and this public corporation gained as much pouer over
the individual as the private corporations had. Nothing came back to the
individual. The New Deal saved capitalism. But the New Deal broke up the
capitalists' delusion that there could be a "no problem" world where self-
interest in a free market produced social good.

Consciousness II gave no absolute individual liberty. It always sub-
jorted liberty to the overriding interests of the state and produced collective

-±ining, racial equality, a reduction in government corruption, and an
increase in Social Security--pacifying the individual of today by borrowing
from his children.

Consciousness II was an elitist society. The standard of the elite was
its utility to technological society. There was no absolute worth of the indi-
vidual except in theory. The elite man was a theoretical model for the common
man to use in developing his own illusive individuality. But the elite man
didn't really have any individuality of his own. He existed only as a dis-
turbance or a relationship between elements of the corporate world.(

Consciousness II's public or business life Was a fight for reform only
In the direction in which organizational life was going anyway. It began to
fight racial discrimination only in the 1950's. It began seriously to oppose
the Vietnam war only about 1967. This consciousness won't jeopardize its own
status to fight for reform.

Consciousness II's home lift is liberal reformist in thought but not in
action. There is a split between Linsciousness 11's public and home life.
This is a schizoid condition. It is not hypocrisy, though children think it's
hypocrisy. Neither the public self nor the home self is false. Consciousness
II man simply has two selves, for the public self must conform to corporate
life. The self is an image set up by the corporation. It has a certainty,
just as if the corporation controlled the universe.

But a natural self is really derived out of the chaos of many natural and
human forces. Corporate life is only the current delusional way of soul-
organizing the world. Since Consciousness II loves certainty and security, it
avoids dreads, awe, accidents, failure, helplessness, and magic. Yet only
these experiences allow derivation of a self out of a broader world and there-
fore allows a broader self than can be derived from a corporate life with its
narrow goals.

The efforts of Consciousness II are falsely-artificially rewarded. The
Consciousness II man works with willing self-sacrifice for the corporation in
order to reap satisfactions for the very desires the corporation instills in
him by advertising, education, news media, etc. The corporation, by means of
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salaries and sometimes capital assets, gives the individual the means to
satisfy those desires through corporate products and services.

A life of service in order to produce is incompatible with a life of
hedonist desire in order to consume. Consequently neither kind of life can
be full. This schism is the seed of destruction for Consciousness IT.

Consciousness Ills public life consists in work. This life is kept from
being free by means of loyalty oaths, character files, clearances, meritocracy,
employment regulations. Only Consciousness II's private home life is free.
It is free to make consumer choices "guided" by advertising, education, and
style pressures from neighbors. In Consciousness II the housewife is really
the freest individual who exercises the widest discretion and for whom most of
the corporate world is really set up. Most of the consumer advertising, par-
ent education, and medical training is directed at her. For she is the
family's consumption head. Her husband is only its industrial production head.
The technical progress in Consciousness II replaces the husband and father but
not the wife and mother.

Consciousness II advertising creates a desire for sex, status, and excite-
ment, but the products sold don't really satisfy those desires. TV, especially,
incites the poor, who can't buy and they assume they might have had status if
they could have bought. TV especially incites the young by making them more
videly aware of each other in order to sell more products by example. "Look at
your friends. They wear McDonald's sweat shirts, drink Slurpies, etc." TV
makes a separate consumer market of the young which rivals the housewife.
Fewer jobs and longer necessary training has prolonged this youth period.

Consumer dissatisfactions result from technological breakdowns, such as
traffic jams, machine failures, etc. The end product of consumer society is a
person who reacts against pampering, a ruthless, liberated, impractical person
who is a threat to corporate life. The module and the package home make the
child feel at home anywhere. There is no unique character to "home." There-
fore, the child easily takes off. If he can also ignore consumer goods he is
liberated.

TV gives the child an old picture of the world-high spirits of Coke drink-
ers, happy family of "My Three Sons," and "Father Knows Best." But then the
child finds the world full of slums, etc. TV promises the affluent life and
ideals but the world threatens pollution, senses overloaded with advertising,
boring jobs, Vietnam, and nuclear weapons. TV is the mother of the 10,000
things. Mother TV shows you how the world ought to be and then you go out and
expect it so. It is so, of course, if you think it's so, .and TV helps thought.

This life is in contrast with the farm child of Consciousness I who learned
solid textures in his world of things, animals, and human characters, and then
went on to make myths. It is in contrast tf the medieval world portrayed in
Johann Huizinga's The Wanint, of the Middle Afes, where many extreme contrasts
side by side lent color to life, even while it may have lent misery.

Consciousness III

For the mind of Consciousness III, crime, auto accidents, drug problems,
etc. are not due to individual moral turpitude but to the poor human or mechan-
ical engineering. Roads can't carry enough cars, people can't get proper sat-
isfactions within the law.
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Formerly, young people were no more tied to family and school than to
their own generation. Now the more the old people reject them the more the
young unite coast to coast. The clothes of the young are uniform, practical, V
tough, and colorless. Blue jeans as they wear bring out the imprint body
inside. Pressing, however, brings out the suit only. The young wear mass-
produced cheap clothes as a base and they use hand-made decorations and jewels
to individuate themselves. The new clothes are worn with pride to express
brotherhood of the rich and poor young.

A revolution now occurs by consciousness-by consensus of a whole tribal
group--not by voting or violence. The new consciousness induces itself even [
into the old people's world. This is especially so because the new kids are
so likable when contacted on their own ground, in their own culture. The new
kids as workers will lay their bodies on the line and make changes, since they
will be the teachers and doctors and workers. The responsibility they gain
makes them maintain the status of their own Consciousness III.

Vietnam's changes are changes in the consciousness of the natives and in
their encountered Americans. The Americans return to a U.S. which can't yet
understand their change in consciousness but it is the new Consciousness III
which can most easily understand these veterans-new democracy of small squads
deciding for themselves whether and how to attack. Thus the individual soldier

abandons his resting of responsibility for failure and the death of his buddieson an "established" leader. But the old generals see the Vietnam war as an

attempt to control oi -)roduce enemy armies, production, or solid social insti-
tutions such as schools and commercial houses, not as a multinational convention
to form new attitudes or consciousness on Spaceship Earth.

Consciousness III's status depends on personal fulfillment and recognition
by others of one's inward soul-values within small-group humanity, and the
recognition of oneself in the soul and in the character of one's friends and
enemies. These recognitions replace the status formerly provided by money and
corporately stylish consumer goods.

Remember that necessities can now be solidly established as a baseline.
That baseline is the contribution of the capitalist-socialist corporate economy,
just as control of sea and air are only baselines in the Vietnam war and the
"winning" of the war is done person-to-person by consciousness change and not
by violence. Therefore, modern Americans don't argue about the need for these
necessities any more than they argue about the necessary existence of the sun
for continued economic or spiritual progress. But given that necessity, the
crucial thing in Vietnam is the induction of a new consciousness into the
world-Vietnam interface. In economics, the crucial thing is the opening up of
new satisfactions and ideals-new sex, new music, new travel, philosophy, reli-
gion, superstition, which could not formerly be afforded.

The new mansions are group-owned castles where the group member contrib-
utes his own plants and art and cooking, etc.

The French Revolution (middle class power) and the Russian Revolution
(working class power) were mere shifts of power base. The Consciousness III
revolution is equivalent to the rise of Christianity after the Roman bureau-
cratic-proletariat balance was finally set in the stable empire. Consciousness
I and I both defined thought in terms of science but II used a grand scale of
organization, pulling government and many corporations together.

- ~ = - - - -
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Consciousness III desires:

1. The restoration of non-material elements of life-landscapes, art,

and spiritual life.

.2. The restoration of science and technology as tools 
of men, not

determinants of his existence.

3. The development of esthetic and spiritual life (astrology, religion,

philosophy, art), after being given machines and good organization

to take care of material needs. Only by this esthetic development

c-an technology survive or have meaning. Nowadays, many fathers

provide their children with material needs. When these fathers die

the machines will do it. The children will interact with themselves

and with their own children, soul to soul.

4. The elimination of competition and bureaucratically managed coordi-

nation. These are to be replaced by personal influences within the

bonds of cultured brotherhood.

U-

- -
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NEIGIBORJIOOD CULTURES TO BE CONSIDERED IN PLANNING SOCIAL SERVICES
1X : ). I) Parrinh

A Rough lap

There wan a time when mental health professionals, educationists, and
other public servants tried to deliver a single standard of each service for
every comunlty in the country. The schools and associations for each pro-
fession thought a person was qualified within that profession when lie met a
standard of sl:ill which was dependably the same all over the nation. Nowadays,
however, we thin: that some classes of people, some sub-cultures, some neigh-
borhoods need different therapies, different educational programs, and differ-
ent security services than others do. For some communities It may be detrimenta]
to offer the traditional models of medicine, education or police work. Conse-
quently we find more public servants conferring with the community, negotiating
with its members to develop the particular type of services acceptable to each
particular community.

What improves one sort of commimty may destroy another. This applies not

only to methods of serving but to methods of accounting, degree of authoritarian-
Ism, etc. Social workers, community organizers, paraprofessionals in mental
health, etc. can evaluate a cmmunity's needs more skillfully if they have some

tentative classification of comity types. It would be a mistake to con-
oider any model an accurate map of community dynamics, but nevertheless for a
traveler in a strange country an inaccurate map is better than no map. The
iteveloper of hman services in communities should assume that there is no up-
to-date map which he can follow.with absolute confidence. Comunities contin-
ually change methods of working and planning. The following, then, is a
classification map of peoples who form American codminties.

Importantly, today there are three widely different kinds of American con-
inAities: (1) Rural communities; (2) City neighborhood communitles-including
(2a) the politically cohesive "ethnic ghetto" and (2b) the fractured community
of the modern "helpless ghetto"; (3) The consensus (or the bond of common
feeling)c.among scattered osmopolitan professionals-including (3a) those sup-
ported by la., and (3b) those not supported by law, regardless of their ethics
or their establishment philosophy.

Country Folk

4{1) Rural communlties with land-based social institutions change very
slo ly. They pretty well fit Riesman's1 tradition-directed character. These
folk 2 adhere to the mores of their ancestors. They make intensive personal use
of the land, even when they don't me it. They usually have a deep love of the
landscape Itself. Natives do not want to leave Harlan County, Kentucky, even
though they can earn more money in Chicago or Atlanta. Natives also do not want
to leave the Greek mountains for America. Many who do go to America and make
their fortune come back to those mountains to die. Rural people invest their
very descendants In their land. They transmit across many generations their
antiques, their material wealth, their local traditions. There is usually an
established hierarchy ranging f,om "prominent" folk dam to "trash" folk.

These rural people see the city as their enemy. The city, for instance,
takes scarce water supplies away from the countryside. This has been true of
Cairo, Athens, Lo Angeles, Phoenix, Denver, etc. When the city wants to expand

its city li ts, and thus Increase taxes for country people, the city usually

- &
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Respect and Response to the Local Culture

The trouble is that if the slum neighborhood already has those cultural
attributes as a cotmunity, it Is not disintegrating. it may, of course, be
moving off piecemeal to integrate Into other counities-leaving behind It
deteriorating buildings. But the remant is still a cultured tribe. If the

___ "slum neighborhood" does not have cultural institutions which enable it to
prosper as a cohesive, politically important community In the city, then some
of its members may leave that way of life and develop an affluent professional
nomadism. They may become part of a worldwide consensus-a society of people
with a comon set of mores. In the past, individuals could do this by joining
the army or the clergy, or perhaps a crime syndicate. Now they can join many
otiber professions. Sometimes these "slim neighborhoods" select out some
social institution they do understand, and they emphasize It in such a way
that they do become cohesive as a community. For Instance, they may develop
a strong church, a strong military organization of their own, or a strong
crime syndicate.

In any case, to ask a slum conimity to change is equivalent to asking It
to coit social suicide. Since the Individual obtain from his society his
feeling of who he Is, he Is effectively "killed" when he Is given an education
which really belongs to mother culture or when he Is moved into completely
aem architecture or geography. People resist this kind of change.

When we negotiate with a community to provide such human services as mental F
health, education, security, etc., it may not always be useful to assume that
the comnwity should transform Itself into a stabl; ethnic comunty-politl-
cally powerful, well organized to handle Its own Vducation, Its delinquency, Its
recreation, its old people... If we do not try to force the middle class "ethnic"
model of a comnity upon groups that have outgrown It, or upon groups that are
not ready for It, then we can usually negotiate with each commity in a manner
which helps It to contain or prevent It wn delinquency, dropouts, neuroses.
alcoholism, accidents, etc. commity members may do these things In their own
way without transforming their way of life from their own culture to some cur-
rent standard life style In the mind of a public service agency.

Vie dominant comunities In the "ethnic" (2a) or consensus (3a) sector j
sometimes try to make ilegal the attempts by the (2b) ghetto people to form
politically strong self-managing organizations. Thus a government agency (3a)
may provide a gr.'ant-In-aid for a black anti-crme program but at the same time -4
demand accounting of a sort easily achieved by the Continental Illinois Bank
but not by a nev ghetto group. Instead of providing the new aMency with an
accounting staff or a negotiable but continuous monitoring system which prevents A
misuse of funds, the government often prefers to let the agency naively misappro- ;
priate funds aid then to prosecute them. (Politically this Is more exciting.)
Schools (3a) are usually careful not to allow a student from the ghetto any
credit for education received in such an agency. Yet the vocational training
and the education for citizenship delivered by the agency ma be more useful to
the community than the corresponding courses offered by the school.

But the trend now Is for the service aencies such as intal health, educa-
tion, police, corrections, and welfare to adapt themelves to the local comuaity
culture-sometimes to the consternation of sociologists, who want a single stand-
ard "best" society for the whole ntion, sometimes to the exasperation of public
accountants, who find it bard to folo several fiscal philosophies at once.
Cood me of mey In me culture, for exaple, may be b1ad use in mother.
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of the city. In the bedroom sector. thjy dwell besie other cose~politans,
usually fromr unrelated pro'essions. Thiey show off to eac'.. other within a
standard style of consmer life. In their neighborhoods they form civic
organizations to maintain their real estate values and to Insure an adequate
share of communtity services. Otherwise they have little personal commitment

..heir bedroom communities. They assume their children will certainly move
to s~mc other comunity. Their loyalty belongs to their own professional
group. not to the land and not to the neighborhood. Their imortant social
lnks often extend worldwide, forring a consensus connected by electronic and

litearvcommunicati~n rather than by neighborhood groupings. They are ori-
eted not around territory and not around a family which can spin forward into

Thyserve soecorporation. government, or profession superior to their indi-
vidasevsan thus they bear some analogy to the moiks of the middle
aes. Each profession and managerial class has a particular area of expertise

!:-1. It exercises, t'r a particular class of people which it exploits. Geo- E
Mrahically, however, there is no "catchment area" which Includes then as a US

intellectuals, with easily attained Intimacy. Their comrades usually include

thepeole ihowork ln a related profession or In a similar corporate mission.

Ithsbeen hard for the rural classes ad the city ethnic classes to be-
leve tenomad professionals form a commuaity. because these traditional
classes cannot see that commnity. flevertiwless, the commuity Is well insti-
tutionalized, with traditions and rules of Its own.

(3b) Exactly the same w-rds can apply e life of that part of the con-
sensus which is not well supported by the law. On~,te:iso h rfsin
will be different-hit win, shill, confidence m nmilitowit organizer. hooker.
rf=7 syndicate lobbyst... Sotimes, political or corporate collusion Is not
supported by law, anid passes over Into (3b).

An exple of the dissemination of this (3b) section of the professional
consensus occurred In icagi- in the 1960s. "Urban renewal'" broke up some ado-
lescent gangs, such as the Blackstone Ran ters, buat as they were moved to various
sections of the city the Individuals of there gangs simply formed a diasporic
syndicate, such as the Black P-Stone Nation, composed of Individuals and small
groups from such former localized gangs as the Kenwoad Devilfs Disciples or the
West Side Vice Lords. This diasporic syndicate communicates electionically and
literarily, just as the members of (3a) do. As a "nationt" they do not feel con-
fined to any particular sector of the city. Their territory ranges through all

= f- * society, and not just through a neighborhood.

To the ethnic neighborhoods of (2.) above, however, all these professional
nomads--legal or illegal-appear as an unstable Influence In the city. These
professionals produce schools withaout valls and commities without spatial
territory. Their territory Is mental. They thrive ca constant change, growth,
and development. Their comiltot cange with new technology or new political-
or corporate administration. They use sowe currently stylish suburb as a =
sleep-in and show-off place for two or three years, and then sow cu. They seem -
to have so fixed religion. no constant prejudicei, so real control from "above."
Typically,. they make mre moey than the other groups, yet tViey do not h~ave to
get to work on time. They do not have to work beside a comrade: or joitn an aggres-
sive labor union. To the "ethnic" city neighborhoods (2a) the professionai con-I
ensus (3a and 31b) Is as foreign an the city neighborhaoods themelves once were
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PROBLr'1S AINGC NEICfBOP!OOD CULTUPES--AN EX LTU

Black leaders may live in an "ethnic ghetto" or in a disadvanta-ed ghetto,
but insofar as they are leaders of a widespread black consensus they; belcn-

=ong the nonadic professionals (3a or 3b). Thes2 professionals incln.e such
widely differe.-t tykpes of leaders as Marcus Garvey, Malcolm X, and HMrtin Luther
King. The hostility an t:'e ::iisundrstanding- amcng the various classes of cc--
munity make lfe hard for these leaders, and at the same time dei-,y rrogress

for all cozaunities.

For example, in Ulashing~ton, b. C., the privately orgaaized Blac]k :an's
Development Center durini the !960s helped greatly to decrease cri=e in certain

A--. .J tarnin r.a.'oritn, in cooperation

with the city polico. It also ornnized cir'entic cleanun progra-s which removc!
tons of trash from '!e neiihbnrhoids. It carried on a remarkably effecti-e drt-;:
abuse prevention program, usins. undertiorld intelligence channels to Pet at the
distributcrs of dru!:s, and using popular teenage clubs and gangs to re-educate
the young people. In addition, they held vocational training claszes an. oh-
tained work for their chargC through wide and intinate contact with the biggest
employers of the city.

In the fall of 1967, the Black 1ian's Developnent Center opposed particina-
tion of any black people In the march on the Pentagon- feeling that such par-
ticipation would seem m.-Am rican and unpatriotic. T-he organization did
successfully block the parricipatica of blacks, and thereby took nuch of t:e
political clout away frm the mrch. As part of thne effort to prevent black
participntion., the center di:tributee handbills which i-lied that the Varcn
vas stimulated in part by ".Aonisr Cc- runists."

The center becarae so successful that the Depar t nt of Labor and the 12-_part-

%ent of Health, Education & Velfare deemed it worthy of public fun-in-. .-ere-
tofore funding had depended upon, foundations and upon private contributien,
notably from people whose relatives or whose neiphborhoods had been benefited
by the anti-dra abuse activities of the center. Ten percent of the perso-n!
of the center cere erite, as were about ten percent of the neighborhoods they
helped. The center had a great advantage over other private and public dr:tZ
abuse pro-rx-.s because a d-,g abrzer could be treated with more assurance of
anonymity. Thus it attr~cted the failies of hig'h-ranking officials as well as
people who were frequent: i." trouble vith the la!. :-any of the center's finr.-
cal supporters as well as its staff workers were Jewish. In 1970, hoever.
when the cmnter received a sizable grant frcma the federal Roverar"en t, the -'Vti-
Defamatiou Leag:ue recal led the tenter's peilaton "Zionist Ce--, unists" ana
used that appallation to alizaate the center fro. an entire Jewisit consensus.
It seemad, then, that the ctnter had, In 1967, successfully interfered with a
uarch on the Pentagon without realizing it night possibly alienate an entire
consensus rather than the few people the center thought vere acting as Com-
ummit agitators.

The Anti-Defamation 1eague had power and fae for its worth-hile atte-=ts
to support the developent of the State of Israel and to rzaintain a likable
inage of the Jewish necples. Conseouently Jewish supporters of the center,
while they still believed in the center, feared to antagonize th- Anti-
Defaation Leue. Hany of the center's private fumds dried up. The League
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brought pressure upon the federal government, and federal funds dried up.
There were also accusations that the center was not properly accounting for
its employment of public funds.

Let's look at this problem in the light of the various types of counity
life -involved:

The Blaci: ani's Development Center had to work with, first, the conserva-
tive ("ethnic") co=unities of the .-ashington suburbs, which wanted to protect
their children from the specter of drug abuse. Many of these people were, of
course, established conservative middle class blacks, but the center had also
to work with the disadvantaned blacks of the "helpless" ghetto. Thirdly, the
center had to contend with the interstate machinations of the non-l-w-supported
consensus, uh.ch supnlied the drugs, and to some extent also used then. it was
possible to transfer some of the members over to the law-supported consensus if
they could be trained for new vocations, and reacculturated to a new- style of
living. Part of this reacculturation was done through relieion (usually Xusl!m).
Part of it was through arbition to develop a new black nation. Fourthly, of
course, the center uorked with te nomadic consensus of the Washington gove-t-

sent officials and the other professionals who helped or hindered the center In
its work. Fifth, the center worked with the rural folk. For it establisled
small work colonies on two farms which it acquired in the distant countryside.
At first, of course, the tradition-minded country folk were wary of this inser-
tion of a "colony" into the changeless countryside.

There have been very few Institutions t rich could deal so thoroughly wth
all five of these sorts of cotmuities. For insAnce, a strictly legal esrab-
lishment cannot obtain ruch theraveutic confidence from the unde.'orld. :'ost
blaci- institutions h.ve Auch more difficulty than the center in treatring --g.e

* clients. Few other institutions czn gain staff and public cooperation =on-

peoples from both types of gnettos. The center is cosmopolitan. It established
satellite centers n several other American cities, and it even sent emissaries
to Africa and the .iddle East. It was well acquainted vith many of the emassy
staffs in Washington-some of whos were involved in promoting the center's work.

The problems of the center illustrate some of the difficulties of dealing
simultaneously with several types of counities. It dealt more expertly with
all types than could any school, clinic, or police force which was narrouly con-
cerned vith only one type of co~mity. Perhaps for that very reason it mt
excessive opposition.

For all Its social e=.ertise and its cross-class political charisna, the
center's accounting facilities and style of disbursement could hardly ecu 1 that
of the Riggs N'ational Bank or a big coz4petitive business corporation. It would
seen that if public money is to be granted to the only institutions which cza
deal so well with the counities which produce most of our convictable crimes,
then along with the money should be granted also an accounting staff, or permaps
a training program in how to vmage funds. It makes wonderful political ex-
citement when the governmnt can grant funds to a worthy agency and then later
a prosecute that agency for misuse of funds. Still, it is much core practical
to prevent the misuse of funds In the first place by a cooperative sort of =oni-
totring and-bilateral training, where the small institution trains the govern--aet,
and the government trains the institution.
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The Black 1Man's Development Center, of course, tdght have been maore tact-
ful. In its efforts to prevent black people fromz participating in the march on-
the Pentagon. It right have been rossible to avoid lay-tug an egg *'mich vould
hatch Into the alienation of an entire consensus.

On the other hand, the Ani-Dfamation League night have been ragnanieous
=enough to overlook this gesture against its reputation, and thus it ni&ght have

pronotcdJ the deve lopnent of underprivileged uairorities-an effort which iuv!--d
It usually enjoyvs.

It should be clear from tdis small ex le thiat~ uarq of our professicial
Institutions are actually interstate or Intenatiomna in scope, and ma!ny of
their aeiibers belong to a cosmopolitan consensus.

t
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EDUCATION ]? A CHETT 'O NATIO;

The Blackman's Development Group

C
- After my return from Vietnam in the sumer of 1968, I torked part-time as af "participant-consultant" for the Blackman's Development Center (BDC) until 1972

when I left Washington to work in Illinois. The BDC undertook to better the
lives, the reputations and the economic power of people in the inner city of
Washington, D.C. where there was as high a percentage of hopelessly drug-ridden,
jobless and crime-involved people as in any city in America outside New York.

i ~Th.: z----ate w rk of the EDC ws': (1) to decrease the drug abuse amng the
neighborhoods; (2) to help the neighborhoods clean up their houses, yards a.

streets and (3) to help people find legitimate and yet self-satisfying work.

The memership of BDC intersected in part with the ner-bership of a small army
(less than 300 persons)-the Mlackman's army of liberation-which wore black
uniform, was co-mm.anded by a colonel (l1ater a general) a.j worked like a corps

of engineers since -ey spent most of their tire in construction work, clean up
work and teaching- he membership of this amy in turn intersected with the
black =uslin movement. The group sent its Khadi or local priest and teacher on
a pilgria4, to Mecca. Some of the membe-s spoke Arabic well enough to converse
in it to King Faisal when he visited Washington. Working with the above sea-
bers was a parallel membership of volunteers such as dieticians, physicians,
engineers, lab workers, teachers, business managers, lawyers and tradesmen.
Some of the volunteers, as well as most of the army troops, were ex-drug
addicts who had been hel ed by the BDC.

Financially, the 1X)C was supported in part by contributions from persons it
had helped to get jobs. In larger part, it was supported by contritLutions
from grateful suburban families whose sons and daughters had been rescued from
their drug addiction by the BDC after failing to respond to public health and
private medical and rehabilitation programs. Further support came from foun-
dations and private philanthropy. Strangely enough, considering the Islamic con-
nections of MDC, iuch of the philanthropy came from Jewish and Mcormon sources.

- In 1968 the BD handled 11,00 different drug addicts, keeping medical records
on all of then. The clients were not required to give their real nes but
only to furnish a way by which BDC could follow them up. Usually MDC would
go to some friend and satisfy the- friend that BDC was not the police or some
enemy, vhereuvon the friend would inform the client that it was safe to contact
3DC. Consequently, MC reached =any clients wtNo would not otherwise have
risked either treatment or follow up. Most of the treatment utilized Methadone
in five different treatment unit3 in the city and one in nearby Maryland.

MDC workers were themselves given urine tests for drugs at random intervals.
A good number of the zethers, Including the colonel, had spent time in prison.
- hlle the Bla-cin-'s Development movement nighbt see-a at first a sort of game
of doubtful legality, it was nevertheless a very serious operation and a very
effective one, not only in regard to drug abuse, but also in industrial re-
habilitation and education.

Te %eed for Education

-. any of the clients %.o came to ZDC, as well as some of the workers, were actually
unable to read umch sore than a stop sign and their own names. Tfey could not

L ...
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Education in a Ghetto Nation
By: Matthew D. Parrish

read the names of streets, public buildings or stores, Nevertheless they would
sometimes go into a waiting room or barber shop and pretend to read a newspaper,
They were surprisingly able to bluff their way through the day without anyone
knowing that they were illiterate.

Furthermore, many of these clients had never held a legitimate job, They did not
know any trade except that of simple laborer. Some of them did no work at all
and were supported usually by a member of the opposite sex, Others lived by
shoplifting, burglary, the numbers racket or drug traffic.

Moreover, these same people had almost no understanding of legitimate local pol-
itics, the nature of the court system, government and public services, nor of
how they could exercise any influence personally upon these things, Their
only social and political collaborations were underground ones. For any indi-
vidual the underground life was as sophisticated and complex as the "straight
life". But it did nothing to prepare one for the straight life.

Lastly, most of these people had little notion of personal discipline or pro-
longed dependability within any group. Even personal hygiene was poorly dis-
ciplined.

Formulation of Plans for Education

Members of BDC, under guidance of consultants such as myself, explored the ad-
vantages and the problems encountered by the public schools, the parochial
schools, the special rehabilitation services such as that in Fishersville, Vir-
ginia or the prisons and mental hospitals in Maryland. They explored the
Montessori schools confering even with Mario Montessori, Senior himself. They
gotadvice from businessmen, engineers and successful tradesmen.

After some brainstorming at headquarters, BDC decided to institute four parallel
programs of education:

(1) Industrial trades
(2) Reading
(3) Political science
(4) Military drill and work organization

Religious training also went on but Christian an- tPslim training were separate.

The Industrial Trades Program

BDC taught essentially five trades:

(1) The commercial clerkship course taught spelling, typing~shorthand and book-
keeping methods. Since all their machines were donated by companies who
had replaced them with newer machinery, the students had to learn to put
these machines in order and keep them in repair.

(2) The building trades course taught carpentry, masonry, painting, etc. The
Marriott Corporation donated a large warehouse to the BDC and the trades
students built many brick and wooden partitions, closets, etc.--nnted and
decorated them as barracks, offices, classrooms and workshops..

LF
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(3) The autimechanics course operated a repair station of its own and farmed) some of its students out to other stations and shops.

-The TV and computer repair course put into order a large, somewhat outmoded
computer which BDC had obtained from federal surplus. Of course,
they also repaired many TV sets and radios.

(1:) The farm operation course was conducted on a farm near Fredricksburg,
Virginia and to a lesser extent on a BDC farm in Maryland. Incidently,
some addicts seemed to be unable to stay away from drugs as long -s they
were in the city, but performed well without drugs when they lived on the
farm. In fact, they averred that they had no craving at all for drugs.

FThe minute they crossed the Potomac into Washington, however, they suddenly
developed a craving for their old drugs.

(5) The lab technicians' course was taught initially by in-service training and
reading in the BDC's own medical lab. The lab's main work was to do chroma-
tographic drug analyses. For some other work the students were farmed out
to other labs.

The Political Science Course

The aim was to develop individual and group political skills.

The academic part of the course was conducted largely in classrocms in the
Marriott warehouse, but students made purposeful field trips--usually in re-
sponse to some important current event. For instance, the Washington Post carri,:
a story about a black caucus in Congress consisting of about a dozen black con-
gressmen. The BDC's political science students then composed a letter to these
congressmen asking for further information, offering some suggestions and re-
questing interviews. Some of the students went down to the House Office Build-
ings and visited the offices of these congressmen. Other students visited the
newspaper and talked to the reporters who had followed the work of this caucus.
At another time the students participated in getting out the vote when Washing-
ton at last elected a representative, a mayor, etc.

The Reading Course

Reading was also taught formally in a classroom, but in addition reading was
programmed into every one of the courses noted above. The student of auto
mechanics, for instance, learned the nomenclature of the parts catalogues. The
student would then dictate to a commercial student a story or a description.
The commercial student would type out the story and then the reading student
would read his own words in the presence of a teacher or of the commercial
student. The words he missed would be underlined for special study. The student
would copy into his own handwriting from the typed sheet.

When the letter was written to Congress one of the reading students handwrote it
with the help of other political science students. Aside from the industrial
nomenclature, the reading was taught mainly from newspapers since that was the
important reading for the students in their daily lives. The libraries contained
first of all newspapers and secondly sports magazines and thirdly booklets on
hygiene and trades information.

UE _ __ _
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The few who dropped back into drugs were the only ones who did not learn to read,write or carry on a trade. Education was a part of life. Every member was learn-
ing something and was in addition helping others to learn.

Why Did This Education Work?

Unlike most adults, these students were not taught as isolated individuals,
each having individual reasons for learning and applying the skills in their own
places. Rather, each student was a member of a group which had definite missions
to which that student was committed. Some aspects of this work were:

(1) There was a feeling of "paranoia" against drug traffickers. Indeed drug
dealers often attacked members and clinics. In 1969 a firebomb was dropped
down the chimney of the main clinic and damaged three rooms before it could
be extinguished. This gave the building trades students a lot of work and
tended further to weld the organization together. Furthermore, the psudo-
paranoia served to glue the working group together as a unit. The "paranoia"
of any individual had much more meaning within the group than it ever could
have in isolation.

(2) The collaborative and productive projects also welded the group into a unit
of a slightly different kind. For instance, for project DOOM (which meant
"drugs out of McKinley"), the organization went into McKinley High School,
made speeches, associated with the students, intercepted the drug traffic,
cooperated with the police and the school officials and served as models
for the students to get into more interesting projects than mere drug abuse.
Another sort of project was neighborhood clean ups. Uniformed members of
the army would go from door-to-door and induce neighbors to join them in a
clean up of all the back alleys and yards in a certain block. Their ultimate
notion was to develop pride among the poor people of the ghetto (black or
white people) and to decrease the putative weakening of the black race by
hard drugs. A parallel aim was to increase the economic and political power
of the ghetto dwellers.

On a particularly big clean up day the whole army turned out and every
neighbor participated for all of one Sunday. Seventeen tons of trash were
collected in tremendous piles. On Monday the BDC Headquarters proudly called
the city's sanitation department and asked that the trash be picked up.
Surprisingly, the sanitation department answered that they did not have
enough trucks and men even to adequately pick up the normal trash next morn-
ing much less all the trash the BDC had collected. The BDC should there-
fore take care of its own trash. The leaders of the BDC were taken aback.
They had expected the city would be glad that they had cleaned up so much.
They held a council of war and finally called back the sanitation depart-
ment saying, "We have heard that there are 17 tons of trash in this
neighborhood which will be found piled in the middle of Thirteenth Street
tomorrow morning when the rush hour begins". The sanitation department's
trucks came out that afternoon and removed all of the trash.

(3) Those who spent time on the farms found that if they did not collaborate
well as a group it became very clear which individuals were the poor collab-
oraters and it also was evident that the group itself suffered forfjack of
such things as water, food, clean dishes and even good shelter. 19w members
coming onto the farms found that their predecessors there had done work such
as remodeling which now benefitted the new members. Each successive arour

- 4~-~ ~ _Mg
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built on o the work of the group before them. There was a general social ex-

pectatf-A of pride in this work.

t (4) The discipline imposed by the army hierarchy, the close order drill and the

strong role expectations were new to most members and I don't believe they would
have accepted this kind of discipline except that all the other factors pulled
them into feeling good about the discipline. The discipline in turn gave each

member a feeling of trust in the other members so that each could count on the
others to do their part. A negative effect of the "army" life was that some
citizens who did not know the BDC members began to fear that they might act
like a Mafia gang or a group of Fascist black-shirts. One such wave of protest
occurred when a group of about 400 black men and women of all ages arrived at
the Virginia farm and one of their buses stalled on the single lane road and

L could not allow any of the following vehicles to pass. They were only going
for a picnic but some of the neighboring farms thought they might be going to
take over the county.

(5) The Muslim religion afforded a bond among the membership. The strangeness of
the faith from the "traditional" religions surrounding them set them apart as
something special. The energy the membership spent in learning the rituals
included quite a bit of Arabic language. The sacrifice they made to send their
Khadi to Mecca also bound them together--even though only part of the member-

ship was actually Muslim.

(6) The most idealistic, and in some ways the most binding of all the forces, was

the goal of establishing a black nation in Africa some day. This nation became
a sort of "promised land" unreachable in the foreseeable future. I felt myself
tat if the BDC had come close to establishing such a nation, it would have set

a goal even further removed in order to keep the organization always reaching
forward not only in practical ways but in ideal.

Conclusion

Thus, a group of hard working people, 90% black in the city of Washington, welded
themselves together to pull themselves up by their own bootstraps in spite of the
fact that many of them had prison records. Others were illiterate or had no important
job skills and most of them wei. quite poor. They set up a four part interlocking
educational system designed to improve the most important problems that they faced.

Nevertheless, I don't believe this education could have been so successful if it were
not for the organizational cohesion which was brought about not by the educational
program but by the interlocking of religion, altruistic work collaboration programs,
the ideal of a remote nation to be founded and the evidence of success against drug
traffic which they thought was degrading their families, friends and neighbors.

It seems to me then impossible to deliver education to an individual outside of the
cultural context in which he intends to live his life. A baby learning to speak from

his parents intends to live with those parents. A youth studying algebra in high school
may never intend to use the algebra after he had graduated, but he intends to use it
for some purpose within the context of the algebra class--or else he does not learn the
algebra. Most educational institutions try to prepare the student for a standard world
which the educationists assume the student will face after school. Adult education as
practiced by the BDC however was considered a necessary part of the daily life and oper-
ations of the little society which was their life--religious, economic, familial, de-
fense, recreational.

-__- - __ __ __
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THE MARATHON GROUP MOVEMENT--A CRITIQUE

,or about eight years (1965-1973), marathon groups occurred all over the United States
&as a method of education, therapy or social contact. Sometimes, they were considered

a part of the encounter group or the sensitivity group movements, but they were far
more rare than these groups whose sessions seldom lasted over eight hours at a sitting.
The fact that many of these types of groups have passed out of style does not tell us
whether they were beneficial or detrimental, for it is to be expected that most innova-
tions in the modern world will last for a limited time. This limitation allows for
entrepreneurs to develop one product or service intensely, make a lot of money, and then
move into a new up-and-coming style of business before the old one really dies out. Thus,
the people who pay for such progress are those who are left invested in the old style of
service or product. The successive styles of therapy and teaching parallels for example,

L the transportation industry...

Years ago, a person might have invested in canal boat transportation. With the building

of the Erie Canal and many other such water-ways, that person would have become richer
but eventually, the country would have been saturated with canal boats, and he could not
have become any richer. If he were smart then, he would invest in railroads before the
country became tired of canal boats. It would not matter that canal boats remained a
cheaper form of transportation. The fact was that railroads came in style. They boomed.
By the 1920's or 30's, however, when the automobile became particularly stylish, this
investor should have abandoned railroads, and invested all his wealth in automobiles,
trucks, roads, oil companies, tire companies and othersrelated to the styles of the times.
Now the country approaches the ultimate traffic jam, and it is becoming the style to move
more information and fewer goods. It is therefore time for the investor to abandon the
automobile. People who see the great value of water transportation and others who see
the great value of rail transportation, etc. will not feel good about the notion that
they will become less stylish. But, the fact is that no industry or service can keepexpanding forever.

In order for expansion, itself, to go on forever, one expanding business must die, and
a young business must start to expand to take its place. Thus, an investor who knows
when to sell out can enrich himself in the overlapping succession of booms and busts in
businesses. We have an analogous overlapping of booms and busts in service styles such
as types of surgery or of psychotherapy. It is to be expected then that any new form
of benefaction to mankind will have a life of its own--a birth, a middle age and a death

-or perhaps an eternal senescence.

- Now the forces which drive out of style a new therapeutic or educational technique such
as the marathon group are not the need of investors to do their profit-taking and move
on to budding new businesses, but rather there are other forces which I will mention below.

By marathon group, in this case. T am talking about a group with twenty to twenty-four
members, with about four of these members acting as staff. The group meets in rather a
small room for about thirty hours. The entire floor is padded with mattresses and
pillows. No one is allowed to leave the room for thirty hours except to go to the bath-
room. Meals are passed in the door; no drugs or alcohol are allowed.

The advantages of such a group to its members are that there is a more intense inter-

action among the members, and therefore, a greater opportunity for education, therapy,
ir personal change. There is also a more vivid revelation of group dynamics.

In the traditional six or seven member therapy group which meets for about 90 minutes,
each member has about ten minuteL as his talking portion of the group time. A marathon

It
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group, however, gives more than an hour for each person, and the person is not merely
sitting in a chair. Part of the time he is eating or sleeping, he is alert or tired,
or perhaps is going through some dramatic game-like interaction within the group. It
is not necessary, of course, for a member to speak a great piece in order to participate
beneficially in the group, but it usually is of benefit for him to have some sort of
interaction with each other member in the group as well as his life-role vis-a-vis the
whole group.

Now the advantages of this sort of marathon group include a drastic unseating of indivi-
dual adjustment which may occur because of the dramatic confrontation of a member with
his own way of living. The group provides many different view points confronting these
problems. The emotional difficulties arising from this confrontation may later necessi-
tate a great deal of individual or small group therapy by an individual staff member--
or at least many staff members think so. In addition, the group can disturb marriage
relations. Usually, this occurs when one spouse stays at home, and is unable to keep
up with the changes in the spouse who went to the group.

Another disadvantage is that most therapists trained for treatment within individual
interviews do not know enough about groups to make the group, itself, proceed thera-
peutically or educationally and to carry individual members along with it. The tradi-
tional "individual" therapist usually tries to give individual therapy to each member
- f the group in turn, and he does this by getting the group membership to concentrate
u.pon a single member for a while and then to move to another single member. Actually,
there is little payoff for the traditional therapist to utilize the group itself. His
payoff comes from helping individuals cheaply to improve within the group's setting.
Another problem with the marathon group was that it appeared that anyone could do this
group work with very little training. It seemed analogous to the cook who needs very
little training to put out a TV meal. The fact is that the marathon group required a
different sort of experience and training. Most professionals were invested in the
tradition of individual interviews which they saw as protecting the patient's privacy
and they also shielded the professional from open evaluation by peers and public. All
sorts of "encounter groups" therefore sank into bad reputations because they were out
control of professionals and yet were in competition with professionals.

Nevertheless, even if encounter groups, sensitivity groups, marathon groups, etc. were
as bad for mankind as syphilis and leprosy, it would be irresponsible of professionals
not to study the aspects of these problems v iich would throw far more light on human

hehavior and problems of human growth than l:ss drastic or more usual techniques or
diseases. Perhaps syphilis and leprosy are no longer the probmems they used to be;
nevertheless, it is chiefly through the stud., of such diseases as syphilis and leprosy
that we know as much as we do about human, imnune mechanisms in cancer, virus diseases,
organ transplants, etc.. Accordingly, some of my papers examine the psychic phenomena
in marathon groups.
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TIM1 USE OF JX1STI]7 Li'AL CON~CEPTS IN1 GROITP 'TY AIM A INC

I ?ltthc I).?arrsh, 1.D.Fairfax, Virginia Sept. 1971[

PART 1.

11O1U LXV;TNT1A.L i~'1ThUGr. VJ2'S 1:;d GROUP TIII:P..APY OR" '_T!AT';1IG

Then John Doe~ deals with Riclhard Roe hie usuallY tries to talk to Richard's
attributes or nualiti., not t-) his rersonzal an inn]. ex-istence. Joba seal:s to
classify Richard arccordinc, to the vorlk lie does, the nountry or state lin cores
f rom, the kind of com..tnitv he lives in, his aie, sex, race, rarital status, and
tastes. Thus hie sees !Richard Ps a Miasrer' s lavel Civil rn! inoer, reared in ".-.

Hampshire., no-i livini- in a mididle cl~ass sulburb,. Uc is 33 years old, vnite, raile,
m~arried ten years, with txwo children. lie is a football f-an and %goes reculrarl-
to the First Latist Church. 'lw John can coinfortalbly nepotiate wiith Such ir
understandable set of crualities. Ve can face that set with a conparabJ:.- net of
qualities of his own. 'John is a netysnaper re-norfer, iihich neans ite in no%-
competitive with 7tichard's enc:1neer attribtites, ht't 4-uhln is an Eniscoralian -,Atho

never goes to church. That neans he rmay be corperitive uith Richard' :. pos!sible
religious convictions, so t*.e two rien ray avoid the subject of reli!gion. Johan
has thus faced hinself to Richard's fixerd attributes a~nd rosseozslons, not to
Richard's aninal personality standing here and now before john's face.

But individuals in a group, who only face _f~e various sets rf attributes d4-
played can develon but little Skill and understanding for hiandling thterselvcz: or
others. To developo such sh~ills they nust face the realitv of nersonal huian nrc s-
ences in the here-vnd-not;. Each rust be hionestly onen to the "nc" in the other
person. Ile rurst not duck behind the prerogatives and defenses of a-ve, sex,
reputation, education...

-= During the Croun session the leaders may bring one manmber to face another
in the niiddle of the group. They help each person to face the other's actual
here-and-noti helhavior, ap'pearance and existence-not his attributes (quali-ties)
nor his essences (which cannot he innediately perceived).

In the encounter, I as a memiber of the group face you as another nar-ier in
the here-and-now existence of your own self. This is h-.rd. It mieans scnsi.flg
your touchable presence, without relying on clichp* larpua~ge, personal history,
the vocatiors of eithec of us, our social status, or any other attributes, people,
or things outside of this ner-sonal encounter within this ?resent p'roun. I Cive
up the rank and por-rasity lent to :ne by outside ccci:!tv antl I face youl with tLe
feelings and vith the !:iad of self "hat arises now out of this encounter of ours.

The leaders or tha group itself may try to overdranatize rm~ behavior in
order to intensi&fy our awareness of present feelinns about each othDer ar.d about
the group. If I say, for instance, that I feel liVe avoiding ycu, che grcun may
got me to go out of the room, for a minute or *-wo, or perhans to rove twenty feet[away from you and to sense how 'that moverment, intensifies and cla-rifies r.y, fdelinps.

M;7 Z4
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I will then either ccne back to you with a feelinp for you more sure and under-
standable to both of us, or else I will avoid further encounter vith you for
this time. For another c-xannle, if I naintain a chronically anolovetic attitude,

-the group nay stand you upon a chair and I may be set on the floor in front of
you to look up at you as I talk. I try to see in what respects this feels right
to me. If I am not ready for such exercises, of course, the group does not
force it upon me.

As we face each other, we each beco;.,e aware first of the adtive existence
of the other self. Ue don't search for the nere attributes, essences, or defi-
nitions of ourselves as rebers of society. I say, "I see this as you, I sense
this enotion in your presence." I don't say, "You're w:earing a suit, I see you
have a peace button, x:hat is your ran!-, your profession, your hobby? Are you a
Redskins fan? Fov Ilany children do you have? Mhere are you from? W.at's your
name?" I don't even say, "Are you really this much like no? Yes? Even deeper
than that?" For such questions--or indeed any questions--set me off apart from
the encounter. I would looh in then tow:ard the encounter as if from another
place, as if, indeed, I were not personally involved in the encounter.

I discover ny om self in you. Under the attributes, the stances, the de-
fenses, and the facade of your Lducation I find r.uch the sane person as myself.

I become aware of you not only as a series of utterances, not only as the
content of presented ideas, but also as (1) a heard voice with a tone (auditory),
a trerulousness, and a Paiety ,ith a touch of seriousness; (2) a space-fillinr.
forn (visual), a play of color, an ever-clianoin, expression of post 'e, of face.
ann of eye-depths; (3) an odor-stre r ,hcen close to "ou (sne]l)--.ifferent
near your hair fro'u near your hands or face; (4) a tactile warmth or coolnesr.
emanating fron your body (touch), even w:hen my hands are not nuite in contact
xyith you. A sense of the texture of your hair and slin felt in my fingers, even
when only ry eyes and cars are sensinp you. My hands by actual contact feel the
roundness or the anglarity of your face or arms, the weight and mass of your
hands. The.e visual, auditory, olfactory, and tactile senses brin- to clearer
awareness ithin the group the present existence and reality of you as a person.

The content cf utterances. important as it nay be, becomes superficial co..ared
with the perception of the real person that is you.

If I become afraid, anxious, lecherous, or otherwise defensive while trying
to perceive the reality of existence here, the leader and the .roup will part us
gently until we are more ready for such an encounter. Once I perceive the reality
of our existence I can deal nore honestly uith .yself and others. I am more
solidly rryself in the eyes of ali other people, more clear and forceful in com-

munication, I an unafraid to face my own feelings, I can express rmyself to you,
fulfill -y desires, negotiate with others more effectively.

After rmnt of the persons in the group face with each other the realities
- of taeir existcnce the ;reu, can proceed to deal with each person's rmre alter-

able attributes, his nualitie or character, his I:no.ledge or lack of it, his
skills, and his neurotic conflicts.

x ,My do modern groun leaders h-ve to erphasize this e::istentialist reality
of the persons prescnt in the group? lon't group members underlno any ehant - in
their habits or attitudes or in their ability to cooperate with others if they
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stand aside from each other as aninal presences? Can't they just argue authori-
tatively and aloofly about ideas, about past events, about people who are not

- present?

PART II.

PSYCIIATRY'S MMED FOR EXISTEN.TIAL 1fTTIHODS: TpZ NEE) TO BOLSTER UP '1! SUBJETIVE
CERTA TY OF I"DIVI)UAL :ISICl A2"D AUTOO5

With the great development of science over the last two centuries Western
man has lost his original God. Or at least he has lost his old reliance on the
existence of God. Dariin, the new psychological kmowledge, the atom bomb, space
travel, and the double helix took away cod as a personal force that cared for
men--that created him and perhaps gave him his character and behavior.

The nomadic nobility of modern people, the love of the higher pay and shorter
work days to be found in distant cities, helped to break up the extended family.
Leaving the neighborhoods where their grandfathers lived, people sought the advan-
tages of new wor: and life in a society emphasizing, consumption of goods. The
individual enjoyed not' a financial independence. lle- ua separated from his old
family. In fact, he often pot married to escape the kno-all-about-you control
of the old fa-ily. But the ne conjugal fanily of husband, wife, and two or
three children was also something for children to escape from. It never grew
into the extended family of uncles and cousins in close cormunication with each
other. 'Te individual now had only a niniscule intimate utorld, or else he had
so big and fast-moving a world (as in the bureaucracies or in show business) that
there was no tire for deep prolonged relations between people. There were just
Ili-Bye parties and little of intimacy outside the snall conjugal family.

People were absorbed into unfeeling corporate structures-bureaucracies,
military services, businesses, political orpanizations. merican people doubted
if they lived as unslaved and as individualistically free as they thought rich
people did or as the Sr ,nish men, with their "machisno" or assertive rmsculinity.
The corporate life's sAhrergence of the individual left too little free action
to convince the nodera Aerican that he really existed as a senarate individual
in the old sense. In hiph science the concept of cause and effect was retired in
favor of statistical probabilities. Lower level lavr.en felt thenselves treated
as numbers and probabilities, even though they did not understand the high scien-
tific theories. They could rescue their individuality by indulging in crime.
"Illegal acts must be my acts. They are not conforming to bureaucratic standards."

The earlier Uestern philosophy tried to prove the existence and the "whatness"
of self (-St. Thomas, Descartes, Kant). They showed that God has power for ze
or that the State protects ve and includes me as Cod once did. The individual
self is one of the chosen people of Cod. The later Vestern philosophers concen-
trated on the self, not on God. They "protested too much" that the individual as
we conceive hin does exist--larhergaard, Nietzsche, Freud, Veidepger, Sartre.
Hany people felt these philosophies were individualistic, not metaphysical, nottheological.

The doubt concerning individual existence drove en to seek proof of the

self's existence not only by abstract theor, but by entrepreneurial action-that
is, by business, crime, sexual aggression, individual creative work, cultivating
a stable nest, worrying about one's identity or worth...

_ ___=
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The great question cane to be: "How can I, at the bottom of the great bu-
reaucratic heap, get to be a choice-rakina free-willing autonorous self?" We
imagined ourself free and self-ruling. "Autonorous" became a popular word in
psychiatric circles, along with "insight," "spontaneity," or warmth." hen
examined closely, hoever, free will seemed to rean: "The forces malting my
choices are so cormlex or so far outside ry awareness that I don't understand F
the oripin of my choices. I conclude, therefore, that I make the choices
myself."

We doubted, then, the existence of the forces that really deternined our
behavior. le refused to doubt the existence of a self that supposedly made
free choices without outside influence. Along with other behaviorists, B. F.
Shinnerl made people anxious when he began to get pood results in treatment and
education without even assuming there v'as any mind which guided behavior with
its autonomous will and desire. Skinner apparently did not believe any person
thought or felt for himself. The person only be-haved as prograrmmed by his
heredity and his social world.

Some people too. refuge in "subjective certainty."_ They felt certain with-
in themselves that they were making free choices, wefre -thinl:ing and feeling as
well as actint. %ut others pointed out that (1) I was once personally certain
that the sun rose, moved above the eastern horizon and traveled high into the
southern shy, but actually the sun did not rmove, the earth turned. (2) Thines
happened in my dreams which I did not feel responsible for and did not desire.
For example, a bull night chase re or = sister rirht drown. (3) Under influ-
ence of marijuana or at high altitude Lrithout adequate ox.gen, I could le abso-
lutely certain I was doing accurate mt:enatics: but a later :heck would find
me all wrong.

It seened then that we sometimes had less choice about our beliefs and our
actions titan ue thought we had.

Freud found unconscious thoughts revealed in dreams, slips of the tongue,

jolkes, and people's rapid free associations of thought. It appeared that feel-
ings which we decided to suppress or control did not cease to influence our
beliefs or our acts. These feelings sirply became unknotn to us and from their
unconscious hiding place they guided rmch of what ve did and felt. An ermloyee
believing he liked his boss but unconsciously irritated by him, would make little
mista1"es, costly to the boss; or he ,ould develop ulcers, colitis, or high blood
pressure. Accordinel-, we can either experience our emotions and live with then
or we can suppress the= and they will puide our lives without our knowing it-
keeping us anxious, sic, drugged or accident-prone.

Changes in behavior, blood pressure, etc. brought about by the part of our
feelings uhich is hidden from us, nay seen to be caused by sorthing outside our
responsibility, just as our dream seen to be. At other times -e rle choices
because of these hidden desires but we tell ourselves we maike then for clearly
thought-out reasons. "I Moved to this seat because there was an ash tray here
(but actually I 'avted to sit where I could watch a certain person I'm jealous
of)." The proeramned fragrentation of fanilies and the new theories which people
interpret as deriding untrained rothers and rural cousins tade us feel discon-
nected from the poiverful groups or persons that really concerned themselves oith
us and to whon we could contribute our cwn vork, aggression, or love. !fuch of
our lives is spent now in an effort to get some kind of care from other persons
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or to have some hind of effect that will prove to us that ve reall exist as
worthwhile individuals. Hence the great need of Anericans to join groups, to
seek therapy, or to lose themselves in aggressive work.

I - PAT III. -

THE ITE) TO AVOID CIAOGE OP OMr's hApr-. ,tm srLF-ITuC__

An individual's self-inage is precious to him. lie nay see himself as a kind
and comnpassionate person vho loves peace and beauty and would never do anv harm
to anyone nor contam.inate any of his environment. le does not wish to see any-
thing in his character that tiould contradict that image. lie does not wish to
add anything to his knowledge or to his habits that would be incorpatible with
that image. To lose sor-ething of one's old imare-is to die a little. Many doc-
tors and lwayers, for instance, act as if there is nothing in their specialty
which they do not know well; they want to give the irsare of" being experts. Soe-
tines this is only a calculated stance and then it is not so misleading to the
professional himself, but uhen he cormes to believe that he is an absolute expert
he often gets into trouble. a.-ny people learn quite readily in classes and in
life experiences until they get their final degree fron-a univeysity and perhaps
are licensed to practice a profession. After that they are very hard to teach.
Sometinmes a technician t-ith only a practical education can outdo thiese profes-
sionals in handling the Problems of a specialty.

The individual usually tries to avoid change by three methods: (1) He
builds a "nest"-he gets a stable job, rarries, acquires a house and garden, etc.
(2) He shuts his eves to social changes around hin, such as black-white diffi-
culties or reforms demanded by war or by young people. (3) lie shuts his eyes to
parts of himself and therefore is able to maintain a certain consistent self-
image uhich contains hi-hly desirable attributes.

Sone people can tolerate a ch.nge in their characters if they feel that they
themselves are makin- the crucial choices. "-Iu going to beco+-m an alcoholic.
Yes, I an a slave to cigarettes, I do nt -vant to stop seeking. I an too fat but
I will not go on a diet. Yes, I am going to be a thief about this insurance and
say this old dent in the fender vas caused by today's accident." Few- people,
however, can tolerate-being shown that they arc .lcoholics r hc..oseuals or
thieves. To enlighten then is a dirty trich. People are uneasy ahout psychia-
trists because they feel the psychiatrist nay nal:e then understand the real
desires and the denied activities behind the self-inage uhich the person presents
to the vorld. !lost people prefer to keep their old image plus their emotional
conflicts rather thar. to get a new imge and be rid of the conflicts.

A staLic and unchanving ir. ge nay anount to death. A person w-ho reaches a
golden state of nested stability and tries to hold it without gronfin- or devel-
oping further soon falls behind in the rodern uorld. lie nay let a feeling of
p-ogress only by foolin, himelf. Som reach this state with retirerent, vith
getting licensed to practice, or with obtaining a vovernment job. Sone feel they
can reach a static and secure inage by rettinp married or getting divorced with
hi&h alimony.

lben two people neet they often try to search out each other's self-inages.
One ray ask, "lihere do you live? (hov good a nei.ghborhood?) 1That kind of work do
you do?" w1ithout askinn directly, the person my seek to find te other's feel-
ings about religion, his are, his sex, race and national origin, his interests
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and hobbies. All these questions seek for attributes of a person, they do not
seek a feeling of the irzediate presence of the nerson hirmelf. Th.e attributes
and the essential qualities of the -an define hi as a person. They show his
nature, but they do not show his present existence vithin this encounter.

"Existence" or "?inp" as used here, is the act of being "I." It is the
presence of vy person before you.

"Essence" is my nature. I an a man, a raticnal aninal. This is the first
thing that others assume of rne. "Attributes" are those qualities which are no
essential to ne as a r-an but which I "rent" fron others I encounter in books or
in conter.porary life. Thus I have the attributes of blue eyes, a jolly disposi-
tion, middle class Axerican habits, etc.

In social encounters, rmost people listen to the content of speech. They
face their oun verlial content against your verbal content and avoid Intinate p.-
sonal encounter which is without verbal content.

The reality of my existence is judend by your act of existence. The3e reali-
ties of existence do not include our rented attributes nor the essences hich
define each of us as an eternal idea (but not as a Person to be felt and sensed).

This reality of nr existence is intensified in nv ermn awareness by your act of
existence.

fly existence, without mv self-inage or attributes, is a snall but a strone-
ly interacting thing. :v self-imare, hourever, is a puffed-up set of borrowed or
rented attributes and nudities which usually relate only to other i-apes. Thr
encounter with another's existence sets aside the self-inage-nay even avoid I:
completely.

Essences are seen through a .lass darkly, not face to face. Faith is the
evidence of essence not seen, for no essence is really seen-it is defined or
deduced. I nay be essentially a ran but no one has ever seen : an. Ue have only
seen individual ren present in reality be'.ore us. The - mory of a real ran is a
sort of essence, too. It is an idea in ny mind, it is not the ran hi, elf in
front of i--. 'eve-theless, it my be -ore true, rore real, and influential than
sone of the social presence of a particular ran. Trhe store of vords in our lan-
guage also consists of essences (ideas) but the use of language in an encounter
beco es an act. The lanua-e is nresently a part of the encounter. Existence
and essence, then, nanifest thenselves at the s tine xhen we encounter another
person. Hope deals only with essences but carine f-!ith acts also. I!' may have
caring (charity or love) toward the person as an essence, as a ret=-wered idt-,
but we have a Tore intinate caring for that person we encolmter as an i =ediate
presence.

Some nay equate intinacy of cormunication uith sexual behavior. By such an
equation they avoid all intimcy with -men, vomen, or children. In rany, groups,
for iustance, the idea of sexual intercourse is set up as if it were at once thestrongest taboo and the most avidly soupht goal in the society. This is done in

order to keep the individual i:av frm the pain of the real proble--intiacy
uith the feelin,s of other people and the self. Thus a wife r.y sometimes live
a twre intense erntional and intellectual life with her =inister or her therapist
when sex is not even involved, than she can with her husb.-m', -hen sex is very
nicely involved.



The ain Sn group therapy Is to .et the nembers to pass beyond cormunicat-
ing only by neans of ideas and the cointent of sneach, and to face fichard's act'
of existing with John's act of existing in the here-and-nov.

-o5e fear this ray mean "out of siht s out of rind" when ve are nor actuafly
facin- anyone,, but yesterday's emperience in faclng the real existence of others
gives me the ability today to be clear and on*en tith a neu person. it helms e
to con unicate n-re clearly in the lneunge of thie living encounter. Those past
encounters so i.rJortant to no ra.ke uv the only "ne" that I can brin to the newa
encounter. The present e.xperience alters m_, of course, and nives re a sate-
what different self to take back to persons i 1 e -mrn before.

Unless I face the honest existencc of "ne" and "you" as persces, not as
personages, I can't develop ruch shill in clear comnunication nor can I nlnaze
my oun self--not"edge or sill.

A

1. Skinner, B;. F. rF, Tynd}reelo- and Mp.tty.. N.T. : KVnopf, 1941.
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Ilattmew D). 1rrish, A.D.

__At the U. S.* Arry lespit al, Frankfurt an Main In tln±- fall of 1962, tile0
psyctalatry staff pl3and al;:nj1ua.e-xCarn3.ig.__ F.roMz in aarord witia conversa-
t ic-a.s I ika!_ ha nd tat h :Zfv-C 1:tn0: Dr. t;arks Currast. tie passed around
a reprin t3 ofr Dr. Currz-' s articie eni the !-oup learning of lInpuares liv coun-
soling =ctimeds. !-:Lof our planning discussions were carried on by four
people:

1. 71. ehief social worke (?h.fl2 uho had spentaturm urn
durin-r. ~~- -ol Ur''-.- wlasatur in Korea and Jaa dur-

i; the rtt.reaUt CUnM ct ~ had. rained a i1no-iledge of Jpns

q.I tec adcqtua t cfor traveing and livint- in~ the countryside. 1
2. The ch'ef of clinical p vycheolaory (Ph.fl.) --ho h:ad spent a tourIn Austria ;n2 nkeGrnrasb. lnict l i e waes

fluent in. Ukrairxa.4

3. A s-taff ps:vctiznrz-::t (M')-a native oft Greece who had livedi mse
of his Wip In Pris. lie was narrie-d to a SwdshLOC3I. Hie
was fluent in Frend:c, Greek, =~d Engl.11sh but knew oniy a little
Swedish andGra.

4. 1 tyself, a ps rc2arfst, had only come to KUrope in September
of 162 but 113d seta tour in Korea and 11vn M k:nOwledre:

- -of Jaaeewas eqiual to thse social work-er's. Ihad also had
sore underraduate and ;rad-azate training in classical linguistic
theoryJ. i had a fair reading knowledlge of French and Latin.

-. Curran's Ur

Prier to our conwvrzardons, Curran had carried en for sent three Years a
series of lagayiann gop ttn Dstlv one collece tern ech.- The
troups conti:.zctcc ti-evisel-ve; upon rou coucaselint principles--largelr doinr.

= marv with thze tezchcr-enxil rlios,.Tahe lea-ders of theC groups were
Callc6 mmelrs S-_,oticlv, they b!rought their clients to ezmaress clear
personal feelin- wthin the 7.roup enco =mters To i1=1rore leaning, ande to
lessen anxietv they prczzte -c oear ann all group nenbers rather vnx%

the traditional corPetixion a~tg students or bevveen tea-cher and student.

The rcup"s practiced four languages at once----erna, French. Somanlsh,
Italian and, of course., Er-nmgIi s h. lte croup sat in a circle. Each clilent had
a counselor at his elbour who %:as- fluent in a foreign language. Each citent
Inter-acted with the groxtto only In a f&oreign lanlguage. In the early sessions
he asked his counselor in English for the proper Gernan (or other foreit:) words
to exprTess his thom: ta go .o course, heard client's Eaglisa, ce--

-1selor's Get-nn client's Vcrnn. ."a-st of the clients and counselors w-ere stu-
&-dents tryIng- to learn pratical group dvnr'ics mnd counselinr, skills. Thate was
always at least one n_er w-ho was hil;hly sgjfllld in group cow~seling and
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4Standard tests at the end indicated thatome clients ttkin, this

dgroup courde tr on term learncd as ucah our luaes as i control

group in a normal college course learned of only one language.

Some Conclusions 'of Our rrnnnkfurt Plannin. Seminars

1. Traditional pedagogy measures its value in terms of individual
change, not of group change. Yet lInguage is largely a group Phenomenon;
and individuals behave differently (linguistically) in different countries
or families.

Individuals who once knew Swedish fairly well, spoke it poorly in
New York; but on return to Sweden, Swedish almost imm.ediatcly V:%m;e back to
them. Two of us could not while in Rorea think of Japanese phrzi:zes for even
simple greetings. Yet the minute we faced Japanese people in T,,kyo, the
words came to us. On European trains our observation of polv Lt behavior
had shown, for Instance, that a Ccr.an and a Swede speaking S:,,I-sh were
constrained and for-nal. When they began to speak English, both ,ecar.,e
looser and m.ore informal '. Mhen the saree pair spoke Italian thv showed
deeper personal intimacy, alternating with a dramatic show of 111liquely indi-
vidualistic agrcssion and a demonstration of personal idiosync.,Icics. Dur-
ing a survey by interview of our polyglot professional hospital uorkers, we
found some workers who said that when they made love to their ,ojqauses in one
language, the outcome was different and the time involved was different than
It was when they inade love in -nother language in which they wo,-, both equal-
ly fluent. (One of the languages was always English, German or French. The
other might be Turkish, Spanish, Arabic or Greek.) Though it %,% only a
minority which found such a difference in their intimate rclatious, depending
upon the language used in the dyad, nevertheless we felt that tVvtn one such
couple would be evidence that speaking a certain language could give a feeling
of membership in a certain group and could modify behavior and Icelings
accordingly.

2. Pedagogy measures the skill or knowledge gained or lost in a
course. It does not measure character change or any therapeutit, effect. It a

apparently sees no equivalence between learning and therapy. t01r experience 0

as consultants to classroom and to teachers made us feel that One never oc-
curred without the other.

-Q
3. To set up a protocol or a syllabus for conducting a course only ca

binds the students to a pattern of behavior formulated by a Pelon outside of

their group.

This behavior eventually becomes inappropriate to the i'idividual stu- :.
dent's needs or to the consensus of the group. The group is lliely, there- 0
fore, to build up some pressure of frustration, irritation, and alienation
from the teacher and from the method of teaching. Thus the tvpr of learning
process will often alter in mid stream even though the same syllabus is
retained and the same teaching methods adhered to.

4. If the group members can periodically re-negotiate ,Among them-
selves the type of class they want to have, they will learn mo1 but then the
final content learned will be so uncertain that pedagogues will feel useless
because they have no controlover this outcoea.
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I The traditional teaching method allows students at the end of the
course to parrot back content pleasinn to the teachers and then with a pre-
set alacrity to forget 80% of that content. The teacher, however, feels
useful. A year later the teacher say-, "Standard measurements proved I
taught them well. They just didn't retain much of what I taught."

5. Research, in trying to control some variables in order to compare
and measure others, has some of this same traditional pedagogical effect upon
a class. The class may learn what the psychologists can easily measure, but
it may not learn what the students most appropriately need and want to learn.
Nor does it learn at its optimum rate. Character change and therapeutic
effects usually go unmeasured in any case.

6. We as a staff accordingly made up assumptions and rules which vle
knew would have to be re-negotiated as time went on:

-- Assumptions

1. No German word has the same meaning as any English word. It is
misleading to try to encode Gernan over into English.

For example, German and American school children taking notes at the
zoo %il come to the cage of a certain conine and both will write the word
"wolf." both students assume that "wolf" in German refers to the same set of
feelings concerning the animal and to the same set of animal attributes as
that word refers to in English. German boys, however, are often nar.:ed Wolf.
Such a boy's nar:e is almost unknown in America. Germans think that they have
for centuries heard and seen the wolf at the door and have lived far rore
closely with wolves than Anericans have. If a German points to a wolf and
names it, that does not mean he gets the same feelings and maintains the same
connotations about the name or its object as an American does.

Another example: in Japanese, mi" means water. Atsui means hot.
But my Innkeeper could not understand me when I asked for atsui mizu. For
mizu cannot be hot. I had asked for o|ething as silly as molten ice. The
English equivalent for hot water would have to be atsui _vu.

2. The range of sounds that a German perceives to be a particular
vowel or consonant does not correspond with the range of sounds for any English
vowel or consonant. There is, of course, much overlapping; and a German will
probably understand the English word "wolf" if only the "1" is changed to the
German vay of pronouncing "1". American students usually think it most essen-
tial to change the "w" to an English "v" sound in order to pronounce the
German word "wolf." Germans will still fail to understand the pronunciation
because those Americans have not assumed that the crucial "1" is also dif-i
ferent from the "I" in English.

= 3. There are four completely different mental processes for appre-
= bending a language, and thus there seem to be four distinct German langua-es

to be learned--spoken, written, heard, and :ead. k person might speak German
more fluently than he can hear it.
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4. The group or cla;s builds up its own store of sounds, utter-
ances, and behlavIors :hich coerce the lanpituage learning within tile group.
The behaviors may or may not coincide with the current usage in Cerman
society. There may be accordingly a unique "language of our group."

Rules

We formulated tentative rules out of Curran's ideas and our own
experience. We deleted or added some in the first group sessions. The fol-
lowing "rules" survived:

1. The client slavishly im-itates his counselor's expressions.

a, lie imitates first the pitch pattern. His talk may then be
similar to baby-talk. lie does not know how many words lie
Is saying. H!e does riot know where one word ends and another
begins, or indeed if there are even such things as words in
these utterances.

b. The cic-ct imitates the vowels and consonants in a Germani
fashion rather than in an Aierican fashion.

c. lie listens for permissible variation in the pronunciation onT
those German sounds.

do The client then begins to memorize phrases--not words.

a. Lastly, the client learns a word as an idea represented by
a collection of sounds which may be moved en bloc from one
utterance to another.

2. The basic seating arranement of the group is a circle with coun-
selors at the elbow and slightly behind their clients. This, of
course, may be changed after the first session as appropriate to
the group. As tine goes on, the clients rmay not need a one-to-one
relationship to their counselors. There may then be fewer coun-
selors.

3. The group meets one hour a day, five days a week on off-duty tine
immediately at the end of the hospital's day shift.

4. Only German can be spoken or responded to in the group talk.

5. Any language can be spoken or responded to between a client and
his counselor.

6. The client should risk everything linguistically. Ile should begin
sentences which he cannot expect to finish properly. The counselor
will help him.

7. The group handles social and business situations in the outside
3 world. For example, it engages in bus rides, hikes, theater,

restaurant, officer's club, swimming, birthday party.

-' -
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8. An individual may study grammar ad lib hut only outside the
group.

9. The group must avoid the strong tendency for an individual cli-
ent to get his personal difficulties in German ironed out in
private with his counselor by detaching himself temporarily
from the group. (Our group often had to start out afresh after
counselors and clients drifted into these non-group and often
non-emotional ploys.)

10. The major private time between counselor and client should be
in telephone conversations after two or three weeks of group

sessions. -

11. The group should try quickly to get away from the first day's

procedure of having the client translate his English thought
and words into German. Rather, the client should learn the
German phras. which goes with an event. The event must be se-n
with German VyLs and German moral attitudes. The aim is to -A
think, speak and solve each situation by using German thought
only. Clients may later translate from '2rman to English if R
they wish, but not from English to Cerman.

12. The group must avoid following a syllabus or language textbook
until the group has learned conversation well and iwants then to

proceed to learn literature. At that point the group might read
a play together, or perhaps put on a drama.

These rules were essentially followed from about December I to Febru-
ary 15. Even Christmas only caused the loss of two sessions. After February
15 the sessions were cut to three per week. In April they were cut to two per
week whi le the members read A Doll's house in German. Each client took a dif-
ferent character of the Ibsen p ay and acted it out as he read it. By tl'e end
of the suuer, with the play finished, the group went to see a German perform-
ance of the same play. At that point after nine months together, the clasM
ended.

"Gimmicks"

The following girmicks were useful in learning:

First session--"20 questions." One client would "hink of .n cbject,
and the others were allowed twenty questions to find out from him whet that
object was. The questioners would usually try to classify the object first as
to animal, vegetable or mineral kingdoms and then go on from there.

Second session--copies of a daily German news "scendal sheet" were
distributed to mebcrs. One member read the first sertence while his coun-
selor corrected him rnd translated. The second member read the next sentence,
and so on.

Third session-20 questions ag:In.

-- -_ I
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F'ourth so5s5ion--tIhe group sang German children's songs from pipers pre-
viously dintributed.

FiJfthR session--the group found it necessary to abanden German and speak
in English as they straighitened out their inter-personal conflicts, the group
processes and their difficulties with the "methiod and syllabus."

Sixth session--the group created a story. One member made up the fi~rst
sentence. The second menber idd(!d the second one and so on until the story
came to its ending.

Other gimicks were fouind useful through the ensuing weeks:

(1) Talking on the telephone gave the clients a type of confidence in
German they could not obtain from tlic fa':e-to-1:ace conversations with their
counselors. Clients found it much easier to speak Gernan on the telephone

- than they had at first inag;Thed. Clear enunciation necessarily developed.
Later, with their counselori;, on in extension phone, the clientr5 called up
restaura~nts or other businesses and had conversations with strwigers. Usually
tha counselor did not interfere.

A
(2) in group session3 the counselor would tell a complete story in Carnman.

The client would then tell it in German in his own words. _

(3) The counselors would use their clieats as vnntriloquist's durmies.
-The counselor vould whisner 'n German to the client, who would '-hen speak: thosa
-Germani phrases to the othier i!..rber. Sometimes neither client utidersrood the

words, but usually responses vere good. ':hile the clierts vere spea'King~the
counelos wold akcappropriate gestures t_- go along with the rs

Co2nostionof the Groun

Counselors: Five wotmen and one man. All were clerks or secretaries e-.ccpt
the man, who was an obstetricin. All were native Geians exzcept one girl, whe
was Lnglish but had lived 12 'searrs on the German economy. %ll were perfectl1y
fluent in both English and Uerman. Age range: 19 to 35, Clionts: two Dsv-
chiatrists, one psycl-.locgist. All were native Americans except one psychiatrist
who was Greek. Age 35 to 45.

Regrcssion i-a the -SLrv-'cc of& Lcarnins!

The first session aenred to be an average group of adults trying to lear:,
but by the end of the thitrd session, the clients hond regressed emotionally to
about a two-year old level Ps long as the:- WC&.C speaking in German with theV
group. The clients spontaneously began to address their counselors as 'I'utti"l

(Momy o a "Ftt" Paa). rom this linguistic age of about two years they
then sloxyly matured in their ability to express themselves emotionally to the
rest of the group in tGerman at a level of three, 'our, and five years of age.
It appeared to each client at "are two" that his only connection to the little
world of the group was through his Mautti. Wlithout hier he vas helpless. The
counselor teaded to speak for the client and to face the world for him~ as well
as to support him in his own facing of the world. This linguistic aspe-ct of

miothiering" seemed almost instinctual in the women counselors--as if they had

A=-~ i~=
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been trained from childhood to teach children proper languag. W. e had found
-} this true also in the Far East with seven- and eight-year old girls who pride-

fully taught us basic Japanese or Korean. Female dependents and nurses also
asserted frequently that women, young or old, taught them language nore care-

fully and properly. Hon tended to teach a vore slangy language with less
attention to correct pronunciation. This was valuable in later stages of
learning when the client wanted to be proficient in dialect in transient col-
loquial forms or in man-language.

The client often said that he was re -lly facing the world in the coun- U
selor's way and not in a uniquely persona=: way of his oun. To a large extent

! he lost his old (Unilish) self. This regression produced, thlerefore, a strong

- feeling of dependency on the counselor, r.s well as a feeling that he was a
possession of his counselor, lie at firot developed a feeling of deep tender-
ness and affection toward the counselor, but this in a few days became mixed
with resentment and nestivism in which the client would oppose the counelor
and go off lingui:;tically on his ow;n. Usuallv he would fall on his face and
come back abjectly to his counselor. The learning process seemed to awaken
the client's primitive two-year old feelings of need and love for a mother
(perhaps very appropriately here). These feelings transferred onto the coun-
selor. The counselor in turn developed a counter-transference toward the
client. She treated him affectionatelv and somewhat managerially as if he

were her own child.

As the relationship between counselor and client matured, the feelings
becae more like thorpe between brother and sister. Still later they became
toore like those between collea-ues. This was symbolized by the positioning of
the members within the group, which spontaneously changed as the days went on:

At the first session counselors sat slightly behind and to the side of
the clients (Fig. 1). By the fifth day, with the discussion of group dynamics
and te revision of rules, the counselors moved up to sit beside the clients in
the same circle of chairs (Fig. 2). One counselor, for instance, had sat on a
sofa slightly behind her client's chair; by the fifth session they were both on
the sofa together. There was at this point still a feeling of tactile comfort
derived from the closeness with the counselor, but there was no eve contact. The
corunication was by manual and postural gestures and by voice, sometines by very
softly spoken voice, On the eighth day the counselors began to sit diametrically
across the circle from their clients (Fig. 3). But the nother-child bond was now
so well established that a special relationship was maintained between the pair.
Communication now was largely by reans of eye contact. It was no longer by
eans of gestures within a close body space-estures which almost amounted to

couching. Neither did rerbers whisper now nor talk in a low voice. The voice
was always audible to the group as a whole. Accordingly, there was not only
much rmore intellectual activity, but ore arguments and feelings projected them- _

selves from the gut across that distance rather than ner~ing into the feelings
of the person at the elbow. From the ninth session on, the group ate weekly in
the officer's club at a special table. It conversed with self and waitresses
in German. .On the 21st session, the group went out at n.ght to a Ger=an res-
taurant. The rembers sang songs with the other customers in the restauraxit and
carried on a good deal of social conversation with strangers.. By this time
counselors were easily interchangeable from one client to another. In the first
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few sessions this interchanre had been attempted but didn't work well be-
cause of Jealousies which sore of the clients described as a feeling of
sickness and deprivation.

In mid February a woman social worker joined, bringing the number of
clients to six. Two of the counselors dropped out at that time, and the
group proceeded on the basis of comradeship rather than the early family
feelings. Some clients then recalled relationships they had experienced as
teenagers in boys' gangs and high school social functions. By mid March,
the relationships seened to advance to those of equal colleagues, all of
whom had considerable respect for each other. This relationship continued
through the summer when only one of two counselors came to the group as it
rend A Doll's House

The Struggle Over Structure

The clients in their fall planning meetings had decided never to
resort to textbooks, grammars, nor any fixed syllabus for learning the lan-
guge. Nevertheless, after the group sessions were under way, most of the
clients clemored for mot'. structure. They wanted assirnments from a textbook.
They complained that the slavish imitation of the counselors' speech was mah-
ing them lose their own personalities and sometimes making them feel silly,
sissy or else too rude and rough in the way they pronounced (correctly) cer-
tain German sounds. They admitted that more structure would not frprove the
speed or correctness of their learning, but structure, they insisted, would
make learning more corfortable. About once a week the group would break dov. a
into a discussion about structure or about the emotional pain involved in
learning Germn by this counseling method.

The first revolt against structure occurred at the fifth neeting.
Except for the Greek psychiatrist and me, all the clients argued for the adop-
tioa of classroom methods or at least for group reading from a programned
textbook. All the counselors, however, argued against such structure. The
group asked its counselors to tell how they had learned Engli Th (or German).

The English girl said, "I only learned German when I stopped translat-
Ing from English into German in my head--because the order of thinking is
different. If you learn a German phrase that goes with an event or a situation,
then you may later have to translate from German to English If you wznt to
know the exact English for it."

A German born counselor said, "I learned English in England ty hearing
nothing but English for 16 months. In ten months I was thinking in English.
Some people, -f course, do it much more quickly than that, but I was a little'
shy."

Another German born counselor: "I learned English in England after
taking four years of it in German schools without ever learning to speak it-
by hearing whatever was appropriate to the situation where I worked--not si=ple
phrases, not in small blocks at a time, but the natural flow of the language.
For a long time I seemed to learn nothing. But in a few months I got the full
flow of it pretty suddenly."

-
-.- -

.
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A hr erman born counselor: "I learned English as a child...about
age lO...from hearing the V.ericans who camec to our house every weekend. I
just listened 5.0d othe~ feel of wzhat was said without really hearing any
English word. Later I Started to talk back. I talked a mess. I began sen-
tences I could nc%-er finish. But I finished them an)nvays--in a mess. I would
try anything i' English."

By April, of course, the ttstrlucturalintst finally won out. At that tire
the group began to read A DollI's HIiinsc and all but two of the counselors
dropped out of the I-roup. All the -.-iL::.bcrs admitted, x.ever, that they had
learned a conversationalI and en.ot ion.-illy expressive German much more exten-
sively than they could have learned by a classroom miethod.

Furter Expricnce of tlin Staff

- Because of schedulinr difliculties in Frnnkfurt we could not consu mt-
§ or goupatc:~ totech four languag:es at onice--Grceek, French, Turkis and

Arabic. Our pla-nnin;, sessions, licwe-vrr, led its to think the addition of non--
- European languages woul d give the clients a better grasp of the comparative

structures of lnuesant. cultured human thoug-hts. It would also Make easy
an enlightening sort of role channe as sove counselors becarne clients. The
close study of any European language and celture allowas an cnerican to broaden
his personal identity to such an extent that the foreign culture no longer
appears alicn. Curran and his foliou-ers found that the concurrent study, of

= four European lannguages produced the easy feeling that all men were * ntoiirs.
W~hen Asian lnaguitges were introduced int-o his vrov-p, houever, the elu--cernces
in think-in- were so Preat that his clients cocild not surrount tbern. Our Cunt
sta-ff's eyi'erience in tsi:e rar rEast had led ur. to believe that the cultural gap
could be buto!~td Ia: n doino no, the clients vould hardlv cognclude that
all men vcre brot-hern. Such a conclusion scez-n to be a pan-European delusion.
Rather, the clientt rol ore likely develop a respect for his European self
equal to his resPect for his Far Eastern self-his Far Eastern %Wys of thinking.
Further e-xperience in Anerica, Japan, Chiina, and Vietnam has led us to believe
that it is relati-.vyes to learn European lanpuages (in or out of groups) in

= Europe where there is an e-ectation that the educated man can speak mzore than
-one language and that Uin thou- ht and reasoning resources are inproved by such
= knowledge. The greater breadth of thlinking resources available through Iknoul-

edge of more widelyv different lannguages seemed more easily obtained in the Far
-- East-in Vietnam with Frenchl, English and Vietnanese, in Taiwan with Japanese,

English, 'Mandarin an~d Taiwaxnese. (I. hen I visited medical clinics in Taipei I
= found it was essential for the working staff to be fluent in four languages.)

- It seemed that the teaching of languages by group counseling methods, then,

vnight best accord wi Lh the following principles:

= 1. Four languages are taught concurrently.

- 2. During about the first 20 sessioas there is one native language
= counselor for each client. Later the numbers of counselors can

be vuch reduced.
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3. The group Sould avoid the use of syllabus or fiXed teaching
methods until the clients have gone through their course of I
regression and have reached some enotional maturity within the
foreign language. At that point, a formal literary approach
might be used.

4. There should be one linguist-group counselor in the group, or
else one linguist and one group counselor. The linguist
should have an iunderstanding of the problems of language struc-

ture and the difficulties of each kind of native in attaining
the proper pronuuciation of phonemes and pitch patterns within
a foreign language. The counselor should have an understanding
of transference phenonena and group dynamics. tie should be able
to easure zroup ns well as individual progress. Both linguist
and group counsejor should fuse into the group as nembers and
not rmaintain the irritating one-upmanship that is found in some
unenlightened "client-counselor" relationships.

5. All counselors should act also as clients In the sane session
and should themselves learn a new language. This helps to rain-
tain the closely human equal-to-equal relationship In contrast
to the fixed teacher-student relationship. Merhers can easily
shift from the equal-to-equal into a dramatized teacher-to-student,
boss-to-vorl-er, or seller-to-custormer. If nerlbers ,reest, from the
beg;inning, naintain a teacher-student relationship they find it
harder to :anke a shift of roes in the service of learning.
Clients usually become content with a smoldering hostility and a

their side, excuse their rejection by saying, "Familiarity would

breed contempt."

Reference:

CUR&A, Charles A., Ph.D., Counseling skills adapted to the learning
of foreign languages, Bulletin of the !!ennineer Clinic, 25: 78-93, March,
1961.
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TUE ADVANTAG-ES OF LEARIG LNGUAGES IN A COU'NSELING GROUP

Matthew D. Parrish, I.D.

Nubered below are inportant differences between the learning carried on
by traditional teaching methods and that described in the paper on the lan-
guage-lecrning group as adapted from the work of Dr. Charles Curran.

1. The counseling group elinin .The
client, In effect, hires his coun-selor. The counselor iust perforn or be
rejected and there is no blame connected with rejection of one's counselors.
The group, constantly revealing to the teacher the effects of his own atti-
tudes, forces hin to adopt teaching attitudes that fit the particular sort
of modern student in the group.

2. The counselor obtains nractice in ettine neople to fuse their ahli-
ties and to help each other lea-.... He brinns into contact, by means of foreign
language, all the genuine and imediate feeling anong group neenbers. He nay
make this group interaction easier by such methods as psvcuodran, sours,

mechanical punzlas, or sinulation of catching a taxi. The counselor tav have
practiced these nerhods beforehand but he applies them only uhen spontaneously
needed by the i--ediate group situarion. lie. akes sure that =embers develop
complete eutional expression mnd play out each imporrant encounter in the full

and natural pattern of its emotional part in the irediate life situation. For
Instance, he Insures that all the remers respond to the various nuances of
enotional connication =Plied in a single rnter's request for help in solv-
Ing a -ath problem. T,.e counselor turns the group back to its task when it
slips off. This group task nav be an internal one resolving feelinrs amog

members, or It =ay coansu=ate the group's need- to face the external orld with
a co on task-as the Fr-kfurt group did In restaurant and club.

3. Without fixed teaching, methods or classrom structure im-pressed upon
them, the merbers look ut-onarical v toward Pach other for helm and cooperation
In their work.

4. The nibers acquire more skill in visceral et-otional e.mresslon within
the foreign language, for the group learned not hou thinking and learning, ou.ht
to be performed in a foreign language but how they accually are performed in a
real cos-unication problem.

5. The neabers obtaIn skill to enrane In social activities directv In
the foreirn lanruae--not merely to encode English into a foreign language.

6. By translating thinking processes and the sense of self into one or
two foreign languages the -n.ers develop broader th.ftinkin resources. St.
Augustine and Descartes probably would not have fallen into the "I think, there-
fore I an" ploy about self-existence If they had been fluent in Chinese. For
there Is no necessity in Chinese thought-language for every action to have a
causing subject.

. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . _- -
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7. As the client betters his Prasn of roun dvnanlcs he realizes how
the group as a whole can do things with anguage or social behavior which the
Individual cannot do alohe. For the group can divide roles among "characters."
In addition, he sees how the Individual within the group can understand and
perform some things hich he cannot In outside society. For the group devel-

= ops some "zicrocultural" customs peculiarly its own.

8. Learning languages makes it possible to put on an "intergroup exer-
cise" in order to learn rnre about group relations than would be possible
without the various languages. These exercises (in Enrlish only) are a usual
part of the Tavistock Institute's group relations workshop. Several groups
in separate territories study their oun intergroup behavior as the groups
plan and execute cooperative projects. The groups learn a great deal, for I
Instance, about the loyalties of elected representatives and the difficulty
the group has in picking a plenipotentiary aMbassador. Tha Isindlgtg
to one meber the ti=e-saving power to coi-it the whole group to any action.
Language groups will, in addition, elininate the difficulties exer4 .-nced l v
teters who ertgrate into groups where they do not speak the language fluently.

9. The Individual cones to understand cross-cultural ! xclin~s. .e ax-
rores to what extent all men are brothers in spite oi different languages,
and to what extent even fluency in foreican language fails to nite people of
different culures.

10. He discovers the different lear nin- roblers a mn the four tvYes of
Jgns ae--heard, spoken, written, read.

f1. lie sees the difference between the formal literary exiessions found
In the King's English, Hochdeutsch, or standard Italian, on the one hand, and
on the other hand, in the local living reality of the under.in er tions in
the speakers of those languages. Such e=otions are often -re openly exressed
In Cockney, Sachsenhausen. or Piodnontese dialects. The mebers gain respect
for dialect as emotionally useful corauicat ion in today's "global village."

12. A enber's rind and heart do not learn one I le item after another
In a narrow track of one-directional tine. Rather, he 1 :ms in several vir-
tually simltaneous tracks. Some things he learns without heft. i. andizaelV
6re be has learned then. He often does not know why he knows that a certain

word means thus and so. A lurerjack, for instance, learns in r-any channels
at once. He si-ltaneously acquires strennth of muscles, skill in chopping
wood, understanding the laneuage of lumering, judgnent about how a tree Will
fall, and kno-ledge of forest ecology. In a four-languane group, sinultaneou
mental conarison among languages teaches -re ahout each lan-1ae. A member
Is open to learning French even while speaking Spanish. Ne considers his
learnrg of French a constant responsibility. henever a gesture or utterance
In Spanish. therefore, can reveal something about French the member rill learn
that French significance. But he will not learn it if he isn't "taking"
French In the group.

Psychologists have coplained that children who learn Spanish at hone and
English in srhool becone confused in their thinkinn. Curran's work did not
bear this out for adults. This is contradicted also by Interviews which we

= Sa Frankfurt occasionally had with NATO officers who were Creek or Norwegian
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but iho were learning si=ultaneously Gernan ard French. The sate synergy
of learning was nanifested by American students in the "university city" In
Paris, where t.ey ere exp osed socially to several languages and learned
then all simultaneously.

Icplications for tniversities

My discussions with educators revealed a modern trend toward omitting
all language requirenents for a bachelor's degree. This omission gives the
student nore leeway in planning an education whIch fits his own changing-jorld. ievertheiess, it frightens langua"e departments as they i=agine
their students dwindling atay. The language-learning group revivs languae

departients because it attracts youm- boys and girls who are interested in
getting to understand each other's Personal feelings and way of thinking.
Dranatized group language studies reveal these people to each other In cer.itain social ways that even intimate dating practices ould not reveal. Stu-

dents also like the idea of learning wore about theselves in spite of the
heightened emotions involved.

Language departments nevertheless have the following objections:

1. So much cooperation would be required aug departments of anthro-
pology, English, psychology, recreation wonk, drana, and various lnurges
that these d.partwents would lose sane of their specialized au-tonoy,- a well
as snie of the control, prestige, and acclaim that comes ft= putting on a
useful course of their on.

2. The average lanVage teacher does not k-now enough about counseling
to anage the transferences and counter-transferences which occur in the
group. He feels he car end up with -=mre sc-andal than education. Psychology
and social work denartnents are confident of bandin.g these group and mdi-
vidual dynamics but they know little about language.

= 3. Many foreign language teachers do not know enourlh about phone=ics
(the elerental sounds of a language) or the para-verbal counicariefts;
(gestures and neaningful pauses or noises). The teacher hinself uses these

gpart of lang e quite properly but he doesn't knerw ho he does it. Conse-

queitly, he finds it difficult to teach it to others. Soe langpage insti-
tutes such as the Defense Language institute, have solved the problem by
bringing in an anthropoloically trained i-tuisIt to help with the teaching
for two or three hours out of the student's 30-hour week of language class
an laboratory.

4. None of the academic depart mts mentioned above has much practice
I developing imaginative social and recreational activities amg thle m ers.

5. Since very few teachers know how to get students to teach their o-au
peers, departments fear that a prolonged one-to-one atching of ccumselnr and
client will cost too much teacher tine.

6. Some teachers have invested so wich of their lives in developing
tills within the traditional teacher-student fraevork that they think of
the client-counselor fr=ewor.k as a total loss of their Investment.



1 7. Auard~nc credit for the course tomuld be a prohien_ to tmost schools.
__ Thy ~o~lr nr cedit for c'o- 'ort of claSsroon t-ork. A 1anr'ate
group kich rrt S ne hcw- a dar fo s ster, thwn. vould never -ivc ==ore
than firve I w z crcaz r.tit S c~ red un LIS:'.0- w 1'r I isin nse ancz-z ordivided ann

four. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ hv Nee-aes.am-r 3VItMCcatncd eat!. of (-cur lanruasses as
we' s he u-ul hav I e arwd only one lantuange In a convenational clas

btkh orzde o~ sc le reC ic E hours. The iantune group ±ztmcrs
Also learn ar -:O coz- sel itt. tohUe ~0-pr is just as =cn1 a counsel-
Ing course as ft Is a im---mane course. ictint at the rnd of the course
could dete---e wh- r-Z of credfft Uvnid -be r--ven.. JudgIag by the hours
of actuafl 'a he has rained, a menber might receive the followin-

credits for tain-g, the grouv l1anvaage course one hour a day for one sensrer:

Ger-ran 3 hours

Mandarin Chinese3

£oxaselingz a nd Groun
y- 3

Recreation (Soas- ,~ k U

Ccanp-arative Literature
(Englizh) 2

LinguistIcs and Culture 4
(At -r ocm v) 2

Moder c. Patce 2j

This sort -- c- ' 4 t cr 4-- msh peenze can learn sin=2taneousir twov
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LET'S TELL THE VET WHAT HAPPENED TO HIM*

MATTHEW D. PARRISH, COL, MC, USA, RET.**

The Alienated Veteran

Many writers are currently reporting that Vietnam veterans are developing de-
P pressions, delinquencies, and anxieties a few months after separation from

service. I'll suggest reasons why some veterans must serve their country by
thus "breaking down". First, however, we must note that today's veterans have
certain special problems. Individual veterans have complained to me that the
present G.I. Bill is not adequate to support them in school. Furthermore, they
do not return from Vietnam accompanied by their units on parade, rather, the
veteran comes back as an isolated individual already quite separated from the
unit which was perhaps for a year the closest association of men he will ever
know. Many people imply the veteran ought to feel guilty for being a soldier.
The current scarcity of jobs also may reinforce a feeling that he is being
punished. Some people like to believe the veteran is taking more drugs than
other people and will corrupt the young.

But I think stronger and more fundamental social forces coerce the veteran.

The Mores Which Guide Investigation

If a certain fundamental assumption is in fashion in our times we will go to
almost any length against logic and evidence in order to maintain that assump-
tion. The ancients who felt a great need to consider themselves the center of
the universe developed over the centuries more and more fantastically complex
ways of explaining how the stars moved. Unwittingly they were trying to sub-
due the mounting evidence that man's earth was not the center of tUi universe.
Likewise, the theory of evolution until recently has kept itself compatible
with the theory of competitive economics of Darwin's century: whichever race
survived in conpetitioh was deemed fittest. Spencer extended the idea to in-

- dividuals. It simply would not have suited our needs to conclude that a weak
and unworthy animal might survive in place of some noble and grandly romantic
creature. There are many other examples of how "scientific" theories have

= been more guided by needs of men and fashions of the times than by any con-
vergence of good evidence.

A fundamental assumption in fashion today is the notion that all war is an
outrage against humanity. We must not, therefore, accept eviience which could
indicate that there is any human value in military practices. The greater the
number of soldiers who develop psychosis or prolonged neuroses during combat,
the greater is the evidence that war is an outrage. If there were a prolongedbattle in Vietnam which resulted in no psychiatric casualties, the first reac-

tion would be to deny that such a battle could have occurred. Second, we would
expect that there would be a delayed crop of psychosis a month or a year later.
We all know that a powerful stress such as the bombing of London, the blackout
of New York City, or the Tet Offensive in Vietnam will.produce great fatigue
and we expect some people to break down because of the stress. We are surprised~if we hear, however, that the rate of neurosis or delinquency actually decreased

slightly in those three grand stresses. For many months preceding the Tet
Offensive the U. S. Army's rate of psychiatric evacuation out of Vietnam was
about 2% of the total evacuations, that is, 98% of the evacuees were medical and

*Presented at Annual Conference of American Psychiatric Association, Dallas,
Texas, May 1972

**Director of Training, Illinois Department of Mental Health. Col. Parrish was

Chief Psychiatry Consultant for the U.S. Army in Vietnam July 1967 to July 1968
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surgical casualties. During the month of the Tet Offensive this rate showed a
slight drop, thus:

November, 1967 -- 1.8
December, 1967 -- 1.6
January, 1968 -- 1.9

February, 1968 -- 1.2
(The widespread Tet fighting
lasted almost all of February)

Now, when we consider the already low rate per thousand troops per year we find
that the stress of the Tet Offensive caused this rate to increase, but of course,
it increased nothing like the increase in surgical casualties. That explains
the slight decrease of psychiatry's fraction of total evacuations. Thus:

November, 1967 -- 1.5
December, 1967 -- 1.2
January, 1968 -- 1.7
February, 1968 -- 2.4

In the 1960's the U.S. civilian rates of hospitalization for psychosis were re-
ported from 2 to 3 per 1,000 population per year. This rate should be analogous
to the army's evacuation in 1967 and for the first half of 1968; for only those
patients presumed psychotic were psychiatrically evacuated out of Vietnam. The
conclusion usually reasoned from these rates is that soldiers who have an im-
portant mission to accomplish and who are dedicated to that mission are much

- less likely to become psychiatric casualties than are the soldiers who are simply
w doing garrison duty. But this is an untenable conclusion for our times. Anyone

knows that civilian young men should have fewer psychiatric casualties than
garrison soldiers; and garrison soldiers should have fewer psychiatric casual-

ties than combat soldiers. If the civilian and garrison rates are not vastly
fewer, we may find ourselves indicating that some things about war are "good for
people". Consequently, we must expect with all our might that the soldiers who
are preserved from breakdown during combat must break down a few months later
when they get out of combat. There is another very good reason for this ex-
pectation.

1.2Hard-earned experience in T7orld War I, World War II, and Korea showed the
psychiatrists of every combatant nation that battle casualties without def .:-•
inite medical or surgical disabilities should be seen promptly by psychiatric
workers close to the battle area. After treatment in the forward areas, last-
ing from a few hours to five days, the soldier is sent back to duty with the
strong expectation that he can perform adequately. Experience in World War I,
World War II, and Korea showed that given such treatment, psychiatric evac-uations amounted to about 8%; in Korea about 4%; and in Vietnam about 2% of the

total battle casualties. Now, this evidence indicates some outrageous con-
clusions: (1) it is possible taht World War II was a more stressful and horrible
war than the later wars and that Vietnam is the most humane, (2) it is possible
that this short-term treatment is more effective than prolonged hospitalization
or intensive psychotherapy. Since these conslusions are out of fashion, we
must conclude that we simply have not examined the situation properly.

One corrective explanation was: the psychiatric casualties which should have
occurred were hidden somehow in the medical casualties. Suspecting this myself
in 1966 and early 1967, 1 frequently questioned the doctors on the casualty

crowded medical and surgical services of Walter Reed .-nd Valley Forge Hospitals.
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At that time, none of the doctors believed that there was any increase above
peacetime percentages in the number of casualties whose major problem was
really psychiatric instead of medical or surgical.

Only malaria remained a major suspect. In the fall of 1967, when I was in Viet-
nam, I found that there were a few units in combat which had inordinately high
rates of vivax malaria (rates up to 600 per 1,000 per year). This form of ma-
laria is readily prevented by good medication discipline in the field. Each
soldier simply takes his chloroquin-primaquin pill every Monday. Other units
exposed to as much malaria and to somewhat fiercer combat kept their rates of
vivax on the order of 40 per 1,000 per year. Occasionally, too, an enlisted
psychiatric technician or a Red Cross recreation worker would report from the
convalescent center at Camranh Bay that certain malaria patients being sent back
to duty would brag that they were going to catch themselves another case of
malaria and return to this good hospital. Among Australian units in Vietnam,
men were court-martialed for contracting vivax malaria. The rate of vivax was
very low among them. It appeared, then, that vivax malaria rates varied with
the quality of leadership and thus with the quality of staff relationships, among
command, psychiatry, and preventive medicine.

A second explanation was: the psychiatric casualties which were not counted as
psychiatric were hidden somehow in the rate of delinquency. During my year in
Vietnam, there was pretty constantly one prisoner per 1,000 U.S. Army troops.
In Europe the same year the average was about 5 per 1,000, and in the U.S. about
8 per 1,000. It appeared that even delinquency rates might depend on the de-
gree of necessity for men to work on a common mission.

A third explanation of the low psychiatric rate is: the brief psychiatric
treatment in Vietnam merely suppressed the symptoms of neurosis. These symptoms
should reappear after the soldier left the mission-dedicated combat soldiers
and their military psychiatrists. One had to expect, then, that soldiers would
break down some time after returning to the States. There are several reports
that show this may now be so and that veterans are becoming dissatisfied with
their jobs and home life, developing depressions or delinquencies about six
months after discharge from the service. This has been named the "Post-Vietnam
Syndrome". Under the medical insurdnce and the Veterans Administration rules,
a disease cannot be paid for unless it has a name. However, in the case of
some psychiatric diseases there is experience to show that the disease may not
be brought into existence at all unless it is given a name. Some psychiatric
diseases went completely out of style, such as "shell shock" and "neurocircula-
tory asthenia", and finally we dropped the names. If Post-Vietnam Syndrome
can become a compensable disease, however, it may somehow help to prevent out-
rageous and hcrrible wars. We must expect very hard, therefore, and diagnose
very hard in order to get those vterans as sick as possible.

Soldiers Are History's Tools, Not Its Makers

-When a North Vietnamese soldier shoots a South Vietnamese soldier there is
no historically significant message between two soldiers, rather there is a
message between two nations. Similarly, when I shake hands with you, there is
no socially significant message between hands. It is between whole persons. 40
soldiers, then, make physical contacts for the people who constitute the nation.
Soldiers are both personal and official mouthpieces to foreign nations. In
domestic disturbances soldiers may also be used to demonstrate or enforce ideas
which the nation needs to adhere to. Thus they may demonstrate the rule of law, _-

white supremacy, flood control, and proper drug usage. Soldiers become accus-
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tomed to demonstrating ac:s or symptoms or other sorts of communication on be-
half of large groups of people which the soldiers represent.

According to Claude Brown3 and other writers on Harlem, marijuana abuse be-
came extremely prevalent in Harlem right after World War II. From there, the
high style of pot smoking spread to other black communities, and eaentually to
the white suburbs. Some years later, heroin became rather suddenly popular in
Harlem and later spread to other black communities and to the white suburbs. In
Vietnam, marijuana became prevalent in 1967 but heroin was of little consequence
then. Suddenly in the sutmer of 1969, heroin began to be a great problem. Never-
theless, the pLople of the United States, in their press and in their complaints
to Congress, maintained during 1970 that the returning soldiers from Vietnam
were bringing marijuana and heroin to the U.S. and establishing a new styl-i of
drug abuse in this country. This is an example of how soldiers render service
as the tools of history.

After all, we citizens must regulate this country's history. We must tell the
veterans what has happened to them. We as elite experts must tell them that
they have the problems which their society needs them to have--problems like
"impacted guilt". We must be particularly careful to reinforce for them any
spark of symptoms which we would like them to manifest strongly. We must ig- -_

nore any of their narrative which makes us anxious by interfering with our moral
assumption .

Now, what threatens us most about the veteran? One possibility is our fear that
he might have "gone native" or somehow changed his basic tastes and assumptions
and, most frightening, his feelings might infect us, might change our basic
assumptions of our way of living. Asian religions, attitudes toward women,
tastes for certain strange foods, Asian languages, etc. are best left in Asia.
They can be very threatening to our assumptions about life. We know, for in-
stance, that proper medical care and the relief from poverty are becoming rights
for all people. But these rights are only for the American people. We carnnot
afford to include in this concept the people of Asia, Africa, and South America.
if they shared equally with us in the total wealth of the world, then the Amer-
ican standard of living would decline. Th1nis is another reason we must extin-
guish any ideas that veterans may gain concerning the rights and needs of Asians
or the need for Americans to experience Asian living. Veterans complain they
can talk only to other veterans about such things. Non-veterans disengage from
them. We must withdraw all young Americans from Asia lest the Asians become
more excited about getting to live the kind of life our men and women have known
in the U.S. These foreign people should be a market for us, not a social influ-
ence upon us.

consequently, we must tell the veteran what he has experienced and help him to
forget it.

l~tiss, K. L.: Human Behavior Under Stress I, from Combat to Social Psychiatry.
Mil. Med. 128: 1011-1015, Oct., 1963.

2Glass, A.J.: Principles of Combat Psychiatry. Mil. Med. 117: 27-33, July, 1955.
%rown, Claude: Manchild in the Promised Land. New York: MacMillan, 1965.



USES AID MANING OF PERSONAL INDIVIDUALITY
By It. D. Parrish

1. Evidence for personal individual existence.

a. For centuries, men in the West have talked respectfully about the
individual as if he existed uniquely--just as everyone thought God
existed. The idea of individuality was fairly well conceived and
we all assumed that if the idea had a nare and we could consistently
manipulate that name among all other names and words, then Individ-
uality itself must certainly exist. We were less open about that, 7
however, than was Lao Tsu I who said, "Names are the mothers of the
10,000 things."

b. St. Augustine2 and Descartes3 said essentially, "I think, therefore
I am." They argued that if a philosopher sat do.n and doubted every-
thing he could possibly doubt, he would realize that since somebody
is doing some doubting the sombody must exist. If the idea of
existence were false then the philosopher who had that delusion of
existence would nevertheless have to exist himself in order to have
the delusion.

2. The fallacy of these ar.uments for individual existence.

a. Whorl , among others, showed that once a word was assigned to an
object, people acted as if that object existed as named rather than
as their original experience might have shown them. For example, use.
gasoline drums uarked ':Empty" were considered no fire hazard because
they contained "uothing." Actually they contained gasoline as a vapor
and were often the cause of explosions when the name "Empty" led
workers to be careless. The existence of a name for an object proves
only that the object of that name exists in the realm of thought.
It does not prove that there is an individual producing that thought.
Certainly there is a concept called individuality but a body possess- A
ing individuality does not necessarily exist simply because the con-
cept or the name exists.

b. Satre5 said that Descartes' "I think" does not mean "I have an aware-
ness of this chair," but rather, "There exists an awareness of this
chair." Ayer 6 , referring to Descartes' cogito o sum (I think,
therefore I am), said th&.: cogito must not here be understood as "I am
thinking" but rather as "Vhere is now a thought." If the -o ending
always proves the existence of the thinker, then non cogito would
prove it as well, but the occurrence of a single thought does not iv'ly
any chain of thinking has gone on through enough time to constitute an
entire individual.

I think St. Augustine and Descartes were caught in the clutches of Indo-
European granmars. These grammars set up sentences in which every action must
have an agent. Thus, we say, "It rained," even though nebodv knows who "it"
as. Some American Indian languages can simply say, "Raining," and make com-
plete sense. 'The Japanese say, "Ame ga futte inasu," which neans "Concerning
the rain, a falling exists." It is easy for the japanese language to express
the idea that raining or thinking is going on without at the same time imply- " __

Ing that any agent is producing these phenomena. They are merely occurring.

' "- a -- 1 ' =
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c. Some people in their utterances depend more on the existence of the
"first person" than others do. In the Japanese or Chinese languages
it Is possible to speak all day without mentioning any personal pro-
nouns. Western children, and sometimes schizophrenic people, will
refer to themselves by name, saying, "John is hungry," rather than
"I am hungry." The formal military language also contains such
phrases as "Would the captain like his car now?" This eliminates
the "you" from the conversation. We may feel the first or second
persons are assumed in these languages but they are certainly toned
down as responsible agents of actions or of conversations.

3. Three views of personal individualtv.

a. The first view: A possible interpretation of Aristotle7 or Spinoza8,
for instance, may conceive the individual as a set of attributes such
as a certain form, a certain set of clothes that are usually perceived
as surrounding the body form, a certain set of gestures that accompan:
the body form, a memory pattern associated with the body's experience,
and a certain po-ier of reasoning. All of these qualities are attrib-
uted to a self. The self may be considered as the sum total of these
attributes. This is the war- I believe Aristotle would define an object
or person-as a collection of attributes. John is a six-foot, 200-
pound, 25-year-old man who speaks Spanish, works as a clerk in the
First National Bank, and is married to Joan, In terms of mathematical
sets, Aristotle might have defined an object as, "An intersection of
various qualities." This kind of self is a "what". Scientists often
like this definition of self because it provide- many measurable attri-
butes which can be observed. This kind of self can easily be circum-
scribed with a boundary. Inside the boundary lie all these attributes
and qualities of the self. Outside the boundary lies everything that
is not this self.

b. The second view is understandable from St. Thomas 9 and from among the
varied conceptions of the latterday existential thinkers. 1 0 The self -
or "I" is the act of making choices. This act is the very existence of -
the "I". This "I" is thus a process moving through time. It is not a
' what" but a "who", an actor and a thinker. It has no qualities such
as are ascribed to things and stuff. I exist as long as this who-ness
continues to choose and to act. Even if I lose my job, my kinfolk, my
reputation, my skills, etc. I still exist as a pure process of choos- -
ing, All I need is some tine and a body (with its sense perception
and a bit of memory) by means of which to make choices. Though Sartre,
for instance, asserts that a person is his choices, Sartre still main-
tains the unnecessary separation of subject and object demanded by I
European grammars. The choosing is done apart from the objects among
which choice is made. There is still a viewpoint. The subject views
phenomena as if from some distance. The "I" does not infiltrate its
world and become integral with the natural phenomena themselves*

Judges, psychoanalysts, and existential therapists like to conceive
the self as "le who chooses" because this view pins responsibility on
an isolated individual. it keeps all other individuals and groups free

ZJ of responsibility and allows judges, doctors, clergymen, etc. to assume
a different status from their clients. One can hold to account such a
responsible self in others. Even if the decision for my punching a
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=policeman today care to me out of a group consensus, and even if3 other people derived most of the benefits from the punch, still those
others would be more comfortable if they could see me as the isolated
chooser who formed an intent to hit the policeman. Lecause this kind
of self is so easily isolatable from all the rest of the world it may
be conceived as occupying a separate location. It can hardly have
boundaries, however, since it would contain nothing inside its boun-
daries except the pure motivator of action.

i This concept of self is characteristic of monotheistic thlinkers. Such

thinkers are accustomed to consider that all power and all responsibility ulti-
mately lie with a single God. They impute an analogous sort of responsibility
to the heads of goverxnent, families, etc., down to the master of one's c.n
behavior-the "I". Polytheistic thinkers are not so likely to pin such inner
responsibility on any one person. They are accustomed to dealing with phenom-
ena which are the resultant of the varied whims of many devils. They can even
conceive of a whole group or fanily as having responsibility and the power to
act as a total but single organism. This polytheistic thinking is distasteful
to the "huianists," who are anxious for individuals, including themselves, to
be respected as something akin to prime movers.

c. The third viewpoint is akin to the second, but it eliminates the
assumed necessity to choose and think as an isolated agent. certainly

the average person doesn't feel that a mere assembly of attributes de-
fines him as a unique individual, different from all other individuals.
As illiam James11 implied, he usually thinks that his personal emo-
tions are outside of any assembly of attributes. In fact, he seems to

- - believe that his true self is not the attributes but the possessor of
A the attributes. All these attributes are predicated of some inner

self which is different from the aggregate of the attributes themselves.

Now, if I peel off y possessions as I might peel an onion I should even-
tually get doun to the very kernel of my self-ness. I would get down to the
"1" which possesses all of my attributes-the "I" to which all my qualities are
attri,buted. I could start with my car and say, "The car is not 'I', it Is only
a possession of the t'I. 14v house is also a possession, so is my wife, my chil-
dren, my clothes, my skin, my memory, my language, my thinking, my processes of
choosing or calculating, the awareness of which makes me feel so alive and
present to the world. The 'I' which is the possessor of all these things or
the performer of these acts which I have now peeled away-this 'I' remains as
a feeling of personal existence, an existence I am subjectively certain of. I
believe in my own heart that this 'I', this possessor and actor, does indeed
exist* I have no evidence that it will ever cease to exist. I believe, of
course, that everything else in the world does change and eventually ceases to
exist, but I feel with certainty that the 'I' is the same 'I' it always was.
I don't know when I began-that is uncertain and vague. I can remember very
little before I was three years old, but I presume that even when I was one-
year-old I was this same '1'. My attributes were then somewhat different attri-
butes from what 'i' possess today. Those days seemed longer, I cried nore
easily, I had a distaste for spinach but I liked teddy bears. Since my memory
is only a later possession of 'I' it may ele be that 'I' have existed through
all time."
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Nov, fro, tallng to other people I have become pretty certain that every- H

one feels the -ane subjective certainty about the existence of this inmost "I".~~Some persons have suzuddtheir "I" with one set of possessions, attributes,

or potential acts; others have surrounded it with another set, These posses-

sions and acts serve to give different images to the person. GOe may be a thin,
blond girl, another may be a fat, dark man, but the difference between them is
due to the attributes--including their behavior, it is not due to the quality
of the "I". Since the "I" has no attributes and is not itself a muscle or brain,
it is not distinguishable from any other "I" in the world. it is like a Euclid-
ean point which has no parts. As far as we can tell, this one attribute-less
point-of-existence-this subjective certainty that I exist as unique and personal-
is felt in exactly the same manner in every human being. For all I know, there
may be an exactly siMilar feeling in porpoises and ants, but because of poor
inter-species communication we are less sure about that than we are that all
human beings have this feeling of being "I". If this "" is identical in all
human beings, then it is just one thing: there is only one "I", one inner per-
sonal self in all the human universe. We could call this the 'human self," or
better, the "inrzst point of human self."

in other words, when I move in thought from those things which are less
closely connected to v (house, daughter, reputation) toward those more person-
ally and permanently qy omn (knmledge, memory, emotion, sense of unique exist-
ence) I eventually find nyself identical with a point which is indistinguishable
from what you would liketise describe as yourself. My self-point is identical
with your self-point. There is no proof to shot, that there is in the world any
more than one such self-point or "I". Every person may contain it.

Somewhat similar thoughts have been expressed by Schroediz-erz and In some
ancient Hindu13 thought. The self-point can be conceived of ae a "world soul,"
as Brahms, of which the Atman or personal soul is simply the individual's per-
ception in himself of the single world soul. This kind of self is not a "what",
for it contains-no substantive attribute, It is not a 'wh;", because it is not
distinct from other human "whoa." It cannot be pointed to. It is neither a
thing nor an actor. This self is like an infinitesimal moment in an act. It
occupies no time and no space. It is no-thing, yet its existence is felt vith
certainty by every human being.

On the one hand, this point of individual being has no distinctiveness, no
uniqueness. It perforns no acts, it does not change. On the other hand* those
layers of attributes which surround this point or "soul" have a distinctiveness-
a Peculiarity as to qualities of thought, of perception- of zemory, of physical
appearance, clothes, name, family, house, territory, or whatever else belongs
to the individual. Similarly, the active "I" (described in [b] above)-the self-
as-process--as ever changing acts and feelings coursing through time-also has a
distinctness, a peculiarity. It is a chain or a process of naking distinct
choices.

Concerning my unique individuality, then, I have to sake one or both of two
choices:

(1) Certainty of unique existence just as I sense it, but undifferentiated __

from all the rest of mankind. That uniqueness is the uniqueness of the world
soul of mankind itself. It is denied the sense of being tubjective process of
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perform!ng any particular course of action or choosing unique to me. Whatever
sense of certainty I have about my oum sensations and my own thoughts is the
same sense of personal certainty that everyone else ha. 

(2) Separateness from all other people but no uniqueness. In this type
of self my individuality can only arise from a collection of attributes or a
process of acting. Peter might attain one or two of these same attributes or
courses of action. Paul might attain another two or three. I happen to live
at the intersection of an improbable combination of attributes, like the finite
combinations of line patterns which make my fingerprints. Though every such
pattern, like every particular deal of bridge cards, is improbable, the combi-
nation in itself does not imply the certainty of unique personal individuality.

The human inclusiveness of the self as the world soul in the first choice
above makes it unattractive for judges or most therapists of individuals. The
observer is included with the observed. There are no boundaries around separate
souls because there is only one soul. Such a concept does not allow the develop-
ment of feelings of guilt-the feeling that there is something wrong and reject-
able about my inmost point-of-self existence. It does, of course, allow for -
plenty of humiliation and shame to occur around the qualities of appearance,
skill, memory, etc., which set me apart from the qualities of other people-
though each quality lacks the feeling of uniqueness in itself.

Mot estern individualistic therapy tries to strengthen the boundaries
around a person-to strengthen the ego's nanageent of those boundaries and to
make him feel personally responsible for his choices. Yet at the same tine,
therapy tries to lessen guilt. This is a hard task. The Eastern therapist-
who is likely to be a Buddhist temple advisor or a Confucian wise man related to
one's extended family-deals with the actual social situation, which includes
the client. He doesn't deal with inner guilt. This close attention to the
external social situation brings concern with irmediate feelings of humiliation
or shaze but not with built-in feelings of guilt vhich in the Wast would have a
life outside the surrounding society,

To repeat these methods of perceiving the self in a slightly different way:
first, I am an asserbly of attributes which contributes to my choices. These
attributes and their behaviors together will define me as an "almost unique"
self, like a fingerprint. Second, I am a process of choosing among actions and
of selecting part of my own sense perceptions and emotions. Third, I am a kernel
of pure self identity, a "me" whicb possesses the choosing power and possesses
all those more outlying attributes, but this kernel is the same as your kernel.

Now, the altering of the more external layers of attributes which help to
determine a self can, with education or behavior modification procedures, change
an internal and intellectual "yon" and bring you to a kind of thinking and feeling
whch you were formerly quite incapable of. If I considered only the external
appearance, I could see you as an object or as a machiue to be programed, cooly
and objectively, but when I think of you in the first manner I understand that
In your nost private internal self you are exactly "me"-nothling else but myself.
I say get angry or discouraged at the attributes and behavior over there with
the "I" called "you". An irritating attribute hich is an external layer of "us"
over her a make sa angry at this same aspect of me when I see It over there

- ~ ~ nk ve angry--- at=
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in you, but no matter how angry I may get at these problems I am still ulti-
-Smately getting angry at myself.

On the other hand, if I sit down with you in the deepest empathy and fee
as you do the problems and fears that beset you, I do not get lost in the same
state of ignorance or iobility that you are in, nor do you get lost in mine,
for we both realize that the point which Is "you-ne" has two sets of onionskin
layers of attributes--yours and mine. These attributes proceed outward fr-M
the same you-me point but in different directions. These sets consist of one
pattern of choices, memories, reputations, children, etc. gathered over the
years that "vou" have lived, and on the other hand they constitute another

= pattern which were gathered over other years and other places where "I" lived.
Teaching or therapeutic processes between us bring about change in both of
these sets of attributes. But the single you-me kernel of self-awareness va-
mains unchanged.

There is no inmost self separate from all other Intinate inmost selves
which can therefore line Itself up in competition against some "other selves."
Co-Vetition only occurs among the attributes. Change and death occur only
among the attributes. If I kill you I change your attributes drastically--
your behavior, appearance, memory, etc., but as for the fteling of certainty
of self-existence, your self has not been extinguihed, for it still exists
as self. Murder is a matter of changing the other person's attributes, not
of changing his self-point-unless I murder all pe-le... sets of attributes
which are associated with awareness of existence.

Just as there is no competition among the "inner selves" there is neither
competition nor cooperation between a "you and a separate "me" to better order
the possessions around mc. There is only one you-ne--the point-self hch i
the human self. This self in its o"ter possessions has variations in different
directions-various bodies, various houses, various children, etc. Copetitions,
courtships, wars, negotiations, all theme things are merely peripheral posses-
sions of the ulfinate self, possessions which May be very transient. Hevrthe-
less, the middle class American sees himself as fighting for survival. He I
believes that what survives is his Individuality. The fittest individual sur-
vives the longest. He does a lot more than just survive-for he develops zany
poetic and creative thoughts and he contributes to the life of others-but he
is often preoccupied with self-survival. Competition with other human beings
sets off one person from another. Along with anger and violence it defines the
boundary between the "ae" and the "not-me." It develops my identity. The other
person contains qualities which do not belong to me. I have gathered unto myself
by hard-von struggle a set of attributes characteristically my 06-n. But in the
World Soul concept of ndividuality they are only attributes, they are not "e."

V. THE M£ S OF VARIOUS CM. OF OP iNnII a I
Mha we make alcoholsm a disease instead of a cr:m or a character probleum

we decrease the intensity of the alcoholic's illusion of personal Individuality
as a character detached from others. He says, 'Well, It's not my fault. It's
out of MY control. Iln sick, I can't be bland but I will help my friends
trying to get ne over this sickness." Thus, by da a ..ing the personal ego, we
hope eventually to nat it stronger. We do not ala at mting the ego regress
Into a dependent position. Fun the first, rather, we eact the alcoholic not
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only to take charge of himself more and more but also to help others. He
changes his attributes (his habits, his tastea, his associates). At the sa=e
time, he gets rid of the illusion that he has a personal Individuality which
is so uniquely different from that of other alcoholics that he can rake
choices about alcohol which they cannot.

But what happens to society if the individual's deepest private self Is
the san-e self aU other people share and is at the sane tine an assembly of
attributes exterior to that self? For then we c2nnot pin crininl guilt uv-on
the crininal's self. We hate that "crim-inl self" -ore than -e hate a mere:acquired or ierited quality of the criminal, but that self is ourselves.

The cri-mnal acts for us. One way to control crine is to control ourselves-
control society itself. We m'st abandon our atteints to control a particular
criminal self, to ake it guilty, etc. Another %wa to control crime is to
modify behavior and other attributes of the criminal, the child$ or the student.
While odification of one behavioral attribute changes other parts of behavior
it does not change the person's inner self, which re-ains the sane as "I and
is in a sense divine., if people receive rewards. houcver, just for having
that inner divinity-receive then without their being contingent on behavior
that fits son cultural norm--then those people never develop a cultured
pattern of attributes. They retain the div-n--ity of an ancephalic child but
they also have his uselessness to mankind and to his m life.

If a child has the grace (or the luck-to use a non-theological term) to
be bor -into a definite cultur and if he has the potential to benefit fron
that grace, then he develops into a fulil huan being. ffay consistent attni-
butes become predicated of his inner self and he is a nomal humn being-
divine at the center, god ad bad at the edges. This is reminiscent of St.
ugstine's 1 notion of grace and free will. God (or the culture), masked.

bestows the iporta n-t attributes. Ito free will of the Individual ierely
s then it does not choose them. argely - it s other veople represent-

Iug the culture vho choose for bin. They program hs c and then they
prnt it with choices. Ultimately they present the Individual with non-
choices about the big determinants of who he l s-his languge, his graar
his thinking, most of his patterns of behavior, his religion, and his natix.

In conclusion, let ca c the essential qualities of a chair with those
of a person. we define a chair as onsisting of legs, seat, a d ba&. if w
take way the back or the seat we no longer have a chair. if we add upholstery
or paint we still have, essentially, a chair. w, we say that a chai
P e legs or back as if the chair we sometbing which existed by itself
apart from the legs or the back. But this is only a cmuention of laguage.
The chair consists of nothing nore nor less than its constituent attributes-
u , legs. and back. Reber. too, that a chair's Ins can hold the chIr
but the legs also hold up the legs thesmlves. There is no chair without legs
ad thre is no holding ap without the seat ad back and all the other parts
hiccontite the chair itself. we define an individual as const1tted

by the aggreggate of his attributes ve do not speak of the indivieual as
his body., his meryM is f eelings or i bhavior. The individual is

nOthiW tre and nthnd less th this agregate. t A a way one of these_
essential attributes and he is no lwnger quite the s= persom. The feelingts
aictribt tthbeaviora h behavior to the feelings.
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Sc-e peope cons der that their notlc conStut e the sense of self
as ditinct irn otr selves but If these =cions are to be considered
unique and distinct fren the ecoti Ls of oter people then they are odified
by a particular set of nem ries, by a partIcular body, and to so extent by
famly, friends and naterlA possessions. The eotions contribute to the
aggregate of these qualities in a y analoous to the chair's legs which
contribute to the azgrc-ate of the chair's qalities. The ro tms cannot
function as these particular and personal ewtions chemselvas apart fron the
89gregbate of memry. body, rlposse sions, etc. Now, these attributes
are constantly changing. Day by da they alter. The person gets rich, irri- A

tale, sick, falls in love, becoas a father, is addicted to alcohol, be e
a l yer, etc. he person c= properly conceive of hi personal individual-
fty, then, as an unusual but r-.-entary co--ination of attributes. The feeling
of certainty cwcerning a unique and bunan quality about -yself a a perso
is quite valid insofer as It applies -ith exactly the s=c tia-eness to
every other human being. It Is a delusicn, however, to believe that ny char-

teristic feelings of dislike for spinach or ay other per-sonaly retafred
qlit ies are parunent or unchanging.

A therapist or rehabilitation counelor canot rt a clint "cure- so
that he Is a vell-funerioning thinker and doer for all the future. TMe can& -4_

selor can only intate the client Ito a presently fctioi or sor
situation. 7hat wo or that type of society my be phased cu and the clint
till hame to change ad de-velop further.

Vaile It is neither te nor for a person to receive
love or other benefits purzly becaue of his Iner divinity, nevertheless --hen
we nake benefits cwrvient purely upon the bebavior or other attributes of
the person then t* debumuire the person. Ue give adicin or aerial readsf

at "ove only to a certa-In beflaior. flen teachers sad therapists Cam see_
the "divine 1r self of the patient, client, or student, amd ca feel that
this divinity is -Identical with Atatever diwinimt is in the teahr* then the
client develops a re setere sense of his divine self ad be develops
behavior utre useful to that self as a mer of humyia-tv.

= -- -
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When traditional efforts at trentment or rehabilitation have failed for an

individual or a family problem, then n network of neighbors, relatives, co-

workers, and friends may usefully gather as n sort of "town meetinp" in some

private house, and bring all their talents to bear upon a solution.

Case Example:

Let's take the case of Dave, a 14-year-old boy who has for the past
year taken heroin, amphetamines, harbiturates, LSD, and glue solvent--

often two or thren of these drugs at the same tine. Pave wao referred to
0..e :,ental "'..-sl cl .lc by th.C cnurt af:er t .o rrzc-;r.. for grnr, inli'c-n,.

Stat of Individual and (Crciiri Therapy

Individdal therapy thoroughly e.nplored navc's h1stcry,, gavc expe-t ir.to":-

pretations of his behavior, mind ,rovided .cwne teer-ae c.,n.anior." -,. -t the
nental health center. But it brought no chnnge In .-ehaV1or. The C.Er..r
discovered very quickly, however, that Dave had an naolclic fnt'er .ho c.ul.'

not keep a job, tie had a chronic.aly ,!cp.cs .d r.ovlhr A- had . ., the
mental hospital three tines, ind he had n F ster, nped 16, who wa. .c.
to leave her fr.:.:ily hior.:, tha:: she had never nro ,'ossei ,,vcne ::e 7l01 rade.

Th,. center now decide' to :rent the far-.'ly , cl... with.- .... :yin, te

pi,- jr.: di'l,nsir 0. b'..ame u;.Jn my o'. ,nemi .r. .l .i lt..ly, ,. ..

and a 20-year-oli .rljhborf.;od ,ot:er I. the cent . .,.d t.. ei wit' t
entire fat. ly on evzninj. c ::eek 1-. t.t.- fa;.'ly's , i . gr'l ".as ',
help the fuily get away f:.no sone o Itr d :- ari te dL".': mor.
cooperctive and terscnally .=oductlve r.C'-i:_ide t1- ?' t, mbr, , TI
mother' mood improvo!J, tIh. father r,-r;:,k 1:,ss, but -". 't' five v.,-:eks -he

daughter still would not po to scho:l, lav ! con:1.,ue, hi., . or,, 1 irce--
nies, and the father st.11 did not havra ioh.

Sta,e of Multiple Impct.Intervention

By this time the ccnter had diocovereI thot .t .'as cverlrp:,.n. its :, ter-
tion with ' thet of the welfare wor t;.-i, the probal"on Wff.er, tl,e "chool
counselor, tha hom3ound teacher, the von.tioal rtabhtlltat.le- counselor,

the minister, an: the pt'hric;',. Thc, cetvtr thtn cle,..de-t ,., nvte aei
of these agencies to a fnrm of 'multiple iimpa-t. thernpy" to he h,'].' in tn,.
family homn. A totil r.f :,.A pt,.plrt, Ine".,ding ' ,of ra'e', t.,,..,
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appeared at the first session. The outcome was mainly a clearing of infor-
nation and attitudes anong all tle conmunitv workers present. Four of the%
decided not to come to any further se~sions, since their sector of the
intervention could be handled by other workers present, In spite 't the
family's close work with all of these costly experts there was little fur-
ther change in behavior at the end of tw=, months.

Stage of Neighborhood Network intervention

At this point the center t try the intervention of a neighbor-
hood network. In the next t s;ssiras 'he values and the procedures of T
such a network were discusse Th - exulerts conceded that they themselves
had no more to offer in this ta-. .ly ;etting as it now existed.. They felt
that a network of interested neighbors might help. The family said it
didn't know more than six neighbors and those six were uninterested. AsI
it became enthused over a new gimmick for attention, however, the family
compiled a list of 55 names of friends, neighbors, co-workers, teen-age
ganp members, relatives, and tradesmen who were acquainted to some extent
with the family's problems. 1rach family member called his own quota of
these people. At 7:30 on the appointed night, 42 people came to the session
in the fanily basement. j

Tie "staff" consisted of tile psychiatrist, the neighborhood mental
health worier, the probation counselor, the visiting nurse, the minister,
and the homehound teacher. Although all six of these people had had
special training in group dynamics, psychodrama, "sensitivity groups," and
family counseling, they all decided to participate in a 30-hour interaction
marathon a week before the first network session. During this church-
sponsored marathon with 25 members, the staff learned to understand fine
nuances of communication between each other. Their group management ahili-
ties, styles, and prejudices became transparent to each other. This under-
standing allowed one staff member later to move into a sub-group in tile
family network and to lead it without competition from other staff and with-
out losing much cormmunication with the other staff members.

The staff members arrived at 7 p.m. ai.d made sure that there were proper
seating arrangements, access to bathrooms, coat hangers, and preparation of
soft refre61urlets. They observed the ntiE.-rk members as they arrived in
clusters and watched particulariy for pecking orders, emotional liaisons,and prejudices. After the gati..-ring had milled around rather aisle: ;ly for

abe. fifteen minutes the I sychiatrist suddenly took complete charge- of the
group by beating on an improvised gong and then hollering in a loud voice.
When people became attentive and quiet he explained that the network was a
desperate measure to try to help a family which could not otherwise be
helned.

lie mentioned how in olden times, and even now in tribal countries, when
a person is very disturbed or when his family is very disturbed, all the
relatives of the extended family will gather around, perhaps beat drum.,
sing and otherwise pay attention specifically to the troubled persons for
a day or so. If that doesn't work, they may assemble all the tribe anti
they will cover the hillsides with great masses of people around the
troubled persons. Each group or individual involved does Ahat he can in

IIM



a practical way to liel p. lie expliu.d that the n -ork was not a medica]
operation and that there were no ,x ,rts here, exe - that evoryone
acquainted with this family was 'n his own wny an :.,rt. There were, to

be no confidences kept; nobody shouild be expected to keep any secrets
that anyone told him in this network. There was a need for a great de.I
of gossip and probably a scandal nlieet would be published betveen sessions.

There were going to be three ses;ions only. Uemhers of the staff present
at the opening of each session would fade away after the session got going
well. The sessions were to be two weeks apart. Speci.al cormittees or
action groups were expected to take action on any emergency the network
considered appropriate.

The leader, assisted by the staff, which was now dispersed in tile group,
got everyone to hold hands, to move slowly around in a circle, to give

several rebel yells--working up in about two minutes to a sort of Indian

war dance# The group, with a feelinp of high enthusiasm and some euphoria,

then settled down to understand the views and immediate nroblens of the
family members. The staff kept the group searching in the here-and-now

and did not allov much useless driving into the past histories. At first

some members viciously challenged the right of the staff to encourage the
formation of such a group; the staff did not argue ,ith' th!s bilt said, in

effect, that they really were not t-xpzrtv in this but wer onI.: going to do
their part along with the others to hltp the situation.

iThe group divided itself into four conversation groups. A staff member
inserted himself into each group in order to keep information current and
to give a certain aourt of guidance as necessary. Eventually the network

polarized into a large adult group which began to form action committees,

and a smaller group of teen-ager!;, which included thle neighborhood nentalI
health worker and the young teacher. The adult committees concerned them-
selves with getting the father attached to Alcoholics Anonymucis through
three members of AA who were on one committee. The committee also thought
that it could get the father some work in a nearby building sunply conpanv.
They intend:d to vouch for him to the company and to check on his work

every , 3y. In another c mmitt-e ic. was decided that oLe member would take
the daughter into her hoi se wh.le uch.r committee members helped her w:ith

her school homeuork and uiied to see that other teen-agers pot her to sc:ool

and back every day for the next two weeks. After the tao weeks sojourn with

the other family the daughter would come back home. The mother would then
come to another lady's house for two weeks. All this time the mother was
to help as a volunteer at a nearby home for mentally retarded children--,here

two committee members already worl.ed full time. Some of Dave's cronies
planned for his working at a filling station after school. They planned
also to get him involved with a group of ex-drug addicts who counseled toung
addicts. They hoped to get him about a month's residence in a drug work-
and-cure center.

These and other ideas were brought up in the first session. The ones
mentioned were worked out in more detail at later sessions. By 4:1O at thy
first session the committees had certain definite tasks written out and
assigned to be explored or accomplished. "he staff faded out two !, tvo,
over a 15 or 20 minute period. The group did not notice their 3eavinit buit

_- . _
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cotitjnud to work for another 2-1/2 hours with their planning, arguing,
_ an iossipinp. When they left, each member had definite plans concerning
what other members he would meet or telephone during the two weeks be-
tueen sessions. Certain members were designated as news-gatherers. All
gossip and prog-ress made was reported to them during the week. They got
together two days before the second session and wrote out a "scandal sheet"
revealing all the events and progress concerning the network. At the second
session, eight of the original membnl'ers were absent but three next-door
neighbors had decided to come and the group had invited in a vocational
rehab v crker and a young detention house worker who had managed IBuck after
one of his arrests. After the third session the staff did not return and j
there were no more formal meetinls of such a large group. But many smll
meetings and much telephoning continued for about a year. The father
stopped drinking for a while but rela sed three times in the course of the
year and once had to be hospitalized for three days. In spite of some
absenteeism he was able to hold his job for the year. As long as the
daughter and mother were not living together the daughter continued to go
to school, and with help from her friends she passed two grade levels in
one year. Since shte would not go bach to school regularly when she was
izith her mother, the mental health center, with the help of the daughter's
friends, was evvntually able to get the mother more deely absorbed in
working outside the home. Then, several members of the network took turns
visiting the fami,'ly home so that there were vtzrv few days in the year when
there was not an overnight guest in the house. This broke up most of the
family rituals and "games" which got going when the family lived entirely
to itself.

Discussion

This case illustrates the followinn standard levels of treatment found in

many communities: (1) One-to-one talkine.-and-listening treatment of a single

individua. who is considered to be "mentally ill" by the very act of treatment

which classifies him intr a certain ,red{.table syndrome with a natural histor;

of its own. (2) Family herapy sing.-- ,ut no one individual as having a part .c-

ular syndrome hut, rather, it considers each member to be playing an essential

role in a family which Is in trouble. The general aim is to improve relation-

ships among family members and to give the family a useful and interesting goal

or project to work toward. (3) "Ifultiple impact therapy" may be carried out by a

team of experts, most of whom have not wor-ed with that family before but who de- __

scend upon the family with their various specialty-methods to deal with each mnew-

her of the family. The impact lasts a day or a week. Another form of "multiple _

= i impact" pathers together members of all agencies who actually are involved with the -- _

:__=A



family ihi-t % * h ip ovorarrl!,'. They '. tt otI- nothar And theo fam'ily inl

one grand session and plan a msnro fanniblo faturn couneti nZ intervention. (4)

Neiglhorhood network intervention gathvrx nil the concerned And nccestiblte

frie~ndg, neighbors, rsintives, and co-workerti of the family memherg into n

g'roup of 40) or mnore which mneIR with tiw family for a definite small number of

well-spaced sessions. Bly means of coordinated SMAll pgroupR it takes positive

~action to g~et various membe~rs of thte r;smoly, n:s wiiel An Ci'e famiily as a woQ

to function better* lncident.'12.., *nome of the other memb~ers o'f the. network

begin to f unction Seutter tlic -ir ilves !--c i *~c of the work thsey e disiniv with the.

f amilIy. (S') "licolog;ic.-i i.etvrk it erv .. ion" esosig it if * .*shorhsnod tic!t-

%.ork with the addition .)_ r.,,.. : istrtivvm from .a1l the nct.1 w. * icf; and inqt i-

tut ,-n %iE..ch leal %vit. I- rn' I c~ -s: 0'. i , : md. Ht. re .ht, r. -A1 i Ac fuinr.:r.t,s

are corln). A .1 i. 1 the :?-izre 'ti n. t.Lonns * l 'pe. 2 . at. ologienl or

ecumenical) gro p will r. ia 1l:t lorai1 rnlitica2 grd neci. fii?.

Once a neig~hborhood or ecogo)icfl networl: be'comecs really ac- ive "the cat is out

of the bag;." Tit, energ: )f Icle -.i tcr Luid ;.ci v~ - em 1. .-.r ..vol Ven .,

reflected 1l. d t-n zt lA. *r tot itimin pxupt thrugli I. :,.t -t,~*e

fanil;', and onto the indi ixs- A njuun T! ! individ sal's distuir niu -. t: ar' I plans

fcr~ no stior .-.,. hri ack ui,., Y ;-.It 11 gi oups - -d iapr z-( ut 4 it tie go, .. i

network *-il it!! .z arr~.! In .I Tc- inditiii

Preparatioir nrd 7-*ii;.o e.-f

The eventu.1 loaders -if Phe i t-qr.k -.-nerse !roir -ht. %-itysh')rhood itse.! .:I -i

not from a prof esm.an:, I taff g~roup, !4it. in th'. r~ni. tit a',afE v-s-it have

certain 2e'u s1i k Id u arv( '.ertalln kr ''ledge In r-rder t pol 0'a kitwor.

startud propert~y, iTe follmting, nr! na":w. of the rsunlitli,% tr'cdid In thii taff%

(1) Tit* staff member x~mu~d Iv:capt', at leant temporirliv, tluo thenry
of non-medictil intervention, i thtinry which In pretty wall estabslished in
family therapy in contrant to cbl]. pzyehlitry or t-!a1Ut1Cr1A1 rrw treat-
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inent methods (I1nley, Glas~ser, italk'r. Isntir, Speck). There is in this
theory no diagnosis nor cassificaio n of pers~onal qyndrome, the-re is no
concentration oil clinical history, thr is no one-upmanship of doctor
against patient, but rather there is a tendency toward thle "transparent
self" (Jourard). Thle staff it; self-revealend ais human,. vulnerabile, and
capnalle of errors. !*here in no treat!nnt of any illnens. The staff miunt
lie satisfied to let any "illness" recnmin, but it uorksn to chianpe the he-
haylor of both individuals- and their ni-ighbors. Th1ey change roles, per-
sonal relationships, rituals, and gare:!;-people-plav.

(2) The staff works; best if accustomed to wjorking, with a group as an
organism in itself. In addition, It handles tile relatively easy process9
of "treating" individuals one at a time within the public settingp of a
group. 1'or the duration of the network sessions the network itself Is
the primary client and not any one Individual in it. This is true in
spite of tile fact that the staff na:' lie paid in the name of some individ-
ual whom a court or a family group has named a mentally ill "patient."
IThen a group makzes a scapegoat of one reber, it is trying to make group
life better. 1flten a1 proup tries to hlx-p or nurse a scapegoat, it is trying
to improve its own cohesion, group iriage, and manner of group living.

(3) The staff members must he acriustomed to workin, together. They

twist be able to respond to subtle connmnication cues from each other, they
rlust have a broad tknowledge of eachi otfiter's slls1r and prejudices. They

shill, at least as difficult to learni as good interview techniques. Mara-
thon groups can produce great confidence and openness between st-nff members

because of thle fatigue, the role ui tehting, the psychodrama exr .-. ences,
thle sleeping together with consequent talk-ing in sleep, drooling, or snor-
in,', and thle tactile Impaction of tile group In a confined padded space.

(4) Although the leadership shill is invested primarily in the staff
group as a whole and not in anv one indiz.idual, at least one stalf member
should have considerable prestige in tt ~ comminzlty anti should I e a1 strong
charismatic leader. -

(5) At least one staff member should have long ind intimate experience
vithi persons who have suffered a painful alienation from their natural
groups, with severe distortion of the culturally normal emotional reac-
ti- s. Examples of such suffering people live on some mental hospital
wards where st.-.ff, peers, and fatiiv present them with very distorted ov
absent einotiona2. expressiveness. Yhese hospital residents, in turn, prr-
sent inappropriate or flat "affects" to their natural society. Where such
an etuotional interFace is set up between people, great leadership skill may
be required to prevent acute disturbance of thle communication processes
within a i roup lest thle group become involved in violence, runaways, seduc-
tions, or wi-ldly dramiatic impositions of some "red herring" activities.
For example, thle group nay turn on this "patient" as if thle patient were
the root of all tile trouble in the neinhhorhiood. The patient may flee the
scene. fhie group nay even thwn try to involve itself intensely in some
recollective "work-ing-out" of a past incestuous or homosexual or criminal
activity in which the tiatie'nt wan in-olved.

(6) At least one staff member sh~ould be experienced in dealing with
"confjidence men"--or women. Such sed'uctively persuasive behavior is more
typical =.Ong certain alcoholic addict:;, sailesmren, politicians, latiyers,
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HISTORICAL INDIVIDA&LITY Y PES IN FAMILY NETWOPR ThIMOAPY

Matthew D. Parrish, MI).

This paper describes several concepts of individuality which have providedbetter therapeutic conceptualization and guidance of family network groups. U

I=

Family network therapy is becoming widespread In an effort to bring a rore
intimnte social power to bear on family problems. Judges, rehab workers, psy-
diiatrists, and school administrators are so expertly professional and, in
addition, so overworked that they can give only the best of objectively detached T
advice and service. Few such workers can become emotionally committed to a
family of real people, human as themselves. Concerned families, however, from
the same neighborhood or church membership can combine their personal talents
and their social or business contacts to help each other with humanly intima* L
services and understanding.

Under the guidance of a trained therapist the netvork of families can re-
define, for instance, the role of a young mother and give her gratifications or J
controls which change her attitrde and behavior toward a husband. At the same
time, the network can guide the husband's reaction to her changes. The networkmay meet regularly to help its own mamber families over many months, it canfollow their progress with an informal tenacity denied to office professionals.

From the viewpoint of social evolution the therapist may find sorme member?
( ten years behind others, or even several hundred years. Families and indivi(.u.; •

find special advantages a;d disadvantages in their particular stage of evolution--
their particular way of living out their individuality.

A particular group member maintains as elements of his personality several
types of individuality. He may especially emphasize one type as he plays a par-
ticular prolonged role in life (for example, the role of police.an) or a par-
ticular transient role in the network group (e..., clown). A group may contain
as elements (members) several types of individualities, yet the whole group, or
a whole family as it faces the larger community, may erphasize a certain type of
individuality as its own total group character. For example, the group may be-
have with essentially Victorim mores.

Society, including each family, has passed through many centuries of devel-
opment. Every century or so society bloomed out with a particular ideal of
behavior and morality typical of most people in those times. Today, in family
network therapy, for inst-ance, we may have to deal not only with modern Existib-
tialism or Behaviorism as personal ways of thinking but also with the individ-
ualities left over from liddle Ages, Renaissance, Refornation, Enlightenment,

__ Victorian times. For all of these Individualities still dwell in our aociety.
Some of them receive more emphasis in the Black Ghetto, others in the Polish
ethnic community, some in an elite suburb, others in an academic community...
A particular individual today ay be more of an Enlightenment man than he is a
Renaissance man, another may have a more strongly Victorian individuality.

-
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Every Western generation in this century has lived in a time of transition,a hard timu to bear. because It was tryin, to ove from a way of living, and a

type of self-image, which was characteristic of the last generation and to fit
itself into a new type arising within the society. In the early years of the
20th Century the new Western individualsm necessitated construction of differ-
ent moralities and self-concepts from those of the Victorian tines. The Vic-
torian century held to a "democracy" by the elite, where in order to "survive"
in connerce, the fittest people bonded workers to jobs and tried to "eliminate"
the business competition. As Freud brought out, the Victorians held to selfish-
ness expressed as altruism and to hostility toward women expressed as chivalry
or condescending oversupport. Thomas Hardy's Jude the Obscure and Ibsen'a
A Doll's llouse struggled with this contradiction of Victorian times.

The Nuremberg trials revealed the grand tragedy of mid-2Oth Century man.I
lie tust act as if fatefully driven by social coercion or even law, but as an
individual he is still expected to retain responsibility for acts of his corpor-
ate group. lie will always be punished at his Nuremberg when changing tines make Z
his society's morality obsolete. In Nazi Germany, he may have believed that
German culture and commerce should dominate this world, that Jews were a social
poison. Today, lie may believe that U. S. culture and comerce should dominate
the vorld or that killing human embryos is a proper way to manage genetic and
economic problems. lie cannot know how new powers and new moralities will judge
him.

Middle Ages, Renaissance, Reformation, Enlightenment, Industrial Revolution...
they each sowed the emotional seeds of the age to follow. Many seeds, were sowed,
most feil on stony ground. Every era has evidence of romanticism, realism,
classicism, organization-ian, etc. But it is easy to see each great era as main-
taining a typical set of traits in its dominant meaers-a typical individualism
of the age...

Individualisms of the Middle Ages

(1) The cool, aloof monk manifested one form of individualism. e I oonlun-
cated officially in Latin-a very literary and cooly scientific langaage from the
dead past. It was never his emotionalized mother tongue. lie translated any hot,
impulsive, emotional thoughts into Latin and his listeners translated them, withsuch of the emotion detached, into their own living languages. The resulting

alienation of the objective, observing self from the things and feelings observe,
constituted the literary, the intellectual way of thinking-the objective, the _

scientific. This kind of individuality developed best in a society that paid
careful attention to reading and writing. Later, in Reformation times, the Aonk
became a model for the Protestant middle class, where every man had his pipeline
to God and where every man was something of a scientist and, at the same time,
a literate person of respected judgment.

(2) The self-asserting peon manifested his individuality around his mascuin-
ity, his wife, children, and cottage. In modern countries which are not really I
nations but ways of life" like Italy, Greece, and Spain, this old sort of Medie-val self persists today in the "Paisan." This was a "self" assertion about things

which were as much other people's as his own and he knew it. Masculinity belonged
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__ to all males and not to him alone. The lJdividual was seeking to lie oase of the
urn. ife,! cottage, etc. lb.longed to tiw lord of the realm in some measurr and N
also to God. Through the priest the wife s :;,NIl, :;elf, and devotion elonged
to CIA1. Individuality in the peon wa " tire t.nerg.ticai.V protested abtout than |

it was in the contemporary rwink or in the Protestant banker of a later age, but
it was not intellectually detach:d; it did not renain isolated anti unchanging
in its feelings as it manipulated its clientele or its natural environment.

- individualism of the Renaissance

The Renaissance individual manifested a self-concept bv means of his ener-
getic creativity, not by division of what's me from uhat's not no. lie created
a personal and public inage of self v.hen lie ge-nerated ideas and pushed those

Aideas into accomplished worl:s--good or bad. Dante, Ilocaccin, Leonardo, Machin-
velli acted like neither onks, peons, pirince::, nor tradesmen. JAs they person-
ally explored and created in the outer utwrld, they thereby explored and created
a larger inner self. U

fa
3:oIndividualism of the Reform-ition

Here the individual wa. isolated apart from others in a monkish way. lie
didn't have to express hiieif to lie a separate self. lie was a separate self hy-
right. This right was stronger in people who could read. 1hey didn't depend cia
others to give then the word. Iithin the vaguely seen linitation of the Church,
they could select and evaluate ideas out of the body of widely published scrip-
ture.,

Individualisn of the Enlightenment

The middle class man of the 160's:; and 1700's a:ssumed individualisn, lie
didn't protest about it. After all, he uas a nember of a creative class. lie
was equal to other creative meribers, even if he himself never had an original
thought. A man who never read a book night rightfully criticize books in the
coffee houses. The individual felt hin::elf possessed of house and w:ife, even if
he just cane upon them by luck. Simply because he was born separate ie felt
unique, separate, aloof from contamination by the feelings of others. The ridd'e
class nan felt safe and sure of self. Formal, objective, and critically discrimi-
native discussions brought objective detachment to a ne' high in the French salons
and higlish coffee houses (Hadame de Scudery, Samuel Johnson), in the theater
(Racine), in philosophv (Descartes), ant in science (Newton).

Individualism in Victorian Times

The Industrial Revolution and the rising bureaucracy of impersonals jarred
the security of the hnlightenment feeling and brought a need for great protest,
much action, to prove that people were individuals-and indeed heroes. Carlyle _-

(heroes and Hero Worship) showed a man had to prove himself in competition with
o thers in order to feel he was a real sclf. Men now pulled away from their ex-
tended families and from "wav-of-life" peoples. They formed nuclear families and
nations. larx protested this possessive competition and this insulation. Freud __

enphasized the respected separateness of the individual and both rmen stac! Cd tihe
individual against society at the sane tiue that the organization-nan was dis-
solving into the bureaucracy-losing his self boundaries, trying to categorize _-

77 U7
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himself into (1) a working man whon the coipanly owned, and (2) a time-off man
BE- who owned house and family. lie beca.e schizoid, categorizing his emotions,

having "reactions" appropriate to the category of work or home but not appro-
priate to a creative eternal (renaissance) self.

The Victorian individuality, conflicted as it was within itself, faced a
new individuality in the 20th Century. The early 20th Century view was itself
conflicted betieen a mechanical Behaviorism and a personal Existentialis. In
Bchaviorism -e could see ourselves as empty of any distinctive personal souls;
we were just products of heredity and environnent. I could not prove that the

- other person had thoughts or feelings if I pinched him. I saw water come out
of his eves but I didn't see any pain. I saw only behavior. Existentialism
aligned against this view a new sense of individualisn--each person doing his
own thing to bring his full potential into existence. lie often considered the
social world absurd, anywcay. Thtu, the Victorian dialectic, without resolution,
faced a new dialectic in the 20th Century. This new dialectic eventually gave
way, unresolved and unsynthesized, to still another in the later 20th Century.iU

The Varieties of Individuali.n Within One Person

flut the nonk still exists inside today's individual. And so does the peon,
the Renaissance creator, the middle class entrepreneur... Some people now try
to emphasize one or the other attribute. Young people may develop a fad of
"back to the Renaissance," though this ray lie exprensed in rnlightennent dress
and behavior without the coolness and alnofness of Enlightenment men.

The nuclear family so Insulates the child now from the rest of the 1orld
that any fundamental change in the individual must be made by changing the
family-except of course, for changes in the Individual as his role changes
within the family itself. Accordingly, the nain business of an individual when
he leaves the nuclear family for schooling and ork, is to find his orn identity--
to construct a self-image.

This problem is not so acute for the child who lives in a tribal family in
perhaps Asia or some U. S. city ghettos. So.na modern middle class Americans say,
"Mie tribal child has no self, he is merged with the group, everyone knows every-
thing about him." Others say he has no distinctive self because his attributes
are so broad that the work world demands little of him which he hasn't already
gotten into by playing the varied roles of the tribal family.

The tribal emotional life of extended families, corunes, and other such
groups attracts us today because there secns to be a surcease from some of our
trouble, but tribal life adds broad dependencies, and deletes creative inde-
pendence and individual travel nobility.

Individual psychotherapy tries to tale the child-in-the-adult out of the
nuclear family, resolving some of the attachmnts and prejudices the family once
foisted on that child. This therapy tries to mbilize the feeling functions of
the Individuals and to allow then exercise in the context of an adult world-
represented in a standard way by the god-therapist,



I _ Family therapy relieves certain faiAly erbers of role pressure. Thun it

w helps the individual, but family therapy's real purpose Is to help the fi-ly-
as-a-whole straighten out its Internal relations as it faces the social world-

represented by the god-like family therapist.

Familv network therapy does the san. thing with an individual family. Tere
in a group of neighbors the family faces a real society. The group interlaces

the Individual family with real persons and with possible role slots derived fro

other families and persons in the neighbor- od. Tihe group's mre real purpose
is to help the network as a whole (not just one family in it) hy facing the nol-

work toward the god-like therapist. But fortunately today more and more thera-

pists becone incarnate and merre with the family's transient roles as a transient

mc-ber-on-his-own. This -atalytic mmber-merging of therapist with group -R

times occurs in famiy therapy too. It can't occur in traditional individual

therapy though, because it would make the patient less insulated and self-

identified. Most such patients are already maened by being emrred with a

single figure they are dependent on. Such merging, becomes incorporation, the
patient becomes sallowed up in the sinple other person. lie usually had verring

problems with regard to his mother or father and now faces it with his single

therapist. Herging into a group ay allow Ions of the self-insulation from

others and dilution of self-uniqueness; but it also nay allow extension of self

so that the self uses all the group's feelings, k.ills, roles, kniowledge as re-

sources. Indeed, the self uses them an a renource just an individual rm'ries

are. This is not usually Incorporation; it in extension of the self's res-urce-;.

( The family network therapist, if he is good, should find in himself al of

these mechanisms. of self-extension, Incorpornt Ion, etc. lie shoul d also fi-,d In

himself the various kinds of Individuallity which his society (and the network

society) has developed over the centuries-(]) m-dieval indivIdual (Ink: or eirt),

(2) Renaissance individual (created by his own acts), (3) Reformation indIv-id-hai

(defined as a separate self by right), (4) rnlightenrnt individual (a-sun1 to

be objectively and aloofIv intellectual), (5) Victorian individual (devrlnr, I-i

the competitive market and extended 1y accretion of po-sessions). (6) E1arly 20':

Century individual (nursing a feeling of individual existence In the nIdnt of aA

vast corporate jungle). The late 20th Century individual is m-rged trill1stic- f

ally with a connunal or extended family yroup in which witle access among persons

and roles provides non-competitive peronal grout.) and gratification.

It is the mechanical Inpersonalnens of the corporate life that make.us -toern
network therapy as useful and necessary as it is today. The total vorldwhre r1rr-

sonal access to information through transistor radios plus the spread of TVh and

literacy have shown individuals and s:-ll groups the pe :r they have. Can a

school board keep sending a bad princ-ial back to a school if a represemtative
group of parents has a sit-down occupa.icy of his office or block him bodii fr-rr

entering the school building? Votes cnn be seduced or r.anipulated but direct

action by individuals and small groups In hard to deal vith. Individuals no--

learn how to use bootleg raio broadc:.t:;, pnhWlic de ::..; rations, hljacking,_

boycotts, honemade bombs, karate, drnp;, and cperant conditioniu--even of a

social sort. Result: Snal individ ua~ ceQrce society sohich coerces the s.V]
individual, and more of the world get!; involved. It becomes harder for thr

social structure and the group morality of the past to rr-nain securely e.tablisi vtd

and unchanging. Whether it is Capitalist, Corm-nist, Christian, Duda.hi t, it

tmust prove itself anew evern year.

A
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h1e Indut.rial Revolution has brolen up the tribes and the extended fat-
lies and nade sacred the conjtqral or nuclear family. Nowadays, with the ne-felt
need for trihalistic support, fanily network therapy, with profes-sional help, is
beconing more useful. Uderstanding. of the various hLstorical types of Indivld-
uality can help In the flily network's role development and the changes in
habitual grou behavior. The network therapist faces certain historical types
of Individuality within his rroup Just as he faces degreeas of personal naturity
toward any one type. A group mture in Victoria life be childih in
Existential life. Individual neters nay also. If the staff looks for these
types and the sbifts fro one type to another, then it can resolve mny group
blocks to poitive action.

=I

Reference:

1. Speck, Pss V., & Attneave, Carolyn L. Social Netork Intervention,

in Haley, J (Ed.), Oanging Failics, Rev York: Crone & Stratton,
1971, pp. 312-332.
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and jwnC-rTn i- Varicr0 !i atiozi. It I
taAC if the S1.afz%! 1 ..W INA !r. ::.X=tbin- of a 'Cons-i m-ce rsuni z-- z- f

(7) n r~dh t least on'staff ustc Has 1135 a ne Up

tive reier of cach -social cla-s, 1aer, sex, or re group I-- th - 'aut
There is a dearth ofw goo professi: alIs tran ned ut of the lirer classt-s
today. indeed, even the childrrt: if lzer class uk deales __

-th a proessional seclol will often -y a elegant !o... .1- a
comtrvw club, take un. zolf, _zi pretend to ahandlon -Al nmi-e-s- --'-or aof

lter class culture or n ds. Training which deepens t! a-c

tious revivals,'courtroon-waift, football playing, political of fIce, orr!Pflstandint and n-naax-ertt of gm-mm forces includies: -military cuat, r"14 -

practice, life in an extended family or a foreing culture.I

(S) tMm a staff has learned to work together esqil it is alwnst UP -
possible for an observer to t-il the original discip-ine of the staff

er. r ertheless, it is of aw iVortaunce to have a variety of djs- --

ciplines represented in the staff. S%=e useful disciplires are ai,
n cine, the ministry, cultural anthropology. psycolocr, soca e Uor,
tinning and education.

i---istn of the Nei-hirwn ;-¢twok

- = At the r-tset, h-ni# ~ oho net -irk does not -0n-ear to x Pit a: r-

dure. it rew out of .- nca older wrs of rn wit! ,_ s

ratnI tes, Mut its fn-A-ntal -Lsumpt it-rs are different as-* i-t- tir i US--

Similarly, the space vt-f?ic r.-#- out , the airpla- and 2-m rocket .i.s-e I
hut its architecture Znd Its nartgr: -nrthods ar.- oml-te3- !erent

helievr that tht- neighbtorhood network as. it he., latrvy w6 eloped and -m isenj

perhaps best deseribe& ' F o. Rss Speck, is qnlitarively differi: t It Aft

of the group interventions out of -6hich it grew. I %-il list here soce of

thes older procedwet.

(1) Group Terapy. Traditional goup therapy treats an artificial
gthering and not a group of peopl wh.o would normnllw he wo.n. or livin..
with frequent contacts uang each other. Everyone assumes that thrr .art
pathological conditions within each individual rnerer. r-e staff usually
rmais aloof from personal involvetent in the group and mintains the
position of one-up czstrcs.

(2) (besity troops an. Indebtedness groups, v i t-w- to cure inrvi-I
nals of their addiction to food or to indetednersn hall all tht difficuitics
of any traditional grou except t:It the spouses were us.ualyw i-vitv to
panticipate and -rre considered a part of the problm. Even thoun a



1uluhal1d wail thtin .111d the Wife w1i fa L , thol hi,11hnnd tnalt ntill consilerel
part of tht wifu'i ohtsity probltem. 'rle Ramng n11il .,Id to indlebtednaln.
lustis LiA tlhe l tnft (H ttitally coulwvultratud on tito prlhulp a a1 Whole to
the' extent Ilint thet obt'itv ,ro11iti ie)ved onto trtick scales and wo*iht,4
therIImc.Voi as aI whoh' groap, wtlhie11L 'oice0rn 'nr tlhe ivight of tih, Loidi-

vidual over-eater. When the members tnt down to talk, one mirht Nay,
",on, %te weigh almost a ton and n half this teak. Itow did that happen?"
Similarly, the rroupx working, with dehit problems would total the entire
group debt and would say, "Nell, the i.ro'p debt has finally dipped below
Alflflfnlo thin month." In additton, the debt addiction rroup would help
their community plan to set up connumer bennfit programs or consumer pro-
tection pro.rams which rebuked the hard-sell irresponnible advertising and
enlirhtened the nusceptihle citi.enn about the operations of loan shnrkn
and hig, h presnure salesmen.

(3) The stairwell and hallway proups in the military occupation force.
oversenn concentrated on natural groups formed in the apartment stair,.ell,
where about eight families were forced to pivot their liven around the
stair landings. Perhaps a teen-ager in Apaztment 4 would lift the dressen
of sub-teen .irls in Apartments 2 and 5. This would cause an uproar and
the stairell g.roup would meet with the mental health staff, or perhaps
with a chaplain in one of the apart ents. All families and all children
over 9 yearn old would he preRent. They would often call upon the covnun-
ity strect-cleaning, the enninecriiip facilities, or the public utilities
to improve livinr conditions. Apartments where the stairwells were thus
proup-organized did more official :orplnining but they also cooperated
watchfully against vandalism, kept their omm apartments cleaner, their
yards better mowed, and their cloth,,slines in repair. They seemed to feel
that if thev could deannd and rocoive more services, they also deserved to
do their owm part for efficiency.

(4) Familv therapy dealt with a very natural group--the nuclear fam-
ily. It assumed the proilem lay in the family a a whole and not simnl.
in the referred individual. At l(,:;L, this is the modl of fomilv the ,py
which has de'eloped over the nast s ,eral years anJ is particularly eluci-
dated b% sucl. exponents is Jn Hale , Carl Whitaker, and Nathan Ackerman.
This family therapy avoided m. ny of the problems which still inhered in
the traditional group therapy model out it usually failed to contrast this
faumily in lke iere-and-now with oL,.r families of the same neighborhood
and it had very little power of its own to develop social action, such as
to help with school work, to obtain lobs, to get scholarships, to provide
for a vacation or special recreation. All of those missing factors were
supplied by the neighborhood network, as described most cogently Iy
Ross Speck.

(5) The tribal support afforded, for instance, in central African coun-
tries usually brought together larger and larger groups to work on a prob-
lem until that problem was finally solv(,tl. At first, the extended family
of perhaps 50 persons would surround the troubled family and usually in
the presence of a medicine man would sin, songs, offer suggtstions, involve
the family In argiuments, conversations, dances, etc. in order to brinr help.
If this failed, the lacger tribal organization might he called in and the
hillsides could lie covered by a tho,,tmnd people, all concentrating on this
same pruhlem, as described by Hike and Mnrgarita oodbury of Washington,
l.C.--from their explri, ncell In (;o, a nd atCrieroons.
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Since the neiGhborhood network il ltnlitniively differunt from Lit, otler

forms of group intervtnition it is uteitily not presented ntu hnving growto out of

these Oroups but, rather, ns leing related to the prinitive tribal p!ILnnwiena

descriied an the last exatmple. (f cnri,, it did not grow directly out of this

tribal work but if the staff shown ho~w the n(twork comlirn i.ith the tril,,., tih

families are led to a better wnrking rt-latlnship thmn if the netWork if; -sirplv

described as a more sophisticated and ndvnnced type of grou" wor,. Insofar as

the network needs to consider n psychiatrint nn expert, this 0, pln ied out in

the role of a tribal medicine man. l'hi, nort of pln,. had nn (,lement of ridicule

aind yet a Joyful nccctnnce of the doctor ns n human rrem1"r of the network.

A Procedure frthe '. h..odict,!'1 Teterventton

The follcW n.ng -tep rl11,'w tl e In:.,, Ser'. type of .ietwork. n:. T ,,..rc..iv',d it

f rom Dr. Speck and lij: lroL.tc.s.

(1) The muntal health oun. ,i-. dn , " - ',t I .c." ' ' ne'.wo- !"t. r.. c
tion unless he is fairly sure t1hi notn,'.'k: e: s, e. ".." '7d 1 s."

practical actions, stch is ettir, ' c!. - rcv' d-1 'sto r ho "t"t. i-
the present family, ,cttlnj; menrhe r! .- n ', cin:i " r. I..', f'l " - t ,:
group, helping to get n 'ohib: start , ':c TIlI (' t' .f ' . . ho
heai to practice copinta tog b,, inter ? , r' '..t J 'c-
yt :tees), small group ntra-nctlon., ind lv -,e-to-n n" nr . ": .

the network is lived i-on, the I ,t, ,en-lines nmong peopl( its well. t;. Lisid.:

n perional psyche.

(2) The couns lor, #nrkin- %.,' the individuai or a fa 'ly, nrW.q the
seed of possible netwcrk intervzntion by taiking of network. and iclr
possibilities, arousing the curio:;ity and the positive thinkin, of his
clients toward the network,'s uset'iltles for them.

(3) lie formn a definite contrnct with the family. Usually this ariuints
to setting a 2- to 5-session limit on tiv therapist's participation in the
network's sessions, making sure tlnt the family understnnds thi. Is not
therapy of any disease but only nn attempt to get better living, workill,
and social conditions and to Ret the family out of its emotional rut,
Usually, further individual treatmnt is left to he re-negnotiated after
the network sessions have run their course.

(4) Certain specific members of the family are assigned a definite
list of friehds or relatives, neii.lr.,, and fellow workers to. call up and
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invite to a meeting in order to help thle family in its own home. (Part
of the contract: If there art, lens than 40 participants in the( network
the staff will attend tile first beso ut wilt not return. Too smaill a
netwofk in ineffective.) Th tf rie al o.the session andME
helps the family arrange furniturc,, snacks, ventilation, seating arrange-
ments, etc. The staff also watchi.s the entrance of the guestq andi tries
to discern thle social clustering, prejudices, and pecking orders.

(5) At tihe beginning of tile first session thle staff's leader tells thle
% rou;) that h0ll keep nothing in confidence and advises no member to keep
confidences of any other member. All the dirty blackmailing secrets of
the netw~ork are to lie dumped out in the open, where they are rendered
powerless for future blackmail. Sonertines the leader says that hie is a M
medicine nian but the real tiorking "sh1rinks" are the general members of
the network itself.

(6) Certain sensitivity gimmick!S are used at the beginning of thle
session to get the tuork membIers uwarnid uip to each other. Such gimmicks
-ire also used in the mid-Ile of thi- session if the members get hung uip in
utnble to continue positive plannin;' -ir actingp with each other. The( gim-
micks include holding hiands around iii a circle, weaving in and out of two
appositely rotatingl circles which touch hands as each~ member passes nnother,
S crear~inj, togethvr, doing a war dance' tolether, singing group sonps, doing
sotne short calisthenics which requiro people to touch each other as they
exvrcisvC.

(7) The staff membnhers remain ,scattered through thle network and yet keep
in subtle communication with each other. They sornetitnes fade into thle tiet-
Work so v:ell that nou one realizes thley are professionals. They help to

I polarize the( niet into groups which 4trv most significant and useful at thle
pres;ent faomient. For instance, thle vouin. may be polarized against the oldI or thle males against Lte females. They form separate groups for a while
and do their awn cniscussions andi planning. Later thle groups merge tovgetherI- again for totatl network communication.I

(Hi) Thie staiff vncourai'es the sroup to set uip a communications network
that will last for the( two weeks or so until the next session. This may
consist of definite uhone liaison lSSLgniments or the "publishing" of net-I
wrirk news, or A scandal sheet. Each ses s ior--even the last one--ends in
.,ich a wt, ti-it the grottp has tas~ks in rand, not z'~rely the forming of co:.-
Cl'z-Sive farewells,

The stages through which such a group usually passes are:

oteropdvlpafeln ofvrinomlgopolart.(1) Rletribalization. W'ith wild whoops and dances for five minutes or4

touch oif playfulnesr, is mixed with the serious mission.

(2 ;olirivtatioui. As tile "ariotis aptiroact.~s to problems develop, and
Particularly as crnflietul ouliniim; ;urv set out on tile njor issues, the
;groups divide into two or nore groups according to the feelings of thle
memibern within these sub rrottup,; Thita one branch of thie family may line
up apainst another, thle teen-as'e livvr i'rouns may; line up ag'ainst the old
establislient-orientted groups. Afi -r faiinsj some strpenpths of their ownl,
the sub-groups may then merge again with the total network grout) If tile



groups do not merge well and do not plan productively about their problems
and needs, then they should be separated again and allowed to work further
as separate groups.

(3) Mobilization. The staff, and indeed the whole nett-ork, flushes
out the energetic and socially active members of the network. These
leaders are supported in their efforts to activate plans. Later they are
encouraged to make definite committees.

(4) Resolution of resistances. These really come about in the second U
session, especially if the group has met an impasse and has become some-
what depressed. After one session the group may still believe the pro-
fessionals are eventually going to take over the group's management and
planning. Usually after an impas:;e, committees are formed as breakthroughs.
Definite commitments are made by sub-groups and by the group as a whohe.
T1he singles and couples who stray away from the small groups are re-attached
to appropriate groups. This is usually easiest to do during coffee break.

(5) Elation and exhaustion. The members feel a more or less permanent
connection with the network. They feel they are supported by it and that
they gain by supporting it. The feeling has been likened to the tiredelation after a very congenial dance party.

Very often when the network's intervention is concluded, the st.-f. agrees

to return for a single session or for consultative advice to a few individuals

Eof the network if they are so needed some months in the future. Often the indi-

viduil therapy or the nuclear family therapy which has preceded the network can

be broken off when the network tribalizes itself and takes over. Nevertheless,

the network should not be considered a therapeutic agent. It does not get rid

of any fundamental patholory. It only improves human relationships to the extent

that the pathology in no longer crippling.

Occasionally a network is run as an open-ended group of nuclear failies,

with a permanent staff. The group meets every week or two and each family stays

with the group only three to ten sessions while it forms the beginning of sonie

fairly lasting liaison with other families and agencies which continue to N!e of

use after the families have left the group meetings. Such open-ended gro, pjs run

usually at a lower level of energy and enthusiasm than the groups whida ire. forred

around a single occasion or a single crisis. On the other hand, the opvn-ended

groups do not run out of steam or become exhausted as easily -fter thev have uorLed
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fo .,s ...sion.,. "Trvy easily take up new projects when old ones are finished.

ilmplovnit.nt of NetWork Forces in Social Ors]antzations which are already
estallished

A church, a philanthropic businessmen's group, a minority or ethnic asso-

ciation can all be used as a "therapeutie" network. There are two methods:

(1) The network therapists may h. invited to deal with an entire asso-
ciation--or an entire local chapter. The association as a vhole may want
to handle better some of its human difficulties or to improve its rate of
dropout or dtviance.

(2) 'lore usually, a group of fauiliies may form a network under the aus-
pices of the parent organization. 'lIts, a church social worker or minister
invites netuork intervenors to help with one or two failies who are havin-
difficulty, perhaps with the delinquency of their children. The intervenors
ask for a netuork to he formed in the same fashion as a neighborhood niet-
work, except that in this case the network consists of members of this par-
ticular church congregation. intenever feasible, the network intervenors
include Lhe charch a-ocial worker or minister as a part of the intervening
staff. The outside staff learns from him and teaches him. They all prac-
tice tog ,thcr the normal network activity.

The network, of course, carries out its activities within the acceptable

mores and culture of the organization. The organization remains confident that

the i tervention team has no notion of reforming the culture of the organization

itself. it is well for the team to develop some genuine empathy for the way of

life and the goals of the organization. Anyone V-io completely disagrees with

the aims of the organization should stay out of the team.

The familiar rituals of the organization can help form good interpersonal

and intergroup bonds within the network. Such rituals include prayer, group

singing, ceremonial food-taking, and secret language. The rituals cannot usually

be invoked, of course, in a completely new neighborhood network which is formed
for a single project and not for a lifetime of social action. On the other hand,

the established organization may also invoke familiar rituals in order to avoid

facing new needs and forming new bonds.
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An increasingly frequent social organization nowadays is the "commune,"

thich is often a group's attempt to he fairly self-sufficient in rural isolation

from more conventional groups. Another organization is the urban "crash pad,"

which usually is an old house where members cooperate to support each other in

the essentials of survival, and in a few of the luxuries. Such a pad sometimes

affords a not unhealthy milieu for a schizophrenic or other disturbed person to

ride out an episode of great social discomfort (see R. D. Laing: The Politics

of Experience). Sometimes these organizations provide hiding places for people

who are trying to escape from the law or from what they consider an overbearing

family. Nevertheless, some communes have freed themselves of some emotional and

organizational hang-ups by inviting a couple of group intervenors to spend a day

or two with them periodically. During 1971, after several such visits from

Don and Lola Klein of Columbia, Tfaryland, the Twin Oaks commune in Virginia

(rodeled after "Walden Two") decided at last to rear children in the commune.

For three years, members had made preparations to rear children in the co.mune

but they thought the social atmosphere w:s not apprapriate. The network's

altered interaction -uhich occurred in the presence of Don and Lola helped the

members to re-form their society. It would he almost impossible for an actual

member of such a group, working without outside help, to effect mich of any

change. As such a member sets eff the tribal network effect, he himself becomes

smothered within it and the group simply maintains its old way of living.

nost organizations strengthen theinmlves and grow by

(1) continually proselyting new |nemers,

(2) continually excluding or puni.niiing new bAcksliders.

(3) facing aai enemy considered to he external to the protip,

(4) expressing love, anger, creativity, and other e.mtions and work;

within the membership of the organiz ation.

7.
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flost attempts to strengthen the organization or to improve individual function-

ing within the organization deal with the first three activities, A revival

neeting, for instance, or a sales managers' meeting will usually attempt to

better define the outside "eneny" or the "market" or it will try to bring in

net: nembers or it will try to exclude its inefficient members. The network

effect, on the other hands tries to strengthen the fourth activity--to increase

the joy and the productivity, to air and resolve irritations among the members

and the projects. In most organizations. this fourth activity has the weakest

effect in hoing the organization together. With the network's openness of emo-

tional expression and its tribalistic feelings, however, an ease of bonding among

the members becomes the important factor. Tlie first three activities often pro-

vide continual stress upon the individuals who are more or less permanent scape-

goats. The tribalistic network effect allows for more tuning in to emotions, roles,

and work activities among all the memb ers. If this tuning can be maintained, there

is less need to define an enemy or to prove the organization's worth by continual

i -' recruit inp, punishing, or excluding.

It should be remembered that therapy itself, when directed specifically at

an individual, is a form of exclusion or of punishment as far as the organization

is concerned. Mhen I speak here of organizations I include churches, country

clubs, universities, crime syndicates, Cub Scouts, business corporations, nuclear

families, labor unions, armies, and professional associations. Hany of the young

people today are not content to live with the problems of these organizations. - -

They seek group developnent through personal interaction within the group. They

do not seek therapy nor the intervention of detached supercilious experts.

ifW
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PHYSICS AND GROUP DYNAMICS: ISOMORPHIES Rvs

By: M.D. Parrish, MD

An isomorphy, a term from general systems theory, is a formal structure which is
common to activities in two separate sciences or arts. Thus, the input-outputactivi-y of a biological system such as a cow is analogous in structure to the
input-rutput activity of a business system such as an airplane factory. Isomor-
phies may help researches or planners get fresh starts on problems within their
own particular science. The following isomorphies briJge group psychology and f
physics. The physical concept is noted first:

1. Boyle, Charles, Gay Lussac--Ideal gas law PV - nRT: An increase in the number -
(n) of people in the group room increases pressure (P) against the walls or else
the walls push out so that the volume (V) of the room increases. A decrease In H
temperature (T) pulls people together for comfort and decreases pressure against
the walls. I

2. Pauli-exclusion principle: Each particle in an atom occupies a unique energy
state; no two members In a group maintain the same role at the same time.

3. Fermi-gas law: Every molecule in a cullection of gas effects all measurements
of the gas; every member influences the total group all the time.

4. Heisenberg--uncertainty principle: The more accurately we measure a body's
momentum, the less we know its position; the more defint, and certain a me-

-' ber's role, the more uncertain his personal attributes and vite versa.

5. Drac-anti particle: For every particle of any emnion (e.g. Tnve) an equalparticle of the opposite emotion (hate) is stored in restraint t.aconsclous) or
else is expressed elsewhere.

6. DeBroglie-wave mechanics: All energy is measurable as both waves and particles.The emotional attributes of the particulate individuals on ".he one hand and thecontinuous history of the group's styles of emotion on the other hand are polar
aspects of the same phenomenon. An emotion can be carried around over time and
distance by a single individual. Alte-natively, an emotion may propagate itself
as a wave-like disturbance through a group, moving from one member to another.
It miy inhabit one individual only transiently.

Thus, a nursing group may devote Itself enthusiastically to caring for patients
on a ward, but only the members actually on duty really feel the enthusiasm
at the moment. Drastic changes in attitude toward patients may be passed along
to the next shift when it comes on duty.

A student anxious about an impending exam asks a fellow student a puzzling ques-
tion. When the fellow leaps anxiously to his books, the anxiety passes on to him.
On the other hand, shared anxiety may become lessened anxiety. Thus, two radio
frequency waves may interfere and cancel each other or may result in audio fre-
quency waves--audible, conscious.

7. Gibbs-Helmholtz--second law of thermodynamics; work and entropy; AC - Al TAS:
Change in energy available for work - change in total energy content minus (ab-
solute temperature x change in degree of disorder).
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Physics and Group Dynamics: Isomorphies
By: Matthew D. Parrish

physics work group

C energy available for work work accomplishable
H - total energy content strength of manpower-pool
T w absolute temperature apathy of workers
-6.- disorder (entropy) degree of disorganization

8. Third law of thermodynamics--maintenance of zero entropy. Any pure crystal
at zero absolute temperature is in a state of zero entropy. As long as it
remains in that state organization is perfect, predictability is absolute
(no molecules are dancing around at random), information is at a maximum.

This situation corresponds to a book. What's written never changes. Within
the book, what follows what is always predictable. Preferably the book's
ideas will be well organized too like the book of Euclid's Elements of
Geometry, The situation also corresponds to a fixed tradition commanding
absolute and unquestioning faith. Within itself such a conserve (book,
tradition, legend) produces nothing-not even by chance. But when the
conserve is attentively faced by a questioning, uncertain, unpredictable,
energetic mind, changes do occur# The mind can become more organized, can
direct its energy better even though some energy may evaporate in the pro-
cess. Thus a group can guide itself in part by the relatively low entropy
of books, traditional roles, etc.

9. Newton-force of gravity, magnetism or electric charge.
F - Cm1m2/r

2 the closer together two persons, the greater the force of
attraction or repulsion between them.
G degree of interpersonal attraction assumed by the ambient culture.

Sexual attraction, for instance, is considered more effective in Spain
than in Minnesota.
personal attractiveness of one body (e.g. the man)

m - personal attractiveness of the other body (e.g. the woman)
r - distance between the two bodies

10. Einstein-Space and time relativity. Two objects experiencing different
states of acceleration, or different strengths of gravitation, experience
time at different rates and perceive space differently curved. If a
gravitational field is strong enough no information can escape from it and
a "black hole" results.

'A group with intense bonding and smooth emotional interaction accomplishes

more and lives through more emotional life than people outside the group.
This is equivalent to saying emotional time moves at a different rate for
the group. Also emotional space between persons is lessened. If this
phenomenon is powerful enough, the information engendered will be bonded
into the group and can never pass outward into the outside world.

Members usually think that when the group breaks up they can take into the
workaday world all the skills and knowledge they have experienced in the
group. But the intense parts of the experience don't pass into the outer
world. We sometimes say the outer world is not prepared to accept the us
who experienced the group and we must therefore revert partly to our pre-
group selves. We say the outer world hasn't had time to reach these ex-
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pernences or that It is heading in the wrong direction to reach them. The
group experience may create disharmony in a marriage if only one spouse
joins the group. The absent spouse can never understand some-of the thlnFgthat happened, and the experience can not be utilized in the marriage. The
same applies to co-workers, club members, etc.

11. Yukawa-Nuclear strong force: the force among protons and neutrons (nucleons;
which bonds them together into an atomic nucleus in spite of electrostatic
repulsion. Once persons have grouped as heavy nucleons to each other, as
with family members, combat buddies, certain working musicians, etc. the bond
between them exists forever as a potential but is ineffective at a distance
beyond the ken of the group. When they are again associated the bond sud-
denly becomes powerful-even though they haven't seen each other for years.

This quantum-mechanical behavior departs from the classical physics of New-
ton above. In physics this nuclear force is not a mere action-at-a-distance
but an intimate passing back and forth of a pion (a small positive particle)
between a proton and neutron in a wave-like vibratory fashion. The nucleons
must be in close contact in order to make this exchange (of emotional givine
and receiving). The closer the nucleons, the more rapid the interchange so
that no one can tell which is giver and which receiver (of this small,
positive particle). The pion is a part of the proton and the transfer 'to
the neutron is a giving of a part of the proton's self. The pion is a
class of particle (meson) distinct from either protons or neutrons and iis
fit to be shared among any proton-neutron pairs. Nevertheless when a part-
Icular pair vibrantly shares a pion, the pair is in close-bonded rapport
(by the strong force) and is oblivious to the notion that plons can be
shared with any other nucleon not presently in close contact. In a nucleu-
with an orgy of more than two protons or neutrons plns are bounced vibrantly
among all the nucleons to form the total bond of the nucleus.

The formula in physics for the strong force is:

FU- (iR 2 ) EXP(-R/r)
R - distance between nucleons
r radius of the nucleus itself

Thus the moment a nucleon slips away from the nuclear boundary the strong
force rapidly dies away and the nucleon is influenced only by the usualforces of the world outside the nucleus--forces such aE gravity, magnetib.., ,

For human groups a more appropriate formula would be:
Fo

- t(r - )o .

I+ TIrR)
t time the member spends within the group
T - time spent outside the group
r - radius of the group itself
R - distance between members

Here when the member leaves the group (R~r), the binding force becomes _

imaginary and even the imaginary force fades eventually with great time and
distance.
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A member presently bonded inside the close group may feel outside forces
as Imaginary since they affect only his memory. Once outside the group he

may feel that In-group forces were imaginary since he is currently affected

only by the traditional forces of the greater society. To the dreamer the
dream world is real: the waking world is imaginary.

Our formula for the strong force bond within the group reveals only the general
tendency. Actually in human contacts there are several proxemic shells--as
E. T. Kalil elucidated.

The coziest social shell, the most quickly bonding, functions at a distance
where noses can touch. A caressing brush of two muzzle areas lights up the
very primitive rhinencephalic area of the nervous system-a part so prominent
in the rooting pig or the burrowing mole and even far more important in the
earthworm. Auditory comnunication in this shell is most properly in soft,
intimate whispers. Eye rapport, however, is not so practical. It is Im-
possible to maintain more than four members this close, and the bonding is
best if there are two men and two women. With three members this configur-
ation is less stable than with one member of each sex or with two members
of exach sex. Strangely enough the same problems prevail in the isotopes
of hydrogen and helium.

The second proxemil shell ranges out to the distance where one member can
still reach out and touch another. Actual touching need not occur. Within
this distance auditory communication is by soft voice. Eye language is at
its best. Within this shell a football team can huddle. Most group therapists
find a group of six or eight proper for a traditional therapy session.
The same number is proper for a dinner party for it is about the largest
group which can maintain a single conversation. A third stable numbet seems
to be about 16 where at least normal voice level dtill suffices and where
the Army finds the squad sergeant's voice still in control.

The fourth shell's radius begins where the member mu~t raise and project his
voice to reach the others. Good eye rapport is impossible....

The binding force for each shell might perhaps be expressed by its own form-
ula, but it would be of little practical use because, within the fourth
proxemic shell, members continually create and dissolve sub groups having
different shell sizes and bonding energies.

Strangely the most stable groupings or shells of atomic nuclei occur with
one each proton and neutron, 2 each, 4 each, 8, 20 and so on. But beyond
this stage of description nuclear theory and group dynamics theory are no U
longer so isomorphic. And indeed I have procrusteized a bit Yith all of
these isomorphies to make thema more useful. But as Aristotle said in
effect-an ingenious person is one who can use analogies that no one else
has perceived.

isomorphies occur naturally or artificially? I
:, the late 1940s Kurt Levin in Massachusetts and W. R. Sion in London demonstrated
-he ability of groups to pool their members# talents and work without any formal
;tructured hiearchy or leadership. Strangely enough, Mayer and Jensen3 in 1949

-o -
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emphasized evidence showing that the atomic nucleus need not be considered merely
a cohesive "liquid drop" as Bohr and Wheeler had formulated it in 1939. Nor need
It be considered a concentric hierarchy of shells as were the atoars electron
shells. In retrospect other physicists found there had been for ypars plenty pfevidence that the particles in the nucleus were a sort of gas collection creating

L and-dissolving various inner energy levels or shells which shoved no fixed hierarchy
nor concentricity. They seemed to cohere by an average strong force only 1/5
the energy of their kinctic agitation.

Thomas Kuhn4 (1962) explicated science's tenacious attempt to make a traditional
theory or paradigm explain everything until suddenly science breaks with the old
paradigm and honors evidence which has been available for years. Thus in the
astronomy of the 1400s we constrained the earth-centered paradigm to keep on ex-
plaining evidence until suddenly that evidence seemed core readily explainable
by a sun-centered syste=. Kuhn could have mentioned that the constraining paradigm -

was really an isomorphy extending into many seemingly unrelated fields. Signifi-
cantly, in the late 1400s many people began to see their villages take up minor
roles as satellites within a nation state. Was this loss of local centrality
isomorphic with the loss of the earth-centered universe? Thus a cultural Zeitgeist
comon to all Western sciences and groups say lead each science to look especislly -
for evidence which supports stylish concepts and paradigms which, of course, turn -

out to be isomorphies.

References:
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An isomorphy, a term from general systems theory, is a formal structure which is

coon to activities in two separate sciences or arts. Thus, the input-output

activity of a biological system such as a cow is analogous in structure to the

input-output activity of a business system such as an airplane factory. Isomor-

phies may help researches or planners get f reen starts on problems within their

own particular science. The following iso-orphies brL4ge group psychology and
physics. The physical concept is noted first:

1. Boyle, Charles, Gay Lussac--Ideal gas law P* a nRT: An increase in the number

(n) of people in the group room increases pressure (P) nainst the walls or else

the walls push out so that the volume (V) of the room increases. A decrease in

temperature (T) pulls people together for comfort and decreases pressure against

the walls.

2. Pauliexclusion principle: Each particle in an atom occupies a unique energy

state; no two members in a group maintain the same role at the same time.

3. Fermi-gas law: Every molecule in a collection of gas effects all measurements

of the gas; every member influences the total group all the time.

4. Heisenberg--uncertainty principle: The more accurately we -easure a body's

momentum, the less we know its position; the more definite and certain a ea-

ber's role, the more uncertain his personal attributes and vice versa.

s. particle- For every part-cle of any emotion (e.g. love) an equal
particle of the opposite emotion (httc" is stored in restraint (unconscious) or

else is expressed elsewhere.

6. DeBroglie-wave mecnics: All energy is measurable as both waves and particle$.
The etional att:iutes of the particulate individuals on the one hand and the
continuous history of the group's styles of emotion on the other b are polar
aspects of the sane phenomenon. An emotion can be carried around over time and
distance by a single individual. Altrnatively, an emotion may propagate Itself
as a wave-like disturbance through a group., moving from one member to anothcr.
It movy inhabit one individual only transiently.

Thus, a nursing group may devote itself enthusiastically to caring for patients
on a ward, but only the members actually on duty really feel the enthusiasm

at he moment. Drastic changes in attitude toward patients may be passed along

to the next shift when it comes on duty.

A student anxious about an impending exam asks a fellow student a puzzling ques-

tion. When the fellow leaps anxiously to his books, the anxiety passes on to hil.

On the other hand, shared anxiety may become lessened anxiety. This, tuo radio
frequency waves ay interfere and cancel each other or may result in audio fre-

quency gaves-audible, conscious.
7.blw of thermdynaics; rk and entropy; AG - H - TAS:

- hange in enery available for wrk = change in total energy content minus (ab-

solute temperature x change in degree of disorder).
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-pjysics work group

G i energy available for work work accomplishable
1 - total energy content strength of manpower-pool

__ T- absolute temperature apathy of workers

S-- disorder (entropy) degree of disorganization

= 8. Thiri law of thermodynamics--maintenance of zero entropy. Any pure crystal
at zero absolute temperat is in a state of zero entropy. As long as it7
remains in that state organization is perfect, predictability is absolute

(no molecules are dancing around at random), information is at a maximum.

This situation correspondS to a book. What's written never changes. Within
the book, what ?Ollows what is always predictable. -Preferably the book's
ideas will be well~organized too like che book of Euclid's Elements of

Geometry. The situation -also corresponds to a fixed tradition- -c-Ohna-ing
absolute and unquestioning -faith. -ithin itself such a conserve (book,
tradition, legend) produces nothing--not even by chance. But when t he_
conserve is attentively faced -by a questioning, uncertain, unpredictable,
energetic mind, changes do occuri The mind can become more organized, can
direct its energy better even though some energy may evaporate in the pro- 
cess. Thus a group can guide- itself in part by the relatively low entropy

-- -of books, traditional role-s etc.

9. Newton--force of-gravity, magnetism or electric charge.
F-= Gmlm2/r

2 the closer together two persons, the greater the force of
attraction or repulsion-between them.
G - degree of interpersonal attraction assumed by the ambient culture.

Sexual attraction, for instance, is considered more effective in Spain
than in Minnesota.

m1 = personal attractiveness of one body (e.g. the man)
personal attractiveness of the other body (e.g. the woman)

r- distance between the two bodies

10. Einstein--Space and time relativity. Two objects experiencing different
states of acceleration, or different strengths of gravitation- experience
time at different rtes and perceive space differently curved. If a
-gravitational field is strong enough no information can escape from it and
a "black hole" results.

'A group with intense bonding and smooth emotional interaction accomplishes!M
more and lives through more em0tional life than people outside the groupi
This is-equivalent to saying emotional time moves at a different rate for
the group. Als emotion A ace b-etween persons is lessened. If this
phenomenon is powerful enough,th6e information engendered will be bonded
into the group and-can never pass outward into the outside world.

Members usually think that when the group breaks up they can take into the
workaday world all the skills and knowledge they have experienced in the
group. But the intense parfts of the experience don't pass into -the outer
-world. We sometimes say the outer world is not prepared to accept the us
who experienced the groupandwe ust therefore revert partly to our re-
group selves. We say the outer world hasn't had time to reach these ex- -
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periences or that it is heading in the wrong direction to reach them. The
group experience may create disharmony in a marriage if only one spouse
joins the group. The absent spouse can never understand some of the thinrec
that happened, and the experience can not be utilized in the marriage. The
same applies to co-workers, club members, etc.

11. Yukawa--Nuclear strong force: the force among protons and neutrons (nucleon:,
which bonds them together into an atomic nucleus in spite of electrostatic

repulsion Once persons have grouped as heavy nucleons to each other, as
with family members, combat buddies, certain working musicians, etc. the bon
between them exists forever as a potential but is ineffective at a distance
beyond the ken of the group. When they are again associated the bond sud-
denly becomes powerful--even though they haven't seen each other for years.

'Th.1 quantum-mechanical behavior departs from the lassical physics of New-
ton above. In physics this nuclear force is not a mere action-at-a-distance
but an intimate passing back and forth of a pion (a small positive particle)
_between a proton and neutron in a wave-like vibratory fashion. The nucleons ==

must be in close contact in order to make this exchange (of emotional givine
and receiving). The closer the nucleons, the more rapid the interchange so
that no one can tell which is giver and which receiver (of this small,
positive particle). The pion is a part of the proton and the transfer 'to
the neutron is a giving of a part of the proton's self. The pion is a
class 0f particle (meson) distinct from either protons or neutrons and- is
fit to be shared among any proton-neutron pairs. Nevertheless when a part-
iculd pair vibrantly Fiares a pion, the pair is in close-bonded rapport
(by the strong force) and is oblivious to the notion that pions can be =

s-hatred with any other nucleon not presently in close contact. In a nucleus
with an orgy of more than two protons or neutrons pions are bounced vibrantly
among all the nucleons to form the total bond of the nucleus.

The formula in physics for the strong force is:

F (1/R2) EXP(-R/r)
R distance between nucleons M
r radius of 'the nucleus itself

-Thus the moment a nucleon slips away from the nuclear boundary the strong M
force rapidly dies away and the nucleon is influenced only by the usual
forces of the world outside the nucleus--forces such as gravity, magnetic, i.

For human groups a more appropriate formula would be:

F =t(t- - R0

t time the member spends within the group
T = time spent outside the group
r radius of the group itself _

R= distance between members

Here when the member leaves the group (R>r), the binding force becomes _

imaginary and-even the imaginary force fades eventually with great time and _._

distance.

-__- -
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-A member presently bonded inside the close group may feel outside forces
:asimaginary gine they affect oziy his memory. Once outside the group he
may feel that inrgfoup forces were imaginary since he is currently affected
only by the:tfaditional forces of the greater society. To the dreamer the
dream world is-real: the waking world is imaginary.

Our formula for the strong :orce--bond within the group reveals only the general
tindency. Actually in hu1, a contacts there are several proxemic shells--as
E. T. Hall elucidated.

-The coziest social shell, the most quickly bonding, functions at a distance
where noses can touch. A caressing brush of two muzzle areas lights up the
very primitive rhinencephalic area of the nervous system--a part so prominent
in the rooting pig or the burrowing mole and even far more important in the
earthworm. Auditory communication in this shell is most properly in soft,
intimate whispers. Eye rapport, however, is not so practicali It is im-
ossible to maintain more thand fur members-this close, and the bonding is
best if there are two men and two women. With three members this configur-
ation is less stable than with One member of each sex or with two members
o eah se. tangely enough the same proble s prevail in h isotopes

-of hydrogen and helium.

-The second proXemil shell ranges out to the distance where one member can
still reach out and touch anothe;. Actual touching need not occur. Within
this distance Auditory communication is by soft Voice. Eye latiguage is At
its best. Within this shell a football team cn huddle. Most group therapists
find a group of six or eight proper for a traditional therapy session.
The same number is proper for a dinner party for it is about the largest
group which can maintain a single conversation. A third stable number seems
to be about 16 where at least normal voice level dtill suffices and where
the Army finds thesquad sergeant's voice still in control.

The fourth shell's radius begins where the member must raise arid project his
Voice to reach the others. Good eye rapport is impossible....

The binding force for each shell might perhaps be expressed by its own form-
ula, but it would b, ;,f littli practical use because, within the fourth
proxem she i -membesj continually create and dissolve sub groups having
different shell sizes and boddng energies.

Strangely the rosL stable groupings or shells of atomic nuclei occur with
-one.each proton .hrd neutron, 2 each, 4 each, 8, 20 and so on. But beyond
this stage of description nuclear theory and group dynamics theory are no
longer so isomorphic. And indeed Ihaveprocrusteized abit ith all of
these isomor~hies to make them more useful. -But as Aristotle said in

effect--an ingenious person is one who can use analogies that no one else - -

has perceivedo

isomorphies occur naturally or artificiailv? )

-the late 1940s Kurt Lewin in Massachusetts and W. R. Bion in London demonstrated
e ability of goups to pool their members' talents and work without any formal

st-uctured hiearchy- or leadershipi Strangely enough, Mayer and Jensen3 in 1949

-AC-
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-emphasized evidence showing tha the atomic -nucleus need not be considered merely
a cohesive "liquid drop" as Bohr andWheeler had formulated it in 1939. Nor need
it be considered a c0ncentric hierarchyof shells as were the atom's electron
shells. In retrospect other phy§icists -found there had been for years plenty f
eVidence that the particles in othe-nucleus were a sort of gas collection creating
and dissolving various inner energy l evels or shells which showed no fixed hierarchy
nor concentricity. They semed to cohere by an average strong force only 115
the energy of their kinetic Aitation.

Thomas Kuhn4 (1962) explicated science s tenacious attempt to make a traditional 
_U

theory or paradigm explain everiythinguntil suddenly science breaks with the old Aparadigm and honors evidencewhih-.-has been available for years. Thus in the !-

-astrronomy- of the 1400s we constraied' -the earth-centered paradigm to keep on ex-
plaining evidence until suddenly tha M evidence seemed more readily explainable-
by a u-centered-system -Kuhn-_ e-sn-m could- bhae men_ ti oned that -the -constrainn arJg
was- really an isomorphy exiendingino many seemingly unrelated fields. fSignlf
cantly, in the late 1400s9 many-yP#l ean to see their villages take up minor
roles as satellites within a ntostare. Was this loss of local centralty

-imorphic with the- lossof the -thcentered universe? Thus a cultural Zeigei
--common to all Western sciences-and-groups may-lead each science to look especiallyfor evidence which suppOrts stylish -condptes and paradigms which, of course, turn-
out to be isomorphies.

References:
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tions. He nay--v- en ourage-( tlxe lorimition of cnrudttcos which
formalize spacial inter-role chanor: is. Thme suilply sergeantCI . on Tuesdays.

d.# Introducing ffOftfhs-Cfhil! ;n.C ilOnitoriiig thlen. -_*e coa-
Usultaint he"n tcccii. nn'' nOf tile cor:'anx' eiiscoWvm its nYr-v

tan]: and se sbatter m:a-S Of ntL:tiniat. After a coreriA tu1-

or a ritual has becen aoine for rne or tjo r-n thIS the(_ contli.mnr
should help re-evaluate -it. Forr Often it has e!vaded its uia-

'lPh ;irvilar.i t,, to i'n':",-- ~ n lan c' tsc:~l
aliots .e! Luconsultant to ;er t'-'rww t!!G- ClXiflT-t tiiJ1" connjder
his num n'! i)n esnr. '"heo cVta zin' c:-nrdhe to'Ptt. .,.I LIzflt t1l1
client sns it hurttLer. ime.tI ,zAre contin,: allv vr".Per to0-

gthler until the. Iclnt C~-- u~e alOf i-t% inmlicatj enPs. I'ue hind
of relation thle client fo-itm _the cn~nzn V.cgrE. sdata

itself (to the consulan U.11- lest). h con-itnnt -nitIrate:. Owe
rnount of stres uhich tnia elient can bearT and vet continua to zo -a
pres. The, client gets the r Usen of i s crm resoin ce. ri ch tcerc i o:
previLosy aceSsible. Te c-lient ad conitnt ofton deja" Th,
solving oG; a Crin:U--ti-fl null it rover so tat the corlui-fl ca s(-a
the long-te-rn consoo"Iuen-cw-, the resourcs, and the: desireS ivnplicit
in the problem.
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T1'.e "diagnoses" ;ire raech~ e c receive mrno, rir v. a -r
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the indlividnnlr-a necessaitx to : rnrr 4317 Od 1ill. _
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2-i Prn.ssa fo3on tation. Vle Consultant -gets fornal pmud.-iflin
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8. The1 P primiaryN company fear is that thle informall contracts nald the
peroitllyreuarding relations hboag Individuals wili lie broke3up.i For exampile, there nay. be-no0 rare -roonhigh tillft, Or ,I-r- 7-v ,r=C7t

an uglv- secretary instead of m~y no- pretty one," ±I can't ork t

ntIVnedrs racket Or thle football plool on thle job any ruoreci'I
9. The conn-any- becomes stw depandenlt on the consultant that it can't

vei 'uithouc Ihim (The coMIMany oftn fighits such enendetiz by
wIthholinct in formation ft-on- tile cocsuxnt.

Resistar6ces of Consult-ant. (lote: Cannnnvy resistance and colrlsJ "art ra s-
Vance ar wuully part of h ae rcs.

COp 1:l zr,.; had rfln' to, look hmOver ai16n to zccepi: ip -r..nry

1. heconulant'n~s inelttofai'ne to ctin tO l :--bfre n
The -conul tanit i'ay, of course, ye);1 atLotalcravoW ui~

2. Hie na3y doo, hisift faln c by delpingm a relntions!IMv In -~tl
iefftiv, company r.ner 121 do noat have, good cu:ru- ccno
pOvtr lines in the cozlCnc;v. Commiting himel so rai: a- thYee"
late:: Tiax ruin thle collmliltant's c nnea to relaetotennoceta

3. eTh consutn tiko h.rf as cne who is goi ng- to eyc at
dftStciLc chlange or a cuc-P all in'~ hiraSnelf. lie uill not let r C~,
doeit.

4. 71he Consultant rorkzs On r. i duaehl a-nd Personal problen 0MS f lr__r
and blinds lhinsehi7 to how; the cnrn v' rejarions vith in_-'.rlta1
a re citngui-. Such a co"sIlt nt -S:;alIv hcl icives tle
rather than the cordapan.t i.s= ~c oF thle cons-jultstio IUN

5. TheW c-t s ulitant ts C!vrp u C~. du ,nd colnned tedaer t(.c '

the ~o;n-.lfliv dons 1tco h-i" - ;I' r - hn-a 'Q ou]aair
aloscomny menrs"a to 0if- it #I, T jrn
t h a n'chol ofson;opES'allogMr tn -nt Ils ollbe rnf~nr~sst of ="n-IP- ..students to be teaelinr.. rat-1r th;nt ec~n so

1!unl' suclh a consultit -n 11 -alo allow thle co-:wrn- to r -11 r---="c re.c.:tlv
on burnsreaioss th. .roduction- suff-rs.

6.Th consuiltant: allous "t-sel to te sred into 'winC rir en 'rI~
br fo rn. iae7ahe oif the ofu', ith a certain no:,sLttan nf 'g 0e

_ierrchr- rather than a demt~ach,.-Ed: consultant: "ho0 relates- to al echA I I L
Ion of Deople pretty r-np] 4 uy

7. to conl.tant is frig-~ Ili I t " frt "disistrous c~ nn--
-daifm- isur-IfIter ic -a --10jumluncmunrti-ncatln J-I I

corn'nr"I so thlat --aeun n'. r a. I i-~COUes conSCanuS.(
~Seiuc'nt- 1-i t~r rr nrd I~r tr' ori

ContraCtui .1 In it b-:. US A-r1 At I i~-
-~~~~~~~~~~~~4 t_'~icanl o~~-' ~~ w"ok h ~n' 'A

ft~~-htened off i:, m.k n i a.,tec~~ia'~ mo rre pro~etiv. 1!" rus." hr.cidtV
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company's conmunicatln hnnl y ct information is usully.ta form of -resistance on the company's nairt rathelir than the break-
dovft of resistanc. -Th le co..u Otaut should renb1-11Ier that theI

ona's indarj oid ltn ofJn a INsal hbta l
mcaism r hc the company- hSas rca-inod through; pra ctice o t

Own -necrbers andle nares.

8.The -consultanit fals for the pressure--often, a flattering, preu.ar--
to riake too earl%, a din '1nosis andi rctconnendetionn or to go. on and
nakei' ba guessworl: di.agnoses nnd recoirnndat3o Fn, which are lnot
really warranted by the data or byv the consultant's contractL.g

9. The consultant falls fohr a sil' ar uressurec to do indifvifdu;;l i
therapyv. Such tifernw divemrts the COfln''s, the 1-fl'vac='U
and ther consultant's atttentilon froa the nriar; taeF of4 ccm.nsujltn
tinn. Y!'he primairy task is to deal Wit!; the rronp n-- itsotic

ti~w rotes-exmrand itrnl Tc a cons" ttent o;ut td
seesM all1 brobliens as indi vidual perso-nprr-.blrns mind not mf: C~romlp

reaton Wthitelf or iwith tie a.ftzral -m-r1. Swm consult-
antgs- avoid such disat-rous 1i.tMation% to ;';'cn thrp ri howt-:t
idiosyincrasien. of their owk, tOur. relati n t ' ;me l ton theccn
nanv netmuers as a cun olle;e Ihose war]: also s rith, th-e

copny an Motwt parcicitlar individuals.

10. The cOnuit1ant ralthes b!inself nimnsleto the co-annv liclhre
forecant laveit o"-so' atth ied at Consultation*li

neonates a Vested interesnt in1 thje connanv 's incapaci ties.

Dclrill his uloriants of obs rva tion or in'vnszigfatom, the connl~tlnnt i'S
nFrCrely a nerson lueconinr- xiressed. it is fa'--talX to an*- hin;sOlt, a t d::x
ob -sucrv in' time_, which nrinciples, of n;cityor sociolov t- i fun.
Such a rimantion col.,s nSer the O obse'rVatin-n. Ahnn the consultant~ is I.; ni-
it over. It it. not - tdr~ilv work- ofosevtonit tiste"de

- afte the clay is ended which, solves and.rrics

how to EK mane a corilin

a.Us zmreerernt of the'( cor-manTV's luiz 1 r cc! ll In _!ommd lcrrnr

to obntain entrance mdinfoltuta-gon to .11 othler leavel: of flfac !

2.lie tile p'roner co-res to tlhe director of anyrc~r~etn his

bermission. toc visit his realm.
3. Lxnla inyeudr n-insion to lkc': Tn- bers of the !orra 1hi1erarell- o f t

conpanv, 'begiinnPg 17j r1 the tor., and win t ics r.-ppl' trust.
P;n;er that hiructicral poop'- cIn not tru t sine they tru-st

Search~~~~~~~~ aor inon Uh~ e~n-a n t!mtuta htvroe r
Vtcet nrdtyarvn cot h hr h

hit :: VI:2i::2tw estaonn:;, lif LA.ita=1n. -n pepi m- au
daz infcn o-VSV--MSI.H
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6. Paid group interviews of variegated individwals nko, idwn

t a.a roups 11411 have group data not available front- individlual
people-here it is better to focus on "oil'ieetive' tash of the group
Andl the compn ratiner than on the internal group p rocesses, even
though e", licatio of sne g-roup pnc1~e ra nwhn th ruF

74Do all the above work i n tihe eOL'pflnV s work-ing- and living pl-.nrr
rathe-r titan in your ouxn nrivatc offic.

8. Uck!e direct observAtiotto of grouns at 'yOrk

9. 31;k a dletailedl Stidy ofT sane 1:ev roles and aulPso Irth indiidr 

uho occun'"; ths ors-cg ormin, C.tMRwn,

()The acts carried aoit l!. h iiiiv c _n--iht: nc ~i
an nr~~ ~rieifor thos acts .

J1
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) al1ter a company without altering, it self.

14. As the consultant grows in his. conception of what the company and its

leaders canl do againfst their wt-ternal world, and as he groiws in his
undlers tanding of that world, then lie nesU-t be sure tj!3t key peazons or_
the company keep abreast of ini, f or thie only inmprovemnent in the co.-
pany comies from what the cormnvy does, not from what the cow='1Dtn"
does. This i*;s Contrast to fte ast nude byr some doctos- n

social roforners that they lhnow hest and thie public ui juist have to4
hav: it os~sot even if it doesn't understand" tmw. The con--
sultant nay, of course, havie a haicre cosnopolitan picture of the situn-

m 1 h11 seif to works vLi 'm-fr--v

tsIc nncn uthsis not ternua- sOt. coinilt=I
ant hielps the company to dlo what it emn do with thle resourcesf it -*U
able to utilie. Success nax' Consist in dloing a fair lobi wit ndjor
resources.

1.Training0 of the social consultant (patne 34-2).

a. A Bach elor's Clegree in Soci ol ony '~hlgAnhooo .o
posbly 'olitical Scienct. -- lee the consuiltant doesn' t beccrrw

hlahiruaitcd to trhinl-inew about socia-l ph-eno~nena- Without t-e
thinking, practical j eiec can rov1le idl-e and not cotnetc-I

with thle total style of the tinmes. A
1-f One or tw~o years of fiJeldreachaaencoatinorta-

under academic sure-rvxiott1. On his project, thendn:rrltEl fluSt reveal a theoretical area, cnler d~,argALUe
hnw-mz and n-fcs pt --F yit hfr sn i--er

betee the train3-irv of so~lres'z-rchtei moroerS Mn soal.Elant-, bu-,t--

c. One or two --,ears in a cl4 n-1 ca1ognzto-rlztl crt. oi

p -0.ht':heran an group t-eav Ja30r tEva;trcital
cocernan socia sue.Cb thus can the consultan- -

(1) transactions bertwe-en client, or group, ind tL" consultan w On

(3) the stress ind ividtuals and! roscacon :-. lan y!o thevi;.. -_

=it, (4) tile deverlonuent of a traditional ce14c of ethica remnonsi
b 1I i tv which. is not y'et nresent ancn-gp pure cnri c or reseat'a- _

orient people.

d. finnrcsticcnthip as a social consultnIt ina mental health field' iw-
rram-first acting as a rmse.-rci assiistant or as a closely s'".1 "_
di--arholrer in various corpamnick and as an obser"qPver in other conm_
sultart instit Uon tihan lhis own. 9Exaple of~ such1 consuaion
cot.l2 Includeiscn rbtin t ori:, puic iinallth conutation,_
C 4-t'v rianagenan t etc-.

( . tore irtorartinn ith tMe -atZ _u

tion. arnm g ;-rbrio .~u~ rOm Cr n anid so~utxosnn . 1d ' j
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5 () akes Pa.nnie exardoc their- mum selft and their am m roun as
thle consultant Is supposedly ex-aning then.

1b. Organizational changes -re eistif thle ortinization has(1
short hita y () no extra orv.anizatioa. ties; hich conrvnit :aost

of thle ieaders-e.gM.,hi-; fanily interests, !;necialrliin
affiliation, since fnily arm.d reliio have long hisronil,(3
uinitedl or uneve-n Success 4_11 the pa-st, (4) itigb personnel tun-
Over, (5) mr nera dissatrinfia2d with ec.-h oither and 1!XIIlVbiC
and workz, ()advcntiirous lendfrs oir a nm!ew led1e.0r d ate rn~ Fp:
nakze a flar!: by new cont-ribution.

c. An organizatiAnn is a- unit. Ak part or an rPs latn eanno-C uYL
pernantentiv ch1n.'eu u1-less t:IP lar.ger sy.s-tn of tSac tis az
is rana-ged throughi thatcnne

d. Ever': cliaurg Ii-hih an nrtniato il c-t t r-Alir z
thle enr.ernal world.-- its a t 'iiLirv tcs in" ne:and rwrne ...

the narketavilibx Of its- gods tc.

e. Ev ery c1~anac ink the OWCnI.=-in tvnc oi sevceX_'Csarin
vratocr ial 1 peinonue] etc.-wil Acr, i;- intal o-rani -
not;: light.

f. A change caa ha pernmanent it1 onm-05sT Ifor-er. '-nd reo"l c an)'
other outlets or if old' enrn es can join withi new e::tcrnurnoet
or encnies.

g. A change Cn-n nim ranent" i1f it. hcone0-s riruallize-d. Iu ra e:

r~~~anent ~ ~ ~ Z a change- na fezthccrnv so that- it cano hap
furthecr in lin-fe wit chnin? L-c-'- and -codsei. CGren m 2 ~t>_

viduaa re tiN!! to their br nEt l~~ . AIsa;c''
Treat the rc-st nis1e than to C~wnrate at.

l.Forces5 ag:Q nins citap dnld (I' dir~to 0v7 ann:Mt. '' _

eiuctation of rcxard n prenet ns,()ueevisr~
rew anh; rcsulton;; fr t -eP chantma. (3) succesinar-c --

anviorlinj nub t or c:an r I ans--heccaumo this s"uCcessp-=r
probiens and uOOPla USUZ 'Iv urer old *i-, -- O~'r~

euphoria a dc',nvij a v"u r flsOir--vnt!o:1lar I
cones z'rnc nf undri-:in- dc-"n tan ttwe g-rnw's w a' to.*
thr-otig-h the change. :.lcp th.s in"' uk-' U2 .~ e~o .
cone dopxcssic-d, Or ti-.v T _-.L''-v ,6 rl a- n W.-
the innzovating- groupl Put tr.e- ret U' tie COMMnyFe
repiprocal neranoza-1_ n-,n: al-rr'-as wii e;;-'-ra ane cr. ~ '
(6) ever-one wil- rri11 test cas-e~ teS ign ed to provC n o'-l _

thle points. a inaivikaund O r .s n-lii. An znnxv; '.0 a r ; V.,ot
rav alon hold timan 5 i 6uost nr:; r-d i 1late' rrtet- cose tha 1sV
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TYPES OF GROUP THERAPY

Hatthew D. Parrish - Decatur, August, 1972

Natural Croups vs Contrived Groups

A natural group is one which would exist even if there were no therapy
being done upon it. Examples are a family, a baseball tec, a legislative con-
ittee, an infantry squad, an office staff, a high sche±l Listory class. Such

a group is usually trying to accomplish some work as it faces the world outside
the group-some groups work quite aside frm any therapeuaic Inprove=zent of the
group itself. Ttus tie history class a be trying to learn Aerican history.
Of coursc, such a group may for a part of its life undergo therapy. For in-
stance, family therapy.av be applied to a total family. Some educational or
developmental changes may be wrought In an office staff through a nanar.emcnt
workshop. This may be equivalent to therapy of the gron.. All of these natutal
groups have the advant-a- that the nembers can work prod4tivIv unon some prae-
rial, s---n- auditnce, some market, or some enemv external to the nronp itself,
yet the practice of some o.f these tasks can weld some of the londs Lctween e-rup
meters and can help the group to develop and progress as a healthy group org - U

Contrived therapy groups, on the other hand, are groups which would not
exist except that the nmaers come together in order to get therapy. Such a
group, for instance, night meet in a mental health center once a week nd they M
night consist of a collection of people who have never met each other before
and who do not work toether in any way except in this theraur group. Stch a
group tends to concentrate upon pathology. Particularly it teases out tile
pathology of each individual within the group. 'he rrout, finds it hard to con-
centrate upon pathology of the group itself-pathology of productivity or of
organization or of pecking orders or of methods of getting work done. Natural
working groups, however, find it easier to concentrate on the patholory of the
group and somwhat harder to concentrate on individual rathology. For embers

of natural groups do not autoatically feel that they b e met in order to dis-
cusS their own persoual and individual pathologies. Fo-r these reasons it is _

easier to treat a group which exists for some productive work other than therapy.

One caution: Since so many people have read psycholy. books and since
thene are so wary therapists trying to work with groups Uhila remaining oriented

only to rtvidual pathology, a true group therapist has to stay very alert no-
adays to keep the group action from pvng into therapy of isolated individuals. __

In case after case, wortsishps for familv ccrercal aaid governmental tea-- have
= concentrated so intnsely on anlyzing individual skeletons in the closet that
Many e s could no longer work together.

The C== on Tvmes of GiTOUi Theran-Y

1. Dyadic groups are groups which meet in a closed rom with no ozh--fr
people present except the therapist -nd his client. These two re

constitute a small group. The therapist rst cnsider the action of

| U
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the client, the action of the therapist, and the progress of the rela-
tionship between the client and therapist--the history and development
of the two-person group itself.

When such a group consists of a minister doing pastoral counseling
with a parishioner, then God is considered a third member of the

group. If there were no involvement of God the one member would not
be a parishioner and the other would not be a minister--they would
simply be client and counselor. If the group does consist of thera-
pist and client, the third member is always the culture in which the
group occurs. The counseling is done with a view to the mores and the
prejudice of the society or culture which both therapist and client
must face when-they leave the office.J

Another form of dyadic group therapy occurs when therapist and coun-
selor talk to each other in tha presence of an audience. For example,
the group may make a videotape of the session. In this case the two
members may not know what audience is going to watch them. In other
cases they may hold their session before a known audience which watches
through a one-way mirror in order to leani group therapy te.hniques or
to get some vicarious therapy itself. In other cases the audience -nay
sit around in chairs in the same room with the dyad. In such a situa-
tion the audience members are usually called group members and later
in the session each of those members may be free to take his turn
within the dyad. In other words, dyadic, or one-to-one therapy may be
performed by having the therapist pick out one member of an audience
after another to put on the "hot seat" for one-to-one interaction with
him. The advantages of this are that the members of the audience who are
not on the hot seat feel almost as relaxed and free of involvement as
do members who are watching through the one-way mirror. Nevertheless.
they get a lot of vicarious treatment and excitement, In addition, the Ao
therapist has a chance to perform and show off dramatically. This kind
of therapy was often practiced by Dr. Fritz Perls, among others. So
mjch for the dyadic therapies.

2. The group treats the individual client. In this type of group therapy
the entire group focuses its attention upon one individual, The thera-
piEt acts truly as a member of the group and not as a god, aloof and
detached from the rest of the members. Every member contributes in
some way to the direct interaction between the individual in the "hot
seat" and the total group. Thus an entire group, with various members
in various interchangeable roles, is treating one individual. Later
on, the group may shift its attention to another member.

3. The entire group treats the entire group as a group. In this situation
the members have interchangeable roles but the aim of the entire set of
roles is to improve the functioning of the group as a whole. It is pos-
sible that one or two individuals may not improve, or in fact they may
worsen. Such individuals may receive therapy in another group or in
individual counseling sessions, or they may improve later in the same
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group. In any case, the group does not halt its progress merely to
concern itself with individuals. It is seldom that a single individ-

ual actually must leave the group because most of the individuals who
worsen are doing so as part of their role within the group. As roles
are modified and interchanged among members this situation usually
takes care of itself.

Groups Classified Accord4ng to Size

1. The total access group. This is a group usually ranging from a group
of two to a group of about fifteen, in which every member is able to
communicate immediately with every other member. Usually this means
that he can L to any other member and can look at any other member.
Nowadays there is such a neglect of tactile communication that most
group workers have forgotten that communication by touch is very valu-
able. A group of fifteen may not, of course, have total access by
touch among its members. If the group is larger than about fifteen it
still can be a total access group, but the time taken for the group's
processing of information is so great that there are usually several
sessions of almost complete chaos before the group can get a feeling
of how to get its ideas expressed in an orderly fashion without setting
up a leadership hierarchy or some other organization to allow more
artificial processing of ideas. Thus a group of fifty which has no
special agenda will take about five 2-hour sessions before one member's -

utterance will be logically connected to the preceding member's utter-
ance.

2. Pomegranate groups. These groups have the miembers arranged in sub-
groups, like the seeds of a pomegranate. There may be two or three
sub-groups clustered in the same room and communicating easily with
each other. A special example is the fishbowl group, where a cluster
of five or six people sit in a circle surrounded by the larger audience
group of perhaps twenty or thirty. The members in the fishbowl carry A
on an active interpersonal therapeutic development, whil. the audience

watches. There is usually a rather frequent substitution of members
of the audience for members of the fishbowl. Thus, anyone with an urge
to express himself can usually get to do it pretty easily. In the pome-
granate type of group there is always a certain amount of interaction
among sub-groups, that is, one sub-group as a whole affects another
sub-group. It is not a question of merely one member affecting another
member. The sub-groups themselves take roles.

3. Intergroup action. in this type of group there are several distinct
groups meeting in different rooms, or perhaps even at different times.
Each group as a whole Communicates with other groups. Each group may
play one particular role and these roles may be changeable among groups.
A group may communicate with another group by descending en masse upon
the second group. It may communicate by sending a messenger to another
group. It may communicate by sending an ambassador to another group,
empowered to negotiate in the name of the first group and to commit the
first group to whatever he decides is the proper thing to do. The group
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may communicate with others by electing a representative to a cen-
= tral congress or committee which decides what to do about the group's

future work or development together. The intergroup activities usual-
ly are therapeutic for the groups as a whole and it is very seldom
that any great attention is paid to an individual member as a person
on hiU owM. If he gets special attention it is because he is occupy-
ing a special role. Intergroup exercises are of value in training
therapists because they make the members think in terms of whole
groups instead of in terms of individual members. Following such
training the therapist can usually revert to a total access group of t
perhaps a dozen members and yet can keep his attention upon the group
development in such a way that individuals actually fare better in
their own therapy than they would if he fragmented the group by con-
centrating on first one individual and then another.

Summary

I. Groups classified according to origin.

1. Natural groups. (Concentrate on present group assets. Work on
external tasks.)

2. Contrived groups. (Concentrate on individual pathology. Examine

past troubles and inner thoughts or feelings.)

ii. Groups classified according to type of therapy.

1. Dyadic groups.

a. Two people isolated in a room.

b. Two people interacting before an invisible audience.

c. Two people interacting before a visible audience. Audience
members occasionally take the place of one of the members of
the dyad.

2., Entire groups which treat individual members. (The whole group

attends to one member for a prolonged time.)

3. Groups which, acting as a whole, treat the group itself as a whole.

III. Groups classified according to size.

1. The total access group (two to fifteen members), (Every member
can have immediate communication with any other members.)

2. Pomegranate groups (ten to hundreds of members). Several sub-
groups act outwardly upon each other as well as inwardly upon
their members (e.g., fishbowl).
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3. Groups which act upon external groups (20 to hundreds of members--
employing messengers, ambassadors, representatives to central 
boards, etc.). -

IN
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A VETERAN OF THRE 11MRS LOOKS AT PSYCHIATRY IN THE MILITARY

The TV-Opinionated Soldiers and Civilians

Several years ago Marshall McLuhanI predicted that television would prevent

a long war in Vietnam. For the American public could-not long tolerate TV's

insertion of the battle, the jungle, and the suffering people right into the

American living room. In the summer of 1968 1 returned from a year in Vietnam

to find that 'he Americans who sat at home were far more confidently certain than

we soldiers that they knew what life was like in the front ines, how Asians

thought, and what ought to be done in Asia. Such was the dramatic clarity of

news and editorial presentations that these Anericans discounted the fact that

their information was necessarily filtered and biased through the minds of the

news operators. Communiques from the diplomats, the anthropologists, the busi-

nessmen, or the military men could only be mildly dramatic. They could never

look exciting on TV. Battles, suffering, and argumentative editorializing do

comu ac.ross vividly on TV. In fact, TV practically inserts these vignettes into

the public mind. It is the nature of TV to pick up these clear and dramatic

images and to emphasize them. This has little to do with the integrity or. the

careful concern of the news reporter. The medium itself iS the largest influence

upon its own content.

Now, the soldiers in Vietnam were direct exPeriencers. They actually received

whatever of suffering, enjoyment, md learning went along with that life. Even so,

I found the soldiers interpreted much of what happened to them in terms of what

they viewed on TV. Even in the midst of real experience they were not immune to

this m-dium as message. By 1968 most soldiers had access to TV in Vietnam. Indeed, __

high-flying American aircraft relayed TV programs so that they could be received

over mst of the country. Nevertheless, TV could not completely convince the __

combat soldier that the world of TV was the entire truth and reality of Vietnam,
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and when the soldier returned to the U.S. he would try to recount his personal

feelings about Vietnam to the home mericans. Ile discovered, however, just as E

othar veterans had discovered in WW I, II, and Korea, that he could really onlyI talk to people who had equivalent experiences. lie had to stay close to where

the home Americans were in their thought. If we veterans recounted some adven-

turns or feelings which were incompatible with what the public already was

certain of, then our good friends and the people with whom we had to do business

would tell us we were wrong. They would explain to us what Vietnam was like.

Itwas easy to get ourselves accepted as long as we maintained, for instance, 4
that there was absolutely no excuse for American soldiers to be in any overseas

theater, that military doctors were crude ana inhuman, that poverty and misery

in the U.S. was far more important and more horrible than such problems anywhere -

else in the world, that the Communists were not serious comptitors of ours, and

that the less we learned from Asia, Africa, and South herica the better. For

the home Americans seemed to "know!' from the media that the Vietnam war was more

immoral than the Civil War, the Spanish Aerican War, or World War II. They ex- Z!

plained how we soldiers should feel guilty for fighting such an irmpral war. I,

myself, am surely influenced by these many colleagues who tell me what I must feel

and whit opinions I must have if I am to prosper in America. There is every rea-

son for me to forget as soon as possible all that I have learned in Vietnam or

Korea or W.orld War II.

The Need to Forget What Seers Contraryto Our Theories

But doesn't this endanger psychiatry-this urge to forget? In some future-_

war will we not return to the very high psychiatric casualty rates of early World_

War i, World War II, and Korea? Will we not find it necessary at great cost to __

rediscover the methods those wars revealed to us and which we so readily forgot

between the wars (but fortunately we remembered in Vietnam)?

- -:-- _--_ - - = = = _



There are certain truths and certain practical procedures which human

beings cannot bear to remember long--for example, the surgical principle that

one dOes not suture up a contaminated wound. In the ridst of mass casualties,

however, suturing seems to be such an irportant and caring thing to do for a

patient that the mass psychology makes surgeons oblivious to this and other

hard-learned surgical experience. In the Wozcester,Xass. tornado of 1953, sur-

geons worked heroically far into the night suturing some 300-odd contaminated

woundt. We can predict that under similar conditions this will surely happen

again. The military takes great pains to be sure that this sort of thing does

not happen in combat. So many of the surgical and psychiatric principles seem

to shcw less concern for individuals, even when they are showing the most pos-

sible concern, that the medical leaders in the ilitary can only receive condem-

nation for advocating these principles. The greatest emotional rewards come when

the military doctors forget these principles, that Is, until combat begins. Wat

are some of these principles? -In surgery, very extensive debridement of wounds

made by high velocity missiles, colostomies ior every penetrating wound of the

intestine, guillotining for all amputations, no suturing of contaminated wounds,

etc. -In psychiatry, no direct evacuation of purely psychiatric casualties to

big- ear hospitals regardless of the seeming chronicity of the disease, assign-

vent of a psychiatrist to the staff of every combat division, maintenance of the

patienits group Identity with his fighting vnit, itr2ediate psychiatric management

of th casualty in close proxmity to the scene of stress in an atmosphere of

strong social expectanc* that the symptoms are transient. 2

llSyhiatry's hard-to-reember truth is -he fact that a psychiatrist does not

cure a- man's anxiety concerning combat by simply evacuating him from the combat

zone- On the face of it, it appears cruel to retain men in combat, whether or

-*ot they are sick. Nevertheless, hard experience by many countries in many wars

has- shown that to evacuate such men far from the conbat zone only increases their _
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i- -  inability to tolerate stress. Such evacuation makes attractive a career as

patient in order to cover the sense of failure and the guilt of now abandoning 1=
WK - the-peers who suffered the same stress but were not evacuated. It makes many

men psychological cripples far into the future--long after the war is over.

This principle is so hard to accept that the veteran who has had some shock in

a war zone gets automatic sympathy from millions of people who believe that he

should, by humane right, be allowed to remain sick. Some pension systems are

even now set up in such a way that the veteran is actually required to remain

sick-in that if he improves psychiatrically his pension is taken away from him.

Thd" To" Psychiatries

The popular national gae of "if it weren't for the military..." seems par-

ticulai:ly to intrigue sme doctors because they naturally zesent the special

draft of doctors by a citizenry which wants good medical care for the citizens

in the nilitary. For any who want to play that ge in the medical literature

I'Ul di-scuss the usual complaints:

1. The militar psychiatrist -Antains his primary commitient to the Mili-

tarv selrv-'ce rather than to the individual patient. Yet by far the majority of

military psychiatrists have been trained in civilian life and have practiced

there. In their personal work with any soldier they express whatever opinions

seem professionally appropriate to them. Thomas Szaz's "Bootleg Humanitarianism"

is not confined to civilian practice. I have seen young psychiatrists in the

military convince themselves that a temporal lobe seizure caused a soldier to

steal the key to the supply room, take out a rifle, load it, drive to his ser-

geant'lo office and shoot him. The biggest difference from military practice is

that thre private psychiatrist is seldom working for a social group or comunity.

lie is working for the pay he gets from the sick people he treats. It is very hard

to get treatment from a private practitioner without paying. In the ilitary,



however, the patient does not affect the income of his psychiatrist.

Beginning in V1W II the military set up centers with a community psychiatry

approach. A dozen years later we in civiliarn life also began to utilize this

approach, as we realized the value of family therapy, of neighborhood network

therapy, and of psychiatric cooperation with schools, churches, unions, indus-

tries, and personnel managers. The community ps.chiatrist now feels he knows

more about his patient because he sees him in the context of his family, his

neighborhood, and his employment. Some of these groups, for instance, may

scapegoat the patient. Civilian community psychiatry may so improve the rela-

tionship between a particular hospitalized patient and his community that it

- will pull the patient out of the hospital and reinsert him appropriately and

- usefully into his community against the protest of the pure hospital psychia-

trist. For, seen against the background of hospital life the patient himself

-was unchanged. The community psychiatrist often works under a board of respon-

sible citizens and utilizes a team of rehabilitation workers, cotmunity agency

Econsultants, and family therapists. He feels he knows much more about the total

I problerm of the patient and has much more power to bring help than does the psy-

chiatrist who is confined to a hospital or an of-Ice practice. In soe instances

psychiatry (in either civilian or military life) is dominated by the type of

_management found in "hospital and office psychiatry," and in other instances it

- is dominated by "comunity psychiatry."

2. Military psychiatrists do not keen confidential their patients' utter-

ances. Yet in over twenty years of psychiatric practice in the military I was

never forccd to reveal anything a patient told me in confidence-though I was a

witness at many court-martials and boards. rnrthermore, I know of no other

psychiatrist in the military who was so forced. Just as in civilian life, of __

course, a patient charged with a crime nay be sent to a psychiatrist for evalua- -_

tion. In these cases the milita~y requires that the psychlatrist uake certain
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the patient understands that whatever he says in this interview can be used

against him as evidence. In court, the attorneys ask the psychiatrist whether

he explained this principle of military law to the patient. If the psychiatrist L
did not, then his testirony cannot be used at all. ienever a self-referred

patient of mine was later investigated for some alleged misdeed, the investi-

gators would ask me what I knew of the patient's behavior, thoughts, etc. Since

I had not told such patients that their utterances could be used as evidence

agains: them I never had to reveal any such confidences. Thus the psychiatrist

has no conflict when the self-referred patient reveals homosexual proclivities, n=-

for in;tance. Conflict arises, however, when the patient says he has just mur-

dered 'tis children and is going to murder his wife as soon as he can catch her. A

-This cinflict about confidentiality exists also in civilian life.

3. The transference relationshin ma' be "distorted" because the patient

sees Vie doctor as an officer as well as a htr'an being with r-dical knowledge and

skill. Furthermore, the psychiatrist ,omself may be unhappy with the money he

is ma-kng or the climate he lives in. Yet I have noticed some civilian psychia- -

trists who are likewise unhappy with their ot. This may further distort the

transf rence but all transference is, by definition, a distortion and is no less

useful a phenomenon simply because different attributes are distorted.

4. The military -j;vchiatrist is often e:::eriencin the same conflict that

createl the patient's s*-rto' since they rav both be esposed to artiller fire

or to lifficult policies from Hih Comzand. Yet in civilian life-and especially

among Aack and Spanish-speaking people-I hear the coplaint that the upper-class

Anglo ?sychiatrist cannot understand "our prclles" because the living conditions

and th prejudices do not affect him. Perhaps the most misled of all psychia--

trists is the private practitioner who believes that his world is c letely

unffe:ted by the social conditions which affect his patients. _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _d
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5. Man ilitary patients are character and behavior disorders who are

merely lookin for secondary gain. in the military, a psychiatrist is sometimes

considered to have too much control over the life of his patients to allow for- 1=

a proper human therapeutic relationship. Military doctors tan "order" their

patients into a hospital because the military Command has generally gone along

with this policy. Yet, if Cor.and opposes the hospitalization of a patient,

the patients and doctors complain bitterly. They want the doctor to have this

power. In recent years, civilian jurisdictions have made quite a furor about

the confining of patients for years and years on the "back wards" of hospitals

without due "process of la." Private psychiatrists have often referred these

patients to such a public facility because they are too difficult to manage in

private practice. In the military it is extremely rare for any psychiatric

patient to remain in the hospital for -mre than a few months.

in the years from 1960 to 1962, when I was on duty in the Ar-y Surgeon

Geneal's office, I made a record of all the draft rejections for psychiatric

reason.. These rejections were for mental disease, not for miental retardation

or delinquency. I expected that the amdous life in the big cities might re-

quite twice the rejections in Philadelphia as, for instance, in Columbia, South

Carolina. But to my surprise I found that consistently the psychiatric rejection

rate in such cities as New York, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles wzs 12 to 15% of

their total medical rejections. The rate in smaller cities such as Columbia,,

Atlanta, and New Orleans averaged 0.1- of the medical rejections. Is it possible

that these big cities have 120 times the psychiatric disease that the smaller

cities have? Is it possible the draftees of the former cities find a mitary _

career more rewarding? Is it possible that there are more psychiatrists in the

big ciies and more money to pay for a psychiatric opinion pronrncing these =cti- -

tens too sick to be drafted? 1 checked on the number of psychiatric discharges - __
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from the service, expecting that the proportion of such discharges might be low-er

a=ong those from the big cities, but the rate of discharge for psychiatric rea-

sons was about the same. Very strange.

6. An%# doctor who patches up a soldier'e body or mind is only rakinR it

possible for the soldier to no out rnd kill prople, or even nerhans to be killed.

This is equivalent to patching up a cannibal to go out and eat more people.

Perhaps it is better for military doctors to help their patients to naintain a

"illicn dollar" life-long handicap in order to avoid the risk of combat. Yet,

in many civilian jurisdictions it is, of course, quite proper to kill unborn

babies when their mothers are mentally disturbed. The unborn babies are less

able tc resist than the ene.y soldiers are. Pesides, the babies are even easier

to dehtmanize because no one sees them face to face. What is morally right and

wrong seems to depend on what is popular in one's current society.

7. The psvchiatrist who sends a soldier back to combat onl sets up the

soldie: for a psychiatric breakdo-n six month or so after corbat. We who live

in the U.S. "know" that war is horrible and therefore it -st produce many psy-

chiatric casualties. the London blitz should have produced them too. The fact

that Vietnam and the London blitz did not imediately produce these casualties

rust nan that they will occur later somewhere else. A cor v nsychiatrist

igh t say, "There were no delayed reactions to the Blitz because no co=--_itv or

class r.eeded such protests." Ma y need to believe, hower, that myriad nsycbi-

atric casualties should have occurred in Vietnam but were perhaps suppressed by

s;e tEchlique of the ccmbat psychiatrist or his hepers. if neuroses should not

bloom uat later it night indicate that combat strengthens egos instead of weakem-

ing th-. Me can't let that seem true, Therefore, we =nst look for delayed

syraqtcns; we must expect veterans to develop Synptons perhaps six months or a

year after combat.



A six-mnth post-combat syndrome vould have a pay-of! not only for us who

want to avoid Asia and recall overseas armies, but also for the veteran. He would

get special treatment for a service-connected problem and possibly get a pension.

Witch syndromes were quite valid in Salem uthen our social expectancy gave power

to such syndromes. The 'Vi Jones Index influences, through society, the very

stock market It measures. Voting surveys influence the real voting to come. In

a similar self-fulfilling way we can produce a iatrogenic syndrot=. Th ps- -

chiatrists need it; the veterans need it. But such a delayed sy"droP± fo.lws

In continuity with present social expectation, not with the long past stress of

cotbat itself.

Expsion of the Professional Self-Inage by Learfrg from the -!,:arv

Every day the military bdical departments u ashedly learn from civ'lian

teachers and consultants. A few civilian medical institutions also greatly ea-

rich themselves by similarly learning fr-m military mdical teachers, prati-

tioners and authors. Other civiian grouns, L-.r , deposit al cruelty nd all

stupidity in the military services, and even in -h e military aspect of t-e

Presidant as a person. This operation produces the illusion of two segr Eede,

autaonous mdicines.
A paranoid segregatIon of all civilian -ad nli3arc rofess s ad prac-

tices lea to two possibilities: (1) The rlitary takes over the civilan

goverurt-as it did i- the !cnan tapire and in many modern Third orld coun-

tries; (2) Sone foreign country takes over tha "peaceable" nation--as Gemn-is -ha-

and Cortez took over peaceable cultures far rare highly developed than their

Wteaever cingilians realize that militaryW repnibity is an element of th e

personal self (whether it OM to be or not) and --ene " they regulate the mili-

tawb sharing in those responsibilities, a d ecouraing their sons and daugh-

tars to do the sin, then the ilitary scrvices bec- a civilian defense force-

howevez professional It nay be. World peace becomes a possibility g _-
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Independent nations (for no nation can even be an independent Meber of the

I ,hU. unless it has adei-Juate nilitar y se -rices). Each clt;in, mreover,

develops a broader self-image. Each psychiatrist, able to learn fro= both

nlitar sad civilian societies, -iroadeuns his ability to se-ve any co-aity

with Its variegated stre-Ses.

I nj~ n, M & Fiare, Q.Snand Peace in tie GlobaVfae2

J York: Banra rt4k, 1963, p. 134 ff. _

GA.3?. Prfrciules of Ochat Psychiatry. !liitarv U! ci,
117 27-33, July, 1M.5
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MR A PSYCHIATRIC VIEM OF ECONOMICS

-tatthew D. Parrish, H.D,

Host market activity today is a process of obtaining and controlling
changes in mood.

The Value of Htood Change

Economists usually speak of economic demand as created by human desire.
If many people begin to desire somethiug formerly considered useless (such as
a stuffed toad or a picture of some particular Skid Row character) then te
economist considers this desire an economic force which produces good market
activity. Once a person's bare essentials of survival are met, however, most
of his economic desire amounts to a striving for a better personal feceling--
a better satisfaction, a higher degree of happiness. Now, with much of the
world living in an affluent fashion and with the rest of the-world in close
advertising communication with the affluent people, there is even more ten-
dency among the masses to drive toward satisfactions and happiness, and there
is less concern about bare survival.

But what does happiness amount to? A constant level of culinary satisfac-
tion, for instance, would lead to monotony. The most pleasant feelings develop
with an increase of hunger, a satisfaction of hunger, then a return tu hunger,
in a somewhat rhythmic fashion. People attempt to maintain an irrepti- r rhythn
of mood change. -!,is need for mood change produces demands in the n.ariet. We
usually buy a cert. in automobile rather than another at the same price not be-
cause the first one provides better trnn;portntion but because ye get a more
pleasant change of mood when we speed along in the first car or when people
see us drive it.

The Example of the "Total Institution" I

Let's take a society that is miserable--the members don't have enough to
eat, there is no way to get ahead in the world. Just imagine the wretched life:
the rain problem--how to find shelter; the boredom problem, the cold, the un-
friendliness. Members of this soc :ho see other people living much better,
aspire to have better things for tl -Ives. Imagine something similar to a
ghetto. For example:

1. A prison, where everybody's life is controlled and no one can get
out of that environment.

2. A ship at sea, with sailors confined to that floating world.

3. A factory, where people are monotonously working and tcying to
tolerate the long work day.

4. A classroom, where people are pretty much forced to go to sehool byR
the authorities or by the need to get employment. They are not

Director, Division of Training, Illinois Department of Hental Health.
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interested in the classroom nor in any action that goes on there.
They arc really interested in graduating.

All these people are in a ghetto kind of world. GoffmanI considered some
of these worlds "asylums." Such people want to change their moods. They value
any agent that can help change their moods. Such agents may be:

1. Drugs--including alcohol, tobacco, tranquilizers, and perhaps tea
and coffee.

M 2. Food.

3. Sex.

4. Violence, including accidents, war, court battles, "sharp" business
practices.

5. Entertainment--including sports and games, hobbies and gambling.

6. Work.

7. Religion.

8. indebtedness, or the process of getting into debt--including shopping.

9. New information--including gossip and study.

10. Self stimulation.

1 . Drug as Mood Changers

Any drug will change mnod, but some drugs are better than others. Strych-
nine, for instance, will prc.duce convulsions and even death--that's a very
powerful mood changer. LSD will produce craziness, the subject will see all
kinds of objects in brighter colors and more shapely shapes than he ever saw
before. The objects may be the same furniture and pets but they are more bTil-
liant, they are more full of meaning, more fearful and lovely. The subject has
a fantastic mood change. Sedatives, however, will quiet down anxieties and send
one off to dreamland. That, too, is a change of mood. Drugs are absolutely
wonderful at making these mood changes and they are very much needed in a soci-
ety that is full of monotony. In the Long Binh jail riot in 1968, prisoners
broke into the dispensat-y and gobbled up pills by the handsful--any kind of pill,
aspirins, sedatives, anything--they didn't care what effect it had just so it
had. some effect. Any effect was a change and any change was assuned to be good.

2. Food

Drugs overlap the area of food. Some people consider coffee and certain
vitamins or hormones as a form of food. Nevertheless, they can change mood.
Roast beef or a bar of candy can also change mood. They can bring a quiet sat-
isfaction and prevent irritability. People on reducing dicts are often irri-
table. Food is especially important in a monotonous environment like a jail or
a factory, where people sit around and watch the clock and say, "llurray! It's

60 f A
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N : only 20 minutes till mealtime." Partly the relief is clue to tihe "drug" effectof tie food itself and partly, of course, it is due to the event of tie meal.

For any event or adventure may change a mood.

3. -Sex

In a ghetto, a school, a prison, an idle group, sex becomes an importantI mood-chaner. Hiomosexuality, masturbation, rape, courtships--all these things: change moods.

4. Violence

Violence will quickly change mood. If you pct a tooth knocked out the
change is pretty strong. If you knock out somebody else's tooth that also
changes your own mood. Violence helps you to express anger and to feel pity.
One end of the spectrum of violence is exercised xihen you burn doin houses or
kill people. The other end is exercised when you experience violence vicarious-
ly. l1.hen you sit and watch a house burn down or you watch the police quell a
riot, you are not participating in it out there with your body but you are out
there with your mind. Accidents also relieve boredom. A bored or angry man may
drive a car in such a way as to make it a little more likely that an accident
will take him and others out of the present routine. An overtime workman may
deliberately let the paint bucket spill so as to relieve the current wor: strain.
A train wreck provides relief from the monotony of Try going to work today. I

K will perform twice the work in rescue heroics and will attain a self-satisfiedfhero's mood.
5. Entertainment and Celebrations

You may also look at the violence on TV. You may spread around yourself a
newspaper which describes these terrible things. This vicarious experience is
not quite as strong an experience as arson or murder. It is the quieter end
of the spectrum, but it is very influential. A TV show, for instance, itiserts
a new mood right into your room. A movie house provides a dream world for you
to insert yourself into. The movie uplifts, depresses, fascinates. Entertain-ments of all sorts bring mood changes. Caesar's "bread and circuses" certainly

made a mood change. The entertainment carried people along, satisfied them,
and they didn't have to protest so much about city problems.

Gambling as a form of sport or entertainment has special value in the ghetto
or in a "total institution." This is particularly so when a member gambles
against great odds, for psychologically he really cannot lose. Suppose he bets
a dollar on "the Numbers." If lie loses, lie says, "Well, what do you expect?

It was 1,000 to 1 against me. How could I win?" On the other hand, one time
out of a thousand, he wins. lie takes in $600. Then he s .ys, "Wow, somebody up
there loves me, I'm great, I won $600 for that one dollar and the odds were a

thousand to one against me!" Investment at 12% cannot possibly provide such a
beautiful mood change.

Places and times Customarily set aside for people to "go crazy" allow
people to be sane and sober at other times. Traditionally, these relieving sit-
uaticns include fiestas, parades, bars, circuses, hangings, mental hospitals,
football games,
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6. Work

In the "Protestant Ethic," work often takes the place of many of the other
mood-changers. Some mon dedicate thenselves so much to work that they need
very little drugs, sex, violence, sport.s, or other entertailnnrlnt, and they can-
not understand why anybody else should need very much of those things. Y

Poor children in the depression of the 1930s stuck to monotonous or de-
grading jobs. Poor children in the affluent 1960s thought they deserved better.
They seemed, therefore, to become more susceptible to drastic mood-changers
such as drugs, violence, and non-traditional religions.

7. Religion

Especially to people in misery, religion brings hope and the ability to
detach oneself from the iniquities of present life. Its reassuring rituals
bring a confidence in the predictability of some events. Even devotees oi sri-
ence can avoid some disturbing emotions by immersing themselves in a faith that
the universe is reasonably ordered.

8. Indebtedness

High pressure advertising and the prestige which society accords to "con-
spicuous consumption" of certain goods gives many people a thrill out of buying
a new car or a new set of silvervare which perhaps they could very easily do
without. The anxiety and concern produced by the bills iihich come in when
these people buy on credit provide another change of mood.

9. New Information

The excitement of ge- ;ip, high pressure advertising, bad news, or the self-
absorption of academic study or of meditation also control mood or encourage
changes in mood. 7M

10. Self-Stimulation

Mhen there is not much sensory stimulation in the environment, even the
most normal people will turn to forms of self-stimulation, such as talking to
themselves, writing, rocking in a chair, playing solitary tames, masturbating,
hallucinating. All these self-stimulations help to regulate moods.

The Commercial Use of ood Chanszing

Advertising, of course, makes use of the prestige attached to "conspicuous
consumption" or the seduction of sex or the elation of entertainment or music.
It promises further mood change if you buy the advertised product. As far as
mood changing efficiency goes, there is no distinct threshold between a drug, a
celebration, and a piece of new information. Host physicians, indeed, know the

- - popular reputation of a drug Is often its most potent ingredient. The fashions I -

and emphases of usage among the various mood-changers determine the course of
commerce in a society. These fashions determine the spending habits and the
production habits. Advertising and education influence the fashion. The people's

__ - -~- ==~ -==--7
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fashionable employment of a certain mood-changer then modifies, in turn, the
kind of advertising and other education arising in the society. A business-
man who can predict or control the fashion of usage among mood-changers can
obtain some great new mood changes for himself as he gains more prestige and
ability to control people and spending.

To incrPnce production among workers, management may purposely introduce F
a "Hawthorne effect." It may change the lights in the factory, redecorate the
work spaces, or institute a coffee break.

The mood-changes occurring every evening and weeend promote better pro-
duction during the working hours. Workers will tolerate the irritation of the

-8-hour work day if they can get relief by returning to family squabbles and TV
the rest of the day. On the other hand, the mood change provided by work
allows tolerance of the eventual irritations or monotonies of home life. Work
usually has the added advantage that one is e:pected to complain about it and
to seek an unreachable relief. A man wiho complains about home life may be con-
sidered a crank.

I got the Impression from living in Japan that Japanese businessmen could
tolerate a very high level of strain and rigidity at their highly competitive

Western type of business life because their home life was so comfortably rclax-
ing and oriental. Typically, on arriving home a businessrian took off shoes,
donned a kimono, had a long hot bath, assisted perhaps by wife or mzid. Even the
lunch break for many businessmen included personally congenial waitresses influ-
enced by the geisha tradition. American businessmen of comparable status
resorted to the martini in a more mechanically commercial atmosphere. Tle
Japanese ability to arrange appropriately drastic mood-changes and reliefs allows
the people to face greater stresses and accounts for some of their ascendancy
in world conmerce.

Social Target Organs

A drug, a recreation, a piece of news, a teaching process, a sexual activ-
ity, or a food is always targeted toward some part of the society. A tranqui-
lizer, for instance, may be inserted into a neighborhood or a suburban school
society. In most such societies the tranquilizers are taken by the mothers,
though a few rmty be tal-en also by the teachers, The target organ for the tran-
quilizers is then the mothers. They take them in order to live with their
children, their husbands, and their monotonics at home or at work. It becores
fashionable for mothers to take certain ninor tranquilizers. Alcohol may le
targeted more toward working men, and Tarijuana more toward school children.
Nevertheless, a drug or its equivalent in violence, sex, food, etc., does not
merely affect its target organ within the society but it affects the whole
society. If the teachers or mothers are on drugs the children are affected.
If the children are on violence or sex or over-eating, the fathers and mothers
are affected.

Some events which are combinations of news and violence afford mood relief
- to almost all sectors of the society. In the 1800s, hangings provided this sort

of thing. Hangings were in high style in those days. People used to go out and
watch them. "We have another hanging coming up this month. Who did they hang
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last month? Dn you r~eember that? Oht yes, that was a good hanging." Now-
ad;y a hanging and other forms of execution mnake very little splash, however.

adahy. arifding out of fashion. Their place has been taken by hijacking.
-"Was any plane hijacked last week? Do, thuit was a quiet week, wasn't it? I

wonder when another one will he hijacked. ZDid they ever catch that guy %'ho
parachuted with all that money last month?" A drug wzill af fpet the socialI
sector where the particular drug is In fashion. If a drug is not in fas.hion,
it will affect very feu people. It nay, in fact, only affect the porson who
takes it, and he usually uill be somethuing of a "loner." If you are not a
loner you iill tend to take a stylish drug. Noiiadays there are a great many
fashionable drugs to choose from, but even so, only certain drugs will beT
stylish for your particular class. T1he working class can take alcohol or bar-
biturates but not LSD), for LSD is not in fashion for them this year.

There are alostyles of social concern botmood-changers. In the past
couple of years there has b)een great concern about the use of heroin, marijiunna,
and other "drugs." There was much less concern, though, about alcohol, al though
it was having mauch more effect on the productivity of our society than the old
drugs %:ere. Nevertheless, because people worry more about, say, marijuana,
the effect of that drug on the society's mood may actually be greater than the
effect of alcohol--even though alcohol is hilling more people by far than rari-
Juana is. Because of marijuana's fashionableness and because of its reputation,
it changes the social mood very drastically. Society pays a lot of attention it
to it, gers a lot of entertainment out of it or a lot of righteous excitemeunt.
Thus a relstively clic:.pIand harmless drug may be used to sulbstitute for those
more helpful to the mortician--tobacco, alcohol, andi excess food. Furtherm~ore,
the excitemont and the mood cla.nge is just as great.

Sometimes whole nations are target organs for rood-changers. IUhen a natIon
gets established in srdall rhythms of mood-change there is no necessity for
either increase or decrease in progress. There is a rhythmic sort of steady
state in society and a. high degree of contentment. Soma other nation, hm'v'ver.
may be in a cesspool of misery and will not seek rhythnic alterations in moKod.
It will to for a grand change, usually effected through violence if, as is
usual, such a country has a high degree of racial or cultural vigor. This have-
not nation will then produce an automatic mood-change in the contented nation--
involving it in police action or war.

Interchangeability of the 1130d-Chanflers

A Back in the 1950s the people of Harlem complained that the increased use
of heroin had satisfied the white people by decreasing the violence and the riots
in Harlem. Marijuana and alcohol had not been so successful at decreasi.gvio-
lence. The marijuana had moved from 11arlem into the suburbs. Eventually, of -

course, heroin moved into the suburbs, too--finally even finding it,., way to
Viet Nam. We might alo decrease violence in the mid-city if we inserted buaket
ball baskets into the backyvards or perhaps if we roped off more streets for play
and entertainment. it would seen. that if you want to eliminate drugs Yv'u uight _

- be able to do it by Increasing sexual activity. Or you can elinzite sex.dal
activity by increasing work or entertainm'ent or vaol'ence. Relig'ious conversion

A ~can eliminate sever.Al mood-naraging activities. Ve have all secen it on occa-
sion eliminate sex, drugs, violence, entertainment, and even food._
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Special Effect of Certain Mood-Chang.ers

Itont regularly tal:en drugs tend to maintain the status quo. Perhaps
tranquilizers do this the best. Thus, some drugs nay effectively chanp.e
people into shep. Tfhat's a pretty calzi status but not necessaril.y the way
human society survives hest. When traniuilj;-Jnr, drugs have taken away your
anxiety or concern about events, you don't ]earn anything, you can't even
receive operant conditioning very well. You don't respond to rewards and
punishments, you just don't care. That keeps any change fromt occurring, it
keeps any learning from transpiring. Other drugs, such as the stimulants,
tend to make people more anxious and jui, py. This may be uncomfortable but at
least it is a change in mood. Since their juimpiness is not very productive,
the stimulants don't usually change the status quo. The most they do is not
produce riots or some unreasonable activity. A really good calculating crim-
inal iyill be more effective if he is not on drugs.

Work as a mood-changer can modify the status quo. Work itself becomes for
M the middle class a big virtue. The middle class will start a new work project

or a new sales drive in order to change the mood of the group. Everyone gets
caught up in the enthusiasm of the new project. They come to work earlier.
This work project then relieves them of other troubles they nay have been expe-
riencing outside of work-trouble with their neighbors or maybe with their
church. So they don't come home until midnight. They stay out planning great
things. Their whole mood is changed.

For the ghetto, however, work is not so val,,able as a mood-chauipEr because
the ghetto member doesn't think he's working for himself, le is working for
1"the man" and lie's only worl:ing in order to keep body and soul together. His
real interest is in other mood-changers such as entertainment, sex, food...
lie doesn't get any benefit out of the worI- except just the POney. The middle
class man often gets a lot of prestige, on the other hand, and he thinks he's
working for himsel f. Among the ghetto people the hustlers come the closest to
the true middle class entrepreneur. They often work for themselves and nobody
else benefits. The only trouble is that most of the hustling projects are
short-term ones. Anyway, hustling and crime in the ghetto sometimes does take
the place of work. It does for the gjetto people what corporate organizational
work does for the middle class. This corporate work enables a person to Cngrage
in rather violent and dirty competition while still considering it a virtue.
Some businessmen who succeed in ruining their competitors feel very successful.

Sex is probably the least practiced among bankers, politicians, and lawyers.
-Hard-working people have little need and little time for sex or food or violence.
Although it is possible for them to be addicted to two or three things at onte,
few of them are addicted to an inordinate amount of sexual activity. Soretimes
they pretend to be, however, and even (with secret joy) get into trouble be-
cause.of their pretense. Sexual activity is even more inhibited among narcotics
abusers Sex addiction itself is most comon among young people who have not
yet devel1oped a Rood strong addiction to work, to food, or to drugs. It is com-

= mon among both young and old in the total institutions or the ghetto.

= So there are these equivalents-drugs, violence, sex, food, sports, work...
They all have the effect of changing mood. Now, not one of these activities is
really in itself abnormal--not one of these peneral categories. hat's abnormal
is the addiction to some categories to such an extent that the addicted com-
munities don't really accomplish what they want to accomplish as a society.

-oFZ v
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Hood-chauigers and the Man.,gompnt of Mental Illness

In any one conminity a certain %niount of deviance--mental illness orI
dell ncitienry--is connidered appropriate :at certain places and times, and in-

appropriate at others. Appropriate occasions are, for instance:

Disturbance of the peace: 4th of July.
Slanderou ac ations against the govearnment: Hyde Park, London.

Sexual license: F~isching in Germany, Christinas Holidays.
Transvestism: Ila.4o-an. On Sta.

liallucinatians: Religious revivalI meetings, seances.
Drug Stupor: Cocktail bar, hospital, private parties.
Cruelty to animals (vicarious violence): Bull fights, cock fights.
Exhibitionism: Bathing ])each.

In anly particular society, some established mood-changing institutions m~ore
than others will further social1 progress and individual viell-being. Local
governments, schools, and neighborhood associations can encourage these
healthier institutionn. Certain retreats, workshops, fiestas, seasonal fairs,
and circuses, for exampnle, tuight be developed further and used to augment the
more conltinuously available resorts, churches, and entertainment houses.
People can he expected to stay in irental hospitals and jails only temporarily.
Other places and tines can be allocated for the legal and hecalthy exercise of
deviance in order to halp) manage these problems.

in the United States today there are some forty "lodges" developed in
mental institutions and composed of psychotic people who are row functioning
commercially and domstically outside of hospitals. Thle idea for these lodgcs.-
which essentially contain no professional staff-was derrribed by Faiiather.-

Many coimunitien now realize that the control and r-anagement of deviance
can only, be done effectively by the same co,"i unity which producedi that very
deviance. New attitudes toward mood-changers and new uses for monod-changers
can help a local ccsisunity to control its own deviance. 'Not only can eipotionJ
releasecd in revival Tueetin,-s replace alcohol as a mood-changer, but a neig;hbor-Ihood'i; expectations and attitudes toward the man vho has just boughlt a neil
Cadillac may prevent another neighbor from going into debt in order to attain

=a Cadillac mood-change. A good service cannot often create new institutions to
change moods but it can at least refrain from discouraging the use of old ones.
Cartain mtentai1 health staff memers, furthermore, retain naerbershirp in sc
institutions. Some belong to one church or recreation group, and some to another.
The community mental health movement, then, should encourage mood changes in
places and tines beneficial to the individual and the group--even to a point that in
other situations would be considered mad. A mental health worker can rake his
own list of the mood-changers available locally and he can select certain ones
for his clients to participate in, either personally or vicariously, at per-
maissible tines and places.

Goffman, Erving. Aslus N.Y.: Doubleday-Anchor, 1961.

-Fairweather, George W1., Sanders, D.11., Cressler, D.1.., fl aynard, It.
Comin i tv Lift. for the Mentally Ill. Chicago: Aldine,, 1969, esp. pp. 322-343.



MODERN CHANGES IN CONCEPTS OF BOTHI TEACHING AND COUNSELING
By Matthew D. Parrish, M.D.

Here I will enumerate several areas where recent changes in points of view
have resulted In better teaching and counseling.

1. The worth of the individual. The perceived worth of the individual
fluctuates with the times. In tragic playwrights-Aeschylus through Euripides-
the characters were kings and princes with their childlike servants and subjects
standing as foils or as background to the nobility. The sublime thought and the
deep feelings occurred in the nobility. That's the way people expected it.

With the New Comedy of Menander a couple of centuries later, the everyday neigh-
w bors next door had become the characters in a comic drama. Some say that this
I - happened because the government had become so oppressive that only family come-

dies were considered safe to write. Any political issues had to be avoided.
Durrennat in our times said, "Whoever pipes at the last hole understands only
comedy." Perhaps that's the natural end of any history of drama. In the West-
ern world, Oliver Goldsith's play, She Stoops to Conquer, characterized only
comon people, and so did many other plays of that time. Unlike Shakespeare,
these later playwrights allowed the audience members satisfyingly to identify
themselves with the everyday human foibles and. jollies-not to aspire to the
poetic ideal qualities of Hamlet or Macbeth. Today, however, the common man in
his individuality seems to be important on a higher plane than the importance
one found in those earlier examples. I think there are two reasons for this:

(a) Knowlede has been spread worldwide to the co~son man through cheap
printing methods and, later, through other media, culminating in TV. However
unbalanced the education afforded by comercially controlled TV, that education,
nevertheless, makes common to more individuals an extensive but ephemeral range
of information. This sort of information power has lowered the voting age to 18.
Advertising methods have revealed to the commn people what is available to them
in the world :ad have led them to expect they can enjoy most of it. The great-
eat tension rlfected by this release of individual power is not between the haves
and the have-nots within the United States itself, but rather, it is between the
Americans and the poorer people of the world. Ninety percent of the so-called
poor people in the United States are richer than the average people in some poor
countries. In Korea right after the Co=nist war, for instance, I saw no paper
nor tin cans in the street-as we Americans expect in our own poverty areas.
Such trash in Korea was a valuable comodity. Many truck bodies and house sidings
were made of tin cans. Some Koreans boiled up American garbage for soup. The

Imost important fact, then, is not that Mr. Rockefeller is so much richer than
Mr. Shifless, but rather, that North America and Europe are so much richer than
Africa, Asia, and South America.

(b) Powerful individual weapons and skills are now available. Molotov
cocktails, tin can bombs, homexade LSD, other drugs and poisons, and powerful 1-
or 2-man weapons such as the M-16 or the new mortars and rockets, have made it
possible for any individual eventually to kill any person he wishes or to destroy
ay building he wishes, There is no such thing as an effective law to ban weapons,
drugs, or even murder. If people choose not to hurt each other in these ways it
Vill probably be because of a group spirit-not because of laws. Leakey's archeo-
logical work (as revealed in African Cenesis1 ) indicated that it was primarily
the development of weapons which set man apart from the apes and started his on
the road to civilization and cultural development. Today we have another African
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Genesis in that individuals, small groups, and small nations must be reckoned
writh because their Individual knowledge, their skill, and their weapons at hand
wil make them be heard. They cannot be completely quieted by big military or
police operations.

2. A new understanding of group dynamics and the poser of groups. In the

past, economists have considered that a large group with proper division of
labor could produce things more cheaply than a small group-the larger the group,
the cheaper the produce or the service rendered. But Parkinson's Law, 2 the
Peter Principle, and the Catt Concept 4 have shown that Inefficiency cannot be
weeded out of extremely large organizations or governments. Small corporations
employing 1,000 people can often produce electrical apparatus more efficiently,
for esnple, than large companies such as General Electric and Westinghouse.
It was probably this inefficiency which led the large companies to the price-
fixing scandals of the mid-1960s.

3. The demise of the idea that the lower class in Its socialistic demands
rerely expects the upper class to share wealth. For Instance, the old idea held
that the richer upper classes may have to share the same medical facilities as
the poor-instead of participating in a separate, elite system of health care.
People usually drew the conclusion that the rich would not tolerate this system
of health care but would try to improve the health of everyone in order that
they themselves might receive adequate care. This concept did not expect enough
of the pooled Imaginative resources of the poor as they became more educated and
sure powerful. The poor can be expected to assume a responsibility and to
develop a creativity concerning health care and the total range of education
which will bring a new level of service to everyone, including the rich. Such
expectations will eventually bring to the rich more benefits from the poor than
the rich formerly obtained from elite sources or from an exploitative commer-
cialism.

4. terapy and education are equivalent. Both of them can and should bring
about character change in Individuals, families, and groups. Education is now
strongly influenced by concepts which originated in therapy: (a) the develop-
mental stages in human life conceptualized by the psychoanalysts; (b) the ability,
when useful, to drop concern with cognition as the behavior modification thera-
plsto have; (c) the close attention paid to the relationship between counselor
and client by the Sullivantan therapists-the healing relationship in this case
is a thing existing between counselor and client rather than a structure within
either person; (d) the effectiveness of working with feelings and acts in the
here-and-now as existential- and some group-therapists do; (e) the special con-
ern with the dignity, and even the divinity of each individual soul-this is a
develaopment of Gestalt psychology, encounter methods, and Zen or Yoga.

S. The individual has the saw worth and the came separateness and autonom
*that he always had. "Me Western Individual is the swe before as after we dis-
Scover that he exists only as a figure against the ground of eilture, or that his

thought Is totally coerced by his language and his internal chemistry, or that
be Is a slave to whoever controls the public Information media.

6. Dederstanding between two people is not necessarily final agreement.
MAny philosophers have considered that knowledge was exact and certain. St. Augus-
tinme thought that there was a pure and perfect knowledge which resided in God and
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was radiated to us as light is. Descartes thought so in a mathematical way,
Kant in an abstract a priori way. Heisenberg and other physicists, however,
consider that there is no such thing as certainty of knowledge. This implies
that teacher and-student need not be in agreement.

7. The teacher becomes incarnate. Instead of retaining aloof with his
superior kinoledge, associating with the other angels of education in the staff
room, the modern teacher becomes strong enough in his own individual ego to
enter into the learning process with his students. He becomes a student with
them and participates with them in their feelings about learning and about their
relationships among each other as they approach the comson tasks of developing
skills and knowledge. The individual student sees the teacher as human like the
student himself. The student in soe measure, then, identifies with the teacher
realistically and not with an idealistic uncertainty. The same applies to the
therapist. He derives his own developmental and therapeutic benefits in the
therapy he provides for others.

8. Good educationists and good therapists are changing their view of their
work. Teachers will never know what to do with the bright student. The teaching
profession does not require the brightest people in the world. In fact, there
mt be one teacher for every 30 or 40 persons in the world if we are all to

become educated. So. 1 out of 30 must be capable of becoming a teacher. Nuclear
physics, higher mathematics, uicrobiology, and even some aspects of medicine and
Ia require brighter people than teaching. If teachers must be brighter and more
knwing than their pupils the world can only deteriorate from generation to gen-
eration. Perhaps tis change is slowest in Craduate Education. No college
faculty today would give Shakespeare a Ph.D. in Creative Uriting because Shake-
speare never took any courses in Writing, and the ultimate source of knowledge
about creative writing has been thought to reside in the research and teaching
staff of great institutions.

9. The individual exists only for the moment in which he is learning.
The next day he is a somewhat different individual and learning may have to be
applied to him in different ways. Encounter creates the person. This concept
frees education to vary itself from day to day.

10. Caplan's 5 belief that informal counseling in the lunchroom can be the
nt effective and can alo w the most consultative freedom. Either meter my
break off suddenly, without excuses. Rapt attention and the genuine expression
of smtions for just three minutes between to eople who are naanngful to
each other can be more effective than a 50-minute Interview or seminar, %hich
gradually vams up to expressions of past adventures and pathologies.

Gauges in the following areas, then. have necessitated changes in the
practice of both counseling and teaching: (I) The worth of the Individual--
including the worldwide spread of knawledge an individual skills to the con
S with the concurrent apparance of powerful ndividual weapons; (2) A new
WudestandIn of group dymaics and the power of groups; (3) The expectation that
the poor have a lot to offer, even to the rich; (4) The equivalence of therapy

education; (5) The reliation that the individual has the same abilities he
a bad i spite of mechanistic ways of looking at biology and psychology md
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inmrce; (6) Understning between two people does not necessarily bring agree-
=1 mt; (7) The Incarnatoin of the teacher and the therapist so that eatrn becomes

vidual who really learns something today becomes a slightly different Individual
a learning u~e- o theg clssoo orm of th vnev e y squi; (8 e.iditomrrw; (9) By Informal nethums, 1&iingc cuinaeyqiktie
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TIE PLACE OF FAMILY ThEPAPY lN CETRAL PSYCHIATRY
My Matthew D. Parrish, H.D.

I In the past 100 years, psychiatry has moved through four stages without
5 - actualiy ahanduing any of -the older stages as it noved to new ones-(1) dedi-

cation to the Isolated Individual, (2) child guid nce, (3) family psychiatry,
(4) comunity psychiatry.

Psychiatrv of Unattached Individuals

Those thinkers and therapists concerned with the individual in isolation
Included Kraepein, Frnai, the Existctialists, Bleuler, Adler, the Transac-
tional Analysts, atson, Skinner, and some aspects of Jung and Itoreno. These
men were largely concerned -,ith instilling strength or training into the in-
vidual so that he could get along better uith his society. T-.ey had a tendency
to consider life an advers-ary situatIon-the indivldUal against society. Sor
considered the co a sort of dvnanic filter which naintained a boundarv between
the Individual and society. Mluch therapeutic effort uas directed at inprovlng
the quality of this filter and the strength of this boundary. For uithin his
boundaries the individual was considered to have a store of habits and attri-
butes which mere learned from his earlier life.

In an effort to have more influence on the Incention of the inner diffi-
culties .hich caused the individual to have tr uble uit, his society, an enpha-
s5s developed on child guidance and nental hyriene. It was thought that if a
C.-IA * -,,e proeriy reared and trained the eventual adult w-uld be hapnier.
Bruno Betclhein and his Orthogenic School bec-" advocates of children as
Individuals wi€le the narents Were essentially con-idered the enery. A suprerI
professionalization developed amoni, child psychiatr-ists, who studied hinan

devclo,.en'L in depth over the total span of life but mst of then remained advo-
cates of children.

Psychatry o' Croos and Societies

Even file all the individualistic concern was developing there was a paral-
lel development of a non-individualistic psychologY and socioloy -hita, concerned
itself with the styles of behavior in wole societies or With the relationships
A Individuals. Tne individual's difficulties, assets, and personal charac-
tctistics were seen largely as a product of the society in hich he found him-
self. Such thinkers included Herel, Harx, C. H. Head, R. S. Sullivan, and to
sooe extent, Jng and !!oreno.

Like most other psychoanalytic institutes, the Tavistock Institute in London
=oved its prinax7 nission from that of psychoanalyzing patients to the training
of psychoanalyst: and the education of physicians, cleryen social workers,
etc. in the value of psychoanalysis. Fut then It vent a step further and began
to do research and training in. the effects of groups upon individuals and the
dynamics of interactions :nP groups thenselves. It found, for Instance, that
groups would often mike decisions which no single indIvdual in the groud w't-_

have made on his mm. Furthea-wore, individuals who felt they were representing
groups would beha-e as th-ey never vould have behaved when not representing the
troup. Thus, nich Individual behavior really was group-detemnined and could be
altered by alter-ng -rsp nenership
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Family as the Patient

In California, with heavy Influence from anthropology, Don Jackson,
Gregory gateson, Jay Haley, and Virginia Satir developed reasonable theories
uhowing that much mental illness could derive from the seapegoating work of
U a rm.ly upon its members. . 1any behavioral scientists then considered that
zhe pathology was inserted by the family into the family-defined boundries of
o of its members, who then became "the patient" and expressed to the outside
world the fact that the family w*as developing pathology. The individualistic
therapists of the older schools considered that the patient was actin, on his

A own and for hirself. Tiey directed their treatment at mnakling the patient respon-
sible for the behavior which the family expressed through him. This had the
effect, usually, of separating the patient from his family and circlunncribing
a boundary around him which included the family-implanted pathological behavior

__ as if it were exclusively his oini. Through association with the theta-ist and
with other groups than his family, the patient wlas redefined as a person and

altered h'M behavior, feelings, and image of himself. The family was usually
left to shift for itself. SometiMes it prbduced another patient. Sometimes it
was able, in its necessities, to recapture the old patient %nd :?define him
back into the family's pathology.

The family thernpists, however, considered that the pathlo. pervaded the

whole family. They saw the pathology as contained within tLhe boundary of the
family as an organism and not within any one individual. The new therapy was
directed at making the family responsible for producing and then for managing
the problem. The effect of this was to strengthen the "existence" of the fan-
ily. The therapists concerned themselves with the various functions--pathologi-
cal and normal--within the family and with members as organs performing these
functions. They often turned the families toward the outsi oe world and galva-
nized the members into a more usefil relationship as they faced their test of
dealing as a family with the world of work, school, or neighborhood. Some saw
the individual as permanently merged into the family.

Any individual strengths developing independently from uhat the family could
give him came from his membership in other groups--teams, companies, schools,
cliques, new nuclear families, etc, This individual strengthening was compatible
with the myth of the modern Italian's highly individualized identity developing
out of his association in secret societies, love liaisons, etc. in addition to
his extended family. But this strength was not self-made by the suburban indl-
vidualist in his steel-topped auto.-obile heading toward the grandest of all
Clusters of individuals--the ultimate traffic jam.

The traditional individual therapist had seen the ego as developing a set
of defenses such as denial, projection, undoing, and sublimation. lese defenses

-i were considered protective of an enclosed system. lTey produced certain stereo-
typed interactions with people and things. They attempted to maintain a status
quo. Carl .l.itaker, as a family therapist, said he did not believe in defenses
but only in attempts at growth. Both individuals and families were trying to
loove on in the flux of life.
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The Commtunity as Patient and as Meraninst

The sane concern for a '- .inical anthropology" that produced family ther-
spy also produced the hind of coruiunity psychiatry which cohcerned itself with
a larger corimunity, more economically self-sufficient and more varied-roled
than the nuclear family, or even the extended family. The community was held
responsible for producing pathological patients, families, rates of delinquency,
drop-outs, nental illness, mental retardation, etc. It was then held respon-
sible to contain and to manage them. Community members began to learn how to
participate in decisions affecting their own services. This was sometimes
painful to professionals, to universities, to clinics, etc., which did not want
famlies, students, and patients telling them what to do.

The local community was sometimes op-conned by a larger community (the
state) int accepting a certain self-boundary as a community and into doing this
psychiatric management. The state, for instance, might charge a county $100 a
day for every county citizen who got into a state hospital. Not only was the
individual rmerged into the fatily as in family therapy, but the family vas
merged into the community for much of its identity. When bad traits could not
be bagged into individuals or families and extruded from the community, then
the community assimilated those traits into itself and lessened its pathologic cl
products in favor of more-useful-to-te-comniunity products-other "economic ways"
of enlivening itself.

But what is a cotmunity? Some defined it as a geographical area which in-
eluded bet:enn 75,000 and 200,000 people. Political boundaries often imade this
geography necessary if not clinically practical. Another definition xias: a
group of faiilies and institutions, all of which knei of each other and had
influence upon each other. Still other thinhers considered that there should
be a cor.muning and an influential interaction between each individual and the
group. If every individual was not included then there was no connuning with
the extruded one and he was not a member but rather a slave, a saint, or other
part-image of a person.

In order to improve the comitnity's mental health we try to improve the
mental health aspect of the individual-to-group interaction or equilibrium. in
that communing equilibrium the individual includes within himself the complete
group. The group includes within itself each individual, but not necessarily
completely, since the individual may belong to other groups. If a member in-
cludes within himself only part of the group mores, rules, attitudes, then he
renders the group incomplete. The group cannot serve him adequately and he
cannot serve the group adequately.

'A)
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WAGEMEN1T ANDJ lW1NO11PISM

11v !1. 1). P'arrisht

Authority, Accountability, anti fennnsibiltVJ

Our Western sc-tist of iutlhoritv grew ouit of the nolotheistic Judeo-Christlan
ph ooh hc edAsigeGdrso.AI o the universe. I:::n thosetu

___ who think they have abandoned relipion still adhecre to monotheistic ways of

Goodi managers maintain that authority i!- lik-e gonorrhea. Youl Can give it
to someone else but that doesn't relieve you of it. Accordingly, we seek to
obtain clear lines of authority, accotintabtility, and responsibiitv. When a
mission falls we seek- to hold one person accountable. Ile may then get venigearnce
or compensation. Or At least we can get another manager And htold him Account-
Able for recurrence of failure, Furthermore, every vorker wants to make Cerai
tile limits of il! own authority and accountalilty. Pe can then feel so-cure
that lie -Uill not lie hield accouintable for something rnt tinder his authority.

lFollotiing the( moinothecistic pattern, for example,' :ill a-uthority for comaind
of thle Artiw resides forever in thle President. lie delJegates this .,iir!hritv to
the officers of the Arrmy and hie hoclds then accotintable to carry out the miz:iions

for which they are responslible Ohen they exercise their particular dolf?1-atedI

11tus a captain may have the autthority to carry ouit the mission oif building4
A cerLtin bridge. Tile' captain ma.., delefgate. to is lietitenant the ren.i;ponsAbilitv
for driving the pilen. The lieutenant then orders bis rien to drive the piles,I

and hie is accountable to the captain for thle way the pile. are driven. I f thle
liciutenant is delegated Authority over no me-n and no suipply of piles, then theI
captain cannot properly hold himi accouintable for not getting thie piles 0rivuei.
'rte colonel will hold the catptain Accountable, however, for tile failure of' his
mission. The lieutenant cannot lie hield Accountable for any part of thec failure

snelie was neLver givn Authority over the( men and materials to acconl~i£ iti-:

1;lpoe however, the lieutenant does, 11ave PKen and materials but takes then
of f and builds iln unauthorized dance hall. Tile captain will then hold thle liciu-
Letiant acctluntable for misuse of men and mlaterials4

As tie follow authority and accoun tai lity up toward their ul1timare suorct.,
a grave problem arisis. The President is accountable Lu carry out manly other
nissions besides tile defense of thle nation. Indeed, the economic And spiritual
morale (if the counitry may dhepend in large part on tile President's maint.aining a
respectable image. if thle Armi does something the people don't li,-c and the
Preside-nt is held accotitable for it, the President may lose all h!i. dirn ity anti
respi-CL. * hi I I 11111d dNArme the functioning of tit(! government anti thle morale of
the petople. Consequiently, If thle ArM -. tinder the Presidient's dlire-ct Ion, doesi
solmething unpopular the(, Pranident niv relieve a general 1-101 considerable public
fanfare. !be Public then vents its spleen upnn the genieral andi not upon tblulr
Preidn



41.iorIt #,t'o I 1i't, r proldii'r %y It I Iarotiint ai I H i" "'lie' cotintrol f; Lipiy dlg,';
110t. !MVP' 01MIiiiii,' 1I14llO" I It C.1 rI, 0111' .1 11 Lit(' 1111111110I iii1 thie livoite eIi' lmor for.* (Ufl-

ottwit Itolit .1dei'.atoi renonticIes. * lii ca't a iii i r:re r o carry ont lilt; m~ I as Lon
MYUav1, anlti lilv tit hlon. that lItv Is nlot (-11.11 I11i.-d . T'hut; , n captain inav n n 11

h1AI.sh~i p Into rtol:v watZers to pet informiat ion ablout a rival ination. 0Or nn. air
i'ut-miander wtay fly' ovo~r nuch ;I nation at Iti pl a 1.1.tvide for i similar juurposet * If
ti'It voliatiancrs aro t-iialleni'pil by tile foretgn roiitry and they lose th i r tihips,
li-n &Lie l'ri's detit Is sore]". t:itiptituI to Ihold theri ni'rtionaih 1 renponnibl fcor

Lo:.Ing their sha ip.

Th;is :;aieL prine int I:-,i emnloyed in ?eitai Ifealt:Ii l in order to insure that
tnentail ic"ital parivitts are not ileglertet and do not haVv preventabl Iinjuricu
or citsc'ast:;, thle 1govvrnrnent must provide' thotie pat font adenutct staff and adequate
htii..1dings. Tho peopile of tile state Who have thle titimaati mthoritv In these
mat tvrs riav not %it.-O to pav Lte ateesnarv taxe~s to support. :m11 thle misions of tile
s tate. The Governor and his budget. liurenit in ll .ocatinp resourecs, may cut short
the rvsourtces to tile hospitals, hopinp that perhaps no preveintable problemu will.
occur this year. If anm apparently p)reventable death onccurs anyway the hospital
-;upcrintentdent is h0lA aceoiintale even if hie was never piven the resources to
do tL11: job adequately in thec first place. 'flitis, the g.overnment's prestige is
;iv(ed. 'Ihei suiperinteiident takes the bilame but thle Govenor maintains his stren)-th
to prvvent anything cxt rin-ic'y b~ad from happening to Lte supeirintendent.

Now, all this is complicated by the fact that no iiiscitution runs atL pLUak
cfI'Miclicv. ploney coldd .,1lays lie saved here and there if managetment were more
efficivnt. Ini thle naine of efficiencyl then, budget hurcauis decide that a par-
tictilar hospital should get lecss money, but when the patient death rate rises,
no tine holdS Lte budget butreau responsible.

In all but thle most reanonable states tile people and thoir information media
respond onily to critic km and scandals concerning, their tantc agencies. Construr-
tive planning and support for imnortant, Public agenc~ies. sells very few nem.7popert
and wins v'ery few elections.

Tihe functlon of the Decvil1

This scapegoating of I single person into accountability when hif hia'; not been
given the resources or the auithority to carry out his responnibility Is tyticai of
monoitheistic countries. The people oif such countries act toward their hiphaest
human authorities riuch as thev i*ould act toward ('.od. They have tried to ainplify
tile line of atithority bay holding one person, with tot.1l authiority, accotnhibe for
every li;1 ng. This el.Irinat~es tile necess~ity of mworrvinpg ahouit a lot of demons with
fkversc poiiurs and authorities over parts of life and nuatuere. Unless onet '!s'on I!;
iinvuntotl, however, the highestt God will be loft With the rvo'sponsibiliiV fIl .11al
Lte bad things,1 -11 Well as th0 goodl thingn which arine oiit of high authority.
Accordingly, thle top adninistration naintaita itt; itiage iv perionally good and
fficienL by creating a todeviLl" to be aiccottnble for aull thie andi nrffctsi ica

4e- ariae oiuf. of that high authofrity.

Best AvalaeCO'
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"r__ht_ fit maniagement LhcorV wUe tall: .tI'mt estali iIiup. clear linen of author-
ity, rtsjoltitilitv, and accountahil.1itv, hut actually vi build into the organlnza-
tion certain necessary demonn in are held accountalile for nissinns they nre
never all-ntd adequate at.thority to execute. Some of un believe these, ,orl'ing
deonnis nhuuld not take a public jul unless they are vil I h g to lie held acco';nt-
able for incidents outside of their aithority. Such a pnlicv makes It hard to
olbtain good staff in government or corporate ii fe.

The necessity for scapegoating, does not really Iie, vith tile President, the
Governor, or even the budget bureau. In a democrac,, ,ltinate aithority re.t':
with tle people. 11e accountability should also belon:- to the people. Of coursc,th fie people do pay for tveryhitig In the endl, but 'Int. - n -l. atr-me indtvid-

ual scapegoating. Since the people is not a .I individual. it cannot as d
group of nonotheints consider itself thE stnple, it titate!v responsible Person.
Furthermore, those wlho have great nower can, if they winh, avoid beain called
blameworthy. The sovereign citizenry is only nhman i f It thuis avoids accotunL-
ability.

le love to believe that wt can altays; elect; or hire Sc'ifone Into account-
ability for our verv difficult problems, :atuch wv.: dlalivrrv of mental health
services. Mien one of theoe authoriti.; fail- us ie -tnsziniv condemn huita as if

he were corrupt from birth. Vk' telid, thon, to a ntn: authority wich 11 our
original chiidlite faith.

Polytheistic accotin ibilitv

People with polyhei:;tic tra.litions. hotever, nre mnre ]le.ly to npreal
their trust among multiple poiler:;. They de no'. expect tlitjr emperors., archin-,
consuia, pharoahs, or preridents to elimInate prollers of mental and physical
health, employment, education, etc. For these needs tile individual cooperates
with his exte-ded famnily, his village, hin religions sect, his secret society,

_ his business, ltis local government, and all the interlnei-inp. relatitlhips a.onc
these groups. It is 7erv complex. A citizen must lie aluavs on his toes In such
countries. From childhood lie learns to lie constantl, concerned with politics at
all levels of life. lie l:nown he cannot elect an official and then lie back and
wait for th.: official to bring a great society into being. For us, no doubt, our
own tradi i . ta best, but if our families and communitier learn, like these other

_ I
peoples, .t contain as their awn local responsibility nome of the !ard-to--solire
problems L, local delinquency, mental health, retardation, etc., then we will be

__ less dis. ,ipninted with our -managers and with ourselves.

ComMunities respnsiale for their own deliknuency

The riodern problem il Tental Health is not so much the delusions of patients.q
requiring treatment. It is the delusion of the normal American people that some

_ expert, some igh authority, or some efficient delivery- system can solve tile
problems of Itental ihealth so that tie local nelihhoronds and groups out of which
the delinquency or mental illness developed don't have to feel responsible. When
hat unreasonahle hope is decreased in the local co-tes and neighborhoods, then
lhe local people themselves no longer have to "insul t" their deviant neighbors

by sending them to distait places for some expert to "cure," but can locally
rehabilitate, use, and benefit from their talents.

- _, -
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EXISTEINTIALISH--A CENERAL PSYCHIATRIC VIEW

Existentialism is "-et another attempt to fit the world into certain cur-
rent theories. Physics also tries to fit the wor.d into its current theories.
Physicists fail, in part, alter the theory, and try again. Existentialist
theory is more stable, however, than most physical theories because it is
harder to test in the real world. It has some of the quality of kerygma: a
religious enthusiasm often pervades it. Psychiatrists find it particularly
easy to fit a patient's problems into existentialist theory when they make an
analytic exploration of the Datient s unconscious wishes. Thus the psychiatrist

__ discovers that most of the patient's unconscious ideas are sinply examples of
the pre-formed ideas in the psychiatrist's theory. !Ist of the ideas which

Edon't fit the theory at first will seem to fit later as patient and therapist
work together, Some of the tlerapy's good effect cores when the patient sees
himself as taking a satisfying place in a new conceptualization of human life.

aNevertheless, existentialism is not a static theory. Different men and
different times conceive it differently. All the varieties of existentialism,
however, stand in contrast to three ways of thinking about patients. (1) Tine
patient as subject. This includes the views of rationalism and idealism. Both
views see man as a thinking being, only as a subject. Descartes, Rousseau, and
Thomas jefferson, for instance, all tended to see man as a subject. His observ-
able behavior was not considered the truly human part of him. Only his thoughts,
his feelings, and his spiritual life were that. (2) The patient as object.
Modern behaviorism sce man as a mechanistic object to be measured and controlled-
perhaps a cloc: to be re-set and then allowed to run on its own. The behaviorist
cannot see thought, feeling, nor spiritual life. He does not assume he can
measure them. The behaviorist understands a person only through uhat the person
says or does. To him the person is purely an object. (3) The observer as sub-
ject. The empathetic therapist studies his ovm subjective feeling and thought
while presumably being influenced by the patient. If the therapist understands
his own mind farsy well he can see the changes in his own feelings wrought by
the presence of the patient. The-e changes are wrought only by the patient's
behavior, of course, but the effect on the therapist's own feeling and thought

is supposedly due to a parallel set of feelings and thought w:'thin the patient.

Each of these three ways considers only one aspect of the problem of under-
standing human behavior. Existentialism, however, avoids all these approaches to
psychology it concerns itself with the existence of the Individual and his ten-
dency to keep on existing. The person in himself exists before he has any attri-
butes or any essence. Facts or events precede truths. 4A person must do a bad
act or think a bad ttought before he has the quality of badness. Somehow exis-

tentialists always assume this existence of the actor or person as a good in
itself, quite aside from what he may do.

Existentialism was developed by modern individualists partly as a protest
against the Industrial Revolution's mechanization of individual man. It opposed
Hegel and his notion that the state could behave as if it had a mind. It opposed
any matching of a person's identity with a role or with any other structure of
group behavior, It opposed submergence of self either as member of a tribe or
as an organization man or as a specialist with a stable usefulness in a social
system. The Greeks had called such specialists Uidiots"--men not integrated into
an group activities but confined to a narrow set of interests. The existential __
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concept of individuality, in contrast to the Greek, was self-oriented rather
than society-oriented. An existentialist would hardly agree with Solon in
describing as a happy person one who participated in many varied activities of
extended family and of state, and finally died in battle for his state.

Ecistentialism does contain elements of the Eastern integration of subject
and object, so that the observer is part of the thing observed, e.g., the inter-
personal psychiatrist and the psychodramatist are participants in the crucial
therapeutic encounter, and the military psychiatrist is an element of the very
team he "treats."

Existentialism deplores modern life's absurdity (Camus) and dehumanization
(Kafka). Such problems are a natural accompaniment of life throughout the indi-
vidualist age-from about 1300 A.D. to the present. !Manv custom natural and
integral to past decades seem dehumanizing to people today when those customs
persist into our own time. Future men will probably deplore as dehumanizing
our own marriage customs, our ch:ild rearing, or our most enjoyable entertainment.
Uany practices in a beginning newT ethic seem dehtanizing because traditional
eyes do not see the. consistent way this ethic fits into the life which the pres-
ent generation is beginning to live. Later on, some of these things may not seem
dehtuman-zing at all-perhaps certain drug habits or people-ronitoring by eter-
nally present TV cameras. w hat is dehumanizing for some people has useful and
beautiful aspects for others. For example, the loss of personal autonomy within
a tribe or an extended family avoids the kind of dehumanization Uhich a multi-
plicity of fiscally efficient services brings to clients, for each such service

specializes in some one aspect of the individual-divides up the individual
almost as the production line divides up work on an auto. For instance, a hos-
pital patient has his heart closely attended to by the cardiology department,
his body fluids by the laboratory, his kidneys by the urology department, etc.

The family (or the tribe) pays close attention to the character and the way
of thinking of each individual. it reacts specifically to him as a person, but
it de-individualizes him by glving him no privacy-intruding on almost every
aspect of his life. It treats him as an eternally lockcd-in member of the group,
a member who has little right to be loyal to any other group. The member may
then try to obtain some separateness of personal existence by joining another
group-e.g., secret society, business deal, "unapproved" marriage, learning the
language of some unusual profession.. The pervasive bureaucracv of the modern
corporate society pays no attention to the individual unless he becomes a prob-
lem. It treats almost all individuals the same-as if they had exactly the same
rights and characters. The bureaucratic individual, then, cannot feel unique-
though he may have some privacy and feel equality with others.

Eistentialism usually considers itself a bulwark against both dehaniza-
tion and de-individualization. It approaches the individual as a thing in him-
self, not as one egg in a big omelet. It builds up the individual as a collection
of present -feelings and not as an eternal essence belonging to the past. Thus,
existentialism is neither tribal nor bureaucratic. It Is humanlv individualistic.

Inivdual therapy, approached from an existentialist poin fvegt

the patient to make real his own individualism above all other concerns.

--= iW
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In spite of their concern for the unique being of each individual, how-
ie.ver, existentialists do employ essences or eternal ideas which they see as
:ategories inhering in events and feelings. The existentialists necessarily
think with these ideas. Like objective scientists, they do at times detach
themselves from their objects (patients) in order to think clearly about them,
but the detachment-is not permanent. Rather, it is a rhythmic attaching and
detaching of self to and from the patie:: in order to intensify understanding
and feeling about the patient. It is therefore not so cool as the detachment
of a Kraepelin from the patients he demonstrated to his students.

Kierkegaard seemed to feel that conscious learning occurred mostly when

passion had been eliminated from the relation between the learner and things
studied. Things then became intellectualized. in Sickness Unto Death, Kierke-
gaard put modern anxiety into the vorld of print. Thinkers could then detach

themselves from this anxietv and intellectualize about it. Intellectualizatlon,
if "superficial" and not Intensely attached to the heart of the thin1er, wasm freer to let a situation call for its own logical and reasonable solution. In
order for this passionless reasoning to be meaningful and relevant to persons

in the end, the thinker would have to join the conclusions Into his own personal
feelings as the final act of reasoning. The thing as ultimately learned became
a part of the total person's life and feeling wutil he detached his feelings
teporarily in order consciously to learn a-new thing.

For Iierkegaard, truth was the relationship between the knower and the
stuff he thought he knew. Even if the stuff itself was false, he was concerned
with whether the relation was true between that stuff and the individual thinking

U it. Thus, Freud's patients who thought their fathers had raped them had lived as
if it were so. Psychologically, the rape was true-at least it was true in the
encounter-life they lived with Freud. Until they could become passionless enough

to rie-exanine the rape intellectually and reach new conscious learning, we must
ask, however: Should the rapist be held responsible psychologically for the
rape if there was in fact no physical rape? Should the psychiatrist, by his atm
attentiveness, encourage the patient to develop further this personal "truth" not
consensual with the patient's friends? Some psychiatrists do it and then later
bring the patient around to attending to other people's ways of "truth" withoutIask-ing the patient necessarily to abandon his own preconceived way.

For Kierkegaard, then, every question had to be related to the alive, self-
aware individual or else the individual became a mere robot. We avoid seeing a
persca as a robot when we look at the total. human society within hi--the full
cultutai range of roles and thoughts and language he can experience vithin himself
and which compose his humanness. The individual seems to be-a robot only when we
look at the local society's categories of character or role and their seeming
coercive effect upon the defenseless individual.

The application of a proven drug or hospital procedure to the patient-as-
object doesn't cure him except as an object. It tay leave him disconnected from
people and from his own hopes. Vh patient-as-a-parson must have sow hope that

{A
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his encounter with the "therapeutic" soul of the doctor or the group facing him
will bring relief which extends beyond the tharapeutic encounter. Otherwise,
the patient won't work toward a resolution of the problem from his own side in
his crucial everyday life.

Nietzsche thought that to understand oneself as a system was equivalent
to understanding the social world as it was systematized in one's own time.
Lik-ewise, to understand a system of social life was equivalent to understanding
one's own life. A society defines its twn truth for its own times, but changing
times bring a slippage of that truth. In the course of life an individual could
change. In the course of history a social system could change. A person, a
church, or a government, however, could not change by investigating its delu-
sions unless it saw (perhaps unconsciously) some way it could live well without
these delusions. The Derson (or other organisn) must see some issue in which it S

can be c-.r=itted personally and can be crvtionally involved. Nietzsche felt the
Europe of his day was sick, was dying, but it was pregnant ith a new Europe.
It needed to attend to that pregnancy-to nurture it, to become commtted to it.

With institutions and with whole societies, to die is to imake way for life,
to promote new life. Thus, a father's death at age 70 may allow his children
Wre freedom to take tic their own lives. A president or king may leave office
and his successor will be able to do newer things. World War I Ma destroy the

Edu-ardian way of life and allow a new way of life to arise. The subjugation of
women or servants nay end. Ith it ends a whole way of life so that the liber-
ated people canot enjoy ths old world as other peole once could. NIevertheless,

they can find a new world of their own.

Nietzsche felt that blockage of the will to power produced neurosis. This
w-ill to power was the drive to live out one's otn potential. Happines was an
alert and conscious feeling cf power. It was not the absence of pain. Man
doean't strive negatively for the reduction of tension itself but he strives
positively toward self-competence. Health is the individual's power I nrevent
or to overto; dise-se and suffering. It is not t-rely a passive abses..e of
disease. Nietzsche thought altruism and morality resulted from hostility and
resentment which was suppressed and turned inward. Such. inpatient altruistic
people yearn for a passive "peace." lheir open aggression would naturally pro-
duce sadistic demands upon others-with natural retaliation. These pea -lovers
had as much resentment as the aggressive power-,ielders, but they didn't get as
much benefit from it. Both types of poer-seekers ir.roved if they developed a _

personal creative life to express these energies. Artistic '-ork, for instance,--_
was sexual energy transmuted so as to be unrecognized as sexual energy.

I think the will to po'er is never really blockied. Only its expressionl in =

soclally acceptable ways is blo-cked. The uvif alone without expression is
an-"ety.. It is free-fluatiao energy without an object vith uhich to express

itself.

Sartre said an individual is his choices. This does not mean to me that the
Individual is the sum of all thechoices he ever made. That sum is sinply the
dead and static posture that he has compiled. It is not his living acts. His
present existence is the act of making the present choices he is involved in.

-II
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That same existence can be lost, however, by someone else's choice-for in-
stance, someone's choice to murder him. Is the Individual, then, purely his
"omm" choice? Nietzsche thought man's greatest ultimate power was the power

Sto lose his existence by his own choice.

Some of Karl Jaspers' writings indicate that although the Individual
edsted as a hunan being prior to his relevance to any society, nevertheless
that being had no range of seif-cualities and no meaning as a person within his
world except as he recreated all the experience and knowledge of both his tra-
ditinal culture and his own past life and nade those cultural and individual
"memories" relevant to the position of his person in his present society. The
way a man's personal life history and the history of his society is appropriated
to him determines his character-his traits and the choices he winl make when
faced uith each new situation. The new situation in turn becones a part of his
history and helps to guide future behavior. On certain occasions, such as in
therapy, in a new job, or in a new country, the individual may revise his per-
sonal and social histories. That is, he may see them differently. Since
philosophers of the past and therapists of the present have meaning to us only
as part of our own history we cannot look at them objectively. Our history and
their history are part of the same tradition. We are rem-aking our history nou,
with those thinkers in mind. We are most useful in our development of self when
we consider all philosophers, scientists, politicians, and therapists as our
contemporaries and peers. A generalized man (e.g., Goethe) or a generalized era(eg., Elizabethan England) lives the iediate present by using the conceptual

gains of each past century. The m uses a 13th century way of grasping today'slife and also an Enlightenment way. Similarly, an adult lives the present by

grasping it as 1, 2, 3...90 year olds do. The individual attains Being and also
attains a self through the inner meditation and the outer negtiation with past
and present beings or selves. For philosophy and therapy have no great truths
to find. Their highest achievement is to participate in the continuous flowing
of associated thought and act among persons who interact well-therapist, patient,
wife, boss, friend; Plato, Plotius, St. Thomas, Goethe... In the flux of society
or of history there is no politics and no philosophy but Only the acting of poli-
ticians and the thinking of philosophers. And every mm is something of a poli-
tician and a philosopher.

The great modern problem is that msses of people are connected by technical
and organizational channels but they don't feel the historical nterconnectedness
of their minds and souls. They are not aware of sharing a common tradition, to
which they are al currently contributin--and therefore contributing to each
other. This pooling of personal influences consciously creating a present tra-
dition connected with the past, was easier for an individual to be aware of
within a Creek polis or a Chinese extended faLly.

It is, however, possible today for therapy, education, and the living-
learning situations In practical life to bring a person tc feel all of the rele-
want history and cimnr cation which if a part of himself. They can clso bring
him to feel himself a integral part of his cultural tradition and the social

- cofications of his local neighborhood. The meaning and the unique indlidu-ality of a person depends on the things and the people (living and dead) outside
3 himself which he sakes a part of himself and which, at the same time, he makes

himself a part of. It would require a deity, of course, to integrate all of the -_
relevant tradition and the present world communicatiomn appropriately within him--

_- _ ___ _ __ _ _ ___ I
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self, and then to find for himself a relevant place as a part of these things
he himself now contains. Man, of course, need noz be so coqilete about it in
order to live a practical life.

Jaspers felt that it was ismortant for a therapist to develop the ability
to interact relevantlv with patients and to help then to interact relevantly
with their own societies and traditions. The therapist was at a distinct
disadvantage if he approached the patient objectively within the doctrine of
any school or sect.

In Ilchelangelo's day, or Nachiavelli's, people might have said, "We're
becoming Inhuman in our cruelty toward others and in our tedious study of reli-
gious subjects... Let's get back to persons." Every century for its wan
rs25on said, "Let's get back to persons." But when a scientific attitude was
coiined with the attempts to analyze the person better, then the person became
analyzed as an oiect. He was divided into objectified parts, e.g., ego.
superego, id. The very psychoanalytic technique produced anatically observ-
able fragments of the person. Analys-is of a grou, toe, could nmae the indi-
vidual a small cog or object whose primary existence was seen in his group
function.

Freud, with his analysis of slips of the tongue, hur, dreams, etc., made
possible a somewhat scientific measuremet of matters heretofore unconscious
to the individual. The scientific investigation had hig prestige and popu-
larity but it was confined to the investigation done upon the individual, not
upon the group nor the organization nor the race nor the mythology behind the
prevailing way of life.

Fxeud, trying personally to avoid a cold neurological approach or the con-
temporary ineustriafal approach of treatIng men e achies, listened at length
to le person ithin his Pnatient. He tried to return to the personal ecstatic
and romantic kind of reasoning in the Enlightenment. But science was really
his god, and the orld audience of his day waited for experimental proof. So
Freud became technical and ohjective in his reasoning.

At least, Freud did make tb.e Individual nan feel sommhat responsible for
his own irrational actions. A man's unconscious was considered to belong to
his personally. Some men, then, became Able to accept their own nastiness and
craziness-things that would keep them from bein one of the ideal elite. But
Freud's teehnical reasoning and analyzing vent on further to fragment ran all
over again. It made ran an object in the laboratory.

Existential psychotherapy tries to avoId-even in the therapist's own mind-V the use of technical reasoning in the therapeutic relationship.

Binswanger thought that Freud explored man in his biological environment
(the t~helt) but that Freud's objective attitude and temique and his relative
detachment from his patients prevented bin from exploring either the personal
relations among fellow men (the !!itwelt) or al in relation to bmself (the

= __ _-- - -=-
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a
U2 i ). The psychoanalytic technique of standing apart and making inter- =

pretations-NYou are projecting your own anger onto a-na ee the patient even
more likely to sense him elf as a aere object, not as a person who thinks to-
gether with the analyst as a human equal-as a contemporary and a peer. Thus,
the analyst may well contribute to the seeing of self and others as an object.
That way of seeing was the attitude which caused the patient's alienation in
the first place. Furthermore. the analyst's continual practice of keeping him-
self one-up on the patient brings into the analytical situation the competitive
dog-eatklg world of the open market. This attitude in the social world has
helped to allenate the patient. Yet analysis provides no collection of team-

ates who can prove themselves through team-tash work, but rather, the sinkie
patient must screen himself off from others so as to be a individual person-
in-himself.

Paul Tillich felt that reason had become separated from eantion and from
will. Reason was in opposition to existence. The original reason-world of the
Enlightenment was concerned with justice and ethics (Spinoza, Locke...) The
thinkers thought of theelves and their world as guided by some benign univer-
sal power, such as God or the Idea of the Cood, or perhaps the clockvork of the
universe, which theoretically relegated all men to the status of brothers. The
19th century, however, sw the world as a vast competitive market. People ex-
ploited colonies, businesses, markets, slaves, constituencies, a-udinces, cudnd
clientele. The exploiters considered themselves an elite group (often exploiting
other elite groups). The exploiters were meters of this group of surviving -
fittest creatures because of their successful ways of eha -vig in the world of
competition-nan against man. Reason no ras guided only by the advantage to be
gained by the reasoner. 20th century psychiatry's promotion of intellectual power
and the understanding of &roup and individual dynadcs did nothing to alleviate
this situation.

.Neurosis, existentially defined, is an attitude or a behavior which destroys
the Individual's potential to fulfill his own belng. For Instance, a preoccupa-
tion with keeping all one's work very neat ra, nrevent any creative thought from
being bestowed upon the work. A fear oi going -.ut on the street may prevent one
from developing social and work encounters. It seems to me that this destructive
attitude need not exist purely within the Individual's own person. An attitude
within his family could also prevent him from fulfilling his a-n being. Sometimes
all our evaluative toln attempts rely to assign Individual ownership to a neuro-
sis. We assume neurosis cannot he possessed by a family, a neighborhood, a
minority group, et. Furthermore, we lie the individual's potential to fit the

ore benign styles of his time. After all, even some of his conscious individual
potential Includes his becoming a murdever or a torturer. Anyway, the styles of
his times usually provide the very grammar of his thought so that his potential
Sargely regulated by his society.

With the development of the megamachine (hnmford s idea of men being so
organized that they function as a great coordinated machine) evervone hungered
for real personality-irected emotion, Including especially love and hate. Most
psychotherapy beca, then, only a staged rehearsal for development of love-hate
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expression-a time-limited attempt to reach pernent hmn growth or human
warnth. Comfort and c war t he slf, considered 'a isolation, Is a
relapsing of self to the primitive mother or to the supporting grou or to an
all-Inclusive pasvty* Su caring and comfort does not stinlate development
of an inderendent self and its varied potentials. ieither does comitting one's
expressive power to nothing but hate.

The antonoous self, free from neurotic covitnents, would be formed by:

1. Accepting the Individual unconscious as part of self.

2. Accepting the self as part of a contemorary p and a useful
social tradition. The self then extends beyond the s 1- tso

3. Sharpening -n individual's practice of sense perception and dis-
crinination.

4. Building c micaUng extensions to the body and to the self-
skils with basr, violin, typ riter, teliecopes, sailboats,

5. kBilds i p ersoa andl matria mtncrsosanl dfrvrlibrary, etc.

which are outside the self but which nay be attached to the self.
Thus, we may build a house, write a book, join a club, obtain a nev
friend, teach a ca .

A fundaental s tian of individualistically specialized psychotherapy
Is that man's prsonal hai need not be teased apart nor destroyed in the
process of stdlng u or of developing his potential. 1he fact of a person's
existence is more ixmrtant than any k -ouldge about hin. Drives and dm_-acs
can be understood onlv in the context of the individual's existence who is
sitting opposite you.. re general psychotherapeutic theory, however, maintains
that you can understand the dynamics onv in terns of the particullr enornter
between you ad the other person. To look for dynamcs v in s e otha r
person or inside yourself reveals those dynamics from only a narrow in -d-ual-
istic aspect.

The exi tentialists believe that my instantaneous encounter with the other
person makes him exist for m in a different ay from what I know taou him,
They fail to conceive this encounter as interpersonal, however. Theyc cer-
themselves with each individual separately. Sinre therapist and patient have
distinctly senOarate existences the one person, is still study-Ing an lear-n*
about the other. To some extent the theranist is still bel-. oblectrie e n
though he cozdplains as an existentialist that objectivity is not a good thing.
The existentialist doesn't necessarily try to grasp the encounter as an, exising
thing within Itself.

In order to knw a patient it is necessary to have som kind of dialectical
participation ith hir The therapist can onlLy understand the patient if lae
therapist is ready to join with hin emotionally, to feel for him as a prson.
Host traditional psychiatrsts, however, continue to make themelves coorable
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by abstracting their personal selves fre the encounter, seeing the other person
as a product to be vorked on or es uechaiss of behavior to be adjusted.

S Ie a psychiatrist sees psychiatry as an over-L-awtant profession it is
hard for him to see himself as an eleent of the patient system at hand-for
Intc t, to see bimsef as an elemt of the school and its problems or as
a neigbor in the nelgborhood he is serving.

Once an can reduce some phenomenon to an abstract athematical for=Aa or
to a psychological theory, be feels the phenomenon is wre real than before.
Be goes on to deal with te formula rather than with the phenomenon. He measures
and cVmares this Lomuda ith the formula for other phenomena and thinks that
he is dealing with real life. He begins to feel lonely as he involves himself
M re and nore tith the prestigio3s, abstract, and imersonal fornulations. Yet
to sAke an abstraction of love is to lose sight of the act of love itself. Sia-
Itily, for the very aCt of being or for the alert consciousness of the present:
to a n a objective abstraction of then is to lose the.

I tus's being-is a constant interactional process of beanming a snebatI

differe t nson--teractio amn man vorlds and pers. Cosqunk, a
isolated Indvida ca exist. An effervesexa i al system ei sts Wh
e itin a chngn Invidwa. 7h IndviduaLl participates in the system's

of on5-e's culture.sTo oj in the nartifaular there-paeficosrs-nse ad o. in t

NseIn in Cerm mans "To be there." Dasein is the character of a par
ticular huan existence wh'ic sets It apart frm all other existences. -hus, Iexsti the ol there-place hich 2s ny cum--In spce and in time

Dem is an assnto aflined r ex e stentialism, but it isn't necessary in
intepersnalthiukint. For the sn-there exists only as part of a I-hou

ster. hoices are dr In the cotext of sane encounter. "I a u choicee"
Is equivalent to saying, "The en ter is its choices." A kick is not a leg
asserting itself. It 1s a ihole person asserIng himself, -=s, I an - sort of
leg when I sza somnthin. I am say .uc it as a part of a dyad or other row.
Ity asrtion is the dywad assexting itself.°I
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Existential Being V

Descartes felt that the individual in his consciousness was separate from
the-world and from other people. The thinker was alone. He was certain only
of his own existence. Existentialism, however, views the world as a system of
active relationships in which the individual finds his existence and which he
helps to create by that very existence of his.

Existential being. however, is not the adopting unto oneself of social
norms and concepts. Such conformity would indeed deprive a person of existen-
tial being. For existential being gives a self-esteem which is far more than
the image formed-by the views of others about the person.

Furthermore, the sense of existential being is not the psychoanalytic ego.
The-ego is the interface between biological drives, previous training, and the

present external 0orld. That- ego is a small ephemeral thing by- comparison with --

ch- total sense o being. But sense of being is not merely a grand isolation
bf the self. It means inclusion in nature--inclusion in time and the natural
processes of the world.

Society today tends to define the individual as a passive recipient of
social forces, such as education, family and tax pressures, etc. This seems to
be the view of behaviorism, pychoanalvsis, Marxism, and modern bureaucracy.
Existential analysis, however sees the indiVidual as an actor-a maker of
choices with a position in -space, in time, and in relation to others. This is
his- being.

A0 Being cannot be fully sensed unless the person also senses not-being
(awareness of the threat of death and of loss of the personts om potential as
he- conforms to social pressures or as he meets with injuries in the world).
iiwthout the cear realization- that being can be lost, and without the clear
understanding of -what is non-being, then being itself becomes problematical,
Sak5 and uncert-ain

Death, more than any other event, confirms individuality The person dies
as -an individual, not merely as a member of society. The constant iLiminence of
individual death sets apart individual life as real. Death of the individual
does, however, develop his group. It allows the group easily -to fat up a
replacement in the person's role, but this role is now somewhat changed in
accord with needs that had already been present before the death of the Person.
In some sense, then, a person cannot really die alone. His death has meaning

-to his group. It changes the group.f

In spite of the need to be free of the group in order to develop a true
individuality, the fear of too thuch conformity and loss of individual separate-
ness actually prevents the development of some individuality. After all, the
ability to think in English was develoned by a group process and by much con-
foriism. TiS ability alo~ed the development of a very broad degree of inter-

__ action with other beings, a degree which would not be possible without lan-
guiage. It also enabled the individual to develop extensive self-separateness.

A foot is aMiutated as an individual foot, not merely as a member of the
body. The constant possibility of anputation sets apart foot-life as real. Yet - -

the foot has no choice about being a member of the body. The individual has no
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choice, either, lie is a member of some group. It is useless, then in my
_ amind, to try to become completely autonomous.

Existential Anxiety

Existential anxiety is the threat of impending non-being. It is a threat
to the very foundation of selfness and belongs only to man. Animals may be
anxious because of conflict about impending danger but they do not conceive of
non-being. The conflict itself prevents resolution of tension into a working
emotion. Existential anxiety is not an affect liike sadness, joy, or fear. It
is the energy produced by the full realization that non-existence impends. A
person comonly and normally experiences some degree of such anxiety without
converting it to fear or to any other emotion he can act upon. Therapy, ofcourse, is made difficult when patients want the doctor to rid them of normal

anxiety. Patients should be educated how to make good use of normal anxiety,
pain,-and unhappiness.

Anxiety prevails when an individual is avoiding the experience of pressing
emotion, or perhaps of perceptions which he wishes -were "not mine." It pre-
vails also as an atmosphere in some group of his which is maintaining similar
avoidance.

Doctors as individuals, for instance, may avoid perceiving that by treating
only mildly sick, interesting, and affluent cases of their owm social class,
they are pretending that they are not really responsible for the poor and the
uninteresting. They are pretending that they are not relegating many people to
suffering while they help a few people slightly. They do not see the sick as
society's responsibility. They do not see the doctor's pay as also society's

F-----] responsibility, and therefore they feel no need to unite themselves with the
patient's problems nor with °the problems of the patient's class or group. When
the concept of such social responsibility dawns in laymen, however, an entire
medical society may act anxious--as if it needed to avoid something. Part of
this anxiety is existential. It is perception of a threat to a way of existing.

National anxiety prevails when a nation tries to maintain an image to itself
of caring for humanity and concerning itself with mankind, but at the same time
the nation is avoiding responsibility in Asia, for example, as if Asian countries
were inhuman enough or unimportant enough to be neglected. Or else they are to
-be only roughly or kindly handled-but with detachment. Furthermore, to go to
war with hatred in the heart would be to destroy an image of individual and
national self as benign. This produces anxiety because of the fear that this
important self-image nay become extinct. In order to avoid responsibility for
involving the national self in the life of Asia we must use a lot of energy to
blind ourselves to the human needs and the humanistic contributions of these
Asians and to their participation in our otm national self. This energy is a
tension which is equivalent also to anxiety. We- face the impending non-existence
of a class of humanity-the Asians-which is a part of our collective self,
though we are denying that it is a part.

True- existential anxiety occurs when the patient is faced with a change of
his old self (his old way of existing) even if the change is an ultimate benefit.

- - , For instance, a change to a better job is a threa if the old job had become a_
part of the old self. Freedom of the individual to chanpe, then, brings anxiety.
Persons surrender individual freedom in the hope of gettng rid of anxiety..
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ia lWhile anxiety may be induced into the individual by the atmosphere of the
group he is in, the anxiety itself is not felt as a threat to that valuable 4
collective existence but only to individual existence. When the mind is pre-
occupied with the group the individual may sense no anxiety, even in the most 1
threatening circumstances. Thus a mother may see clearly the threat to her
owm existence as she willingly sacrifices herself for her child. The same T

__ might be true of the soldier who sacrifices himself for his buddies or his
unit. Some existentialists, however, might say that these sacrificers were
not completely autonomous persons. They were merged dependently or symbioti-
cally with others. J:

Shame-Anxiety and Guilt-Anxiety

If the patient sees his therapist as truly human like himself, the patient
has no necessary shame nor guilt when he brings up into the dyAd all the "not-me" 4
part of the self. They are appropriately "me-as-patient." At a formal dinner, j
however, the patient would act as if the part of his life ulhen he is sitting on
the toilet was "not me." Before a police captain the patient's little thievings
would become "not me." Before adults, the child-within-him would be "not me."
Yet these many aspects of shame are natural. To see the self as part of nature
nay produce a shame-anxiety in a certain social situation as above. But it
would never produce an inward guilt-anxiety, felt as a stain to the self.

Guiltz-anxiety threatens the value of the self. In order to avoid that
guilt, I may lean toward a new superego, a new set of moral values. I may have
to make new ideas a part of myself. I may have to let some -of my old self die.
Shame-anxiety, on the other hand, 'is only a threat to my external world, to my
possessions--perhaps to my relation to child, parents, body, or job. I can
study shame-anxiety as an emotion--the same as I study fear. I can compare it
with other emotions. True guilt-anxiety, however, is so much a threat to my
existence. and therefore so much a part of my existence that I cannot study it
objectively and comparatively.

Existential guilt is a part of being and is inevitable at certain, times in
the course of life. In any part of life it is always present as a potential.
If the therapist sees this guilt in the patient as mere "guilt feelings" he
relegates it to an attribute or a possession of the patient, and not necessarily
a part of the patient's existence* it is not a part of his existence in the vay
that choice-making is. The patient who sees guilt as merely one of his posses-
sions Is ierging his existence with that of the group and is not living his own
being as guilty. For it is only as a group member that he could feel such a
possession as integral with his own personal existence. In some other society,
such a group member might not even be guilty. On the other hand, the patient's
refusal to accept his childish, his authoritarian, his cool and rational feel-
ings as-a necessary part of his existence, will lead himself to a more personal
guilt. h~is is the guilt of denying part of any man's existence. It is not the
guilt of denying what the society considers distasteful.

iExistential guilt produces symptoms- only if it is rejected as a part of the
self, in which case the person develops a neurotic guilt and anxiety, with ac-
companying sy--toms. Existential gilt, then, comes about because one has self
awareness. It does not come from taboos or suppressions of instinct. It comes,

rather, because the person realizes that he can choose or not choose to use hiLs
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own potential. Thus, everyone participates in some existential guilt, for
3 everyone is constantly readjusting decisions about his own potentialities.

Existential guilt can be of three types. (1) The existential guilt of
one s own inner world (the Eigenvelt) comes from forfeiting one's own poten-
tiality. (2) The existential guilt of the world of encounter with other
people--the you-me world--(Mituelt) comes when the self intrudes on a fellow
man's potential. (3) The existential guilt of the political and physical
world around (Mmyelt) comes from intruding on the potentialities of nature as
a whole-usually by separating the self from nature, thus doing an injustice
to nature's own potential. For one's existence belongs in nature and con-.
stantly acts with it.

The Subject-Object and the World-Soul

The psychiatric approach to a patient should eliminate the subject-object
dichotomy in such a way that the psychiatrist feels he is in the same world as
the patient, and yet is preserving the reality of his oxm existence. There Is,
then, a sense of community-patient, doctor, and other people. The doctor does
not take an objective view of the patient from a white coat position. 1either
does he lose his own identification in a merger with the patient's world or the
patient's self.

The patient's problem is usually the loss of the sense of his own being,
or it is the loss of the sense of belonging in his own world. These are schizoid
problems, not hysterical problems. If the doctor sees them as only hysterical,
he may be concentrating on a beautiful drama instead of on the real problem.
In other centuries, hysteria was perhaps a more real problem--dramatically ex-
pressive behavior capturing the interest of others. In the 1200s a person was
flotsam within nature, In the 16006 he gained power over nature. Not; in the
1900s he is estranged from nature, comounity, and his omn body.

A person cannot develop himself within society by means of introjection,
identification, etc. unless he trains himself to be conscious of that very self
and to realize that he himself is the one making his choices. Thus, the present
"I" knows the eternal historical "me." Within his own mind the person must
function so as to see bimself as object and subject at the same time. When a
person is thus conscious of self he can stand aside and see the self-relation
to society. If self-transcendence brings the greatest freedom of choice and
action, theoretically a person so freed can express himself in all the possi-

__ bilities of human action-romantic love, heavenly love, empathy, and the manage-
ment of animals and plants. He has empathy for the qualities and the needs of
materials such as leathers or woods or stones, from which he may create artistic
communications. lie has awareness of the strength and possibilities of his own
muscles. Without this freedom of action the individual would be more rigidly
confined to a single world or a single mode of self-expression.

The Three Worlds of Existentialism

The Uwelt-the biological and physical world-has within itself no self-
awareness. It includes all the instincts and other biological behavior. This
is the world to which we must adapt since if we did not we would freeze to death
or starve or die of exhaustion. As a society we have learned to modify parts of _-
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this world. As individuals we can do very little to change the Unwelt. We can
only adapt to the methods our society has developed to avoid or control most
Umwelt problems-clothes, heaters, weapons, drugs, irrigation.

The 11itwelt is the world of one's fellow men. One's relationship to others
makes changes in those others. This is not adaptation but interaction and en-
counter, where both members are changed.

The Higeelt is the mode of one's current relationship to self. In it, I

graspi what a flower means to me. This flower, or other objects, has different
m--anings to different persons and to different stages of me as I live my life.
What I am to myself feels different at age 10 than at age 20. This interior
world is the Eigenwelt.

Thus, in the Umwelt, "The flower is pretty in comparison with other things
in the world." in the Mitwelt, "The flower fits prettily into our relationship,"
or "I agree with you that the flcwer is pretty." In the Eigemyelt, "Compared
with other things in my mind, the flower is pretty."

All three of these worlds must be lived. If we leave out one mode we avoid
reality. Binswanner felt that psychoanalysis dealt only with tle Un-yelt.
Psychoanalysis was mostly concerned with the individual's struggle with his biol-
ogy and with society. Il. S. Sullivan and other interpersonal psychiatrists were
concerned mostly with Mitwelt. They saw the self as a reflected appraisal from
others of the position in the group which the person held currently. Such a self
was always changing in its quality-Perhaps with discontinuity and vtl sudden
sidesteps into other roles as life vent on. The person remembered currently the
Past thinvs that would connect up a single line of history for him, lie saw him-
self as always the same person, even if the self's social role did change. At
different times, then, he was a criminal, a liberal, a soldier, etc., and his
attitudes toward the world and toward himself were different.

Though existentialists tended to feel that Sullivan, somewhat like Freud,
molded the self toward social conformity, nevertheless Sullivan showed how social-
!v conforned the self really was. From the understanding of that real conformity,
a person could build a true independence, but if he assumed independence had
already b2en built he would not go on to build it. Only by understanding that a
delusion is adelusion can we break free of that delusion. Sullivan, like G. H.
flead, didn't think the self had all the independent existence the psychiatrists
thought it had. The self was a precipitate of the culture, including the
myths, the styles, azid the tastes. It was also a precipitate of interactions
among actual persons and between the person and his physical world.

MTzercising all his potential, a person plans, acts, and is understood in
all threetworlds. In personal tragedy, for instance, the indiv-dual is cons-
c us of his full inner identity in the midst of the natural, social, and inter-
personal forces upon him. iodern nan often avoid this. Because modern drama
leaves out the Eigenwelt there are virtually no tragic dramas today. -!Ost of
our audiences today are merely swept along together by musical comedy or by
stvlish, catchy situation dramas. In all his sadness and del ght, man lives
his a life fully. Even as an audience membitr he exercises his own talents
for involvement in preference to being merely entertained.

= =-- ==~- ~ ~ t~= =---
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The Various Kinds of Tine

S The Umwelt fits into clock time. Everywhere in the Umwelt time flows at

the same speed.

The Mitelt exists in a time with variable speeds and intensities. This

time slots or speeds up as we become bored or intensely absorbed in the other

person. The duration of an intimate relationship with another cannot be meas-

ured meaningfully in the days or years of astronomy or of clocks.

The Eigenwelt has no duration in time. There are simply immediate eidetic

graspings of insights, self-awareness, metaphor, or poetic feeling.

The "I" in any of these time-worlds is the human being's act of becoming

something different. The "I" is the point of the universe's flow of tine, where

the individual meets the future (Umwelt). It is the point of change of relation-

ship between persond (1iitwelt). It is the point where feeling changes within

the person (Eigenwelt).

Even in the severe psychoses and neuroses anxiety is suspended if the indi-

vidual can Imagine a future without this anxiety. Sometimes a painful memory

without attachment to a plan for a better future, is kept out of consciousness
and yet it continues to influence acts, with less direct pain but usually with

aaxiety from "causes unknoun."

The past becomes alive, influential, and useful only if the future is impor-

tant to the individual. Remembered events have but little relation to the actual
events of the individual's past. Only 1/10,000 of the events in one's life are
remembered today, and even these are often distorted. The future determines
nries. How we remember a thing depends in large measure on what we intend to

do with it in the future. The future determines the past. Memory, like emotion,

Is a creative process, with the future in mind. To the existentialist, the past
isU welt and is therefore only a part of the influence upon the person-there
is also Nitwelt and Eigenwelt.

-The psychoanalytic patient cannot make any practical use of his couch memo-
ries until he has some commitment to the future and also some self to co.it to
the future. But the building up of the memory system or myth in conference with
the psychiatrist can help to strengthen a small self. The resulting larger self,

committed to a future, has a need for more useful memories. As the traditional

psychoanalytic patient builds up his self-respect, his self-confidence, and his
ability to act on his own, he also builds up a history of self that he can toler-
ate and which supports his new confidence and respect.

Existentialists do not believe that historical forces carry the individual

along automatically- They think the individual has choices.' They are adver-
saries of Spengler's historical cycle, which coerces each individual into the
particular styles of thinking for the historical stage of his tine. Existential-
ists also run contrary to Levi-Strauss' structuralism, which sees a single set
of patterns underlying All human behavior.

_Brain-injured people are tied to the imnediate concrete situation. Anxiety-
L ridden people are tied to the immediate concrete situation. Their horizons are

-- narrowed in space and in time. Thus, an extremely tired hiker may be able to

plan only his next Step,. one step at a time. The severely brain-injured person

has difficulty in generalizing what he knows. He wy not even be able to do

with his right hand what he has learned to do with his left. The "normal" person,

hoever, can think beyond the narrow horizons of a particular time and place. He
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can think of possibilities and potentialities, but what is "normal" depends
upon a person's role and status. On a long march, a private is more likely to
fall out from exhaustion than is a sergeant with a comparable degree if physi-
cal stamina. In the stress of battle a rifleman may be doing well if he can
plan ahead for one minute. A man who can plan ahead for ten minutes can com-
mand a platoon (lieutenant). A man who can plan ahead for one day in combat
can conmand a division (major general). Thus, the normal man can transcend
the- immediate concrete situation in contrast to the brain-injured, the anxious,
the exhausted, or the animal.

Dishonesty is transcendent behavior. It takes more intelligence and more
personal integrity to tell a lie than to tell the truth. Police who "grill"
suspects often put them under such anxiety that they are unable to tell good I
lies. The lie, the promise, and the contract thus successively move the person
from Eigenwelt to Hitwelt. Financing, and especially the managing of marketing,
moves the person into the Unielt. Ever since man transcended the immediate
situation in all three of these worlds he has evolved- as a species ahead of
-aninals. As he fits into Rousseau's social contract and into the competition
of Adam Smith's laissez faire economy, he iS able to compete in a political and
in an economic world either as individual or as group, and finally reaches the
Spencerian "survival of the fittest" in purely human economics. Thus, ex:sten-
tialism can fit the dog-eat-dog competitive world which sees the individusl as
developing in competition with his society-as early Freudian psychoanalysis
also sat it.

Some modern existentialists, however, see modern man as becoming free of
the need to impute order and design in everything--free of the fear that dis-
order somehow eliminates being and makes man anxious. Some people (Sartre and
Camus, for instance) accept the world's natural disorder, dirt, pornography,
and absurdity along with its elements of order, joy, and reason.

Pehotheraneui Techniques

There is no stereotyped techmique by which a therapist can imediately help
a- pAtient to reach his own potential. The therapist must first understand the
patient _ s a persrm, and then develop techniques uhich are appropriate to the

therapist and the patient in their personal encounter. That is, the therapist
must first understand the patient as a being in this world with the therapist.
It is well for ma as a therapist to conceive the patient as accompanying me on
Spaceship Earth- He- cannot be gotten rid of, he cannot be held at arm's length.
his treatment-cannot consist exclusively of interviews with te. He must "inter-
4ew with himself, with other individuals besides me, and with the world of
huwaan groups and physical nature. His badness or weakness must be recycled use- I
fully-compatibly to hitself, to me, and to the world. (Eigenvelt, ?atwelt,

As an existvtialist, I consider the existence beside me of the other indi-
vidual. I am not- at that roment concerned that groups, industries, languages,
geoetries have any existence vorth our primary concern nor that culture pre-

exists the individual man. Oly thus can the relation between us come to its
ful- power. et we nust both gO beyond this relationship if we are to develop _

in Spaceship Earth-the patient and I as explorers interviewing the world.

-_-_-= =_------
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... Traditional patients and doctors sense their self-oxistence as legal and
biological mechanism. They avoid awareness of self as feeling and changing
together with other people and things. They avoid confronting their own
existence. That is, they suppress existential awareness. Phen patients seek

- a mechanical gimmick for managing life, traditional psychotherapeutic work
sometimes rewards them by -structuring their neurosis and getting them to fit
into society as good machines. Non-existential therapy in one way or another
acculturates the patient-gets him to make his world identical with the cul-
ture. He gives up freedom and therefore has no anxiety. Of course, his group
may have a group anxiety if the group itself is free. But the patient as an
individual doesn't have anxiety except when the group rejects him-frees him.

The existential therapisthowever, does not AIm at cure but only at getting
the patient to experience his on existence. This is more than coming to ex-
perience fully his own pain or other feelings, for these feelings would also
occur in traditional psychoanalysis. Rather, the patient comes to experiencehimself as always acting ofn his own, quite apart from the society, but paral-
lel to his society, so that he can manage his behavior with knowledge of
society's needs-whether or not he chooses to conform.

A person's tendency to merge with the tribe-to be absorbed in the .litwelt,
to slip back into being Man, to dissolve incognito into the anonymous mass-
is analogous with the "death instinct." A person's tendency to differentiate
himself from the tribe-to see himself as alvays having been autonotous-is
the equivalent of self-assertion, the opposite of death instinct. Social con-
formity, then, is a "resistance" to really living as a free autonomous self.
It is a little death--a non-existence.

Nevertheless, existence as a thinking, speaking human being could not come
about for a baby isolated in a jungle or isolated in a nursing machine. Human
existence is derived from a group, a culture. Therefore, therapy must help the
ndividual to exist as a self which is necessarily derived from the group.

Knowledge that the self is derived from the group allows development of a
stronger self, more independent of the group and yet not destructive of the
total culture. As the group-contained individual frees himself from dependency
on the group for his tastes, his rules of behavior, and his grar of thinking,
he comes to exist as an independent autonomous person. But if he frees himself
beyond a certain degree his behavior no longer has meaning in any group. His
thinking fits no preexisting grammar, and his choices are fre- of concern for
society, for the other Individual, or for his own pre-judgments. Then the idi-
vidual becomes so free he i again without existence.

1loreover, to take away all the delusions of life is not enough. If a
patient-doctor encounter results in the patient's loosening of commitment to
church to such a degree that he can corit :nicide, it may increase his choices
but it also may decrease the extent of his culture. People who run off into an
absolute freedom uith vaAt they have learned about "individual existence" won't
preserve the very culture that allowed them to reach that state of freedom.

In therapy, the patient Is presenting himself as he talks. The therapist
does not destroy that self with patterned judgment nor Uith interpretations
which require the patient to learn a new language or a new science. The thera-
pist and patient commicate from one individual existence to the other-from
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the patient to the therapist and vice versa. They give experiences to each
other, not interpretations. Fron isolation they liberate each other into com-
munity-first into a community of theraoist-and-zatient, then into the com-
munity of the natural outside society r.here many other poLentialities can be
realized.

Most of the progress toward facing the full experience of feeling occurs
in silences and not in chatter nor interpretation. iext to the epty silences
there are certain non-verbal gestures which may be effective provided they are
rade as communications from man to equal nan-I to thou-not as cuddley or
fatherly doctor-patient gestures, crying into one's bib, etc. Without words
to narrow, to define, and to cool off the situation and to avoid changes, the
patient ard doctor face the vagueness of an open desert in front of them. In
this no-name desert is the origin of the yorld of existence. Later, one can
with worts transiently define the 10,000 things in that world.

Meltal mechanissms, neuroses, repressions, and transferences-if seen as -

defenses to protect a static and secure self-position-are limitations of the
individual's being-in-this-world. These meehanisms are better handled as
attempts to overcome blocks to growth and change. They are signals that the J
person needs to affirm his existence by changing himself rather than by making _A

indelible a former self-image.

The patient's present love or hatred toward the therapist derives in part =

__ from his past relations with his family, but much of the quality of feeling and - -

uch of the tendency to action arises from the therapist-patient encounter -

itself. This so-called transference, then, is actually an event within the
real relationship between two human beings. Like any other defense, it is an
attewt at growth. Seeking causes for behavior (including a defense mechanism)
is one way to avoid the here-and-now. Seeking the "why" avoids the ,what" we
are doing together. When I seek to understand why something is happening, I1
assume that knoledge will enable ne to manipulate the situation so that it
will not occur again or will occur in a better way. .then I seek to know more
clearly what is happening I am actually participating in the problem--feeling
it fully and developing my own skill to guide the situation along, even if

__ I don't lmj its causes.

Existentialist "insight" for a psychiatric patient could mean the patient's

coming to understand (1) his own habits of behavior and thinking (Eigenwelt),
(2) the meaiiing and need for each relationship he develops with others who are
important to him (Mitwelt), and (3) the coercion of the cultural and physical

-environment upon him-plus what he means to that broad universe (U-mwelt). Some
existential therapies, however, are so concerned with the individual and his
Eigenwelt that only the first definition of insight gets any attention. Since
the insight is developed in a context of staff against patient, many patients A
end up only realizing how deviant their behavior is with regard to that there-

= peutic staff. Such patients see themselves as sick.

The patient's decision to deal with a certain problem re-form his relation- -

ship to that problem. It re-forms his memory concerning that problem It nay __

allow him to stand aside more objectively and to look at the problem. On the
other hand, "existentially," it may allow him to participate more clearly and
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feelingly in the problem itself. Only after he has decided to quit school) might a certain student become able to talk or to drean about his schoolts
restraint upon his personal progress. After such decisions, the uncon-
.a4ous-in dreams, new postures, and rising neLw ideas-may cover up dranat-
.eally fcr the anxiety stimulated by the decision. Therapy then nay become
A way of life as further beautiful ideas cover up further anxieties. The
pnconscious may look forwyard to the future, however, and prepare the patient
to lve in that future. In order to avoid this covering up, the patient
must have hopes that he can function as a living self in the future without
t he coverup or the mental mechanism.

t-hen existentialists try to overcome the patient's existential anxiety-
the fear of the self's coming to an end, they do not try to bring to life a
atronger self consisting of skills and attributes, such -as public speaking,
carpentry, or a good reputation. These things constitute a more or less com-
piled and static self-image. A person could lose his job, his family, and his
reputation without losing his spiritual strength, his feeling of personal -
existence. The existentialists, rather, vant to bring the indi-vidual to a

realization of his existence as a perceiver and decision-maker. Living on the
ege betueen the present and the future, this kind of self is in a constant
state of activity and change, It is always dying (anxiously) and being born
At the sane time. It can hardly move into non-existence in the manner that a
reputation or a skll can become non-existent. It is this existential here-and-
now self uhich develops the potentialities of the body, the other people, and
the social and geographical environment in which one lives. Accordingly, an
excess of existential anxiety opens the horizons of consciousness to realize
that such a self exists apart from the image consisting of allotments from the
past or attributes and roles which society imputes t the individual.

Existentialists ask the student therapist to describe his oa likenesses
to his patient. They ask nhat it does to therapeutic potential when he thi
Of the patient as a #crock," a psychotic, a neurotic, a lover class person, or
otheruise as "not of my kind." The existentialists speal: of human beings,
including themselves, as all of one class together ithout any exclusiveness.
The therapist, as a single individual soul (Atnn) cowmuicates with the patient
as a single individual soul. But at the same tine, the therapist as a total
human soul colnunicates with the patient as a human soul, a world soul (Brahma)
vhich even Includes the animal and spiritual %orld. And of course the patient
tommicates back in the same modes.
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THE BOINDAPIES AND PIVOTS OF INDIVIDUALITY
By Ulatthew D. Parrish

S. Thee Mv personal sense of individuality is a balance between: (a) a sense
of self as contained within a boundary separating me from others, and (b) a
sense of self as a pivotal centrality of identity or self-ness separating ae
from no one but maintaining a core of central Identity-wre closely Identi-
fled with scne people than with others.

(a) In the boundaried sense, I feel my self as internally consistent -

and integral. It ends abruptly at its boundary and is separate
from the selves of all other people.

(b) In the pivotal sense, the farther I look from the inner focal I
point of me the less personal my own sense of self becones. That
sense may change from Identity to belongingness to membership to
acquaintance to alienation. It may reach contradictory mixtures
of Identity and estrangement but I do not worry where that sort of -
self ends-it simply fades away song other people and things. I
Sometimes it may overlap with other selves, sometimes fail ever to
reach them at all.

Creek AttitudesI

2. Philosophy and Self Concept: The Greek assumptions and attitudes aout mathe-
matics, art, muic, politics, are congruent with the feeling of Greeks for
theselves as individuals.

3. Bodily Separateness: The theoren of Greek geometry are concerned aout sepa-
rate bodies which exis In thenelves-e.g., triangles. the triangle is over
here, mother is over there. Geometry say comare then, 2m find the con -
gruent, etc., but each exists in its own right whether or not there is Anything
else In the universe.

4. Space and Body In Greece: Greek geoetry, then, conceives of empty space as
simply a nothingness. Of course, a geometer may enclose with new lines the

spe between two triangles. He would consider the polygon so formed a a
figure in itself. it could be a mesure of distance or area between the two
triangles but it is only each figure that Is significant, the triangle, the
polygon, etc.-not the empty space upon which the figure Is projected. I

5. Geometries: The basic Greek geometry was solid geometry. Plane geoetry was
only an analysis of the solid. it enabled mn to measure out areas upon the W
solid earth or upon architectural form, etc. The basic Western geometry, _

ev, is plane geometry. We erect a second plane upon the first one in
order to produce three-disional space and solid figures.

6. Individual: ikewise, the Creek individual a consideed as largely self-

contalmed. A whole a wa cor lete in himself. The typical Creek individual
was smthng of a artist, a businessman or tradesman, an athlete, a luya

worhipr of th gds hucydides, the historian, was only An anale part o
Thu des the -. He was also am athlete, a gMneral, sad an artists Alibades
was a polticisn, a general, an athlete, and a philosopher. Thales wa at least
a philbsopber and a busi nesman. d so it mnt Practic every frefta,

Sconsidered as a whole person, was emphatically a soldier, politicians an
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athlete, an artisan. Western men looking at Greeks or at other westerners,
perceive the man in parts-composed of several such careers, or perhaps only
as one career. They seldom see the career as only an aspect of the uan.

7. Sculpture: In Greece, the leading art was sculpture--the solid self-contained
in-the-round representation of a person or animal. Painting aspired toward
looking more like sculpture. Shading was used to shou the roundness of form-
the cylindrical arm, the bulbous nose. Practically no paintings of China,
Egypt, or Persia, for instance, show forms in-the-round so prominently as the
paintings in Poqpeli.

8. Self-Containnent: In Greece, the play, the poem, and the painting, like the
person and like sculpture, was set off from other things and self-contained.
Greek wisic was expressed also in a single self-contained line of melody with
a definite beginning, middle, ad end.

9. Solid Muslc: ]usic was "sculpted"- around separate and distinct tetrachords.
In Western usic this would be something like organizing our music into separate
octaves. The tetrachords employed in any one piece of music were organized in
a particular mode, a particular structure of its four variously pitched tones.
This is reiniscent Of -estern nusic's eventual organization into scales. But

scal did not contain for Europeans the separate and distinct emotional atn-
pheres that the various ma.sical modes represented for the Greek-as asserted,
for instance, in Plato's A± *blic. (Book Ill, 398a-403d) See also Aristoxenus:
flarwaics (Ed. Hacran), Oxford including lacran's Introdu-tion. )

Euroean Attitudes-Conetxy and Art

10. C tz of elatonship: In the Western European sort of geometry presented
by Descartes (La Geometi) in the late 16th Century, the triangle is simply
thre points positioned in space. They have a measurable relationship to the
axes ad the origin of this spatial grid qm which they are projected. Conse-

- querly they also have- a definite relationship to any other triangle or figure
nthat grid.,- on I d

11. Western-Space: Space" in Descartes' gefetry is a very real entity. It is not
erely nothingness.

12. Cartesia Pivot: he origin (where the as of the spatial grid cross) is the
point-of-vte froa which the universe iS measured and delineated.

= 13. §!guAr:The origin on the spatial axes is analogous to the "point-of-j
vie- of the spectator in perspective paintings. It is analogous to the point-
ofwvt projected onto the Western sculpture. This sculpture was originally
constructed to fit into the niches of the cathedrals. M it cae out of the
niches of Chartres and off of the has reliefs of the Florentine baptistry doors
it to* on uvltiple points-of-view. it became a collage of points of view
iwresstd from ay diections. But unlik Greek sculptue It nev bea

-palpale ses and pr ions it never was felt as swelling, loting, or
weighty Solidity.3

14. AOnmad Hasic: The origin on the spatial axes is aalons to the tonic
chor dIn Western Wit. The asic is oriented arond this chord a the fial
possible resolution which gives all alody ad ar wy its meaning vith-i that
partictlar piece.

-?-
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15. Self-Contained Figures: In painting, Giotto in the early 14th Century pro-
duced realistic figures by putting rather dull chalky colors in well-
delineated boundaries. This mode of painting within boundaries is a little
reminiscent of a child's coloring book. This was a dominant form of painting
in Europe for about 200 years.

= 16. The-Fgures in Perspective: Artists like Botticelli and Raphael produced very
beautiful, well-boundaried figures in a space organized by line perspective. H
This perspective related every figure to every other figure in the picture.
The size of a figure did not depend upon its own personal size but upon its
relation to the observer. A child walking close to the observer appeared
bigger than a grown man halfway down the road.

17. Free View: Line perspective in Greek and Roman painting was seldom so marked
as to keep the observer strictly in his own position. Even less did Egyptian,
Persian, Chinese, and other cultural schools of painting try to unify a picture

around li -e perspective. The spectator was free to shift his point-of-view
= around among the figures in the picture.

18. Classical Bounds: Greek and Roman art, like 'h, ,-4rly Renaissance art, was
always boundaried. Each figure was self-contained.

19. Vision of the Light: In the early 16th Century, however, painters like
Giorgione and Titian began to paint the light itself. They did not paintthe
"natural" color of flesh. Rather, they painted the particular color brought A
out upon it by the kind of light which bathed it.

20. Light as the Entire Painting: Boundaries were not things in themselves. They
were changeable appearances fashioned by the light. Whether a figure even
existed usually depended upon whether it was in the light. In the late 19th
Century, Renoir and Monet painted 2L2 light. Renoir particularly enjoyed
painting his model Gabrielle because, as he said, her skin could take the
light. Monet painted many different pictures of the facade of Rouen Cathedral.
The light shimmered and glowed foggily in blobs and glints, constructing a
floating image of uncertain boundaries. -

21. Light as Spatial: For these Western artists, light pervaded all visible space.
Playing with light they played with space.

22. Space as a Thin&: As with Descartes, space was a real entity.

23. Neglect of Light: The dreek or Roman artists, however, felt the ambience of
the light only a little. Very occasionally he did paint cast shadowe. - -

24. Nihilists of Light: The great artists of Persia, India, China, Egypt, and
Anciefit Mexico felt that ambience not at all. In all their art they never
painted a cast shadow.

25. Mountain-Water Pictures: In Far Eastern art, significant things were often

lost or barely discernible in mist but seldom in shadow.

26. Light--East and West: These Eastern artists were like fish who did not per--_
ceive the water they lived in. To the European art_'c's, they didn't seem to
perceive the light and its full space-rendering effect.
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27. Musical Structure: Medieval music usually consisted of a single line of melody,
sometimes 'ith a second voice singing the same notes a bit lower. In this
respect it was reminiscent of Greek music. In late medieval timas, singers I
began to hold one note as a sort of drone, while another voice, lower or
higher, carried on a fairly intricate melody. Still later, two or three inter-

4 weaving melodies would be played simultaneously in che same key, and the modal
system of constructing a scale practically disappeared from European music.
Later, music was often a series of chords which took from their relation to a
basic tonic chord their own feeling of suspension, anticipation, or unbalanced
tendency toward change. Once the series of chords resolved into the tonic
chord the music was at a solid resting place. The listener didn't feel it

needed to change or to move on. Equivalent to Descartes' "origin," the tonic's
j relation to all figures of music gave those figures their positional meaning.

-1
28. Organized Musical Pieces: Dufay and other Netherl"zders in the 15th Century

put--these many-textured melodies and harmonies into emotionally moving, self-
contained pieces. They were contemporary with Van Eyck's glowing textures and
boundaried figures in oil painting.

A 29. Fields ?: Just as Descartes expressed space as a living, all-pervasive entity,
so Bach, for instance, with his organ pieces filled all the cathedral's space
with his music.

30. Aua- c: Bach's music was space. In this musical geometry, every filgure

filled all space. One melody had a definite relation to another, one voice
had a definite relation to another, one chord had a definite relation to
another.

31. Synchronic Spaces: Bach set one space synchronously against another space. --

He wove one melody simultaneously against another melody.

32. Diachronc res: Bach set one space diacronously against another space. He
sounded one chord and then sounded another chord, which produced a definite
feeling of relationship to the first chord. The meaning and power of one chord
depended upon the existence of the other chord.

33. Double Worlds: This synchronous and diacronous handling of the same musical
elements was analogous to a geometrical figure constructed upon rectangular
coordinates which were superimposed upon polar coordinates. Both kinds of
space were figured simultaneously.

34. Individuals, Music, GeometrX: This European handling of -oth music and geometry
was analogous to the relationships between two or more persons within a family
or a small society. Each person took his individual meaning from the quality
of such relationships. The value and feeling of European life similarly de-
rived its meaning.

European-Attitudes--Science

__ 35. Space as a Thing: In West Europe, astronomical space for most people came to
have anf even more feelable and clearly sensed reality than the geometrical
space of Descartes.

F-
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36. Need for Causes: Kepler knew that planets whirled around the sun in ellipti-
cal orbits. lie knew how their velocities varied in orbit, but what made them
move? -some wind out in space or angels with whips?

37. Perspectiv as Cause: Newton put everything under one uniting concept-
gravity. Every body in the universe attracted every other body with a measur-
able force. Each body constituted a point nf view for its own force field, W
which spread pervasively through the universe. The forces from evry object
in the universe infiltrated each other--interlocked, overlapped.

38. Anthropo-ergism: But the conce;. - for:ce of gravity was similar to the
force of Newton's own muscles.

39. Warping of Space: Einstein furthei si- ?lified planetary motion by asserting
that the presence of a mass at one position in space was accompanied by a cur-
vature in space pivoted around that position.

40, Curveas Cause: Any other body in space would move along that curve. The
paths the two bodies took would depend- upon their masses and upon the mocions I
they started with. For space's patterns of curvature change in accord with

the mass and the motion of the bodies. The bodies moved along the curves of
space as a surge of water would naturally roll downhill around hillocks and
gullies.

41. Information Flcw: Light itself followed that curvature in space-as did the
a { transmission of any other information.

42. Space as a Thing: Space to Einstein, then, was not a nothingness. It was a
real thing-just as it was to Descartes, just as it was to the European paint-
ers, just as it was to the musicians.

43. Fugal-!landlng of Space: In the fugues of his Unaccompanied Violin Sonatas,
Bach set certain melodies and their harmonic support a few measures into the
future so that the future was haard while the present melody sounded. From
the flow of sounds the listener had certain expectations of the melody about
to be played, and the melody in his mind he set against the present sounds.
See J. S. Bach: Sonata for Unaccompanied Violin--Fugue in G Minor, Oxford.
Also, Jascha Heifetz's rendition on RCA Victor Record L2-6105.

44. Space and Time: Bach also based the present sounds upon past melody so that
past and present were felt simultaneously. Bach sounded one brief note of an
accompanying melody and later he would sound another brief note of it. In his
own head the listener would interlace the intervening space with buffering
melody. Sometimes two or three pervasive spaces existed synchronously.

45. To Drive and to Lead Behavior: Analogously now, an individual exists as a rela-
tioshi to hiW own- past (superego) and: his own future (operant conditioning).
lie does not exist just self-contained in the present. That is, his behavior and
his feelings are controlled to some extent by his past experiences and the people
he has identified himself with. They are controlled in part also by what he
expecs to happen in the future.

46. Pervasive Influence: Every individual affects every other individual in the world--
individuals past and future, near and far. Of course, his effect is greater
upon nearby persons.
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47. Individual as Contents: The individual can be seen as a set of personal r1qualities, thoughts, and feelings existing within a definite boundary. Out-side this boundary everything is "not-me." F

48. Individual as Varying Field: The individual can also be seen as a pivotal
density of emotional and intellectual influence. He "curves" and distorts
the emotional and intellectual quality of the field of life space around him.
The effect lessens with distance and time.

49. Gravitation and Individuals. Two pivotal individuals negotiating with each
- other follow the interweaving fields of emotional and intellectual forces

around them. The presence of one field alters the other, while it is being
altered itself.

50. Condensed Focus: Metaphorically, this pivotal kind of individualism can be
seen as a soft dumpling which has a very hard and very condensed center but
which loosens up toward the periphery. Its outer edges are indistinguishable

from the broth itself. Again, it can be seen as a herd of cattle on the open
range in old Texas. A particular herd, let's say, is clustered mostly around
the central ranch buildings but some members of the herd are scattered out
across the rangeland and mixed in with cattle from some other distant ranch.
There are no definite boundaries to the herd.

51. Fences Reify Invasion: The boundaried type of individuality corresponds to
the rangeland after fences were built, so that the minute one cow crossed a
fence he was in some other ranch's territory. That ranch had been invaded, )
trespassed upon. The central buildings of the ranch were really no more the
rancher's property than was the fence.

52. Boundary, Eternity, and Individuality: Two boundaried individuals negotiate
with each other across that empty (Greek-like) space between them. Each with-
in his own bounds maintains his own personal and unchanging character.

53. But Brittle: The boundaried individual is like an egg in its shell. What's
inside the shell is egg, what's outside is not-egg. If the shell is broken the
egg loses its integrity. The housewife then may provide a cup as asylum for
Humpty Dumpty.

54. Resistivity: If the outer layers of the dumpling are bitten into, the dump-
ling's central integrity is not much damaged. A little more stewing in the
broth-in the fields of intellectual and emotional forces--will restore the
dumpling--not so with poor Humpty Dumpty.

55. Environment and Self: Some environmental influences tend to give people a sense
of boundary. Other environmental influences tend to give a sense of pivotal 140
centrality.

56. A Middle Eastern Self: Life in a desert area usually produces a sense of boun-
dary. As a nomad travels across the desert, all is waste and sand until sud-
denly when he takes one more step he is in the oasis and the world is immed-
lately green with grass and trees, birds sing and fountains flow. This is a I
garden. It is boundaried space. The other world one step over the boundary

L -
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- is the desert. When the sun sets on the cloudless desert it is suddenly cold
and dark. There is never doubt exactly when the sun sets or rises. To desert
people, when the sun sets the 4ay ends. This is a tire boundary.

57. A West European Self: On the other hand, rainy foggy countries tend to produce
a feeling of centrality in persons. One piece of land is about as good as
another, one hour is hardly distinguishable from the next, no one knows
exactly when the sun sets on an overcast day. Time must be calculated by
m-ans of some man-made instruments, and one minute is as good as the next.

58. A Mongoloid Self: A nomadic life on the unfenced plains of central Asia will
tend to produce a feeling of centrality rather than boundary. The nomad travels
as the weather changes. Clustered around him are his flocks, horses, tents,
and other possessions. His defense is seldom a wall. It is more likely to be
a skill in fast maneuver or infiltration.

59. Agoroid Self: Cities built at crossroads develop a central marketplace with
outlying manufacturing and living areas. As the traveler moves toward the
center of the city the atmosphere becomes more characteristic of that partict-

lar city. The shops and the population become denser. As he moves out away
from that center the population thins out and it is uncertain exactly when he
has left the metropolitan area. a

60. Boundary and Centrality in War: The trench warfare of World War I was a war
between peoples who were thinking about boundaries. The North and South Viet-
namese who fought in the Vietnam war, however, were pivotal infiltrators with
little sense of boundaries. The Americans and French as nations have a great
sense of boundary. As soldiers in Vietnam, however, both were more infiltrative.
They fought more from power clusters or pivots rather than from behind boundaries.

Persons as Pivotal or Bounded

61. Boundar: Characteristics of boundaried persons are: walled cities, castles,
war tanks, steel-topped automobiles, stages raised above the audience with an
orchestra pit separating audience and stage, with a pros Pnium arch across the
front of the stage, pictures well framed, long dresses and veils, houses with
small grilled windows.

62. Centrality: Typical of the centralized and pivotal personality are open cities
with central marketplaces, cities which-fade away into the countryside. Typical
also are fast unarmored cavalry or airplanes, theater-in-the-round where the
stage merges into the audience, frescoes and unframed pictures which tend to
merge into the real world, convertible cars, motorcycles and bicycles, whose
occupants wave cheerily at each other as they pass, even though they never met
before.

63. Paranoid: The mentally ill person with a boundary is most typically a pure
paranoid. All good is inside of him, all bad is outside. le is very concerned
about being intruded upon.

64. Schizoid: A mentally ill person who operates from a centrally clustered and -_
pivotal personality is most typically a pure schizophrenic. His thoughts are
fragmented, his behavior unpredictable. He may sleep right in the middle of
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the ward floor and yet feel isolated. He may say anything to anybody or he
may talk to himself without a coherent pattern of thought. L

65. infant: Interaction between the infant and his culture usually defines the
infant as having an inside and an outside. When this distinction is first made
the child may still believe that the outside is a part of himself. It's just
the outside part of his "dream." At any rate, most children soon believe that
the inside (memories, pains, decisions, feeling of love, etc.) belongs to him.
Te outside (perception of the landscape, acts of other people, etc.) belongs
to others. 4H

66. Culturephore: The mother transmits the culture to the infant. This is done
within the little world of the mother-child symbiosis-in which the mother and
child are mutually dependent on each other and rewarding to each other.

67. Mother-Child: Interaction between the infant and his culture, however, defines

the infant as having a central condensation of self which fades away, some-i - times rapidly,- sometimes slowly toward the outside world. The infant probably ..

considers his mother as part of himself at first. In a sense, the mother-child
symbiosis is the infant's self. But it is only part of the mother's self since i
she also belongs in other social groups.

68. Bounded Child: When the child perceives himself as bounded he will see the
societal activities of Mother (unrelated to him) as the actions of another per-
son-for instance, the actions of a witch-mother who is powerful but is not
really part of the true self-mother. )

69. Pivotal Child: Insofar as the child feels himself centralized and pivotal
instead of bounded, he will feel that there are times of Mother and functions
of Mother which are less a part of him or of his usual mother than are other
functions and times.

70. Non-Verbal Space: Within the mother-child symbiosis (and sometimes within the
child-family symbiosis) the child becomes expert at getting Mother (or family)
to understand without words. And the mother becomes expert at getting the
child to understand without words. The child becomes comfortable with his
picture of himself as a person who carries out his non-verbal control over

__ Mother in terms of his own personal and peculiar way of doing it. Actually
__ his communication rituals were worked out by negotiation with the one or two

people he communicates with.

71. Overflow of Boundary: The child sees the self as a skilled personality inside
his otn territory. People usually talk as if that territory ends at the
child's own skin, yet people give demonstrations to the child that his terri-
tory extends to some of his belongings and to the area within the ken of his
eyes or other sensitive organs. If he is nursing, then his mother's breast
belongs in his territory and not in his older brother's.

72. Reciprocal Territoriality: The breast belonging in his territory is equiva-
lent to his belonging in its territory.

73. Jealousy and Boundary: When the child feels his self and his possessions have
a definite boundary around him, jealousy becomes a particularly strong emotion.
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If some other person intrudes into that boundary and takes away some part of
pa person or thing the child assumed was his own, then the child may become

"righteously" angry at the person taken away as well as at the one who took
that person away.

74. Anger, Depression, and Centrality: Insofar as the child feels his self and
his possessions as pivoted or centralized rather than boundaried, the child
may be angry at the loss of some personal things from the more outlying parts
of his territorial self, but this anger is not so righteous as jealousy.

Language

75. Language and Social World: At about age one year the child is led to see that

verbal language has payoffs which non-verbal comunication lacks. Language
gives power to reach beyond the mother-child symbiosis. By this age the 0hild

is beginning to reach out in other ways also--often putting much space between
himself and Mother. Sometimes the non-verbal child wants to hold his mother
within his non-verbal world, but he perceives that much of Mother belongs to
the world of language and her life in that world goes on without him until he
learns language.

76. Languale and Self: The child's language can be seen as boundaried. At first
he begins to use language by taking in whatever words come along. A new boun-
dary develops between the language inside the child and the language outside.
In effect he says, "My language is me. I speak it. No one speaks it for me.
Don't you dare speak what I feel. My own private language will express my
feelings." The child holds on to this boundary even though his feelings really
are still obvious to others and even though his "inside" language is a copy of
the language of his society.

77. Langug Keysto Social Worlds: The adult may see some new words as foreign.
The child does not. Nor does the student of language who regresses to a
child's state in his learning. For example, in a group learning German by
counseling methods, using only German, the teacher speaks for the student after
the student has regressed to the beginning stage for language. She puts his
feelings into words for him, thus giving him communication with the wider world
(the German world) and some control over that world. Any mother similarly
reads her child's feelings.

78. Boundaries and Learning Blocks: Once a student has fenced up a strong boundary
around his language it is difficult for him to learn a foreign language. He
can learn new words but he doesn't want to learn new grammar-new ways of
thinking. The linguistic boundary can loosen and become more permeable only
when the student feels so secure in his skill at a language that he is ready
to share all of that language with other people. Or else the student might
simply not care at all what happens to his language and just open himself up
to any linguistic changes that come along. A dialect speaker can then change
to standard English, which to a mountain child or ghetto child seems to be
another dialect. In any case, the student learns best when his language boun-
dary is loosened and he relies more upon a centrality of language skills.

79. Reclprocation as Reification: The only way anyone can know he is speaking
German or English is by the responses of German- or En.ilish-speaking others.
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80. Boundaries and Prejudice: Some people keep tight boundaries on their lan-
guage forever. Some only draw the boundary at foreign language, some only
at Chinese written language. They can often speak, some Chinese but even
after three or four years in the Far East they can't see the ideograph for
even "entrance" cr "exit" as meaningful symbols.

Development of a Centrality of Self and Its Relation to Boundaries:

31. Pepe: Age three months: The child perceives words in the world of both
child and adult as discrete but intermixed sounds, somewhat as he sees the

sky peppered with stars but not organized into constellations.

82. Inside and Outside: Age six months: There is a faint boundary of self with
the inside language matching some of the language outside the self boundary.

83. Grammar: Age one year: The child's inside language begins to coagulate into
a gram atically organized set of ideas. Thus his language becomes well
bounded. Nevertheless it is about the same as other people's language. It
is no longer a cluster of random words kept within the boundaries of the
child's person. Later on, other parts of the child's self will be patterned
almost identically with such patterns in the outside world--e.g., his dinner
rituals, skill at auto mechanics, or axithmetic...

84. 'icrocosms in the Linguistic Cosmos: Late childhood: "My" language for the
English child becomes English itself. It develops a dense nuclear organiza-
tion, with the expectancy that all language in the world is identically
organized. Some linguistic items of uncertain ownership float around between
the central kernel and the less predictable thoughts more distant from the
kernel. These are phrases he doesn't understand well enough to use but doesn't
feel they are foreign. As far as usable language is concerned, what is mine now
equals what is yours. The child is usually quick to replace his personal pro-
nunciations or meanings with the. sounds and meanings other people use. He
feels the language no longer belons to him. lie merely has the use of his
society's language. Without language he could not develop a complex, intricate,
unique self. With language his once unique personal and non-consensual thoughts
fit themselves into the names and the grammatical molds of a thought-frame he
never made. His now complex self is forever merged into his society's way of
thinking.

Centralized Versus Boundaried Personality-Advantages for Practical TheraW:

85. Nested Organisms Within Organisms: The theory of the boundaried biological
organism (general systems the-ry) considers that the organism is a set of
organized and interacting elements separated by a more or less permeable boun-
dary from all outside elements. For instance, protein molecules are patterned
into self-contained organelles such as mitochondria or chromosomes. Sets of
organelles are surrounded by a cell wall. Great collections of cells consti-
tute individual persons who are surrounded by skin. Collections of individuals
will constitute a community or nation which is surrounded by legal nimts of
territory.

86. Inside Oranism: The inside of the organism is considered very pure and
tender. Any intrusion through the boundary is considered an injury. Any out-
side element remaining inside is considered a foreign body. Thus a virus or
parasite may penetrate a cell. An heretical idea may penetrate church dogma.
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- 87. Interchange, Infiltration and Fracture: The boundary concept is supported5 by the superficial observation that a living tree is not invaded by termites
nor by bacteria unless it gets into an "unhealthy" state so that the tree's
boundaries can be intruded upon. Extensive observation, however, shows that
there is always in any organism a good deal of interchange between inside and
outside elements, wherever and however the boundary is defined to lie. Bac-
teria and viruses within the human body may be phaged by white cells or
attacked by antibodies but many such "intruders" are merely lived with com-
mensally or symbiotically. Protein molecules, organelles, cells, and other
body elements are constantly rotting away and being replaced by others. The
Individual body itself is also constantly being replaced as an element within
the body social. Like any other organism, the body social (family, community,

_nation) exchanges material, energy, and information between Inside and outside.

88. Block: One thing prevents individuals from grasping the importance of the
genes which remain the same for millenia and which whimsically bequeath to
individuals certain short-lived forms and potentialities. This thing likewise
hides the importance of nations or cells as organisms. That thing is the
illiteracy of genes, races, cultures, etc.

89. Who's in the Writer's Seat? Host writing Is done by organizations of cells

and organs encased in a single skin. Host of these writing organisms called
human beings forget, for instance, that genes may be exchanged between differ-
ent species. An exchange of genes or an exchange of protein molecules within
genes these writers very comfortably term "mutations of the organism itself."
They see all such changes from the point of view of the human individual.

90. Effect of Supra-Individual "Abstractions:" Languages, races, religions, cul-
tures; do not commnunicate with Individuals by writing books. They only cor--
municate by molding the individual's body, brain, beliefs, and styles of
behavior and thought.

91. Centrality and Interchange: The concept of the centralized or pivotal individ-
ual sees the organism as a central tendency toward a continuing organization
and re-organization of its elements, plus an acceptance of more or less intru-
sion from the outside world. The effect of this intrusion depends upon the
strength of field of the centralized core of individual identity.

92. Centrality and Influence: Whereas the bcundary model would see the earth as

a finite ball upon which we stick by force of its attraction, persons imbued
with such a model speak of a spaceship as getting out beyond the earth's
gravity. Slightly more sophisticated persons speak of getting up enough speed
to overcome earth's gravity but people who use a centralistic model consider
that earth's gravity and the spaceship's gravity are fields of force, diminish- I
ing with distance from their central cores but extending, however weaktly,
beyond the farthest stars. These centralists conceive of no definite boundary
to escape beyond. The spaceship's gravitational field, interacting with the
earth's gravitational field, changes slightly the motion of the earth. Indeed,
it affects the otion of all the stars.

93. Centrality and Utilization: Using a centralistic model, therapy aims at
strengthening the person's or the community's nuclear centrality so that all

V ""intrusions" are utilized-often to the advantage of the intruding member as
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well as to the advantage of the central core of social or individual person-
ality. Furthermore, a defective member who seems to originate within the
organism is not necessarily extruded. He is utilized or recycled. _

94. Some AdvantAges of Centrality: The centralistic model does not have the
problem of trying to improve the filtration function of an "ego" nor the
problem of maintaining an intact and virgin state of mind or body nor of
maintaining the self-important isolation of a nation. All intrusions and
all bad behaviors are only relatively bad. They are improvable in a con-
stantly negotiable manner. No individual in a society and no cell In an
individual is considered perfect.

95. A Way of Growth: This is analogous to Ortega y Gasset's concept of the his-
tory of philosophy. Philosophy is progressive dialectically over the cen-
turies as a chain of untruths and contradictions. Philosophies influence
each other and merge with each other.

96. A Therapy for a Society: At the social level of organization the therapists
of the boundary see the deviant individual as an "intruder." The therapists
of the centralized core see the individual as a negotiable member, moving
from the far periphery toward the center of the society. Such members may
exchange One role for another or may exchange a role within the organization
for an existence outside the role system of the organization. Gaining a new
member, even a delinquent one, may not be seen as destructive of the organi-
zation. It may just be a part of its way of living. )°

97. Another Therapy: Those who seek for purity within their social system like
to conceive it as boundaried. They usually want to extrude a delinquent mem'-
bet outside the boundaries of their community or corporation. They want the
prison system to take care of him.

98. Centraliy and-Custom: A more centralized community such as an East Asian
village or an extended family in southern Europe, is more likely to contain
its delinquents, its mental retardates, etc.

Characteristics of Boundaries:

99. Boundary and Love, etc.: Since boundaries delineate the self from the not-
self they allow a joy of interaction across a boundary to the other person.

100. Boundary and Accountability: Boundaries allow people to deal with a definite
I, thou, and they.

101. I, Thou, They in Anger: In anger, the "thou" is relegated to the "they."

102. I.-Thou. They in Schizophrenia: In a detached schizophrenic person the "I"
is relegated to "they."'

103. I. Thou, They in Objectivity: In objective scientific work the "I" is rele-
gated to "they." Experimenters usually write in the passive voice.

104. Paranoia: Boundaries always produce some degree of paranoia. The individ-
ual utilizes the other to contain some of the individual's own inner thoughts
and therefore to help the individual define and maintain his ideal self.

. .C
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Boundaries thus allow the individual to become comfortable with himself, as
he shoves all his bad qualities across the boundary and into the world out-
side.

105. Motor Vehicles and Self Concept: The feeling of personal boundaries is such
stronger in a tank than in an auto. In a convertible car with the top down
the boundary weakens. In a motorcycle it weakens still more. You ay
notice when you drive a steel-topped automobile that the other drivers are
always doing something wrong. You yourself almost never do anything wrong.

Furthermore, such drivers almost never recognize the existence of other
drivers as persons. On the other hand, motorcycle drivers have no steel
boundaries and they typically wave at each other. They infiltrate the traf-
fic and they seldom complain of the other fellow's badness.

106. Architecture, Self, and Family: Air-conditioning increases the strength of
the house and family boundary. It isolates the fmily inside the house, like
a tank crew inside a tank. The summer heat becomes a wall between hores.
it no longer flushes persons out onto porches and streets.

1037. Group Therapy and Self: In the san manner, a therapy group produces differ-
ences in the Individual's self-armor and in his concept of self-boundary,
depending on whether he sits in an arm chair, on a stool, or barefoot on a

mattress with others-or crowded into a tubful of nude people.

108. Trarzcultural Changes-Boundary: When a central African or an Indonesian
comes to the United States and learns American ways of living and language,
he produces a change in his own boundaries. His self-lits have been ex-
panded to include American culture. As a functioning person within boundaries,
however, he may feel smaller in America than he did in Africa because for a

long time he has fewer qualities he can exercise. He doesn't know as many
English words as he does of his native language. He is more sure of American
customs. If he lives only with those American customs his effective personal
boundary is narrowed. If he moves back to his native land he enters into
another kind of boundary which is larger for him. He can do more and he can
think more.

109. Transcultural Chanes-Centrality: Insofar as the i.grant is a centralized
personality, however, he merely gathers around himself more American quali-
ties. lie still retains his old qualities, though they may tend to die out
one by one with disuse. This inmigrant may never feel he has ingested any
foreign customs, even though he becomes quite American in his behavior.

10. Pivot-Boundary Balance: There is no such thing as a purely bounded individual
nor a purely centralized individual. Everyone has a balance between a pivotal
centrality to his personality and a circumscribing boundary. This balance may
be different at different periods of life in the same individual. It may be
different in different social situations of the same day.

111. Boundaried Nations: The same applies to nations. A European ccuntry is very
careful to define its boundaries. It feels paranoid when an unauthorized
person crosses the frontier, but once a spy is established in the capital he
may do very well.
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112. Ctraliy PIvoted PeOples: Ma~ny mntagn'rd tribes in Asia, however, do not

know where any national boundary lies. They only knot that the central power
o one nation is strong enough this year to collect taxes from them and to
draft theit young- me. The next year the central power of some other nation,
or perhaps of a non-national political movement, will be able to collect
taxes,.

113. European Ielp": Europeans love to help Asians define Asia boundaries but
the Asians-are not as conerned about then as the Europeans are.

114. Iddle Class "elp": iddle class psychotherapists, with cOiqetitive entre-
preneurial attitudes, living in detiched brick-walled houses, distant from
their brothers and uncles, specialized into self-contained disciplines, will
try to define the identity of ghetto or central African patients and streng-
then their individual separateness from their p.ent. But the patients may
want only relief from pain while remaining aerged into extended families,
permeable house walls, mtorcycle brigades, and indeterminate locations-but
strong And everlasting family anchors to pivot upon.
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CIIENTh AND CABBAGE
By H. 1). Parrish

Any enterprise begins by building itself around a particular mission.
The mission may be selling cabbages, for Instance, or It may be caring for
patients. A secondary mission of the enterprise is to pay the employees and
keep then working happily. If the organization is large, however, and lasts
a long time, the secondary mission becomes primary. This is especially true
in government, for employees are part of the governent Itself.

Consequently, we wi_'1 find that cabbage-shippers and salesmen will spend
a lot of tine talking with each other. Such talk helps their maorale. They
seldom talk to the cabbages. Doctors, nurses, and other medical professionals
will also spend a lot of time talking to their own kind. They usually feel
that they mist keep copetitively equal with the other professionals-not with
the patients. Not only do the professionals have many conferences to which
they invite no patients, but they frequently keep patients in the hospital
over the weekend even though only a skeleton crew of professionals works on
the weekend. The patients make out on their on as well as they can.

Now. what happens to the cabbages if the cabbagc-workers become dissatis-4

fled-if these workers think that cauliflower-wrkers Ret a lot more money for
less work, or if they think that the supervisors really don't care what happens
to then! Yes, cabbages will be neglected. Some of then will rot. Others
will never reach their destinations. But there will be no dehumanization of
cabbages.

-lut. what happens to the students or the clients of those who are serving
other humin beings rather than manipulatin cabbaes? !hat happens to students
when teachers feel that they are being, handled like numers or machine parts?
Yes, the students quit studying, drop out, and some iay even burn down the
school. Mhat happens to patients? Well, one of them colmits suicide. One
rapes another. One kills. One escapes, refuses to eat. Fights occur, de-
humanization Is certain. What happens In prisons whenL no attention Is paid
to training the custodial personnel or repairing the building or counseling

hm¢.attn i cetai, lhathapensin rior huln no .ateo ;osepang

the prisoners? Yes, we have riots, esc.pes, homonexual assaults, drug traffic,

etc.

For example, a certain high school may be housed In the oldest school
building of the county. The school hoard pays more attention to the schools in

A the wre elite conwtities. The morale of the teachers goes daotr. The. com-
plain to each other about the sad state of their school. They may even mention,
Jokingly, that it would be a good thing if the school burned down so they could
get a new building. The .tudents do not hear these words but they pick up the
teachers' attitude. They begin to break the window-, to litter the hallways
with orange peelings, they drop out of school. Yet in a poorer conty this
type of school amgh be considered one of the best. Morale iight be high and
students assiduous in their work.

In a certain ental hospital the employees believe their work draws less
pay than the same type of work In other hospitals. There are sometims too
few employees to cover a shift safely. Emloyees spend time coplaining to
each other and to their managers more than-they spend it with patients. The
building is old, the food Is bad. supplies are short. Both staff and patients

_ _ _ , =_
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__ tome to wish that something would happen which will relieve this situation.
In this case there is no such thinr. as a "bad" happening. Any spectacular
happening is a relief to everyone, even though it nay also be a pain to every-

- one. Consequently the rate of suicide Increases. So does the rate of escape,
rape. homicide. Perhaps no employee is at fault. An ermlovee say just be
attending to a suicidal patient when another patient comits honicide or
escapes.

~then these suicides, dropouts, riots occur, hither management consult-
ants who were trained in the cabbage business or the steel production business
will usually reorganize the system, pour more coney into some aspect of It
fire some people, punish others. reward others. These kinds of management
behaviors do not hurt cabbages or steel but they ray do a great deal of barn
to clients, if clients are alloWed no voice in management. This Is most espe-cially true when tovernment provides services. In spite of attests to
take away their rights, patients, students, and prisoners still renin a part
of government. Yet it Is very hard for cabbage adednistrators to believe that
they lmprove services when they ask employees, patlents, prisoners, and stu-
dents to participate in decisions affecting their am welfare.

Strangely enough, one of the modern developaents which helps to take the
dehumanization out of wmnagement was originated in the autciiile Industry.
This was "anagement by objective," originated by Alfred Sloan when he waspresident of General Mtors. The imortant part of aagenent by objective
was not the care with uhfich objectives were laid out and met. but rather, the-fact that these objectives were determined by nezitIation between the eJ'loyees
and managemet. Some managers in later days, however, have neglected this
negotiation aspect of !U0 and Nave emphasized the development and manipulation
of concrete objectives. Such neplect detanizes.

Decentralization has helped to humanize manageaent. This is particularly
so in Education and Medicine, where local comunitles have local needs. Con-sequently, the members of the cond cy will negotiate with the local managers
of the services. They will negotiate in company with the comamilty's patients,students, and prisoners to obtain a service wtic, fits that particular con-
imaity's needs. Tie local or regional manager of the service can then show

higher managers the rso esmae, the potentialties and the needs of his cn-n
sattieiztke hey.sa

SHig her nant e soures the ptetiltie o trying o thi con-

trols in order to Improve behavior. This is policenanship, not leadership.
Such managers hide their knowledge of how to improve morale and how to increase
enthusiasm for program. Generally the more decentralfred parts of manageent
consist of professionals who know very well how to improve wrale-provldinr
theilt om morale Is taken care of by the hipher management. They function
nicely when higher unagers visit the local Institutions not ps inspectors or
as anyone who Is wielding power, but as human heinns interested In helping the
organization's work with clients and cosmities-interested also in promoting
by %es of this work the interest, enthusiasm, and enjoyment of the decentral-
ized staff.
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RESV ; OF GENERAL SYSTEMS9 THEORY
By M. D. Parrish

If you want to know how long it will take you to travel from Baltimore
to Washington you don't have to go out and drive the distance at several
speeds-you simply use a mathematical formula: time - distance/speed. Fur-
thermore, that formula will apply between any two cities and whether you
travel by bus or train. Other formulas help us to predict how much it costs
to manufacture an automobile or how likely we are to draw four aces at poker.
Such a generalized algebra can relieve us of having to do so many actual
measurements.

Similarly, General Systems Theory attempts to simplify our way of looking
at any machine or organization so that we can t-anage such organizations in a
cooly mathematical way rather than by anxious self-involvement with the pecu-
liarities of a particular radio receiver, army, or oil refinery.

A system is any organized set of elements which interact with each other
to produce some change or some product which affects the world outside the
boundary of that set of elements.

Thus, a radio receiver or a cow can be seen as a system. he radio re-
ceiver consists of elements such as condensers, resistors, tubes, etc., all
electrically connected. It receives radio waves and electric power from
outside its own boundary. Within its boundary it processes the radio waves,
turning them into sound waves, which it then delivers to the world outside its
boundary. A cow is a set of stomachs, kidneys, blood vessels, etc. encased
in cowhide. She receives grass, water, air, and perhaps love from outside her
own boundaries. Within her boundaries she processes these inputs and sh- de-
livers to the outside world a certain amount of milk, cow manure, and calves.

Of course, a radio receiver can also be seen as an element in a larger
system, without which 'A would be unable to function. This larger system

-- includes the electric generating plant which supplies the power. It also
includes the radio factory, the transmitter and progracmers, as well as the
audience which listens to the programs and creates a demand for them. A cow
can be seen also as an element in a larger system. Or conversely, the cow's
digestive organs and reproductive organs can be seen as two smaller systems
within the cow herself.

General Systems Theory formulates principles which are valid for all
"systems" in general. These principles, or models, apply to any kind of
machine, animal, corporation, nation, or galaxy. General Systems Theory can
render unnecessary the discovery of the principles of supply and demand in the
field of astronomy when those principles have already been discovered in the
field of economics. In the 1930's and '40's Kurt Lewin and others adapted
field theory to practical uses in human relations. This theory had already
become stylish with physicists in the 19th Century under such men as James
Clerk Maxwell.

Indeed, it appears that if a new model of thinking becomes thoroughly
Ai applied to one field of human endeavor it is almost certainly a leading social

__ style of thought and will inevitably be applied some day in all fields of

-~ _ --_ _ _ _ _ ___ - 3i
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thought and endeavor within the particular culture which developed that model.
These models which are structural similarities within different fields of
thought are called isomorphies. The idea that there are structural similari-
ties among most human institutions is itself a style of thinking we call
structuralism. Modern philosophy and anthropology have considered structur-
alism at great length. Claude Levi-StrAuss, for instance, showed that there
were structural similarities in the collections of myths from such unrelated
societies as South American Indians and Greeks. ChomskV2 thought the "deep
structure" of language tras similar everywhere. The tacit conclusion was that
all human thought has a particular underlying structure to it.

Related approaches toward the integration of the different fields of human
thought include information theory, cybernetics, game theory, decision theory,
stochastic models, and operations research.

Closed and Open Systems

A hundred years ago most businessmen, economists, psychologists, chemists,
etc. thought they worked with self-contained and independent systems. For in-
stance, mathematicians considered Euclid's geometry sufficient and valid because
it was internally consistent. This is the geometry we learned in high school.
All its parts were dependent nicely one upon the other, without contradictione.
Even the new and non-Euclidean geometries of the early 19th Century remained
internally consistent.

A chemical manufacturer cooking up a batch of dye or fertilizer would also
consider that everything in his cooking vat was interacting only within the boun-
daries of that vat and he had nothing more to worry about. In the field of
biology, however, it was difficult to see an animal as a closed system. He
seemed to be a continuous processor of food, air, wool, offspring, etc., and he
was open to the world at both ends.

In the 1930s two big steps were made toward emphasizing that there were no
closed systems anywhere; every system was open to its environment. First, a
cooly mathematical step in this direction was made in Vienna by Kurt Goedel,3 a
mathematician 'ho proved by some very ingenious use of prime numbers that there
could be no systems of geometry, arithmetic, etc. which did not depend upon some
"metasystem" beyond them. Thus the axioms and assumptions supporting any geom-
etry depended on some wider view of mathematics in which the geometry itself was
contained. Of course, this sort of thing was long suspected but now it was
rigidly proved. A second great step was made by Ludwig von Bertalanffy,4 a Vien-
nese biologist who reduced to its bare bones the obvious open system of bioloRical
organisms. The theory thus generalized could be applied to all other fields of
thought, such as economics, physics, medical service systems, etc. Not only did
all systems have certain characteristics, such as inputs, processings' and out-
puts, but systems in a young and energetic stage of development had qualities in
common with each other which they did not share with more highly developed sys-

i terns.

Feedback Mechanisms

The "primary regulation" by which an organism develops works through dynamic
interplay of existing processes-not by feedback. The genetic DNA code illus-
trates this primary regulation when it bring,; the embryo to develop according tc
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a particular pattern or code, letting the parts of the embr-o interact with
each other and the whole organism interact with the environment. This "planned"
and projected interplay does not depend on feedback, it just proceeds in an
evolutionary manner.

The secondary regulation of a system is by static arrangements--resulting N
in the organism's growth by progressive mechanization. This regulation includes
feedback mechanisms. Feedback mechanisms are at the basis of purposive behav-
ior in machines, animals, or social systems. Thus, as the carpenter perceives
the effect of his harner upon the nail, he regulates his blows. As the orator
hears the loudness of his own voice he regulates it for his audience. Feedback -

processes tend to bring the organism into a state of equilibrium. In other
words, feedback mechanisms drive the organism toward solving its routine prob-
lems, such as pounding the nails into the wood or staying on course or getting I
along with a boss.

At first, systems tend to be governed by dynamic interaction of parts, and
later* by fixed arrangemer~s and restraining conditions which render the system
and its parts more efficient. These fixed arrangements, hoiever, diminish the
system's ability to reach several equally possible future states. The system
is "set in its ways" and many doors are closed to its future development.

Few systems run purely by dynamic regulation, of course, and few purely by
static regulation. Nevertheless, for an example of the primary regulation by
dynamic interplay of component processes the American Revolutionary Army can be
seen as carrying out its mission mostly by the interplay among independent indi-

viduals and small groups which were trusted to work with others in the causes
that guided the very society they made for themselves. They changed that
society as they evolved along--each individual or group with his own responsi-
bility and his own benefits. The modern American army, however, regulates
itself mostly by static arrangements, insofar as the army is a welded structure
of specialists and cres, with tight control from headquarters. Headquarters
is constantly regulating and re-educating the persons and groups in the army
according to the feedback it gets from the experience of those groups themselves.

There is relatively little official interaction between peer groups unless it is
programmed by the higher headquarters. Such regulatien makes the army very
dependable and predictable--to its higher commanders, to the public, and to the
enemy.

Nevertheless, within the army hierarchy there is occasional reversion to an
informal dynamic interplay between peers and peer groups. Creative work is done
by new (ad hoc) groups with their new dynamic interplay. This interplay faces
problems in the field itself and develops ways of solving them which head-
quarters knows nothing about--and may only hear about if the solutions are
either very successful or very unsuccessful. The real creativeness of an estab-
lished institution can be measured by the number of spontaneous splinter groups,
with changing goals or short-lived projects. These groups cause the institution
to evolve in spite of its static formal structure and predictable behavior.

General Systems Theory, then, approaches the understanding of an organ-
s behavior by considering behavior a resultant of many fields of interaction.
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_ This is in contrast to the mechanistic world view held by the classical
physics of the 19th Century. For that physics the universe consisted of the
haphazard scurry of ators and other particles, governed by the immutable laws
of mechanical causality. This kind of mechanism produced the stars, the ani-
male, and human thought. The aimless interplay of "genes" produced various
organisms which automatically competed with each other to produce natural
selection and the evolution of new forms of life. An individual's thought
resulted simply from reverberating electrical circuits or chemical nepotia-
tions within the individual's nervous system. Scientists assumed that if they
could analyze all the motions of atoms, cells, reflex circuits, etc. they could I
understand every thought and every disease. There must be some one cause i
(perhaps a gene) which brought about an inherited character. One type of bac-
teria must produce one certain disease. Such detailed analysis was really not :8

possible. It was too complex. In astronomy, for instance, it was easy to pre-
dict the motion of a single planet around a sun if no other suns nor planets
Interfered, but to calculate the motions resulting from the interactions of
three such bodies required a thousand times more work. To analyze the produc-
tion of a snail, a flu epidemic, or a thoueht, howiever, would require workinm
with millions of interacting bodies, atoms, or other forces. Instead of a
three-bod.N problem the sciehtist would have a 1,000-body problem.

Scientists did not want to abandon the concept of cause and effect but it
was simply impossible to compute the specific cause of each phenomenon. Conse-
quently they now explained the behavior of stars and men on an actuarial basis-
as insurance companies predict the statistical behavior of large groups without
concerning themselves with the particular cause for any one event. This new

view of the world infiltrated all fields of business and science with the
notions of gestalt, organism, holism. Once the organism or system was consid-
ered as a whole, with an input and output from and to its environrent, then
General Systems Theory- could look with a now light upon competition, grou"rh,
differentiation, evolution, purpose, desire, need, reproduction, and death.
The unitary conception of the world began to be based upon the isonorphy of
structures, concepts, and laws in different fields of thought. There was no
longer the hope to explain all phenomena as a part of a great mechanistic clock-
work.

There are, then, ttwm tendencies in any organism or system. One tendency
leans toward an increase in regularity, monotony, predictability, "security,"
stable equilibrium, and self-regulation. The second tendency leans toward adven-
ture, innovation, growth, new self-awareness, new concepts, surprises, innovative
projects in liaison with others. Hoi far an organism proceeds in this direction
depends upon challenges from the environmenr. If the organism is able to per-
ceive and respond to challenges from other organisms or from the raterial world,
then it becomes more "adventurous," less secure and stable. After meeting such
a challenge, however, the organism will tend to develop regulatory feedbacks and
will gain some kind of stable relationship with the original challenge. For
instance, according to Toynbee,5 the Vikings of Norway developed new methods of
ship building and nev concepts of tribal organization at sea in order to meet the
challenge of the sea itself. Once they had become established in a fairly ade-
quate set of procedures to manage life with the sea, they stabilized and 4id not
progress any further for a i'hile. Any threat from the sea called up one of
several well-established procedures to deal with that threat. The Icelanders,
however, had a greater environmental challenge to meet, and so they progressed
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further--developing a more complex literature and a semi-parliamentary govern-

sent, as well as some other innovations in social structure. Other peoples
also have responded to the challenge of the sea, e.g., Polynesians, Portuegese,
Cretans. Nevertheless, for all these peoples and many more, the sea was there
all the time. Only certain peoples perceived the challenge and responded to
it at only certain tines. Sometimes this restionse to the stress of the sea was
due to a confluence of other stresses, such as new information, technologies,
or social pressures from other nations, I

The Ladder of System% Co mplexity

As we proceed up the scale away from stability, structure, and predictable
behavior toward dynamic progressiveness, adventure, complexity of organization,
and unpredictability, we can ascend the following ladder:

1. Structural framework--anatomy, geography, the constitution of a
government, the set of rituals and dogma for a religion.

2. Mechanistic clockworks-the solar system as a turning clock, the
carbon cycle or the water cycle az. the earth seen as a simple equilibrium.

3. Cybernetic systems-thermostats or other regulators interpret
information and use it to change the structure or behavior of a system to
its own advantage as a "closed system" (homeostasis-keeping everything
the same as it used to be).

4. Open systems. These systems import, process and export materials,
energy, or information in exchange with the environment or with other
organisms-for example, breweries or book-publishing houses.

5. Simple genetic organisms-biologic nystems, such as plants, which
, reproduce themselves according to a pattern or blueprint (e.g., genetic M

code). This blueprint (the genotype) evolves independently of the working
organism itself (the phenotype). Thus in the generated series of organisms
not only do Individuals improve their own lives but the species progresses
genetically and racially as the blueprint system evolves. Higher forms of
these organisms have "purposive" behavior, self-awareness, more ability to
predict their future and to improve themselves accordingly.

6. Simple social systems. The elements in a society which interact
with each other are not the individual animals or people themselves but the
roles within the organization. The individual is simply the bundle of
energy and skill which at that moment a role utilizes-and which utilizes
the role. The role is both a part of the organization and a part of the
individual person in the organization. But persons and roles change each
other, since the person is a message from an outside system which created
him, or perhaps from another role slot within the present system. Examples
of such social systems are an army, a nation, or a church. These organiza-
tions sometimes behave In a way that no individual member within them
would ever want them to behave. Foy instance, in the food marketing system
of the United States, each farmer this year may eagerly use a new ferti-
lizer which doubles his crop yield, but this yield surfeits the market, =

prices drop, the crops rot, and the farmers go broke.
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7. Transcendental social systems. These are the integrated systems
of assumptions, mythological structures, genetic patterns, and environ-
mental influences which maintain a total culture, such as the European
culture or the ancient Egyptian culture. This is a higher order of
systems than a social organization. The roles in a culture are played
by societies or nations of societies. They are played by languages
which have a life of their own. They are played by collections of folk-
ways and lore. They are played by constraining landscapes and foreign
technologies. Examples are the advent of the spiritual solution offered
by Islam or the change in a culture's energy supply offered by nuclear
power and weapons.

Nothing new is learned, no character change nor change in models of think-
Ing occurs as long as the organism can fit new information into the old image
of knc.ledge so that the new information looks familiar. If the image of
knowledge itself is reordered or if a very high energy bi zfnw inforoaticn
enters the system, then sone ambiguity ensues and there nay be intellectual
panic. This can occur at any level upon the ladder. Examples as we ascend
the ladder of more and mo:le complex systems nay be theae:

1. At the structural level, a second hand is added to a model clock
In the patent office, or it may be added to a blueprint.

2. At the clockwork level, the second hand operates along with the
other hands on a particular clock.

3. At the cybernetic level, a temperature-compensated balance wheel
on the clock responds to changes in temperature in such a way that the
clock keeps good time to the split-second.

4. At the open systems level, the watch is a part of the machinery
of a railroad. It paces the railroad's importation of passengers at one
station and discharge at another. The addition of a second hand makes the
schedules and the processing of passengers more accurate.

5. At the social level, a society begins to demand more accurate
scheduling. The role of timekeeper is developed and the job description
is written. Someone with particular concern for accurate timing occupies
this role. The second hand is built into his personality with the help of
the time pieces which participate in that personality. He organizes the
countdown for space flights or he plans the coordination of a six-day war.

6. A transcendental social system may develop when a whole people
coordinate themselves as if they had second hands built into their nervous
systems. By scheduled coordination of many workers, designs, and indus-
tries a social-industrial complex knon as Japan, Inc. may develop as a
challenge to the quality of life in other societies.

Mental Wealth Services as SJstems

A mental health clinic may have an input of patients, drugs, telephone
aessages, money for salaries, etc. It may have an output of patients, well-
schooled professionals, old paper, etc. When we consider the number and types
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of patients at intake and at discharge, or when we consider the sources of
money, we know a lot about the philosophy of the clinic before we meet a single
professional worker. We can also consider a larger service system which in-
cludes the neighborhoods, the courts, schools, etc. which refer patients,
receive them back again, and produce complaints which in turn produce changes
In the clinic if it is responsive to feedback. Clinics at a different position
on the ladder have their own built-in feedback sensors in the form of followup
research, which causes future changes in the clinic operations.

The developing needs of a community may create a clinic as a system open
to the community's needs. According to General Systems Theory, however, it will
always tend to revert to a mechanistic clockwork-a more nearly closed system.
It will then exist primarily to satisfy its own internal needs. It may have
mechanistic procedures for processing patients--':Evaluate the patient in three
days regardless of the personal needs of the patient"; If Form 1011-B is not
filled out the patient can't leave the hospital, regardless of how long he has
been there"; "Only the day nurse can fill out Form 1011-B"; "Avoid training pro-

Fgrams because they might blueprint our future for us and tend to move us toward
becoming a genetically developing organization"; "Avoid research projects because
they may provide feedback about our work which will cause us to change our com-
fortable procedures."

General Systems Theory simplifies the comon processes and behaviors of all
machines, organisms, and organizations. It makes a sort of algebra out of these
coum principles. Originating from a biological point of view, the theory con-
elders all systems as open--as part of some larger system. In response to exter-
nal challenges, systems may become ingeniously comnlex and expand or reproduce
themselves. As the states learn efficient management, hoever, the system tendsWi to become self-regulating and eventually to become a monotonous and dependable

set of procedures until a further challenge and response cycle sets in.

IM
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SDI LAR IN SOCIAL AND PREVENTIVE PSYCHIATRY FFOR PSYCHIATRIC RESIDENTS,
UNIVERSITY OF ILLIINOIS

Sept. - Dec. 1972

The core plan of the course that follows was a guide but was not followed In
this order:

-1. Etiology in social and individual organisms: Cause-effect vs means and
ends .vs stat.stical view. (Descartes and Newton vs Kant and Hegel vs Heisenberg
and Popper) -

2. Individuality: the self as an attained character vs self as a Hera-
cleltean flux. Self as bounded (screened off) vs self as swinging from a social-
ly steadied pivot. Relation of self-concept to culture.

3. The psyche of the group.

4. Systems theory-symptom as communication.

5. Technique of consultation: Caplan, military practices, use of trans-

parent self in social and individual management.

6. Rediscovery of social and preventive psychiatry principles in W I,
W II, Korea, Vietnam. Relevant research.

7. The changing position of organized psychiatry vis-1-vis the public sector.

. In the first seminar I attempted to find gaps and needs residents right have
In social psychiatry theory and practice-field military psychictry being but one
example of social or corunity psychiatry. Residents seerned Io follo tet usual
student tendency to wait for "authority" to commit itself and then (hope-uily)
form their own conclusions by interaction. Accordingly, at the .Econd session I
presented as a lecture, a rather strongly polarized social ,ndel, as lollows:

A social model of Psychiatry:

1. Symptoms are means of communication which include

at Clear expression of emotion,

b. Anxiety (the free floating energy of emotion without the emotion's

full expression or perception by the individual having it),

c. Certain acts which resolve emotions or substitute for fully expe-
riencing the emotions.

i 2. h~e symptom is a message-

a. From an individual to an individual (patient to doctor), and

b. From a group to a grovp (from English class to school administratlon
or fromn family to medical profession).

UA
__ - --- - -

-- - = -- -- - : - .. -w -- _ _ - - =• -
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3. Symptoms are transferable from one individual to another. Many members
may chip into the psychic pot of a scapegoat member their own feelings
which contribute to the symptomatic communication. This may leave many
members comfortably empty of need to express emotions, to have anxiety,
or to act upon anything.

4. Symptoms are transformable (one emotion to another or to anxiety or t4
acts).

5. The symptom with the largest social pay-off for the patient becomes
most permanent and prominent.

6. The symptom comes to rest most permanently upon the individual who, with
it, can solve the most group needs.

7. The patient, his family, his company, his political structure, all try
to maintain the symptoms (or the disease). The patient complains as a
member of a "family." The "family" acts as a member of a larger com-
munity.

8. Practically all individual or group treatment has a positive or negative
effect upon the family and upon the significant community-whether or
not the therapist realizes that he is involved in the community process.
Thus, there is probably no such thing as treatment which involves only
individual therapist and patient.

9. Symptoms are brought under control when most of the members and primary
groups of the involved community take responsibility for their own con-
tribution to the symptoms. Thus, one aim of social psychiatry is to
help communities to take responsibility for the production and the
management of their own delinquency, mental illness, mental retardation,
accidents, education, recreation, etc.

10. The individual's symptoms or attitudes can be maintained only in certain
social contexts. Hence the effectiveness of milieu therapy or attitude
therapy. (Jim Folsom)

11. Games and dramas have much the same effects unon svMptoms as "real"
events have. In attitude therapy or psychodrama, for instance, the
patient knows that his peers are only colluding to get him over his
depression, but he gets over it anyway.

12. Treatment consists of the patient's active practice of normal life in
social and work situations, in games and in reality. Practice includes
physical, emotional, and intellectual changes. Pianists put their skill
into their fingers as well as into their intellects. One method of
treatment is to make the patient a member of a group which is working on
an external task. Cf. the shortness of the average psychoanalysis in
the new State of Israel. Cf. the French mental hospital overrun by the
German army.

13. Diagnosis is a part of treatment. The necessary treatment determines
the diagnosis more realistically than the pre-considered diagnosis deter- -

mines the treatment. __
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Sa. Psychiatric diagnosis becomes a lever for the doctor to manipulate
the society and the patient.

b. The psychiatric diagnosis becomes a lever for the society and
patient to manipulate the doctor.

14. The most effective medical treatment is done in the context of a medical

community-the doctor's work is surveyed by other members, medical and

.15. Emergencies and crises often produce a temporary pejoration of total
treatment into purely individual treatment of the patient in alienation
from his natural groups.

16. The effective commuity psychiatrist is competent in social models of
management and also in individual psychodynamic models. Only thus can
he best improve and strengthen even a single patient.

The seminar discussed how a veteran or POW may have a good excuse for certain
behavior or certain symptoms if society will accept than excuse.

Residents said they did not so much mind that the military literature main-
tained that the psychiatrist should look first at the welfare of the unit. They
complained, rather, that certain military papers maintained this in a cold, im-
personal way. For instance, they did not like an assertion such as "Extended
care facilities should not be developed far from the front lines because they
decreased the efficiency of retuniing patients to combat." They did not mind
advice that such distant facilities should be decreased In favor of better local

management because the local management strengthened the patients, decreased their
anxiety more permanently, and maintained them as respected members of their peer
group-while distant facilities increased symptoms and prolonged illness. This
kind of management was compared with distant but beautiful private and public
hospitals as against immediate local containment of symptoms and problems. The
residents saw potential harm in naintaining that it was best for the patient if
the doctor dedicated himself exclusively to the patient's personal needs. They
also saw potential harm in saying it was best for the group to manage patient flow
in a manner exclusively oriented toward the good of the group as a whole. We dis-
cussed the tendency of wars and medical services to become more mechanical, so
that people were detached from other people and used machines to care for or to
destroy each other. The Vietnam war was at once more mechanical than other modern
wars and also more personal and individualized since it was fought largely with
guerrilla tactics and with small units or infiltrated individuals.

The residents complained that they had either wanted to participate in the
planning and programing of each seminar or else they wanted the seminar to be

- elective. They felt that this seminar was neither elective nor did they partici-
pate In its planning. They seemed to feel that since an uninformed student might

_ _ _ _ _ _ ____



=ot realize what tie nee-1-fi In Z=_U-:_V i =1Z:-_: =7-ining irsr
tain areas res'dents wc'ud '' -1 Mer-urhee-s & ev felt residents

- should particinate in the 41-cis ion.

The seminar discussed black, non-estabjl-shnent groups and agencies-theh
"harassment" of such groups by governmental bureaucracy and by the Vstablished
miedical and communitv services. Trhere was an incomplete discussion, also, of
jails and probation work.

=The seminar, at the insistence of two residents, went into a discussion of
how-much adults are now affected by the nuclear age and by future-shock as comn-

= pared with how they are affected by the first three years of life.

Seminar discussed Veterans Adminstration medicine as not utilizing a comn-
mmity type of treatment. Such medicine tended to treat veterans as an elite
group, just as certain private clinics necessarily treated only people who were
Interesting and therefore more curable. Furthermore, the Veterans Administration
essentially rewarded patients for remainine sick (disability pay). Some feltI
that therapeutic comunnmies themselves became seif-Derpetuating and emotionally
self-sufficient. One had to be sick to get into such a comzmunity,, even as staf f.
These communities usually renained non-productive in the economics of the outside
society.

Seminar discussed the origin and the (mostly bene-ficial) effects of thera-
peutic, commuities and milieu treatment programs.

I talked on my personal experiences in the therapeutic communities of Tom
Main and Maxiell Jones-the relation of these facilities to their reighborhoodss
to the courts. and to the profession as a whole.

Seminar discussed the problems -of Oak Forest Ilosuoital with regard especially _

to the elderly, and the general Questlc.. of what to do with society's unwanted _

uenbers. The discussion involved esneciallv the use of volunteers and the use
of re-training methods of a behaviorist sort. W-ithout assumning there is such a
thing as individual comition, sone of these nethods appeared to generate a Cog-
nitive ability where none existed !efore. There uas detailed discussion of Dr.
Dick Foxo's experience in developing the 3-day method for controlliniz life-long
Incontinence in mental retardates. The residents brought in their own experiences
with retarded members of their f3milv or their e-xperiences in travel to other cul-
tures. They had sometimes found an array of services which helped the family to
contain the patient-baby-sitters, -,'-ort hospitalization which allowed a vacation
for the family. They discussed the usefulness of times and places set aside for
"going crazy"-fiestas, carnivals, amument parts, bars, parties. lodges, comn-
aunes. There was incomplete discussion of. R. 11). Laing and his )Kingslev Hall as
a place where disturbed or alienated People could go through their "trip"' with
concerned others who were not intruders.
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The following experiences were explored with the residents a a sort of
exaination. Most of them had participated at least once in some aspect of
each Item.

1. Riding in a police car; vorking in a police station, or sheriff's
office.

2. Registering as a lobbyist under a mental health association and follow-
tng through on a piece of mental health legislation in planning corn-
uittee and legislative hearings.

3. Sitting in schoolroom and teachers' meetings.

4. Attending a evangelical revival or a healing meeting.

S. Visiting a spiritual advisor.

6. Attending a ne ghborhood civic association meeting.

- 7. Sitting through a court comitment hearing or juven!ie or domestic
relations problem or criminal proceedings. Discussion In the judge's
chaters of social aspects of justice, effects of volunteer "e-snrt
watchers." Vsiattni a judge-' association or bar association or
police or probation officers meeting.

8. Wdoving a volunteer coordinator in her work at the hospital. Com-
paring this with volunteer coordinators' work in coc-mity mental
health centers or Public Aid.

9. Shadowing a visiting teacher and a homebound teacher and comparing
these educational workers with those who have "mr goodies to give
out," such as vocational rehabilitation counselors.

19. Attending a psychoanalytic association conference or an institute
meeting; comparing the comitment and the certainty of belief with
that of other meetings above.

11. Visiting a patient's home for a meal or overnight stay-with appropriate__
supervision or chaperonage.

12. Following a patient in therapy to death; following his family and peer
grupbeyond his death.

13. Experience at a job site, where people of diffett-i. tnterface
I (ae resident told of his experience a a dock worker ams.g everal

ustionalitles-ow one g secretly lynched a mmber o1 another - __

14. =Maowing a prison psychiatrist.ista

IS. sitting on a hospital tsmr boardanacigsilyoretdwea
of Individual pathology oriented.

L --= H i



It bcame 041,lent that t1 0 ?i~i,,'.N h1,j nI e no.n, jr.arc. Io}LsLaton

:Or with the cxoordinat Lon of ol un,,uro ns(id iti 'itftl.loqs Pe v olmnroerd in in-
volving the corIunLty as welt as in lproving, rhe ojtients by = miods that were
Impossible to regular ntntf. Though rani.denci i'hd visiend iaents' homes it
was rare that they becamce much involved 1n rhe rnnl 'clife. Their hospital
timor boards ind aome othur crucial treatment oicj..$1ort -roups did not have social
workers as members. Any psychiatrstn nitting on much boards did not concern
themelves with the idea that :Ito tumor (or other pach1o,3y) was Cro7ina In a
family or that it May bs Occicid out Mf a fmily or ot.har -otaunity, and not mere-
ly out of an individual. 'they aid they iimply could not conceive of the mental
patients in Elgin State Hospital ri.ing, to the occnzion of a major disaster fnd
helping to manage the crowds of sevarely inJured. It would appear that they had
been thoroughly drilled in the idea that pa:chloXVy is an individual matter and had
little to do with the social situation in which it occurred. Yet on the other
hand, they were nble to tnlk about milion, chernpy _a it could be effective.
RUsidents had n strong tend'ncy of their vn t na'.i ";: ot.er ,ult',-res and to
•lter their o( n h }ch Vi' oc . ,:c '.. '. I .'- I. ..-. or.

really what was expOctOd Ut a c u . .d to k'uep a:oot' A'om any
such Influence. The doctors sunposadtv wnre to halo the "foreigners" to learn
mough to adjust to the great American cul.ture. The doctors and service organize-
tLons were coerced by a eosmopolitan profesnionalism and were not to alter them-
seves in accord with the local culture of those they served.

Same ut the residents mecnad t , feel that the &erinar's rain value 17as in
providing a relaxed atmosphere tn wI,tch to rdincujsa feelings ard ideas developed
from their experience and rlir.nrc. 1  f,.ie f.it that the qerinat shoul'd hr,'e dis-
cussed with them certain ,peciflc caseri of a social, a f'mily, or a polttical
nature which arose on other .ervices--much as consultants traditionally discussed
the case problems of individual pntinntn. Apparently they are hoavily .'erloaded
with psychiatric consultants who are de.votad :o individualistic treatment consul-
tation. Social work consultants dLicunsnd ocher thnn individual problems, but
such consultants had less prestige. Scnnhow the social work consultants were
considered sort of students lika themnalves who have not yet reached the less
complex but more "accountrble" work of intensive individunl therapy--except a few
who had become "Junior Psychiatrists." Tit no psv:hiatrist was :onsidered a
"Junior Social Worker."

Several residents felt that I n thitr residency t.: uy nhnuld be developing skill
to some one technique ntch amj pt,/cho:unaJ.vyii, ;;r3. jl therapy, medical administration,
or the teaching of psychodynamics, so that they would fit easily into the market.

I maintained that th!s qort of a~ti'.:dc ;i d led n.any psynhintrists merely to
compete with other professions which produced, as fair -is anyone could tell,

equivalent results in VaL'iOUg formis of psvcho.harapy, 4dr.initration, research,
and even evaluation. hiore r ernd only drug hnrapy and differential biological
dianosis as unique to the psychiatri.sr. Ito could, hcwever, uso all his medical
school experience, his underscandin, of his sele, his rulture and parallel pro-
fessions (social work, etc,), plus his exnerienca %ith political and 'comunity
forces, to become the person who could most adenuatel' triage problems and
advise on systems of mental h.,lth deliver, This could 'not be accomplished by

asuing psychiatrists were an insultitad nlite who did not need to,respect as
equals the "ancillar-/" rfev:ion, ;-i eL.t. , pT" ,,th Iatato, nor be
directed by co.unity inards consiotng largm'.y i !.-y conmurars. The road to

Best Available Copy
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wide -influences it seemed, was through wide arnd variegated personal cornpetence-

psychiatry is all about. This is why it even includes practices developed

first Inthe Armed Forces. The modern psychiatrist participates in bringing
=coindiftles, n otmrl individuals, to a state of self-reliance. For it

seemta "a strong individual in a weak commity" is a contradiction within
the figure-upon-social-ground complex which is the individual. Such a "strong!'
individual becomes a hollow political image from whiet. the dependent consumers

=?M expect great accomplishments, but since the comunity Is weak, nothing comes
of it except disappointment with the ballooned-up leader.

I Wb
(3XT
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THE CASE OF 71E 1ROCKFORI) CO SM,TJA'TS

Non-Conventionnl Profesionals
As Consultant,.

In September, 1973, tile administrators of tile Adolf Meyer regional Center
in Decatur, Illinois, asked two young women from the Singer 2one Center in
Rockford, Illinois, to come down to Decatur as consultants, in order to help
set up a program of psycitiatric ranagement. About two years previously, these
young women had participated in the initiation of a psychiatric center called
"The Rose Garden." This center was set up in a separate building apart from
any medical facilities. It allowed a group of rather severely ill psychiatric
patients to participate in each other's treatment and tc work to-ether in pre-
paring meals and other housekeeping and work activities. The RP.:;e Garden was
highly successful in getting these clients back to a normal soci.al life in the
Rockford comunity. :evertheless, it was very hard to descriu ;Tn writing, or
even to deonstrate by moving pictures, how this improvement tock place.

Certain non-conventional approaches made it particularly dlfficult for tra-
ditional mental health ",iorh-ers to grasp what made the rose Ga--'-,n effective.
For example, the mental health workers who had the direct cont.a: with the
patients anti %:ho did the actual management were not trained in any traditional
mental health disciplines, such as psycholoy, social work, psychiatry, or nurs-
ing. On the contrary, they had iachelor's ,iertes in such disciplines as
Theater Arts, Philosophy, Political Science, and Sociology. They had no expe-
rience in mental hospitals or clinics. The staff eventually f,-'t this war a
great advantage. Furthermore, the staff did not try to manart- the life of tile
clients. Te clients managed their own lives with each other, %;tile the staff
observed and sometimes brounlit clients into contact with comu'nity citizens
when this seemed appropriate. Community workers also providee something of an
example in their way of living.

Client-Prof essional S:nbinsis

Tle .two young women had visited somewhat similar centers :nd lodges in other
parts of the country, in the process of setting up the Rose Garden. .evertheless,
they had never traveled away from !;ockford as consultants to hlp another town
set up a "Rose Carden" of its orn. When tile workers at Docatu- tried to induce
them to remain at Decatur for more than twenty-four hours, the younr. ladies
becamae anxious and at first said their supervisors ould not allow them to stay
away longer. After some interviewing, however, tiaev revealed that the real
reason they didn't want to stay away from ocLford tas that titey had a commit-
ment to their clients. The clients at tile Rose Garden depended on them to inter-
act with then, to he an understanding mind witich rave meaning to the development
the clients underwent. Ilty adr.itted that they were very much attacned to the
process of developing personally along with the clients. When one or two cli-
ents got well and moved out of the Rose Garden these young ladics and the clients
had to grieve topether as If they had both lost something. This was relieved
somewhat by other clients .,ho carie to take the place of the old ones. The old
ones actually helped bring ahut this replacement. The relationship between
these young worl:ers and thir clients was sorewhat similar to relationships that
might be found in a family.

Best Available CoPY
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Peer Syv:izos;is

The mental health workers in Decatur, however, expected these young ladies
to act as professional consultants to them. At first the young ladies tried O
to say that they really didn't have any sireat professional expertise but were
just human beings who had concern for others and some practice at being
patient with then. The Decatur x.orkers felt that the same was true of them-
selves but they expected the young ladies to act as professionals since they
had had an experience which was professionally irmortant to Decatur. As the
Decatur vorkers began to interview the young ladies and to extract from them
the feelings and thoughts derived from the Rlose Garden's experience, the young
ladies began to develop a liking for tho Decatur workers and an excitement in

delving into the experiences revealed in the conversing group. It was clear
that the Decatur workers needed them, and they beran, to some extent, to need
the Decatur workers. The young ladies were sovewhat charmed by tile great
respect and attention paid them by these needful Decatur workers. I

In the interview with the training coordinator after the conversations
among workers, the young ladies revealed that in Rockford there existed a sym-
biosis between then and their clients, which was in itself a sort of liv.-ngorganismi. Certain opinions, jealousies, and needs appertained to that organ-

ism in Rockford. That organism did not want the young ladies to participate
Sin the development of another, and possibly competitive organism in Decatur.

The Decatur symbiosis, houever, was on quite a different level. It was a pro-

(fessional symbiosis, in which ideas grew and developed for the planning andorganization of a long-lived program of mental health management. By partici-
pating in this Professional organism which was developing in Decatur, the young
ladies made possible their eventual Lrav,.i to cthrr towns where they could par-
ticipate in other professional e,)nsultations, and IU those consultations they
could draw upon a larger exper-ience and intuitive -c'ertandings which apper-
taned to both the f.-milial t:,pe of symbiosis in Rockford and the professional
type of symbiosis in Decatur.

Nevertheless, when they had considered the catur professional organism
as a project in the future, they had felt that tue organism in Rockford was not
being true to itself but part Of It was running aw-ay to abandon its own legacy
and its way of life. After their day of consultation at Decatur, hoever, they
felt that a new organism had been born in Decatur, that this new organism was
thrilling with the excitemient of fresh life. Furthermore, the Decatur organism
might, in reverse, be of some use through the young ladies themselves to the
Rockford organism.

While it was possible to consider the young ladies as separate and distinct
individuals and to consider that they had simply had an experience in Rockford
and another in Decatur, this consideration would limit the scope of understand-
ing of the two processes as they were played out in Decatur and Rockford. In
Decatur there was an ex-ectant atmosphere that new professional skills would
develop. This development vould be a part of the world's history of the pro-
fession. Professional people would talk about it, criticize it, learn from it.

( fut the familial Rose Garden experience was felt in its full eepth only by those
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members personally cor~nitted to the Rose CGardei itself. Feelin:- this comn-
mitment, no Rose Garden staff membher could feel the Rlose Garden -project was
only objective data for professional renearch or consultation. YLet that very

commitment made the Rose Garden a more useful experience for a researcher or

consultant.
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NOTE'S ON COI"SUrLTA-TIO!I-lAWAIJ, 1973

Ceneral Prinpcipes(GerId Canlan)

The high values in the consultation approach which have stood the test
of ten years' inves4tigation include:

1. Trainiug in consultation does not come fron lectures or books. It
cones from:

a. Practice in consulting, with a real connultne albout a 'real client
of his, Tor a real oranizationai problem).

b. Reflecting upon the case with a supervisor.

c. lPeflectin- in nn orderly zieer rcup.I

d. When a supev-inor is not available, orm slaould lIIen to a tyie
of the consultation interv-1~ he hai nde. Iie will hear thin,,s
he didn't knowi he said and can evzluate- himself better. -

e. The best revie%? is acccnpanied by P. filma or videetape f h
- =corsultation. On one occasion a tape recording revacled that -

the student conaultant had daliv-'rad all the proner ?c=~ 4a
little speech, but films showtl that -0vlle he nde his S -ch
he kept his eyes on the table and Gl~i"nl notice his consuiltec±'s
cans terna-tion.

2. A coordinate relati shitn botv:cm ccnr;ultant nd~ consul tee givas theA
quickest a~nd most lastlirq result-not the doctor-patient rellon-
ship and not the relationshi- of the e:zpart: to the tiearnee. If
status dif"erence is very larne the cootd..nate relationship is hnrd
to Obtain, but the nearer on2 approachlen it the better the consulta-
tion.

3. Consultation Is best when it irv~olves only the professional aspect
of the consultee-not his private life nor hIs private feelings and

hioh.

4. When the consultee disnilaces his personal feelinos and problers onto
his client it is 'rest to leave them the-re. The consultant merely we].-
comes the displacenent-client as in ob.ject for consul tation. Social
exmle: Consultee says, "I have a friend with suchi and such a preb-
lem," The consultant talks about the problen -in terzs of that third
person, Ile does not try to correct the cons.ultee's private feel-Ins.
Nevertheless, in such cases the consultant knows that he is really

delig ~t te roblem of the corisultee and not especially of hIs
* client.

When the consulteevs subjectivle fealing- distort the case the consult-
and imust be aware thlat distortion is occurring, but he does not ask
hv the consultee perceives thinga as he does. Ile only asks what is

~~~ d eeived (ef. existentialisn.). Consultant lheeps the relationship
warn and hmran. Ile feels out the consultee to find which professional
-aea are too painful to consider at present. le Is like a surgeon
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feeling the outlines of n tnndcr vibsess -. ithout hurting the
patient. Hie do'es not punch the center. Thus he pron.erves the pe-ar
consultation relations'.1ip and (!s not gat into a thern-peutic --it-
uatiron. It F in nor.tent to r.-void i breakOlthrou-1i of Insight inl the
consultee ("Nh, I see I'n havin, -rouble ith this case because she
-reninds me of =v way-ard daug-hter"). f
WThen the consultee nak~es soma distorted e-cotionally-laden expres-
sion the consultant dorns not repent it el: to bin, as be night in
therapy in order to --:akc hin a-yare of his otin distortion. Rathe-,Zr

the onsutant ray repeat the.- utternce in a correct form as a cci-
- egi who izight rnis-hear the uor-s nore correctly then they ane-i:- r ,= Ivr:,
spol:an,

5.Cnsuttion innot~y helmn.- by ortderly and unI1-uririe-1 reflec'vn-,
-which counteract pro;.-ature eloz-u=P oi thou"Rit UPon: the cac hI
consultes -edec in oren to cc-.2 to a qulick corclusion and ba
rid of this horrible proble-, '1111 consultant, hov:evar, is tran 1ui4

about the problen nnd encnura-zt the consultee to dwiell upon it
leisurely. --he ccnsulte-r eozonbs a bit of the consultant's calm
aloofne-s. In the casulte2's cris2F situation his oarn self-conc--:t
is disorganiznd. lie forget,,s *.ho hva is and prz.:en-S an Inage to hin-
self and to the consulZant of an ineffective =d disorganized per-
son (-NoiOns ll--n-sell). Conzequently, I%- the consultant ccep-ts;

this 8onied inaee he rc--;-uorce. this tc o,1rary - ofE~'!n3S
The connult-at should sit at tilC sihe of tila connuitee (at least
netaphorically) and face Ote v' ect of connsultantion tovatht-r with
biin. The consultant sho-ild n-nVer :ix his --ne on the consultee in
such a w~ay as to seen to per--cei.ve his e-Isorennized state. Hie so
seem to perceiv.e h-I1 as a peer xzho in capanble of thinking rationa.217
11ovever, thn consultarst does ntot evert hIs tgaze and thereby re-ject
him. 3Laquel Cohen, in April,, 197 3, vznt to IM-n gun four n~onths after
the great earthqsuftke and. f ounr the city --I chaos. Altnost no hc-;ns
vere habAtpble. In the r. est o-7 the- city v4- founaded a Grail islan'
of structure, 11.-toly logicnl %.nid the chans. Soon this strnucture
and warmth c:xtendeci outsard. (This is elitlsn Iu= In this case it
spreads eventually to the total1 nyst-em,, ane the e2itsn ends by the-
will of the original elitists.)

6. Consultation is only one of the posnible Interventions. It should
not be used. if some simpler rethod in ef fective-ven though the
worter nay have been hired to eo "conatultatiUon."

The GrouTp ILethod of Consultation Tralnin7 eCa1ln)

W~hen the consuitees meet weekl-.y in a group of their peers and discuss
their clients fnormall-y, the training In consult atinn is greater than that

L w~hich occurs with the Individual Puperzlision. Usually one rter-er of the -roup
will present the problen be in hwving w:ith a client and the group will co-rment,
under the chairmanship of an outside consultant. For ex.=prLe, the group ray
consist of school teachers, and the consultant nay be a psycholoist. The
peer group has the following advantages:

___ _ __ _ ____ __
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. Even Vhen group me.hers perceive that the case presenter is distort-
ing the case by his oun sI jective involvement, the,- still concen-
trate upon the tasl- of inproving their colleague's slKill ith the
case. flow.ver, in the firnt rneting of the group tha chairnnn nust
emphasize the ground rules that there will be no private disclosures
and no discussion of private life or feelings. The group vill then
protect the indi-.idual (unless new :ambers enter the group without
being told of the group coupact).

This is not a T-group where the group's private dynnnics are dis-
cussed. This is not a therapy group where the individual's privae
d vnnnics are discussed. It is rarely necessary to refer to the con-
tract of no pxivate e:ploration. If a nenber na;kes a personal intlr-
pretation or reference to the presenter, the group autonatically veers
away frcm the subject.

2. If the group belcn,:s to a different profession fron the chnirman, it
can help the chairnan with his ow-n ansessment of the consultee-with
his ability to find out what the consultee was up to rather than why
he did it.

3. Theire is no waste of tire for group zembers who listen to a co!leaue
Vake a presentation. The venbers who are not presenting will at one
tine identify thanselves w ith the presenter and will at another tire
see thenselves as consultants w ho help the presenter work hs way cut
of a prolen where his cu-n subjective fee r-s have interfered with
his effectivenes.s. It is actually a group of consultants working -;±th
( tenporary consultee. Next week anotlher ner-ber becones the consultee.

Jarusalec- 1roiect

Project financed by Anerican foundation to Inprove, by nsans of ccasulta-
tion, the hau:an services such as schools, clinics, and welfare for 700,000
Arabs. Gerald uorks at this four to five ronths each year. 'le is not there to
nake peace, or any other political move. lie just accepts -hatever is the p-Lit-
ical status fluo and tries to get the schools, etc. to inprovz. His rain pre m /n
was with the Israeli governant. Its bureaucrats were too busy, they felt they
knew it all any-ay and that a profcssor or researcher was useless. They vere =
concerned 1ith getting on with their tasls in organized tire and space. B',t
Arabs had no thcught of tire. They liked to talk and they liked to interact
personally xi7th another person-professor or no professor. At first Gerald
used an Arabic interpreter but this was a great disadvantaZe because the Arab
to when he wanted to tall. then had the problen of nistrusting the interpreter
as Well as Gerald. Gerald alone was rarely the enemy. One knowas where one
stands ith .n enen-v, one Is not so sure about a countryman. The stages of con-
sultation itere:

1. Building relationships with both Israeli and Arabs.

2. identification of the short- and long-tern needs and desires.

e. velopment of mutually acceptable plans .(Gerald, Israeli, Arabs).
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4. Conunl cation of the final plans to both sides, w -th the execta-
tion that the plann v:euld b~e acce-ptred. Everyone agreed. But: ihn
Gerald left the country, entbusiana evaiporated. Other things got
tiore inport.-it, and people got busy upon then. 11c, reason for this

was nulti-juzrindictional seiraratiort of the Isrneli departn~nts of
vocational rehabilitation, Twdicinc, education, etc. The Arabs

but they were very poor on tenacious iza1intanance of work upon the
tasl:. Arabis distrusted all gnverrn::nts--Tote1ish, Britishi, Israeli,
Arab, and A'erican, Atabs!- do rot read~l' forn relationships 'With

clock~s or ivith distant or nnizatio-Ms Alhe f relatio iships vt
their fardflies and wit peapic u:ho are i:lrediatciy present to theriand who keep needling them or otherulce i.nteracting wi- te. 0ei

life to then- is htu-an interact-1on, not the accoc1Aplishn-ent of some

paper vork.4

-~~~~ ~one scurrifed to call a r.2a in-. Gerald thn lied, notn n
neerald tleimtnt to b= Je tys.o~ Hevra sotinnlated theconenii of -1

I meetin-s aong significant people, hie acted as a go-bat-ueo. Thit is
to say, hie gaE.P; up the role of ob)jective outsidar xiho vas naely

stuyig te itation. I*- becna a protaigonist of East Jerus 1lem's
*progran. Consequentl1y he w~as t'he anta-omIst t P-il othez proS-=3n

cornpetinv fr resources. Sone d-y the plannern. of various depart-nnts
will pool tlieir daedlcatio-s in suc*h a way that, f2or itstance,te
Departnent of Education wilsnthe dwnce _r to its ot4.1 system i th e

( Departrzent of Sewers is not prollarly bded-aAvice versa. But
that day has no- yet arrived. Prenent planning is done by the adver-
savy system-. The sclhools figh*.t the seo-ers, the sovrers fight the
hospitals, etc.

6. Gerald bec.-ne a cntnlyzer of action. Hie d-ia-nozed trouble and becante
a trouble-shooter. It w:!n no one's spac-14r*c Jo%'- to loO.l: into the dif-
Liculties between institutions, so Cerald took the jol).

7. Gerald set up other pnople to nove in and takle his role. Hie si~ply
becan-e a rodel- for tlhem to fol-riw, in part. Thein lie only backst-opped
these facilitators. WJhen enough* thin-s began to vorlk, more people
got enanored of the protble=-solving rode of action.

Some YObservations on Consultation, Action, and Persi4sten-P

l." In truth, all hinman beingr are t~ixtures of good and bad, lovableness
- ndba1b:411 sil and stupidity. At person -.1h1o 'keeps such a real

and true$ but mixed, picture in his nin-d is not Ie d to action. Stereo-
LY tye roduce action. If you vant people to unite against a man as
an enepy, then stereotype that van for the group. Saul ALlinsky k~new,;
that Usyor Daley .was a kindliy fa-aily =an as well as som-ething of a

- calculating authoritative boss, but to get action Alinsky insisted on
*defining Daley as a total S.O.B.

( -2e A consultant an an outside person can SUCc~eed in the short run. Ye
can get some decisions nade or sona- short project acca."ilished, but
any7 larse com-nunity il revert back to its original habits (as they
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usually did after Nlinslky's interventions) unlesi different rituals E

and custon9 are slowly built intCo the organization. g

3. People :hn --re trained as psy~chotherapists try to fit social consul-
tation Into the model of therapy. Their world continuezs to be sivnpleb
because they don't have to learn any other model. They sir~ply ad&11
another epicycle onto the systen of therapy. As they work. into the
consultative p)robl:-.s they have to LEapl addingn rore and =or.e epicycles
until their theory no longe,,r loolKs simple.

People viho are traiied as bun2ss :aanagers try to understand socialM
consultation as just nther for. ofnng~n.Te lohv

*problen, but their problem cone.:s at the situation from a different
angle. Theay see things differently fromi the thera-piAst. noth rmen need A
to see these thintgs from eachn other's point of vi--i. Ve need to
approach co-n-utati on as a fielid of .farccL,.l folkn;nys and temporary
dedications, interlocking from all directic-ts. Yie answcr is not
sir~pl- thern-ry nor simply iinenat~e tno- SGMnlY e ucat 0on It Ia
needling authorities, linLingr roles, pacinz- rolenj with each other,
treating the children of authorities,pa~n with tham or for thlem,

listening toiheir poetry, scttin up sChoals ulai-ea '.vill -ploy c rtai
stereotypes, continue certain attitudes.* and vaintnin certain trutlis.

4. Remem7-ber that rmedically oriented vorkers and clerzy, and to some ent-ent

teachers, can talk: persolnally and intizately to people of all levels
in society. :

S. Rer-enber that complete perception or conp-)Lete 11u1o;uledge leads to in-
action and non-thiinl11-ing. Ordeorly systsms close se chlannels of co-
mumication and open ot Tn f one has tot.al a*c:!Ds to all inputs h
Is i~obilized and in chaos.

6. Ite-enber that many proble.-a cannot be dealt xyItrh rtionally. One can-
not rationaly cure carcimonnatosi5 nor a s:.--'l budget, It nay be
better to deal irrationally with the problen or to avoid it or to co-
ordinate it wiha group so that tlia problen is a group problem and nay

* therefore becoze solvabale.
7. A persistent unconscious theme n ay keep inte~rferinv with a consuitnee's

work. F~or excen-le, a teacher as a consultee nay hwa constant prob-
lens with a particular type o! child. Possible solutions are:

-a The school principal keeps rmoving these children out of the
teacher's classroom. Thus he gives adninistrative approval for

* the problem.

*b. The teacher submits the problem into a Fgroup of her peers and is
coerced by her role In that group to chlange her behavior.

* *- . The teacher may receive psychotherapy,, change her attitudes, and
become better able to handle these problem children.

4f
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d. Thecede--y be profensionnlized. That is,thtehr ybi

superv-ision of her uior*(: on thest! prdoblems became able to handle
then. This Is a re!;ct! of thn professional function oil the
teacher. Tn this case, too,, th- teacher "Keeps the pros lcm-chil
but she obtains the professional slKill to voik vith that child.

-She does not rarely ovrerccne her personal conflicts. the ulti-
mate in social consultation is to en ze a sun-ort systen., not
to increase the skill of individu~ls, and certainly not to trat
them.A

From Painh G. Flirscho-dtz: Progran-Centered Adinistrative Consultation to
Changing .-enta1 ihospitals.

-144(The real reed for the future is no to train -ro ps of ccnsultrnt s to
wor,- with1 total systens such :3 Entire ho:-pttalst st~esl industrins, etc*, but
rather, a school it; naeei to te"-ch consulteas in Such -yste-.:s hour to get th12
maost benefit out of a consultant fron A. D. Little, ATM, Tavistock:, ec. Eaeh

= type of consultant requires a different s!:ill on the part of the consultee.
The really in-portant sk-ll1 lier. in 1:no.in- ha.,, to use a consultant, not how to
be one.)T

11Ianagerent consultants are usually one of tuo types: (1) Soft-thinki-ng
-T-group or-nni ntional-eevalo-nsnt type:,, i:ho au:ethat all prcble.-s rez-ult

from non-confronitation In subsy7stc-s. T'hey Inst3.gato ne-otiations. (2) Date
unn,-,ennte:oorts iwho balleva that all innorznnt prnblen.; can be solved b~a

1aw; a.-d order process-a radiftwed inforn.-tion systen u.Iiichl rs0Ets personal
= ccountAili ties -and measures specific effozts and results. They stue-y an d

al'er the Information scanning processors and close gaps in the rules and the
Work discipline.

O aiatIon developm-ent studies are too analytic, without beng getalt-
=Intuitive or personal-lntri ate enou-h to bring about bu~an c, n-e. I hycn

only rearrange the rnec'hanics of work or the role system. For these reasons, It
seems useful to set up a consultation series for groups of rnana,-en-ent consult-
ants thetselves Vho hai been long in practic. (Atually, this is of douhtful
value because ncst consultants are conpeutl~va withec other and vould not
pool their skills and nlmw;eda it each otber in a creati~ aho.Sc
pooling can happen noen nonbe)Lrs nae tln=:;elvns:, as -_1if:i r;njin the 1.orld
Care, Spaceship 11arth, o. Global Village. !Jut nort nanazenent consultwar are
still locked in the dialectic amon- insulated individuals in an adversary pro--_
cedure for arriving at -soluti.ons.)

New prgressie supeintendents who deal with mainnagenent inomtion ss

*tems, etc. nangle the identies of the old authorityi-oriented workers. !anage-
ment cannot readily brInn about the bad fit of traditional procedure-oriented,
stabilized Individuals to the new-. rules of loose readiness for ne-otIation lh_
the clientele$ the unions, the professional associaitions,, and the cc==uicies*

B fefore the superintendent can Institute any change (1) he Must build hMs
relationships with his oun staff and clientele (internal constituency), (2) he
uust develop a concern arnong the com-iunity agencies, the governmental bureauc,-.
r;Lcy,, the nteighborhoods,, churches, clubs,, woen's or-anizations, the law and
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the leglalators (external constituency), (3) he nust kno:z where his workers
Vant to go, (4) he must know what his patients really need, (5) he ust learn
what the families and na ghborhoods ind wor-shopa of these patients can toler-
ate avnd help with, (6) lhe must kno.. whnt his mndate is and ho much change
his superiors and their staffs cnn tolerate outside of that nandate. le =jt

reevaluate these items every few nont:s.

Buildings should be flexible-they should be nodules, tentUs, prefas,
etc., easily disassem.led and rearranged for other purposes than hospitaliza-
tion. That Is, the architecture should be as fler-ible and as "generalst" as
the staff. :

Hanagement should realize that one of its primary functlons is to rehal-
Itate its own enployees. The state should reward by r.onev or o:ter n:ans the
con--unltv's raking rsnonsibility for its c.m del.ns..., :e.-al illness, etc.
TLus the famnily of a ret.rded child night be given -:eifare rn-Mna in orer to
keep the cild at hone, or corzunity -zfcieD -Ai be given, grants to contain
patients but lose the grant if they send the patients to a state hospital.

Superintendents must kno-w the lca or they can't say "no to judses and
sheriffs.

UnitIzation is one tiy to change hospital procedures. Each hos.pIta! unit

has responsibility for its o.n georaphical se.:ent of populntion. Each ca-2
gets its cu;n generalist advocate at t-e. his advocate is responsible for
the case, even thou-, he nay be a parapzofassonal. .e get ccnltr= c
specialist interventions any tine along the ray from oter anrbes= of hs tem
or sometimas outside his team. Hst of the I'ople on the te;:- work both in
prim ary and secondary prevention. They visit hczes, courts, schools, play-
grounds, workshops, Industries, street gangs, tflitant na"-tn,s, opi:2 dens,
bishops' conferences, brothels, bars, hospitals, as well as their ( out-
patient and inpatient services.

Unitization produces crisis in the personnel, as does nny change. This
crisis leaves the personnel more open to outside influsnces. They are open to
learning, which Iis the most dangerous Influence of all. They are open to the
co---unity and able to enjoy going out into it. Uually this change is supported
by consultation and training.•

The superintendent who unitizes his hospital nust get precise agreements
from the ce unity rental h.alth services, the police, and other agencies about

* how they expect to use the inpatient facility.

Humanization of the wards will not get patients out of the hospital. Car-

W tamn active programs will get patients out-rchabillitation prg-rams, which con-
nect families a-nd Jobs to patients. Families wIll bury their hospitalized
nmembers in six to twelve months, and the rehabilitation worker will have to
resurrect the patient in the family's eves, by having hit- visit ho-e or work
in the co--nity with the fmily's knowledge, etc. jldl this requires heels.
if the unit workers do not have transportation the patients will not be moved
out of the hospital any faster than they ever were, nor will any hospitalization

4 be prevented.

-eachers or doctors who are authorities are now out of style, .but teachers
or doctors who are friends are worse because their own dependency keeps patients

- and students dependent upon then.
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arily of patients or students.

A treatnent pr~x ~~Isat the patlcnt-co.unlimty :interface:. "trnere L-i
are we not,? .lhae do s.iewnt to goin the long run.? Uh1-at's the next step?"

Host patients actually bave a social crimIs -Acn they get into the hos-
pital-not a disecase of tihe mind. They need teznporary sanctuary. or social
Intervention, not problonso;cd drugSging.

Fainweather's excellent proSr ofnx oeetpain rusit
wor-ing lodges, a-n ohreclnt pro,-rnmc, can'%t really &tige.S~ anytztir-r-
becau-se the establI-shed presealsstn: isore pocr-r than the pog '
have. Th-e svYstcns dont ane to Sniulesthey are reuardndl for_ it. if
they cbla-t-C eer- fr rM-rd1t:1 usgotrsharivnprcess. To get
then. to allo::. ech-anie help t1=1 wth their gif

First- =nahe use of all Present resources in patients, in aieIn -faniles:,
and in crztun-ritv crancies.

The leCall cornsdtv renidlence IS a Snall One and rcn liv a =ixture of
f-atimts with various problIena-, and supervuised by a warn authoritarian, narson
or couple.

Social snysten tu-st be end!-ori4en d. not vathodI-oriented, to help patients
end ccam-tni-ties. But comnunlties n t bin nethod-oriented to rAintainstbly

Proportion of nsvchiatric beds- In ppotulation: 2.2/,0~0 besfor te-ri-
tory l~ne-r a nental nosital, 0.9/]M,059 f-or terr.,-to-ry distant fromth ositl

- vctyyer .ao the proportio -. as a:ou-t 4/1,0-.

If the patle-tu is to P=c the best care there n-Ust be checks and balances
szong the desires. of the R-taff, the desiAres of the fzily, and the desire of

= the onzay Elitist profeassionals prevent cIMhVlocent of cotm=rnirv respon-S ~sibility whena they feel It's their job tnteaitndcisions for pol.

In setting up a usefulA 1etlhyniene system-a-s for a region--the pla-nners
go thtrou~gb anItliecesg-cn cycle:- took1 (prospect), write(rga)
act pro-a-ct). -For intellnen-1ce, you nuns knoti the boundarIes of your pop-ul-

- don and respcnsiblitles. Vlhat are your resource -'zenciles? IMhat do th-ey do?
hihat are the significant pe--er pepeIn those .. ecies and %ha dote at
(Hassachiusetvs n-anel health center sered 203,0-1~ people who were also beingI
served by over 300) related aznis)Develop acostun -ienl(taf
and external (o-:-ni.!and agencIes). Every tine you rdke a change von= lose

pat f ou cnsiteny.?erefore you rnist repair and reform- ravkRs of con-
Sstituaznicies. Do a force field analysis of constituencies every ti=e you

recycle,

H fospital Consultation

g - he cons;ultant needs sanction to Ito everyih-.ere-everwhere itthe hospital,
every--iere in the camt.1y--staff, patients, constituencies. The consultant
should get a mnitten agroermet that ho 'nM continue to hlang In with the
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hospital until everything Is Inpierented. The consultant w-'nt knew tile value
and identity bases of the tn nan in the organization. Uhat is his produztion
emphasIs (by tictos, by na.ggin-, etc.)? That is his thrust (ho-; does hie inple-
tent things-ho-; does he actually pnrform)? 114at is his aviaiivto his
staff (Is hie obsessive-scizoId and therefore a Good cranizer vith clea~r
boundaries, or Is he an onaai-f-aanmal..) iat is the degree of
detachment in the staff! Thffat Is their esprit de cowrs and their degree of
Intinacy?

If a Systen is only In tenporary crisis and will soon seal1 up and exclude
YOU anyway, then don't cons ult with then.

Usually your cool presence nd shoulder to cry on is enough to set in
notion the crisirs cure.

Carry several different cards of iezrmifi-cattnn, one for a product-
oriented organization, one for a h-.2an relra - olierd netc

infomaland Fornal Sunport Svsters (Canlan)

Every cona-unity contains natur-ally1 occurtring sup port systems: U:

1. Kin and kith-relatives, close friends, and neighb'ors.

2. Informal caregivers to w-hen- peaople roo for help--Icluding "generaIsts
if(vlag iscrnan, hairdrezsers, bartenders, storekeepers, mid ot' ers

who com-a In contact regula-rly uith lots of people.

3. Mutual aid specia1Isrs. 'These peonl:- have usually gSone through; a
certain twra-tiC_ e"perien heseves (rn opera1tion, dcathi of vife,
loss of fortune, etc. km-dous pa-ople pay a-1ttention to than because
they have survived the problems.).

Znt these informal advIce-rIvers and listeners stand betu-een the m-en-=
tally dIsturbed people and the for-1" cor- V azencies. Tnesea
informal advisors often determnIne whather apativen-t Is sent toward
the police or tcwzard the hospltal or back towyard contain-ment in hs
home (Lieberna' s resrv-rch at Johsio:n)

The Informal net-work Is naturally--occurring, unplanned,, unlicensed,
* -not inst-Stutionalized, arm rot p--d for do'--this v-rth. in t. r t'In

of the partIcuanm r roblem, the people in this nenrozk rnain auth n
tic person-to-person recintoci-y, baf ed .-m.-letely- upon the personal
needs of the hielper an~d thn hoed. This9 raeererative relations:..'p
Is based upon mutual identificattion. The "nevccrar" Identifies 'withI

*this old tkzer as a role model. The very exis tence of the expemTrrred
- other person Is rer-suring. At the sane tine, the old tt--er iden:!- -

ties himseif with tu ivcomer In trocble And can therefore play an
sctive nsterful role in a situation in widtAh he was once the victim.I

* * in an anpy hospitl a m n o has lost 'Als leg and Is beginning to

- - - learn to get along without It rer-lives the situation authentically by

Identifying with a nra inpuzee, but this identificationm brinngs socia'lI
* nsd psychological nastery ofthe situation. Th1e counseling widow weho
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weeps .tth the new~ wiecw is weeping nuthientictilly for her cin lo-st
hiusband and no in svy::pati-y. Tha new iwidow fee2.s this and accepts it.
She doai not roialtly accept synpe).thy or empathatic profe3sional uner-
standin-r! unle~a she goes into a re-rassed state. Before it can be
effetive, 1)ro~zs-onal help scnetines rec~uires regression on the part

Of the cllult'

The prof czsional tends to control emotional expresin, lioweove2-. '111
psyciitrist u's-ally stops his patient from crigafter five minutes'

.pro~e1: vif1C he profc3.sional does 't watto cry hinst-lf.
~do~1 hr~:erniy MI.<T tognther for an hour.

Actually, scmc profassionidn do weep with their patiets and may allow
a u'atunl, cr'.±Euort process1 to occu.r, but thrso~rt o-f b::hevi.or is ccnsid-
cred o o~:i nred only r.cstt, the ouxlnca in later years as,
the r"csi 4- _Y .e o0 :rof - oair cnge. Sucli undercurrents ;a-.. a vary
real picrt of -,fassonalism and thiey feel forwai~w into thc future to
underst-ad ..' i_-t p ro nnls ay eventually be ahie to do. I r
other xnapcts th-e utndercurrents represent the prOfenslonal 's acting-
like an inforral advi'sor.

Religiou~s o:-ani.-ations are informal as far as paychintrists are con-
cerned. hesof the~e ore.;;niiations help e~hother throughout li±fe.
There ari: mee2tings for the faithful at loont once a waaek. Thay support
each othar 1.and ritu,:,1s centarzd arotlnd hedeep crises of
life: both =eti arna-e, puberty. 'Lhcy Aso support some of the
rllythWas of Jolly anti v:eekly strasnes 1:1hich nay bae iffearent- 4or dilffr-
ent t~strbzt recuperation is a~ided iry the religioua rituals

The~re in probably sorte ps9y c7obo-ica strain iew to religion uohen
intellectu1 litV becO::'235 nore in-portant than enotional support. Thus
the re-txarn,.le!Lon of th-2 Bible prov-idtes a better Intellectual undar-
utandin, at the sa1crifice- of the : rhvrh~ and clang of ricualistic 1Ia-
guage . -pe1igio was never establ)ished prinarily for understanding.

S.Aul'-untila; "Crodo ut intelle-am."t ug :

In crisis, tll~ religious indivicdual relics on thea wisdom of thle 2-23,
noton lonoy. 'This ccparable to combat and ezmerj;ezcy

proceiuren -.n =M.l-ary aircrafIt. Given~ the.se procecdures to handle thle
nnjor eroinlpo)1-3;,then teitloti ret u- n _
uniqjuenesso each situation and ratmr lvryadue-ly

Large religious aenominations protect the renber fron stress evnn w. en
he noves to a n--. city. The newcomer is confident he can find far Ifliar
rituals and attentive people in the strange city.

L'Lhnic grotips (1Landsmanschaf ten) also protect the individ-ual. ?Wacolm X
talks of t'le kinship he felt in Ne. York for persons from his o!i. home
city, even thouali it was a big city and he h-ad nover met those persons
before, People from a certain Ukrainian to-.n who move to Chicago0 mayW

re~in n cloe co.unication with eacha other throughotterlvs
-- even thoug.h the,? were not in co~unicatlon back ini liuzia.

A
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The two network-s-the natural support system and the professional care-[givin-, system--develop in counterpoint with each other. They are separ te
though overlapping, and thuy are best ept separate lost one ir:iobilize the
other, The medical network, for instance, tends to employ indi enouswrkr
and make ton a part of the ned.6c-l system, but at the same tina these uorlk-

esa kept at a lot: status. On the other hiand,thininoswres

realizing their great value in the co;._-unity, nay try to take over the entire
network as they did in the South Bronx rsr.:: years ago. The trouble is that
the cormunity does not renlly sanction thon as formal professional care-
givers ho are scientific, aloof, intellectual, and expert. Consaiquently,
they cannot long maintain suri% a netu:orlk by then.selves. It is Just as much

a isae, however, for the ex~perts to try to take over the closely persona
authentic support systems which have developed naturally in the conunity.
Professionals should recognize the infor:al net and use it without hcing- an
adversary to it. Theto OSysteM aire no m-ore adversary than a man kidnay
is an adversary to his liver. If the kidnt-y rnd liver become adv:!rsarie5 the
body suffers.

Remember tha-t the Anerican soldiers' support in Viettnmi did not coca f rcm
an ntenaionllye-part L.S gru hich -vas roved intact into Vietnam~ but

eventually that support was developed out of a loczally wise group of iAmericans
already in place in Viatnam in contractul. relation withl indigenous friends,
enemieg, landscapes, and viritses. Such groups protected the new namber unitil
lie was acclimated. Intact teams fared poorly when thirown quickly into the duty
of comb.,at or of trauma surgery.

Aprofessional usually approaches a church or other support network with
fixed model and idea about how he shculd intract with that group. For in-

stance, he may have ideas cf making the ministers rore sop~isticated Inconsl
ing techniques or in techniques of conoulting vith each other as peers. But as
the medical professional negotIates with the professiona- cler-7ynan or the pro-
fessiona- amateur (e.g., hairdresser) the goals of their work tog-ethe-r bacome

chngd nt smehigthat neither could prc-'icr but which is beyond bothi of
the. A minister or n hairdresser discovers tha ecaosoetinsh
didn't realize hie could do--nor did the nedic reali::e anvone could do the m.

Advances in care and support practices don't develop just from h. phazard
itteractions in nature. Neither eo they develop out of the calculations of one-
mane Rather they come to the surface (perhaps first in tha mind of one ma3n)
after many people have brought nany old ideas to a sort of negotiation pool.
Out of this ferment arises the now ieas vwhich are appropriate for the future-.

Dow to improve an informal support system:

1. Improve the nental health knowledge and skills of the members.

2. Help them to help each other by consultation and counseling.

3. Organize peer supports so that comrades can help each other in
doing their work and in reviewing it afterwards.

4. Organize reference group supports so that -he meribers identify with
A I their own "profession" and become better at that instead of beccm-ir g

*poor mental health professionals. Psychiatrists, for instance,

_a. *
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should not teacii student clergynen directly. fley should co-e in
as adjuncts to senior clerical teachers who remain the role models
for the students.

5. M!ove into the background as a backup resource, alvays mak-in- sure
that the remlbers model after their o-wn kAind and not after the ccn-

renmed opr clae terotts rfsinl

in high school.

6. Encourage the formal professional support system~s to use the iinfo=rmal
Inter'ediary sy7sten as a buffer between thep prolressio~nalfs and th-
clients.

Exanples of influential informal counselors, scme not always wjell used:
the funeral director's vife, the bahi officer, the phatizacist, the lawyer, the

geeal's vife, the fortune teller. Insurance a-ents nre notorlou ly uslass
in a crisis. They should he trained to ti'*e nore responoibility.

For preventive psychintry, linlK a S.t-;Lory of lig-ikpersons to an
informal support systeni. For instance, insure that old people 1ivin- alon~e

(with phyrsical problems limitin- their -.enility are linKrid to other old peop~le
who call than t!p every day, as well asa to busin-us people such as haird.ressers
in the nei1ghborhood, and otl er info-.al hler

Thus a clinic becoz'es most importantly a cor~iunications station or a radar
antenna in the conz-unity which picks up uwhere the trouble spots are and alerts
the support systems to thena. A chiurch,, of course,, is also such a detector
station,

- A Some ex-psychiatric patients are able to utiline one suport system 4nd
some another. '.lost of then need help to get tied into the proper syste=.
Remember that a schizophrenic patieut nay be frightened back, into the hospital
if he moves into a family where there is too rmuchi irmt%, attention, and '.var."
The close interact ions may be too nuch for his delicat eneotional structure.
He may benefit from moving into a looser and cooler living situation. Such
people may learn better fromi learring machines than from personally-involving
teachers.

Remember that mutual support systems also devalop in institutions-for the
teachers and doctors as well as for the students and patients. Unions origi-
nally had informal peer support syztems within their factories, etc* Thney have
now become mostly political fighters a-ainst the external world and are not
good mutual support sygtems for the wokers day by day, nor do they help much

* with workers who are in such crises as retirement or sickness. Vie uni~ons
tend to get a comzendable amount of money for those- people but many of then

*avoid giving the support that onl1 they really could give.

The VisitinF Vidows Progran

Thi average widow grieves for about two years In Anerica. It shkes that
iong for her to become really Competent emotion.-yi h ewlf.YtI

-ill In th -w life. Yet i
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* - the first weeks after the husb~and's funeral the vidoiy usually does not look
upon herself as being unnarried. She- doesn't really understand that her

LE-husband is never co-ins back. She is still sonaewhat nmubado

Usually after about three wek:s the widow'ls fx-iily and friends hav'e begun
to feel that she in settled dotwn. Accordingly, they withdraw their attentions.
At thte ane tina, the widow7 is usually floodad with mail, telephecne calls, and

viisfron con atts' and co--erc'Al people i.who try to get her to spend
money on ravc:tcta:en, charities in her husband's natE, projects she supposed-
ly wanted to have clone, etc.

Teviting -adw rgrmcnitd of several. m~others vido-ed "or nor2

than t%;o yeara wl-.o -olunteered to visit new uidow's -'i their ow.n local co:-,unitY.
Fron the funeral dire _ctors the prozra-i nnnzer fo-und the rac2 Pe rae-.Lc.: of
the newi iid ..6 in thn cv..munity. Three w;e2ls after the fiinerzil a hzidwrit-an
letter was se'nt to tlhl %.ido.w niv3.n- the ti .i and date w~he. shte vould be visited
by another widou. She was told to phone this visiting widow if she did not
want to be visitd on htdy

Apprc::iuiately on!_-third refused to be visited, o- elsa were not at ho:,:e.
The othern usually tailled from five ninutes to two hours with the visi ting6
wi~dows after which" thn visiting widow left hear phone numbe~hr and said that shie
vould be ava-Ilahle if needed. Itast of the widows,: called at least once ngain.
They usually discussed,0 practical probla-ns about children in school, the roura-
ing of childran, thep problems of rnoney and social life. There was also a lot
of unburcletiii:, of c7:otiun. Some 400 widow.s were visited it a ti- -ar perio
in Dorchiester, "ass.

Parents V4 tho* -t P'artners is uneful to wido-;!s but that organization Wants
the widows to r a V.a in active rembers forever. -lie mem-rbers really nead to -o cn
to other thiinZ3.

The widcows por: also developed a 24-bour hot line for widows and 'Widow-
A ~ ers. They uzsed 2U volunteers for an "undcrstanding ear."

No trun cu&trench proprarn can b citywida. It can only be done effectively
in small localities where the outreach peole con tall-. with each other and sup-
port each other3- concqr.ning the local ptrollenis. A city-aide program is too bi-
and too inpersonal.

Groui) ?ethois for leaders (Ilirschowitz)

A 1. Group proe ss are molacular--not atortic. The processes cannot be
completely inferred from the dynavics of each individual rmember.
They cannot be inferred from individual personality theory nor from
Interpersonal processes. These theories are necessary to an under-
standing of group processes but they are in~uificient.

(2. Mhere are no leadarless groups. England, during World War 1I, lostZ
ttany of its elite leaders. Looking for new leaders, the arrmy set up
"leaderless groups" and observed what happened. They pickeed the
leaders which arose. Of course, leadership can be shared or alter-
nated arong two or wre persons*
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3. There is no one right vay to lead a group. The only orthodoxcy is
heoc-y or else parndo::y. rf fective loaders h~ave a reperto

of available styles of leadership. 1!ou the leader operates, then,
depends upon, what.s going on outside the group, vnether an emargency
exists$ etc*

4. Groups alwayis do better if they are instructed in some way of tSalag-
inn thetrxei'ves or of gettin!- a tash done. Established stable groups
usually perforn better than ad hoe groups because they tolerate
internal conflict better but they may lirve parmnnt blind spots.

5. Every tirse there is a chan-e of orientation the Proup passes th-.-u-h
cycle of- fordngon, norn-ing, perforniiig. Nortzing neans

setting up the adaptive norns for this, troup to 46 this wotsZ.

0. A goal for group worn: is al-unys groupn erv The group '-orks- to-
8 etbar so well that it proeuces resatlts o-- a higher order than aL.-
individual =mmber could by his ot -nthnkn;

High intinacy within agroGup produces loty tasi: prodiuctivity. Such grolups
have a benign vatriarch at the helm, ifth a tribal pattern ofF survivnl. CL.
Stanton and Schwartz'sa Ce.-nsu ,or~~eCns Pnud-cosennus is a

seeming agrcanent vncn- all me'esnecnase oi pc-:,er pressures upo)n the fproup.I Our culture generally denands pscula-conisennuso
But somle staff P..1d lcwe-:r line -:.ihers raintain an uzderftround pulse o I

( deviant ideas often exuresscd in littlie projeccts w.ch ontinna in spi!te of th e
pseudo-consnsus and rise! to the su A.1 hen exenlneeds change. (Suc*h
underground vork fares bast if a hi-h-placed leadler I-ro-.3 of it but does rnot
choose to react against it.)

Leader 1Rola5

1. The pro-active leader lokI-s at the distant environment. He is pro-
spective.

2. The honaostatic leader is the nest-aking' uother who keeps ev-r-
thino stable and cuts down conflict while increosin- intin-acy.

3, The mediative leadler oils the intelrfaces betw4-een people and sub-
groups. bIsuallyI types 2 -ad 3 are com:tned in one "avaetnea-t"
leader. No. 1 is the S.O.B. Occasionally 1 and 3 are com-bined.

Ilanggemant teachers may tell students to be nssertive, cold, and roug-h on
their en2loyees. Such an in-put often produces the output they desire but so-
tines, hinknovn to the teachers, this output occurs because the group of en-
ployees develops mediators and counter-forces whrich give the rianafgar at least
the appearance of what he wants. Without these nediators the ranager is dead,
'evertheless, it would not be necessary for the mannar to understand what
happens between his input and the output except that certain forces store up
within the organization and come to surface une-prictedly when the mnager is
In trouble.
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up_7 Nornative Rules for Ad I!oc Groups

1. Avoid arguing for your om view.

2. Present your opinions lucidly and as briefly c3 possible.

3. Don't press to.:.rd a quicl: solution-especially not for your o-n
solution. If your solution is good enough, the group will take
it up.

4. Go for the best solution to the probln, not the solution of the
best person.

5. Ho person loses or wins in the group.

6. A good group Tz.ves fron co.--pronise to unique deliberative solutions,

7. If there is no group consensus it ueans (a) we're coming at the
problem wrong, or (b) we don't have enough information. A frequ.nt
cause for (a) or (b) is that the ne.bers want to sho, off or to

ha argue.

8. The first solution to work on is, Vlhat Is the problen?"

9. "Let's take a vote" is a copout-nn a-te:pt to get out of the fur-
nace of real group action that reaches a consensus.

10. View group dicagreetent as food for the problc,-solving process.

Vie Orthopsyehiatric Tea--

The te.m, consisting of psychiatrist, psyclo'ist, social wor.:er, tndM i p rr. ,m s s1. . . .i
perhaps nurse, which works very often upon "c7id .d.... problens is a

highly cohesive and homoeneous group. It is therefore ritualistic (case con-
A=.. ferencing) and stableo 7ha manbers are all very intinate and loving of each

other. if they can control their type of patient input and their ncessarf
resources they can recruit many professionals -.-ho 7ill fit in with them.
These professionls look for a stale wor,: exy ith a narro bad of l.able
surprises and ith the patients conforming .ore to their needs than they ccn-
form to the patients. Usually they are not concerned with transporting the
patients nor with visiting their homes r.ore than perhaps once, nor -uith working
on Sunday or other hours convenient to the patient. This is a role-clinging
team. The nenbers often interpret their mandatas but don' t respond to them.
Public pressure and fmnding has led the cl~nics c-.,ploying these tears to beccme
accepters on the Statue of Liberty node--cceptlng all the co!nInity's rejects
and never rejecting a client thenaselves. The result is that the clinics have
becore heterogenous in staff and patients. A lnck of cohesion has developed
both in the staff groun and in the heads of individual rea,0ers of the staff.
Good leadership of such organizations will produce a sort of ",'avericks, Inc."

- : The classical orthopsychiatric te-m has all but disappeared.
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The rules, tOR pI'! phy the inanner of iorikingv, andI the concept of
Identity ane, r~l inr, MI-e l n mder-n clinic or in its ineividual wotkers is
bette-: conceived as a centr-ality or 1:arnc2. of dedication, -iith rules and
philosophy beco!nin- rormzhat rnore va~iuc and fle-lble as oneO m~vfl fron the
vorl: of that climic o-%or t( ;ard i'here it overlaps with the Work of other
organizations or fn~le.The, clinic does not try to raintain a tight
boundsry, saying "rncn a jp..t:1ent or staff r:-nher is in1side this bountdary he
belongs to us. iEvarytiin- mitsidce is so;-ab1oody else's proble-m." Within indi-
vidual mme;~bers their conce-t of efcs ses to be n~ore centralized Fune less
boundaried. T-his cr.atral kernel of co-.ait~.ent itself ctn be moved alonS. and

Seven C's for Chanqe

Challenge2, Coflict, Crisis, Confronta~tion (stylized and intragroap WithS
T high rmodia v--nihilitv bv th.- lee-r , Corziunication, compromise,

Chance.

Ste~ of CT('.lroc(-*.;

1. (ICnii1P. IuI -len l orientation and inforation plus ah enotional

2. ,~ lmt~ Scan the data, define the prolen. Regulate the
colhesimi and' coil.-o ral. on,.

C3. So.111toni-: iln:stornig-, idea investivation, nnalysis of cot

[4., lrrp Sui-nar, conacnaus,, pacita"Ing, plus group affirition a-nd

All groupr. -o thixortg 3ion phasas. Mihen a gronwp gets tired of worle:ing or
noven toward U -Ic t or fi~tit'-, u-,uelly bast for tile leader to Pueh th2
group tolmrn -unicyatitu'- foc a little vii~le. -Or else hava -I a
group adjouri! f:ten nirhutes. Most groups only nove on to the task 17orkle in
an oscillatory his

- hdchard rtehh5.ve C1IT) -1s am ov6,niza-tional specialist who writes in a
'very straiglitfo ;zlrd, lucid -minner.

Connideor .:hcrea clinic'n tmeney comes fron, -who is ranaging it, and who
decides how it ~Is ft-pn:t. 1"or e-xr-lo, if AMI of the clinic's Money is ?Hedi-
caid, and if 1!edc-id is cezMinistered bty thle Public Aid Departt~ent, then the
ethos of the clittlc -.ill ba velfare-oriented.

* ]Each indivitfr-l leader ha% his omm personal style and that atyle miust fit
wvith the onioM-n' currout orientation. As the en'vironnent changes, the
leader's style nx;:t clian-e. Otlharvise hie ceases to be a leader. If he can't( *change ini a new w:orld 1m N.:Ill never have anothor leadership job. Best Is a.
leader with ;Iany 5Ltyles! in ala repertoire, but this is rare.

EFK
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As the ethos of the long m:tended European r~enaissance changes no-: to
neo-.adiw.val Renaissnncc, there co-nes ngain the need for the c.eneralist

"Renaissance -man" ilho stands bert:cen two com7plaeely different ways of thin'.-

objective, scientific approach, its proble=-orientation and its well-bounded

nations, and ()the neo-=.edieval1 orthographic art (every point seec.:s directly
In front of the Vie:yer), its concern for occult pvowe-r, its infecting, or
infiltratin- may o' iretting things done, probing at dif fi cUties from isd
them, and its kiploded, tactile involve-ent in the Glo13,l "Fillage of central-

Ized tribes, races, and peoples rather thnn boundaried nations.

Mtodern top mnaglers are either (a) computnr-oriented so that they set up
antix for handling information and consider information their most impor-

tant concern-not energy- nor naterials, or else tey are (b) srnooth inter-roup
negtiaors suh a 1o-anew t speclaliots. ilie Statc Secretary of

ftmn Services in Massachusetts ras a neg:otiato *1o 11a:; not trained in any
of the h=- an services and was 31 yearn old at his appoirnt--nt to handle 7G..
of the State's budget. Thle Assistant Sacretary is an ecnnmist. Un-ider these
two r-en, yotmz "Pabli= kids" run around cha-.jiing hi by their direct action
upon the work. rs and adninistrators.

t is best tht the aedmnistrator hahd expeirec wih doliv o
direct htman services. If not, then he sliould coordinate in a rautual education
with someone Vho has.

(An administratively oriented system mel-es rzeatal health proffessionals deal
with products rather than processes-writhi real facts ratli.4r than vith latent-
Possibilities.

A process orientnt-ion is concerned with a dialectic betueen ex.isting phi-
losophies or people which eve-ntuates in - synthesis no cna could have accur-atel
predicted. A process oritted person sets the dialectic going or sets the
pregnancy going and the great result con~es about naturally. Thus a p-tIent
uay be set up to interact vith a therapist an' betuwmen tl-ea deVelop a better

- - life for the patient. Process orienaio s o oars

Product orientation airs at getting a definite, describable and rasur-
able roal accomplished. it assunies that thit manager already Trnows what is pos-
sible In the future. In therapy, the aim nay be to get the patit a particular
Jobs on a particular diet, etc. -All processes are future-oriented tc'4a--rd that
particular goal. If one way doesn't work another is tried. Product orienta-
tion Is for bank: robbers.

Peter Drucl-er' s Princi'les for Ad3inistration

-Objectives, a-rmmnptions, expectations, alternatives, decisions.

1. There is no such thing as a riskls deiin YuawyLls oe
-thing and gain somethIng. One form of decision is the avoidaice of
decision. There are always nany objectives (stated or unstated) in(every decision. An objectivz if; never to Inmple-ant a phi osorhv.
It must be neasurable and tine-linited (sizilar to a negotiableI lnustrunent).
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2. Examnine the asinption underlying the objective. Do you asce thatt
sone people in the hospItal will help you -ove old folks into the I
care hones? Do you assume that transport is available? Do you
assume that hospital aides are skillful in consultation with the -'homes? You nust specify your expectatlons. o you expect the old

people to get good nutrition In the herme? Do you expect them to be
nobile or confined to the home? VWhen you state your expectations
you have defined your position whether you k~not it or not.

3. Prepare alternative ntthods to th2 goals in case the first nethods
are inadequate. Prepare alternative goals in case the resources
turn out different from thn evaluated resources or in case future
support chan.ges. Decide which alternative you will go for.

4. There are no isolated decisions. All decisions affect other syst':rz.

5, The action itpact decides ho is going to do uhat to thom, where,
when, and hou. The question "Wno will do the work-?" makes ideas
shrivel up If they are not fully worked out.

6. ltrediazeLy start lookin, at the results of this task work. Insti-
tute a control process to keep the ta: on a good trac:, naintaining
good infor.ation fl.: between the ulti-rate authority and the perscn
to whon you d~e'ated responsibility, with freelo-, of negotiation be-

tu men then.

Accountability is the measuree=nt of the responsible person's work upon
the niszlon. (?)

eneral f'ltes

1. If the organ.ization is not really ready for consultation the consu!t-
ant can cone in as a lecturer or wor:shop n-- ner in order to build up
a relationship and to get a view of the org lizat-ien.

2, By runIpulatl-n t]|e citizens board you can. build a hospital as you
want it, but you can't build a co-unlty srvice that way because you
can't know the needs of the counity. The board is a najor source
of guidance for co~unity needs. Suppletent the citizens board where
it is laczing in cctunnty representatren by using telephone calls,
hir-ng people from the neigano;o od pcpulation, anking door to door
surveys, reading the minority ne-spapers, fostering people who are
pairns in the nec: for yourself, spending time calling up clients who
dropped out of your systen (don't disniss then as non-cooperativa).
No one anwer about the co-unity is enouah. Listen especially to
the irrational and dissatisfIed people.

3. S e professionals are more stiulated by work in public psychiatry
than by private psyehotherapy. Such people usually perceive stage

-fright not-as anxiety but as the exciteent of anticipation.

4. If one works in many different positions within a systen, both before
Sand after being a top ranager, then he gains naxino understanding_

amd co petence in that systen. o-- -_ =
., : . - - -. l -
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5. Group counseling workshop for probation officers and senior prob1-
tioners: The object is to get the senior probationers to bacc:o
probation ofiffcers to the junior probationers. After each group
session Is over, let the group neet to de-brief itself in the pres-
ence (at least once) of the r.ental health leader. This is not
actually a supervisory r.eeting. were technique Is described or role
played. This :eeting winds domn the group but it allows individuals
to discuss their probiers wIth their o-m back--.e groups.

6. Don't back-date your oun. nstex- of groups and disparage the
"incompetent" students ho are now studying it. Rather, tell the=
they are breaing nev oround and you are lesrning with them. Then
you uwill learn with than.

B-

5 _ - -
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11O%-*7 EDUUTlO--AlUS %III E FECTry
BlY 1-. D. ParrlSh

Tbe Acto-al Gcja).; of. "i-thools

If I dckn't pay any spiecial attention to the avowed nims; of educativa, but[
only consider tihat aditc.t n scer',; to bie trying to do, then 1 conclude that

=the major funct'sonal ai., ni education is to hielp our pres.i!nt o'zy of liin t
-=continue just as it 'As. Education attempnts this in the fo11loen t ays;

First of all, education tries to pronote the efr n apieso h
adult no-i-student population. After all, to please children can be of only
secondary imnortnnce because children cannot put any money where their desl rcs
are, Only adults have noney and political potier. Consequently, elementary
education has the primary job of kteeping small children out of their mother's
hair. The nothers can then go on and develop their own IvNes freely. Years
ago$ children startc:d to school at about age six. Then kindergarten and nur-
r.e ry schools were inivented. It Is-s even become ce'!on to sen~d chijdren tindez
the age of two to a "nursery school." Since everyone knows that the nrirnrv
air. of the early school gra2des is to keep children out of their parents' hair
they have no compunction about calling these child-containnent institutiorts
"schools."

Second, whenthe child is eight or ten years old, education adopts the
function of "Iheeping the child off the street." N'ow that there is no real
vork. for children to do, most neighborhoods would be a shambIcs IA all the( ennrgy of clildhead were turned loose seven days a week.

Thirdly, in the last years of high school and on throug~h college, educa-
tion isswmces the function cif "keeping students off the job rn~ret." If any
student is bright enough to go to school "D age 25 or 301 he is dttty-bournd to
do so. Othen-iise he may displace some less intellectual perssn in a Men-IAl1
job. Students in school are something like soldiers in peacetivie.
Trhere really is no useful work for then to do bur they- nust be busied in
order to keep them out of mischief and out of other people's jobs. Some Pedu-
tators have thought that perhaps schools should do some sort of productive
work and that students could earn while they learn. But adult citizens fear
such work would disturb their ovwn businesses.

Fourthly, of course, education must prepare students to be more sus-
ceptible to the control of higher education. in other words, the mutbeal
to follow acadeuic inxstructions, however neagter and unclear they may' be. This
allows for the production of more and vaore students. Furthernore, giving the
student the tools for a highier education-tools such as reading, wrizinig nathe-
inatics, and an understanding of Aerican styles of thinking and living--prepares
the student for the other functions of education:

Fifthly. in accord with the needs of politictlns ard government agencies,
education riakes the student rore susceptible to control by propaganda. The
student learns how to be influenced by newspapers, television, radio, etc. and
to go clong with the nain political issues of his day-vtn $obig Y n

( agitating properly.

Sixthlys in accord with the needs of busine~ss -1--d industv-, education
rahes the student more susceptiiole to advertising. He then becoms a good con-
Suzrr of nanufactured goods. lie is able to respocnd to the coorcion of TV,
billboards, newspapers, etc. wehen it comes to supporting his n: 2t iv econo=#
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Seventhly, adults in general like education to promote good work habits
in students so that they can become good producers in the business and politi-
cal economy when they leave school.

Now, I call these the seven functional aims of education. They are what
the school does for the world. Tle school's own primary aim, of course, is
equivalent to the aim of any institution. This primary aim is the advancement
of the school's staff. T he school's faculty members progress up their own
social hierarchy by using students as subjects to talk to each other about,
sometimes an tools to do research on, to learn with, or to inculcate with good
ideas about how teachers need higher salaries, and the school needs a better
building, etc. Physicians, lawyers, government bureaucrats, politicians, etc.
all behave in an analogous fashion. Their primary function is to keep their
own institution alive and well-sometimes by getting clients to help the cause.
Secondarily, they serve their clients, just as schools do.

Propaganda, Advertising, and Education

Education methods at first -ere assiduously copied by propaganda and
advertising experts. These experts produce now so much more exciting texts
and illustrations than educators do that eduiration pales into insignificance as
a learning method. If you look at a newspaper you will find any literary essay
or story in very fine print, arranged only in a linear sequence so that you
have to begin at the beginning and read straight on through it to understand
it. Advertising and propaganda, on the other hand, use a lot of big pictures,
artistically composed layout on the page, big print, and bright colors. These -
not only attract the eve but they organize thought in a total gestalt, so that
it is much easier to grasp and to remember. Teachers are now beginning to copy
after the propagandists and advertisers in that they also utilize more audio-
visual equipment, bigger print, and more rewards for learning.

Schools have begun to tap another font of education outside of academic,
propaganda, or advertising fields. This is the lore of oral culture, and
usually Includes the transmission of such knowledge as sex, crime, sharp busi-
nesc practices, family life, how to break away from teacher or mother. Schools
have been too conservative heretofore to transmit this information. The student
had to get it by himself. Nowadays some schools encourage the transmission of
this lore right in the classroom, from student to student and often including
the teacher.

In general, then, teaching has progressed to an ad hoc application of total
gestalt impressions. 'These blocks of information are not necessarily planned
and presented in linear sequence. Thit student is considered a target of oppor-
tunity and the classroom teacher adjusts her interests of the moent to the
interests of the group of students. After all, there is nothinr very creative
about teaching from a syllabus; for all the creativity was accomplished when
the syllabus was planned. In a classroom which must face the here-and-now
needs of the group of students, ho-ever, there is arple opportunity for pro-
fessional creativity in the teacher. The teacher merely keeps the general drift
of her class's educational ais in her mind, uhile she moves along emotionally
with the students. In forrer years there was a tendency for schools to make
specialints our of the students. Nowadays every student is exposed to every
kind of knowledge In the world. Usually he gets core of it on TV than he gets
in the classroom. In any case, he lives, at least vicariously, in every part j
of the ,orld and in ever era of history.
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Schools can give praczice in role development. No longer can schools
merely Impart a certain content of knowledge nor is it enough fot" them to give
the student the skill to learn on his own.

In the past, a comunity looked on its school system about the same as it

looked on its auto repair services. It expected the school to get certain work
done upon the child so that he would be able to live a practical and useful
life after graduation. It did n~r send the child to school in order that the
school could be for t uhile the very life of the child. Yet school is tle very
life of the child-the practical and useful living at that age-as John Dewey
dennstrated long aro. Fa.-ilies and neighborhood didn't adequately teach the
child ho to use and control the individual roles he must face in the wor]d

outside the neighbortood. The child obtained no cognitive nor analytic under-
standing of role management. He usually found hinself cran-ed into a role
without the ability to question it.

Except in sew special education schools, students did not get practice in
role reversal or role mirroring other role exchanges. They did not get sig-
uificant practice in leadership, mothering, advising, or being a lieutenant to
a leader. They did not lean- by controlled practice the obnoxious roles of the
conity so that they could really understand how to deal with then.

Today's teachers who are trained in group vork or sociodrana can helo
students to pet a feel for all social roles, and to get control of the roles
instead of being drmraed in then. They can help students to act out criaes
from local psetty thefts, cheating, and drug abuse, to international crime sync:-
cate operations. Children can set up mock courts end judicial punishrent-
comparing capital punishment, for Instance, with other punishments or with no
punishment. Children can understand how they induce other persons to act in

condem able ways in uhich they themselves do not wish to act.

Students Cet Control of their Media

When the older generation vent to school it learned to write because this
was important in helping tae student get a critical grasp of reading. When he
learned to write he was no longer a rere passive taker-tn of literature. lie
could now write literature himself to sere degree. Consequently he could eval-
uate the literature of Shakespeare or sone modern writer, and not be simply
overwhelmed by it. Hoever, the older generation did remain a passive recip-

= lent of such edia as movies, radio, and TV. Schools nowadays are beginning
to teach children hcw to produce movie progra=, take still pictures, record -Z
TV tapes, and put on radio shows. Some schools even have their ow-a radio sta-
tion. The student thus develops an ability to ev2luate critically any propa-
ganda and advertising and to control his own intake of it.

The student also gets to feel that the TV cmera, the tape recorder, etc.
are as much an extension of his at rn-scles and nervous system- as the pen or
typewriter was of his father and wither. The student's concept of mathematics

3 is much changed by the use of the calculator. -en. every student Is equipped
with a portable (or desk-bolted) calculator he does not hesitate to calculate
accurately the odds in a poker ae, an election or a sequence of weather. He
also calculates the rate of grormh of his fortune or his knowledre in term of
a compound interest rate, he understands the value of various school courses

= and family recreation in term of accurate statistics, he figures which consuter
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goods are the best bargains, and predicts his fuel bill or the life of his
teeth. All these th'ings were boring to the earlier generation because the
mathematics was too tedious.

With his generalist education the student readily sees the mores of other
eras and other naticus or tribes as internally consistent and of equal value
with his own. It is no longer necessary for hin to believe that there must be
a master race or a chosen people, nor must he believe that all en should be
integrated and interchangeahbe. He is much nore able to tolerate personal
differences and inteilectual ambiguities.

lam, this last kind of education may se" very proper and sweet, but
i actually it is destructive to culture as we i2now it and does not really ful-

fill the aim of schools to naintain our culture. We -ust be prepared, then,
for a change in our way of living as we develop this new kind of education.
Culture is beF maintained by "comnulsory non-education"-as it is in some
South tericr.. omtries and as it was Ln ancient Isia. Under this theory
it is considered that a do-inant minority carried the culture from century to
century. If too many People become highly educated they would become influ-
ential in the hiphest hambers of gove-na'nt. Consenuently, education was
denied to the sses and was only afforded to the select few. In luropean
countries it was generally afforded to People by reason of their aristocratic
blood. In East Asia it was afforded by merit to certain eeople who could pass
the Manarin exainations. Those who massed then obtained a generalist educa-tion rather than a technical one, and they were able to be very influential at

court rather than merely promters of the general economy in the ships, the
fieds, or the shops.

The Risk of Increasing Individual Pcmer

?kwadays this sort of generalist education is being given openly to the
children of America. Each individual is learning enough chemistry and physics
to be able, if he wishes, to poison any city's water supply, to destroy any
building or transport system he desires, and to assassinate anyone he -ishes.
Countries who do not have faith in demcracy would be aftaid to allow this kind
of education to proceed. It is already too late in mo-st of the world to tr-
to prevent this anyway, since the Viet Cong and other guerrillas are quite cog-
nizant of these destructive skills. Furthermore, the people w-ho are educated

In South America or Europe are generally ahead of A.ericans in their grasp of
philosophy and broad general scholarship. ?-vertheless, it is probable that
MAericas as a people will be the first to resist and to re-evaluate their owrn
propaganda and advertising.

T-here e alread some signs that voung Aericans will not tolerate indus-
t ial pollution uhich Increnses jobs and supposedly lowers the price of certain
products. The young Americans seen to believe that the pollution destroys the
wholesumenes of some food and some ways of livinr. Furthermore, these Aerl-
cas are beginning to resist the advertising and propaganda control of markets
And of politics. Drugs which depend upon advertising for their effect, or poli-
ticians %ho depend upon distorted pait information for their value, are seen
as inflationary. They are not worth the hinan effort of the citizenry to main-
tain then.

_ _ ____ _ __ ___ _ _ _
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Many of these .oung people believe that the dollar loses its value when
obsolescence is built into necessary machines and when unnecessary goods are
promoted for brief" marketing periods. An example of this was the development
of TV, which pres-ited the public first with 6-inch screens, then 10-inch
screens, and so on up to 21-inch black and white TV--reselling the same market

Fwith TVs several times before proceeding to resell it at last with color TV.
The young people are wondering if they could not have spent part of their money
on a single good color TV and invested the rest in a boat or a tennip court.

As more generalized education puts skill and learning into fingers, and

not just into intellect, the students become critical of poor craftsmanship in
houses, for instance--or in clothes and autos. The students often feel they
could do better masonry themselves--or better tailorinp and machine work.

Their own interest and appreciation in craftsmanship results in more prestige
and appreciation for the craftsman himself. 'tore serious workers enter the
trades, and production becomes more valuable.

If the increase in individual understanding and in individual demand results
in a revision of the present political, business, and craftsmanship practices,
then many people will ha,, to change their jobs and perhaps their mores. Much
of the cause for this can be laid to the schools. Even v:hile attempting to
maintain the established trend toward exploitation of environments, markets,
and peoples, education is actually altering our established business and polit-
ical power bases.

g- I
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1 worry about Marshall McLuhan.

Many people pay a lot of attention to him. Many people believe what he
says, and even go on and develop his ideas further for themselves. But nobody
really plans in accord with his concepts-at least not in mental health. 1

Suppose we take the atomic missile as a means of internati.-nal cozinunica-
tion. It's pretty ineffective for winning wars on a large scale because if
employed as an all-out holocaust against a country it really doesn't change the U

-- thinking of modern people. It simply gives them a problem which prevents themH
from being modern thinkers at all. It also pollutes and drags down economi-
cally all the rest of the world to such an extent that the winner has to change
his ways of thinking, too. And the object of modern war is for your country
not to change its thinking or its philosophy or its folkways, but rather, to
get the enemy to change his, so that you can benefit by going on about your
usual business, which may indeed include trade and missionary work with the
former enemy-usually with a pretty condescending attitude on the part of the
viner.

Just because atom missiles on a large sale are useless as war machines
doesn't mean they will never be used. So you might think that we should do
something to prevent them from being used even accidentally. So what do we do?
We make treaties and we build defenses against the missiles. This just enters
into the lists of the war games with the other countries. It does not really
prevent atom missiles from being used. Nobody seems to be interested in doing
any research on how to prevent missiles from ever being used at all, perhas
even being manufactured. Maybe this would take international brainwashing,
maybe it would take infiltrative inspections, probably t would take something
no one has ever thought of vet. The danger, I suppose, of thinking thus is
that the entire industry of developing maritime weapons might go to pot, and
someta ecynoi theristsf thin tlat that would make people lose their jobs and

therefore be a drag on other reople. I don't think any real economist today
thinks that way about jobs, bua it is a popular thought and therefore politi-
cally important until people become more enlightened.

O.K. But McLuhan says that most of the military and governmental planners
are so taken up with a visual way of sensing the world that they line up their
problems and go after their solutions in a linear cause-and-effect or coinand-
and-staff manner. Mleuhan thinks this is because they are so sold on Gutenberg
technology, which lines up interchangeable ideas with interchangeable type, in
single file, and considers them eternal truths which file down the unidirec-
tional corridor of time, without end.

We see in only two or three dimensions. An almost musical feel for timing
guides your aim in skeet-shooting. You feel where that pigeon is going to be

when the buckshot gets thre. At least, it seems more of a feel than one would
get from looking at a picture. A picture is instantaneous. Everything is pre-
sented at once. This is not true of the auditory world. aku cant get an
instantaneous picture of Beethoven's 9th Symphony. Music gives you a feelin
for tine but not much feeling for what we call space* We really mean visual
space.

-- ---- an-stf manr.M--a hik -ti -- eauethyar osodonGtebr
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Modern physics is outside the realm of mere visual space. Relativity,
the Uncertainty Principle, wave mechanics, the exclusion principle, and all
quantum effects require for their comprehension something more than visual
space. That is, they require something more than Euclidean geometry or Car-
tesian geometry, as our schoolboys conceive those geometries. I'm not sure
what these geometries are but I kind of think that Euclidean geometry is a
later visual world imposed upon an earlier tactile way of perceiving solid
things. It alwys seemed to me that the important thing to the Greeks was the
mass, the weight, the solidity, and the boundariness of separate things--sepa-
rate individuals, separate houses, separate poloi. In fact, there were separate
and distinct theorems which did not become organized in any linear hierarchy
until after the Greeks got to popularizing the alphabet and a bunch of writings.
Euclid got his head full of alpha, beta, gama, and then organized geometry
almost like cause-and-effect or co=mand-and-staff corporitions. But it still
is anchored in the separate solidities of individual forms and it tends to deal
with surfaces and lines which really belong upon a solid. We today don't al-
ways see it that way because we are all wrapped up in what is really the

Cartesian approach to geometry.

Descartes is talking about something different. le is describing the posi-
tions of points in an infinite space--primarily seen as two-dimensional; we add
another two-dimensional frame in order to get the third dimension. For the
Greek, there is no wild and empty space but only solid bodies, on the surface
of which we can measure out distances. I think the feeling of Cartesian space,
however, is influenced by =usic. lie is trying to use traditional logic and the
certainty of linear progression and continuity, and he thinks he is doing it.
But his .ctual form is the entirety of all space and an infinite reach of time.
This is the feeling one gets from music. Music always fills all the audible
space and it necessarily progresses forward in tine. Descartes' lines are
measured out on an existing real space-almost sensed. When Galileo and he
considered motion they departed even more from pure visual space and, I think, A
into auditory space; as well, perhaps, as into a kinesthetic space--the muscle-
sense which tells us where a part of our body is even if we can't feel it.
Kinesthesis also tells us the weight of parts of the body or of other objects
and the motion of those parts. I: my own thinking I rend to get this kines-
thetic space mixed up with tactile space. Nevertheless, I think that both
Euclidean and Cartesian geometry are essentially visually oriented. It's just 13,
that the one seems to be anchored in a tactile world and the other in an audi-
tory world. in an auditory world, for instance, the nations were not so con-
cerned about being separate and independent entities within themselves. They
were interested in the development of relations among nations and among theinstitutions vithin a nation. Number itself, for Descartes, is simply relation.

His whole arithmetic is a proportionality based on unity. His space extends
around the origin and the axes, and every body is related to other bodies and to
those markers, as music to its key note. In music the meaning of music depends
on the relation of one sound to another. It is seldom in Western music that we

=; try to demonstrate the separate beauty of a single instrumental note.

Let's go to a mental health problem--the hot line. A hot line is a tele-
phone number which a disturbed person can call if he wants to talk to a peer
about his drug problem, his feelings of suicide, or muirder, or some other
troubles. The hot line operators or answerers are usually people from age 18
to 30 who are trained--largely by experience and by example-to handle such

= - = -= = -- -
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callers whom they cannot see and probably will never see. The operators do

some sympathetic listening, they make suggestions, they may try some persua-
sions, they sometimes refer the caller to some institution for more definitive-- L
that is, more visual-help.

The hot line, to me, is a modern whisper-in-the-ear and it employs audi-
tory geometry, not visual geometry. It employs this geometry in an insertive-
extractive manner between two personalities, but these personalities are less
distinct and individualized than they would be with visual encounter. That
could be almost anyone on the other end of the line. This allows a lot of
projection of one's own thoughts onto the personality of the other person. In
the visual world this would be equivalent to looking at an ink blot or a vague
and foggy painting. In this sound world, some callers masturbate while talking
to female volunteers on the hot line.

It seems to me that the old-psychiatric attitude-the visual-one--classified
people who were "out there away from-me; not-me but separate from-me." Such
classification keeps them out-of-me. For instance,-we can give a diagnosis of
schizophrenic reaction, paranoid type, or antisocial personality, severe. I

don't see myself as containing any such qualities and therefore that guy is
"not me." So I C4an help him or refer him to someone else or otherwise manipu-
late him.

A later type of psychiatry-visual and auditory--was concerned about inter-
personal relations. These psychiatrists classified reactions which people use
in a relationship. They find relations among these reactions and ways of
aborting or encouraging the reaction rather than person.

A newer psychiatric atmosphere is not at all in any individual's attitude.
An emotional and intellectual self is formed on the telephone line as an encoun-
ter. The encounter measures itself, it pervades the wire-world. Since the two
selves are. interpenetrated there are really not two separate selves. All figures
in auditory geometry are congruent and coextensive. For example, whatever figure
is played by the oboe it fills the entire auditorium. Exactly the same audi-
torium is just as filled by whatever figure is played by the flute at the same
time. Even if played at different times the two figures are congruent spatially.
With the telephone wire whispering into your ear, you, and only you, are involved
in that telephone world with the person on the other side of the phone. Of
course, lately we have conference calls and they interpenetrate several people
with each other.

In the old psychiatric language, however, the volunteer react6 as an emo-
tional and intellectual self to the caller into whose ear this self is inserted.

This, I think, is inappropriate because the caller has first whispered himself

Into the volunteer's ear. There are no classifications of people or of reactions.

A classification of types of encounter could be made here but it really is not,

s'nce such a classification would subdue the encounter and objectify it so that
tb. real and total self could not participate in the encounter--only a role-self
vizh an aloof, intellectual, and cool second self standing apart from the encoun-

ter and observing that encounter as an object.

__-t
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F The various different sensory geometries, it seems to me, can also give
insight into the schizophrenic person's feeling of how much he may belong with
others or how much he may participate in.a group. For instance, some schizoid

-people travel through life rather detached from any other people. They handle
everything pretty objectively and aloofly. Other people are merely objects to
them as if they saw them from a distance--even a distance of a few feet. But.
the schizophrenic person sometimes gets into a crisis. He gets very anxious
and he regresses to a seemingly earlier stage of development. He may act like
-a 2-year-old. At this point he may get in the hospital and for a few days he
is ready to join up with other people to receive help from them on the ward,
for instance. Now, a 2-year-old child is more concerned with the tactile world
than the adult is. The visual world is a little less important, relatively.
If we can deal, then, with the tactile world we may be able to get together with
this schizophrenic in crisis. I don't know if we necessarily have to touch him.
The threat of touch is often pretty big in such a person, but it is important
for the doctor to know that he is, in effect, touching the patient from a dis-
tance and not merely observing him visually.

So much for mental health.

It seems to me that the concept of geometrical space is only a sensory pos-
ture toward the world. Every person has all three geometries-tactile, auditory,
and visual, and maybe more. But at least in the West, he practically abandons
two postures in favor of the one in style. Anyway, in any book or chart, only
the visual geometry is going to be set out. It is very hard to explain in a book
even Maxwell's field theory, much less relativity or wave mechanics. A spoken
geometry is different from a written or drawn geometry. In spoken geometry, all
triangles can be proved isosceles. When you go to draw the figure, however, you

- have troubles and you easily see it can't be. it's harder to see that When you
- simply stick with the words. I think this is set forth in a book called

Fundamental Princivles of Algebra and GeometrKy, by someone named Young.

Well, I would like to lay out some of the postulates in these three differ-
ent geometries. The only trouble is, I would be laying them out visually and
somewhat auditorally, so there's a prejudice. Anyway, let me give it a try.

Visu3l

1. Two straight lines intersect at only one point.

2. Space per-4ades eve rywhere-inside and outside of all figures.

3. A line can be extended to any length--drawn from any point to any point.

4. Line is length without thickness.
--- d ==

1. All lines and figures intersect in their entireties.

= 2. All figures are congruent.

3. All figures fill all of space.

4. Space pervades everywhere.
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5. There are no space boundaries, only time boundaries.

M 6. Lines and figures may have different intensities of existence with
I respect to each other.

7. Lines and figures may have different orientations in space with respect
to each other but this orientation is only a matter of the direction of
the figure's origin-since all figures are shapeless.

8. Lines and figures may or may not be oriented in relation to each other
-by means of a single figure which sets the key of origin.

9. A line is unidirectional time, without spread or reversal.

10. There are no specific positions.

11. Whatever utters'a figure makes the figure no closer to the utterer.
(All figures belong to all people.)

Tactile

1. No lines nor figures intersect.

2. No figures are congruent.

3. No figures can be contained within another figure.

4. Figures consist of nothing but boundaries.

5. A figure is either tangent to another figure or it does not exist
in the same space system as the other figure. (All.space systems
are self-contained within each figure.)

6. Position is relative to bodies tangent to each other. Bodies non-
tangent have no position and no existence for that original system.

7. There is no empty space--only bodies and their systems of tangency.

8. All tangent bodies endure in the same time-that time is regulated by
the changes in tangency, Bodies non-tangent to this system exist in
another time world.

9. 'Whatever utters a figure is tangent to that figure.

1. Intensity of existence in figures changes (same as with auditory),

but all figures occupy all space while they exist.

2. All things interpenetrate each other.

3. There are no tangencies and no definite boundariesand no definite
rhythms (different from auditory).
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4. -Postulates for olfactory are the same as"for convection of warmth
but not for radiation of warmth: radiation has a direction ot originI as light has.

Visual is point-of-view always. It is perspective, it is camera eye.
Japanese and medieval non-pe-spective art is seen in pieces and parts as the
viewer confronts a particular image of a (tactile) house or person. No image
really disappears. It culy dwindles in the distance or is eclipsed by another
image. Space is eternal and ubiquitous. Space is real. Light and space are
the elements out of which visual images are made. There are no materials,
solidities or physical boundaries. There are only light boundaries. Dimess

diminishes detail and delineation. Straight lines intersect at one point only.

Touch is hand-contact and proximity of the entire self to the other body,
which it contacts in part. A hand moving Along a body in massage produces the
existence of a body-hand interface but break-off of contact produces non-
existence of each body for the other. Nothing intersects. Some things are
tangent. Many things are non-tangent. Tangent or non-tangent is all that is
Important. If an oyster is zwallowed it becomes tangent to the esophagus. The
esophagus is continuous with the outside skin. There is no inside to anything-
only surfaces. To lose contact with the hand in massage produces loneliness,
but loss of contact with the body does not imply paranoia. However, it does not
imply credit either. Who can trust or suspect a nothing? Loss of hearing con-
tact, however, produces paranoia, for the return of sound is all-pervasive of
the hearer's body and world.

M. D. Parrish
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FAMILY MANAGEMENT UNIT--ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

In the 9 northwesterninost counties of Illinois the in-patient support for
severely disturbed, mentally ill or developmentally disabled persons is pro-
vided by the State's regional mental health center. Part of that center is
the Family Management Unit (FMU) which has the following characteristics:

Age of patients: 6 - 18 years

Beds available: 25

Average census: 20

Average residence: 25 Days

Number of children per year remaining over 60 days: 20

Number of children in transitional management: 70

Transitional management cares for the children by means of out-patient treat-

ment, partial hospitajization or continual consultation with families. Usually

this transitional management occurs when continued hospitalization is contrain-
dicated but the community clinic says it can't handle the child. The regional
center usually hospitalizes the chil6 for one or two days of evaluation and
then employs transitional management.

The Unit Milieu

For each set of available parents, family effectiveness classes are held one
or two hours a week for six to eight sessions. There are three different
classes going on at once; two in the evening and one in the afternoon. These
classes use a programmed text: Gerald Patterson, Families: Applications of
Social Learning t, Family Life, Research Press, 2612 North Mattis Avenue,
Champaign, Illirais 61820. Much of the parent' learning occurs when older,
learned parent.- talk with the new parents. This works especially well when
the children involved are under 12.

The unit manages children on the residential ward by means of behavior modi-
fication programs. Each childi leve) of achievement is posted on the bulletin
board. The unit's full-time school classes manage the children by a related
set of behavior modification programs.

The classes are oriented toward successful behavior maintained for 15 minute
periods--not toward academic success. Usually when behavior is appropriate,
the academic success comes automatically. Proper behavicr consists of attention
to the lesson, meaningful criticism, raising the hand for recognition, clean-
ing up after one's self, etc. The teacher usually keeps a big chart on the
blackboard where he notes every 15 minutes the successful behavior of each
child.

Classes consist of only six to eight children with one or two staff members
per roomi. Any class, the staff feels, can function with 30 children- if
only one or two of these children are severe problems. The other children
have to learn not to use these problem-children as scapegoats. They have to
learn how to get them to play appropriate roles in the group--including the
work-role of academic progress.

Zen
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Family Management Unit--Rockfordi Illinois

The management of increasing numbers of children has been transferred to the
comunity--to schools and to "homes". Last school year (1972-1973) the county
school had one special class which met five days a week. It utilized three
and one-half full time center staff members and two county school teachers.This present school year the county school has four full-time classes with

only one center staff member and over eight school personnel. The big prob-
lmnow has become referral within the school itself--getting the eedy chil-
eninto the special program.

Family Development

The most usual family problem is that many of the children don't have a home.
They only live in a cluster of people. Perhaps nine children will live with
a working mother. This kind of living is not what the middle class calls a~nuclear family. Rather, it appears to be an undisciplined group which never-theless, transmits a certain unstable and somewhat deviant culture.

Placement is a big problem. There is inadequate foster hoe development in
Illinois. Proprietary homes and public homes are usually set up to handle
children only during one period of life. For instance, such a home may handle
children from age six to 12. Then, just as the child is beginning to have
puberty crises, he is transferred away from his friends and his familiar
surroundings and asked to readjust to a completely different surrounding.

Collaboration with Clinics

The Rockford Mental Health Clinic, about five miles from FMU, screens the chil-
dren for treatment and when necessary, sends children to the PHU for in-patient
treatment. This clinic is partially supported by State mental health grants and

* ihistorically some of its key personnel and techniques were developed at the regional
* center alongside FMU. Now the clinic has become a -grown child" and resists
3consultation or training frcm the "mother". Typically, the clinic itself sees

a child for a half-hour a week without his family. The clinic has little money
or staff to do otherwise.

A system of crisis intervention works for most adults. A system of crisis in-
tervention does not work for children. Almost no clinic or family handles a

ilds problem as an emergency. Most clinics do all the real therapeutic work
with the parents and not with the children. Primarily, this is because most
Clints pcrsonnel are trained for one-to-one or group, adult therapy. Secondly,
the community acts as if only adults can make decisions about behavior change
within a family and thus therapy with the parents pays off more than therapy of
the child alone. Even child psychiatrists find themselves dealing mostly with
parents if they are going to be really effective. Most child therapy consists
of giving the child a new symbiosis to replace his current group or family which
is giving him symbiotic troubles. The child often behaves better in the new
symbiosis and everyone hopes that the child will eventually "grow up" and in some
unknown way develop the interest and the ability to live as a separate adult out-
side the symbiosis. Mostly this separation is effected by some kind of rebellion

L in the child. If the child does not develop this separation then he has "in- I
stitutionitis" forever.

The PJ tries to hold each family where it is in itsm-own relationship among
members and then to go forward and establish new patterns of interaction effectiveI for the future. It does not try to get the family "to go back to an earlier and

) prettier time of life.
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Family Management Unit--Rockford, Illinois

if parents will come in for "treatment" along with the child, it is relatively
easy to help the child. If parents will not come in for "treatment" then the
unit has to find alternative managements within the community. These become
very difficult, especially when the parents will not take the child back home
themselves but nevertheless refuse to give up guardianship.

! FM staff concludes that its average delinquent child was, in early life, very

sensitive interpersonally. This sensitivity made him particularly vulnerable
to the double-bind. Because of his sensitivity, the delinquent child, newly
admitted to the unit, perceives the culture of that unit and its ambient feel-
ing more readily than does a new staff member. Similarly, a new prisoner may
catch on to the "prison code" before new guards can.

Possible Research

An experimental school in the county might contain all its delinquents by
offering conditioning or other management without sending them to FMU. A
control school in the county might produce its normal rate of delinquencies
and let FMU take these problem children off the school's hands. Such a pro-
ject might show how well schools could function with their own internal con-
tainment programs.

As another project, FMU could use good written evidence to show how it keeps
children out of courts, jails and vagrant life. It may then amount to mal-
practice if operation reviews cut staff and money from such a program.

I=
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t WNG-TERM PATIENITS: LODGE &ID PHOENIX PROGRAM AT

3SMIGER REGIONAL CENTER, ROCKFORD, DECEIMER 11, 1973

With these programs, Singer has become a chronic hospital, but it pro-
vides alternate social systems for patients who cannot develop the ability
to function well in average society.

Originally the Phoenix program was an inpatient program for chronic
patients. Out of it developed also a lodge program which established
patients in groups out in the community. In the Phoenix program, half of
the patients are treated as npatients with a behavior modification program
and some with supportive treatment. Later the patients move on to (a) a
lodge, (b)- a shelter care facility, or (c) a family. The other half of the
program starts out by "cohorting" the patients into a group which lives in
a lodge. This beginning lodge is now housed in a vine of the Singer Center.
The staff hopes to move this cohort out into the comnunity as a self-
supporting group. First these lodge patients are evaluated as to level of
skill and motivation. liten- a treatment program is set up to impro-le these

levels. The lodge doesn't improve anything except the basic skill of living
in this cohort. The eight patients in the cohort will eventually r '-t or
buy a house and live in it together. A staff neuber will come in as a coun-
selor and business agent, representing a non-profit corporation. lie getsjobs for them and helos manage the tonev tnev earn. Prior. to the patients'

moving into the community as a lodge, the Phoenix program takes resposi- ME
bility for the patient's life and then later iives it back to him. (It is

U.questionable whether the staff ever really should take this responsibility
but it appears presently that these patients are so severely and chronically
ill that the staff succumbs to this.) A more traditional staff would assume
responsibility to ke = he patient do something he doesn't want to do. The
lod;e puts the responsibility for group life style back on the group itself.

A chronic patient has (a) burned out all his local and co ty social
support. Citizens don't want him any more. (W) He cannot or vill not live
in an apartment or room by himself and do a normal job.

7he Phoenix philosophy holds that everyone must contribute to society,
though he need.not necessarily work. Scotimes the Phoenix program educates
the family or the neighborhood that it's O.K. for the patient not to work.
Reference: Ludwig: The Code of Chronicity. Weapons o Insanity.

In order to effectively staff a Phoenix or Lodge program the staff needs
de-training away from Freud and Rogers and other traditional one-to-one or
safe 0-1-t-centered therap, Othenrise Me cannot uove to the effective care
of sub-acute and chronic patients. Staff does not particularly want to wetk
with mental health Ph.D.'s. They prefer to break in a person with a B.A. in
History or perhaps in Theater, liusic, or Athl-etics. Mhe D.A. is simply three
or four years of self-disciplne. K 1.A. is additional discipline. 'ese
graduates do not automatically have competence with clients, although they are
cometent with some people, such as peers and bosses. They pic& up competence
on the job. The staff does not feel that academic traning in various treat-
m eat madalities helpz the n worker bfore he ets am the job.
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___The state's naflagemut contingencies are set up so as to discourage the
development of programs such as Phoenix, uhich tend to empty out beds. Per-
sonnel and budget standards depend upon how many beds are filled. Because
Phoenix euties its beds faster it is made now to take on some patients from
other units, since their programs are not as effective in emptying their own
beds. Thus Phoenix staff cannot pay as much attention to reaIly getting their
patients corpetent In the community.

Rose Garden is a house in Rockford which has been housing a cohort of
chronic patients for more than a year. One staff nember is present all the
time, but it is practically impossible to distinguish staff menbers from
patients. The house's interior is fairly well kept up, though staff menbers
do not urge residents to clean up. If a staff emer did such urging the
residents would limediately make hin the butt of a g.am aimed at seeing how
much they could get away with, and hoz dependent they could be before the
staff meber reacted, and a negotiated detente was obtained at a certain
level of dependency.
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110TS Mal REA-DU"., B Dy Hatthey D. Parish, :D,

To my way of thinking, Harivhall MfLouhan has replaced Freud's type of
thinking for our tines. le shous the sar ability to find meaings in old
and wel knoun phenomena .hich other people cannot seen to find, and yet,
many other people can ir-e-diately agree with hin. The two books that have
been r st influential to me latel; -re Culture Is Our Business, and From
CCi to Archetype. In the former book, .!cLuhan apn!auds Toonas Kuhn for
bringingV oUt the reality of hat science is all about in his T-he Structure
of Scientific Pevolution.

I read Kuhn's paperback book and it very nuch straightened oul my thoughts
about science but I really think it is not as up to date and as revealing as
some other books which cane both before =d after it. Kuhm tak-es sone of the
major scientific paradigns such as the concept of Ptolenaic astronomy., or the
Phlogiston theory, or the Darwinian theory of evolution, and he follus these
paradigm as they develon. He shot-s how they are very rewarding to the world
because they allow a faculty of scientists to forn itself around the--a faculty
which did not even exist before. Thus there was no real cherdstry at all until
Lavoisier, Dalton, and others of their tir-e got it novLnt with a new paradiwn.
Significantly, Dalton was ;, preacher,not a cdhemist. 'Men a neu, paradian devel-
oped, the preachers and the doctors or ltsyers nay. have just as nuch advantage
as the astrononers. With the old paradign- no one has a chance unless he has

- really learned the langu2age of the paradis and is abile to follow its tradition
of further articulating its part, or pu-shi-n. forard sone little pseudo part of

- knowledge within it. This acacenic process is really a pretty good one because
it Inevitably leads to the destruction of the .... 10 ..
scientists e!plore and devote thcselves to the paradign, the more problerm
arise uhich cannot be explained by that old paradirn. Eventuavlly nay people
sinuit -aeously ?et the idea of a new paran4i.jn, so we rove, for instance, fron
Newtonian and falile.n physics to the phrsics of EiUnstein, Planct, and .:eis-qn-
berg. Anyway, it's very helpful to fly ava thougrht to see the overall picture
of what goes on in science. It is very easy to relate Iu-ns message to the
problem we face in science and education today.

Oe of the earlier books, which really superseded Kt&ha before he even wrote,
I thnk 1 A rt ~ as "t. G. Collingtzood's The Idea of iiisrtorv. 1uinm's book uas publiShed
bou ten years aVo, and Collin.,.-o's about. uenr.y-fi-.e years ago. Collin;ood

Is a fine scholar and he is a very clear -ihiloso:hical th-inker, but in addition.
he lo-ted at history (and therefore at scientific proptress, etc.) in a new way.
It -as a sort of pychiatric uy. lie put hrz---elf ift Uie place a& rc characters
of history. For him, iistory is sonethinz that exists only in our c-n iknaina-
tiom and for oa o.-n tines. It is, of course, stinulated by events and thoughts
of long a.o, but the histo-y as we see it Is not the history that our grand-
children -ill see. urrtherrtre, for our on -pun'oses we knom a lot more aboutthe Grees ta n the r s thc-selvcs could have told us. Apparently the stuff

We doU't I.now, and whiich they could hav told us, we are not interested in amny-
Way. Further.nore, Coflinood, more than aL-sr any- nodern Triter, Pulls to-
gether the thiugs one would learn in Pted College or St. John's, Carleton,
PAnioch, or soae of the other iberal hnani ries colleges.

AMother sucdh scholar-perhaps harder to understand- s Oswald Spenler.
His books are still tine! and still fit in n alzosr Sih-vline fashion naty of
the problems of our times. They still ren-In intensely unpopular.

_ o r . n ute~~v lowr
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Dave flarlowe introduced me to Bury's Idea of Progress, which is a precursor
co some of these more modern books. Bury must have written about 1920.

_-- Karl Popper's The Onen Society and Its Enemies is also very enlightening

and Influential upon me at present. however, it is focused more on politics
than it is on science, though science is included.

A contemporary Viennese of Popper's is Ludwig Bertalanffy and his book,
General System Theorv.

Another Viennese is Wittgenstein, with his books and essays on the new

Coincidentally, another Viennese contemporary was Kurt Goedel, who proved
the theorem that every system had to be a part of some other system; none could
stand alone.

It is strange that this group of men developed in the same city at the same
- - time, and yet the city itself paid little attention to them. There is a new

book out called Wittgenstin's Vienna. Stephen Toolvin is one of th~e authors,
and he is also a good modern thinker, The book tal-s also about Schoenberg and
other artists who were associated with these same men in the Vienna of those
days. I didn't read the book but am tempted to sacrifice the time to do it.
This is a Vienna which brought us into extremely modern thin'king but it was
quite different from the thinking of Freud, Jung, Adler, etc. It was a differ-
ent channel from them, and I think, too, that in many respects it went far
beyond them.

Another old book which is influential upon ne is The Diary of Anais :tin.
She is very much a person in those book-s, and uhiile perhaps she is not so ur to
date as the other people I have becn tin-ing about, she is revealing of soIe
aspects of the romantic psychoanalytic age fnich other artists don't really
come to.

Another bool: which I have only barely shirned is Hannah Tillich's book
called From Time to Time. I think that's the title. Everybody around here
just calls it "The Paulus Book." It's about the doestic life of Paul Tillich,
who was a leading theological existentialist in both Germany and this country.
Host especially it is a revelation of Hannah Tillich, but in any case, it is
surprisingly literarily written, and it fits man,, of the family conflicts and
family paradigms that we like to face today in our thinking. It also fits the
sort of Far Eastern, or at least non-European idea that everybody contains
within hin all the goodness, badness, brightness, and stupidity of his meber
culture--and he contains it in a useful vay.

Another old book which is also influenced by Vienna, but more on the psycho-
analytic side, i3 Psychodrama, Vol. I, by Moreno. Parts of Itoreno's writings A
and thoughts become significant in one decade, and other parts become significant

in aothr. ignficat hre oda is some of his earliest thoughts about com-

=unity life itself as a sort of drama which is playable in a harmonious or a
cacophonic way. 'oreno always saw hirmelf as a sort of enemy to everyone else.
No one else could touch him, and consequently he seems himself as an enemy of

-- Stanislavshy, but actually I think that Stanislavsky, Moreno, and CollinguyoOd
all have something in common. They try to get into the inside of the acts of
people and of times.
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Another very modern book which stimulates me lately, . t which I don't
understand well enough yet, is Michel Foucault's The Order of Thinas. lie too
is a good philosophical thinker and I think lie is here in this book getting
beyond structuralism. There is perhaps the strongest current of strufturalism
underlying the writings of Claude Levi-Strauss, but structuralism runs also in
Piaget and certainly in Naom rComsky--though Chomsky is a quick-change artist
who has held many different and seemingly conflicting theories in his life.
Structuralism seems to hold th. . there is an underlying framevork of thought
influencing the grammar of every language and every thought and every myth and
every construction of history, etc. In a way, I consider that Robe-Grillet,
Becket, and Ionesco have some structuralistic underpulse to their thinking,
even though they are often considered existentialists, which is sort of the
opposite of structuralism. Structuralism developed later, as I see it, and
tended to supersede existentialism.

Another very modern book which is extremely helpful, in organizing the
things that we already know but don't articulate well, and therefore don't
really keep usefully as guides to our behavior-is 3. K. Galbraith's Economics
and the Public Purpose. Here he tells ho, the mainstream of U. S. econoaics
is no longer guided by the desire for maximum profit. Pather it is guided by
the desire for continual growth and for increasing power. The great eccnomiC
acts of this country are not performed by individuals but by group minds. Econ-
omic power is not in the hands of owrners but in Lhe hands of technical experts
who cohere in a collegial kind of thinking and acting. As we pass from small
businesses, small schools, small medical services, etc. to larger ones, there
is a point where ie find a quantum leap from the power and usefulness of indi-
vidual will to this corporate reality of life itself. Thliere gets to be a
strong drive toward conglomeration and aggrandizement approaching infinity as
a limit. I think, however, that there is another point where a quantum lea'!
ijill be evident, and this is somewhere beyond the supranational level where
whole* cultures begin to make themselves felt, but Gahbraiti doesn't talk about
this. Tom Turner does, and Tom feels that such corporations as General 1otors
and I.T.T. are getting into trouble because they do not think that way and do
not know how to. The economics of Galbraith today is not any longer Keynesian,
as I see it. ,The last good neo-}'eynesian economics explication is Paul Spmuel-
son's 1973 edition of Economics--the big college textbook which 80% of the
schools use in their primary course. Samuelson, of course, knows as much as
Galbraith but he is writing a textuoo.. Colleges want a body of knowledge at
hand with which they can snow - _udents and which will allow a lot of further
academic exploration and articulation of the old paradigms. It is for this
same reason that we must teachi psychoanalysis in the psychiatry residencies.
iothing else stands so ready at hand to explain everything that psychiatryneeds,
however useless it may be. 'iothing else is so excitingly romantic and opens the
student up to sucht a bright future of exploration and interesting practice.
What intellectual and imaginative resident wants to spend his life figuring out
what pill to give a patient? The so-called cormunity aspects of psychiatry can
be exciting--can be even more e~xciting, but they are very poorly worked out and
poorly articulated into any form that can be scrolled out to residents, or even
convincingly presented to grant-givers, I guess.

Another book I found surprisingly, illuminatinp was Rut!* Caplan's Psvchiat-ry
and the Cormnitv in 19th rintur-' .aerica. The book: shoi:s that many, man things
which ite think are innovations were really tried out in the last century or two.
If we read about them, however, we might not liant to do some of them, so let's __

don't read. Ruth also w:rote another book cdlled Iielnin- .elpers to Hielp, which
_ _GA
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is a narrow, specialized bunch of data on how a sort of comunity consultation
helped a whole region of the Episcopal Church to become able to handle its own
problems better.

An important development here is the human relations consultation groups
which work with management in the middle-sized and big corporations. They are
pretty good--ITL is the most important, Caplan, A. B. Little, Tavistock, and
many others, of course, fit in also. Galbraitb says that what they don't rea-
lize is that the technostructure of corporations utilize then to get things
stirred up in their systems which they could not otherwise do. So that the
consultants really become little footballs. The owners also use these con-sultants to get some influence on the projects of the technostructure.

I felt zhat Jay Haley's writings were very practically relevant over the
years when it came to dealing with families and groups and communities in a
mental health professional way. I remember back in the 3950s, when he was talk-
ing about an extension of Potter's idea of one-upmanship to psychotherapy. I
remember, of course,. his .ore individualistic studies with Don Jackson about
the"double-bind" and the possibly family origin of schizophrenia. Also I used -.

to be fascinated by his and Bateson's and Birdwhistell's work 7ith body lan- U
guage and non-verbal communication back in the *50s. But in '71 he came herewith his ideas of the inpossibility of using "interdisciplinary" or the old

fashioned mental hygiene approach to mental illness. In his later writings he As
doesn't just object to the old, he furnishes a practical group and community
way of dealing with these problems but says that the two cannot really exist
side by side in the same clinic, that is, the two methods, one being the inter-
disciplinary case and casework approach, the other being the approach to social
forces and the management of total families, classroom, %ork teams, squads, etc. T

Carl Whittalker is perhaps the biggest single family therapy influence.
-Although Jane Levenberg has some influence, and into the periphery of that sort
of influence comes Bob Shapiro on one side and Fanita English on another. Fanita's
influence is now almost entirely in the realm of transactional analysis rather
than in the Tavrstock area or the classical group therapy area. Her approach to
TA is pretty groupy--probably more groupy than the average you hear about. My- I
way, none of these people write as extensively as Jay Haley, although all of
them write. And so their influence tends to be face to face or consultative
over reaches of time and distance. To my way of thinkiLag, they are all pretty
much influenced still by the beauty and romance of one-to-one intense relation-
ships. Their own personalities show beautifully through1 their therapy or into I
their therapy, I don't know which. in any case, it's not just a question of their
getting paid for pleasing individuals. It's a question of a kind of theory which
promises all kinds cf corners to develop into and to expond the paradigm. This
is not especially the paradigm of psychoanalysis. It really is beyond that. I
think TA has become a qualitatively different thing from just an extension ofpsychoanalysis.

Except for Carl, the same people have something of an influence toward
gestalt therapy. They all knew Fritz Perls and Dave Kurvfer--though Dave was sort
of an in-beteener with TA, gestalt, and no real rejection of the possibilities
of mysticism. Well, everybody seems to have read rritz's writings on gestalt
therapy but nobody discusses then. Tey just sort of lie in the background.
The various diverging corners of gestalt therapy are kind of pulled together in
a book by the Polsters called eestalt Therano Intearated- Cnuntours of theory

and practice. I haven't read it all but it seems to be a sort of conclusive
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system and doesn't get beyond uiat I think is thle gestalt Achilles heel--the
ability to manipulate only individuals within a group, even though they

tall; of the group spirit as a wihole.

Jonathan Dro'n here is an ex-army spookt, a young thinking nan about 30 orA
so, who really tries any- and everything in a way-out fashion. Last spring
he put rme onto a book: called !ncounter cGrouns--Wirst FaIcLs, by Liebermtan, IUiles,

=etc. This is a vetr influential boot. here but its influence has sort of leveled
out noty. It analyzes pretty carefully some ten encounter groups conducted in
Stanford by leaders frorii various schnools of thought. -1o, I think there were
fifteen groups. It reads fairly well, not dry like most research. it's really
written for popular consumpntion. It does consider a couple of cases of actual
manipulation of the group itself rather than individuals within the group, but
Most of what went on uwas simply one-to-one within a group, or group-to-one&O

I have probably neglected Carl Rogers too much, especially his later 1.ri tlngs.
I got interested in R. D. Laing and Cooper last inter, and in the late winter
Norris liansell led wte back again to Scheff, ifhere Arline KZ. Dahniels had sent me
about the tine I went to Viet Nam. Following on the heels of Scheff, 1*orr15

brought us into a converse tion with Uerner 1 andell as a representative of the
California lM!0 approach to mental health. 11MO has not been w.ell written up in
any books that I knot- of but it produces a forking of the roads between present
k-inds of therapy and nagafement, uhich are mostly lined at improving tile mental
health of thle rental heal.h wor1:-rs, and on the other side the road has forked

*toward whatever is practical in actually naintainine, the rental health of the
cormunity. It turns out that it has very little t- do -vith traditional vanage-
ment. 1110 generally ends up xwith no waiting list, nininal one-to-one therapy, A
considerable rehab work, and good cohorting (that is, ax.-disturbed people form-
ing self-help groups), and thtere is also strong solicitation of patientsi, in
spite of thle fact that a new patient costs the 11111- money.

4

It seems to ne that all this reading leads today to one, perhaps non-f
permanent concept: that wie are not heading toward the naxinizing of profits as
the laissez faire economy did; we are not heading toward eternal growth like the
large corporations of roday; but we are heading tow.ard a develonnent of an
organization 6nd a service as an organisr. vith a birth, life, and death in a
definite time. The new organization may even die a little early--nay even die -

dysthanasically, but at least it dies sonewhlat predictably and its component
workers and clients move on to other things. It doesn' t izecessarily conc-loi-
erate nor does it follou Parkinson's Law.

IPhen this last concept--if it is really what wte are doing--gets written
up and understood by the professional vorld, tle it 4s already obsolete and
I kind of think thiat tiost oi the stuff in nost of thte books above is really
not any more the leading edge of developing zental health practices. Leading
edge in the variegated concepts is probably beino promulgat ed by vlord of
mouth and perhaps by a few very unpopular writings.

Oh, yes, a useful book is Abstracts Gf the Standard Ed-'tion of the Comp lete
Psychological Wlorks of Sigmund Freud,, edited by C. L. aothgeb, Internat _ nal( University Press, 1973, paperback ' 4.95. The advantnge of this b~ook is that a
teacher who has in his past read iz good bit of Freud can vo through this book
and recall everyIthing he has read and see also whern. it fits into thin~gs hie

( ban' t read, get a notion of whnat those thin-s are, and even without reading
them he can think and talti appropriately wit hsba ron. omt iittiEakrud ~mtmsi
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HISTORY, DRA!!L, AND LIVING: The Approaches of Collingwood 0

and Stanislavshy Toward the Cultural 11epertoire of Ideal
Behavior and the Human Realities of Ilistory

By 1Hatthew D. Parrish

The thoughts in this paper are gathered largely from its bib liography, I
and while they sometimes pa-aphrase the great Russian director and the great
British historian, the thoughts are also influenced by my on perception of
Individuals and organizations as clients, and by my general literary explora-
tions.

Stanislavskv's View of Drama

From reading Stanislavsky, I conclude that acting is a sacrament. It is
the outward and visible sign of !nward and spiritual endeoment of character
and feeling in the actor himself. The role can only be developed out of the
actor's real potential for the relevant acts and behavior of the -illain or
hero he is portraying. An actor Arith n( potential for jealous murder cannot
convincingly play the role of Othello. aimilarly, a psychiatrist with no
potential for craziness in himself cannot grasp a psychotic patient's inner
thoughts and needs.

A corollary: Each member of the audience goes to the theater to see him-
self-not to see Othello, not to see Barrymore. He goes to exercise his OW.mi
potential, murderous feelings, ambition, courage, fear, etc. If there are no

good murderous or courageous audiences, then no really good actors can develbp.

Whenever the actor puts some personal trait of his own into the role, h-.s
audience senses the character as if it were especially real. For instance, if

* an actor portraying Don Qtixore is hoarse but goes on and uses that hoarseness
as part of the character, then the audience members will feel that they will 4

- never see another Don Quixote like him. They sense him as a unique individual,

I this Don Quixote, and he lives vividly in the present moment with them. This ]
portrayal's very uniqueness makes each individual in the audience feel that he
himself is somewhat like that Don Quixote. When the actor concentrates on the
entire life range and inner feelings of the character, then the audience will
also be able to concentrate on the inner feelings of that character. lMe
events he brings about will then seem quite natural, or even inevitable. Te
audience will help in the creation of the role. In this sense the audience
becomes an artist. If the actor concentrates on trying to please or impress
the audience, then the audience will sit back, passively purring with shallo;perceptions.

Aristotle, in his Poetics, distinguised between the eternal truths por-
trayed in a fable or play, and the transient facts or events which occur in a
news event or an actual battle. The actor is concerned with portraying truths

and not facts.
Truth is consistent and fitting with what seems natural. It follows the 7

physical laws and general principles that we already accept in nature. A scien-
tist who makes many measurements on the rate of fall of a stone deduces a
general principle about the motion of bodies. Yet any particular measurement

K(may not precisely fit that general principle. On a stage, stones would fall in O
accord with the even more general truth that all stones do not fall the same.

;37....
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C A particular stone falling in a particular performance might fall uniquely-
being disturbed, perhaps, by a puff of wind--but this unique fact on the stage r
contributes to the action. It becomes an artistic truth within the drama.

-A Any event on the stage is either changed into an Aristotelian truth or else
the drama loses its significance and the stage becomes merely a wooden plat-
form.

An actual fact or event may be less believable than a fiction, because an f
actual fact is not so near to what we can reasonably accept as truth. In this
sense we should say, "Truth is stranger than fiction," but we should also say,
"Fact is stranger than any fiction with the appearance of truth." We must
remember, though, that the little touch of pe-uliarity in a person's action or
the little deviation in the fall of a stone convinces us of the truth and f
reality of the event--in spite of the slight deviation fron the laws of reason-
able truth. Thus, the streak of goodness in Shakespeare' s lago makes him more
human than would a strict adherence to pure villainy.

Row, StanislavskLy believed that people became emotional not about the fact
that an event was happening. Rather they became emotional about the effect of
that event on a person. If the event were only an imaginary one, and the actor
behaved as if it were true, then the audience would feel its very real effect
upon their orn emotions. Thus the human truth is inside the actor and not in
the event.

A real king does not go around enthusiastically believing he is king.
- 1~ingship is a "matter of fact" for him. The politician, however, has some

* doubts about whether he will be elected, and thus he believes enthusiastically
in himself and in his mission. So does the paranoid, the religious fanatic,
and the mother who pretends her slightly retarded child is magnificently bright.
The little shadow of doubt whether one's identity is really what it ought to be
brings the enthusiasm and the emotional energy to the sure belief that one is
in fact a king, or that one has in fact the only true religion or a uniquely
bright child.

I have seen patients in mental hospitals wbo believed that they were some
sort of king or god and were accepted as such by the other patients and the
staff. These kingly patients maintained a dignity and soiw' mild enthusiasm
about their kingliness, but this enthusiasm became much fiercer when they were
faced with a "doubting Thomas." Of course, most paranoid people in mental hos-
pitals are surrounded by unbelievers. Consequently they either protest vocif-
erously and long, or else they retreat within themselves with their beliefs
and simply do not bother other people with them. Nevertheless, they believe
very enthusiastically in their kingship. Sometimes patients under hypnosis
show evidence of great emotional strain in trying to maintain a very improb-
able belief. For instance, Vnen a patient under hypnosis is told that he can
perceive no other person except the hypnotist, the patient sweats a great deal
and appea-s tremulous and disturbed. When the other people in the room are
noisy and threatening, he still does not give evidence of perceiving the other
people; he only gives evidence of great enthusiasm for his singleness of per-
ception towards the operator.

In short, a pretended fact or a hypothesis that ought to'be true can be
believed with far more enthusiasm than a precisely observed and measured event.
The very false and musical death of Maria Callas acting the part of Camille
brings more emotion to the audience than does the death of the real Haria Callas

- - -~ -s=-~-=-~- - _F
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or the real Camille. Believing in his goods, the salesman ca. begin to sell.
Believing in his role, the actor can begin to create that role in the "'on stagetruth." }

Stanislavsky required his actors to begin their acting of the role a few
minutes before they stepped on the stage with it. Then, the stage entrance
was me:ely a smooth continuation of the life of that character. Similarly,
he re, aired his actors to consider how many relatives Othello may have had,
even though they are not mentioned in the play, and also to consider what events
occurred in the character's childhood. Each actor night assume different rela-
tives and different events, but that background of belief and participation in
his character's life made his acting much mo- 2 true to life, much more involving

ofhow,i te kind of background the actor imagines as causative of the charac-Iter depends on what the actor's own times hold as causative of character traits.
In one decade an actor may imagine the family breeding that vent into Othello. E

- In another decade he may consider the diet Othello was reared on, the love L

potions be drank, the rewards contingent on his behavior, the wills of his gods,
the positions of the planelts, or the aleatoric probabilities in his life.

Othello is a character developed iT, the audience member by Shakespeare-
Cutenberg, if the member reads the play. It is developed by Shakespeare-
Robeson if he sees Paul Robeson's production on the stage. The Shakespeare-

Robeson Othello is created by the audience member in himself as a peculiar
s - version especially fitting to that meber, but it is thus created only if

Robeson lives out Robeson's own unique version of Othello inside himself. •

An actor sees, hears, and behaves on stage differently fro= the way he
would see, hear, and behave the same events in his own home, where he is not on
display. On the stage there is more truth; in the home there is more fact. On
the stage an eternal and reasonable truth is movingly portrayed in a sort of
consistent dream, with painted scenery. That truth is experienced in the lifp
within the heart of each audience member. It is not experienced in the life
which goes on between the audience members and their peers.

Plays and role-playing and the reliving which occurs in therapy or in
classroom may help us to grasp our own experiences and to feel then more clear-
ly. Children thus learn to read a play by first acting in one. Later they
read it, re-act it, and re-read it with a better sense now of vhat each char-
acter feels. Since every feeling a student experiences is a feeling within
himself, then he himself must be in some degree a murderer or a hero. In his
"true" but non-factual role-playing he gains an ability to feel more of the
things which get laid down in his own character as it develops--in his own self
as it develops.

You as a self or as character do not exdst until you merge with the influ-
ences upon your tines. You do this with the enthusiasm of the religious fanatic
or the salesman. Otherwise you exist only as an observer, not as a self nor as
a dramatic character. For the self and the personal character develop only as

fa member of a family or of a society of some sort. A baby who grew up in a
world of plants would hardly be recognizable as human by the time he became an
adult.
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Stanislavsky also felt that there was a certain tempo and rhythm at
which we feel and behave most clearly in a particular situation. If we pro-
ceed at an emotional task with a certain speed fitting to the emotional
pressure required of that task, and at a certain pulse (or swell and fall of
attention and concern) then we are better absorbed into the task. Thus we
chop wood at a pace fitting the amount of anger inside our hearts, or fitting
the pressure of time to finish before dark, or fitting the need for exercise.

E Each need leads us to different speeds and pulses (tempos and rhythms). If
we behave at the wrong tempo the behavior does not allow the full expression
of our own feelings, and it is also unconvincing to those who watch us.
This idea seems akin to the James-Lange theory of -the emotions, which asserts
that an emotion swells up within us after we behave as if we had that emotion.
Thus we fear the bull mostly after we begin to run from him.

The Cultural Conserve or the Renertoire of Behavior

Acting is a sacrament in yet a second sense. It is the outward and vis-
ible sign of the inward cultural conserve which is stored inside books and [folk memories-in the plays, tales, songs of the people who are the potential -

audience. The roles within the cultural or literary conserve must be express-
ible in the feelings of each full member of that culture-or else the folk
will forget that unexpressible role. Americans by mid-2Oth Century saw almost
no significance in the great concern with religion vhizh prevailed in the
Middle Ages. Our modern image of good kings like Henry III of England is
momentarily disturbed when we come across a document showing some of the cruel
and inconsiderate acts of this nan who was so much more gentle than his con-
temporaries. Apparently we today do not contain within us quite so much vio- .
lence. Furthermore, for all our lack of religious feeling we cannot understand
the religious tolerance and spiritual calm of East Asians. •

J. L. Moreno took exception to Stanislavsky's methods because he thought
they only reactivated, enotionalized, and illuminated the memories within the
cultural conserve. The actor was only polishing up roles which were conservedin boo:s, in folk memory, and in the tradition of the theater itself. ,lIlemined intensive experiences out of the past.

Moreno himself would have preferred to activate de novo the emoto:.
strains and joys between two or three persons who were living out spontaneous-
ly their own life with one another. Moren- wanted to de-conserve the ac tot
from the rituals, the cliches, and the fixed assumptions uhich he had gained

=in the course of his life.

Moreno and many of his fellow psycho-dramatists sae the conserve as the
end product of a creative act, a product reproduceable without spontaneity, a
product where all the creativity was already accomplished. An example would -!

be a novel. Shakespeare or Beethoven seen in this context were identical withtheir works. They were not seen as the very himan persons in the process of
spontaneously generating those works. The opposite pole to this unchanging cul-
tural conserve was the continuously and spontaneously creative Godhead-the
Creator-in-action as contrasted with His created works.

Within the conserve, mankind sought for the perfect system which would
Haintain itself unchanging in spite of the particular individuals playing the
roles within the system. Thus they sought for the stable and perfect bureauc-
racy, army, factory, symphony, psychiatric treatment process, etc. Any needed
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( parts of such systems could be reproduced without spontaneity. The perfect
system of religion, of managerial education, or of hcr-to-do-it literature
should produce the most beautiful personality in the world much as a printing
press reproduced a beautiful color print of 'Mona Lisa. The psycho-dramatists
would say that once Leonardo had put down his brush, all the creative action
pertaining to Iona Lisa was ended. Since most men could tolerate only a little
spontaneity, they lived out most of their life in a series of secure and pre-
dictable cliches and rituals.

The psycho-dramatists seem to see Stanislavsky's work zs hal.way between
their idea of the continuously and spontaneously creative Godhead and the
fixed and finished certainties of the conserve. According to their patients'
needs, the psycho-dramatists try to lead patients sometimes more toward the
spontaneity of the Godhead; sometimes toward the security of the traditional
conserve. They saw bureaucrats, soldiers, and tradesmen as carefully acting
the roles they were trained for, without developing their own creativity nor
expressing their own personalities in those roles. The psycho-dramatists
wished, ideally, that life itself could be played out as personalities inter-
acted spontaneously with other personalities, without a script. They would
produce new emotions, new concepts, and new human relationships as they faced
each other in the present. They would not merely intensify emotions and con-
cepts drawn from the past.

Collin&wood's Vie. of History

IHistory is not itself a series of events, but rather it is the things about

those events iihich influence our emotions and thus our actions today. If the -
Pelopennesian War had meant nothing to anyone at its time ure probably 'w-ould not
know that it had ever occurred. It wculd not be part of our history. If arche-
ologists reconstructed the events of that war today and some writers popularized
the events among us, the Pelopennesian l.ar might become a part of our current
life-a part of our history. For history is the life in those events, a life
we feel inside us. Similarly, an event is not news unless it gets into thet
newspapers or other news media, and therefore into our lives and feelings. As
far as its effect upon our national life is concerned, an unreported event may
as well not have happened.

Traditional historians, following the nethods of natural science, describe
the outside of an event. They describe bodies and their observable movements.
In this way also a behavicristic psychologist describes the response of a rat to
a particular stimulus. lie watches the rat Ic ? when an electric current hits
him but the psychologist does not assume the rat feels pain. lie can only observe
a leap, not a pain. In effect, the inside of these psychological events is like
a closed "black box" wl ose interior structure and functions must only be guessed
at. Hinds to the "behavioristic" historian are like the boxes of electronic
equipment in World War II which were set to blow the'selves up if an enemy tried
to open them. Thus, the enemy investigators could only provide electrical input
to the box and measure output in order to guess what kivnd of mechanisms might be
inside the box. Like the behavioral psychologist who does not fool himself that
he really knows what's going on in the mind of another person or of a rat. The

traditional "behavioristic" historian conr antrates his study -not upcn Caesar's
thought but upon the time, place, and method of his crossing -the Rubicon. He
compares the observed event itself with other events, and nay generalize to a
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- law of historical behavior. Such a law supervenes over the behavior of many

nen but it does not assume that behind individual behaviors there are individ-
ual feelings within the individual minds.

Collingwood, on the other hand, concerns hinself with the inside of the
event. He tries to describe the thought within the event. This thought in-
cludes Caesar's feeling of defiance at Republican law, and his personal preju-
dices toward some of the other leaders within the Republic. Collin&wood Lhinks
himself into the action and tries to discern the thought of the actor in his-
tory. The Collin;ood historians, however, consider that the thought in the
mind of the actor which is the cause of the event is not different fro= the
event itself. It is simply another way of looking at the event. The history
of thought, and therefore all history, is the reenactment of past thought on
the stage of the historian's ourn mind. Thus the character in history, such as
Julius Caesar, is considered Ain on-stage actor in the Stanislavsky sense. He
is most convincing and most influential if we can read the internal causes of
his behavior. At the same time, the historian, such as Collingucod himself,
is an on-stage actor and is showing us from the stage of his book his concep-
tion of the inside thought behind the events of history. To know the thought
is to know the event better. To know the event better is to knir more of the
thought.

By such reexamination and reliving the thought becomes our crvm thought.
It steps a bit apart from the conserve, just as Stanislavsky's Othello does.
History then takes its meaning from the only thing that can give history any
meaning at all-our present life and thought. 

.-

Even the Collingwood historian is interested in the thoughts of historical "
personages only as those thoughts influcnce social customs and events. He is
not interested in the way the personages ate or made love or carried out their
hobbies to satisfy their own personal needs. As far as these non-historical .

thoughts and events are concerned, the actor is not a personage but only a
person.

Collingwood, Freud, Erikson, and others tried to reach the human inner
side of these springs of behavior. Yet none of them write the history of a
country or of a person-such as Leonardo da Vinci or Hoses or Luther--as if
they themselves were more involved than mere scientific observers w uld be.
No, these writers intervret the actor's or the patient's thought rather than
participating in that thought or reliving it. These men talk about persorages
as most doctors talk about their patients. They do not talk as a patient (nor
as a historical personage), giving out his thoughts as he felt then. These
writers are objective, aloof, detached, and scientific doctors. -hey add to
the conserve a set of fixed truths, though in the process of doing so some
writers spontaneously contribute to the events of their times. They are not,
however, like the more modern participant therapist who sweats along with his
patlent. For these writers, science seems to carry more prestige than art does.

Stanislavsky's actor, perhaps like the historical personage, could by in-
sincere behavior alone impress the audience. But feeling inside hiself the-( genuine fullness of the role and the tactile sense of the ran._omine, he contacts

-the single old-mind which is in the ind of each individual in the audience.
The actor thus strikes a resonance within each member of the audience and each

______ - - -~- - -~ _________________
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mez-Ier of his troupe. The historical personage insofar as he is acting effec-
tively within history, strikes the same harmony with the uinds of his follwers
and those of his observers in the media.

Marcel Proust and Barbara Tuchman came close to this form of writing
because they wrote more like patients than like doctors or researchers.

We must not assume, however, that all historical events grow out of the
mind of this or that individual personage. The thinking that results in a
president's pronouncement of policy is not entirely the president's. It is
usually the thinking of his staff. Some of the thoughts the president pro-
nounced nay have been beyond his understanding. Collingwood often writes as
if the personage himself did all the thinking, but in the full historical sense
the personage is not a single person. His raind is the working of .any brains
within the influence also of a particular climate, landscape, and architecture
or city structure. After the reasons for an edict have vanished the edict itself
may live on and be used by small people for purposes the originating personage
never dreamed. Nevertheless, it may become a part of that later history.

Just as an actor cannot really portray enotions th.t he has never expe-
. rienced, nor act as a character that is not really vithin him already, so an
historian cannot write "truthfully" and convincingly about a war if he has never
experienced combat himself. If, however, he has comanded troops he may be
able to understand the thinking of Alexander or Kimon.

Colingwood seems to think that names, dates, events, and descriptions are

= ' merely non-hu.an easuravants. They are not h--n histor-. They ony becom

human history when some newsman or some historian brings out the thoug-ht within
them-the thought which is both his own and that of the people who carried out
the historical action. This revelation is similar to that of the actor who
brings out the plot of the play-the thought which is both his own and the
author's. Even so, the mere empathizing with the person2ge's flow of conscious-
ness is psychology and not history. History is the role-playing of those -

thoughts as they fit in with social changes and socially si nificant occurrences
at a certain time in the life of a people. History is also the re-entering of
that role by the mind of the writer of history and the fitting of the inner
thought of those roles into the course of life in his oun contemporary world.

Similarly, a diary or a biography is not in Itr If history, though it may
contain some history. It must be reenacted in an his -rian's rind Wntil it
becomes the socially influential thought which is history. If some thought or
some event occurs which cannot be revived in the mind of the historian, then
that is not history. Of course, some new and better historian may come along
some day who can make it history.

History of which we are unconscious is a mere natural process, like a sub-
marine current or a storm on a distart planet. History iEself is a conscious-
ness in the minds of the historian and of the reader, and often it is also a
consciousness in the raind of the personage-such as Caesar when he spontane-

-ously crosses the Rubicon. At other times, though, events are caused by a per-
s-ynage vichout his realizing their significance. They only become history if
other people (historians) can piece thcm togcther into their socially develop-
nizatal context.

= -~~~~ ~~- ~- -g = =-- _ _ _ _
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There is a ceogqntion prior to thought-an unconscious or nartly thought
goal for the reflective thought which is about to occur. This early cogni-
tion comes fron the Zeitgeist, the spirit of the tines. Its assunptions are
already stabilized within the conserve. But the individual himself Mst
think through the reflection appropriate to that goal. If the -- dLividual
fails to reflect, then events bumble on without the driving force of conscious
humanity. They can only become historically significant if someone else (the
historian) lives them out within his own mind and pieces then together in
their context with other social events.

Traditional historians or dr-m-atic directors have concerned thermselves
priuarily with the "outside" appearance of an historical event or a dramatic
act. They seem to believe that the event iS all- that a, historian can know for
sure. The act or the gesture upon the stage is the only thing which can impressI an audience. Like behaviorist psychologists, they believe there can be no cer-
tain knowledge of the thoughts behind an event or act-there can only be guesses.

A more existentialist view maintains that continued existnce of a certain
personality (or culture) depends upon the continuation in someone's thought of
a consistent pattern of ideas and desires, as well as a pattern of rituals and
behaviors. If a person (or a culture) moves into such a patter-n of actions
quite detachcd from the old pattern, then he is considered a nfe- character (or
type of culture). An act:or changes his personal dramatic culture when one day
he plays the morose Hamlet and the next the jealous Othello, or when he acts
as father to his children or first baseman on his ball team. A government so
alters itself when it changes from republic to empire.

Like existentialists, Sranislavsky and Collingwood seen to hold that an
Individual is his behavior. A law is the way it is enforced by the courts and
the informal discretions of policemen. The actor's ideas, dcsires, thoughts,
and feelings are part of the acts theIselves. Stanislavsky and Collingwood
attend to the rules and the blueprints for these patterns of action-the blue-
prrts conserved in the mind of the actor or in the book in the lxa library.
These blueprints, these felt conceptions, when enlivened in the spontaneous
creativity of a person, become the inside of the historical event. They become
the inside of the dramatic character.

As long as a physi-ian adheres to a certan concept of nedicine (say, the
germ theory of disease or the education theory of psychiatric t-eatment) his
acts will fit that theory. Unless he can change that theery inside his mind
he cannot consciously and consistently change his management of patients.
S il--arly, unless a government executive can change hi- own guiding t heory of
economics and administration, Le cannot change his way of macaging institu-
tions, budgets, or people.

Beliefs move en-beliefs and their verisimilitude. Men strain to naiv-
tain a consistent belief just as hypnotized subjects strain to Maintain a sug-
gested delusion. The beliefs grow and modii- themselves with time. This change
and flow of the guiding ideas is the inside of acting-both ip the theater and( on the stage of history.
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THE WORK OF A SYSTIMS-INTERVENTIONI TEuI
By Matthew D. Parrish

The Development of the System of Action

In 1967, the Champaign subzone of the Meyer Zone Center was established
under Joanna DeVries, R.N., H.A. Joanna's staff consisted mostly of wives of
University of Illinois students. This part of the staff was not permanently
dedicated to this particular work and tended mostly to see clients in the sub-
zone office and to take clients in turn on a roster instead of in accord to
what particular type of worker might be most beneficial to a particular client.
Jo Delaney, R.N., and Grant Willis, H.A. (History) were more permanently dedi-
cated, however, and soon got the reputation of being the two who were the most
extensively responsive to the referrals. Eventually, then, all intakes were
done by these two, and they apportioned them out to other workers according
to the need of the client-more or less. However, in working in the community
around the subzone office, Jo found that as a woman she was unacceptable in
the jail, for instance, because the other girls had gone over there to work in
short skirts and had upset the prisoners and the jailers, and on the other hand,
a male worker was unacceptable to visit a home where there was a family upset
about sex. The perfect solution turned out to be for the man and woman--Jo and
Grant--to go always as a pair to each client in the community. In those times,
too, .be State's Attorney was rather quick to put into the county hospital for
observation any citizen who was accused by another of being in need of mental
treatment. Within the hospital there were psychiatrists who would rather
easily certify that the particular citizen was in need of long-term psychiatric
treatment, and the citizen would then be whisked off to Kankakee State Hospital

O for a long term. Thus Jo and Grant found it necessary to develop a close
understanding with the State's Attorney, the judge, the county hospital psychi-
atrist, etc., so that the whole group of them could change together for the •
benefit of the citizens.

Meanwhile, about 1970, the Champaign County Hental Health Center adver-
tised for workers to do "crisis intervention." Jo and Grant went to the center
and averred that it never had really done crisis intervention anyway and had a
very poor conception of what crisis intervention was. 'They were willing to wock

at what the Jo-Grant team defined as crisis intervention. In other words, they
worked with families, judges, etc. mostly outside the offices of the center.
They were backed up in this by Dr. Lewis Kurke, who was the State Department of
Mental Health Administrator of that 18-county region. le told the center that
Jo-Grant was a very expert team and the center would be lucky if it could hire
it. At first the Jo-Grant team worked for the County Mental Health Center
while being paid by the state. Eventually Dr. Kurke got the center's state
grant increased so that the center could hire Jo-Grant full time as their Ii
crisis intervention team. Jo-Grant operated mostly by leverage relationships
among ministers, medical workers, judges, sheriffs, welfare department rehab
counselors, etc., in order to get total family-like systems organized around a
problem which had usually presented itself as if it were completely encased i
within a particular individual client.

In 1971, Carol Hendrian-Johnson heard of the beautiful successes of Jo- I
Grant and came to Decatur from her own territory of flacon County, 30 miles away$

I and asked to be educated in these attitudes and techniques. Jo-Grant showed her
how thev operated. She set up a similar operation in Macon County under the
subzonu director there. Working for the Macon County Clinic, then, in 1974 she
got the Gerty Award for being the most effective mental health worker in Illinois.

- --- M_
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Currently, the "student" who accompanies Jo-Grant is usually a clinical 4(
psychology student in community psychiatry at the University of Illinois who
is trying to learn about crisis intervention.

The following is extracted from the author's interview with Jo-Grant at
the Champaign County lental Health Center, in June, 1974.

Jo: Grant and I are doing "open intake" now. That is, we see the walk-in
patients. This has given us an idea of how boring it would be to just
do "therapy." Therapy is addicting to the client and to the therapist.
It's very hard to keep the client from becoming dependent on you. The
literature we've read on crisis intervention does not fit at all what we

find. The literature is always concerned with stuff like bereavement
and identity twinges in people who are ambulatory enough to come into a
hospital and see a crisis team. The hospital team mobilizes the client
so that therapy can begin and continue over a long tine. For me, this
problem is illustrated in Julian Lieb, Ian Lipsitch, & A. E. Slaby:
The Crisis Team--A Handbook for the Mental Health Professional.
New York: Harper & Row, 1973.

Grant: Our records have gotten a little more academ.c. Formerly, we wrote a
small paragraph on each client to satisfy the records people, but it
never really told, to our satisfaction, what went on, and the most valu-
able part--the feelings and the understanding--really stayed in our
heads. A new person reading that paragraph would get very little accu-
rate feel for the problem of the client and his environment. So about ("
July 1, 1973- we began to write, in our own informal way, some of the
more personal feelings about a case. Usua. ly we laid out a full page,
handwritten. Our personal perceptions don't necessarily fit the sortN

of computer vocabulary that the paper forms set up for us to fill out.
Feelings are likely to be unique for each patient. We did extract out
some pertinent categories that seemed important to us so that it would

be possible some day to get demographic computerization of what we were
doing. So we noted age, sex, race, whether it was an emergency or sus- 

V

taining care case, education, occupation, the problem area, the income
level, and purpose of referral, as well as whether the patient was

actually seen and what arrangements were made.

For instance, the old sort of writeup might say:

"John Smith, Ivesdale, call from Ford County Department of Public
Aid. Client is an alcoholic, living alone. le upsets people.
Info passed on to Mustard Seed (the local alcoholic inpatient
treatment center). They saw him. Ile refused service. They didn't
feel he had reached bottom yet."

-or-

"Joan Brown (address), husband called complaining she was crying,

very inactive, refused to go out and meet people on her own. Had
recently moved from her house. She was seen here in 1970 (case _

reference). Seen (date)--not suicidal--stubborn--anxious--whining,

MFV!
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'No one can help me. i should be locked up in State Hospital.'
Told her when she wanted help she could get it."

£ -or-

"Jennie Turtleback (address), her separated husband called saying
she was starting another manic phase. Previous history: Seen on
2/21/74, refused to cooperate, hostile, grandiose, slightly loose.
Arrangement made to take her to Michael Reese Hospital in Chicago
after overnight stay in Hercy Hlospita1, Champaign."

An example of the newer writeup: After the demographic data comes the
following paragraph:

"--"r. Nelson phoned requesting us to see Dr. Jones. Neighbors had
been complaining because the doctor cuts his grass at 2 a.m. Ile
has been reported to have chased his wife around their house with aI lead pipe, to have beaten both his nurse and secretary, and to haveattempted to perform abdominal surgery on a patient on his kitchen
table. At this point there have been no signed complaints, and

Deputy Sheriff Smith felt we could not use his name in attempting
__ to talk with the doctor. I agreed, and explained that without a

referral source Dr. Jones would not receive us well at all. I also
suggested that the medical society might be of most help. The
Deputy said he would stay in touch with us."

Thus the case remains open, with Jo-Grant still in contact with the
sheriff. Jo-Grant are powerless to interfere in the case without an authori-
tative referral. Otherwise, if they interfered, the doctor would challenge

( them as to how they got the information, and the case would revolve around the
picayune details of accusations, etc., rather than the real issues of people
living together.

Jo- A particularly frequent problem is that some client has been hospi-
Grant: talized in a state hospital in the past, and this automatically makes

him a candidate whenever the family needs to call anyone crazy. It makes
all his "normal" distresses crazy distresses. Often when we investigate
we find that the client is not acting any more crazy than anyone else.
It's just a family fight and he has the vulnerability of being labeled
as the problem. Often, if one "normal" member of the family is in need
of some help for a bad situation he is in, he can feel relieved if he
gets the ex-crazy member into some kind of relation with medical authori-
ties.

Example: Hr. Iike 11urphy was seen at the request of his son, Pat. Pat
stated that his father has been hospitalized previously at the state
hospital. Currently the elderly 14r.. Hike Murphy has been walking
from his home town ten miles to Champaign. lie has also been missing
some of his money. The father is on medication from the psychiatric
clinic. We sai hike, who stated he wal|:ed because he had no trans-
portation. The accusation about misuse of money, he felt was not
justified, lie actually had lent his son much of this money. The
father appeared rational, and did respond somewhat defensively to
lack of transportation. (lie was going to get a truck next week.) -______________________
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lie said he had a family quarrel with his son, and thought he really

did not need mental health service at this time. le did agree to
take his medication, and I gave him our number and address.

This is a good example of why we should not be made to follow up monthly 1
on every ex hospital patient. Such a followup makes the client more
easily scapegoated by his ambient society whenever it has the need for

_a scapegoat, and secondly, it makes the client feel like a truanc school-
boy or a prisoner on probation who really has to be watched by some sort

=of caretaker. This tends to encourage irresponsibility. At least, now
we don't have to drive the "Mental Health" marked car and have it parked
out in front of the client's house and thus increase the social stigma,
but it would be even better if we only left our number so that we could
be called whenever needed, without actually checking up on the client
either by home visit or bringing him into a clinic. This is particularly
important when people are already surrounded by a family or a shelter care
home. There is somewhat more justification for followup of a person who
is living an isolated life. There are occasional clients, of course, who
should be followed up, but that is a matter of professional judgment,
tailored to the particular client. To make it a rule for all clients
causes far more morbidity than it ever prevents.

Tradition strangely discourages home visits, which are an absolute neces-
sity for the evaluation and treatment of most cases. But it encourages
the kind of followup visits which prolong patienthood and illness.

It's usually very important for us to educate the family group in which
the client lives. For instance, one man's family was quite cognizant of
his occasional episodes of illness but it had no sense of responsibility
nor any skill in what to do about him. Consequently he slowly began to
build the delusion that he was going to lose his job as janitor. Even-

0- tually he took all his money out of the bank and drove off to another
state to get a job there, but when he got there he apparently felt inade-
quate, went into the sheriff's office and complained that his head was
all messed up because somebody had peed in his beer when he was a child.
The pee poison was still floating around in his head and causing his dif-
ficulty. The sheriff had him put in the state hospital for ten days (no
treatment--lust observation-that's the law). Grant was contacted by
phone and he convinced the judge to send the man back to Illinois, with
the other state paying half the expenses. The man was hospitalized and
adjusted on medication in the local county hospital and then iut into a
zone center for a few weeks, after which he was able to go back to his
original job.

It seemed to Jo-Grant that one of the obstructive problems here was that
our own state mental health professionals wanted the man committed to the out-
of-state hospital, where eventually the interstate agreement would take effect
and he would be formally transferred to a state hospital in Illinois. Grant's
method of handling it kept the case much more in a local "family-like" situa-
-tion among the client's friends, and kept him from being more dehumanized by
big hospitals. Furthermore, Grant was able to convince the man that he should (
sign himself in voluntarily to the county hospital. This was possible because
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of Grant's relationship as a local family-type consultant to the sheriff and
the man's family. The main point of this is that the family should have been
trained in the first place to call Grant when the man developed signiificant
signals of impending trouble. For instance, when he began to get up in the
middle of the night and laugh loudly vhen there was nothing funny, the family
should call Grant or Jo. In this case Grant was unable to get this across to
the family effectively until after the man had sent out very powerful distress
signals and Grant had had to "catch him in his fireman's net."

Another case was that of M1iss Belle, from southern Illinois, whose family
a few years ago became converted to a new religion and became rather fanatic
about it, whereas the family had been somewhat relaxed morally before that.
When Hiss Belle reached college age she was very beautiful and the belle of
the family, but when she came to Champaign to go to the University of Illinois
she neglected her fanatic religion and began to take up Transcendental Hedita-
tion and other usual activities among some of the other college students.
Concurrently, she developed a thyroid imbalance, began to gain a lot of weight,
and neglected her personal appearance. She cut down her communication with
her family and wrote her Last Iill and Testament. Vie family got worried,
called the Champaign County Pospital psychiatrist, who considered that perhaps
she had a depression related to the thyroid problem, or at least the family
thought that way. The family then went to the State's Attorney and signed a
petition to have her committed against her -%ill to the county hospital. The
State's Attorney, however-having close relations with Jo-Grant--called Grant.
Jo-Grant and a student went to her room and interviewed her. They concluded
that she really was not feeling or doing anything very abnormal. Accordingly,
Jo-Grant and thed student had a conference with the State's Attorney and the
family, all together, in a single room and averred that the daughter did not 1
need to be in a hospital. The girl, however, was not at that conference.
Grant and Jo said that they had advised the girl to get advice from Legal Aid
and to fight the possible commitment. Thus there might be a problem and a
challenge in trying smoothly to commit her. The State's Attorney was only
mildly disturbed by this, although this particular State's Attorney was almost
always on the side of any long-established family like this one, who awned land
and kept responsible jobs. Nevertheless, the State's Attorney agreed to have
the county hospital psychiatrist actually interview the girl. Jo-Grant had
already seen this psychiatrist, however, and since they had a close informal
relationship with him they as:ed him why he had ever thought she might be men-
tally ill, suggested he was off base and maybe he ought to see her in person.
Accordingly, when the psychiatrist did actually interview the girl he gave her
a clean bill of mental health.

The actual write-up of this case was as follows: "We saw Miss Belle be-
cause she had a petition signed by her father, the petition stating 'she had
a thyroid imbalance, affective mental disorder, detached, moody, and is unable
to care for herself.' We intervieved Hiss Belle in her apartment, uhich was
very modest but neat. She appeared to be functioning wcll, realistic, able to
talk about her problem with her parents, and without any apparent disabling

emotional problem. We met with the father and an uncle in the State's Attor-
neyss office. After an hour and a half discussion about Hiss telle we could( not reach a compromise about the petition. At this point, hi.ss Belle has been
instructed to seek legal counsel, and if she does, the State's Attorney will

VI
__ I kin- Lwubi
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probably drop the petition. Whether Hiss Belle will remedy her relationship
with her parents remains uncertain. Later the State's Attorney said that in
order for the petition to be dropped, Hiss Belle must be intervieved by the
psychiatrist. Interview revealed no mental illness and .iss Belle is back
at work and school.."

One reason for Jo-Grant's power is that they alone of the vorkers in the

County Mental Health Center have an administrative order from the Chief Judge
of the Circuit Court to take the part of the court in advising each client of
his rights and how to get legal help. When they go to a client who has had a
petition signed against him and ask him for his side of the story, Jo-Grant
are really acting for the court. They are not merely mental health workers
representing the clinic. This occurs partly because of the close trust which
has been established between the judge, the State's Attorney, and Jo-Grant.
They also attend an the hearings and are ready to give depositions and recom-
mendations as necessary.

Jo: The thing we have to work with in families is a contrast between some
families' need, on the one hand, to scapegoat some member and think that
by putting him away they are putting away all their significant problems
and can go on with a normal life themselves, and on the other hand, the
type of family which grows slowly accustomed to the increasing genuinely
crazy behavior of a member, just as some people grow increasingly tolerant
of a giant wen which grows on your neck and gets eventually to be too
heavy to carry around. Such families tend to protect the deviant member
so much that no proper intervention is afforded the family until the
problem is% extremely big. An instance of the second type of case is the
follow:ing:

-''r. and Hrs. Green had been married when they were pregnant, and when
their daughter was grown they divorced and then remarried. The daughter
always felt aloof from the mother and father. Finally the wife came to
the attention of Mental Health when she got a clerical job and accused
her boss of being a lesbian and trying to seduce her. ihen Jo-Grant
interviewed the client, together with her husband and 70-year-old mother,
there was so much contention that they asked the husband and the 70-year-
old mother of the client to go out to their car and wait while they inter- M
viewed the client. At this point the client became agitated because she
thought her husband and her mother would have sex in the car. The husband
related how a few weeks earlier the client had become "hysterical" and I
acted like a cat, scratching on the walls, etc., and when questioned she
had sa'd, 'This is a cat house, anyway.' Eventually it came out that over
the past few years the husband had growrn increasingly tolerant of the
wife's mounting paranoid ideas and behavior. She, for instance, accused
him of molesting their daughter and her mother. This family had over
several years adjusted itself around the psychotic life of the client in
such a way that the family itself was, in effect, a total organism which
was somewhat deviant from the rest of society. This is in contrast to
the families which maintain a total image as righteously normal people
while they project into one member all the deviant imagery and then try
to get that nember committed. This often requires that the family even-
tually develop another scapegoat. The best solution is a full examination
of the whole fmily and its internal and external relationships. There is
no single rule to follm.

-- Ell
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The second family had gone through unbelievable stresses and adjustments
for twenty years writhout seeking any professional help. These two last cases
illustrate the fact that the same presenting complaint can arise from two
completely different processes and trends within a f.=ily. In the second case,
the employer gave the client a leave of absence so that she could get herself

together again. The client then got into the hospital for two weeks and con-
tinued some outpatient treatment and eventually readjusted. Concurrently. the
husband was in outpatient treatment with a psychiatrist in group therapy.

AMIA
i-i
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f_ (From Buckm4nster Fuller)

The universe i~s a Naithusian closed syntem with respect to both mate-
rials and energy. Entropy applies. On -he other hand, the universe is an

I - open cornucopia with respect to ideas.

Materials for housing have in part been replaced by energy for housing. E
Air conditioning and heating have replaced insulation. Electric lighting
and electric fences have replaced some glass and stone walls. Quantities ofI

enry havte been replaced by Ideas on better utilization of space and stitic-

tural strength-dories, floats, balloons.

The Queen Rary weighed 85,000 tons. Mlore modern ships, weighing 45,000 A
tons, carry the same payload.

Modern plumbing worhs on the same principle as the plumbing in Crete of
1L500 B.C. The idea is to get rid of the seivage, Ohich is consiaeree. !no-- me."
The sewage is dumped on somebody else. In the same fashion, we gat rid of
delinquents, mentally Ill and mentally retarded people. - Electric incinera-
tion would be a more mode-rn way of handling sewage by energy. Local recy-
cling of sewage vould be a nore useful idea. Modern nanagerent of delinquency

= and illness would recycle these problems locally, to the advantage of the
local society.

'We do i.ot prepare for either your Armageddon or mine. We prepare to
eaxercise pover for the sake of power itself. It is as~ I~f the power system
had a life of its own.

The relations between people are not attractive or repulsive, but tey
are orbital. Thus we Go not relate to each other in an Aristotelian faA. ion,
where one body impinges on another. Actually we do not even relate to each
other in a Niewtonian fashion, where everybody attracts or repels every other
body to some extent, and bodies take orbits around each other. R~ather, each
body cr'oerson disturbs the quality of the amient space itself. Each% body
wmoves In relation to all the others along the "dounhill" pathis in space. One
person does not cause another person's behavior. He only disturbs the proba-
bility of his behavior.

For Einstein, the universe vas an aggregate of non-simultaneous events. _

Overlappiug events infiltrated each other. If the strain of gravity is great
encrngh all events Pay be impounded in a "black hole." -

The biosphere collects non-random events (energy) and inpounds proba-U
bilities. Th1us, total synthesis and evolution move toward more cemplex life
and organization and toward more coziplex nathods of recycling. This Is syn-

trFophy, not enmtropy.

The great usefulness of an individual in the ecolo*- is the natuzal by-I
product of his personal development. His personal precessions, caused boy
other organisms, help other hunanity and other life.J
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(From Alvin Toffler)

A modern organization is not pyramidal, but it is like a Calder mobile,
- made of movuing modules, finely balanced by marginal leverages of money and

social pressure. Any module can be Jettisoned if the wind is too hard, but
the system will always heal itself over and continue to work.

'Every professional develops himself in addition to his client's self,
sometimes in contradiction to the client's good.

The professional expert is someone to w~hom the public inmutes stable
power and expertise. This pacifies the inputer, for the public needs to
believe someone is ocniscient and omnipotent. The professional never actual-
ly has such pover, and any professional Who accepts the idea that he really

__has it is becoming psychatic. This eventually happens to most k:ings and
presidents. It can easily happen to doctors.

People don't move toard revolutions and drastic changes unless tnu see 44
some model of possible effectiveness-or some TV pattern of life they think
-they might attain. College students and professors today have no model to
follow. Today it is inportant that someone develop workable models for
people to latch onto when the turbulence becomes great enough that they nove
tovard change.

Political and social power now move upuard, aay fron the naion-state

and toward the network of international corporations and the W. Power also

noves dminward tovard small local tribalistic-systems. A regulating system
should emerge which keeps conflicts fairly useful. Huxley and Orwell merely
projected Uestern industrial society to an absurd extrapolation, but that
industrial system vill be replaced before it can continue to the stage these
authors imagined.

The old bureaucratic moralfy was. that of Eichmann: "It's not me, it's
the system." The new morality is that of Soljhenitzsyn: "I can't abide the
system. I will survive vithin it but not as a part of it."

Industrialism created the wclear family, and requires It. Uomen's Lib,
the Socialistic welfare state, the coummes, the kibbutzim are all a part of
the drift away from industrialism and away from the nuclear family.

:i i
U
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DAVID BAZELON-NOTES ON SPEECH AT APA, 7 .M 1974

We not only have a right to treatment but a right to resist treatment.
Institutions need cooperative scrutiny, using the expertise of similar insti-
tutions to help all affected citizens to understand and improve services.

7he age of psychological man will give way to bio-behavioral Man. Atomic
science is analogous to bio-behavior-to DIA, operant-conditioning, chenical
control of behavior.

To consider that all of society is sick and abnorm-al and that there is
no Individual mental Illness, gives us no basis for comparison in order to
improve society. By definition, society as a whole cannot be si--k. Semetime"
society is seen entirely by the light of certain instititions within society
which make th whole society look sick. Institutions gain order and effec-
tiveness by their ialogue with other institutions.

In questions of fact, the adversary system forces tach side to organize
and clean up its own evidence and to cross-examine and help clean up the other
side. In questions of value, however, the comon law nev-er makes a final
Judgment. It always keeps the question open while te _orari1y giving some
principle to act upon. It honestly airs cometing values rather than cover-
ing up those values. Before coning to any decision it exposes the conflict
of interest between the patient and the institution.

Not only the mental health professional but everyone else in the con-
nunity has the right to explore the me2ning of a "cL ;-nal's" behavior.
The problem with psychiatrists is that they do not ackmowledge the limits of
their expertise. They do not acknowledge the conflicts which impair their
expertise. They do not explain hoa lack of resources Units then in their -I work. They act as if an all-knowing investigation has been made of a client,
even though there was only two hours to do it in. Occasionally they complain
that in ordei to give all the evaluation the co.t would like, the psychia-
trist would have to spend 100 professional zan-hours. It is all right not to

spend this much tine if the psychiatrist does not pretend be knows as much as
if he had actually spent that time.

Many psychiatrists felt that the Durhan decision wias adhering to a
fossil of descriptive psychiatry, at a ti-- (.*out 195) %fhen drug therapy
was about to eliminate that sort of psychiatry. Actually the psychiatrist
never vent forwaed from the Durham decision to show those responsible for the
patient ho he reached his professional conclusions. Rather, he rmaintaied
the posture that he alone could have an in--formed oninion. The country Mostly
vent backwards -nd tried to use Durham as a neu shibboleth to test sanity-
bringing no increased knowledge Into the courtroom.

In the Rousc case of 1966, the right-ro-treatment was asserted. The VAA
coplained about this, saying that the definition of trnetcent was a purely
medical determination. Recently the APA itself has advocated a right-to-

treatmnt, relying on the Rouse decision.
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In 1972, .Bazelon, vorkug on an ad ho Itco lttee, evaluated the

Soviet's psychiatric comitment of poitical prisoners. It vas found that

the Soviet diagnosis evaluation, etc. in no case justified cozzLituent, but

neither did the evaluation of most of the peple accused in American courts.

-he APA resisted this, but it now joins with the Aerican Bar Association

In considering that psychiatrists are agents of social control, along ith

data retrieval methods and behavior modification operations.

i-
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ravens, Leston L. Anericza Journal of Ps c hlatry. 131: 1-10, 3an.
1974.

The therapist considers the patient a huwan being equal to himself.
Therapist gets with the patienct s feelngs without naking any conclusioas,
Judgments, or categorizations of anything the patient does. Therapist does
calculate, however, how to nake verbal and non-verbal responses vhich will
extend and broaden the range of understanding and feeling between therapist
and patient. The relationship is a non-ending dialectic-a continuing per- -

sonal negotiation.

In rational vork, some conclusive judgment precedes ay decisive act.

In psychoanalysis, therapist knous his mn bat so vei that he cant
- identify with the patient. He adopts the patient's desires, "habits," and

fears, and then goes on to knov himself as that patient. Thus he knos the
pati& t. Patient and thCrapist emerge together fi.n the patient's old
problem-psyche. The therapist's knwrledge of his man heart and his self,
however, is not really enough because in the course of the relationship,
that self changes. The self knowledge, then, is a matter of continuing edu--
cation rather than the atain=tnt of an lusight. -

Mia* narriage is a dialectic proceeding forward without including the
notion of divorce, but rcmantic marriage irplies divorce if the partners are
dissatisfied with the vay each gros as an individual. Psychoanalysis is a
substitute for uarrig-e or iwily relationships and is attuned to the nuclear
taldly aid the romantic czarriTage.

The analyst considers the patient as fitting wer'a S stereotypes of
ummn develop ent, such as oral and genital stages, Oedipus cc plx, sexual

Instincts, scial coercions con-, to mndind or to the particular culture.
The analyst looks for present ieelings in the patient which are really part
of these older develojcental situations. Ee looks for feelings which rever-
berate with feelings the analyst himself has already had in the past and
understood ra'i. 7-,is attitude avoIds eosdel; h atient a =7qu- fl~
vidual who nay not fit any pr-or caregor-y at anl . s r rn-t'- ru e,
is almost useless for treating patients of a different culture or class frow
the self-understanding analyst.

*he existential therapist would t, rather, to explore orr-ard to dis-

cover the heretofore unclassifiable and unpred.Jctable thinking and behavior
f the pat ent. In this explorarioa the theranist has only his already- I
leanedlangge and life ex ience to go on. Neverth.-eless, he cust use
that emserience to ive forrard beyond -:at he Is at first able to undertand
in term of these old experiences. He =ust not classify the patient as l
sedy or something he has already now. To do so would be to epersoalize
the patient, to cake the patient into sce generalized type of h==- being-(11ch Is to ine only au object. kdical, activitses -hich fit the patient
Into categories enable the doctor to predict and to maxe alterations in pres- --

eat behavior on the basis of past categories. But such medical practices
SMmmt to the practice of Proctustes.
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The existentialist tries to follow the patient as a total person, alive
and awake to the present moment, lie does not objectively consider the past
or the future, since they are not to be grasped at the present social inter-
face. le does not insult the patient by trying to discern the unconscious
things the patient is really trina to do,

Existential therapy is described not in outdated lay terms but in out-
dated psychoanalytic terms. A definitive description of existential therapy
will have to rely on modern literary English and not on technical jargon.

A trouble is that existential therapy takes the patient outside his
natural world. Ile and the therapist grope toward getting along with each
other rather than having the patient and his natural world grow toward
getting along with each other directly.

In psychoanalysis, the doctor's staying out of the patient's sight, the
lack of communication except by oral utterances (as far as supervised analy-
sis can go) produces an objective, aloofly detached, literary sort of com-
munication--rational, intellectual, and educated. With this detachment the
therapist makes interpretations which build walls between patient and thera-
pist, with the therapist looking down from the ni -cop. By this method the
therapist and patient can talk dispassionatel; -%o- all kinds of body juices
and nasty impulses. Thus neither member is so frightened nor so angered
that he cannot be rational about the content of the interview.

The existential therapist sees the patient as unique. He involves him-
self subjectively in the dialectic-without-end between the two selves par-
ticipating in the therapeutic interaction. Psychoanalysts and other thera-
pists are more scientific, objective, aloof, calculatin, , literary, and
intellectual in their communications and their viewpoints. Managers and
administrators, however, stand even farther off toward the pole of objec-
tivity and abstract classification and categorization.

Managers must classify the things they manage. Managers use abstractions,
such as words and numbers, which stand for the person, for parts of the per-
son, or the groups of persons with which they deal. Such classification,

- however, enables urban civilization to make its characteristic progress toward
a social regimentation and division of labor into specialties. This abstract,
objective, intellectual way of planning has led to affluence, to less dis-
ease, to wider information-access.

Arabs typically hold onto the strictly personal way of relating in end-
less dialectic. Americans would call this endless "needling"-in social life,
busIness, or love. Therefore Arabs have difficulty in scheduling timeu, in
getting rid of dise.se, or in winning a calculated war. They only win wars
of enthusiasm. American children behave much the same. So do Africans and

Polynesians. Iistakenly then, we think these people more simple and child-
llke than us.

(Western man's management and machine technology has wounded his feeling
of self-worth and self-existence. Ile turns for respite to a non-abstract,
non-aloof, non-objective, non-scientific, non-intellectual way of relating to
others in the small worlds of therapy, romantic courtship, commune life,
astrology, exotic religions, nuclear family, various forms of prostitution
and entertainment.

. .. . . . .. ______ . . .__. -__-_ _ -_ -=_



E#xstential Thierapy-o~a~

Existentially, a pergon cannot be classified 
as a great guy, a drunk* a

schizophrenic, or any other hysterical or regimented category. lie is for-

ever unique and interacting as an equal person with each other person and

group. The show; business man or the actor who classifies himsel.f and his

friends as "'great guys" or specific sorts of virtuosos or experts, avoids

real participation in the existence of themselves 
and others.
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SOCIAL REGRESSION IN THE SERVICE OF THERAPY
A. by Matthew D. Parrish, M.D.

The Sick Han Regresses

Suppose the President of the United States gets a severe inflammation of
the gall bladder. He vomits, he has great pain, he dceix rot want to own him-
self any more. lie would like to become the possession of, some powerful parent
who can take over the responsibility for this problem. This is the oppor-
tunity that many a surgeon dreams of. Even the President of the United States
must come to the surgeon, must obey him, and t?.ust be possessed by him. And
indeed the President wants it that way until the surgeon has made him all
well again. In this case the surgeon cannot make the gall bladder wellt so
he takes it away and keeps it as hi owr 'nperty, while the President can now
go back to work having full respon- , i-lty 5rr i3l! his body minus the gall
bladder. For a while, then, the Pi' L ;et- regressed in many respects to the
stage of babyhood--irresponsiblej disp ,se' sed, and completely under the guid-
ance of a great parent who takes respunsibility and ownership of the disease,
and for a while of the entire diseased person.

The ommu nity Regresses

Suppose a town meets with disaster-a great flood drives people out of
their homes. Now this community expects to be called a disaster area and to
get relief from the Red Cross or the Federal Government and other outside
agencies. The town acts as if it were not even incorporated as a separate
town but belonged to the administrators of the state. When the waters have
drained away, the sick have been cared for, and the debris begins to get -
cleared, then the town will begin'to take responsibility for itself. It may

= even tell the relief workers to leave.

Suppose a village or neighborhood develops a delinquent member-a person
whose behavior is not to be trusted and who makes the whole community anxious.F The community will now.say to the state prison, or perhaps to the state hospitals
'We don't know what to do with this man. We don't want any responsibility for
him. You take him and you possess him until you have cured him. When he is
no longer any trouble to us we will take him back." Thus a sick member of a I
neighborhood, like a sick member of a body, belongs to some powerful parent
such as the doctor or the state.

The Professional Urge to Take Over Responsibility

The doctor may need the patient to regress because the doctor needs to do
treatment or else he can hardly continue to be a doctor. In the same way, a
politician may need the community to regress and become dependent and to
demand that something be done for the co.munity. Politicians can channel that
sort of demand into laws or programs which make the politicians more important.
A ghetto, for instance, may have considerable political power because of its
votes and its occasional demonstrations and riots. Such a community can be
taken care of and "nursed along" by a fatherly mayor, but if the community
becomes strong and self-reliant it may take care of itself. It may feel it(doesn't really need the mayor.

7'
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Now in the case of surgery, regression is often in the service of treat-
ment. If a patient has a broken leg and the surgeon is keepint it in traction, __

hthe patient would harm himself if he got up and ran aroun He should act
like a baby and lie in bed. In fact, the president of a g. it corporation may
say to a 20-year-old nurse: "Nurse, can I have a sip of wa' zr?"

Now in the days before World War II the medical profession, in accord with
the natural feelings of patients, had concluded that the patient after appen-
dectomy required three or four weeks in the hospital to recuperate. During
World War II, however, hospital beds were so short, nurses and doctors were so
scarce, that a minority of doctors who had advocated "early anliulation" now
began to have their wiay. Patients were "cruelly" made to grt ou: of bed a
few hours after an appendectomy. Low and behold l they recovered their strength
much faster and more completely. It seemed that a certain amount of regression
in the patient was beneficial in surgery but regression for too long a periodwas not beneficial.

jegrssion in ental llness

Sometimes a member of a community will become irresponsible. He may ex-
hibit himself, he may take drugs, or sleep all day long and refuse to go to
school or to work. He may become completely untrustworthy, or he may talk to
himself all the time, get out into the street and try to direct traffic, turn
in false fire alarms, etc. Such a person acts as if he were no more respon-

sible for himself than a baby. Now sometimes this regression is temporary and
is caused by poisoning or perhaps injury, but most of the time this regression
is itself the problem. We do such a person a disservice, then, when we put
him in the hospital and tell him when to eat, to sleep, to play, and what's
good for him or bad for him. For we thus regress him still further. Regres-
sion in this case is not part of the treatment. More often it is part of theproblem.

Immediately after World War II some psychiatrists recognized that such
patients would recover full responsibility for themselves much more quickly if
they were given a voice in the management of their own problems. If they had
to be put in the hospital at all they were told what drugs they were taking,and often they even had a vote on their own medication as well as those of z

other patients with whom they had to live. The patients indeed had about as
much responsibility for the day's routine as did the nurses or the doctors.

There was much less of a wall between medical personnel and patients. Doctor-
patient relationship began to mean a collaborative effort between patient and
staff toward getting the patient back into effective and responsible life on
the job, in the family, in the school, etc. It was not that the hospital
nursed the patient; it was rather that the patient participated in a hospital
program and helped to develop responsibility in a whole patient group.

But what about the community which produced this patient? Traditionally,
the neighborhood or the town had allowed the medical profession or the correc-
tions profession to amputate this member from the community. If the profes-
sionals could not make him tolerable to the community, then they would keep him
forever as their own-keep him in hospital or prison.
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C Becoming tolerable to the community is a two-way street-the community
has to accept the member and the member has to accept the community. So new
professions began to work-the professions of community placement worker or
community organization specialist or neighborhood worker. These workers con-

=sulted with the community, argued with it, planned with it, educated it, so
that a particular type of patient would be rure acceptable in that community.
When the community workers found that the community was ready to receive a
certain patient, then that patient could be discharged from the hospital. If
the hospital staff should hold the patient in the hospital another few months
until he was "completely well," then that hospital staff was considered guilty
of malpractice. Phether a person is mentally ill or not does not depend
simply on the behavior of that person but on the relationship between that

person and his natural community. The hospital is only supposed to keep aIpsychiatric patient inside itself until he becomes able barely to exist out-
side in his natural community. The improvement and cure comes most rapidly
when he is worked with in the natural setting where he normally lives., No one 
normally lives in a hospital.

Community Responsibility

But the community's fathers, teachers, and welfare workers are already
working full time. They do not feel they can now take the added responsi-
bility of containing some patient who makes a 24-hour-a-day study of how to
drive fathers and teachers out of their minds. Furthermore, if a certain
teacher or parole officer will but take some responsibility for managing the
patient, then all other r.embers will try to abandon to that one member all "
their own neighborly responsibility. The community worker's problem often is
to keep any one member from doing all the work. He tries to get a little per-
sonal action from many people.

The patient is managed best when he fits into a familiar network of per-=.sons in his town. The community organizers require a lot of tie or else a
lot of organizing skill to develop such a responsive network of neighbors 'nd
workers who know the patient well enough to keep him employed and progressing
usefully to self and others.

Sometimes a parent can handle a delinquent or sick clbv'd if they them-
selves can now and then have a week's "vacation" from the child. A neighbor
or an agency may keep the child for a week. Sometimes parents can handle
their own retarded child if they are paid. It saves paying an institution.

A patient may begin to irritate the staff of a shelter care home. The
home, under doctor's orders, greatly increases the patient's dose of tran-
quilizers. But the patient becomes even harder to handle. A visiting nurse
then shows how the patient is "cheeking" his pills and spitting them out
later. She helps the home's staff to get at the institutional and personal
attitudes and events which led to cheeking in this particular patient.

In order to have the towns, the neighborhoods, the families take respon-
sibility for their deviant members, the mental health workers had to negotiate
with those communities as if the community members were their equals, not as
if the mental health workers were powerful parents who were telling children
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what they ought to do. This community responsibility worked best when the
community served by a hospital or clinic participated in policy-making deci-,& sions about that service. Comunities began to develop the power to hire and
fire the directors of their services.

At this point a great deal of resistance developed from the professional
psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, nurses, etc. If communities
really developed responsibility and tolerance for their own mentally ill, men-
tally retarded, delinquent, etc.,* then there would be little need for these
professionals to deliver direct services to patients. Mostly they would be
needed to consult with the more "normal" agencies of the community, such as
schools, industries, recreation programs, etc. They could sweat along with
the police, the teachers, the managers and bosses upon the plans and the
management of all these problems. They could sweat along as equals to these
other servants of the community. They would no longer be the great parents

-giving advice to the children.

But the very presence of a large psychiatric hospital in a community tended
to prevent this work on the part of the professionals. Hospitals are very
costly. The staff must be paid, the heat or air conditioning kept up, the rent
paid, and the floors kept immaculate even if very few patients were there. -
The average hospital manager, then, wants to keep his beds full, just as air-
lines want to keep their seats full. Othervise the hospital loses money and
can't even exist at all. Consequently patients are frequently kept in the j
hospital over the weekend, even though no particular treatments or examina-
tions are done on them. The patients are kept there Saturday and Sunday
because the hospital has to pay out money for that Saturday and Sunday anyway,-=
and they like to have the patients help them pay.

When a big costly hospital is just sitting there in the community waiting
for patients, then that in itself produces more patients. It is a constant
observation that the county which contains the big state hospital sends more
patients to that hospital than do the more distant counties. Those distant
counties either handle their patients with short-term care in their medical-
surgical hospitals or else they handle them as outpatients within their com-
nunities. Either way is much cheaper than to put them into the state hospital.

Typically the high honors in medicine go to the people who work in hospi-
tals (the people who save us in our crises), but typically the programs which
have made our lives longer, less painful and less crippling have been those-
which produced public education for cleanliness or have introduced good sewer-
age or chlorinated vater or vaccination. None of these programs tend to I
increase the numbers of medical professionals a community needs. Most of

these programs require that the community take more responsibility for prevent-
ing its own disabilities. At first the typical community tries to prevent the
Institution of such programs. It did not want vaccination, it did not want
chlorination or fluoridation of water. These people feel much more comfortable
In continuing their unsanitary or unhealthy habits and then giving the medical

( workers responsibility for cure.

The great problem in mental illness is that not only the prevention but
the very cures themselves are best and most quickly accomplished by the corn-
munities themselves-the very communities which resist responsibility for this
work.
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Grants as Community Brainwash

For centuries, governments have been in the habit of setting up token
economies wich control some of the behavior of citizens. The government
issues pieces of green paper which people can earn and exchange for goodies.
Then the government taxes the citizens and takes away some of these tokens,
to control certain behavior. For instance, tariffs discourage certain imports.
Tax write-offs encourage religions and certain businesses. Control of the
number of tokens to be given for meat or other products may change eating
habits... In the treatment of delinquency or mental illness, psychologists
sometimes set up token economies which may encourage, for instance, industrious
behavior or social interaction among patients.

Federal and State governments sometimes adopt a token economy method of
solving social problems. For instance, they may encourage more auto driving by
giving matching grants for road building, or they may discourage driving by
giving grants for mass transit. They will also give grants to insure that
certain classes of patients get enough professional, or even community atten-
tion to keep them out of costly state hospitals.

Thus governments help communities to set up their own agencies and take
responsibility for their own problems. When this is done, however, many local
communities begin to calculate how they can use this outside money to provide

Ajobs for favorite companies, or perhaps even to build buildings instead of
M services. They may even set up agencies which merely excise the troublesome

members from the community and contain them forever behind some wall. When the
- comunities get clever about this then the higher governments become clever
- abotut the kinds of services they require and their efficiency--else the grants

will be cut off.

Wishing to avoid government-by-grant, some of the citizens will try to
stop the granting work altogether. They wilt probably succeed for a while but m
then as the problems grow worse and local money grows scarcer, the community
effort will reverse-and grants again will come in. Each year the grantors
insist that the agencies set more definite goals for themselves and meet those
goals fairly well or else get no more grants. The higher governments also
demand a stricter accounting of services rendered and of the effect of those
services upon delinquency and deviancy rates within the corunity. The govern-
ment will even supply civil service accountants and professional inspectors to
reach an understanding of these things.

So it is predictable that in the next few years, higher government will
increase the amount of grants to pay for services, providing the community will
take responsibility for its own problems. A cormunity which ships its delin-
quents and deviants out to distant prisons and hospitals may have to pay the
state, say, $100 a day for every one of its members maintained in a state
institution. The payment will be merely a deduction from the community's grant

money.-(

-[- == -__ _
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Simmary

In medicine and surgery, the patient nay fare best if he and his family
give the medical profession complete responsibility for care and management
of the problem. The patient and his family then become nore regressive and
dependent.

In psychiatry, houever, regression or dependency is usually the very
problem we are seeking to cure. -lost such problems are cured best by keeping M
the patient in his natural family and neighborhood while a responsible corn-
mnity supports the rehabilitation agents-teachers, fathers, parole officers,
employers. Professionals, trained to work only inside -their ovm offices and
only with the sick persons, need the community to be dependent on them. Many
states used grants-in-aid or the public purchase of care as means to lead the
coiiunity into taking healthy responsibility for its own delinquency, wental
illness, retardation, severe accidents, etc.

Any community, therefore, hich vants to avoid being led to provide the
best and most responsible management to its deviant members should not accept
grants. Such a community can extrude its irritating nebers and complain
forever about how tax-supported doctors seem unable to solve many of these
problems.

MI-AI
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1(7 MODEM RIN ~IVERSITY TROUBLES

David Pesman, in Transaction 1974, mentioned that the modern university
administrator might have to figure out how to continue an educational nission
to foreign students in spite of superior pressure to concentrate on the needs
of black students and other more local American problems.

is
The proclivity of Americans/to say, "Charity begins at home," and to scream

about a favorable gold flow, and to hope that America can get away with a com-
plate avoidance of tha military and economic problems of the developing countries,
but as the world becomes more nearly a Spaceship Earth a man's waste becomes not
only Is brother's pollution but it becomes the pollution for his own enterprises.
A rich business can hardly survive if its consumers are so poor they car no longer
consume.

But actually there is not much problem in getting foreign students educated
_= into American ways. They would learn these ways to soe extent even if they were

illegal. The trouble is that America cannot learn the foreign ways. Very few
Americans go to school in the developing countries--such as the Phillipines,
India, or Nigeria. Those who do go to school there find that they have very
little influence in America.

COo-.-uently we really do need university administratiods who are somehow
free from the immediate political pressure to respond to "charity begins at home,"
or to the demands to use up present inventories of knc:ledge or of engineering
and teaching shills without worrying about replacing or advancing then. YM

As I understood it, the early American university--typified by Jefferson's A=
University of Virginia-was supposed to create an elitist group of "gentlemen."
These graduates were supposed to be male and responsible property oners with an
:investment in the established mores of their society. If they were not white,
nale, and upper class they were supposed to act as if they were. iany people con-
rider such elitism to be a benefit to the total population because these few high-
ly learned people who retain a responsibility for the total society can be pushed
ahead in their personal comfort, their knowledge, and their practical creativity

- at the expense of the masses of the population. Nevertheless, because of the
responsible loyalty of these elite to their total society they will brrln up the
level of comfort and satisfaction in that society to a higher state than if an
attempt had been made to educate and make comfortable all nenbers of that society
at the same rate. These elites, then, are the FinsteIns,the Thomas Edisons, the
Beethovens, and the Thomas Jeffersons of the human race. Soon the notion of
elitism came to include the idea of "survival of the fittest." Uhoever in conpe-
tition won out over his peers, and advanced into the class of the elite, was by
that very fact considered to be more worthy of being elite. T hoever survived
was fit and whoever was fit survived. It was circular reasoning, and it wasn't
very helpful to those members who were stupid or were unlucl.-v in their competition.
This w1ole idea of survival of the fittest was helped along b0y the due process of
law in uhich legal truth was determined by each side's hiring a champion to fight
a court battle for it. The side which could hire the best champion had the best
chance of being truthful.

111ow7, this early academic elitism was only based on a Platonic approach. The
students learned to think, they learned a lot of ootin, rathematicshis tory, and
philosophy. They di: not learn very much science nor technical skills. It was

apparently considered that these gentlemen with classical educations could, in
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their full aristocratic responsibility, take over the direction of any sort of
= enterprise. The !arquis de LaFayette, ithen he came to this country, for instance,

to be a general under George Vashington, was only 21 years old but no one doubted
the ability of this elitist aristocrat to be a good general, and indeed he was.

In 1862, Lincoln signed the Horrill Act and created the land grant universities.
These schools concentrated upon the technical advance of farming, manufacturing,

-_ and transportation. They turned out specialized technicians, with intense inter-
est and shill in a narrow part of an industry. They did not turn out broad
classically educated gentlemen who considered the Vorld their responsibility.
This land grand type of education aimed at b--assing any aristocracy in order to
establish an essentially classless democratic society. -he idea o the survival

of the fittest, however, was by this tire even stronger and the results were
often that the society developed a ruling oligarchy based on money rather than
on blood or on classical broad worldly :not-ledge. Nevertheless, some of the
classical elitist approach to education still remains today.

Iimediately after torld lar II the land grant idea began to take a bac: seat to
the Federal grant support to particular projects within a university. 4Mst of
the support to education, then, became "soft money." The schools became depend- -end upon the Federal bureaucracy. States, counties, and Industries did not have
the Federal Covernment's ability to raise vast quantities of money. The Federal

tax structure was the world's largest money-producer. As universities became
dependent upon these grants they began to study ways to please the Federal
bureaucrats. They also studied ways to put political pressure upon these bureau-
crats, but their pressure was miniscule cozpared with the pressure produced by
the great industries-of which the defense industry was the biggest. The bigger
an industry and the bigger a university, the more necessarily it beca enmeshed *

in the government regulations and ideals. z.- fact, the government was not inter-
ested in wasting money on second-rate institutions. As time went on, the Federal

-- embrace of the universities became even closer.

For instance, imediately after World War ii the G.I. bill, offered to millions
of veterans, paid their tuition for university educations. The modern G.i..bill,
however, is offered to fewer veterans. It affords a relatively lower subsis-
tence level and it does not pay tuitions. Thus the individual choice of veterans
is partially eliminated from the field of higher education, and relatively
greater emphasis is Placed upon the bureaucratically controlled grants to the
universities.*

Another problem arises. A poor state like mine cannot afford to have its uni-
versities train students in industrial and scientific knowledge which will employ
them in far-off places like lieu York or California and cannot improve the State
of Maine any better than if Maine had no university at all. Consequently, the
University of Ilaine would prefer to do teachin-g and research only on the "charity -

begins at home" problems of fishing, small manufacturing, and forestry. It
could, of course, even more cheaply train "gentlemen" who night be great politi-
cians, but this is no longer important.

levertheless, the people of HMaine are citizens of the United States and as such
are entitled to an education which allows them to function as adequate and useful
citizens. Federal support to the University of M!aine seens to justify the demand( that that university provide educational opportunities to the citizens of Maine
about the s.-me as New York provides. The tendency is for education to become
standardized all over the world, or at least all over the U-nited States. A B.A.
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degree from the University of .laine comes to nean the sane thing as a B.A.
degree from the University of California. "here comes to he no peculiar advan-
tages or disadvantages to studying in aine. When we think about Women's Lib

it becomes even more inportant to standardize education because a wonan 10ho is
studying nuclear physics at the University of California nay have to move to: faine because her husband's work: urtl, an isuran,- co,any takes hin there for

three or four years. Not that the new tionan has to iolloti her husband around,
but she nay want to. In secondary education. standardization becomes even more
Important. In the Uashington, P. C. area a suburban school nay typically lose
one-third of its student body in the course of a school year-as their parents
move out on industrial and government missions. Mlany children spend only part

of -a school year in each school they attend. Yet schools differ wyidely across
the country because economic support from the local systems of government dif-
fer so widely.

Ultimately the state support to education and the support to mental health is
siml ar. It would seem that tie should provide a standard treatment for
patients all over the country just as we should provide a standard education
for children. I
But whether a boy learns to spell may depend upon his image of a man as a .
spelling anial, as contrasted with a woman. - In sane cultures, men simply do
not learn to spell very well. If boys are to spell, and yet to terain identi-

w ied vth the nen of Veir culture, then special effort must be made with the I
a conuities which produce these boys. The narents nay be educated or new male - u

models nay be provided for the children so that the boys w7ill enjoy spelling.
Th the mental health field, a certain hind of behavior may be considered in-
tolerable in one community but quite normal in another. The patient who is
rehabilitated, thus, in some rural Alabana town nay not be able to stay out of
jail or hospital w.hen he moves to Boston.

Furthermore, with the growing trend to respect blacks as blacks, or Chicanos
as Chicanos, and not to try to Integrate then into the great American nonotony
of culture, it becones increasingly important to help the patient or the stu-
dent to develop behavior and knowledge compatible with his a.m cultural way of
life, his on language, his omn nan-u an relations. This is to some extent
Incompatible -ith complete standardization. Thus Federal and State standards

for grants cannot be the same for every cormunity-neither in education nor in
mental health. _

-a
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can financial eupport bring prestige for otesr than purely -IndivAdual treatmeant?
Spose soilhealth tnrzz .!sl nrofczsionals for trccr-nt del~vered to a n.igh-

torbood vehich wa-s driviuc i05t of its tenagexr to bcreschotol cron-outs and dr-ug

addicts. ~ 4 Sup- t~ Opensatiofl was paid , not for- the problem ofz- a child nor__ a_ _

parent nor a police officer nor a teacher as an individceli ergmen, bu:.t ra-tt-er for the
- nt Jhcr~oodor the schocil as a single oruanism. The.-n the alteration of a social style

-of behavior in tks naeln~hbrliil or school nig-ht prevent tha oroblen far soecheaply'

= than treatment for eacha 3idivIdual. Inz-uranca c'%-nicz z=A rulfivical orcaninationsI
a ont wanlt to do this boecause they t'hink no one can porve the effectivenens of s-uch

prevenitive z-azaures.

of course, it's just as hard to prove the effectiveness of indi-ividual treatment, bult
-insurance co~zaiei maintain th:at the inpsuran-ce. premiuns were setC u p to pay out accord-
=ing to a statistically preedictable need for trentnat ands t!:cy hamve gooda data on tha
- neical behavior s~f 'pdividuals. The irnsurzp.;ce co~nny pass for thcn to vtinIt the
- doctor a certain n"n.b:!r of tizcs. Iti-ftncesr for Chen to ht- curmli in order

f or the insurance company to pzy.

No Insurance ccrr.any, horo-ver,hans fornally -set up arman to P;1y for a cercaznarott
of predictable preventive work ucon a certain nel;iotoft Cbt:teSn~,crch,

bnofrelatives, etc..-Qaeunln&tpOOSOAS'0VS cuncernm ale

-with treating troubled social uo~nnsmr.. tShey only treat x:tviii-fl elemen-ts: of te!S~eI
= socia-l orvaniwss-that Is, theay treat indivi-dufl uzsns. C coursec, thty zof~
z~ r treat those indiv-l~uzais int a-ra'o na fienI1y, hAt~fhyCd"" L~vc Ai apm-
-rately treated, and there i litle atte±72't to chn~e the ritan1s arrl Lhe stw.len; of

behavior of whole s-ocial or~aat.r..s.

- GEO course, coE-xitxos do chzonge: theirhait of c0nninzs of 7rg uce, of ti- tra.y
- ocn treat r-tn. or- ihite:; and blachts trea-t each cthzr. bu-t ve lizCe to inratdn that

those changes j-st cc-ur istuosy htthr 5m t;. f~cttzCa:--ses fUCh
canees. Most. owi-minities do mot rr-alime that #en--5 n-7- rs4e se!i2 Zro S
supply in a villsit-e. Cn huns enul 60% of Its dt~ae 'l. c hat sovmnaP

- ~tar:- practices are fonca;lice=d as- la-w and thvs put en- eCnC; to - --- 'nrbes

- J~noo-worn, for i~~~l2 sejiiminated by prconer usage of 'privics.14

- Of co. rze-, nozm profess-ionals d-o vork at chancirng 'tit ,ritnaVls: styler ofbe
- hairier The Iclergy Oc-tcn 60C3 it befo-re tViaazre uee:ncs; m-aaflne and the-

police Uually do it atrnsh

But whredQQS theC MnC-y c fro whiche po~arna dh anoesc nash
confers with sc-hool athorit.ies o1 court srtaff- or zts !F"sk!;ase-ab:cJiIP'
Or helAps organie a htot- ine2 or nalo lisannrmy--MI chx.ter-. 'Well,no-ady,
nmch1 of 3k- actuallycne from _nmvamce. The arkror~ r e radl for treaneenmt
they- rieier to ir&1!uls-whp an rffec0tnal trfatatnt. * --1, on their. etmzFr tine, I

the rofesio akle snsaechC-S and consultwt VICn; a CWvz(b fters such -r. school3
tci--aers and rcik-e~nn. Buet t-1 Oout: t-he in-surc;r: Uo-v~v n e Ho ;rofo:slo0naL

tinxu "of their or.:n"- Of vaur:;u i1orc i'cv- iasv ins-ance3 5; =z-jn -.iraUi
pai for service atually LxzP:c-tz anotr sevi e riznits otse oaiu- for( rernw'c. For nsa:c: a cllaical mabattor zay Chaetiyc. for a v-tn-lyrk;:

the lab 50, bt the p.athvlogical e3aioncz.:ts $&t or ;~r h rfSPay lox



L~1ro~ng erso-al Health by Lo inq D!hyond the Individua~l

Insuran:c eopancns, of course, pretend that they hsva cos;t aceocn-_'ng n'jthods__ wh!-ch
shrra just hows their toney is be-ing utilized. Thysay it goes3 for treating the It.-(
patient Vhen actually thte woney a effect s-preads to outpatient 2=2 even to prevneWe:%-
tiork.

A fow neantal health profe-ssionals1 'have mada noe detailed co-t: nceowntlnv. end harec
found some- of the relative vi.sts of inpatients and outpatientsm as. wcll as preventive
work in their services. They have even set up ways to pay of f profesIonicals for zctual
rehabilitation of a patienTt, not . or more hours of treatmeant. Hea!lth ma"itwn-ce Ss-s
tens benefited aLlhen a coamity' s health was btter; they hxar-e sufferedA financially

whnthe coxmunity was sicker. But health nintenance is still' a t.Azor effort in rost
rae rcise n Laour, accountabilityr, the public fin~ s5nt eny is not

As we becom I- Depct wt!i
being wit. for what it vas budgntcd for (e-g. it is spent cr. tisst_-: excmtlzations
rater than on urinalysis). The budgeteers acecordinfly cat ouat tat 'extra rarvy. :
so doin-g, they cut out the new zul pronressivc de-veeie~mnt. Profn:-ionalc- ncn il

hav t s~rthey ar ong these uncertainly prresive. thns .i:t bagtfor thzn=-

The general techniques and phl~~yof devalotszz cotu-tity res-ris-ibilxt r for thez
ca~niY's oirn delinquancy an-d d~itailities are rather 1=:tr C- out in th e litora

tare. 2 ,2, 4  Bu ieseifctays of decreasing nmofrtvzs.in a certain ccrnumnity
lie sqto~dr- in t lore zr4 tm- ew:perizence of its .1aJntr ' r!- l-rr i poc:5o
andA voluntceers. Typically. tca:'icople do- not urite upihat th ey tmcA b

ds.ntratkon andl by errvnic c- rnacuently, trainigo ezc oriaosat
fessional journal e-ditors have to traval aroarid with thc'swr. or:r znd intcr-piew theM.M
4 onrnalittieafly In order to got soma of this lore into tnac!h~l wrilting. Even-T so,(

'is attitude and charismm dhen it- Coma to ch-an-ging the ta t of a srffor
A prejudi1ces of a cracnity citens le-u.Uieste nd ; =scoanthing off ices are

accustomed to dexaling with rmas urable and literatll3y dc.scr-'lU A crite.Ty ba-
ccs:a frustrated with the%- IllItrate" -"'itvJ L.r nral heal wrc, and tend to 1hi.
he really couald not Le very inpo-rtant. Personnel departmentcr also0 -!--ve a hart tine Set-
i-L'q standards for the irnsortanlt qualities in tere workers. -=td nanarrso
clinics- of course knot: when to hire. They hire the Jmaqh1aativc, cn-!rgetxc orV Wtht

aliking for people, mnd a flair for getting alarg with local :fas!U lie cmilriv. il

One thing can be understood hotcvor-, andl tauahnt to the newr vor-ker. Tis 515 the idea
thlat the ne-st appropriate or-ganisn to bho treateda is not zilways the individual. it raw-1
be a social organism such &s a wridcouple, a large fit-ai1yr a neigh~rboo& a scmool,
a shop or a mill. The minbehaving individual mny be a ortnof dea In the fa-mil-y
or school just ams an ulcerated intestine n2ay be- a- y*,=t Of Aisezaea in the total mi

= vidual. lie have reachme So= undentndn Of theseo social oAnisz an4h sort.o

tzaatent they need. (It isn not P. "er~et" treatra-eut delivered to thzz wi1th great cofi-U
dence and authority; rathe-r, it: is a process of negtato ' etwee ciizn Iw ;'
f essionals of several kin.-% C"or_ thneUz entire p3-oc'ss Of trrigOut t%_0 proltz - Ia

we tend to pay only for servicesl rendered to the wrtaton-that is te individual. D=lont'
-individuals are net Isolated casns; they are well kno.n to ba acting in. thiir ro7les a

sp~ouse, parent, cma-ny eloicn, daevoted servant, nubl-ic comeirlner, sboroff. etc_. Irren
we concentrate on th"ze indlividuals who arc Only syrptopms within a disturbed societyj,
wa in no way he-lpa that society to dcCcretae its rptoms-thalt is to decrease tho nuzmrs-
of such. deviant and Intolerable b ndmvidual.

-1. Rdl, xcnr: -Swm z;eine vtti a% rroprietazy1 servtllco
Organ -a tiof. LaoCue 24th InstItute ofHozsn4t~t l -'

= Co'snuity Psycianutry, tzr.lsyctaatrlc AmSsoc. 1972---In Press=
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TIE POLIIICS OF MENTAL HEALT1!

(__ Dy Matthew D. Parrish, M.D.KM
K Modern methods of t.-aining medical and surgical specialties have had an unwarranted

influence on te traininig of mert. I health professionals. We consider that the "best"
medicine results when we collect the various diseases and the various specialty talents
in a Gruat Center. The'great prestige and the combined talents belong not so much to
the geographies] area, for instance, of Boston but to the corporate organization of
Harvard University or Peter Bent Brigham Hospital.

Among the great laboratories, the X-ray machines and the collections of specialists
in these great centers, we train our physicians so that they find it very difficult
to practicE cut in the "provinces" without these facilities. An extreme example is
the F6reign Medical Graduate whom we train as a medical or psychiatric resident in a
great center. After graduation, he can not return to Iran or Indonesia to practice
because he is no, comfortable in working with the low level of equipment and organiza-
tion in his own country. Sometimes, his capital city has good equipment, but it
collects unto itse3f practically all the highly trained doctors. There is so much

Wcompotition he can not make a good living. In the U.S., to a somewhat lesser extent,
doctors also collect in the "Great Centers". Since the rural areas and small towns
can not provide adequate medical services for themselves, the medical services become
the plaything of centralized politics--state or federal. Thus, the people of MattooronI
feel "that if they want the very best treatment, they must go to a great center like
Chicago or Indianapolis.

The practice of good psychiatry, however, does not depend so much on the laboratories, jC the X-ray machines nor the collections of extremely specialized experts. The X-ray
technician, the pathologist, and the surgical nurse perform completely different
functions with the patient, but a psychologist, a social worker, a psychiatrist, acti-
vity therapist, vocational rehabilitation ceunsclor, etc. can usually deliver the sort
of treatment a patient needs. The variations in their approach to the patient, essen-
tial as they may be, are not gross.

Furthermore, the psychiatric problems within an individual can not be separal!d from
the background in which they occur. These problems are aggravated or mollified largely
by the environment in which the patient lives and is managed. The patient gets dis-
turbed not simply because he was born with less brain tissue than other people; he
gets disturbed because he has no acceptable role in the family, the'school, the office,
the neighborhood. Nevertheless, his friends and their advisors often send him off to
a Great Center such as Michael Reese or Elgin, in order that he, alone, can be changed
and made better able to live with his townfolk, or else can be put into storage out of I
sight.

The inability of neighbors, families, teachers and bosses to cope with the difficult
human relations problems that arise in their midst leads them to get someone else to
specialize in taking those problems off their hands. The townfolk feel a strong need
to avoid the anxiety bro:ght on by people they can not manage, but they confuse this
need with the need to get medical treatment in a Great Center. They feel the "best"
service for the problem exists in the Great Center.

C Consequently, local politics concerns itself with turning over local human relations
problems to big, centralized politics. Counties look to state and federal hospitals
as experts. Yet, a hutman being in Elgin who is trying to manage a patient is no more
human than one in Mattoon. Perhaps a small town can't do brain surgery, but it affro-'
the riost intimate social contact and the most familiar human relations that an indiV
dual has.
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In contrast, the community mental health teams orient themselves toward rehabilitationi within the local comunity. They necessarily utilize local citizens, well accepted

in the neighborhoods, in order to help the patient and his peers to work together for
their own mutual benefit. The emphasis here is upon getting a somewhat impaired
individual to work and play effectively with his peers. Only a secondary emphasis is
placed on curing a chroic impairment.

In the "Great Center" on the other hand, most effort is usually placed upon the attempt
to decrease Uig: amount of inner pathol-gy within the patient's psyche. The theory
there is that if the pathology is relieved, the patient will automatically take his
place as a normal human being among his peers, who will readily accept him.

The rehabilitation of the chronically impaired works best when the client's family
= and employers get some rewards and gains from their relations with the client. Thus,

a hotel manager may find that a mentally retarded room cleaner is more loyal and de-
pendable than the highly intelligent person who quits from boredom after a couple of
months.

The problem is to get the local citizens to understand and use the benefits that can
come from mental health clients. California's mental health laws of the 1960's were
attempts to set up economic rewards and punishments to counties such that the citizens
would have to accept the care of their own citizens, and would find satisfaction and
economic gain in doing so. Such laws are only a help. The ultimate force toward re-
habilitation of the mentally ill and the retarded is the economic and emotional satis-
faction that comes to the citizens in the course of rehabilitation of their own im-
paired fellows.

Unfortunately, we have given much thought to the elimination of pathology without very
good results, and we have given little thought to programs in which the impaired, old
folks help bring up the children and the children help make life meaningful to the old
folks; industry utilizes the assets of the developmentally disabled--assets such as
expertise with animals, loyalty to supervisors, ability to maintain monotonous jobs,
etc.. People with certain obsessions, compulsions, perversions, and prejudices can
contribute a lot of service in certain fields. It would appear that we need to have
more operational research in such programs. It would appear too, that we should con-
centrate our money and our efforts more upon the primary development of rehabilitation
progrdms. As adjuncts and aids to the rehabilitation, we can have some "treatment"

- programs. But "treatment" never supersedes rehabilitation.

aLI..
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CONCEPwA'S FOR PATIENT TM. AT4EC-NT

As time goes on, I discover that some of my rejudices and definitions from the past
are diffecrent frota miany of yours. I need to. !mow j ust what your own f eel ings and ex-
periences are so that I can get with them; I cartainl.y aan t want you to be influenced
by any out-of-date con-cepts of my ot~r. Therefore, I want to air then with you as far
as I can, and have you give me feedback and corrections as tic meet from time to timie
in the next fva weeks.

= 1. Milieu Vhera'ny

My first personal contact vith milieu tharapy wa n15 hnIrtre rom
K~orea to find that Dr. lXenny Artiss had established a milieu uinit at Walter

o zpital. :ulieu there meant the general atmosphere maintained upon the E
ward it mant the tenperature, the smell, the arrangement of bods, t1he status
pattern and commnunication pattern among the clients and among the stafrL. it 4'
was a sat of expectations which evcry ntenber-client and staff naintaine1 towards

k the total nobrship of the ward. The staff was constantly concerned with the
stalkc-outs of territoy and status among the clients and staff. It was influencedU

by te hspial ro --- s, cats and other pets as well as by the blood l evels in

staff and cliants u-4 such drugs as alcohol, thorazine,- asprin, nicotinle arnd

caffeine. The milieu was affected by the frequency of group meetinc.' of the entire

adjusted zo as to provide a maximum theraocutic influence on the total body of
staff and pationts. TAhis therapeutic judgement was made statisticall1y; in any
particular a~justmcent of the milieu some Patients improved or dereriorated =a
than others.. Thus, the milieu was not aimed at helping each individual Patient.
Individual patients often had to have individually adjusted attention quite aside
from the general milieu. Nevertheless, when a particular patient received individ-
uaal attention or t-herapy, it was cons ider-ed to affect the general ztnsphere or
milieu. Thus, a dose of thorazine or aan hcur of Private therapy delivered to an
individual client was considered to be indirectly delivered to the entire milieu,

Every sympatom a-nd every non-routine act was considered t6 be a con-nunication to
the entire' mar-ership (staff and client) -- even though the coru-unication right Le
immediately aid directly delivered to a single person. For instance, wh-enever a
flower pot was thrown, t~eentire membershipi Irweditely went into a group meet-
ing in order to got that act and the feeling behind It expressed in words rather
than in the more powerful but more confusing emotional ou-1-ursts. Of course* the
group did not merely attempt to get the patient to express himself in words. It
also tried to get the entire membership to verbalize its own contribution to thc
emotions which ended uip in that particular patient bacoring the mouthpiece for a
comm0unication bv oulburat.

The research was conducted first on verl young, acute schizophrenics for a couple
of years, then on older ichizophrenics, and finally upon alcoholics. The unit's

I. = -- ~ -A
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milieu was considered to be nested within the milieu of the hospital and the
general political milieu of the army and the federal government. Furthermore,
each individual was a member derived from the outside milieu of his duty com-
pany and his home. JjThe most accurate instrument for determining the quality
oE a milieu was a human body with a sensitively observing and feeling head on
top of it. Consequently, when the social worker went to the home of each indivi-
dual patient to evaluate that milieu of origin, the social worker lived in that
home for three days. In the majority of those families, there was a phenomenon
called the "second clay revelation". On the first day of his visit, the social
worker would interview the family members, and would gather a lot of confidential
family feelings and history. On the second dpy however, some member would pull
him aside and tell him the "real" secrets of the family--contrary to the nicely
consistent and understandable revelations of the first day. Those first day re-
velations were dramatic enough, but they "ere like the small pot of gold which
the pirate buries above the large chest of treasure so that the diggers will be
satisfied, and not dig furtler. It was concluded that most therapy which is per-
formed without more tnanc ,e day of a living-in family site-visit is performed
upon the pot, and not upon the chest.

These attitudes affected t-he army's consultation to civilian milieu programs.
For instance, when Ft. Logan Mental Health Center's alcohol unit asked for a
consultation from the army, the consultant refused to stay in a hotel; he in-

( sisted on living ih a hospital bed right among the alcoholics themselves. It
was only thus that he felt he could really evaluate the milieu; otherwise, he
would be too aloof and detached from it.

Later, in some other hospitals, I found that "milieu" meant the 24-hour a day
- management which nursing staff provide for clients. it was a sort of soup in
which they all improved slowly, or at least their time was occupied. The social
workers, physicians and Psychologists then extracted a client or a small group

out of the milieu for personalized help. This idea of milieu avoided Kenny
Artiss' idea that all help and every symptom and complaint was part of the milieu,
and affected every client.

2. The Therancutic Co.-mcunitv

At first it appeared to me that therapeutic co.nunity and milieu were the same
thing, but in 1964 when I visited Dr. Ilaxwell Jones and Dr. Tom MaIln's thera-
peutic co:.tunlties in Britain it appeared that milieu was a plan established by
the staff with some help from the clients to maintain a proper atmosphere for the
improvement of sick people. A therapeutic community, on the other hand, seemed
to be a political organization something like a nation Uould be. Mostly, its
membership was concerned with policing, entertaining, feeding and treating its

* own internal group with a little attention to the outside world through "ambassadors'

I spent a week in flaxwell Jones' original community of "psychopaths" at Render-
-( son Hospital south of London. There were only SO clients there. My second comuunitV

was Dingleton hospital in Scotland, a 400 bed "state hospital", superintended by
Maxwell Jones himself. This hospital contained all the range of psychosis and
other problei.s normally fpund in a state hospital. The third was Cassel Hospital
southwest of London. Tom .ain was the director. There were about 50 residents,
and for the most part, they were severe neurotics with only a couple of "psycho-
paths" and a couple of psychotics. I lived in at the first two hospitals for a
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week at a timi , at the third one for only a couple of days. The problems of
each of thesegommnities were quite different, but they had certain things
In coxmon: A

a: No uniforms or name tags; you couldn't tell the clients from the staff.

- b. NO psychotropic drugs were given; even asprin was considered a psycho-
tropic drug and of course, all sedatives were. Staff believed that
drugs which controlled kehavior prevented staff from reacting to the
psychological needs of particular psychotics and to the unit's social
problems which usually brought on the symptomatic behavior.

=0

c. There was no private therapy--in other words, there was no one-to-one
therapy in an office. The one-to-one contacts were carried on in the
open, with other staff and patients around. All programed psychotherapy

-- was group psychotherapy.

d. One or two of the day': meals were always planned, prepared and served
- by the clients. If they over-ran their budget, they didn't eat much.

e. Except in the geriatric unit, no one but clients could do any house-
cleaning. Among the "psychopaths" at Henderson, the unit floors would
be completely govered with cigarette butts and other litter before the

( members would suddenly have a clean-up party (about twice a ronth).

f. There were no locks on the doors, and no mechanical restraints were used.

go Staff-to-patient ratio - including administrative - housekeeping staff -

was always less than one to one.

It was hard for me to understand how a "state hospital" like Dingleton could contain
its court-conitted clients without locked doors. The secret, as I saw it, was that
they were contained largely by the other clients who would quickly form impromotu
psychotherapy groups, and surround the individual with therapy before he could get out
the door. Sometimes, a newly com:mitted client would start for the door again, as soon
as the group was over; for a while, there would be only a few seconds between group
meetings. Dingleton was actuaily the first "state hospital" in the world to unlock
all its doors. Thi ' occurred about twventy years before Maxwell Jones came there, and
made it a therapeutic coinunity. In those early days the skill of the client groups
did not necessarily keep the patients indoors, but the surrounding cormanity, after
much negot ation with the hospital, decided tat it could tolerate and mnage a few
wandering clients.,

Henderson Hospital was unique in that the admissions and discharges of clients were
completely under the control of the clients already in the hospital.- No doctor could
admit a client if the resident clients didn't want him. In a state hospital, if a
doctor should admit a client that the others could not tolerate, that would only mean

,; / that the new client would get poor therapy, and would prcbably deteriorate. In Rlender-k son, it would mean that in 24 hoars, he would very likely be dead.

At Henderson Uospital, the "psychopaths" not only had bota scheduled and iF'promptu
therapy groups, but they also had stabilized work groups. One sucl, group handled nost
of the paper-work for the research and follow-up being done over many years on this
program. Anither group was essentially a carpentry grouo, and went around repairing
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the dxamag3 the clients had done the night before.

All three of the therapeutic coiw.nities I visited in Britain were part of the national
health service; they were not nrivate hospnitals. In fact, it is usually more diffi-
cult for a private hospital to make real innovations than for a public one to do it.
The private hospital has to please a lot of fastidious clients and stoiff; the public
hospital has a greater variety of mer"bership and therefore, can got more tolerance
from them.

Apparently, Tomn Main, about 1945 instituted the first therapeutic co~iunity* He, him-

self, was a psychoanalyst and lieutanant colonel in charge of five psychiatric units. I
in a military hospital in r inEirminghat, England. lie had a friend who was an orthopedic
surgeon. T~his surgeon was evaluating patients who had recovered from. tuberculosis of

- the spine, a problem which usually requires six to twelve ronthas treatment. ialfo
these patients had been treated in hospitals, and the other half outside of hospitals.
11ow, eight or ten years after the treatnrent, the surge-on was doing his part of the

* ' evaluation. Ile said that wihen each ex-patient walked into his office, he could re-
cognize imm-ediately which patients had been treated in the hospital because "ithe marks
of the hospitalization were still upon thema"* At this point, Tom Main realized that
the most iimportant affet lie, himself was having upon his patients was simply the
effect of the hospital life, and not the e&ffect of any particular "therapy". Conse-
quently, lie set about to attend iorimarily to the hospital life. lie did this mostly7V

rwith neurot-ics of the typa which might also have benefited by psychoanalysis. In
19419, Commander Harry Oilnier visited Cassel Hospital and was inspired to establish
the first therapeutic corinunity in the U. S. at Oakland N~aval H1o%ital, California.

bE In the mid 19-10' s, lla=4ell Jones set up Henderson hlospnital' s tlherzapeutic co?:.mulity -rfor treat-nent of the "1psychop.aths" Which psychiatry had always considered Untreatables.

Well, all the visiting and talking I did on these programis influenced the mearping of
milieu!' and "therapeutic cornunity" for me. I know, however, that the hunaan ser-

vices have made a lot of progress since then; I'm just telling you the state of my
own concepts so that we can better learn together as we meet in the future.

M'atthew D. Pairrish, MJ
Superint-,ndent

ocs: riles
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CONCEPTS OF NURSING:
,,A Message To The Nurses-Rockford 1976 JWne.1976

By M.D. Parrish
m

During the last couple of years since I have been a member of the Illinois Implementa-
tion Commission on Nursing, I have had to learn some concepts of nursing which are new
to me. I would like to share them with you. I don't say they are proper or valid,
but I would like your opinion about them so that I can better reorganize my own thoughts.
If you have thoughts about any of this, please let me know them.

The Commission, as I have heard it, has generally advocated that in the distant future,
all nurses should have a Bachelors Degree. The Commission seems to say that the two
year associate nursing training should be eliminated. The three year diploma training
it recognizes as being very valuable for patient care, but it seems to think that the
degree program gives a broader base, and particularly affords more prestige to the pro-
fession of nursing.

In talking with students and professors in several bac'ielors degree programs, I find
that they are now saying "Yes, we admit that the three year diploma program gives the
nurse much more skill and confidence in dealing directly with the patients' needs".
Accordingly, (perhaps in order to justify a still higher prestige for the bachelor) some
of the schools are saying, "Yes, the diploma program turns out excellent technical nursef
but we turn out professional nurses". The professional nurse is one who can (1) handle
the English language better in order to write reports, charts and articles; (2) better
understand general management, legal implications and the flow of paper work; (3) main-
tain a better understanding of the history of nursing and the position of present day
nursing in that overall history; (4) maintain a higher level of skill dealing with groul
such as governing boards, advisory boards, citizen groups, hospital committees and the
working group upon a particular nursing unit.

In the degree programs which seem to be the most modern, the nursing courses are not
taught as if the professors maintained some vast reservoir of knowledge which they z
ladled out to the students as needed. Rather, the attitude was that the students gene-
rate it more effectively. Most surprising to me was the notion that the nurses are
learning as groups, not just individuals. Assignments were often given to a group of
four or five nurses. The group had to decide which members should do the library work,
which should do the patient observation, and which the editing and write-up, etc..
Consequently, the individual nurse's grade depended on how well she could cooperate with
the group, and how well she could stimulate that group to do better work. The students
were very angry at this in their early education, and I don't think they ever. completely
accepted it, but by and large, they seemed to come out of school with the notion that
there are no fixed answers to anything in nursing; there are many contradictions and
often, the nurse is damned if she does, and damned if she doesn't. She simply makes
the best choice she can within the conflicting data.

FSomeof the students tried to go their own way, feeling that they would become great
individuals on their own. They simply flunked, or got very low grades. They could be-

come great individuals perhaps, but only after they had learned to form great groups or -

to stimulate great work from a mediocre group.

EVERY INTER-OFFICE LETTER SHOULD HAVE A SUBJF- T . WRITE ON ONLY ONE SUBJECT IN THIS LETTER.
ALL LETTERS TO BE Sir '1. NO SALUATIU. OR COMPLIMENTARY CLOSING NECESSARY.
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There seemed to be three kinds of skill which were considered particularly important
in nurses: (1) The ability to get excellent work done with a mediocre staff; (2) the
ability to allow subordinates who were brighter than the supervising nurse to develop

their own full potential even though they would eventually out-shine the supervisor;
(3) the ability to involve the patient in his/her self-care plan to allow for the re- I
turn to a maximum level of functioning.

The basic function of the nurse was to get the patient (and his significant associates)
onto the track of adequate self-care. Nursing was needed whenever sufficient self-care

was absent. Nurses, however, did not simply fill in for absent care by providing it
themselves; they organized systems of communication and of work around the patient so I
that self-care became a closed system. For example, a system of inter-dependent family

members might cooperate to keep a patient member, and indeed all other members, in a
state of good health.

Whenever a patient within such a system lost some of his symptoms and perhaps became
able to walk or to think better, his role within his system changed. This necessitated
at least a slight change in the role of every other member. Thus, it was not sufficient
to correct a patient's disability without considering what the role change would do to
the patient and his significant associates. For example, the patient may have played
the role of a complainer for his associates. They may have needed him to voice com-
plaints for them, or the patient may have been the object of altruistic help-recreation

from the group. If removed from his group role, the patient might lose his significance

as a person*

Thus, the nurse is a communications center and a communications stimulater in a self-ca"

system which includes the patient and the doctor. The nurse regulates contact between
doctor, patient, family, other hospital staff, etc..

The physician usually functions by moving into the patient system as needed, and then

withdrawing when his particular project was finished. Usually, his project consisted
of improving the individual patient's ability to handle the disease-producing forces

which were rendering him temporarily non-effective. The nurse functioned by continuously

monitoring the communications within the patient system--the symptoms, the therapies, the

role changes, the learning, etc.. This seems to me to be more true of the public health

nurse than of the traditional hospital nurse.

The nurses duties were (1) to carry out the health care measures such as to see that

the proper medications, diet, exercise, etc. were provided; (2) to observe the effects

of those measures and to-ohserve and chart any new symptoms; (3) to select and obtain*

resources such as a doctor's attention to fever, or an aide to help with the patient's

toilet activitiCs; (4) to design self-care for the patient and the system in which he

ust live.

There were certain facts which were considered *nursing crimes":

1. Practicing medicine such as by giving unauthorized medications or discharging

a patient on her own; officially making a diagnosis (as distinct from a clear

nursing assessment).

2. Practicing nursing while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.

3. Negligent or isproper assignment of personnel.

- 4. Improper acceptance of duties for which she is unqualified.
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5. Derisive or slanderous communications--oral or written about patients or staff.

6. Stealing drugs and supplies, or mismanaging patient's property.

7. Caring for a patient without having a plan--that is, without regard for the
future or for how ward activities relate to eventual rehabilitation of a
patient problem.

8. Allowing a patient or a patient system to come to harm by not challenging
improper treatment by others.

9. Concealing the nurses own errors; for instance, a nurse might inadvertently

give an overdose of medication. This, in itself, was not considered a crime
if it was written in the chart, and called to the attention of other people
so that either immediate corrective measures could be taken or if perhaps the
patient were already dead, at least a clear investigation could be made which
would lead to prevention of further such problems. On the other hand, if the
nurse recorded that she had given the correct dose when she really had not,
that was considered a "crime".

I' The hospital had to be careful not to punish too severely an honest mistake for that
would lead to (1) a tendency for staff to conceal mistakes in the future, and (2) a
tendency for pharmacist, physician, manager and technician to absolve themselves of
all responsibility for the problem. Thus, very little energetic talent would be
directed toward improvement.

The modern nurse, then, saw herself as the central promoter and monitor of a process
of developing self-care in a social system which included Uhe patient. Thas, within
a family, the nurse abetted the re-direction and the role ch-e:ages necessary for better
health; on the ward, she promoted healthy interaction, caring and conce-:,. among
patients themselves as well as between staff and patients. Agair, the gcal was self-
care both for the individual and his group. In the developmic.t of this system, the
nurse insured that the disciplines outside nursing conLributed their part. If they
did not, then the nurse contributed to the negotiation of proper orgdnizational changes.

References:

I. Dorthea E. Orem: Nursing: Concepts of Practice, McGraw Hill, 1971. -

2. Nursing Development Conference Group: Concept Formalization in Nursing, 1973.
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f SCHIZOPHRENIA

Notes on Origin and Control

M. D. Parrish

There is a spectrum of definition for "schizophrenia" which ranges from
calling it a non-human degenerative, hereditary disease, with a life-long
inevitable downhill deterioration (Krapelin) to: a necessary social role
imposed upon some individuals and contributing to art, creativity, and a
better self-image for the non-schizophrenic (Laing, Sheff, Szasz). The
particular definition at any one time and place depends upon the contemporary
social philosophies and the skills in management of all behavioral
difficulties.

The spectrum viewed by the lenses of service design ranges from Origin to
Management: genetic and familial transmission...family and individual
biochemistry...cultural, social and psychological disturbances...epidemiology...
rehab. administration, politics (including some forms of treatment as jelling
agents which make the problem more chronic).

In the twin studies for the past 25 years, beginning with Kallman, there is
definite statistical proof that the identical twin of a schizophrenic person
is three times more likely, from his biology alone, to develop schizophrenia
than is the fraternal twin of a schizophrenic. When twin studies began about
25 years ago, the differential between identical (monozygotic) twins and
fraternal (dizygotic) twins was even greater than this. The differential
has decreased lately, however, because of refinements in the ability to
identify mono- and di-zygotic twins, and also to ingenious ways of studying
twins who had no common environmental influences. Care has been taken lately
that the diagnosis of schizophrenia has been made by disinterested persons
who did not know what part of the study they were participating in. Change in
diagnostic criteria has also affected the degree of this differential between
the types of twins.

Since the 1920s the City of Copenhagen has kept good records of both the
biological and adoptive families of twins adopted into different families. -=

The twins concerned had had no contact with each other after birth, nor had
their adoptive or biological families had any contact among them. Mono- and
di-zygotic differentiation was made by immunologic studies upon the cells of
the twins. It is such data as these which bring down the indicated influence
of heredity to the factor of three.

It appears likely that there are many hereditary factors which produce a
personal proclivity toward schizophrenia. These factors are most likely
transmitted in the chromosomes but there is a possibility that a hereditary
virus or some other factor is transmitted. There are probably many environ-
mental factors, including chemical, social, and psychological ones, which can
contrbl or trigger the effect of the hereditary factor.
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Heston differentiated the effect of hereditary factors from the effect of
*double bind" and other psychological influences from the parents. Some
neurotic and behavioral problems, as well as susceptibility to tuberculosis

- and other diseases, also seemed to develop differentially in mono- and di-
zygotic twins.

Characteristics of Schizophrenia as Viewed Historically

Kraepelin: "Schizophrenia" is a life-long degenerative disease, existinq
from birth.' It is incurable.

Eugen Bleuler: A thinking disorder with distorted associations, a crippling
ambivalence, and with affect dissociated from the content of thought.
Delusions and hallucinations are secondary manifestations and are notespecially characteristic of schizophrenia.

Jtng and Adolf Meyer: The schizophrenic has an altered life style, few
friends, brittle urder stress.

Harry Stack Sullivan: He develops loss of self-esteem, dissatisfaction with
own performance.

Arieti: Schizophrenia is a life-long defect of problem solving, a retreat
from reality, from reason, and from society--with exacerbations when facing
social or chemical stress.

Manfred Bleuler: in 1950, schizophrenia showed a less deteriorated course
than in 1910--possibly due to better service design.

Roy Grinker, Sr.: Difficulty in problem-solving develops episodically
under stress. There is decreased ability to get joy out of human contact

- • or accomplishments.

Some schizophrenic persons are never psychotic. Many of them are particularly
productive at work requiring free association. There is some evidence that
families containing a schizophrenic have fewer colds, allergies, and cancer.
Also, schizophrenics tend to look younger than their chronological age.

Lyman. Wynn, Gregory Bateson, Jay Haley, and others, carried out studies over
many years with families living in a hotel residential situation in NIMH.
These families all contained a schizophrenic member. The experimenters tried
to prove that the "double bind" effect for role specialization or loss of
family boundaries, with vague duties and responsibilities, were productive
of schizophrenia. All their work was negative. They could not prove a causal
relationship between family structure or interactions and the appearance-of
schizophrenia.

Remember, a schizophrenic child will make a family act queer. Family queerness
might just as likely be caused by schizophrenia as to be the cause of
schizophrenia.

V
_
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Conclusion

(1) Any good treatment for schizophrenia is a life-long treatment (though
it may be intermittent). (2) Any good treatment for schizophren'a should
include the immediate family of the schizophrenic. (3) Schizophrenic
persons may possibly be rehabilitated into work appropriate to the

schizophrenic way of thinking.

Biochemistry

Kety and Axelrod studied altered indole amines and catecholamines in
schizophrenia and other mental disturbances. This chemistry was also studied
by Schildkraudt and Hiumich in Galesburg, Illinois, and by Solomon Snyder
(Archives of General Psychiatry, 27:162, August, 1972), also Stein & Wise
(Science 171:1132-1136 Mar 12, 1971). Some of the indole amine effects were
associated with disturbances similar to that produced by the indole--related
mescaline and LSD. Catecholamine effects were related to the symptoms of
poisoning by the catechol-related drug amphetamine. Phenothiazines (such as

M:___thorazine) block the effects upon the body of these biochemical disturbances.
The abnormal levels of erzymes and chemicals may be raised much- higher than
the usual psychotogenic doses but phenothiazines can still block them.

Therapeutic Biochemical Conclusions

1. Amphetamines are very troublesome for schizophrenics. These drugs produce EM
symtoms of acute schizophrenia.

2. A phenothiazine drug acts as if it restores a deranged nervous metabolism,
and the patient should have life-long access to it. Some say he should have
a constant maintenance dose.

3. Schizophrenic people should avoid barbiturates, alcohol, and minor
tranquilizers because these chemicals prevent adaptational work. They siply
make the schizophrenic more detached from the environmental problems without
actually protecting him from malicious biochemical influences.

4. Many hyperactive children and vicious dogs are paradoxically mollified by
ahetamines.I

5. No mother should be openly blamed for being schizophrenigenic. There is
no solid proof that mothers cause schizophrenia. Making the mother blame herself
instead of working with the child and the family only produces a harder problem.

0 °
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IRE ANXIETY STYLES WHICH GUIDE ECONCMIC LIFE

-btthew D. Parrish, M.D.

July 1L976I

=This is a re-thinking and modification of the notions of Paul Tillich and
David Riesman, with an attempt to fit them into modern problems of welfare

ANXIETY IN THE MIDDLE AGES

Nooks like Baxuf, the Song of PEZmd, and the Norse Sagas, show that from
about 800 A.D. to 1400 A.D. the people of Europe were largely concerned with
survival against fate and impending death. People were always drownding at sea,
being raided by Vikings, or assassinated by highwaymen. In order to fend off
the anxiety produced by such terrible contingencies, the people of Europe
Invested heavily in religion. During the 1000's and 1100's, they built thousands
of expensive and artistic churches along the pilgrimcage routes to Rome, Santiago
de CoWestello, etc., as well as in every minor counity. Tourists today

( uarvel at how small provinces could have built the elaborate cathedrals which
peppered Europe in those days. People also went on crusades. They spent long
periods of time at special prayer marathons. On a local, personal level,
individuals felt a responsible membership in an immortal family life which .-
took any some of the fear of death. The society invested in deep creative
thinking in the monasteries, which were not usually self-supporting, but I
received a lot of donations from people who hoped they would thereby get closer
to Heaven. Of course, there was some danger in the deep religious thinking
done in the monasteries, since it might prove that some established rituals
were blasphemous, or even that God did not exist.

This heavy investment in religion drove Europe to bankruptcy. Feud2l lords
mortgaged or freed their holdings in order to finince crusades. Food supply o
decreased as more hands were taken for holy wars or for building new churches.

-U ANXIE OF RESAIC ANZ flDUSThIAL EUROPE1

About 1300 to 1950, people were especially concerned about self-respect. They
wanted to develop their prestige and their acceptance as worthy individuals.
Trades people wanted to gain through earning power what nobles had by blood.
As they plotted and vorked upon iirediate earthy problems, these people developed
fears of condemnation, guilt, and sin. They fended off most of this anxiety by
a pre-occupation with comercial work and production. Working for others in
order to get money to help his family built up an individual's feeling of inner
righteousness. He could excuse himself for a fierce drunk or temporary back-
sliding into sin. A good worker played a ammber-role in a preductive group.

STis role gave him a strng personal identity and public image. (I am a
taeelwright .. .accountant...journalist...coal miner.) Work was not usually done

-I -- -= -__ _ _.. . i . ... _- . .. __ YA .
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for the joy of the work process itself. Work was disagreeable. Thus the
individual piled up a sort of penance ahead o time for secret guilts and

__ future sins--real or unreal. Slave traders, oil barons, steel magnates, such
as Adams, Rockefeller, Carnegie, were not only hard workers but philanthropists.
Such work and such philanthropy gave them more right to be cruel to their
workers or unscrupulous to their business colleagues.

Deep thinking was done by Research and Development Units. Such thinking was
dangerous, of course, like any deep thinking, because a new discovery might
render a whole corporation obsolete. Many people would lose their jobs and,
therefore, their defenses against salient guilts and fears.

States eventually drove themselves toward bankruptcy with the vast resources
spent first on canals, then railroads, then roads, then elaborate communications,
each rendering the prior investment obsolescent. They produced a succession of
ever-higher skyscrapers and ever more elaborate military systems.

POST INDUSTRIAL ANXIETY

In the twentieth century the life of many workers had lost its meaning. The
complex organization of work processes, the fine specialization and monotoniza-
tion of tasks led to a feeling of emptiness in life and a lack of commitment to
any important and significant masterpiece of production. Penitent work alone
could not fend off this emptiness, in fact, modern job-work made life even more
empty. Industry consolidated into larger corporate bodies in order to undertake
grander schemes, but in so doing, it further dehumanized workers and staff, and
further polluted the world.

To fend off this sort of anxiety, society often set up leaders who would provide
issues to which people could commit themselves. Sometimes individuals committed
themselves to the person of a leader in a sort of transference relationship.
Such leaders could be politicians, like Joe McCarthy, or recreation experts like -
Joe Namath; or they could be syndicate godfathers, ad men, social evangelists,
therapists or other service providers.

Cities and states then began to go bankrupt from spending on unproductive welfare
services and fringe benefits. Since money value was seen as based on productive A
work, society lost out when it spent money on the TV networks and programs,
Olympic games, fairs, fiestas, Disneylands, Bicentennials, Astrodomes, hospitals,
prisons, and schools. The school functioned not primarily for education but for
containment of youth whose lives would otherwise be meaningless and would lead
them to delinquency, such as theft, sex, drugs, violence, and other temporarily
meaningful thrills and commitments.

fResearch supported by government grants often searched out how to improve the
quality of life. it concerned itself with psychology, gourmet food, eradication
of disease and pollution, alleviation of pain, improvement of sex life, ways tc
realize individual potential, or to be a stylishly "effective parent." The
czanger was that research would reveal that much expensive medical work was non-
effective, or that certain profitable and interesting recreations, foods, or
drugs were dangerous and must be eliminated. A new form of entertainment might
even be worked out which was more attractive than movies or TV. Whole institutions
might then rapidly die out, and people would face their emptiness and apathy with
no stimulating rescue from outside.

°777-
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Modern people lost any fear of Hell, or of being the last of a family line, or =

of learning nothing in school, or of having no job. The Universal State took
care of a13 that. The great cities, the great corporations, the sometimes
money-hungry churches and universities promoted the citizen' s autonomous isola-
tion as a urtque neividual. Tuned up now to be spontLneous and self-deciding,
he so. -foad he must face death all along, not as a team member in highly
productive expiatory work, nor as a member of an immortal family line, nor as a
part of a divinely blessed chur-h. The emergent fear of fate and death began to
put the citizen back into the medieva' anxiety concerning survival itself.
Thus we may c6e full circle.

COMPARISON WITH "THE LONELY CROWD"

In David Riesman's book T7he LoneZy Crowd, one can find some relation between M
the medieval type of anxiety and the book's "tradition-directed" person. Such
personn followed the trades, beliefs, and attitudes of their ancestors. A
Ieasant's son was a peasant; a sailor's son was a sailor; a Catholic's son
was a Catholic. Everyone knew his place. Everyone knew exactly what to do
every day of the week, and practically e-ery hour of zh3 day-->iithout "management"
or calculated organization. The citizen of the commercial era, with his work
ethic, is reminiscent of RIiesman's "inner-directed" person who is guided by his
own formulat ,n of moral values and by his own need for self-respect. This need
can be tapped by corporations to organize persons int. roles and specialties.

Post-industrial persons are reminiscent of tesman's "other-directed" man who
keeps chnging his own meaningfulness and his own interests in tune with the

jchanging opinions and tastes he perceives in his peers.
If, now, society moves toward the development of a universal state or a universal
church, some ritualistic "traditions" may be forced upon the individual by these
vastly organized and powerful institutions. We may develop a medieval attitude
where no one questions the head of the traditional church world or the state
world but within those given worlds, a person gets his daily satisfactions from
-family, small cliques, guilds, or "mafias."

THE COMPONENTS OF WEALTH

It would seem that wealth has always been derived from four components:
(1) material resources, such as land, slaves, or an array of devoted servants;
(2) energy resources, such as coal, oil, strong servants; (3) intellectual re-
sources, such as a good education, libraries, research institutes, and intelligent
servants; (4) emotional resources, such as aggressiveness, daring, paranoid
energy, intense curiosity, etc. In spite of the simultaneous need of all four
such resources, various ages and centuries have emphasized one resource rather

[' than the others. Medieval people usually emphasized material goods such as
land and gold. Many kings and nobles could not even read or write, and some
were rather stupid and apathetic.

At other times, it has become clear that unless a nation had the fuel to move
its machinery, it could not develop itself nor wage war. Hence, the attempt to

( relieve Germany of its oil supplies during World War II. At other times it
becomes'clear that if a nation or other organization has the intellect to create
a steam engine or an atom bomb before anyone else, it will soon command all the
material and energy it wants. On the other hand, without 'die curiosity or the
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emotional drive to do the necessary intellectual work, no group will develop
any invention or discovery. The Huns, under Attila, or the Mongols under
Genghis Khan, had few resources except their emotional energy. Emotional
commitment for good or bad was perhaps the greatest asset of Japan and of

__ Germany in World War II.

Even if post-industrial man gains some control over fate, avoids moral guilt
and provides some exciting new style of living, he may still fade away if he
goes soft and apathetic in his peacefully regulated world, and some pre-
industrial peoples exercising their highly emotional curiosity, verve, daring
and vigor may inherit the earth.

IMPLiCATIONS FOR MEDICAL SERVICES

Suppose that medieval man had calculated the cost of his religious crusades,
building programs, and devotion marathons, would he not have seen that he would
eventually run out of materials and energy to support them? Suppose industrial
man had calculated the extent of the minerals to be exploited, the air, ground,
and sea to be used as waste dumps, and the land area to be cultivated, would he
not predict that some day his expanding economy would have to end? Suppose that
service-oriented man calculated the vast number of teeth that needed to be
straightened, diseases that needed to be cured, and children who needed really
good educations, would.he not find his time and his material resources too
limited to serve all these people equally, and well?

If we invest in intellect-in research-we may find ways to accomplish more U
than we can now predict. Nevertheless, it seems that styles of thinking

( progress outside of our control. Organizational anxieties change, and the
newer anxieties need to be fended off or staunchly accepted and lived with.
Whether we will ever attain our service goals depends on whether the people
want to commit a world of emotional energy to the projects and whether that
energy can be maintained in the face of changing anxieties and needs--new wars,
new religions, new discoveries, new populations coming to power....
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1PW THE CHIANGING CONCEPT OF SELF

E 1M. D. Parrish

The Self AnChored to a Wave in .the Social Sea

9 - Many sensitive modern artists and literary figures have portrayed a

changed view of man - a chan~ge largely unnoticed by the averag~e
mode=n man. In Hardy's The Return of the N~ative, the most inft'uen-
tial character is the environment itsei1. In Z--fka's The ag

man s pt o tral or ome horrible crime, but is not toa W..n-.
the crim~e is, and he is ifiaware that he has committed any crime.
Nevertheless, he is made, to feel guilty. In the ul tra-modern
writings of Sartre, Samuel Becket, Camus, Ionesco and Robbe-Grillet,
the characters interact with each other at great length, but they
are faceless; they have no qualities ofL- their own. Bartok and manyI
other composers produce pieces of music which are never ancrhorec Ln
any key. M~atisse, Picasso, and other painters produce images which
seem to represent people, but'which have no perspective and thus the
figures do not assume any particular position in space relative to
the viewer. They are essentially decorations of a particular piece
of czinvas-. r-porae Sepal's seulntures sre rAPresentations rf 7!.-nle

carrying- on the daily chores of livin , tu2t the rc al cm-etibound up in plaster casts. The viewer may want to say "I know you're fI
in there Charlie!". Robert I.,ucil, in The-tn
presented the individual purely as a bureaucratic role pi ryc: C ho
pivotecd his behavior no longer within himnself - no longei4  

r.h n
constancy of character - but ithin the immiediately present rel.a-M
tions between him and another person or thing.

What caused thlis shift of the center of personal leverage? Inlmu:trial
work brought a division of labor - a spnecialization - a-mong wo-kers
so that a man could only employ and develop a part of his ability.
Some men concentrated on developnr s' ill wihtos he alt
see and think in mechanic's3 languaage. dieyaevel oped specific
interests, specific knowledGe, :specific mmzsclc s. S o.- c o t!, r r -
centrated on skills with handling paperc zu-d writinL, but cven Z:-c
large vocabulary they 'hevelped wa4.s a spe& ;Tl languag e in itcelf.
People identified themse-lves with the of work they did, 1Lizt oren
their work became narrov. and s-ecia~ize'. their personalities- cz
became narrow and speciall-P~d. In oldcr days,, a man might say ":.o
am I? I amq a farmer.... A noblernan....41 teacher of children.....'
shoemaker". later, when jobs bcacarne specializedl, the man would ::-.y
"Who am I? I am a Volkswagen mechanic .... a sewing machine opcrator..-
.. a fifth grade math teacher".

Thus, the dividing up of various job functions in bureaucra-cy an I
industry allowed the exercise of only a narrow part of a Dersen',

The individual could not cultivate within himself a simple E.el11-
meaning which would be significint and useful in all aspects o - ss
life. Ile has one significance in his family group; another in his
work group; another in his play group. If he rot sick, the hospital
would try to force nim into a standard patient role. For instance, _

a hosital would as far as pussbiiC, t)*. FA -±l ci 1 ,Uediciti5 L _

accor-%.zu.ee with a standard rW.it1i o -- uUtitx 111ony tO MIi-LL
"complications". Thus tYhe hospital acted as a sort of production _

_ _2w
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line--much as modern schools do. Some persons of course, tr, to
tell themselves they belong honestly to only one group. They
conceive of family, work, neighborhood, etc. as all one group.
For if they speak different specialty languages in different
groups, if they think differently and feel differently, they may
appear, even to themselves, as different peisons. But even if
there were only one group, that group would change with time.
The individual could have no fixed meaning nor character. His L
meaning and work, as a person, would automatically change as the
group changed its values. Even his worth to himself would change.
Put an innocent man in prison, and he develops a different opinion
of himself than he had as a free man; keep a well man in a hospi-
tal bed, and ..... P!

The tragedy of modern man is that he must act as driven to act by
his job, by fateful social coercion, and by law. -And yet, scciety
expects him to retain his individual responsibility for those acts
and will punish him later at his Nuremburg. For instance, a phys-
ician may have to decide today that an abortion must be performed
for the good of the mother's individuality or a race's economics
and genetics. Tomorrow, this decision may no longer be in style;
it may be considered murder. To be an ethical person and work hard
for today's ideals is often equivalent to committing tomorrow's
crimes. Consequently, no unchanging self can be permanently good.
As society changes, the goodness of the self changes. People
tailor their consciences to the current opinion of the majority.

Romantic Individualism

"Individualism" is a personality style which only maintains itself
in a certain manner and for a few centuries at a time, before it
either dies or passess on to a suite different kind of personality.
In classical Greece, an assertive, ma. ly nobility of soul was popu-
lar--a grand soul which condscended to slaves and women. In renis-
sance Italy, honor was bestowed upon a creative., versatile, an(:

iLighly manipulative type of personality, which again was found almost
exclusively in men. In the 18OCs, a romantic sort of individuaism,
which included many women became particularly stylish. This kind
of individual was in fashion between the bourgeois and the p-roletariat
revolutions--that is, between the French and the American revolution
(bourgeois) on the one hand, and the Russian and World War I innova-
tions (proletariat) on the other. The bourgeois revolutions estab-
lished the rule of middle class ethics; the proletariat revolutions;
however, undermined the "proud tower"7of upper middle class elitism.
In other words, the modern individualist style of life was in fashion
between the era of strict classical rules found in the Ancien ,c'ir']?
and the era of the othcr-directed3 confo =iity in modern collectivism.
This age between the revolutions created. the romantic individual
self as a counter to the social abuses 6f the Ancien Reimc and i ,e
Enlightenment. The problem is that reVolutions sUizulated by necds
within a certain kind of self nearly always eliminate that very self.

The accompanying chart may help to keep the types of individualism
within their proper century. It shows that the pre-LEnlightenment or
Renaissance times produced selves like Michelangelo, Montaigne,
Rabelais, Cervantes, i-:id Liakes;earc--wide ranging in their ,-
ea~L thL.r free explorations. -- nlitn.-c.. , howevcr, ......
this Renaissance individual in favor of one who adhered to hard-work
Calvinism. In the upper classes, this work attitude was often

-polished over by the affected refinement of P reciosite: Significant
characters were Descartes, Spinoza, Racine, Locke, and Ne"ton.
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Victorian romanticism (the romanticism after the French Revolu-
tion) produced individualism at the expense of personal lies and
double lives.6 This age was characterized by surreptitious sexual -

liaisons, an aloof condeseendIng distinction between the upper
class and the lower, anti-Semitism, black slaves, the Dreyfus Case;
an elite based upon human machine-slaves. The elite was privileged
to practice activities which were crimes for the masses (tax eva-
sion, prohibition whiskey, vagrancy). The exploitative "robber
barons" made 1.arx possible. Today, Marx still appeals to some
because he provides popular support for a hostility against the
idea of the barons of jhe Victorian age. in the West, these
barons are largely replaced by people who have the same sensitiv-
ities and resentments as the masses. They exploit their own
class, their own brothers, and are able to do this only temporarily.
They may imitate the old nobility by social rituals which exclude

-- the "ordinary people" and set up the elite as a cooperative group.
But, if a business or professional catastrophe breaks up this
group, it cannot maintain itself as a diasj~ra , for it has no
feeling for the occult bond of blood.

The Enlight.enment, including the Ancien R6Cjme had emphasized the
grand truth and the power in external things--ships, t elecores,
money--which overshadowed the individual and put him off as a
satellite to technical advance. This external power of materials
and techniques-was furthered by Cojernicus, Newton, Darwin, r.re..z,
and Spengler as time went on. The internal things--the tin o f
the mind--eventually collected against this tendency and producc- a
new kind of self. Thus, Schopenhauer could say, the world was onlyhis idea of the world--it was the c.-eation of his On w.ill. Th
extreme of romantic freedom eventually becE.ae the uncoupling o: the
relationship of self with other selves--producing- the lonel c fJau c-
like person.

Adam Smith's type of proprietary laissez faire (1776) had allowed
the most clever, ruthless, energetic, or lucky to reach pea.',s of
power and wealth as the surviving "fittest". Many romantics of the

H 1800's felt their historical duty was to extend the fra,-hise (e.g., -

to women and blacks) so that all could participate in the illuion
of democracy, which the highly competitive laissez faire econo:,' had
already corrupted. Once a man got ahead of nis competitors, he had
a good chance to keep himself permanently in Dower. Liberazl; in the
1800's wanted freedom (an uncontrolled individuality) and uzi.sr-
ianismr: (the greatest good for the greatest number). Yet, tnec cwo

desires were often incompatible. Tile liberal promise was for free-
dom of the self, the liberal program was for welfare of society as a
whole -- "Help those poor devils, for the will never be like us".

Democratic freedom of the individual eventually became collective
mediocrity. John Stuart Mill!2wanted each man to be free. He held
that rights are private and that duty is public, and that if each
man earnestly followed his own interests, he would improve the
general social welfare. Each man could act in his own unique way,
for in the total society, others unique in their own way would
balance him off.

Liberalism, however, demanded a minimizing of the self and of in-
dividual power, lest corruption and arrogance bring harm to many.

Accordingly, 19th Century liberalism did not sufficiently sal uard
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the individual against intrusion. (This job was left to 20th

Century existentialism.) Finally, middle class liberalism
became a middle class organization, which included the American
Constitution arid courts. People preferred to give up freedom in
order to insure equality.. "If this guy is free to express his full
potential, he will g-t aead of me; therefore, I want to be equal
to him!" Eventually the self in government and business came to
have only statisticail significance. A personal act was significant
only when it fit into a social graph. This led A. N. Whitehead
to say that (1) man is a self-determining organism, and yet (2)
there are deterministic laws governing him. The romantic search for=--individual freedom against God amnd kings eventually became the

existential search for individual authenticity against the "others"--
against the individual's merging into the person-to-person bond
itself. This early existential self sat in contrast zo a banal
majority. Thus the self was still considered elite.

In Europe and the Middle East, during many centuries, almost every
group strove to become a "chosen people". People outside the group
were "not as good as us". Among the existentialists the individual
often departed from his group and went off by himself with his ex-
clusiveness and his elitism. He felt the same autonomy and distinc-
tion for his ego that the elite had once felt for their social class.
On the other hand, since 1900, penetrating thinkers had shown man

-- had no meaning and no existence except in a field of social person-
ality-forces. Only in dialectics with another person did the self
become affirmed and develop meaning. Among such thinkers were
George H. Mead, Harry Stack Sullivan, Edward Sapir, David Ries.an,
and Abrahai Maslow.

Some existentialists considered that Sein, or being, was the con-
cept of the self as persisting over prolonged time. It was similar

to a ]latonic idea, like justice, femininity, or blueness, which
existed forever in a realm of its ouwn. Dasein, or "to be there",
consisted in existing moment by moment. Such existence was contin-
gent on the interacticn with the "other". Dasein was a creative

- dialectical interaction. it produced for tne moment an awakeninu
into an intellectual self-existence. For instance, the Freudian
attempt to rescue individuality from collective mediocrity main-
tained that sexual interaction produced stronger emotional existence
of self- for the moment. In any case, no one had possession of Sein
or Dasein. A person only had the use of them.

Romantic freedom, then, was a mode of alienating the permanently
independent self from society. Existential freedom, on the other
ha,d, developed into a mode of momentarily creating on the self an
expression of individual effectiveness by an engagement--an ever
changing manner of joining with others, not alienating from them.
Continual shifting of one's social bonds from one commitment to
another can, of course, become a mode of alienation--of escape fro-
close interaction--but this was not the kind of changing desired.
Rather, the existentialists wanted a creative changing of relation-
ships which occurred because of the very closeness of the interaction
with others.

Romantic individualiz, then, was a delusion useful for Victorian
times. Existential freedom of self was a delusion useful for the

____ ____ ___ ____ 'S



20th Century. Both delusions are still usable, still valuable.
For instance, in the early 1800s,. Stendahl's Julian Sorel tried
to affin and assert himself by playing a series of different
heroic roles (military, clergy, etc.), but each role was an attem'ot
n,,; maintaining the delusion of.romantic freedom of self, of individ-
ualism. He wondered which romantic self was the most "me" or the
most fulfilling of my ideal of me. Sorel wanted a self that wastimeless and absolute, and not a self that depended on its engagementwith the world of people and things.

Goethe's romantic Faust wanted a self which could profoundly affect
the world of people and things but would remain unchanged and
eternal in its own persehal qualitif and in its own view of the
world. He did not want to lose that self to the Devil.. Would
Faust lose to the Devil his control of an eternal and unchanging
self or would he lose the whole delusion of self as eternal and go
on to develop a self merged with the things in Hell? Would he retain
his selfness only by interaction with those hellish things in some
way similar to the child who moves to a: bad neighborhood and picks
up a bad self in the interaction with the other selves of that
neighborhood?

Remember, that in those days (the 1820 s), paintings were still
elaborately fra-med away from the vie.er's own world. The painting
was a play of glints, sheens, and shadows, distantly visible, not
touchable. The viewer was untouched, unincluded in the pictures.
The pictures weie painted in perspective, so that the viewer knew
exactly where he stood--eyes level with the horizon and just so many
feet ahead of the foreground figures.

At the end of his life, Faust saved the situation (but not his old
self) by working altruistically for others (thus losing his old
point of view). But, how does he work? He works by producing goods
and services (as if he were participating .n 19th Centuz, ec cm acs),
not by interacting with others as different-but-equal, certainly not
by merging his identity with others.

Technical man, a bit less self-contained, is a specialist and expert.
He belongs to an association of similar experts. The specialist
feels expertly aloof from laymen or from other specialists, and
especially aloof from his own clients. He is like the actor who is
aloof from his "unappreciative" audience- and really has little respect
for it, even though his living depends upon that audience.

The specialist usually cooperates in an interdisciplinary manner
with men of other specialties, but he mistrusts the "dabblers" who
have generalist interests and skills. No sociology department, fo r
instance, is likely to let an LL.B. teach sociology. "o psychology
department is likely to let an M.D. tear-h psychology. 11o state will
let a physiologist or pharmacist practice some medical specialty.

Freud, relatively aloof from patients, knew he was like his patients
even though he could seldom afford to admit it. He-rvided criticism
of famous minds (M.oses, Michelangelo, Leonardo, etc.) and also
criticized his own mind (o"_Ups of the tonLue, humor, drea.s, .
though his tcnder Oelf-imag would alcu e n e'o r -. c-.wno one else to cri-t- -image. His self-image was tender because in his times he had to
play the role of professor or else abdicate. His society demanded
it of him. Even though Freud could not stop being professor long
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enough to critique himself as thoroughly as he was able, he still
opened a new way for a questioning of individual and social motives.
He saw unconscious motives--Pascal's reasons the heart has which the

reason knows nothing about./M
Is a person's conformity to social mores really his own genuine
self's commitment, or is it only a gesture without a distinct
self behind it? Is he normal or does he only behave normally?
Does he need psychotherapy to be sure that he is normal? Does he
need to examine himself with the aid of an expert? In the 20th
Century, normal behavior is taken to mean normality of self.
Satre: "I am my behavior." Behaviorists: "We don't know if there
is such a thing as thinking and feeling.. We can observe only be-
havior--not thoughts nor emotions." i',any psychiatrists discovered
so much pathology of thought in normal or mildly disturbed behav-
iors, that deviant thought itself could no longer be a good criter-
ion for abnormality. Por instance, Kepler clung with unreasonabletenacity to the idea that the planetary orbits had to be propor-

tional to inscribed nested polyhedra. Newton maintained a mystic
view of Cod.

Henri Bergson thought that any fixed contour imputed to the self
was an artifact. The authentic self could only be lived, not
thought. It could not be thought even in a socratic dialogue. The
dialogue was its own life and self. It did not produce any self
outside the dialogue. The only self that we can discuss turns out
to be an impersonal self. After 2500 years we can translate lao Tzu

thus: "The thinkable thought is not the eternal thought. The
namable self is the mother of the three billion persons."

Literature of the New Modern Selves

Montaigne, even in the 16th Century, illustrated in his essays the
diversity of his own very personal self.

In the 19th Century literature, Dostoevski 's Mishkin was a mixture
of saint and sinner, idiot and savant.

Proust felt that the self lived amid a stream of inward experience.
It lived in emotional time and not in clock time. Proust explored
the interfaces among things and between selves and things.

Herman Hesse in SteppenwblIf felt that the modern self is a collection
of conflicting selves or units of personality that produced a sort
of schizoid individual.

Lawrence Durrel in his Alexandria quartet felt with Freud that there
are four persons involved in every sexua act--each partner acts and
thinks from the platform of his concept .-of his self, and towards his
concept of the other self. Therefore, passion does not give direction,
unity, and purpose to life--not even tb the life of the encounter.
Love does not give coherence to the modern self. Nobody (in Alex-
andria) has a fixed personality but only a changing relationship
with others as contacts permutate.

Anti-dra.:a brought out new kinds 5f selves or soetimes the absence

of selves--e.g., Alfred Jerry: Ubu Roi; Strindberg: Dream People;
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Pirandello: It Is So If You Think So. Some novels tended to do the
same thing, perhaps more tactfully--e.g., Sterne: Tristram Sha ; y*
Flaubert: Bouvard et Pcuchet, and Sentimental Education.vnualy

the self was presented as a-stream of consciousness-- lirst well
NE formed by Eduard Dujardin: Les Lauriers sont Coupe's (1887), then

perfected and popularized by James Joyce-: - -s-es and Finnegan's Wa.e.

Thomas Hardy in Jude The Obscure showed a savage hostility against
men as selves and against the laws of nature. A child hangs his
young brothers and himself because his mother said the children are
in the way. Jude was always torn apart by women and the law. lie
had two selves, a drunkatd self and an education-seeking self.

T. S. Eliot felt that a poet in his verse must escape from his
personality, not exploit his personality.

Economics and Science

Fromm in Escape from Freedom felt that our marketing orientation
alienated us from ourselves. Narriage, for instance, was a market-
ing operation. The individual identified himself with his ec n ic
role. Everyone was a salable commodity. Consumers were trTWa:e
among the sellers. "You have a franchise for bus transportation of
the people of Springfield." "Acme Vacuum Cleaner Company gives you
the exclusive right to these citizens of Northwestern Chicago as your

Smarket.!'"es

David Riesman in The Lonely Crowd spoke of "other-directed" men who
changed their selves with the changing times. In fact, their selves
were continuously regulated by their "radar" perception of the social
world through which they were moving. A particular self or a parti-
cular character structure, then, mig)1t come to be considered simply

* one point in the continuity of infinite points which make up a life
of interactions.

Just as the economic strength of the United States depends on
"growth economy", not on a stable pattern of trading and production,
so the individual's life depends on his seekine of status, of pro-
motions, of more and more knowl edge and skill. life does not depend
upon one's present position. The best of life always seems to lie
in the future, and in effect, everyone is aiming at becoming younger,
more beautiful and vivacious.

V We do not really need most of what we consume. Our consumer desires
are introduced into us by advertisements and the changing styles of

M the way we love, ignore, or hate people and things. The desires are
introduced into us by our current art, literature, movies, news, etc.

But men's ways of thinking were always introduced into tnem by the
ambient culture--even in Greece. M*odern man has more than a new kind
of self. He has a different view of al selves that ever were. lie
decides that no one was ever really independent, that all selves were
delusions, including, of course, today's Self,.

PhilosoDhy

Changing selves may be seen a entronic--as levelin.- out to a
sameness of existence--for seives become cliche's and platitudes.
There are few surprises in them. They become less wondrous, more
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regularized, and merge back into the random interactions of I
society from which they were originally derived. Entropy sees
the future as a flow of time which brings more and more chaos or
disorder.

In modern times, however, we can conceive of a new sort of thinking
which does not involve a self and thus, we may make a leap from the

leveled-out concept of the entropic self to a new form of human
creativity, human imagination, human emotionality. It is like the
birth of a new star in the midst of a running-down universe. It
will help us first to look at some of the changing concepts in the
philosophy of science.

Ernst Mach in the 1890s thought that the idea of cause and effect
was an instrusion of the human mind into the domain of nature. We
imputed cause and effect to nature because we needed nature to have
it. Even the idea of force was an anthropomorphic one and fit the
sort of effort experienced by hunan muscle or will. Therefore, a
new Occam's Razor should shave away every concept not needed to deal
with the observations. This would mean erasin from our formulations
such concepts as "how", "because", "in order to", "although", andI "when"....

A Sir Isaac Newton set up a universal law (gravity) for nature to
A i follow. It was, of course, mathematically expressed, for in the

Age of Enlightenmcht, mathematics was considered to underlie all
phenomena. God was a mathematician. Newton, in accord with the
custom of his science, extended the operations of his own mind -o the
universe. He even described the force of gravity as the same sort cf

pulling force his muscles exercised. Te could never see gravity as
a mere condition of space itself--as Einstein did.

The study of psychology and anthropology should help us to get
beyond these projections of man's own powers onto the wofkings of
nature. But such study is often caught up in the same problem.
During the 1800s,. force was such a reality--such a universal con-
cept or delusion.-that scientists conceived of a force of survival

-of the fittest, a force of leadership by heroes, or a force ofr
instincts. Carlyle, about 1870, thought there was a world urge
expressed-in the acts of great heroes.

The romantic hero of Carlyle had an unconditioned will. It was not
subject to the forces explicated by Pavlov and Skinner. Will was
simply a force of unknown origin, as if from God or from the genius
in.the hero. This genius within the rnmantic hero was an unexulained, I
unknowable genius and probably related- to a race of. geniuses in the
realm of idea--as the races of dead people in Elysium. This feel-
ing for "genius" was evolved from medieval thought which held that
God's grace directed man's desires tow4ard beautiful goals. The
desires of men merely carried out the divine providence. There was
no "substance" except God. Only God had an unchanging "self".
Enlightenment times planted this substantial genius in each indivi-
dual man, thus leading to Carlyle's opinions.

About the same time as Carlyle, .Tolstoi! said that a historical
event occnrs no : f so c individual's calculations, but
because of the ebbs, flows, and confluences of many thoughts which
constitute a sort of group management. Tolstoi planted the genius

- in peoples and groups.
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__In the 192C's, Percy Bridgenan, in The WayThinrs Are, felt that,/
operationalism was similar to existentiai logic. Sciecnce was
simply what scientists do in experiments. Science did not dwell
in the realm of the absolute. Platonicz ideas. But the fact that
no experiment was exactly rtpeatable implied there were no exact
general laws in science. In The Lopric of IModen Phy'sics (1927),
Bridgeman went back to pure empiri cism and felt tnhat a con cert was
no more than the operations a physicist goes through. Thus, the
c oncept of length was the operation of measuring with a z~uler.
Concepts of lcngth der~ved from vision were different from thoseI
derived from touch because the experimeatalcniioswr

different.

Thomas Kuhn, ini The Structure of Scientific Revolution-s (19162'
showed that science consiszs 01 a constant reweaviNg of data :Wed

c oncepts about nature--reweaving by a Croup of specializstf who
have developed a common language with each other. Ilithi! the
grammar of their conceptual language they further articult an.
Polish up the fundamental paradigms or Sets of a S Zu mp,-L.i o ns uAn de r
which they work. Thus astronomers, by more and more =rcaise 00-

seratins might polish up tnj-e grand or:cept ofPolmi ato-
omy which held th.-t the hea-vecnly, bodies _-11 revo&Lved around thne~
earth. Eventually, however, -the increasinga pile of data wol d
begin to cast doubts upon the very paradigmI it was helxing t
develop. S3daenly a revolution would occur. A com--l !etely 11 e
paradigm would be conceived. Copernicus and Gali'leo, 30o1 inztaC lCe,
would assume that the earth turned, thlat i-u moved around th1-e --n,
etc. T-is scientif:c revolution usuly occurred in r-snoI
pieces in the minds of several men at once. It was aiti-entrofC,
like the birth of a new sta.". A smooth, nicely love-ed-out. a-
well iunder-stood theory -was suddenly replaced at the lc ~e-4-- of A
the mind of this scientific discipline-replaced by- a new 'co nc e -)t1
with many rough edges yet to be -workd out 44 cocptr. nee
arily more useful than the old, but preanant with better pron. e -

for future develo-ent.

The Post-Ro'nantic M~an and the Post-Or~pnization l'an

Roanic man thought he could create a world out6 of his ownr will.
and idea--as Schopenhauer thoughtO..

T. S. Eliot's I rufrock is an organization man. There is tinmorous
and heavily camouflaged self within him. The orraniZatCion n, an -4

believes he has a self. He tries to find it on the nsvychoanal ti-
couch. He ffeels he must totally adapt in an are o f tota! to get-her-
ness--an age of total permutative access am.ong irndivid-Uals. 3ut

-- this adjustment is so total that therE is no longer any self to_
adjust. That is, the older definition of sel.f has chan-ed. Thi s M
corporate mind coloni.zes individuals. An inztitution's- staff looksU
on laymen as a market or a clientele, but each individual on thi ;s

-- staff is a part of some clientele. One individual get s even wiJth A
another by developing a personal profession which alfflows him to
" clientize"l the other individual; e.g., a doctor can CAientize"l a
sick being.

rosz-organization man does not assume he has a self. General Ze-
Gaulle sometimes thought as a post-organization man. DeGaulle

£ ___ __________________ _______a



thought he was _rance. The post-organization individual is greater
than t.e group. He includes within himself all the roles of every
group in tAhitl he is an operating member. He usually plays one
role, but he can only play it well because he understands and feels

all the roles of that group. Since the individual includes within
himself many groups, he is not a single continuously integrated self.

This inclusiveness is quite different from attributing a muscle-like
pull to "tidal forces" of gravity. Post-organization man does not
project his own oualities onto the outside world. He builds a
"self" from the oalities of his society. He combines into himself,
to some egree, each of the roles which are active in his member

group. If he is a member of two different Groups, then each group
builds within him a different set of roles, habits, and other

qualities.

In developing themselves into post-orgarization persons, women have

ENT an advantage over men, for mott women are not s specialized as men
They do not stake their lives upon a single job career. Up to now,a a
woman's career has usually been the variegated life of homema<cng,
neighborhood intrigue, prt-time jobs, a. the making and brezcinz
of symbioses with young children. Like Chokcv's Dlrlin. , these
women are ready to understudy many different kinds of specia-ied

men--to imbibe their language, their a1bitions, and some of ,hei
skills. As a commodity in a marriage market, the youg wo -an r
be prepared to adapt to many possible nds of life. She mut t-
able to dance to the lead of many different kinds of men, be t. -
more or less intelligent or well bred thai she. More easily trh
men, therefore, the women of our day develop the generaist breadth
of interest and of life operations demanded by the ptst-organizaLi
world.

In their necessity to study the feelinzs and the potentialities of
other people wit. -whom they may have to live, handicapped perons
are like women. With regard to the dominant majority which has
controlled the world of Western economics up to now, the minority
groups have advn~tages similar to women. The blacks, the ethnic

groups, the off-brand religions, if they are to progress in the
present world, must understudy many -- ys off life, nany prejudices.
They must develop generalist understancinr and gen era1st skills.

With regard to the national supern-twers of the First nd Third
Worlds-- anti-Communiat and non- Zommunist orbits--the developin-
countries of the Third World have advantages similar to women as z--v

face.the post-organization man in the most-industrial world. T-ey
feel the need to study the ways of the dominant nations--to adat
and to out do. All Koreans study English. Few Americans can be
bothered with Eorean.

Samuel Becket and Nathalie Sarraute, as post-orgaunization thinkers,
went beyond interpersonal psychology.- For them, an adjustable self
did not exist. The individual, haiving increased his psychological
entropy--his personal monotony--spoke in a wholly expected way--a-s
generals and politicians speak in their social conversations. The-e
were no mystic :sn unknowable depths of soU' in an individual. -

we aidn't see :;eran idea or e -otion originated in a person JtL
was only because we didn't know enough about him. Witnout any t -

depths of soul the individual could only survive if he did not :ok
the boat--that is, if there were no surDrises. Surprises would
require a great expenditure of energy for maintaining the delusion

° === 
-- -~



af- individual self. Dh otOcf:.tO anusaldiro
have the kind of religion which co'd 'mntain his feel inf- of
soul nor his certainlofsf-eC. o' nor nis v'lUe in tn e
world. -2is society -oudu not. heln prh"r to a soul. H~e r'ed a-
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which was ).aft over a rter the romantic ill4:-;ion f the.hero-self
ad been cleared awav. -at Gove 1l Skinner, and Becket were

c: Yo nd e Y-ton tials' tey emptied the seli.

The Selfin tne rnrta! Helth . or v ic, s

Similarl.y, Hansell's ::anaging ceiergc-ncy psychiatric admissio.-s,
look'.d beneath t1.he ciii plu~ma~e of the individual patient,--be
neatA t'ho drZ!-tiC aritat ion, T;ain, or depression which stereo-k
typed the individual as Just another body ad.ittable to scuictu-ary.[

s- lie Looked beneath. all thits, to encounter the unique human person
facing him. no* uncovered the existen-zial reality of +that person. -
But ilonsell did no t intervene :.erely with this sacred exiztential
self; rathcr, hne involvc-d himselfL with"I the total system of which
that sacred patient was amemnbc'r. He extended t!-e mental heal +h
service into tue frn.ily, the neij~hborhood, the industry, in such a

way tht thee systes beame a part of the patient and the pationt iIa part of thcm. 11elembers of all the systems were held to a huran N
K responsibility an part of the initial "adLmitting" process for that

patient. Instead of taking the patient into sanctuary, and thun
isolating himn frm t.he backgrovund wnich rave meaning to his person,
Hansell imoved to convene a group which could accept the patient mo -e
or lens -emanently an a us eful1 and concerned member.

i an sel1'I approach to mental heralth Problems seems to parallel
Collin~,wood 's'tview ofC history. Collingwood derided Tacitus for
asstuminr- that since the Emnperor Tiberius displayed bad bclhavixor inr'
later lifer lie mus t ha-vo had a bad, but hypocrita, caatri

errylf.it is eacy '*or Collin,_,wood to belie-ve -hat the
of etriire z'nd the chan,;inc x. ttin coercing an cemporor, brcu h
a new nality of imperintl behavior just as if Tiberius had actu-lly
chanue h;3 -underlyi.-Z craractLr as a percon. But this c)n ch ci n

i: a ea.:y for 'Collinsoo because he does not Live in 1,O-.e w.here
everyone, '..ould eopct everyone else to belie ve that a pernon' 2
charactoar .-ao fiY cd and Ln chI an L. Ai -ISr ood by nature could,
not bcecome bad. *4e muot Anave beCen ba--,d all along. In Rome, t'non
t.rus rehabilitation would have been Impossible. For, if "- b.d be-
havin g man 'Later developed a -ood behavior, it coulId only be a form~
of hypocrisy. In Colling.wood'. day, this concept of a fixed
subtantialistic self had fa-ded out--one could be rehabi'it-ate-d or
religiously converted into a person of a different chararctor. 'no
effe0oct rehabili tation,,JFan sell organized the same interlocking
social expectations which coeivcud facitus and Collinr-wood to theirI
respective ass umnpti ens b. character.
Men are now able to see unique facts and to accept them as life
without generalizing them into law. A natural law is a defense

-against anxiety. It provides a secur-ity by fitting observations
ino raitonl ndpredictable pat'terns. Similarly, a statute

law provides security by fitting social. behavior into traditionalAand predictable p;atterns. Consequ.dntly, those individuals of to-
day wh.,o understand traditonal principles without being enslaved to
them are less afraid to Lace the fierce unknowns of the world.
Such a per-on may not himself understand all the thought of St.
Thoinas, Uume, Kant, ietzsche,.Russell, etc. which proccded him,
b-ut ho Iran; fait'-h in other individuals who understand thc:1e thId'sThz . Xe~y, or iintance, bc unable to prove Calculus rgO
ous-)y. H-e only knows intuitive proot, but he goes on employing
calculus in his wo rk an an engineer. He may actually be more
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creati :e than those who understand calculus better. He is
releaF-id from having to worry about all the past philosophical
hang-vups.

Logic and PMathematics 1
After the romantic age, chance became our god. By means of chance
we explained how individual particles behave. Cause and effcct
became computable only when dealing with large numnbers. In the
life insurance business We could mal:e accurate prediction-s as long
as we made them about large numers of people. 'W'nen dealing withI
individuals, we called ,our calculations probabilities. 'Ve Umeasured and predicted.'stean pressure very accurately when we were -2
talking about trillions of water particles in a cylinder, but
the motions of an individual particle were indeterminate except
in terms of very loo :c probability.

It seemed to post-organization man that each individual and each
atomr had subjective certainty of belief--that his actions were
(1) by his own free will, or else (2) by chance, or else (3)
fated by some unKnown outside force (superstition). But t!,e m or e
comprehensive organi~m t(5uch as, the nation or the sea w.ave) whi ch
included that individual particle felt in its own "mind" tint it4
could predict or control its own behavior, and thus control h
individual or atom2 which was part of it. 2his was true for a life
insurance company, a big corT.oration, or for a growing self'. b-.t,
post-organization m~an himself felt he pervaded the s ciety ds t he

:gaiaifal field pqrvaded the u-niVerse. Ile did no-, bc-.on; to an

6rganization -or
other souls. Like- modern "published art" the modern individual
can be broadcast to the universe. Sensing space-time, he senses
himself pulsing with the rhy'.*h:.i of Information flow, his life is IBrahma's Dvance--dancing out -. e activity and the existence of h-,s

If tot small a part of the w-hole is examin~ed, that part's action
or course is unpredictable. Yet the whole follows a beautiful
predictabl.e law. Similarly, Aristotle in his P"oetics felt thnat a!- _Uobject could not be bcauliful if it was too biF:, ecausc ther ic

could only see a sordid and unpredictable part of it--for instance,

Stephane Lupasco in Logic and ContZradic-tion (1947) maintain#'d tllat
logic of antaLgonis do aynanic contraricts) made up lifc, majieI

tragedy and comedy, and indee,', allowed romniticism to exist.. MI.,
well-knoiw.n Aristotelian logic was static. It was -true but not
factual. Aristotelian logic was bi-polar. It was a tirje-fal.So
logic, similar to good-bad ethics. It maintained that if' a n y t ig
was consistent with' itself it was true. Thusq POlonius could says
"wTo thine own self be true, and... thou canst; not then be fa se toany man."1 The old logic did not worry about dealing with experience.
Experience was contaminating. Clear knowledge was obtaincd by
ignoring some sensations and experiences. This way of ot aninr-
eXpeCrience decresse-cd thercalnz of ::.l~,but :madc it ve-r% .c ar.
T o day we feel1 tha -t G o:: :n at i .o ,t -*c 0 is J1cid 1 It cn.tt
proved or disproved and it may contain contradictions. For instance,
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one Texan may say that all Texans are liars. Since that makes I
him a liar, too, all Texans are not liars, or are they? A_-ni y
measuring device belongs to the system of measuring-physics.Consequently Jt cannot measure the validity of physics itself.
Niels Bohr, in his principle of complementarity, accepted both
terms of contradiction. Thus, light could be a wave without
being a particle, and yet the same light could also be a parti-I
cle without being a wave.

The logic of causality in the 1800s forced an unwarranted co-
herence and necessity upon experience. That logic subdued the
universe to the categories of ti.e mind. Kant did just this.

Marxist dialectic brought out the unity of opposites, but it
was also extremely theoretical and abstractly schematic.
Existential dialectic das directed at the single case and theexception, and not just at general principles. Consequently,it superceded Marx.

Wiggenstein felt that contradictions were inherent in facts.

Whitehead felt that reality was simply the frequent recurrence
of some appearances.

ionesco's uncertainty-psychology made it impossible to have
plots, i..otivations, actions, or good-and-bad, or tragic-and-
cimic plays.

Painting--Romantic and Modern

Sypher' shows the transformations of seli reviewed above are 
evident in the painting of the last two or three centuries. =

Romatic painting repudiated the "official" academic formulae
of Enlightenment times which had stood between the painter and
his own rpression of things. The romantic painter imposed
himself upon his world. He strove to express more than could be
stated with brush or with words. M

Delacroix, in his Journal (1824), said that the things most real
to him were the illusions he created in his paintings. Every-
thing else was quicksand. To him, the entire romantic concept
of self was useful even if an illusion. The academic Enlight-
e- enment self was cuickband. It was too rigidly molded by lawsand formulae.

Great painting is mostly for the artist himself. He dreams his
dreams. He makes the vorld he needs to see. He communicates
not to individuals but to a new worl)A which he hopes will in-
clude you and me, or at least, part6 of us. Great art, then, is
not a communication between the art'ist and the present-day
4i ewer.

Goya and Daumier assumed that rotting bodies and stolid suffer- I
ing peasants were a part of the world the artists lived in. Theartists were not in their heart aloof from that world, though
they associated sometimes writh an upper middle class that %:s
aloof from it.
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Romantic painting was anti-Copernican. Man was at the center

of the world and was more involved in the world than the
Enlightenment elites had been, but still, the romantic artist
was chosen out ("elited") from that world more than the cooler
20th Century artists were. The cooler individuals did,
retain an ability to suffer as a part of nature and to under-
stand nature without trying to avoid it. The romantic painter,
however, remained impeious. He subdued nature to his inner eye.

Impressionism was really a late romantic movement. It gave a U
private momentary view of nature. For instance, Monet's many
paintings of the way he saw the light on Rouen Cathedral.
Impressionism was an encounter between artist and light, artistL
and place, time and inner mood. It was similar to Xirkegaard's
thinking. The romantic painter became conscious of the fact that
he was conscious. Van Gogh, as well as Freud, made conscious
to each individual the things that Viere already in that indivi-
dual's self.

Beaudelaire, like Proust, who followed him, looked at reality
from within the self of the artist. Such artists identifie
themselves with the light which pervaded the universe. In paint-
ing the light they painted themselves. in a sense, the universe
was orgranized and containcd within themselves. Lik -e , uh
an artist might say, "I am the way, the light, and the truth."

In the modern art of the mid 20th Century, ho;ever, man seeks
differently to control that world which he pervades. !:e seekz
to control it not as an individual, but as a member belonging
within the cntrolled landscape or machine itself, and be-
longing also to a society which informs that landscape thng an d
which supports the individual.

Modern painting presents many ways of looking at the world. It
is inter-disciplinary and inter-individual_. it really has no
perspective, however. It has lost any point-of-view. Tive artist
feels his painting tactilely from the inside, as if he were a
part of the painting--or t.e paint itself. He is nct merely
guiding the world, he is living it from inside the world's thinas
and objects. Cbjccts are now subjectively sensed, just as one
feels one's own existence subjectively.

For instance, in the Documenta III exhibit in Kassel, Germany, in
1964, there was a painting which covered the walls and ceiling of
a room. Colored fronds hung and dripped from the painting,
brushing against the viewers as they came into the room. The
viewers were inside the painting. The painting did not merely
throw light at them or keep them in one point-of-view position.
The painting reached out and touched them. In fact, it engulfed

A them, involved them within itself. In the same exhibit, another
work of art consisted of several canvases of various shapes which
projected upward frcm the floor. Spectators, under glaring lihts,-
walked among them puzzled as to their meaning. Each spectator then
followed a path which led up to a darkened balcony, from whie h he

hoked down and sa=w the work of art he had iust left.
of art now consitevd of Ceveral puzzeled spectators % L

strange shaped canvases.
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Romantic artis-ts were not brave enough to sense their world sub-
jectively; they had to keep the object out there in a different
world while they observed it. They were entertained; perhaps they
were pained, and they produced art which entertained or pained the
spectators. But both the artist and the spectator kept a self aloof
and unchanged. Perhaps their conviction of identity and autonomy was
so fragile they could not risk merging self with nature or art.

Romanticism was a revolt against Newton, who had so well ordered
the world and excluded subjective experiences. It was a revolt
against Descartes, who had divided the world into extension and
thought, and stood apart from it. The romantics, Wordsworth and
Keats, sought to grasp the world as i total harmony with the self, but
like romanticists and imperialists, they missionaried the world into 
being their own point of view of the *,.rld. They were imperiously
Platonic, like Marx. Marx was far from a humble empiricist, though the I
power of the humble people actually carried out his revolutions.

A 17th Century Dutch still-life or house interior excludes the artist's
self. It only shows the things we are all nostalgic about. lTuch of
it was photo art, not yet anachronistic, as such art came to be in the I
1800s. Rubens, in the Enlightenment, makes figures transcend the
local climate. They are ideal flesh and they belong to God, not to
Rubens. Romantic painters, however, going beyond the Enlightenrment,
made even a :till-lifc peculiarly their own.

Ingres is romantic. Even though he paints by academic rules of drafts-
manship, his own peculiar sell speaks through his art (e.g., le 3Ba.i
Turque). "is war not photo art for all its naturalistic accuracy of
image. Like othe, romantic painters who are full of contradictions,
Ingres' compulsive draftm..anship contradicts his personal feel for t:.c
living flesh. Goya's glinting feminine beauty contradicts his rotting
mutilations. These romantic contradictions were considered personal--
not really in the nature of things. The people of' romantic times
wanted to believe consistency and organization were in the nature of
things. 7£obachevsky's geometry in 1830 was entirely self consistent,
even though it broke violently with tradition. Post-organizat ion .'zi,
however, grew to a More obvious tolerance of inconsistencies. Existen-
tialism lives the contradictions in nature itself. Wittgenstein and
Russell accepted internal contradictions into their logic and mat-ematic:

Modernism, (cubism, existentialism) release man from the priscn of "
own image. The cubists got inside the images and depicted them as i
they were cool geometry. With the modernists, nature absorbed its
contemplator. Man became an aspect of nature, not a viewer of nature
nor a maker of nature.

Fautrier and others eliminate the self fr'om art by mass-producing and
"publishing" the same "original". As an important piece of his art,
the artist mizht, for instance, design a metal spool. Once the mea-
surements were given, a factory could mass-produce such spools--thus
eliminating the artist as a single person and eliminating the viewer
as a single peson wizh whom the artist is communicating at the moment.
n the ot'r Ind, when a spectator stood before a Rembrandt celf

-ortri it o ,- fore the Miona Lisa, the picture spoke only to him or to
his small group standing there. It became a conversation between A.im

and tne arti- That could not occur with a mass-produced print or

-~ - ~ -- ~ -- = - -~' -::-i



photo. It did not occur in a modern portrait unless the portrait
was really in the tradition of earlier times. Renoir straddles
the watershed here, but is mostly modern.

Dubuffet felt that materials were significant in themselves. Any
single action of the artist's hand and any stroke of the brush was
random, and therefore from the point of view of the cosmos, these _

motions were statistically fated. A picture, then, was painted by
confluence of randomness and had meaninL as a contribution to a
total world, however meaningless it may have been to a particular
viewer. The materials tfemselves were as much a part of the world's

-randomness as were the strokes of the brush.

=In addition, Dubuffet felt that anything could be produced from
anything else. There were no laws to isolate causes, rclations,
possessions, or successions. The simple presentation of taped
instructions to the truly automatic factory should produce any form
from any material.

In the Enlightenment world, objects organized in perspective space
were tragically isolated, aloof from tactile miscibility with other
bodies. In Elightezient painting or Rcma. tic painting, tc land-
scape was part of the being of the tree or man. The object-andscape
combinaticn had a meaning, and yet in any particalar landocarfe, ;
object was felt as very real--demonically. In modern art there is no
longer this tragic isolation of selves, no perspective, n dcff.-
entiation of forecround and background. There is no figure a.i .'t
ground. There is only the total image, and tC.t image includes even
the observer. This same feeling for .worl .ed Robbe- ,i_ to
say that the modern novel accepts the surface of things a6 s the
reality--not as a wask. In ther words, in accord with Srtrc or
Skinner, a man is his actions.

Until the end of the romantic age, the rules of perspective ... wed I
an artist to stay out of the painting (or the novel), Sinche was

only following the rules, not doing his ov.n thing. Acadenic formulae

in painting, and physical laws in science reject -the world as it is,
with its unique events, and helps msai to imagine that he contr-l!
nature. These laws a rules do not help him to live with nature.at..... Thesd lawssonality
When the artist no longer strives to bri-g in his ass-=ed peronality
to affect nature, then his view of nature no longer entangles nor
muddies up his thought ai.d perception with such notions as necessity,
chance, or free will in the self or in other things. Nlecessity, chance,
and free will then become contrived essences which make intelligible
in the realm of idea that which is si:nply existent.

Zola" tried to apply an objective aloofness as a creator to novel
writing, and thus to be scientific &nd to see the world as organized.
The author's individual psyche was a stage for all events, but in
modern life events go out in search of a sta;ge and will find one in-
dividual as a stage if they do not find another. Events are a part
of the psyche. Tne psyche is a part of event s. The play and the
novel affect reality, just as do drens. Faintings, trnsient_ thories
of economics, and principles of physics--like drea-ms--affect our _
nmodern reality.
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NOSOGENSIS--DEMONS, MICROBES, PSYCHES, POLITIES

By M. D. Parrish |m

People in olden times considered that demons caused all diseases. If they could
exorcize the demon, they could cure the problem. Sometimes, they discovered these
demons were next door neighbors in the form of witches. More usually, they were _invisible forces. Ing

Nineteenth Century scientists discovered that most of these demons were really mic-
robes. If they could get rid of W. tuberculosis, the microbe of tuberculosis, they
could cure the disease.

Twentieth Century physicians, however, found a person might carry microbes in his
body and not have any disease. Thus, a busy physician might harbor the microbes
of tuberculosis but never have any sytoms. A teenage girl living in a damp base-
ment, however, and trying to raise her second child, would die of tubercular "con-
sumption." Doctors also noticed that injuries often occurred because people were
accident prone. Some were prone perhaps, because they had an unconscious wish for
suicide; others because they drank too much beer. Some diseases such as peptic
ulcers, high blood pressure, and metabolic disturbances were associated with poor
work habits, over-eating, or bad sanitary practices. Thus, the demon seemed to be
not so much a microbe as the individual's own psyche. We needed to understand the
individual psychology behind the disease.

Today, we have gone further to notice that the demon is not so much the psychology
of the individual; it is more largely a set of political forces. These are forces
from pressure groups such as cigarette manufacturers who advertise that one should
smoke "for taste" or in order to become manly like ranch hands. Or perhaps one
should smoke Brand X because it contains less tar and nicotine so that it causes
less cancer and cardiovascular problems. Other public pressures result because
people want to distribute tax money to the research on some diseases but not on others.
The health insurance companies, as well as Medicare and Medicaid allow pay-offs for
the treatment of some diseases in preference to others, some classes of people in
preference to others. The pressures of income and the st "e-of-living benefits bring
many doctors to the wealthy north side of Chicago and el -ninate most of them from

-the poorer south side. The rise in malpractice suits and the federal control of
drug research rechannels the efforts of the practitioners and the teachers of med-
ical specialties. Health education, when supported in the public schools, affects
the prevention, the discovery, and the management of disease.

Can we add fluoride to the city water supply and thus prevent tooth cavities? That
depends on the political climate, not on the facts of biological science. How
much sex education can our children and adults obtain? Can practitioners use acu-
puncture and elctroshock treatment? Why must we avoid support to preventive medi-
cine and attend only to the attempts at curative medicine? Living habits and eating
habits are differert in the Orient because their culture is different from ours
and the things their politics tolerate are different. Consequently, they have more
liver disease than we do but less cancer of the colon and less heart disease.

Some political actions have been very hard to bring about--for instance: changes
in the competitive way of doing business or in the position of women, prohibition
of alochol, acceptance of mentally retarded, or effective preventive medicine. Other
actions have been easier--makinq buildings and curbs accessible to wheelchairs,
honest labeling of foods.

In the last century, the political pressure of the "edical profession brought con-
demnation to Dr. Semelweiss when he showed that women were dying after childbirth
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- . Anna and the Ego:

Notes From The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defense

By M. D. Parrish

"Primary process" is the thinking of the id--no synthesis of ideas, affucts easily dis-
placed, opposites not mutually exclusive. Condensation readily occura e.g. "snake" may I
be equivalent to phallus, danger, bestiality, pitiless aggression, mystic fascination.
A phobia may represent many symbolizations and adaptions which are incompatible in the
world of the conscious ego.

"Secondary process" is the thinking of the ego. It is strictly conditioned by the
practical physics of nature, by the grammar of language and culture, and by the moral-
istic demands of the superego.

Id impulses which are in hax-mony with the ego readily get into ego thought. (Ego syn-
tonic impulses). But conflictual impulses cause ego to invade id with the purpose of
putting the impulses permanently out of action by defense mechanisms. Accordingly, the
observation of ego behavior reveals the id impulses as modified by defense mechanisms and
thus we can see the total personality better than we can when the ego's influence is
largely set aside by hypnosis, drugs, or mass hysteria

Mental mechanisms are best studied when in process of disintegration. For instance, if

the ego's mild homosexual desires make the individual anxious that he may actually de-
part from his own traditional sexual ideas, then he may by the mechanism of projection .
become aggressive against real h oexual. The stronger his own homosexual desires
ecome, the more aggressively his ego projects them on to other people. Eventually he

may think that all his old acquaintances have become homosexual and are planning to rape
him.

Analytic Techniques. Ego analysis is analysis of the resistance the individual puts up
against; (1) a change in personality, (2) an expression of id impulses, (3) the memory of
id activities or impulses.

MaTr2s Under hypnosis the ego is essentially eliminated and id-like impulses are seen
directly. Formerly the therapist introduced the revived material to the ego and the
symptom disappeared. But the ego never tolerated the disruption longer than the support
of the therapist lasted. After that, the ego again established the defense mechanisms.

Free Association. Here the client becomes practiced at saying whatever pops into his mind,
thus the ego eliminates itself. It doesn't criticize the associations. Though impulses
are invited to arise, the repeated refusal of gratification may encourage the ego to
put up resistances which choke and modify the flow from the id. The therapist using this
technique concentrates alternately an id content and on resistance (ego activity).

1he unconscious contents of the ego have no tendency at all to rise spontaneously into
slips of the tongue, sudden whims and hunches, etc. as may the content4 of the id. There-
fore, we must reconstruct the ego from its influence on the individual's associations:
(1) First we discover the fundamental defense mechanism, (2) then undo what the defense
mechanism has done; restore what repression has eliminated from the interview... (3) then
return to the contents of id and repeat the procedure.

ieranofDre . The ego is largely suspended during dreaming and the consequent
id expressions may be remetbered for awhile into wakening life. The therapist's in- -

terpretation of symbols from drea~s (or other sources) yields a short cut to the uncon-
-cous. But no deeper understanding of the patients psychology is gained.
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Observation of Parapraxes. These are slips of the tcnque and lapses of memoy. Their

value is rather small.

Analysis of Transference. All impulsive thoughts and actions concerning the therapist

which the client experiences and which are not newly created by the objective (real)

relation to the doctor, are the result of early object relations now revived by the rep-

etition compulsion. After perhaps forgetting some of the qualities of his former feelings

the client repeats his childhood relationships as if they were new, and thus avoids the

real world's new feelings and understandings. He need only enjoy or fear what

he has always enjoyed or feared, thus gain some measure of emotional control over his

old traumas. In a sense he is able to re-dream his old joys and conflicts. The therapist

is always alert to the feelings and acts to which the individual repeatedly returns--as

if there were some unresolved fascinations about those things.

Transference of Libidinal Impulses. The client in therapy originally has libidinal im-

pulses of love, hate, jealously, anxiety, etc. toward people and objects of his past.

The problematic parts of these feelings are inaccessible to consciousness by any direct

approach. If the therapist merely attends closely to the verbally and nonverbally ex-

pressed feelings of the client however, the client will eventually transfer many of these

libidinal izmpulses unto the therapist himself. Thus, these feelings out of the past be-

gin to underlie the relationship in the interview between client and therapist. In this

way they are accessible to discussion within the interview. At the same time these
libidinal impulses usually constitute the client's strongest resistance toward any change

in his way of thinking or feeling. It seems as if the id were planning to stop the pro-

gress of therapy by falling in love with the therapist or by trying to murder the therap-

etc, Nevertheless, the client sometimes feels the transferred affect as an intrusive
foreign body. He resists this affect. The therapist may have to bring it to light by

insistance on free-association. If the therapist and client cooperate properly and put I
the affect back in the past where it belongs, then the client is released from a present

impulse which is alien to the ego. Analysis may then go on a 'further step. This sort of N
analysis however has observed the id action only.

Transference of Defenses. The client also transfers long-ago-distorted id impuises-ipulses

upon which the ego has already applied defense mechanisms. Here the therapist attempts

to trace -he true id impulse by analysis of the defense. It is best to uncover the defense

work which originally went on when the impulse was first handled in childhood. The ther-

apist attempts to learn the history of all the tramforMa44Aons t)0g which the instinct

has passed to the present time.

The client does not feel that this transference of dgfense mechanism is a foreign body

because the form in which it reaches consciousness is ego-syntonic, that is, it is in

harmony with the ego. All necessary distortio-'s of censorship, have been accomplished

long ago. By rationalization, for instance, the client may have covered up the dis-

crepancies between cause and effect which might maki it easy for an observer (or for the

client himself) to see that the transference has no objective or present justification.

In these cases it is even harder to get the client to cOperate. The ego is opposed to

mcovering all of its past work, thus it becomes. necessary to do uharacter analyiis"-
That is to bring into conscious awareness the habittisl poses and behavi'or pattrs which

have now become unconscious character traits.

Acting in the Transference. Here the patient steps outsid e analytic interview. The
ego has its normal amount of control and the therapit sees 4, ego, and sijpego ;n their

._elative strengths not restricted by the free-assQ.atZOn zV* of ana.ysis nor by the
therapist-patient relationship.

-
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Actirg in Transference cont'd.

In other words it becomes a sort of social relationship or at best, a business relation-
ship. Nevertheless, it is only in the analytic situation that therapeutic influences
can be brought to bear and that the unconscious ca become conscious. Acting withi" the
transference situation is most difficult to deal with. (Note that group therapy can often
get around this problem because the client is facing the pressures of a group rather tha, ;
a single therapist who must avoid direct coercion of the patient).

7hus, both the id unconscious and the ego unconscious can be brought to light through
analysis of the transference, but ego unconscious is harr to deal with.

1he analyst strives to make conscious all material in all three structures of the psyche--id,
ego, superego.

The material which allows for analysis of the ego appears as resistance to id analysis.
7he resistance is applied against the personality of the taerapist because the therapist
uses his personality to induce the client to observe the rule of free-association in
analysis and thus to produce material from the id.

Permanent defense phenomena are habitual body postures, habitual mental attitudes or persona]
peculiarities such as stiffness, arrogant behavior, etc. (similar to Wilhelm Reich's char-
acter armor). When these defenses are traced to their historical source, they recover
their mobility and cease to block by their fixation the analyst's access to- the present
defensive operations of the ego. Although these 'character" resistances are only a part
of the patient's resistance to change, they are the hardest part to remove. Most analysts
attack these defenses only when other defenses have been at least temporarily ironed out.

The hysterical client generally uses repression or denial as a defense. He excludes from
consciousness the ideas representing sexual impulses. Ideas (&rising in free-association)
which put the ego on the defense are simly dismissed or blocked. The client becomes
silent and feels a blank in consciousness. Repression means that he is unaware that he
is avoiding anything. If he were aware, he would be suppressing rather than repressing.

The obsessional client generally uses isolation as a defense. He remves instinctual
impulses from their context while retaining them in consciousness . He severs the links
between the associations. He isolates ideas from their appropriate affects.

When the client resists his proper affective reactions, then the analyst analyzes this
resistance first before proceeding with the further analysis of the transference. Trying
to make the client use proper affect may produce a hatred towards the analyst which looks
like a transference hatred but actually such resistance can be expected toward anything
which would cause emotion to arise in this kind of patient.

The obsessional client also finds it easy to use reversal as a mechanism. He turns un-
welcom implses into their qpposites.

T2he defense mechanism: (1) regression, (2) repression, (3) reaction-formation, (4) iso-

*lation, CS) undoing. (6) projection, (7) introjection, (8) turning against the self,
() reversal, (10) sublimation (6 isplacement of instinctual ai s--ually in a socially
acceptable manner-).

MV
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Comparison of results obtained by different mechanisms. A certain girl has penis envy a: -

jealousy cf other family metbers repeatedly excited by her mother's successive pregnancies
which bring on new brothers and sisters to compete with the girl for mother's love and j
which also remind her that father has complete sexual possession of mother's body. This
girl hate-loves her mother. First mechanism: displacement. She shows love for her
mother but always manages in the same day to show hatred for some other -joman. Second
mechanism: turning against the self. 7he girl turns her hate inward accusing herself and
feeling inferior, she surrenders her own wishes to the demands made by others. Third 4
mechanism: projection. She feels that others hate her, but there is nothing wrong with
herself. She thus becomes paranoid and the ego feels relieved of any sense of guilt.
Fourth mechanism: repression--a hysterical mechanism. fle girl obliterates from conscious-
ness the penis envy and the hatred of mother. Impulses which might seep past this re-
pressive attempt, may be (I) transformed into somatic symptoms such as paralysis of an ant
which .ight have struck her mother or they may be 2) developed into a phobia which avoidv "

occassions that might reactivate the confict.
iMY own view of hy- ja is that it is essentially an avoidance of a particular feeling

or thought by flooding the situation with different feelings. Thus a girl conflict-
fully attracted sexually towards her father might flood herself with feelings of mourn-
ing for some minor boyfriend or she might even tease her father sexually and than flee
from him allowing his to have all the sexual feelings. Zin either case she is generating
feelings somewhere which are covering up the real feelings).

Fourth mechanism. reaction-formation--an obsessional mechanism. Reaction-formation may
prevent the return of the repressed hatred and penis envy. The girl might show excessive
tenderness toward her mother and take ceremonial precautionary measures for her mother's
safety. The girl might impose a strict moral code upon herself preventing the show of
any sexual impulse. The bigger the impulse becomes: the stricter the code becomes.

Te mechanisms o.f defense thus enable confli cts to remain repressed but they comit the
ego to a pre-occloation with the mechanisms themselves. Anxiety is relieved at the cost
of the curtailment of free creativity and appropriate bestowal of affect. Repression is
usually the first mechanism employed and then another mehanism is used to continue the
anti-cathexis (i.e. the taking away of emotional energy from the repressed material).
Repression acts once only but the auxiliary mechanisms require continuous expenditure of
enrgy-

The mechanism of sublimation pre-suppcses the existance of socially determined values
since here the ego takes up an exercise which is approved by society. Consequently, I
sublimation can't be used until later in life then social values have become important

and well undtrstood.
In neurosis which have their beginning in adult life, it is usually the superego which
dictates what is to be considered dangerous. Frequently sexuality and aggression are
prohibited in this manner. Consequently. s preveition of neurosis is possibli if the
child is allowed to develop a rather mild s=_weregos Parents should not set up a strict
moral code izp2ssible to practice. ,e child's aggressiveness should have some outlets
to the external world and not be forced inzard upon the self.

The effect of analytic therapy is to bring back into consciousness the instincts and the
affects which were warded off by the mechanisms of defense. Removal by analysis of a
defense motivated by the superego will prodaue guilt (superego anxiety) which then can
be handled in the interview situation. Pmovable of a defense motivated by the outside
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world will produce an objective anxiety (i.e. a fear of impending punishment from society,
The removal of a defense motivated by dread Qf the strength of instincts will produce
an invasion of the ego by i derivatives without opposition, thus strong aggressive c f
sexual appetites may appear in the interview.

It is easiest to resolve superego anxiety. Here the transference phenomenon enables the
therapist-patient team to analyze the identifications with past people upon which the
defense is based. The patient retiring from his attachment to the therapist as if the

= therapist were an overweening conscience allows also the retiring from the long-ago in-
corporated overweening conscience fr6m parents etc. The reduction of the superego's
strictness reduces the necessity for defenses against the superego.

It is hardest to resolve a defense prompted by the patient's dread of the strength of
his own instincts. There is some danger that the analysis will annul the defense with-
out being able to take care of the upwelling instincts; control may then deteriorate.
This is in contrast to the analysis of defenses prompted by the superego where the re-
leasing of instincts to consciousness results in better control.

In psychotic patients the ego usually needs a little more strength but the analysis may
- allow the ego to be overwhelmed by instincts instead of strengthed by making the instincts
- more conscious. Accordingly, the patient breaks down. He may deteriorate to a level of

- : simple schizophrenia or hebephrenia where he is not unhappy but his mind is throttled
by some mechanisms of defense which enable the patient to get along at a lower level of
feeling and creativity (creativity is impaired because the patient does not dare to ex-
plore through all of his thoughts in a free-associative manner lest some instincts over-
whelm him).

In the process of breaking down, the patient reveals what an overwhelmed ego is like.
Here, the picture is similiar to a fight. There are hallucinations, sweating, delusions,
pre-occupations with eating, u th sex, with homosexual ideas, with violence, etc. Any
of these manifestations may the selves be defenses (e.g. against aggression, suicide,
depression, sexual behavior, etc.)

Consider the following conflicts: Ego-id (hysterical or obsessive-compulsive), ego-
superegcF (me ancholia), ego-outside world (infantile animal phobia). In these conflicts
the ego seeks to repudiate a part of its own psyche.

Child Analysis. A child's affects often betray themselves against his will. .his may
make child analysis easier if the therapist will only devote himself to it.

In Sigmond Freud's case of "Little Hans", the c - loved his mother, was jealous of his
father, aggressive towards his father, and thus had a conflict with his natural love for~his father. Thus he also had a castration anxiety--fearing that his father might mutilate

him sexually. The child's mechanisms of defense were: (1) displacement of fear .from
father to horses khis anxiety animal); (2) reversal of his own threat to the father into
anxiety lest he himself should be attacked by the father; (3) reggression to oral feelings

in his fear of being bitten-i.e. his fear of horses. Oral activity such as biting or
sucking is considered more baby-like than striking, kicking or debating.

Anxiety attacks were avoided, however, by the mechanism of phobia. He refused to go out
of doors where he might find horses. His pre-occupation with such a fear could subsitut
for his fear of father's retribution even if the father were actually present.

._ - - _ = :- - - _-, 7
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r 4In the analysis of "Little Hans", Freud reversed the defense mechanisms. He disassociated
Han's anxiety from horses, traced it to his father and then discussed it. The anxiety
allayed and shown to be without objective foundation. Han's love for mother was than ftee
to revive and reach conscious expression. Such love was no longer dangerous since cast- H
ration fear was gone. There was no further need for the regression to oral feelings so
the patient returned to the phallic stage. This was essentially a cure.

Since his penis remained small however, and his mother still nursed his sister, Hans
developed two daydreams: (1) that he had a lot of children which he cleaned at the '4
toilet, and (2) that the plumber took off his penis and buttocks to give him better ones.
Thus he denied reality by means of fantasy--transforming reality to suit his own wishes
before he accepted it. Of course he knew that these were only daydreams They did not last
all day. Nevertheless, they allowed him to mull ever his feelings, and to get some comfort-
ing control of them. L

Denial in Word and Act. A walking stick or a uniform may help a boy to act like a man.
A toy electric train lets him feel he can control the world. The child may attach him-
self to an adult's hat and carry it everywhere. This is not obsessive compulsive, it is
merely denial in act of his own littleness. The defense is not (as is neurosis) aimed
at instinctual life, but rather at the outside world which inflicts the frustration. Re-
pression is a denial of what is within (instincts). Denial-in-fantasy, or denial-in-word
and act, are denials of what is outside the individual.

Denial in word and act is limited by the ego's reality testing ability. if it occurs
in an older person, the denial may be incompatible with reality. One or the other may
then be discarded. It must be remembered that in the child's world there are many things
which are completely incompatible. For instance, he may see small people in a three-inch
canoe out on the river, yet his parents tell him that they are normal sized people in a
normal canoe. He may see distant trees and buildings moving backwards as he rides down
the highway. His parents tell him that they are not moving at all. His parents also
tell him the moon is bigger than he is etc. By the time he is an adult the child has gone- against the evidence of his senses, and has accepted a social teality reinforced by all
the adults around him. Thus his fantasies and denials seem abnormal even to him.

Restriction of the Ego. A child who was at first interested in drawing refused to draw
when another drew with him, and did it better. By avoiding drawing, he decreased the
range of exercise of his ego and gave it less challenge to meet.

The free-associations of clients in analysis reveals that often the sight of another
person's superior achievement may give the same feeling as the sight of a penis larger

= than the patient's own. These avoidances and these feelings of inferiority are easily
reversible in children. True neurosis, however, is not easy to reverse.

Ego restriction amounts to the warding off disagreeable external impressions in the present
because they might result in revival of similar impressions from the past. Neurotic
inhibition however, is a defense against translationointo action of some prohibited in-
stinctual impulse. A client avoids the anxiety-aniv~al in order to prevent the welling up
of aggressive impalses which would arise in himself.

S Identification with the Aggressor. Identification is part of the superego activity, and
therefore is a mechanism of defense against instinct, but it is also a mechanism against
external danger.
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A boy who had been hurt by the dentist cut up pencils, string, etc. when he came into the
psychiatrist's office. Thus he identified with aggression though not especially with
dentistry.

A girl asked her analyst personal questions and became angry at receiving no answer. She
critized her analyst for being secretive. The fact is, she was secreting part of her own
thoughts from the analyst and feelin% guilty about it, she projected the behavior onto I
her analyst. The stereotyped accusations against the analyst came at times when the

analyst approached most closely to the girls secret material.

The analysis of "identification with the aggressor" enables us to distinguish between
anxiety attacks in the transference and out-bursts of aggression in the transference.
When genuine unconscious aggressive impulses are revealed to the patient in analysis the
damned-up affect relieves itself through abreaction in the transference. If the aggression
is due to the client's identification with what he supposes to be the analyst's criticizm
however, the aggression will not be effected by the client's giving it concrete expression
and abreacting it. As long as the unconscious impulses are prohibited, the aggression
increases. Such aggression can be cured by dissipation of the dread of punishment and of
the superego.

A Form of Altruism. A girl, when young, wanted fine clothes. She suppressed this desire
when older and saw to it that others hdd fine clothes. She became an excellent match
for other people's love affairs. When a boy called at her house, she was disappointed to
find that he was not calling for her, but for her sister. Nevertheless, she bustled around
getting her sister prettied-up so the boy and sister would enjoy each other. All this is
vicarious enjoyment in others (by projection) what the superego has denied her. Analysis
of such altruism reveals the origin of the defense .tas an infantile conflict with parental
authority over some form of gratification. Aggressive impulses against parents are then
prohibited as long as there is concern about getting the patients own wishes, but the
aggression gets free reign when the wishes are ostensively someone elses.

Ego and Id at Puberty. Pregenital sexuality begins at birth, but is over-shadowed by
genital sexuality from puberty to the climacteric. After this pregenital sexuality once
more comes into its own. Infancy, puberty, and climacteric are times when a relatively
strong id confronts a relatively weak ego. The id remains at about the same strength
through life except for the surge of genital impulses at puberty. The ego, however, from
infancy to puberty, increases in knowledge and power.

Infantile neurosis arises from conflict between instinct and the acute objective anxiety
coming from the external world. This conflict produces the ego. At this point, there-
fore, the usual adult neurosis pitting instinct against rigid ego does not yet exist.

- About age 5, the extent and quality of the ego is set. It has decided how much of in-
stinct shall be gratified and how much suppressed. It has developed patience at delay in
gratification. Now the latency period begins. There is a physiological decline in the
strength of instinct. The ego becomes stronger in relation to the world. Dependence de-
creases; object-love is replaced by identification. Principles and ideals from conscience
(superego) takes the place of anxiety from the objective world. Thus .juilt developes.

Then puberty comes to upset the balance. Instincts are physiologically increased and in-
fantile sexuality reappears with oral and anal impulses. Oedipal wishes are undisguised,
castration fear and penis envy reappear. Habits of cleanliness achieved in latency de-
teriorate to habits of dirt and disorder. Hostility, aggression, and arbivalence increase.
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But now the ego cannot tas in child) give in to strong instincts because the superego
would then produce to much quilt and anxiety. The ego at this point attempts to preserve
the character which has been developed in the latency period. The ego may now develop
ascetic traits with an accentuation of neurotic symptoms in an attempt to ward off the
id's pressure toward perverse sexual activity, aggression, criminal behavior and wild
fantasy. The id, if victorious, produces a riot of uninhibited instinctual gratification.
The ego if victorious, solidifies the personality into the character of the latency

period which confines instincts within the narrower limits of child life and no use can
be made of the increased libido. There is constant expenditure of energy in defense
mechanisms.

Asceticism and Intellectuality. Two attitudes the ego often adopts towards instincts at
puberty. Asceticism is a defense against the quantity of instinct; for instance, the in-
dividual may give up not merely dancing and association with the opposite sex but also
sleep, defecation, warm clothes, etc. In true neurosis there is a compromise. The id
is assuaged as well as the ego. The adolescent ascetic, however, leaves no loophole for
subsitutive gratification. Recovery from asceticism may produce an outburst of gratifi-
cation activity but if the ego is strong enough to carry through its repudiation of all
instinct, a catatonic-like condition occurs. The result is not normal puberty but psychosis.

Intellectuality in adolescence is not connected closely with reality. It exhibits "wisdom"
but does not have action as its aim. It examines and plays with the instincts rathe r
than avoiding them completly. But, it examines them distantly and with no intention to
put them into action. Intellectualization wipes some of the affect off of instinctual
processes and links them up with ideas. It thus renders those processes accessible to
consciousness and amenable to control.

As long as the adolescent maintains fair relationships with others, his asceticism or
intellectuality appears normal. But if these defenses become narrowly intense and begin
to isolate the adolescent then they border on psychosis.

The ego then is not a structure inside the individuals mind as his memories or instincts
are sometimes conceived to be. Rather, the ego is a systematic set of interactions be-
tween the individual's internal psychic forces such as memories and his external envir-
onmental forces such as the constraints of weather, authority, gravity etc. The ego is an
interforce of a boundary which gair fairly permanent functions such as filtering and
transforming of forces. This interforce and thus the ego and its functions may be altered I
by the stylish fads of social opinion, hypnosis, drugs, education, psychotherapy. The
ego functions have been classified into stereotypical defenses against anxiety in the
individual. In later psychological theory these functions may also be seen as defenses
against the society's anxiety. I
Reference: Anna Freud: The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defense London, Hogarth 1936
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By M.D. Parrish

Freud Anna: The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defense (1936) London, Hogarth 1954. A review
of some of Sigmund Freud's important theraputic and psychic structual concepts plus an
organization and explication of the mechanisms of defense against anxiety--regression, re-

- pression, reaction-formation, isolation, undoing, projection, introjection, turning against
the self, reversal, sublimation (displacement of instinctual aims.) But emphasis is on
analysis of the ego.

Klein, Melanie: Constributions to isychonalysis (1921-1945) London, Hogarth, 1948. Melanij
is big in England--seems most big in the Tavistock School of Psychonalysis, while Anna Freuc
is big in the Maudsley. Yet bQth ladies developed ego psychology in contract to "id psy-
chology". Melanie is hard to read; better read her chief interprator, Fairbairn:

Fairbairn, W. Ronald D: Psychoanalytic Studies of Personality, London, Tavistock, 1952,
(chap. 7), Sigmund Freud felt the id produced the subjective sensations of the self (ego)

as a decisive and willful observer. The id comprised the organism's instinctual somatic
needs aroused by gonadic activity and by the environment's stimulation of maturing
erotogenic zones (muzzle area, anal, genital). The id activity was a manifistation of the
tendency of the organism to seek relief from tension (to seek somatic homeostasis or equi-
librium). Freud considered this activity gratifying and called it the "pleasure principle".
It was a seeking for short-term adjustnments within the organism.

The ego was Freud's const~ruct for the interface between these internal needs of soma and
the demands of the external environment. The ego adhered in large measure to the "reality

principle"--a practical long-term adjustment of the whole organism to the external envi-
ronment. Thus Freud's ego came into being automatically as the developing internal needs
faced the external environmental needs. The ego was a filter working partly by habit
outside of immediate awareness and partly by conscious perceptions and decisions. ThuS
Freud's ego existed for the sake of the soma.

Fairbairn would concede that certain somatic functions and certain chemical affinities,
etc. were prerequisite for the 9xistence of the individual. But they we re not the object
of life any more than breathing was the object of life. Fairbairn took the goal-oriented
view rather than the survival-oriented view. He said the human organism's aim .at every
stage of development was to maintain relationships with other human beings. The'rplation-
ship itself was the primary aim; not one's use of the other person to obtain ones own
somatic satisfaction.

Two possible views today:

(1) Out of some explosion which formed the sun many electrons, etc., hap-hazardly formed
into amino acids, etc. which eventually chanced upon the ability to reproduce themselves
in organized forms. This reproductive ability became a need of the forms themselves, and
finally developed psyches which now serve to further the reproduction of the race of so..as
not primarily to reproduce a certain molecule, but to reproduce the race even at the ex- -i

'pense of some molecule. -

(2) In the course of astronomical and biological history, psyches were developed. These
psyches, by interaction with each other, were able to create new relationships, new ap-
preciations, new knowledge, new games, and processes. This creativity became a need of

the psyches themselves. The psyches eventually developed social institutions which now
serve to further the creative relationships and the progress of the race of psyches--not
primarily to reproduce certain somas. I
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hus in the second view (2) the social instittions exist for the sake of the psyches.
ithough the psyches could not; survive without the somas, the somas themoolvas or* a
acondary conaern for the second view (2).

n the first view (1) the psyches exist for the sake of the somas. Although the somas V
Snot survive without the moleculos, these inolocules are a secondary concern ini the

4rst view. Thiis emphasis on tho psJycho or: cvcn on higjher biological. typos is ca ried
arthor by-

a) Teilharci de Chardin, kiorre: ilia Phen~omenon of Man, 1955 N.Y. Harper, 1955 Cf. e.g.
174-184.

D) Schroodinger, rrwin: What 1.s Life, Cambl]r3.dca, 1967, Cf. esp. pp' 93-96. Blut those
two thinkers went for beyond ego p.-sychology.

ius Fairbairn and many other "ago psychologists" deny or neglect the id instincts , the.
leasuro principle, Uhe death w'is~h, etc. Fairbairn e).p.lains behavior ultimately in pry,-
iological torms irnsteadl of in somnatic or physiological tezms. 'ili soma does nlot dhrcctJ~y
6fect the ego, rather the cro srvlc'1 , its own "pleasure" frorm relations with oh.r.It
-ver becomes independent. As in the infant, it is most concerned with being loved and catredi
2r by parents. Then it learns to ygiva love, and in conicerned that such Tcva b,,. apprce-

Mz,2~d. lta ater stage, it extrudis thc- infantiln derocndency, and no 1ongntr i.cnrtiltiez
...fwith the parent iniziq.2. 'Finally it; ictcally devolop3 interdependent relations w.'Ith

i:or s equal extcrnal colleagues ratLcr than as internal' ininc-as. Thstrestacies,
clevaolopnient correspond roughly to 'roud's oral, anal, and genital stages. The eego

:ychiologists, however, see these labels as only svi-tolic, for those thezrists concern thecv-
-lyes pri.rarily with the psychic intaraction with others. The second stage (anlal) for
.stance, is only metaphorically an extrusion of the parent; it; is not neccssarily tied toj
ftual defecation.

Jrbairn's ego identified itself with frustrating or attractive objects (people),. and
'entu~ally internaalize~d thm--uc:ll';Ciou~;ly mnodifyinlg Uhe Cego itself inl aCcOrd With L!C.
ijects. T!his behavior is similar to that of Fraud's ecto which identifies itself with
Le agressor, flotias an ego ideal, internalizes the ideal person as a "superego" which acts5

aguide to behavior and thought.

ain, Fairbairn, Federn, rind other ego psychologists will see schizophrenia as developing
-om the pationt's strugiglc with a great cinal of hat~e for a person he can't afford to

~e. le pli~s he ad object,- nd foeli:;as from the good, projocts the bad ziway from
mself and on to other persons; he than handles the bad by proiectiv? AidntifIcation (l-c.in)
.0 schiizophrenic's problem Ais how to love wiahouL eestroyjuci tho loved on~e b-y poisonous
ve. The dopressive's problem is how to love without destroying the lovedS ane by hate.

rhapDS the most distinct difference in the mental postures of the schizophrenic and the
steric is: ..,The hysteric achieves inastery by over -evalyltting aln external objenct. Ilcaen
1atches on to that object and lives vicariously through the feelings he stimulates in
a object. The true hystoi (according to this view) -has no feelings of his own; he
Snds it important to got others E5 have feelings. This is the method of the dramatic actor,
1 bixh.ibitionisto the blackmailer, the teaser, and even bom~etimes the worker who works only

*please the boss, or works badly in order to plague the bass.

day the neurological-syndro'nes manifested by F;oud's patiionts are no lonqor ;zyular;
ey attract little attentions So the poychotic picture has become more popular fer hys~
r ics. (They have a sort of social instinct for what will make the strongast impression).

Best Available Copy
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So the patient watches the effect of his osichosis on the doctor and the family.

Federn, Paul: Ego Psychology and Psychosis, N.Y. Basic Books, 1952--more of the above
with fairly clear explication of analysis and treatment. It is well written but Federn
thinks he can reason a paranoid person out of his paranoia. In this he is unique.

Therapy for these ego psychologists 4oes not consist merely of bringing to conscious aware-
ness the unconscious personal taboos, drives, and prejudices which are crippling the patient
ability to survive happily as an organism, but rathcr, ego therapy seeks to improve and
make conscious the patient's adjustment to other people. The emohasis is still on the in-
dependent individual and his ability to form relationships. It is not upon treating the
interpersonal relationship itself, (first between th,'ra"ist and patient, and then between
patient and others) . Thiat emphasis remained for tLe inpersonal psychiatry of Sullivan,
Fromm-Reichmann, Searles, Will, Rioch, etc. Ego psychology is certainly not concerned with
treating group relations or social structures. Th-at remains for the corinunity psychiatrist
and social psychologist such as Caplan, Rioch, Glass, flansell, Scheff, Satir, Maxwell J
Jones, and Ross Speck.7

Hartmann, H.: Kris and Loewenstein: Com:ments on the Formation of Psychic Structure.
Psychoanalytic study of the Child, Vol. 2, international Universities Press, 1946.

Usually in any conflict one element of the psyche finds itself on one side of the conflict,
thus in conflict between eatinq a sundae and dieting, the id may side with the desire for
the sundae and the ego may side with dieting, or in cases where the diet is only to please

a parent or wife, the superego may side with the diet,

In animals instincts deal directly with reality. In man the ego mediates. (A social psy-
chiatrist would say, the concept of animal is a social construct. In order to arrange
the iituals az.d needed prejudices, a society needs some sub-human construct such as dogs,
blacks, women, laymen, patients, customers, etc. They are all equivalent to "animals" ir.
the same sense that the theorist imputes psychic structures to organisms he does not really
understandl.

When permanent objects are formed, (such as a loved mother), then transient objects and
methods must suffer. Thus, a child may restrain himself from defecating at certain times
because mother wouldn't like it. Aggression and love are not inborn instincts as Freud
says they are. menninger thinks everione is at heart a murderer; therefore, a weakening
of the ego (e.g. through alcohol) produces a real murder. Accordingly, murderers ought l
to be treated. H K and L think a big murderous impulse de elos because of certain kinds -

of encouragement and frustration the person got in his upbringin. The responsibility
may not be 100% on the individual, it may be partly in the family and the culture. Anger 
or aggression is a defense against anxiety (from frustration) and perhaps should be in- i_

cluded with denial, displacement, projectJn, etc. as a mechanism of defense.

*-it
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Matthew D. Parrish

I. BELL, George M.: A Mental Hospital With Open Doors, International Journal of Social
Psychiatry, 1: 42-48, 1955

- This article describes Dingleton Hospital, a 400 bed "State hospital" in Melrose, Scot-
land. Shortly after World War II it became the first mental hospital--containing all
varieties of psychiatric problems--.to open all its doors. There were no locked wards.
This act had to be coordinated socially and politically with the local community of Mel-
rose. Apparently it is the tolerance in the staff and in the cozmnunity which determines
whether doors can be opened. Itis not merely the intensity of the patients illness.

2. GOFFMAN, E.: "Characteristics of Total Institutions", Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research, Symposium on Preventive and Social Psychiatry, April 15-17, 1957, Washing-
ton, D.C. Government Printing Office

This paper was later put into a book by Goffman as follows:

GOFFMAN, E.: Asylums, New York; Doubleday, 1961

Total institutions are such things as ships at sea, boarding schools, prisons, military
training camps, state hospitals or nursing homes. These institutions govern almost every
aspect of a member's daily life. Their effect upon most patients is more powerful in the
long run than is the effect of early training or intrinsic disease.

3. GRUENBERG, Ernest M.: The Social Breakdown Syndrome--Some Origins, American Journal
of Psychiatry, 123: 1481-1489, January, 1967

The author describes social breakdown syndrome as a common situation where the patient is
unable to get along in society. This syndrome is very much the same whether the patient
is "normal" or a character disorder, a schizophrenic, a manic depressive, a mentally re-
tarded individual, a senile person, etc. The author describes the development or "patho-
genisis" of the syndrome. The basis of the syndrome is a discrepancy between what a perso
can do and what he is expected to do. Society assumes that the discrepancy is due to the
persons own peculiarity. Society m.nages the "patient" by giving him a "dliagnosis" such
as "not right in the head" or "schizophrenic" but medical staff and society seem not to
worry so much about the diagnostic label as about making sure that it is understood that t
patient, himself, must carry the burden for the discrepancy in both his own thinking and
the thinking of his immediate society. Society can of course distance itself still furthe
from any burden by looking hard for bio-chemical or physical mechanisms inside the patie.it
which caused the patient to be "not right in the hiead". It may be possible to remove the
discrepancy between society's expectancy and the latient's ability by discovering the bio-
chemical problem and altering it inside the patient. The practitioner faced with a partic j
ular patient however can only go as far as modern chemistry, physics, etc. has progressed i
this matter. Once that point has been reached--perhaps by getting the patient on his prop -:
dose of medication, then the practitioner is faced wizh the problem of reorienting lay
people to a more realistic view of this patient's capacity. In addition, the patient him-
self must be given a conflict-reducing interpretation cf his own handicap. Thus, the prac
titione, should increase the patient's own responsibility for himself. Furthermore, the
ties to family, occupation, recreation, church, etc. must be protected and nutured. The ZE
practitioner or team which takes responsibility for improving the patient must provide a
continuity of watchful intervention in the complex of lay and professional supports with-
in the community--in-patient, out-patient, day care, sheltered shop, foster family, church
street gang, social.club, lodge, etc. Such services were developed in Britian around the
concept of the "open hospital" a few years before the advent of modern tranqilizers. The
services effected a remarkable decrease in new chronic cases of social breakdown, but the
.. ..r ven of tranquilizers easily overshadowed that work probably because the profes-
sional, and perhaps the lay society, was made very uncomfortable by the notion that the

_ _ _ 5JA
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problem and the burden might not lie entirely within the patient.

4. ARTISS, K. L.: Human Behavior Under Stress: Combat to Social Psychiatry, Nil. Med.

128: 1011-1015 October, 1963

Psychiatric breakdown of an individual in combat parallels the external stress as de-

termined by the pressure of weather, enemy fire, etc. versus the social morale of the 
I

group with which the individual identifies himself. Such breakdown does not parallel the

problem of the individal's pre-combat life. (Past personal history consists of change- A

able relationships among transactional systems not a simple chain of psychodynamic caus- I
ation). In combat the patient zeceives ivnediate, proximate and expectant treatment. He

is treated before symptoms becoma ritualized. The symptoms arize as a meaningful trans-

acticn with the combat milieu. The meaning of individual and of symptom can be altered if

treated within that milieu. The individual is usually given three days of rest (controlled

regression) to allow replenishment of his exhausted endocrine system. But staff and pa-

tien-.s alike e the individual to return to normal functioning. This social expecta-

tion controls the regression and rate of recovery.

In order to effect this treatment the Army provides a fully trained psychiatrist to every

combat division (15,000 soldiers). This psychiatrist acts as consultant to the division's

comanders and as supervisor for the para-professionals. only three medical specialists

are placed with the combat division--Viz, psychiatry, aviation medicine, public health med- -

icine. These three are effectively preventive.

5. SCHEFF, T. J.: The Role of the Mentally Ill and the Dynamics of Mental Disorder, .

Sociometry, 26: 436-453, December, 1963

A sociological theory of chronic mental disorder. Socially deviant behavior is analyt-

ically separable from endopsychic problems.

6. RIOCH, David McK: Communication in the Laboratory and Communication in the Clinic,

Psychiatry, 26: 209-221, August, 1963

The laboratory's commmuication utilizes measurabl# phenomena. The observers remain per- SI

sonally detached from t.e patients or the animals.

The clinic's communication utilizes moods, emotions, pains, etc. within both the patient

and the therapist. The patient's pain, for instance, is regulatable by the therapist to

the extent that the therapist comnits himself to some control 'from the patient-a sympa-

thetic or induced control by personal commitment to each other. The therapist, as a person

sees pain, depression, fear, utc. as social communications--largely poetic communications

-- concerning the patient's social relations. This clinical communication largely concerns

personal feelings between patient and therapist or between patient and his normal social

groups. "Defense mechanisms", "dynamics", etc. would be seen clinically as classification

labels defending the therapist's personal emotions against any control by the patient. In-

adequate commitment, expectation and consensus betwen therapist and patient allow pain, -

depression, fear, etc. to lock themselves into the iatient's social life. With the thera-

pist's personal commitment and the patient's concurrence,. "organic treatment" may be used

to develop effective social communication. Without such commitment and concurrence, psy- U
chotherapy may be used to avoid personal involvement.

7. Public Laws of the Province of Quebec, Chap 48 (1971)

The governing board of every mental hospital (about a dozen members) must include at leasttwo patients. From some weeks prior to an election of board members, the hospital must

advertise that anyone who is presently a patient or who has been a patient of this hospital

within the past three years has a right to vote for patients who are to become members of
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the governing board.

8. PASAMANICK, Benj. et al: Schizophrenics in the Community: An Eperimental Study in

the Prevention of Hospitalization, N.Y., Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1967, pp 248-71

For the duration of a three year controlled study in Louisville, Kentucy non-violent schiz-

ophrenics were managed better at home (most with drug treatment) than in the hospital.

9. DAVIS, Anne; Dinitz, S and Pisamanick, Benj.-- The Prevention of Hospitalization in

Schizophrenia: Five Years After an Experimental Program, AM. J. Orthopsychiat,
42: 375-388, April, 1972

Following up the Louisville study Pasamanick and his colleagues found the initial advan-

tages of treatment in conmunity clinics and aftercare services had all leveled out until

there was no significant psychological or social advantage over state hospital care. In

effect, custodial care had been transferred to the community agencies. The study indicate

a need to restructure community mental health's social services. The article avoids dis-

cussion of how to develop the community's natural support systems to favor schizophrenics,
but it does indicate some experience with custody in homes of other than the patients pri-

mary family members. Primary families often become part of the total schizophrenic prob-

lem. (cf. Polak)

10. DAVIS, Anne E.: Dinitz; Pasamanick, B.: Schizophrenics in the New Custodial Communit

--Five Years After t.he Experiment, Ohio State University Press, 1974 (particularly
chap 1 and 7)

Pasamanick's original study (above) selected from a state hospital acutely psychotic

patients whose families were willing to try to live with the patient at home. These

patients were divided into three groups. Group one remained in the hospital under normal

state hospital care; group two went home in the care of its natural families on placebos;
group three went home in the care of family but were given psychoactive drugs by prescrip-

tion. Both of the homecare groups were visited by a public health nurse every week or so
to help the family make certain that the patient was taking his "medicine". The nurse, wh
was usually not a psychiatric nurse, also gave emotional support to the family and the pa-
tient. During the eighteen months that the homecare continued, group three thrived the

best--in that those patients had significantly fewer psychotic problems and were able to J
participate better in work and in social life. After eighteen months the experiment was

discontinued and all patients went into normal care as provided by state hospital programs

which included either in-care or out-care or both. Five years after the end of the experi

ment however all three types of patients had deteriorated about an equal amount in their

socialization and self-care abilities. They had gradually retreated more and more into de

pen3ing on the care of other people. The book emphasizes that drug prescriptions if them-

selves have no effect upon schizophrenia. It is only the presence of the drug in the

* central nervous-system which has an effect. Chronic schizophrenic patients cannot be de-

pended upon'to take their psychoactive medications merely when they come to out-patient

clinics. They cannot even be depended upon to keep their appointments in a clinic. Only

an aggressive outreach program is really effective to keep them on their drugs and partic-

ipating in appropriate activities. Such an outreach program in the community, however, is

more effective and less expensive than activity programs or other treatment in a state

hospital. From the point of view of statistical results, it is absolutely contra-indicate,

to remove a chronic schizophrenic patient from his proper psychoactive drugs. There is a

certain maintenance dose which he must continue for the rest of his life. !n this study -

part-time psychiatrist interviewed the patient occasionally in order to check his proper

medication. The study also utilized public health nurses who were not especially sophisti-

cated in psychiatric matters. Nevertheless, without the regular visits from these nurses,
the families usually abandoned the patients to other institutions or to families other tha;

Li
LL--_
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their own natural ones. The book suggests that schizophrenic patients might iprove

optimitally throughout their lives if they were on permanent homecare backed up by a
variety of community facilities as needed. Such facilities would include day hospitals, .
sheltered workshops, hostels, in-patient and out-patient care.

It should be remembered that George Fairweather and Don Miles both emphasized that studies
which indicate that certain institutions or professions should alter their traditional way
of working will only make those institutions feel threatened and more stubbornly resist,
change. No institution changes merely because some study reveals to it the truth and the
effectiveness of certain ideas or procedures. If such a change does not become stylish
and prestigious very few persons will adopt it. On the other hand, professionals and any
other people will change to procedures more painful and more costly to them if those pro-
cedures become stylish and prestigious.

ll.. MENDEL, Werner: Some Experiences with a Proprietary Service Organization. Presented
at 24th APA Institute of Hospital and Commnity Psychiatry, St. Louis, September 24,
1972

LosAngeles County USC Medical Center Psychiatry Department found that diagnosis had little
to do with whether a person was hospitalized as a psychiatric patient. What mattered was
whether he had a current non-medical support group. Many psychotic persons who had com-
munity support were not admitted. Many normal persons who had no such support; were ad-
mitted after working hours simply because there was nowhere else to go. The cost of ad-
mission and discharge for one day was $200. The department arranged with a nearby Holiday
Inn to board for $8 a day patients who would otherwise have been emergency admissions.
Many of these were psychotic but not dangerous. Members of the department then took on a
health maintenance type of management. Health insurance companies advised them to locate
their clinic where transportation was poor, to see patients only by appointment, to set up
a waiting list and to utilize lower paid personnel for screening patients and higher paid
ones for treating them. The HMO did just the opposite. It set up a clinic at a crossing
of public transport. It used nine VW microbuses to bring in patients who otherwise would
have neglected to come. It maintained no waiting list and saw -walk-ins almost immediately.
It utilized its high paid personnel ts screen patients and its low paid personnel to treat
patients under supervision. Such policies turned out to be economically more effective be-
cause it kept patients functioning better than the methods advocated by the insurance com-
panies. It was questioned whether some poor families might not give very close personal
attention in their family homes to a cronic, non-dangerous patient for $200 a day--or
whether a year's vacation in Europe with the 1hole family at $200 a day mieht nat do as
much good as a year in the hospital.

- 12. WoOOEURY. M. A. G M. M.:_ Comity Centered Psychiatcric Intervention: A Pilot 'Project
in the 13th Arrondissement, Paris. AM. J. Psychiat, 126: 619-625

This city ward, with a population of 200,000 was divided into six sectors. Each sector was
served by a psychiatrist, social worker and visiting nurse. The target of intervention was
the natural family or the loose artificial family within which the psychotic patient lived.
Most treatment was carried out in the patient's own,'"home". Highest priority was crisis
intervention. The intervention team, at first, required more support even than the average
patient in order to overcome its fears of multilation, etc. for intervening in the terri-
tory of others. Eventually the team delivered tieatment more effective than bzspital treat-
mot in terms of making patients functional in the community with relative independence and
freedom from anxiety.

13. BE GGREN, Bengt: The Nacka Project: Remarks on the Delivery of Mental Health Support

by a Mobile Team in Stockholm. Delivered at the World Congress on Mental Health, Van-
couver, B.C., August 23, 1977
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A sector of Stbckholm (75,000 population) normally supported directly by a large mental
hospital and its associated out-patient services, was given over to support by three teams
of 13 mental health workers each. Each team was headed by a psychoanalyst wo, of course,

did not practice psychoanalysis itself in this project. Teams usually contanac also a PAM

psychiatric resident and an internist. other members were social workers, nurses and psy- 1
chologists. All were psychoanalytically oriented. Their work was reminiscent of that re-
ported from Paris by the Woodlrys. One-third of time was spent in direct patient care;
one-third in consultation with doctors, police, schools and social agencies; and one-third
in preventive and communitj education work. After one year, mental hospital admissions
from this sector of Stockholm dropped 27%, number of days hospitalized dropped 10% and -

rate of suicides in the sector served dropped 10%.

14. CAPLAN, Gerald: The Theory and Practice of Mental Health Consultation, NY, Basic
i Books, 1970

A sophisticated elucidation of the process of consultatioi as distinct from teaching or
advising. Good consultation enables another professional to do his own work with his own
clients better than the consultant could do--especially when consultant and consultee rep-
resent different professions.

15. CAPLAN, Ruth B.: Helping the Helpers to Help: The Development and Evaluation of
Mental Health Consultation to aid clergy-men in pastoral work. NY, Seabury, 1972

By consultinq with (not teaching) a council of bishops over a year or so and with t.he
parish clergymen, a whole system of counseling talent was effectively developed.

16. CAPLAN, Gerald and KILLILSA, Marie (eds): Support Systems and Mutual Help, Y, Grine
and Stratton, 1976

Descriptions of how formal and informal support systems are developed and maintained, in-
cluding what professionals can do to promote such activities as widow-to-widow programs.
divorce support groups, alcoholics anonymous, etc- Generally if professionals try to brine
their professional skills into performing the continuing direct client contact tney destrol

the work. A professional psychiatrist who has never been a wido is no good at weeping
together with a new widow. Nor can he render the same degree of support concerning new
social relations. Effective, informal support may include bartenders, beauty operators,
neighborhood old-timers, boy't gang leaders...

17. FAIRWEATER, eorge W. et a1: c4rit Life f--r the .Mentally Ill, Chia.. Ai M

1965

"Lodgesa were developed for chronic psychotic patients by (1) "cohorting" in-patients into
a primary group of five or ten members. This group received practice in working and think-
ing together before they left the hospital; (2) setting up the group in a szai-autnomous
"lodge" requiring practical household work, records, loans, information about drugs from
local pharmacists, etc. embers were mad, responsible for each other. A psychotic meber

with no insight into his own problem could clearly see the problem of his fellow and insist j
suc-essfully that his fellow behave normally; (3) the patient group operated an income pro-
ducing business (usually janitorial or light cov-struction). 1Meers divided the group's I
income in accord with the productivity and responsibility of each meber; ar (4) the group
elected its own leaders and other role players- Professional staff supervisors were de-
structive to the program. Eventually lay accountants or other helpers were useful when
hired by the lodge members.

A decade of follow-up showed tha most lodges survived only a few years-like many other
businesses--before they broke up. This phenomenon led co the reference below:
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18. FAIRWEATHER, George W. et al: Creating Change in Mental Health Organizations, NY,
Pergamon, 1974

In order to change organizational structure and behavior, political dynamics are more im-
portant than dissemination of the most incontrovertable scientific information. The hoc
lays out some general principles for coping with prejudice, self interest, interpersonal
relations, struggles for power, destructive competition, etc. but it presents no sure pre-
scription for dealing with the unpredictability of local political forces.

19- ELLSWORTH, Robert B. et al: Hospital and Community Adjustment as Perceived by Psy- -W
chiatric Patients, Their Families and Staff, J. Consulting and Clin Psychol--Supplement
32: 5 pt. 2, October 1968

20. POLAK, Paul: Patterns of Discord: Goal of Patients, Therapists and Community Members,
ARCH. Gen. Psychiat, 23: 277-283, September 1970

Patients, therapists and community or family members have discordant traatment goals. Mast
patients wants to get to a position where their families and neighbors will no longer wi=h
them in the hospital. Tnis is more important to the patient then merely having his thera-
pist satisfied that he is well. Therapists have a high degree of concord among themselves
concerning diagnosis and treatment goals. Reaching these goals enables therapists to dis-
charge the patient. But such goal attainment seldom enables the chronic patient to live
acceptably in the community. Patient's behavior in treatment settings, whether hospital or
clinic, was largely unrelated to his behavior in other settings.

21. BROK, Bryan et al (Polak's Group): Comfnity Families: An Alternative to Psychiatric
Hospital Intensive Care. Hos. & Coimanity Psychiatry, 27: 195-197, March 1976

The southwest Denver Mental Health 'Service has a catchment population of 105,000. Since
rebhrary, 1972 five homes have provided housing for two, each, psfcr.tic patients who are

too sick to be handled by intensive crisis intervention alone. The average stay of the
patient in the family is ten days. The patient has his owm ro and helps with fEmily chort
a psychiatric nurse and another clinical staff member from S MES provide twenty-four hour
back-up service to each home. So rapid tranquilization is used. (POLK, P. and Laycob):
Rapid TranquilizatiOn, American Journal of Pychiatry, 128: 640-643. November 1971). Fol-
low-up shoved no disadvantage '%f foster home treatment omqpared with mental hospital treat-
menit. The ten beds in foster homes were sufficient for southwest Dener's needs. In four
years 220 clients were managed in these homes.

22. MURPHY, H. B. X. et a!: The influence of Poster Ec Care on Psychiatric Patients,
Archives of General Psychiatry. 33: 179-183, February 1976.

Si xx f--ft-- a-*inistrations in three different Canadian Provinces were studied with 106
adult psychocic patients. All were examined three times over an eighteen -- t%-- jr -Sysp:s improved about as much as they did in hopsital care for similar problems, but hos-
pital patients became slightly more sociable during their treatment. Foster home patients
did not.

23. EflLAK, Leopold: fNature and Interactions of Commmity Psyciatric Treatment and The
Schizophrenic Syndrome" in West, L. J. and Flinn, D.E. (eds). Treatment of Schiznphe-
na: Progress and PrOspects, NY Grune & Stratton, 1976 pp 245-262

Effect of commity on schizophrenia in past decades: troublesom schizophrenic patients
were sent to distant hospitals with sometimes 500 patients for each psychiatrist. De-
creased personal stimulation in a montonous enviroant as low person in the hospital hier-
archy often led to clinicians to thank that schizophrenia was associated with a form of
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tuberculosis bacillus (since most patients developed tuberculosis) or else clinicians
thought that the need for self-inflicted wounds was caused by the disease rather than
by the hospital's lack of stimulation for the patients. Such hospitals were very effec-
tive at de-personalizing patients, destroying their egos or setting up bizarre roles
which cried out for a patient to fill them. Care for patients in families or in small
institutions close to the patient's own critizing comMnity profited a majority of schiz
ophrenics who were so managed. S

Effect of schizophrenic persons- on the comnity: just as the schizophrenic person in
the large hospital with inadequate personnel stimulated the hospital to de-personalize
him, so also he stimulated his family or -his small community care institution to de-
personalize him. SCetimes he became so disruptive to a family that children developed
poorly and family members lived in fear. (Perhaps this problem could be aileviated by
clinicians who make home visits to insure proper medication and who train family members
in behavior modification or other management techniques)- Several successful programs
are described which successfully manage patients in commnities. Usually this manage-
aent involves very close and continuous coordination between hospital, community service
and families.

24. FLINN, D. E. et al: "Integrating the Treatment Approach to the Schizophrenic Syn-
drome" ibid, pp 265-284

There is very convineing evidence that schizophrenia has a purely genetic cause. There
is equally convincing evidence that the whole cotlex of schizophrenic sytic-ms is cause
by family influences, cultural roles, toxic chemicals. There is even evidence that schi
ophrenia is all pure mythology- There have been convincing cures of schizophrenia by
means of Purely psychological methods such as behavior modification or psychoanalysis; k
cheirats such as megavitamins or psychotropic dcatian b .. r *rntnt or rest
therapy, by 0CT or insulin shock; by psychodrama, milieu therapy, therapeutic comunity,
family treatment... Clinicians--perhaps boggled by the seeming chaos of etiology and
treatments--tend to specialize in one or two theories of etiology and one or two genera-
methods of Manageaent. Since Bleuler's time (1911) many discerning thinkers have con-
Siderd "the group of sc enias" a many-sided disease with multifactorial etiology
Treatment and management should be tailored to the particular stage of development of t
particular patient and the particular political situation.

25. PAIXIS(C. E. Mansell: 'Tsychosocial System Therapy' in Hirschoitz: -Ralph G. and
Levy, B. (eds): The Changing Mental Health Scene, N.Y. Spectram, 1976 pp 127-152

Pattison is reluctant to use the word therapy for intervention with social groups such.
families, neighborhoods or industries. He thinks that the word was developed in refer-
enct -~

3~.e iitnvnti a a problnm mnsidered to exist only within a particular idi
ual who is being -treated-. Consequently, Pattison talks of psychosocial caring and ap-
plies it to an array of supportive system. The therapist may intervene directly and
confidentially with a single nuclear family. At the other pole the therapist may coope I
ate with a natural iport g such as a neighborhood gang, industry or political or-
ganization as it goes on to swort its members in its own eculiar way.

System intervention began thousands of years ago when the tribe attempted through the
Shaman to re-integrate a needed member. Tis was considered a social political antion.I
Today May persons recognize psychiatry and indeed all medicine as essentially a politic
aCto. The individual healer must act in approximate accord with the contemporary sta
aids of his professional associates and of the competitive peers in his institution and
of the citiznm of his cmniy. He cannot do mouth-to-muth resuscitation for instan
if it is seen as t sy or nasty (USA 1776-1950) He cannot recomend a caring pros-
titute to a sexually ignorant or unconfident patient (LSA). He cannot perform abortion
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LLif the community sees it as a type of murder (USA 1776-1960). A male obstetrician
cannot deliver a baby if the community of families sees the delivery as an invasion of
feminine privacy (China 1500 BC - 1947 AD).

One-to-one intervention developed when the society was so urbanized that (1) the individ-
ual's hands were not necessary for the economic survival 3f the village and therefore it
was not necessary to return the patient quickly to the same social system; (2) the com-petition of industrialized workers for jobs made them wish the patient would stay out of

7 competition with them anyway; (3) there were other societies with different value systems
available for the patient to move too, thus the patient could hopefully be helped to move

i to better fields where he could realize his own peak potential. Thus for an urban society }

.to prste him back to a traditional normal life would be to cheat him out of his pri-
/.1, -u, . hts.

=--3tL on advises recognition of five levels of intimacy in psychosocial care. The broad-
l" skillful therapist should develop ability to function in whichever of these levels
may be currently and politically appropriate for the problem...

1) The intimate system: e.g. the nuclear family, the extended family, the neighbo-hood
network. This is exemplified by Whittaker, Minochian, Speck. The therapist, is here,
the treating agent.

2) The temporary social system: e.g. hospitals, day care centers, multiple group or
family treatment centers. In such therapeutic communities the therapist directs the
temporary milieu to have an impact on the patient. This is exemplified in Artiss,
Maxwell Jones, Folsom. The therapist is a treatment director.

3) The ecological system: The patient is linked to a "library" of organized support
systems, e.g. training institutes, foster families, welfare services. The patient

- often has an ombudsman. Exemplified in Polak and Hansell. The therapist is a sys-
tems coordinator.

4) Kin replacement systems: Here, self-help groups substitute for the natural roles
which would have been available in a complete extended family as it dedicated itself
to a single kind of problem, e.g. Alcoholics Anonymous, Big Brother Clubs, Widow-to-
Widow groups. This is exemplified in Caplan. The therapist is a systems collaborator
sometimes he may be a consultant to the system.

5) Associational systems: The social group integrates the patient as a member who par-
ticipates in all aspects of natural life, e.g. neighborhood gangs, church groups,
social clubs. The group doesn't concentrate on a single type of problem. The thera-
pist here is not a powerful part of the system, he is simply a systems cooperator. In
fact, professionals trying to act as experts in systems (4) and (5) may be very des- A-M
tructive to the patient's welfare.

In order to simplify the many varieties of family, iPattison polarizes them into two types:
(1) the close-knit nuclear family is sutured into .its traditional, ancestral roots by
strong bonds of filial duty on the one hand between grandfather, father and son, and on
the other hand between grandmother, mother and daughter, including generations of in-laws
which are bonded also along gender lines. Such' a family is primarily interested in giving
acculturation and emotional and ge.ieral economic support to its members. 'Bonds between

- husband and wife are relatively unimportant. Prestige accumulates especially to the old
er members--generating honor and power for.the ancestral roots; (2) the loose-knit famili
sutures husband and wife together in a strong affective bonding. Parents maintain the
hope that the child will become independent of the pressures from the past generations
and will gather individual power from relations with organizations and persons outside the

= --~------- _ __~ ~- -- ~-~~- -OM-
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family--with schools, gangs, industries, churches, government offices, etc. The family
hope is that the child will enter a better world which may be alien and mysterious to
the nuclear family but which the nation considers an improved life. Nuclear families
generate history for the nation rather than solid support for the ancestral line. Nuclea
family values are define by the nuclear family itself and by its neighbors and peers,
not by ancestors.

Pattison found experimentally that normal persons lived in a group of about thirty persor

who had frequent contact with eich other with strong (usually positive) ieuiprocal affect
and easy instrumental availabil-ity. Nuerotic persons had about ten people in such a net-work with a low degree of interaction. Psychotic persons had about five people in sucha network with ambivalent affect and excluding everyone outside of the five.

Typically, the poorer class of urban ghetto families are neither strong nuclear families
nor extended families with blood kinship bonding. Rather, they are associations of thirt
or more people bonded by neighborhood or occupational friendship ties. The bonding is
strong and effective, it can be utilized in psychosocial system caring as a very powerful
force for behavior change.

I

--
_ _



ALCOHOL AS THE TRIBAL BLOOD OF MODERN BUSINESS

By M. D. Parrish

A group of business executives gather at'a conference resort on Sunday evening
to begin a week-long workshop in management methods or to plan the future oper-
ations 6f an industry. Typically, they have a cocktail party or else they belly
up to the bar.

A university department desiring to make its members work together more congenially
and efficiently provide a cocktail party for the professors and their wives.

Why do these people use alcohol? Why don't they relax with capsules of pheno-
barbital? Such a drug would have the same physiological effect. .hy indeed
do they use any chemicals at all? Why don't they just get together like members of
a teetotaling extended family on a Sunday afternoon?

Does the increased competitiveness and isolation among modern business university, I
government and military executives reinforce their drinking? These executives are
seldom related to each other by blood. They are related as individuals only b2-
cause the offices they fill are related to each other. An individual's idencity
and his importance to the other members fade away if he moves out of their field
of work--as for instance, if he changes his profession, gets a chronic disabling
illness, or goes to prison. His relationship to his kin folk is not disturbed
of course and if he had a blood kinship to his colleagues he would still be one
of them. They would recognize him, understand him, and trust him for what he
always was within the eternal blood kinship.

The corporate pooling of creative planning among executives in big business,
university, or military organizations, demands a close bonding. For these modern
men, alcohol takes tie place of family blood. It relaxes them, it makes each one
believe that the other one is a little foolish too. Everyone is a little less on
guard. Each communicates with the other less explicitly by language or eye con-
tact and more by the tactile feeling of closeness and comfort within the group.
For everyone is inviting comfort, relaxation, and satisfaction from the same.
source--from the liquor provided by the highest ranking member or perhaps by thL
institution. The society present is a group of psudo brothers and sisters being
provided milk from the same mother. You can sometimes see them nudging in for a
place at the bar like a litter of piglets at a sow.

In this faternal bonding they get to know each others emotional limitz. They also
develop mutnal".blackmail possibilities which further increase the bonding. They
begin to feel that anyone who has not become half drunk with them is not a true
and trusted member of this group.

Coworkers or neighbors are particularly prone to alcohol when they are essentially
equal to each other except in their ranked positions at work. They need to get
along with each other and work together loyally, but their relations to each other
are not provided by blood. Consequently, they tend to be isolated and lonely as
individuals or as small nuclear families. Alcohol quickly provides for them a
chemical kinship in place of a blood kinship. Thus, alcoholism is a national prob-
lem among the self-isolating French who have an aristocratic tradition but have been
forcing equality upon themselves. It is not so much a problem, however, among the
Patriarchies of the blood-blonded Italians, Spanish, and Greeks. Nor has it been a
problem among the Jews.

Alcohol may wreck the functionirng of human individuals, but most modern commercial 5

2L- --- ~ =
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nations which do not function on a strong family basis have found alcohol 
in-

creasingly necessary as a catalyst for their cultural functioning. Alcohol be-

comes at once the mothers' milk and the family blood of modern enterprise.

--
Aj
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MY VIEW OF COMMUNITY MENTAL HFALTH

Matthew D. Parrish, MD

S A .ITTLE HISTORY

The community mental health professional concerns himself with the family, the neigh-

borhood, the school room or the social system which produces a member with a mental

disturbance. He does not necessarily become purely the advocate of the person mani-

festing the disturbance--as the person's private physician or lawyer might do. This

community approach can be found in. some primitive tribes now or a thousand years ago.
But, in the United States it appeArs that the psychiatric aspect of developing communitv

mental health systems of today had their origins in 19421 in a small clinic in Ft. Mon-
mouth, New Jersey when a single U.S. Army psychiatrist began to consult with company
conmmanders and other community leaders concerning the rates of psychiatric problems
which arose in the Army units or housing areas for which those leaders were responsible.
The psychiatrist had a particularly good purchase on one end of the problem because he
was interviewing the community members with the manifest symptoms.

As time went on Army and Navy mental health teams and the leaders of the service com-
munities concerned themselqes with such problems as suicide or Jelinquency rates with-
in th: community whether or not health caie professionals had ever seen the person who
conilted suicide or engaged in de2inquency. lUnlike hospital toams, these teams did nc,
allow their citizen to think they were teking possession of either the patient or the
problem. The community could not merely sit back and wait for the team to correcr this
part of the problem. The community was a part of the treatment team.

The -ommunity mental health programs dev, ioped in the field corurn.nitie and spread throu

them. Onl- much later did the teachinq and Practice reach the great hosFital centers.

Mental health piofessionals never presumed to evaluate and "diagnose" the problem of a
conpany except as a participant with othei oQ.;qunity staff such as commandex.3 teacher-,
police, lawyer--, chaplains, physicians. "hu.-, menatal health cnsultants were not a ne.

- species of professionals trying to save society, ratier thcy were old specie. wit?. elr

znsistance on coll&borating with oiunu!.itv leader, staffs and citizens on prevention
and/or management of impaired effectiveness.

The Armed forces have crie great 4dvantage in the development of community mental healthA
or indeed, any medical procedure; they have a large captive population. Wheiever the~serviceman moves his record remains available to his new doctors. Medical and personnel

records show the eventual outcome of any form of management tried upon a patient. Furth-
more, the computer. "atiov of such records allows researchers and aeinistrators to de-
turmine statistic nat specific interventions were most effective and even what in-
dividual workers ", e most effeclive.

Soue of the measLrements of effectiveness co beyond the ususal evaluation of symptoms.
These measurements include the effect of mental health support upon a unit's ability
to produce efficiently--to build thei, bridges, hit their targets, transport their
supplies, etc. The service can measure the cost to its mission of such manageable facto
as absenteeism, accidents, alcoholism, internecine strife, preventable disease (malaria,
dysentery, VD, obesity). In civilian life it is easier for both patients and health car-
wo-kers to become estranged from the researcher, the czlurt or the public health profes-
sional.

An example of community mental health collaboration upon an Army problem is the "Stockad,

Program" from 1956 to 1959. The Army, in 1956, began to rei-re that mental health cor-n
sultants must collaborate on the case of every soldier being considered for court-martia _--

or board action. There was never any doubi, that the case belonged to the cow.-ander and
in some respects also to the court. But, mental health professionals, correction

_ - --.. _.._ 532-
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officers, chaplains and lawyers all collaborated in the program, if not on every case.
Often, for instance, a psychiatrist would recommend transfer, discharge or further
training but the commander would insist on punishment. All recommendations went to a
central personnel file. If the punishment did no good, and at a later date the com-
mander wanted to court-martial the soldier again, the action would bring to light th.
old recommendation. The commander would have to explain why he was getting into a pun-
ishment rut against recommendations.

Mental health professionals kept in daily contact with corrections personnel, schooi
personnel and high commanders. ThR result of their program was that by 1959 the Army

had closed 4 of its 5 big prisons ani had consolidated its post stockades (jails) be-
cause these stockades were all less than half full. The saving was millions of dollar-
for the taxpayers and higher efficiency for the Army.

The important point is that their col .aboration was done without anyone getting the
notion that mental health professionals all by themselves were going to improve the
quality of life for anyone.

Below I will describe the development of civilian services--stating first of all the
fundamental principle which the Army practiced with and toward which most community
services moved.

THE FUNDAMENTAL MISSION OF COMl-KNITY ._-1NTAL HEIALTH

The mission of community mental health is to help natural communities to take active
sponsibility for their own probi.-ms of non-effectiveness.

A natural community would include a family, a neighborhood, a church, a school, a busi
ness or industry. These are *.he communities in which people naturally work and live
most of their lives. Hospitals and jails are less natural as com-nunities.

Non-effectiveness includes mental illness, mental retardation, delinquency, learning dt

culties, severe accidents, etc.

it has always seemed to me that a community is merely deluding itself if it thinks it I
- give its chief of police the responsibility for its high rate of delinquency. The com-

m. .ity may hold the police accountable, it may blame the police, but the actual respo:,-
sibility cannot really ever be given to the police. It is only the citizens themselve:
who can eventually decrease the amount of delinquency. The citizens must keep their
eyes on the street, report delinquencies, maintain high expectations for young people,
cooperate with police, develop better educational, religious and recreational activiti"-
for all people, etc., etc. The job of community mental health is to remove the delusi.'
that citizens can avoid responsibility for their community's rates of non-effectiveness.

VARIOUS STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH CARE

1. The waiting-list clinic. Many of the earl%; mental health clinics consisted of a
team of mental health experts who confined themselves to a certain building. They
received referrals and walk-ins from individuals who seemed to be having mental
health problems. These clinics often handled their overload of patients by putting
patients on a waiting list so that thQse for instance, who were merely having a
temporary fight with their families would resolve their problem spontaneously in t...
or three days, thus saving the clinic a lot of time and effort. Patients who were
more serious about a long-term change in their own behavior and feelings could be
counted on to stick to the waiting list and cooperate with the staff until they
really made some changes for the better.

_ ___ ___°
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2. The crisis intervention clinic. Later many mental health teams found that the

patients who were in the middle of an-acute crisis--such as a fight with their

family--were ready for a rapid and thorough change and could be helped by im-

mediate intervention. If the crisis passed spontaneously these patients sank
back into a habitual monotony of discomfort. Mental health teams then found WAV
they had to work many months to effect a change in the patient or his family. a

At first, the mental health teams would carry on their crisis intervention by

maintaining an open house for/walk-ins which were handled immediately and on

the spot. Later on, many teams found that they could handle crises more effec-.

tively if they met with the patient and his family or neighbors in the place

where the crisis occurred. In other words, they made home visits or neighbor-

hood visits which revealed a great deal more about the problem and gave more
leverage upon it than was possible in a clinic.

Nevertheless, in waiting-list clinics or crisis clinics of all kinds, the assump-

tion was that the patients knew little about mental health. The mental health

professionals or para-professionals had all the knowledge and it was their duty

to help the ignorant.

3. The consultation service. Here the mental health professionals consult with

professionals in other fields who are responsible for a set of clients of their

own. Thus, a psych.iatrist or psychologist would consult with a teacher, a lawyer,
a minister, a prison manager, a shop foreman, etc.. The mental health expert

would help the other professional to clear his mind of prejudice or fears which
were interfering with his normal management of his own clients. Thus, a teacher

was helped to improve his owm teaching work. The menta-. health expert, however,

did not teach the other professional; he did not direct the other professional;

he did not, himself, take over the care of the client. He merely helped the

other professional to think more clearly about his own work and comfortably to

take responsibility for clients. Thus, in the consultation service we have pro-

fessionals dealing with other professionals, not with clients nor with patients.

4. The development of informal support systems. Later on mental health professionals

found it effective to promote the development of groups of volunteers such as
alcoholics anoymonous, La Leche, citizens leagues, widow-to-widow programs, mastec-

tomy groups, colostomy groups, etc.. Such informal groups never consist of pro-

fessionals.

If a physician belongs to alcoholics anoymonous, he belongs because he is an

alcoholic, not because he is a physician. A non-alcoholic physician may, of

course, support alcoholics anoymonous, recommend it to his patients, or confer
with community members on the development of alcoholics anoymonous groups. The

members of these groups however are most effective because they are not profess-
ionals.

An older widow understands a young widow's problems because the older widow has
been there also. The two widows weep together, they work together, they help
each other, they do not provide professional advice, teaching or treatment. They
are equals who are helping equals.

The nursing profession has become particularly adept at developing informal support
systems because the nurses see this as a part of their fundamental nursing mission
of developing self care. The modern nurse thus helps the individual patient to
take care of himself better--learn how to give himself insulin shots without con-
taminating, learn why he must.adhere to certain diets, etc.. The nurse also de-
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velops a concern for health cire in the patient's social surroundings. Thus,
it has been easy for certain community mental health nurses to move from crisis
intervention in homes,or from consultation with teachers,onward to the encourage-
ment of informal support groups as needed in a community. Some communities have
a lot of mothers who have to care for young children all by themselves, other
communities have a iot of alcoholics, a lot of very old people, divorced people,
or othe- high risk groups. Community mental health professiorals collaborate
with o* ier concerned citizens to develop support systems for these high risk
people. They develop not only the formal support systems such as recreation pro-
grams, hospitals, mental health clinics, boy scouts, etc., but they develop the
highly effective informal support groups which do not directly utilize profess-
ionals.

In summary then, the past fifteen or twenty years have seen citizens become more

active in trying to control local rates of non-effectiveness. Mental health
agencies trying to improve the community's problems have not remained confined
to their own offices, but have expanded to include crisis intervention consulta-
tion and development of informal support systems.

MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS PROBLEMS WIThIN THE COMMUNITY

Certainly a community such as a neighborhood, a family or a church will easily lose its
feeling of responsibility for its own citizens if those citizens are shipped fifty or
a hundred miles away to some beautiful and isolated institution such as a hospital or
a prison. in order to improve the eftectiveness of community responsibility and there-
fore to decrease the rates of non-effectiveness, Illinois has in the past ten years
tried to develop a local community care for local patients. It is thought that the
cos. per day for a patient in a 3,000 bed mental hospital is very small. A local unit
with only ten or fifty beds is less efficient mechanically. It costs more per day
while the patient is institutionalized. But the cost is a lot less when you count
the total lifelong patient care--a spell or two of inpatient care; a spell of partial
hospital care; some time in a sheltered workshop, foster home, etc.. Home visits are
easier, crises are easier to handle, the pressure and the expectations of the patient's
natural social groups are strong upon him, local informal support systems know him
well, and can contain him. He spends less time in the hospital.

Many of the newer comunity mental health systems consider that a symptom is a com-
munication from a person or a family, for instance, to some other part of the community.
The symptom indicates that something is wrong with the community's sanitation, educa-
tion, discipline, etc. The patient may be seen as a medium of communication. The
patient is like the paper upon which a message is written. If we eliminate the symp-
tom, we may relieve the patient but we probably will not relieve the problem within
the community. Eliminating the symptom in this case would be like erasing some bad __

news from the paper on which it is written. Of course it is important to relieve
symptoms even though such relief is not the end of-community mental health management.

When a family or ieighborhood is in great turmoil it may be necessary to hospitalize
or to jail a member of the community. At other times when the community is in tur-
moil, it may actually make things worse if we jail or hospitalize the person whom
everyone is complaining about. In order to decide whether a person needs to be
hospitalized, it is often not sufficient merely to examine that person. It is
necessary for the mental health professionals to evaluate the social background and
the community which produces that patient. For instance, a patient may have nothing
physically or mentally wrong with him as a person, but if he remains in the comunity
for the next two or three days, the turmoil may escalate to the point where he or
someone else is killed. On the other hand, a patient in the hospital may have dia-

_____ - " _-_
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betes and need to have his medication and diet adjusted. Hospital personnel may find
it most appropriate to continue the hospital regime. The professionals who work in
the community however may find that the family is about to move away or otherwise 'o
close ranks, and to exclude the patient if the patient does not quickly return to hisneighborhood. Following these principles, the army's mental health consultants work- N
ing outside the hospitals determine what patients should be admitted or discharged.
It is-seldom that professionals working exclusively in a hospital office can know
enough about the disturbed social system to determine whether a particular member of
that system should be in or out of the hospital for mental reasons.

Reference: _-F I. GUTTMACHER, Manfred S.: AM. 0. Psychiat, 102-735, May 1946

| -
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SUP2ORT SYSM-6.5 I SITCIAl. IUCATION,

B3y 11.ttiew D.I Parrish', i.

Consider all the new services the Un'ted Stat:es has tried to institute

since 1960--editcation of all k:inds, public bealta, nental health. wclfnrc pro-

graps, and even foreign aid. 1ijahy develo-ers of such scrxvices ccnplained that

the 'Federal Governi-int f unded institutions for only a year at a time, and con-

seauentlv the Snstitutions couldn't plan their activities over a long enoush

period as to na!:a great chan-es ini tie profiessions. Since this conmplaint

arises because each instituti-on sees Itself as an individual wi.-th a birth, a

*growth, and adeath, it has to vorry about dying every year. 1-1 the past,

individuals have attempted to gain itmortality by participating in tita grcurh

of an eternal family,. profession, or nation. These institutions vere a one-

step higher organism than the individual. But like individuals,* these insti-

tutions aeall too mortal. For the precictabiiis!.ileol nlu

life wie must look in social orgailsrns of a highler order than rmere professi!Ons,

or schools, or perhaps ever. ixations.

Suppose, hoxwever, that the Leadersiiip Training Institute, as an c: arpe,

sw itself as a member of a group of ever-crhangi nr institutions uhich incl.uded

among its mernbers the Federal Govermnent and the rzany prof essions rclrhted to

education. Then, as the unpredictabjle "future s*- 1: naeeds of our soc iety ke-t-

sproutin:, up, the group of institutions could keep current with the rapi.LI

changes, but no cne institution vould have to maintain the srune character for

very long. Thus we could expect the individual Leadership Training InstItute

to de ot, ut ther sorts of institutions would take its place, end groth

-voield -continue in the cormuni ty of educatio n, ventually perhaps. a plantwd

comxmunity.

I notice nany social forces which change education and force turther devel-

opment of educational. support systens. For instance, the current decrea-se In

tTrai~iinp pro -Tan Advisor, State of Illinois Department of Mental Health*
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birth rate will result in fewer jobs in"traditional et4ucation. l!achine-teachinL

and milieu-teaching will further decrease traditional teaching jobs. As W. en's

Lib gets under way, hovever, teaching can do a wanderful jeb at keeping snall j
children out of their nother's hair. It cn also keep the increasing nu:I ers

of octogenarians busier, happier, and more lively in their thought than nursing

hones ever could. As nachines take over more production and more service,

remedial education and continuing education become a sare way to keep adults

off the labor maret. Education is often considered a forn of psychotherapy, -

.- Just as psychotherapy is a form of education. The sane applies to correctiors.

Accordingly, we can expect that schools will increasingly ta~:e the place of ilA,

chiatric clinicq, hospitals, and prisons.

I think that at this point in history there is sor- value to the careful

discipline and the o-jective detachment of the academc mind, but unnleSs the

sane teachers and consultants can also exercise a subjective enotionaly in-

volved manner of facing persons, then they are certainly crippled when they

coue to deal with the mentally retarded. To the academic mind, a person of

low intelligence does not seen especially strange nor stultified if he re-

mains quiet at some distance from other persons and uses only his eyes and

ears to pick up information. The pure academic recoils, however, when the

child cohmunicates in uordless grunts and gestures, and especially when he

tries to pie!: up information mainly by touching, stroh:iag, and tasting his

observers.

Now did this great difference cone about between the academic Intellectual,

vith his objective inspecting attitude, and the non-intellectual person with

his subjective enbracing and tactile attitude to:ard other people? Well, I

- think the academic attitude bloomed In Uestern Europe v:!ien soe of the nonks

in the Uilddlc Ages began to see themselves as the conservers of written tradi-

I tion. Instead of ttying to develop a reservoir of foll: lore In the hundreds
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of dialects t'hich the monhs had spolken as nother tongats, they learned Latin

as a col.on languate, xlhich gave then all a standard disciplined and objec-

tive way of connuicating. Thev developed a great rerzrence for the uritten

Latin iord. Thus they detaead, fOmal thouZht frmn enotion. They inserted

a delay in htran conmunication. They cooled den and foroalied L.wi si-- ant!

- emotionally laden thoughts before the) reached an- conclusions or tooR an.y

action. For instance, a nonh: whose mother tongue -as lkanolitan Italian

would have a wildly thrilling Neapolitan thou'ht. Fe would standardize this

- thought into Latin and ccrz icate it to his brother roah, whose native tongue

ias Craco, Polish. The brother would translate that Latin into his motl:or

tongue but It had lost a good deal of its iutpulsive freshness. The tought

-bad becoe purely intellectual. People of those days would say that hu--an

beings were more civilized than dogs because dogs inserted no cont-nl1ative

delay betueen i pulsive idea and actien. The thouht of nons was even less

doglike because it was essentially written thought. It was a literary-

intellectual activity. Peter Abelard and other monks established a faculty

of literar,-intellectuals at the University of Paris. This monastic rati-nal

disciplining of bzinan thought persisted into what ve. 11 "science" and

"research."

But only a few centuries after the founding of the University of Paris a

great catastrophe occurred to this highly disciplinedway of thinkinv. Luther

ad Gutenberg de-elitized the Uord by translating it Into the vernacular, and

sass-produzing it. 'Nov every ctizen could carry the Word of God around in

t. " hi pocket. Eventually even the academics dropped Latin, thus lowering the

Ef objectivity and the intellectuality of human- think1ing. At the same time, this

t flvolution -ade more accountably rational the everyday thinking of conmon people.

" As nasses of people became tore literate .in their o.n vernaculars they became

core. ajnnr mr.A nip-I-%- thp-fr swrvgvwj~.n ntr' rp flOMtl
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stabbed or stanned on, also fewer vere tasted, Smelied at, or cnbraccd. he

retarded child, uao relied largely on his taste, =ell, and tonch, bec-ne A

more'alienated. Parens, instead of seeing that thild as an asset for ]
manual tork, or as a loving fat.ily nez Ber viovould not -Abado tlrni inthi]

- old age, s4 that child as a threat to their intellectual presti. I
As the P.nais:;ance developed, people began to disdain those ad±LS Inzo

acted "like children" or vio vare broadlly expressive cnozoaliy, an.d rc-

sought a lot of bedy contact. Sce psychotherapies in the 20th Century in-

" sified this attitude then they sought to intellecttwize life ftself, and t

Ae-ezmhasize the senses of taste, sell, and touch in the process of k]r.

At the same tine, t.hey em;phasized the use of hearring and sight. inclc cases

were uritten up in literary forn, as if the rere o grnizing and c-isciplin-'ng

of thought into a fornal and objective and publisbtle wy of e-ress2on

would enable future patients a=d therapfr.ts to solve nrcr case prob-lens.

This Renaissance attitude-versisting to 1974-uns into trcmd-le ..en te

try to train teachers. and counselors in a litera ry-.in;tellectual =anner to

handle oi1jectively, aloofly, and scientifically- thes life styles of Cte dis-

advantaged children -,-.!to live by over-enotional, subjective, all--nbr.i,

tactile, and olfactory approaches to the world. The acadeniic arson, is re-
, pulsed by this close, erbracing, irrational life style, %hlle the disadvn-

taged person is alienated by the literary-Intellectual style.

uefl, there would be nothing too sad about ruining our 'hole educational

systen on tbis aloofly rbjcctive, literary-intellectual nethod excett h"at

most teachers and counselors have a good deal of subjective huwn coz-assion

Sin them. They handle the disadvantaged child very vell. But they throw away

all their skills in this field uhen they coe to neet In a univarsity or ina

w workshop like ours, where they discuss these problems In a group of their pro-

fessional peers. The group feels it must live a literary-intellectual ife
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for the the couference. le one raises his voice. S ia, our

editor, keeps conplaining that the .tape recorder uon't pick up our voices.

Everyone uses big words and nany acro--- , vhich are s ols of syblsR o-f

syVtols. Papers written for prervation on a library shelf are delivared

to a living, breathing group in the sae linear notne one would e-pac:

to receive fron the printed book itself.

We're not usint the lauage of the disadvantaged i:tid, nor even the

eager language of the gifted child, and I deubr if our thinking exclusively

in this acadenic way till i;provre our skills ith these children, nor il± it
help us to teach the teachmrs of these children. Us td only lead those

teachers deeper into an intellectual z rass. Teacthers- xio are overly childish

ad subjectiv in their th;& f do need sz= l-terary acadlcr i

those who have becone too acade ic need sone eperieaca veth subjective, en---

tional, childlike, slob-ery, sn-lly, en-rcaceible flesh. Furtherzore, the:

need to lay out some of these feelings and eperiences in a conference. I

= ko that you can do it here.

Jean UkCartlr7 described to ne a difficult case of a 6-year-old black

s upeechless child. Part of the solution to that case rested on the f-ct that

Vmae she ate lunch with her psychologists they said she s-elled strongly of
cologne. That was because the child-like nany disad tagd childre--loved

to live In a world of snell. Re often doused MaselE -'th colcgne. Je-n- had

b ad so nuch body contact vith hin that she absor-bed his fragrance. Well, I

thin-t any of you 'here zght have the sac e---rience but I can't tell it from

the way you behave in this conference.

I fear that if a student of special education neethods ere to see you in

this conference he would conclude that your highest concern was acadenic

excellence a d hat skill in living with disadvantaged or gIfteo cb-ild--n

cr.ied a very 1ev prestige.

Mwoc~
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Aloof Professionalism vs Infiltrative Stervice

Many stage perforners feel that tile audience which pays them are trolly

abunch of nunmshulls who don't apprecinte good art. "These 11shington audi-

ences don't knot? hot: to applaud/ a good performance." Dboctors complain of the

patients whto wake then up in the middle of the night with non-emier-encies.

Lawyers complain of the legal stupidity of their clients. Teachers often see

their students as some inferior class of ignoramuses %Yho are poorly mot vated

for the education being forced upon them, and who are poorly prepared for the _ ! f

-classroom into tvhIch some other teacher has pronoted them. Thus, it sems to

* me, that for the averae )rofessional,, the clientele is a sii of enemy. Nany
A

clients are uninteresting and even threatening. The professional stands aloof

on his stage and tries to remain one-up on his client.. I guess he feels that

othert.isa the client would not respect him and his superior knotwledige. Stu-

dents or clients iiho are in trouble, however, really don't nee a profess.Ional

expert vho is onbd-up on them. They need a friend. They need someone to sweat R
A

along with them a little, and thus the new arena of professional work has be-

-come a nodern theater-in-the-round in which the players infilAtrate tile audience

and worl; beside then. f

After all, education acculturates children so that in later years those

very children can creatively aicculturate the educational system. Thus, educa-

tion seens to be a great mosaic, a chieckerboard mixture of teacher and student ,

In which both learn from each other. This mosaic results in a pooling of all

talents in the group-a pooling of emotional energies and of personal desires.

The results are more creative, and- therefore less predictable. The resultinc.

education is of higher order, but it maintains no prestige gap beti-een the

professional teacher and the naive student.
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If thtere is one model of service -',lch is nore ela-tist than the educa-

tional model it is the medical model. The traditiouna physicilan is aluays [
one-up on his patient. lie is not sic|:--his patient i. lIle is not ignorant

J

- of how to manage the problau--hi paticnt is ignorant- In psychiatry, the
/

feelings of the patient are analyzed, put into their pgeonholes and called

transference or defense mechanisms, etc. But up to nm the patients have

obtained no chance to analyze the very important physician's emotions in this

encounter. Yet it is this medical model uhich many edtcators Initate. They

""act as if they want to be counselors or psychotherapisis in this elitist

manner,

The professional. falls into an almost intolerable z:biguity when he tries

to live with all this m-osaic effect, all this negotiation, all this business

of being a friend to each other. On the other hand, h. can obtain an absolute

-certainty of confidence if he follo:s an organized linear method of surveying

(physical exatination), categorizing (diagnosis), forr- ating objectives I
(treatment plan), making a contract with the client (.escription), fixing.

accountability (holding the patient and the phya3cian each responsible for his

ovm duties in the medical contract), surveying the resnrits (followup exaina-

tion to see if the cure was lasting or if the learning had been retained for

life).

This linear tiethod of work, however, tends to berme a nechanical method,

It forces clients into prearranged categories, and as Lao Tse said, "The cate-

gorles are the mothers of the 10,000 things." We begn to feel that it is

Sllegal in our profession to think a thought which will not fit into one of

the professional language categories, easily understanlable by others of our

professions. Accountability can be mere scapegoating. "Joe is accountable

__ -for that aspect of the problem. I don't have to worry about it. I'll only

-- ~~~~ A - __--
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worry about uy own account Aility." Tius wc no longer have a mosaic. le have

a pile of colored rocks.

Who's in Control--the Deliverer of'Service or the Client?

Some consultants advocate- that the deliverer of service, such as the phy-I . sician or school administrator-, should select his oin clients according, to his

skills and interests. They want a teaching hospital to scleft only those M_

patients who are useful for training purposes. They think the client would

suffer if the technical advisor tried to do work he x-as not interested in or

'was not adequately trained for. Other consultants, however, advocate that the

client should present his peculiar problem and the adviser should learn ho." to

solve that problem. Perhaps an individual advisor night collaborate with

another individual advisor of different s!:ills, but if technical advisors as

a whole avoid certain types of problem which face the client, then the profes--

sion will never learn to move into a new field viich is becoming important to

society. It would seem best for the advisor and the cliant to negotiate about

the problems--each bending somewhat toVard the other. If a patient or a project

is non-viable, then the hospital or the technical advisor can help it to die

gracefully.

But what if the state school official resists the technical advisor, even

though the schools under him desire the consultation? Well, food manufactur-
era had this problem when thtev wanted children to eat a lot of their breakfast I
foods. The mothers said, "I'm not going to buy that a.dust for you children

to eat. Bread is better." Accordingly, the food manufacturers in their adver-

* -tising did not try to convince the mothers. They got baseball heroes (about

whom mothers care little) to endorse the cereal. 1Tey put toys and puzzles

- aI.the boxes. That generated so much desire in the children that the t.others __

were forced to go out and buy the cereal. How it seers to me that any-such __

extreme. methods would get us into trouble, but if we can communicate with all
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of our potential clients, negotiate with them, and with their supervising

- officers, then altogether wle should be able to improve education. The main .

thing is to avoid the orientation of an elitist hospital which thinks that

the clients have nothing to say about how they get treated--treatnent bei-gS

purely the province of tle experts. You either take the ex'evrt's treatient

or you go elsewhere. Such an attitude can hardly develop any collaborative

progress.

If your clientele is not already accustomed to your good services you

cannot e:qect that they will clamor for those services. In Illinois, for in-

stance, we have one of th" uorld's most talented psychologists --lathan Azrin.

About three years ago Nate went around to the hospital wards and ashed if they

had any problems he might help with. Of course, the %yards gave the natural

answer for any good institution: "Do you thin" we're incompetent? IUe handle

all of our work. We don't need anybody to tell us what to do. Of course, tie

could use a few hore hands to help us do the same things we have always had

to do."

Rate said, "But I noticed this ward smelled like pee."

"Why of course, this ward is full of profoundly retarded adults. They
U

have peed in their pants every day of their lives. Ie change their pants three

tines a day. Ie are very coi'scientious. Ie take good care of our clients."

Nate said, "ri nd if I work on their problems and see if I can stop them

from peeing in their pants?"

"Be our guest."

Wen, Nate and his staff worked on that problem for months and finally

developed a way tb teach a ward staff, in about a week, how to get their cli-

ents to use the bathroom, just like any other adult. Furthermore, it would __

only take the ward staff about three days to train the clients. After .that:
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Were the hospitals overjoyed' at this? Wlell, the wards who first took

up this new training vere enthuAastic. The wards snelled sveet, the staff

had less work: to do, since not: they had only to k~eep reinforcing their clients

properly. Ilevert icless, wards that had not vet ta!.e. up the nety pra-cticn varc

not eager ever to take it up. Furtherraore, some of the xwards xiho had learned[

to thini: more and work: less eventually decided that they would rather go back

to the old routine way of handling their clinnts--just chiange their pants when

they vet then.

Row there's nothing abnormal about the staff's be'avor. It's perfectly -J.

human. I think also there's nothing abnormaal about the people in this confer-

ence vho Absolutely refuse to write a paper in language as interesting as they

use in ordinary conversation. In fact, it is natural for them to avdi! ordi-

nary conversation even in a living lecture. They have been trained,. inaever-

tentl.y,. to restrain their emotions, use bi words, and k~eep their muscles staiff.

I'i sure that -Nate Azrin could teach us all to change our nzodes of expres-_

sion and to adopt the easy-to-understand language whici. we all .-.no-.. But the

experinents inlicate that we would soon lapse back into our traditional vays

of being unexpressive and hard to understand.

*self in the client's own position,, seeing, the needs as the client sees them,

and then changes himself along with the client institution--perhaps changing _

himself to something he could not have predicted. Other-Ase, however high the _

consultant's authority and however complex his shill, he is only deluding him -

self If he thinks he is in control of chancge- programs whnen the client institu _M

tion does not want to be changed.
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A good consultant finds nental health staffs have more resources than-

he does. H~e sinply unnuaddles those resources. B~e is lik~e a Mlichelangelo

who sees a daaaged bloe: of marble and says that a statue of David is insid~e

that block anc is only iwaiting:jto have exccess stone ch-ipped away so he can

reveal lkinL~elf.M

-An Institution or a community usually has resources which it has aVoided

using, or simply has no idea hou to develop then~. consultants from Earvard

fledical School in the past three or four years have helped to organize io:

- into services fo oher x. lows. No doctor, ecrolae wointa

wioi can really grasp the problems and the emotions that a...ne.r widow faces.

The older widom~s, however, offer discreet and dighified but very personal
r.

help in the most crucial period, usually beginning a mo-sth or so after the

=husband's death. They nay even weep with their clients. Any totm har. widows C Er

but as a coniunity it may not enicourage then- to help, each other. !C -a I

Eou would a consultant help a widou-to-zidow- provg-= to emerge? 'Well, he *-

*might simply veet with a group of widows and stinulate then to think: about

what new widows have to go through. They would talk a'-out their own knotulecl-e

and find that it was shared by most other widows. For instance, there's the

*man who was president of her high school class, a dependable life-long friend,

and there's the hus'band of her best friend. Suddenly these men seem to think

that what sbe needs is sexual service. They cone around and of fer this serv-

ice. She doesn't expect that. The world is upside dorn. Then certain sales-

am COe around and say, "Your husband ordered all this stuff. Where shall I

put It?" She thinks it was her husband's last wish,, so she accepts all this _

expensive stuff. Then there's the insurance people, the Veterans Administration,

the estate settlement. And those things usually hit a widow a fewi weks after

her husband's death, when her relatives have begun to withdraw the emer-,ency

rnw~~eb tb - -- ---r---
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The ridows, In their group, share this know-led!-e and mia1:e plans lict. t'.;.-

can, perhaps through a church, offer t1terselves graciously as helpers t:0 t:nc
new vldo.. As they be-in to provide such help thcy sh re their experi-nc s

.1ne wiov A.e .V C-.

and increase each other's skill. After that, they encourage the deve .:.:.nt

of other widow-to-v;idow clubs throughout the narion. 'Nany cities have t!en

Lik~ewise, in every rschool sys ten I wzould thinh there are nany studat~l.,

-teachers, and administrators vho have had life c:neriences "hic1 vould r.-i!:e

-then ext-remely helpful in certain pbases of tenclling or helping people vith

special problens in education. It would seem that teachers-bzve a lot to

teach each other but they need to have certain hours sct aside and encoueinc?

-for that purpose.. For instence, sone teachers are extrenely shil~fvl in

getting small groups to teacl therselves with earnest concentration. Ot!er

teachers, even supr-irdinare to then, could participate in the activity 0f

that group classroom and cone avay with a lot of skill themselves. Thi big

trouble is that most teachers, even more than students, have to learn surrep--

titiously. They feel they cannot appear to be learning. H!st schools alsI

deny the existence of the ost tremendous teaching resource of all-rhe fi ft

graders who can teach fourth graders. There is no tinte for this, either.

_The New .Hi..rant Jorl. er

You speak of yourselves as migrant work:ers because your salaries and your

projects depend on soft uncertain money from government grants. Your projects

only last a couple of years and are often terminated before you e.,pect. You.

seew to desire stable work in one locality, so that you can establish a home

territory hich becomes part of your Identity. Perhaps vith a suburban acre

and a-howse you can eventually becone part of the landscape as an "old ini!abi-

tant," and your children wrill have a stable territory of origin, with proper
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provincial or sectionalistic prejudices. You hear rcM -the Census Bureau

that the averaz-e American moves out of toin every two yjeav- - and you seem to

thind: that this Statistic is sk-evied by all the poorly educated people who

wove frequintly. tlut lookt arouind you. Foxrn any of yxsur colleagues have re-

mained in the sam~e place for ten years? -especially the colic igues with the

higher education Qnd the higher presti-e ~obb,--tHe deims, the chairpersonis of

departments, the superintendents of schools, the state commissioners of hiealth.,

or welfare. Are they not all nomads? Do they not go uthere the new grass is

__ -greenest to feed their snall fanilies and their intellects?

Icannot sce any evidence that you vould enhance your personal develop-

Dent by clir-ring for. ten years to a single project in 2 single place. " t N

only do you rnake your contributions and then nove on to a new institution,M

but your current Institution terminates itself after za.king a useful but short-

lved contribution to the cox.=unity it serves. 7111e t C-n , the universitV cc=-

vntor the industrial cauiygoes on for rany ecades, developing and

groving as a liigorganisn, but the "cells" ofthis organism-the hxr.--n

inabtatsan te phmeal2gncescoeand go in rapid succession. _

do'Ie h value, then, of you individuals rlinging; to a singic job

In a single project for tmmny years. This would ruin your development an.d it

would also retard the development of your institutions. On the other hand, if

you contribute to your present institution all the si-ill. you have learned from

your past institutions, and if you now acquire a higher exp erience and move on.

to a un Institution, then you ntay abet the growth of your current institution

far more than if you remained there ten years.

Perhaps soum a*2inistrators,, teachers, and technical advisors could

&*range for their students to teach then. Otherwise It becom3es a fearful and

lonely thzIng to be professional-a certified graduate. stuffed with conlete

aut-horitative knowledge In his field. i can never let others think that he
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is i. need of anyi nmi knoil1edgn.

In our school districts we have adrinistrators vho are al-:ays being

called into court unjustifiably, or we have parent groups xwhich provide treat

criticisn and little creative S'?port. Perhans the acninistrators could as

a group share tlheir 1:noledge about these thins, cevelon a helpful theory

about then, and provide ccntinuing consultation and .tupport for each other

over -years. But I doubt if they would do such a thing without consultative

encouragem-ent and help from outside the school. Educational support systes

could pronote these things.

The disadvantaged children, the farners, and the industrialists want

things to belong to them, but fortunately you who live 1y intellect vaa.

yourselves to belong to things-esp ecially to imstitutons--thich outlive i

you. You tend to think five years ahead for your institution, even if your

job has only ona year to live, It seens to :e that your profese.-al -rou 4
Itself has becone a tribe or a great exterded fa diy, xiithin which you sez1h

recognition. That is your beautiful permanent stability. Your rjects ad

yo

yorjoscnead=o
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Till UILTI MATE E)NO It: II".VIEILOI'MENT

A: Til- DII.SIONS OF EC)NOMIC CROIWiii F

=There is a certain delusion most citizens maintain including many bona fide
economists: that material values in society and its businesses can continue to
increase forever. For instance, we assume that invested money can always
earn some interest--perhaps 6Z. Confidence provided by this optomistic de-
lusion may in fact make economic growth continue longer than it would if
we dispaired that grcrath could continue idefinitely.

/

In the depths of the great depression of the 1930's, this delusional confi-
dence made two things popular at the same time: chain letteis and social
security. L

The Chain Letter Craze

In one version of the chain letter, the letter arrived in your mailbox with
a list of five names. Directions indicated that you cross out t-,e top name
on the list and send that person one dollar. You then add your name at the

bottom of the list and mail copies of the letter to five of your friends.
Each of your five friends repeats the process and thus after five generations
of such letters, you yourself receive a dollar from each of the 3,125 people.
That is five to the fifth power (55). In a way these letters constrain the
future into providing an income for the present.

14
The trouble is if you carry five to the fourteenth power (5 ) you will oh-
tain more than 6 billion; that is more than the number of people in the world.
Thus, the chain of letters exhausts itself long before its fourteenth gener-
ation-

The general idea of social security was for old people to retire with a pension
at age 65. For the first crop of retirees the pension was paid by taxing tile
people who had not yet retired. When those people also retired it was found
that most of their tax had been spent to provide pensions for the first gener-
ation of retirees. Consequently, every younger generation paid taxes to sup-
port the older generation and what we really haJ was not an enforced savings
plan, but a transfer of money from today's young people to today's old p ople.

Tiat scheme worked as long as the younger population rapidly increased. The
younger generation has now relatively decreased. There is not enough tax
money to support the increasing older generation. Social security's provid-
ing retirement at a reasonable age depended upon an ever increasing younger
generation so that the future generations could provide income for the present
just as the chain letters require an ever increasing number of letter receivers
to pay the senders. Eventually, of course, we run out of people.

Politically, citizens behave as if they would like to decrease the death rate,
decrease the birth rate and lower the retirement age. This results of ccurse
in a very few tax payers supporting very many retirees. Someday the retirees
would find that their income had decreased to a penny a year.

Chain letter schemes ard the social security scheme were a part of the -ame
style of thinking during the depression years.

But. isn't there some way we can continue to improve-to increase cur riches
and our comfort? After all, we don't need to worry about running out of
materials. if we have enough energy we can get materials from other planets
or from underseas. We don't have to worry about running out of energy. If
we concentrate on developing intellectual ingenuity we can devise ways of
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=The rule, then is this:

An original Principal P invested at interest rate i per interest period
ni

for n interest periods yields a final total amount S = P (1 + i) n -

Thus, $100 invested at 6± interest paid back into the account at the
end of each year yields/in 5 years:

S = p (1 + i) n

= $100 (1+ 0.06)5

= $133.82

The Long-term Uncertainty of a 6Z Interest Rate

Let's assume that hen the Wise Men came to Bethlehem about 1.975 years ago,
they invested for the church $1 at 6Z compounded annually. What would be the
value of that investment now?

Using our formula we can figure it out on-a calculator in 10 seconds:

S = P (1 + i) n

=$1 x (1 + 0.06) 1975

= 
$9.5 x l 4 9

This is an incredible number of dollars. it takes 50 ciphers to write it in
full. Is that all the money in the world? How big a mass of solid gold
would that be?

We can calculate it.
Consider gold worth $5 a gram-about $165 an ounce.
The specific gravity of gold is 19. That is:

I cubl~c centimeter = 19 grams of gold

1 cubic kilometer l0O.0003 cubic centimeters

or, a one followed by 15 zeros I
s5 x 19 x 100,00 3  - $9.5 x 10 value of one cubic kilometer of gold.

That's far short of $9.5 x 109 though it would be 8 meters deep over the city
of Washington. 1he earth's radius (r) is about 6.700 kilometers- rTn vol'ae
of the earth is:

V 4 /43 W.r3

413 x 3.14 x 67003

2.8 x 10 cubic kilometers

1Iftiply-g by the value of one cubic kilometer of gold,
= i024

2.8 x 10' x 9.5 x 1016 $2.7 x10
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In the 1600's we had horses and wagons bit they were so slow, carried -uet!
small loads, and were so vulunerable to highavm-n in new countri.s. Ita I
cvverce tended to push up the havigauhle river-. lis- rapid dtvelop-nt of o
Tideater Virginia and Maryland was due to the gr-.it estuaries .';,z- ijat!-

from the Chesaneake lar. At the heads of navigation. to course. liit- .lhi-j

could proceed no further. The horses and wagons then developed nor- .sIra]v

the hilly regions.

In the early 1800's the U-S. raised a hue and cry to develop the cana:h and
inland waterways. In the 1820's New York's Governor Clinton vro--oed his
"big ditch"--the Erie Canal. Prosperous new port towns appeared--Natche-z.
t .~ississippi; Cairo. Illinois; Troy. New York- WateCr-ay's praised to"Oe
up the continent".

in the late 180'"s however the business of the wa -terways s. - =ed au. that al
the railroads bo-med. This was the age of Cornelius Vnnnierbi, J=es Hill
and other railroad millionaires. The golden() spike finali. connectedthe

= - rails from the East and West coasts. Tre steel industry imemd. the rail-
road unions strengthened, tie coal mining industry swelled. The rai lrct-s

promised to "open up the continent".

In the early 1900's the railroad business leveled ow t and the aut-=- I.
business boomed. This was the age of Henry Ford. John D. ovrkeflf!t' -
other oil, rubber and auto millionaires. r- railroads n -vr s'in-la,-" so
many businesses--trucking cu--panies. tea--ters. untted a'ato worrers. . j I
workers, rubber comnanies. road builders oil comnanies. surbzz an shepping

r enters. tratma surgeries. The great free-way-s re built acrss ta0- C amaw .
Toe auto industry pr'rsc-d to "open up the continent. - t

Earn industry that died at 67 providnl ro.m tor ,thers t- grow at (C. 41 --0Zr
successive transportatito industry produced xwr, -- sidiarv indust r i. . =r-

jo"s, nore injuries and -are pollution. Th-se lat twig !actFars gr, -- -Mans

thrngh the two renturies..

In the second half of the 1900's the auto indastry note sho-wes :-ign %-f V c-1-

The arlies capture some of the transportation but zore particL y ra.l
finding we can process and move information without movin ma-rerals a-r perons
to carry it. Hence. the boom in computers, sarellites. teleshonies.-
lasers, photography., x-ray scanners. elertrnic I ibraries-- 1err---.. tne

Sgrawth rate of the informtion-amvers overtakes thait of the iunter- 'ial a-.= rp --

novers. At least the poltion and the injuries decrease.

But. how can we escape the "chain lettering" of businesses a-1 a u s rieSZ

Actually we may not want to escape it. For Americans. this sn-wssi-r - -' ='w

industries has become - way of life. Citizens eatIv i beram enthlisiasti. ah. -z
a new industry. They went out and bought its products and sersvices even Z4 -M

nroccts were inefficient--eve-n if they were yarmac.." Thev iv "junk tatds".

especially if tle foods are called by a traditional Me. It dosn't re ' -- I

meter that the potato chips contain oxuly otherwise urnarketabile poato o- U= I
the "shakes" and "-alts contain no milk or the ire cream n-o re -atz or tin ch-r l.l

cand no chocolate. Some cigarette ads say in effect "our cigarette- y

more cancer than others, but be a man, asert yourself. Dm ur? riar 
-

to satisfy oar own perculiar taste. Don't let anyone tellW wu. mtro s=nkr-
Fu-rtherore r- ericans believe in a cmpetitive m-iet. -- ' 1 .p ti"
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The Expansions and Contractions Within Spaceship Earth

As all the resources are put to intensive use markets become saturated. We be-

__ come like persons working in a space capsule. If one person spits somewhere
then he and his commrades must all breathe it. Cut-throat competitiveness among
space travelers is not the ideal. They can hardly improve their mission or
their species by survival of odly the strongest or the brightest. That species
will survive best which can collaborate best or indeed which can form symbioses

among its own members or with other species.

The situation reminds me of two leeches we caught in our swimming hole when I
was ten. We put them in a glass of water. The next day the first leech got
hungry and fastened himself unto the second. He expanded and the second shrank--
or so it seemed to us. But, then the second leech felt hungry so he fastened

himself onto the first. The second expanded and the first shrank. And so it
went. Eventually both leeches shriveled away. We decided they would have lived
longer if they had at least not parasitized each other.

Well, let's consider that time in the futur0 ; :he countries of the world are
all fully developed, markets are satiated. We may select out those enterprises
which are growing ana find that on the average they increase at 6% per year.
Let's call them the A system and say they are worth $100 billion. All the rest
of the world is the B system and is worth $1,000 billion. After one year, A
has increased to $106 billion at its normal growth of 6%. B has lost the $6
billion which went to A. B's rate of loss was:

$6 billion 0
$1,000 billion

In 38 years for instance, A has expanded to:

$100 billion x (1 + 0.06)38 = $915 billion

and B now has shrunk to:

$1,000 billion - $915 billion = $85 billion.

In the 39th year A maintains his rate and gains another 6%:

$915 billion x 6% = $55 billion

and B's rate of loss is:

$55 billion = 64%
$85 billion

In the-40th year of course B is wiped out.

Long before things got that bad, B's desire to hang on to the little wealth it

had might greatly decrease the interest rate for A. Or A and B might resort
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to some reciprocal leechIng. Life styles change nevertheless and even if there
were only one company in the world it would probably move from one style of work
to another style. It would be possible for one part of the company to profit
from foresight into what the next style would be.

The reat Cycle of Western Workstyle--Religion, Merchandising, Services, Thought...

In medieval times, perhaps from 700 A.D. to 1300 A.D., people use to say "Nothing
is too much to pay to avoid Hell and to attain Heaven... So what if you are in
pain for a few decades on earth? What's that compared with an eternity in Hell".
People accordingly spent their substances, their time, their skill in building
great churches even in small towns. They paid the church dearly for funerals,
for prayers, etc. They fought crusades, they made pilgrimages to Rome, to the
Holyland, to Compostela, etc. Now-a-days a family is proud to have a member
with a doctor's degree. In those days a family was proud to have a member who
had made a great pilgrimage. Europe spent so much of its human resources on
religious works that it essentially went bankrupt in everything else.

Then came the renaissance and the production-consumption craze. Males were

trained to skills which allowed them to get out there and produce--as factory
workers, transportation workers, farmers... Women eventually were trained to
get out there and consume. They took courses in home economics, they listened
to all the ads on TV, they went to physicians, veterinarians, travel agencies,e
Tupperware parties... All telling them good things to pay for.I Renaissance economics (from about 1400 to 1980) assumed that when money changed
hands it was because buyer and seller were getting something each valued. Both
gained. Therefore, every time money changed hands, value increased in theI economic system. Eventually sales tax and income tax beg an to appear more

03 equitable than property tax. After all, if a house brought rental income, was
it not more realistic to tax the income rather than the house itself?--especially
in extreme times such as when the house could not be rented or when it rented
for an inordinately high rate. The same seemed true of taxes on any other
capital investment. When Peter Drucker said that corporation tax was the most
asinine of all taxes, I assumed he meant that the government should tax the
corporation's income but not its existence. If tax endangers the existance of~corporations, it endangers the larger part of our modern economic system.

oBut, all this still asses th the measure of economIc modern is the rate
of production and consumption--the great merchandising cycle. Market research,
tsee what people will buy or will vote for, leads next to a flux of advertising

to fill the mass mind with a powerful desire for the things that factories can
best produce. "Get your revolutionary ball point pen. Everybody's buying one!"

Services

By the 1970's the number of workers in services far outnumbered those in pro-
duction. The country was becoming more-desirous of entertainment, restaurantservice, medical care, education, mailfservice, telephone, transportation, re-

Wit pair services... People could still be persuaded, of course, to buy more flimsy
furniture than they needed but they spent even more money on services. TheyI wanted personal comfort and personal attention. Gone now was the concern to
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__ build up credit in heaven by fighting holy wars or constructing cathedrals.
_Gone was the duty to produce and consume so that my country could be stronger

than others. Present instead was the individual's angry demand for his right
to happiness and health--guaranteed by the fact that he existed on earth. Con-
cern for the future and for the lissons of the past were relegated to a sort of -i
social unconscious. The individual closed hi- eyes to both past and future.
The corporations and the nationg closed their eyes to both past and '-ture. De-

i~i fecit financing, traffic overload, expensive hospital chains, cut-backs in
education all ignored the past and avoided the future. Individuals demanded

their "right" not only to TV sets, -.. d filet mignon, but also to repairs
and services in the here and now.

The Megabrain

In the renaissance the great chief or boss was considered the decision maker,
the policy setter and the chief planner for the local enterprise, corporation

or state. Such chiefs in the 1800's were Cornelius Vanderbilt, Henry Ford,
J. P. Morgan, Andrew Carneige, J. D. Rockefeller, etc. But, by mid twentieth
century the teachers of management and political science were saying "the power
does not lie with coxniand. It lies with staff". Or "It is not the owners
(stockholders) who control the great corporations, it is not the President nor
the board of directors, it is the 'technostructure"'. It is these experts who o
tell the bosses and the owners what will be profitable and what will not, what
machinery is best to install and what is worst. These technically trained per-
sons are the professionals in public relations, market research, political la-
son, engineering, psychology, medicine, labor relations, logistics, etc. Boards
and presidents who move contrary to the advice of such staff will generally
shrivel up their businesses. The corporation desiring to grow may slough such
presidents.

Now the technostructure is not a group of workers who provide direct services to
customers, nor run the factory machines, nor boss the workers, nor set the
policies, nor own the corporation. Indeed, the technostructure is not "account-
able" in the ways these other members are. The technostructure is a class of
experts who responsibly maintain their position at least state-wide within their
own professions. On the organization chart, they are set off to the side of
the direct chain of command. They don't supervise anyone's production, they don't
give any orders, they only evaluate, advise, design and monitor. Yet, theirs is
the power. In so far as they are effective, the corporation prospers. M1

In the early twentieth century, most members of the technostructure were scattered
through the corporate structure itself. Some were borrowed from other corpora-
tions or hired for a fee from consulting groups. But, increasingly as the century
moved on, separate groups developed which were pure technostructure. They pro-
duced nothing but ideas. One example is the Federal Bureau of the Budget--
a small group of experts which acts as pure staff to the President himself upon
any subject under the sun.

The most spectacular of these groups however was the group of theoretical
physicists who from about 1900 to about 1930 developed the revolution in modern
physics. The group included Planck, Einstein, Curie, Heisenberg, Bohr... They
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came from many different countries but they all coumuni -,ted with each other
by letter, by journal articles and by word of mouth. O11. a year they met,
usually in Copenhagen. They would build on each other's ideas. No one had an
independent new idea that did not build on the ideas of some of the others.
Sometimes, widely separated persons simutaneously developed the same discoveries.
These persons are not especially known for their direct experimental work. In
fact, one of them (Wolfgang Paul!) was notorious for his clumbsy inability to
perform anL accurate experiment. But at no time in prior history was such a
quantity of such highly abstract thought produced. The thiaking power of this
group produced the second most important development of the twentieth century--
nuclear power. No amount of bossing could have done it, no amo.tnt of money, =

no prestige, no heavy muscle.

The power came from a group whose members acted in some respects as parts of a
single brain. From the rest of the body the brain derives sustenance for its
mere existence. Then the centers and nodes in different parts of the brain F
communicate with each other by fluids aad nerve fibers. One achieved idea
leads to another, and powerful abstract thinking may occur. The theoretical
physicists building individually upon ideas from the historical past interacted
with each other to produce ideas which led to other ideas in other members of
the group.

This group was a great "megabrain". Its power was far greater than the power
of any one member. There had been other megabrains. The Prussian General
Staff was such a megabrain from about 1814 to about 1945. There were others
later. The core of the Manhattan Project was a megabrain which had budded off
from the thirty year "Copenhagen" group of physicists. It produced the first
atom bomb. A more fragmented megabrain produced the concept of the double
helix and promoted the revolution in biology in the last half of the twentieth
century. Other megabrains were legally incorporated and became the Rand Corp-
oration, the Hudson Institute and other "think-tanks". These think-tanks are
essentially biological organisms formed out of bright human beings from widely
different realms of thought and aided by vast libraries and powerful computers.
They produce nothing but ideas, in fact the highest centers of a megabrain
produce ideas which can only be understood by the next lower level of the mega-
brain itself or else by comparable levels of some similar megabrain.

Post Industrial Fear of Change

Economists speak of the 1970's as the post industrial era. In part they mean an
era when services employed more people than production did. But, in part this
also means that brains and not material become tye real wealth. If one nation
has all the gold, another all the oil, another most of the manpower, another
most of the agriculture and another most of the workable ideas, then which of
these nations could eventually control the world?

In the next century there may be no nation-states as we know them today. For
the stupendous power of intercultural brain power may overwhelm them.

To many people, the most fearsome kind df world pollution is knowledge pollution--
too much research, too much pooling of brain power makes atom bombs to destroy
civilization or it generates nuclear energy power to destroy the oil and coal
industries and indeed many other industries. But, worst of all is the Double

= -=--f
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Helix which leads to research in recombinant DNA which in turn leads to the
possibility of producing a superman. New genes, new heredity may produce a
people as far in advance of present- people as we are in advance of dogs. To
the new people with their great strength, beauty, goodness and intelligence,
we will be like domestic animals. They will benignly enslave us all. Per-
haps this new life will be far more comfortable for us. But, our old life
will die. To many of us, this Is more frightening than the mere vaporization
of our lives in a great atom blast.

Tabooed Researchr

As Mert Krause elucidates, all important research is a political activity.

In the 1930's two doctors in my university did some careful research and dis-
covered that drinking one ounce of alcohol per day did no physiological harm.
They published a small book on this which was immediately banned by the state
government. The problem was that the WCTU had more lobby power than the liquor
manufacturers.

Consider the furor ov'er the research concerning cigarettes and cancer and the I
frightful expense necessary in this decade in order to develop any new thera-
peutic drug. Consider what might happen if we did good research upon the out- ir
comes of psychotherapy or legal advocacy when these services were performed -

by para-professionals or amateurs. What if it should turn out that para-pro-
fessionals had better results than professionals? This might imply that we
should change our rules for the practice of law or medicine.

In early 1978, the American Association for the Advancement of Science met in
Washington and concluded that scientists were getting "a lousy press". Scientists

- were often portrayed as immoral. Movies were presenting bad science, their
scripts often went completely contrary to the laws of physics and misled the
public about science. The conclusion was that people fear science because it
threatens them with change. (Science 200: pp. 37, April 7, 1978).

It is only right that important research should be a pol~i2cal matter. Such
research usually concerns people and people are politics. The problem can be
seen in several segments: (1) No enterprise can grow indefinitely at 6%, (2)
The Darwinian theory of evolution-by-the-adversary-process is only a small
part of the total mechanism of evolution. Another part is the development of
symbioses and collaborations between species, between family members and be-
tween corporations which (collusively or coincidentally) control their own
prices and markets, (3) Our ecumene is pretty nearly a closed system. As we
exploit the system, markets become saturated, resources become depleted, the
environment becomes polluted, social classes and nations reach equality on a
lower level than they would like. In accord with the second law of thermo-
dynamics it becomes harder and harder to get useful work-out of the system.
That is, entropy ever increases, (4) The fear of change retards progress and
eventually leads to universal misery. Nevertheless, persons and corporations
cannot freely give up their great investment. They cannot bear to let their
emotional commitments, their money, their training all come to naught, (5)
Accordingly it is necessary for political policy to develop ways to buffer the
change so that for instance the employees and managers of the automobile-rubber-
steel-oil-trucking-road construction industry are phased into even more inter-
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esting ways of investing themselves before the industry itself closes down.
Without inventive intelligence man as an animal is subject to the leveling
out of his economy in accord with the principles of Malthus and Clausius.

The move toward collaborative pooling of brain power would affect every pro-
fession. Consider the field of medicine. One physician has committed himself
to surgery. He is a beautifully skilled surgeon. His surgery is art. He has
devoted twenty years of study and practice to it. But, suppose certain new
chemical and electrical procedures eliminate the need for that surgery. Will
he not become angry and perhaps depressed? A brain pool or megabrain might
similarly eliminate some fields of psychiatry, Test tube babies might elim-
inate obstetrics. Embryonic seed teeth might eliminate the old dentistry.
The essence of the economic difficulties presented above is that today it is
stylish to pry all we can out of today's resources and to deny the possibility
that we cannot continue this procedure far into the future. Consequently, we
fear and hate all forces which attempt to deal with the real future--good
managers, megabrains, DNA, basic research, excellent education.

Nevertheless, such Intelligence over the centuries has improved agriculture,
clothing and general control of the environment so that man has expanded his
population and comfort far beyond what Plato or Confucius could have predicted. J
Today, the "megabrain" in harmony with a political structure may enable the
world to go still further. Otherwise, I fear we will die at 6%.

Ref.: Mert Krause
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" THE NATURE OF THE NEU MODERN HIND: The Extinctioni of Causation

( By M.D. Parrish

This paper will explore the usefulness and the logic of dropping our classical

notion that every event in the field of psychology, management, or politics
has a cause and that we can place responsibility upon that cause. In the field
of physics and philosophy, the idea that every event is caused by some other
event is losing adherents, but in the political and economic sciences, the idea
of causation allows us to pin accountability, responsibility, and blame upon
certain people. Such a pinning may be followed by a high level of fear and
productive work. Why shouldn't it be advantageous to continue this singling
out of a person to take the blame for what happens in social and business life? -

Traditional Notions of Causation

In the Middle Ages and in the Renaissance, it was popular to consider that the
Intervening finger of God brought about many events. It was not always necessary
to believe that one event caused another inevitably. God could cause both
events in succession. During the Enlightenment of the 1700s, however, it be-
came popular to conceive of the universe as a kind of clock-work in whicb one
event directly caused another. Every event had a chain of (mostly brainless) I
causes leading up to it. Biological evolution supposedly came about by such

a chain and it led "up" to man. The psychologists and psychoanalysts of early
20th Century considered that human behavior was the result of various causes
arising in the past. In modern times, however, we have found that if we adhere Al

to the idea of cause and effect, we narrow our field of action. If some events
have no causes, we may mislead ourselves wastefully. We act more usefully if
we understand the philosophers who all along have doubted causality, whether
effected by clock-work or by the will of God or man.

The Causation of Hume and Kant

About 1740 David HumeI devastated the traditional cause and effect when he
demonstrated that what we have always assumed was a necessary link between a
causal event and its subsequent effect was only a habitual succession of certain __

events in time coupled with contiguity in space. Immanuel Kant2  about 1780,
showed that cause and effect existed quite certainly in the human mind, but
not in external events. No one ever saw, heard, or smelled the necessary link
between events. No one could rationalize nor logically deduce its existence.
Causality was a convention. We could not perceive and measure it as we could
the velocity of falling bodies or the reddening of the sun at sunset. Present
day philosophers have thought that when people imputed the idea of necessity
to certain sequential events, they felt more secure. They saw the events as
somewhat controllable.. "Find the cause of a disease and you can cure it"-
They could fix blame and accountability. "The department head is responsible,
so at least I'm not guilty".

Modern Theories and Practices Concerning Causation

| Werner Heisenberg and other modern physicists 3 interpreted certain experiments

as proof that the traditional idea of cause and effect was an untenable concept in u
highly accurate physical measurements. For instance, in order to observe the

behavior of the smallest particles, one had to let that particle affect another

... _7 .. _ .... L:- _-: -_ , -- --:-
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particle of comparable size. When the second particle impinges on the first,
we have some measure of the position, the size, and the velocity of the first C
particle. 'But what happens to the first particle in between its encounter with
two particles of the second type? No one using particles can observe that.

Maybe we could observe it with light instead of particles, but even if light
is considered a fluid wave, it still has certain wave lengths, and even if
these wave lengths were smaller than the particles (which they usually are not),
we would still have difficulty measuring the effects of the smallest moving
"bodies"--which now would be the waves of light.

Modern philosophers as well as physicists have been unable to refute Hume's
-thesis. In fact, modern philosophers had made it easy to reject traditional

causality. Even back in the 17th Century, Newton had to reject the very
- plausible idea that bodies which were in motion were necessarily kept in motion

by some force or influence. He found it necessary to assume that a planet's
- motion continued "naturally". No "cause"1 was moving it.

A modern "manipulability" theory5 of cause and effect concerns itself more with
human needs than with the truth-structure found in nature. This theory con-
siders cause as a thing that can be turned on and off by human beings to pre-
vent or to allow the appearance of a subsequent event, thus when we seek the
cause of cancer, pragmatically we are seeking for those elements which humans

- can influence so that the incidence of cancer will decrease. If we prevent
smoking and subsequently the incidence of cancer decreases, we say that certain
cigarette smoking is a manipulable and pragmatic cause of cancer. If we dis-
cover, however, that the movements of the star Vega were associated with in-
creased cancer, then we could go on to seek some other "cause"--for we can do
nothing about Vega.

Note here that the following on of lung cancer after cigarette smoking occurs
only after about 20 years of smoking. The effect is delayed so long after the

- cause, many people cannot believe ti.at smoking is a prerequisite to cancer of
the lung. These people are perhaps unwittingly following Hume's dictum that
contiguity in time between the two events is necessary to define causation.

Note here that the increase in cancer is expressed two ways: (1) by an increased

incidence in a large population, or (2) as an increased probability of cancer
in the individual. There is no absolute certainty of causation, there is only
an increased degree of certainty. This degree of certainty or uncertainty ex-

tends to all things formerly considered causes and effects in those days before
modern "statistication" replaced the linear rationalizina of Locke and Hume,
and certainly before the pivotal faith of St. Augustine and St. Thomas. The
modern degree of certainty may be very high, but is never infinite. It may

seem hard to argue against tbe guillotine as the cause of death in a man it
beheads, nevertheless, the guillotine only increases the probability of death 4
at that time to about a billion to one. Some people die of other causes before
the blade hits them. (P. W. Bridgman, R. G. Collingwood8 , N. R. Hanson9)

Some modern philosophers consider cause and effect as inseparable elenents of
a single situation. The situation may be given several separate names just as
we can give several names to the two ends of a ball bearing. This singularity
is reminiscent of the connection between the possessor and his possessions.
No one ever saw that connection. We wonder now if such a link exists outside
the conventions and the imagination of human beings.

Spengler4 develops further the idea of Will and'Thotight which parallel destiny _
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and causality. He says that will and thought In our minds correspond to
direction and extension in the outside world. By direction he really means
time, for time is the thing that has definite linear, one-way sequence. Space,
of course, can have direction too. It has east and west, etc. We just sort __

of agree, however, to select out east and west. Time-directedness is more of
a thing in itself. Spengler's temporal direction means "dynamic direction", a
moving direction never still. So time and space exist--the movement of time
and the sitting there of extended out space. They correspond to history and
nature--history being the flow of events, nature being the quality and potential
of an individual being--such as, the nature of a dog. The attributes the
animal has, the particular way it habitually behaves, is nature. Part of the
nature of "dogginess" is to be somehow servile and to smell doggy.

Will, in the inner world of the individual mind, corresponds to temporal dir-ection in the outer world of society and landscape. Will links the present

to the infinite future. It corresponds to history, to destiny. Thought in
the inner world of the individual links the here and now to the infinitely
far. Will and thought as well as nature and destiny then correspond to
time and spatial extension as well as causality and existence. Causality
is linked through time to its result. j
The will interests itself in going forward into the future. Thus, will
could be called a diachronic faculty. It spreads itself through time. It
attempts to make changes as time goes on. Pure thought, however, examines I
what is immediately present to be examined& Thought examines the past or
the future as they exist in the present memory or imagination; thus, thought( is a synchronic faculty. It explores what is laid out before it in the pure
present. Thought - at least Western thought - tends to be spatial in its way
of handling its objects. It links the unlimited space to the here. The far
distances are linked to the here because they all exist in this moment of the
mind where "here" exists. The realm of thought is that realm of time which
is not dynamically directed. It is a stasis, and this stasis has position in
the flow of time. It really exists aside from life, aside from history. It
dwells always in that Platonic world of idea, the world where blueness exists,
and love, and communism, and democracy.

So, both aspdcts of our basic characters - Will and Thought - emerge in the
West's prime symbol which is infinite extension. Will links the fiture to the
present, thought links unlimited space to here. The eternal future as it rolls
into the present makes us experience the events of history. Thus, we travel
through time. Destiny has already brought the boundless reaches of space into
existence. Space is with us presently. As we travel through our landscape,
we roll a part of infinite space into the view of our senses. History, then,
develops out of Will, out of people getting on the move into the future. The

will in history is the process of a future thing becoming present. Or, more
truly, it is a moving outward of our "now" into distant time.

The boundless reach of space is a sort of future also. It is not future in
time, but it is way out there, we cannot reach all of it, it is beyond us.
Boundless reach of space then is distance already in existence. It has be-
come fixed. It is in the realm of idea. it is true and fits its own principles
of behavior, its own nature. It is synchronic, it is contemplatable.

The nature of things means the qualities and potentials of things as they always
are - a certain dogginess or a certain blueness which is characteristic of dogs
or skies. In history, of course, a certain dog may not act doggy, but the nature I
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of dogs as conceived in history is this dogginess. The seemingly fixed nature
of things exists not necessarily in individual minds, but in the realm of idea
itself - the realm of truths which individual minds can grasp by taking thought.

The Western mental experience, then, includes: (1) the Will which deals with
history, and (2) the Thought which deals with eternal natures and truths out-
side of history. In a major way we grasp our culture as a dynamic flow of his-
tory and only in a minor way do we grasp it as a fixed set of principles or
customs. Spengler calls the Western culture a "will culture". The positive
directional energy which we employ in our languages not only dominates our own
drive into history, but it forces us into the attempt to view all other cultures
as similar attempts to drive into the future. We usually see other cultures as
merely less efficient than ourselves. Actually, some cultures did attempt such
drives into the future and some did not. The minds of the West and of ancient
Egypt, for instance, chronicled -heir present events so as to make them a solid

factual history for later generations of time explorers. They also planned
long range strategies, such as future space exploration or the mummifying of
the dead. The minds of ancient Greece and India, however, did not see their

- culture as long thrusts of history through vast time, but only as a collection
of legends, personalized stories, grand gestures, isolated vignettes, and
dramatic characterization of heroes. Compare the Iliad to Nijal's Saga or
Thucydides's History of Greece to Hume's History of England.

Our Western kind of will is exemplified in our dynamic syntax: "I have done it."
lines up the doer, the doing, and the thing done. Our languages keep using
11V so much more than oriental or ancient languages do. "I" is always a doer,

and when you read a-Western novel, you the reader are the "I" that experiences
all the adventures and takes a critical overview of all the content and the
style. We write many of our novels and poe'3 in the first person. Other
cultures did this rarely. The West's mse o. "I" assumes there is an internally
consistent self quite separate from the "other person' or the "outside world".
There was not that much of a self in the other great cultures. We of the West
perceive dynamically. We set things -in motion. Linguistically, we make the
bat hit the ball and the ball fly away.

Traditionally Western thought is mechanically dynamic in the Newtonian sense;
for the cause-and-effect structures of our Western languages lead us to think
with the lively momentums and far-reaching forces and counter forces of Newtonian
mechanics. This is a big step beyond the mere leverages and focuses of Archi-
medean mechanics. But the new physics since 1900 replaced the force of gravity Ii
with fields or distortions of empty space itrelf. Length was no longer an
exact position for a particle, but only a "cloud" of probable positions spread

Mj with a varying thickness over an indefinite space. Thus, the certainty that
one event has caused another degenerates into a measurement of the degree to
which the one event was associated with the other in time and in space - and

= also, a measurement of the degree to which a certain probability of the as-
sociation prevails.

For Spengler, the dynamic causality spirit is like the organist in a great
cathedral. From the egocentric console, he floods his vaulted world with his
sequence of harmonies. He affects distant horizons with his will. Our first
person idiom - our ego habeo factus - means "I have done'. Classical Roman

Latin would never say that, it would simply say "Feci" - a single word, a unit
itself, rounded off like a complete poem and presented to the listener- "feci '

a completed act by whoever is doing the talking. The Romans did not have to
show-off "ego" in order to imply that "I an involved in the doing". Their
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deepest involvement was implied within the word, "feci". But, the Western
European speaker was not satisfied with that. He set up an "I" which then
hammered out the action with "have" and then "done". There is a world of
difference also between the Western speaker's "I have done" and the Eskimos
equivalent "Fy yesterday's act" - which is a manifestation of a simple reality.

RIt is not an act at all. With the fading out of the Greek and Roman style of
thinking, the popular languages in Europe dropped "feci" and substituted some
equivalent of "ego habe6 and factus"- some "Whamidy, whamidy, wham!" which
drums out the action of its words and each word reaches onward into the next.
No word makes any sense separately by itself; each word implies "Wai- a
minute, there is more to come" until the utterance reaches its end.

The personal and immortal importance of "I" towers up in Gothic architecture.
The spire is an "I"; the flying butress is an "I"; later, the lyric poetry
of Villon, the sonata music of Haydn, the uniquely personalized portraits of
Rembrandt beamed out to the world that dynanic "I". The "I" was so assertive
that we sometimes feared it was an obsenity. The conceptualization of so
obsene a will frightened us into subduing or passing over its full exposure.
In English, instead of saying "I am angry" we often say, "You get angry about
that" or "One feels uncomfortable". All the time, the speaker could only
mean "I feel..." This fear of obscenely taking over God's WillXi'U delayed
the actual erection of the towering spire of a Minster of Ulm until centuries
later when high secular edifices became commonplace and the original spiritual
reach of the spire's design was probably forgotten.

But in the 20th Century, there has come a slov change in the dynamism of "I".
The modern estern cities have developed a creativity of compilations. They
merge ideas and acts quite aside from any persons who originated each separate
act. This kind of creativity fits in with bureaucratic action (carried out
because of policy). It fits with Bartok's last quartets (written in no
definite key). It fits with Robbe-Grillet's novels (where the timing of
events is uncertain and the I who acts is not fully present). It fits with
Samuel Becket's dramas of absurdity.

iVhere in these worki is the responsibly creating and willing "I", the leading
instrument, the her6ic character! In such worlds as these the TV star merges
with the advertised product, the show with the commercial, the church with
education or psychotherapy, ifidustry with the military. For the West of the
late 20th Cdntury is slowly turning away from the last-ditch existential fight
for the grand responsibility, the autonomy and the uniqueness -f the dynamic
"I". The West is moving toward the democratic accountability of the people
itself, the infiltration of ideas and fashions into many groups of people.

We used to blame Palmerston for the Opium Wars, 1!immler for the extermination
of six million Jews, Lyndon Johnson for thd Viet Nam war; now we are coming
to blame not even the industrialists and colonizers, not even governments,
but the peoples themselves. Thus, we blame the English people for the Opium
'liars, the German and Russian people for the mistreatment of the Jews, and the
American people as a whole for the Viet Nam war. 1e are less afraid now of
considering that we ourselves are always a mixture of tender love and beastial
cruelty. We think that only'by accepting our own love and cruelty can we man-
Sage them. This new way of working, liv-ing, and artistically creating seems

Cin some ways more compatible with non-Western ways of viewing the world than

with our own traditional ways.

Spengler's conception of the Russian view of the world tay bring this out.

7-- M76-
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He says that the traditional Russian regards the West's elevation of personal

will as a contemptible vainglory; for the will-less Russian soul, developing

out of the limitless level steppe, sees all men as brothers. It seeks to grow

up serving the world around it. The individual Russian does not consider "I"
as the vantage point from which to engage in competitive relations with the
neighbors- Nor does that soul elevate "I" into an engagement with God separate
from the engagement of other men. Such attitudes would be high vanity and ex-
treme presumption. Raskolnikoff, the ax-murderer in Crime and Punishment,
does not personally and uniquely possess his sin- Murder potential clearly
resides in all the brothers of the steppe. To consider his sin special to him- -
self would manifest an over-wheming pride. It would be similarly selfish and

prideful to repent only for the sake of his own "I".

Some Russians have another world view as exemplified in Tolstoi. Like many
20th Century Russians, Tolstoi developed a Western soul: His heroes maintained
autonomous "I's" detaced -from the great br6therl. consensus and the wide anr&
level commonality of the Russian soul. These Western heroes preen their "Il's"
as they do their fingernails. Like the spires of the gothic cathedrals, they
raise their dynamic egos competitively above the comradely plain. In so far
as Russia now maintains Tolstoi's view, that nation inserts itself into the
conpetition among other separate nations. This is typical of the West.

The Greek view was also non-Western. The classical Greek soul did not develop
on a vast plain, but in closed-off pockets of mountains, bays and islands which
did promote small individual states and individualistic men. Nevertheless,
the Greeks lived only in the present and lacked that dynamic directionalism which

dominates the Western view of the world. Like the Russian, he was will-less r
as exemplified in his idea of Destiny (Moira). His histories were essentially C

romances of legends or else they were vignettes of contemporary events. For
the most part, he burned his dead and he was little concerned with leaving
great monuments for the future- lie painted and sculpted no individualistic
and uniquely personal portraits and certainly, no self portraits.
Because of its title, Spengler's book, The Decline of the West, has never been

popular. The West, we feel, just could not be declining. It 'is too centrally
important, too I-like. So most people read Spengler's book with the idea of
refuting it rather than catching on to what it is saying. It does not say that
the entire West is really flopping on its face, only certain aspects are.
However, they are some of out most sacred aspects; uniqueness of self, causality,
personal accountability, elitism, personal possessions, and self centered con-
petition against gamey adversaries.

Western causality assumes that "I" could have great effects - every phenomenon
grows out of some will, some "I" combined with its personal intellect. Not the
Russian's co=odiously shared faith, not the Greek's Moira, but causality ic-

_= self aggrandises the autonomous "I" - that proud commanding artifact of the
West. The traditional "I" is now ready for the art museum where a study of

- its assets and handicaps can help us in our new ways of living.

In summary then, it appears that the archetype of the original cause of every-
thing - the big "I" - is merging into a shared responsibility, a pooled dynamism,
a pattern of probabilities, and degrees of uncertainty. This turn of thought
with its uncertainty of accountability frightens the traditional mind. Indeed
most frightening is the notion that the self as usually understood may no longer

= exist. It does not frighten the traditional person so much to hear that God
= is dead as to hear that perhaps, the self as we once conceived it--is but an illusion. 4

= -- ~ -
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As the Copenhagen group of physicists cooperatively pooled their thinking in
the "30 years that shook physics"6 they wete able to turn away from the Newtonian
concept of force bccatse they had turned away from the big "I" the print mover
of all thought and all action. Newton's force of gravity is conceived like
the force of muscles, but Einstein's gravity is simply a quality of space it-
self. It is analogous to the interacting fields of thinking pooled in that
"Copenhagen Gang"

It is particularly confusing to try to trAce the development of the new modern
mind by pointing out the successive steps the Western mind took in the direct-
ion of merging the ego with nature itself. Whenever Western thought took
step toward a subjective view of nature as including man or toward a view of
human thought as collectively developed, it took an- equal step toward an
egocentric view of nature and toward a strict cause-and-effect view of account-
ability-with-guilt. Copernicus maintained that the universe did not revolve
around man, but that the earth was merely a ball circling the sun with a lot
of other balls. Adam Smith maintained that wages and prices were regulated
by the "invisible hand" of the market as the supp.1 - of goods changed and as
the styles of useage changed. Thus did"rhe market" seem to have a mind of its
own. Darwin, following somewhat the same principles, asserted that man had
developed along with many other animals in accordance with the efficiency of
changing traits which he came upon accidently. Spengler said that the whole
of Western history was simply a drama enacted among many other histories, all
of which cane add went. The 20th Century physicists saw no certainty in any

event. They only saw statistical probabilities. None of these notions nec-
cesitated the finger of God nor the mind of any individual to keep events oc-
curing as they did day by day-

On the other hand, Martin Luther emphasized the duty of the individual to follow
his own conscience instead of foflowing the collective will of a group outside
of the individual. In the 1600s, Europe emphasized the divine authority of
kings and fathers. Scientists looked at the universe from the point of view
of scientific instruments such as telescopes and microscopes - considering
themselves as rather god-like observers of a world which was outside themselves.
Business men- saw themselves as individual competitors, each outside the market
itself, trying to control or outguess the market. Ozdern existentialism- put
an emphasis on individual uniqueness at the same time that itdividual taste
was becoming a collective taste controlled by the mass media.

It is possible that we are both collective and individual, just as light is
both particle and wave. A real advantage accrues to those minds which canU
think not only of the certainties of cause and effect, but also of the non-
existence of cause and effect - or the certainties of individual thought and
existence and yet the illusion of persoknal individuality.

First we must loosen Ohe shackles of cid "self evident" assumtions then we I
can go on to change our plans and our behavior. Perhaps in politics and.management soe of us can try tb change the styles of feeling and thinking in

the comunity of workers or of citizens not merely to rerve the incumbents
nor to change the opinions of high placed individuals.

( We are not yet skillful enough to do that well. Even those who understand
events as history and as group trends, still rely mostly on demagoguery or

S-marketing methods to affect those trend As. for those persons who are brave
enough and foolish enough to step into responsible political, teaching or
managerial positions, we will continue to assassinate them, fire them, scandalize
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them- We will say to them "Well of course anyone else who accepted that re-

sponsibility would have ended up the same as you. If you didn't want the (
bitter blame, you should not have accepted that position--if indeed you had a

choice". At best we now we are punishing the "acccuntable ones to teach a

lesson to oarselves as a people-to 
change ourselves as a field of force.

I
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- EXPENDO ERGO SUM

Ii By: M. D. Parrish
( €Professional Prestige

In the first part of this century, medical specialists usually obtained social
prestige "by association" from the prestige of the patients they treated. Thus,
a heart specialist would obtain higher prestige when he treated the President
of the United States, but a President who needed a psychiatrist as a specialist,
would have been considered unfit to be President anymore. Since society mani-
fested little respect for people whom the psychiatrist treated, the psyc|hiatrist
himself could gain little prestige from such treatment.

The spread of psycho-analysis as a practice however allowed psychiatrists to
make an unprecedented exploration of the intimate and private thoughts and
flighty tales of beautiful, talented and powerful patients. Many famous play-
wrights, novelists, artists, musicians, etc. explored themselves intimately
before their psychiatrists. The plays of Eugene O'Neill and the "stream of con-
sciousness" writing of several novelists were greatly influenced by psychothera-
pists and their current theories. The deep therapeutic exploration of the
very soul was an adventurous, romantic and painful enterprise somewhat similar
to the unfolding of a novel. Prolonged psycho-analysis brought most patients
into a more intimate and understanding relation with their therapist than the
patient usually attained with spouse or priest.

The health profession assumed generally that the patient got the most careful
attention and the most expert treatm -t in a private interview with a private
physician who was so expert himself required no kind of supervision
from any other person once he was cJ ntensive psychotherapy, carried

- to completion, required so much of I hiatrist's time and attention that
- he could treat only about ten persoi ear. If the therapist's life style

was to be equal to that of his patieltL., -en about one-tenth of each patient's
income would have to go to support the therapist for the two to five years the

- " patient was in treatment.

Chrunic Patients

For more severely ill patients however it appeared that scciety had developed a
relation with that psychotic individual which seemed to prevent the use of psycho-
analysis or any other humanistic sort of therapy. These psychotic people re-
sponded extremely slowly to any-attempt at change. They maintained very
poorly any intimate friendships. They produced pain for their therapists as well
as for their families and neighbors. They- provided no prestige for families or
therapists. The natural tendency then was to treat them with an objective detach-

ment using mechanistic means such as electric shock treatment, drugs, automatic
custodial procedures or behavior modification techniques.

Nevertheless, as psychotherapy itself gained in prestige and effectiveness, it
attracted some families who could support a severely ill member in intensive psy-
chotherapy. Certain psychotic patients of a type Freud had held untreatable were
accordingly treated at Burghoelzi, Shepherd-Pratt and Chestnut Lodge. Such psy-
chiatrists as Eugen Bleuler, Harry Stack Sullivan and Freida Fromm-Reichman ad-

N \ vanced the technique and theory of humanistic psychotherapy in these hospitals.
It might appear from the above that this deep exploration and understanding of
the human individual continued because it paid off in dollars for the therapists
who gave close attention to individuals. This economic force was not however

- the only cause of the deep concern for individuals in those times. Many thera- .lt o ntnefl httepatc fpyhteaywt neetn

pists frisacfetthat the practice of psychotherapy with interesting]
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patients developed the therapist's own individuality and his own understanding
of relationships among people.

The Individual: Elitist or Member?

Furthermore, in the first half of the twentieth century, many well educated
people felt their separate individuality was being swallowed up in the great
bureaucracies. The elitist maneuvers of the captains/,of politics, of industry
and of the great service professionals had pushed aside mauy well educated
people along with the average person. For some of the non-elitists, unions and

associations made a ladder to the ranks of the elite. For others, intensive
psychotherapy provided an attention, a concern, and a help which was more in-
tense than they could obtain from associations, churches, industries or neigh-
borhoods. This intensive psychotherapy became one of the bulwarks of individ-
ualism.

When large numbers of people demanded recognition of their own individuality on
a par with the captains of industry, politics, etc., psychotherapy and the study
of existentialism along with some of the new religions helped these people to
assume separate individuality. This new sort of individuality became even more I
distinctive and self-conscious than the individualism of the elite which was
often absorbed into the "party-line" or the company policy in order to obtain
self-hood in the work groups.

What were the characteristics of the twentieth century individualism--this con-
cern for the individual as against society or against the corporate mind? Let's
go back to one of Europe's best loved proofs of individuality. Descartes, in the

1600's, tried to doubt that he himself existed as a person. But, he found that
even to doubt such existence proved that someone was doing some thinking. Accord-
ingly, he said "Cogito Ergo Sum"--I think therefore I am. From this basic
"certainty" he built up his philosophy.

Now, even if an individual expert existed as a person he could not exist as a
protagonist of a particular trade oi profession unless some other people paid
him to do so. Thus, a man could not exist as a shoemaker if everyone stopped
wdaring shoes. Barefoot people do not contribute to the identity of a shoe-
maker. 'In the first half of the twentieth century psychiatrists could not
continue to practice their art unless someone paid them. Since the highest
prestige in psychiatric work depended on treating individuals privately, then
an individual who could not pay could not contribute much to the identity of a
high prestige psychiatrist. Psychiatrists were intensely concerned with in-
dividuals in those days. Individuals paid them. "The individual pays; therefore
the individual exists"--expendo ergo sum.

Freud and other psychoanalysts1 ,2 explained how patients did not improve sq well
in psychotherapy if the patients themselves did not pay for the therapy. Freud
advocated then that every patient should pay his own bill Since the cost of -_
therapy to any one patient was very great, patient's wanted insurance to pay

for their analysis. Eventually, the psychotherapists who needed bread and butter
overrode Freud and began to think it was perfectly all right for the individual
treatment to be paid for by some form of medicare or insurance. Thus, it was no
longer necessary for therapists to take money from sick people. As long as
therapists were payed in the name of an individual, the individual's existence=4 could contribute to the existence of the therapists.
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Freud 3 later in his career anticipated that the best of psychoanalytic therapy
would some day have to be offered free of charge to the poor. He thought
however that giving better insight without improving their economic condition
might make the poor even more miserable.

- In state-owned organizations the VA, the military and in some other big in-
stitutions, many professionals were on a straight salary. The pay was not con-

Etingent upon what happened to the patient. Their existence as therapists did
W not depend on the existence of patients as individuals but only upon the state's

concerns about social problems.

When states like California began to purchase services from hospitals and
clinics, the pay could depend upon the services rendered. Follow up by the
State showed whether the individual patients and their families were changing
for the better. The pay could be made contingent upon whether rates of suicide
or delinquency decreased within a community--whether alcoholics stopped drinking,

got jobs, etc. These clinics ultimately earned less when patients got sicker,
lost their jobs or had to go to a State hospital.

Especially when communities began to administer their own service grants, the
pay of some therapists became contingent upon the preventive services delivered
to the society as a whole--delivered to the responsible group, family, neigh-
bors, fellow workers, etc. and not merely to the individual member.

In the second half of the twentieth century it is now becoming important for
therapists to learn how to improve styles of behavior within a community.
Neighborhoods and small communities need to become responsible for their own
behavior and to control that behavior among neighbors. This behavior itself
is generally expressed by particular individuals but face-to-face local groups
can, with professional participation, retain responsibility for their members.

_ The therapist's understanding of this development of local social responsibility
becomesnow as important as his understanding of the individual patient's growth,

-development, pathology, etc.

The Passing of Elitism

Well, what has happened in the mid-twentieth century that is different from all
the past centuries? The difference as I see it is that we have begun to move
away from an elitist way of managing our society's progress to a more democratic
way.

The elitist theory works like this: a certain country is very poor. Every-
body in it lives a miserable life. They all work 12 hours a day. No one has
time to do research on labor-saving devices or better ways to produce food, trans-
portation, sanitation, entertainment, medicine, etc. The country then solves
this problem by getting 95% of the people to work 16 hours a day instead of 12
so that a select 5% can carry out the work of research, medicine, Pf government,
etc. These elite few then make great progress and live a more stimulating life
themselves. The inventions, knowledge and the skills which improve the elitist
life style can later be used to benefit the majority. Eventually the majority
itself can get by with working only 8 hours a day. They will have good sanitation,
plenty of entertainment, etc. Even after such success the society usuilly main- 77-

_ - tai.is some elitist attitudes. People feel that they are living a full and success-
ful life if, as they become older, a more prestigious group accepts them. They
move from the role of a machine operator to the role of a researcher or govern- I .

ment manager or a big business executive.

_ _ _ _ _ - -~-~ --
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The improvement in democracy is not necessarily an improvement in humane re-
lations among individuals. The authoritarianism of Josiah Wedgewood or J. D.

Rockefeller is being replaced by the power of the corporate staff within great
institutions. Decisions are contributed to by a greater number of people--some-

- times contributed to by the ultimate consumer. There are signs even now that
the "new class" as Djilas4 calls the corporate bureaucratic staff is passing
away in favor of a less elitist democracy where people will participate in de-
cisions affecting their own welfare and will take responsibility for rates of [

6- delinquency and of social difficulties to which they themselves contributed

such as the stimulation of executive corruptions, rejection of certain races or

- handicaps.

Elitism can be illustrated from ancient Greece and Rome where almost all the
famous persons were elitists whose aristocratic life was made possible by the
Work of women, slaves and lower class artisans. These great men were unique

personalities highly developed as individualists. Each thoughthis own autonomous

thoughts. It is harder for us to distinguish between the thoughts of one slave
-U and those of another.

We must ramember slaves in Greece did have a place in the household or in the

extended family. They were investments for their master. Even a rich man

could hardly afford to maltreat his investments. With the Industrial Revolution
however the workers were not investments, they were simply interchangeable parts.
They could be hired and fired at the will of the managers and there was a cornu-

copia of other workers out there in the towns. Thus, they were de-humanized in a
way most slaves were not. When labor unions became influential, de-humanized
workers received certain benefits such as safer working conditions, shorter hours, -
pension, etc. These benefits however did not necessarily get rid of the de-

humanization. A large bureaucratic union might itself de-humanize its own mem-
-. bers. This sometimes led individual workers to prefer an authoritarian management

or political structure which appeared at least to pay attention to them as human

beings. People then failed to learn how to manage their own leaders and to make
it unrewarding for leaders to play God, to engage in unethical campaign practices,
to be coerced unfairly by selfish special interest groups.

The founding fathers of the United States--such men as Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin
- Franklin and Samuel Adams--were themselves elitists but they viere interested in

eventually developing a more democratic society. The founding fathers tried to .
establish equal civil rights for all individuals (.ct least for all citizens).

- Nevertheless, the effectiveness of one's civil rights depended upon one's power
in the society. Furthermore, the society as a whole continued to believe that
individuals in the lower classes or the darker races had less innate capacity for
reaching the knowledge, skill and social responsibility proper to the contemporary

- elite.

In the last half of the twentieth century however we have come to believe that
the potential of individuals does not depend upon their social class or race.
We have come to believe that a whole social group or a whole race can behave re-

sponsibly toward itself and toward other groups. A community thus understanding
itself and maintaining responsibility for itself can handle its own rates of de-
iinquency, school dropouts and mental illness, its own absenteeism, accidents,
irresponsible parents, employment of the handicapped. Each will cure its own
problems better than those problems could be cured when the community left them
to some distant private expert or governmental organization. The distant experts
can be useful consultants or teachers to the community as the community develops
understanding and control of itself.
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Expendo Ergo Sum

However well educated the professionals may be, they cannot themselves develop
and beautify the life in a community which is not their own. Experts who live
in the suburbs have sometimes felt that they knew best how to revise the housrt E
ing and the life in the ghetto so that ghetto people would grow up into better
individuals, become more nearly like suburban people. These experts have se-
duced the ghetto by means of grants or other forces to go along with the ideas
of the suburban experts. They allowed the inhabitants of the ghetto to de-
termine responsibly "their own" destiny. A destiny suggested by experts who
did not live among them and share the problems of the ghetto. In time, most
of these elitist-managed changes failed and the ghetto became more angry.

Heretofore, the residents of the ghetto have not paid the experts and therefore
the experts did not understand that the residents really existed quite as truly
as the experts did. A larger problem is the fact that the experts themselves
have not expended a part of their own lives within the ghetto and thus for the_0
residents they do not exist "as one of us". Furthermore, in the early days of -:

the twentieth century, the elitists could not believe that a local community X
could stand responsible for its own problems nor :could they believe that lower
class people could absorb the same education as upp-r class people.

Of course, the main trouble today is that the local communities by a sort of
momentum of belief generally continue to think what the traditional elitists
have told them long ago--that a local community cannot really handle its own
problems as well-as elite experts can handle them. Furthermore, many individ-
uals or communities love to have an "expert" take care of problems for them in
spite of the fact that this care does not improve the community's skills but
only makes them more dependent. This expert steals from it's control the com-
munity's rates of delinquency and illness.

If we want all social life to improve to the highest point of evolucion we have ' '

reached scientifically, the.,(l) experts must be paid in the name of the com-
munities they work for and not merely in the name of individuals who may be
symptoms in that community and (2) experts must become incarnate by at least -temporarily residing in that. community, and thus lead the community to feel
that the experts exist as members of the community.1

Essence

Money receivable in the name of an individual brings that individual into clear
and visible existence before the professional--the lawyer, the physician, or other

practitioner. Since nobody wants to pay for treatment for family members of a

sick person- such members are usually not considered treatable and no important
therapy is offered. In group therapy the treatment is typically directed at each
individual member--not at the group, itself. The group does not pay. Only in-
dividual members pay.. Therefore, the group does not exist. Only a cluster of
individuals exist.

Some mental health professionals do not consider themselves totally committed

to- a particular set of techniques. They try to assess how a community's rates of
non-effectiveness may be "decreased--how its human economics may be improved.

4r- They develop then what succession of techniques and relationships may accomplish
___ this. They do not judge themselves by the amount of effort they put out nor by

the number of patients seen. They judge the outcome of their work as it affects
the sick and the well. Thtj encourage the community to take responsibility for
its own rates of disease, mental retardation, suicide, accidents, delinquency, etc.
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They encourage it to pay not only in dollars but in tolerance and in industrial

and domestic utilization of certain patients. Municipium expendet ergo municipiim
es t. I
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r T M AN THE ETERNAL SYMBOLIZER:
rA

Notes Stimulated by Suzanne Langer's bo

Philosophy in a New Key (Harvard,:1957)

Every era has its own philosophical attitudes, its own way of looking at the world,

its own fundamental assumptions which are mostly unconscious but without which there I
is no discourse. Questions asked employing these assumptions make the framework
upon which all facts are plotted. Such questions frame the rewriting of history--Polit-
ical history and philosophical.history. With a certain set of assumptions, a certain
number of philosophical systems are possible and no other systems ever occur to
people of that era.

Any one era will consider false many of the assumptions made by a foreign era, but
any assumptions are better than no assumptions, No assumptions lead to no discourse
and no discourse leads to no reasoning life. A great deal of life can be lived

fairly well on false assumptions.

For example, the Western world assumes it a necessary quality of nature that a
person can possess something. But no one ever saw a possessive connection between

a person and a thing. Possession is an arbitrary man-made convenience. We also
assume that everything has a cause and an effect, and yet we can only see that the
effect follows its cause in time.. We cannot observe any other connection. We
assume further than an hour for Joe is the same as an hour for Jim. An hour in Los
Angeles is the same as an hour in New York. We assume the past is unchanging, and
that we cannot affect it. We assert that the living are worth more emotional atten-

-- - tion than the dead--but we often fail to practice that. We assume one race is
fundamentally'as intelligent, as healthy, as beautiful, etc. as another. But no
research and development project would ever be financed t, inves.tigate such an

assumption. We assume the photograph is more true to nature than a drawing. We for- _

get that a photograph is a symbolic representation, just -3 a drawing is. We assume
airplanes fly because of the skill of the pilot and because of the -qws of aero-
dynamics. Yet, regardless of the skill of each pilot and mechanic, planes would not
fly in a demoralized country too disorganized to maintain flights. We assume that

an idea must be set into the form of a "problem" before a modern mind-certainly
before a bureaucracy--can work upoa it. A corporation may see nothing but problems,
even though it says, "We have no problems". No problems imply no progress, and for
a corporation this implies no life but only a stagnation. We assume the written
word has more authority and truth than the spoken word or even than the act. We
set lawyers and scientists to refuting each other in literary combat as a method of
arriving at truth.

The largest block to our understanding of man's mind, its creativity and its range
of symbolization, is the lack of desegration. Women are emancipated (though still
segregated into separate, but equal, toilet facilities and hospital units). The
U.S. has desegregated races but still considers "primitive" cultures on other cont-
inents a lower form of culture than ours, a lower form of thinking--in spite of the
evidence of their very complicated lore and language.

This is related to the assumption that everything has a beginning. Ve assume lang-uage must have had a gradual beginning; developing, perhaps from signs to symbols,
i " from animals to man, from primitive to nodern. We erroneously assume that historic-

_ ally later languages are more complex, more expressive, more accurate, more highly

symbolic. We see all non-European--or indeed all non-Merican--countries as "de-

veloping" countries. They are lower than we. We will help them to improve. Such
help makes us feel superior. We look at the inhabitants of Southeast Asia, and we
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say, "The poor wretches don't even know how to use modern tools. Even when they own M

a Stillson wrench, they don't use it properly". We look at the Australian aborigine's
boomerang. and admire it as an invention no modern main has engineered, but we say,

- "If a R .ol Western mathematician had tried to make a boomerang, he would have suc-
ceeded". We cannot believe that such a "primitive" culture could invent something
that we could not have invented. We cannot believe that our limited set of assump-
tions limits our reasoning. Only after the West feels it has done better than the
other culture, can the Western man admire the other culture. After 1865 we were
finally able to cast a piece of iron as big as the monumental iron pieces cast in
India by King Ashoka 21 centuries before. Then we could admit the Indians had been
"almost our equal". Copernicus could not give credit for a sun-centered universe
to Aristarchus, who lived twomillenia before him, but Galileo a century later could
give credit to Aristarchus because Galileo was confident of the Western mind's own
ability to understand astronomy even better than Aristarchus.

Language assumptions in different cultures: English employs action: "I see the
flower." Eskimo employs possession: "My eyes' flower." Chinese employs mani-
festation: "With regard to the flower".

Thales and other pre-Socratic philosophers asked, "What Is all the world made of?" A
This question assumes there is a universal matter-a sort of "parent substance"
to which "accidents" happen--to which different qualities attribute themselves.
Furthermore, they developed no philosophy of right and wrong. They just assumed
that from social usage.

.ncrates asked, "What is the value of knowing...the purpose of science...of politics...

of nature?" He did not ask, "What answer is true?" Ha did ask, "What fs truth?"
He did not try to describe matter and motion so much as to find its purpose and use.

.Nowaaays, a man expects to be argued into accepting one school of thought as his
own belief. Educated laymen don't pounce on philosophical books nowadays as the

contemporar-y laymen pounced on the Leviathan, The Critique of Pure Reason. The World
as Will and Idea.

A scientific culture succeeddd to the exhausted philosophical vision. The scientific

method was experiment. A great pile of data was its"woiking capital," correct pre-

diction was its proof. It was positivistic, not skeptical. It developed out of
the Novum Organum, which in its turn had stimulated J. S. Mill's Canons of Induction.

The reverence and irreverence for mathematics: The coldest scientist is proud of
concrete factual knowledge, rejecting every proof except empirical evidence, and

yet he accepts the notion of zero, infinity, the square root of minus-one, incom-
mensurable numbers, the fourth dimension.... Laymen, who easily maintained faith
in soul substance, however, doubted these mathematical notions.

Symbolism leads to logic--to the evaluation of science itself, to the quest for
certainty. Symbolism leads to a psychological study of emotions, religions,
fantasies, arts, But even symbolism comes in styles. Psychology follows the
current assumptions of knowledge. In the days when sensation was considered the
chief factor in knowledge, psychologists studied the sense organs. Today symbols
are seen as communicators and organizers of belief. Acccrdingly, a higher intelli-
gence is now one that makes a better use of symbols and language (conceptualizing
ability). Intelligence is no 16nger better sense perceptions, better memory, and
quick associations. .
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Genetic psychology is derived from the study of animals, children, and savages.
Its fundamental viewpoint is that the organism's responses are adaptive and are
dictated by the organism's needs--by its metabolic homeostasis, its need for
nutrition, reproduction, security, etc. It assumes everything in man was once
in the amoeba. The adult has advanced beyond the child, the civilized man has
advanced beyond the "savage." If a Tibetan Lama developed a genetic psychology,
however, it would classify Americans as savages. Americans are so naive concern-
Ing the Lama's world that they appear to have childish thoughts. After all, when
the Lama was a child, he didn't understand the Lama world either. It is doubtful,
however, that man becomes civilized, cultured, neurotic, educated, or well-bred be-
cause of his adaptation to biological needs. Rather, Le goes on to encompas- the
many needs set up by his culture's mores, its language, etc.

A sign is a message that a referent is near, but man uses signs not only to indicate
but to represent something. This representation may become a symbol. Symbols allow
man to develop attitudes toward absent objects. The process of rearranging symbols[
is called thinking. The mind is, therefore, similar to a telephone exchange. It
stores messages, diverts them to another line, answers by proxy, etc. But this
telephone system works in a way dictated by language and culture. It is a group
system. The individual draws upon this group system In sett ing up his own
structure of mind and pattern of language. A

One would think that errors in symbolization would be quickly corrected by the

-= natural world's rewards and punishments, but symbolic systems build their own in-
ternally consistent world and deny all others. Facts are only what the symbolic
system (in part, the language) allows a person to perceive. Erroneous formulations
may be petrified into words which do not change, or into books which are never cor-
rected by continual checking with the current environment. Animals learn cumulative-
ly by experience. Ian, however, feeds all perception into the culture pattern he
has already incorporated in earlier life and which is continuously kept in much
the same order by society.

Every language brings to its speakers its own interpretation of the world. Most 11Americans don't realize this because (1) they usually learn French, Russian, or
some other European language which has a world-view relatively close to English,
(2) the student usually learns even these European languages as if they were simply
secret codes for English thought. After all, he learns the new language in terms
of the symbolic world he already knows--the world of English.

A continuous rumination within the social and the personal symbolic system is
the purpose of human life and of civilization. Ian's perceptions and behavior

are determined by. the culture's way of thinking. A man faces the mind of the
culture and absorbs It within himself. His perception is not tied to the natural
world like that of animals, who face little except the natural world. Animals do

quite well without any culture except that forced on them by the balanced terrarium.

Ilan performs his natural biological functions hardly better than animals. But
every culture continues its own specific way of behaving and calls it "human" as
if that were natural to all peoples. The language and the cultural mores maintain
themselves even at the expense of the individual. The individual will sacrifice
himself for "his" way of life. The culture will find executioners to get rid of
members who disturb the culture's way of thinking and of viewing the world. Man's I
mythical adaptation of symbols to the real world, then, is properly cultured life. *1
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Acczordingly, man is not an animal raised to the nth power. For man has a social

mind which exists not in his brain but in his society. It is this social mind
which has evolved and and progressed so far and which delivers a personal mind
to each newborn. Whatever social mind certain animals have does not progress very
much. Most of a dog's mind d4velops in the interface between himse-f and his
natural world, hot between himself and his social world. There is very little
dog culture to be passed on. The man inherits the social mind in his own times,
say in 1970, but not as it was in 1870. The dog comes into almost the same in 1970 .4
as other dogs did in 1870.

Magic is not a method but a language. It is a part of ritual. Freud, in Totem and
Taboo, thought that ritual acts were motivated by compulgion but not by'purpose.
Such acts satisfy or relieve an inner conflict. They aren't really aimed at im-
proving the future, they don't even relieve the conflict for long. The object is
to contine the life of the ritual, not the life of the person. Consider the "organ-
ization man," who consciously commits himself to the organizat 'on--or the teacher,
the Communist worker, the judge, and staff officer--putting duty before instincts
and before other demands of society, such as religion and family.

The transformations of experience which primitive men make into rituals are normal
for them but are apt to be pathological in civilized society. We cannot, then,
take up a ritual today unless it can be rationalized by science. The Jewish pro-

- hibition "apon pork is disturbing unless we can rationalize it with trichinosis,
and deny the Jewish prohibition of all the other things which now seem irrational.
For instance the prohibition against turning on the lights on Saturday. Modern
society has its own proper ritual, which is not pathological for it. You can now '
be an atheist without blame, but you must not fail to say "excuse me" in order to
undo a hurt you have done to someone.

Meaning is not a quality which can be described. It is a function of a word. It
is the role of a word among all.other-words. To know the full meaning of one word-
you must know how it functions in relation to every other term in the vocabulary-

At least two things are related to the term that "means" (1) an object which is
' meant" and (2) a subject who uses that term. This is purely Western thinking.

Asign stands in a one-to-one correlation with its object. The difference between

sign and object is that the subject (perscn) for whom the sign and object constitute
a path, must find the objects more interesting than the signs but the sign more
easily available; then he can manipulate the concrete objects as examples of the
way signs indicate a process. A sign may be of an act or of an object. A symbol,
however, is of a conception.

Edward Sapir, in "Language" in the Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, p. 159, said
that the function of language was primarily a vocal actualization of the tendency
to see reality symbolically. Secondarily, it became an instrument of communication.

(
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THE MEDIA -- ITS EFFECT ON WAR AND THE THOUGHT MARKET

( By M. D_ Parrish

The Permanent Media - Writings

In the days when books and pamphlets were about the only media for
the dissemination of knowledge - aside from word of mouth - almost
every publication had time to be criticized and evaluated in other
publications before it could influence a Whole population to commit
itself to war, to religious persecution or other mass movements.
Even so, the pamphleteers influenced the French revolution Thomas
Paine our own revolutionary war. Uncle Tom's Cabin an;, many other
pamphleteers affected us during the American Civil War. William
Randolph Hearst claimed that he was personally able to precipitate
the Spanish American War by means of his newspapers.
The Ephemeral Media - Talk and Image

The advent of radio made it much easier to spread propaganda, and thus-
to influence masses of people toward buying Ford cars, electing a
president, or going to war. Radio broadcasts got to millions of
people at the same moment; and criticisms of such programs, in order
to be effective, had to follow almost immediately. By means of
radio, Roosevelt, Churchill, Hitler and Stalin produced their most
immediate effect upon the mass of their people. World War II then,
was a radio war. The popular support for war was gained largely by
means of radio. Enemies beamed radio information into each other's
territories with the same tenacity with which they launched bombing
raids or artillary barrages.

The messages of radio were more immediate and compelling than the
messages in books and newspapers. This was true in spite of the fact
that there was seldom any record of radio messages for the people to
review a week later or to check whether the messages turned out to
be false. Newspapers wete only a little more permanent, but pamphlets
and books could be held and criticized over time. Such print was
constrained to be a bit more responsible.

The War in the Living Room

The Vietnam War was a TV war. BookS, newspapers, movies and radio had
relatively little effect on the public feeling in America. The reason
for TV's influence was not simply that more people looked at TV than
listened to radios or read newspapers; rather, TV influenced because
its message was so extremely vivid and convincing- if we read in a book
or even in a newspaper that the Saigon Chief of Police had stepped
up to a manacled Viet Cong member and shot him in the head, then most
American people would have wondered what circumstances were yet to be
revealed in the next few davy about the necessity for such an act,
about whether the Chief of Police was coerced, whether h was insane,
whether the act was necessary at the moment to save other lives, etc.
But instead of reading about it ia the newspapers, or hearig the very

o U
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shot on the radio, millions of Americans actually saw on their TV sets
the Chief.of Police point his pistol at the insurgent's head, and (
saw the head bounce with the impact of the bullet. They saw the
grimace on the victim's face---they believed that they were participant I
witnesses to an act of history which was occurring in the here and now.
It was as if they were watching through a keyhole in their living room
door. Millions of Americans were immediately incensed.

This act occurred on TV in 1969, during the famous Tet offensive.
Many other more spectacular acts, for good and for bad, occurred in
Vietnam that year, but only the ones which occurred on TV were of much
effect in America. If a sensational act such as this happens to be
recorded on the TV camera, it will surely be shown many times in
America, frr such an act on TV sells a lot of beer in America. and it
brings a lot of prestige to the broadcasting company. Even if such
acts were rare occurrences in Vietnam, they would become frequent
occurrences on TV.

Realizing this nature of TV, Marshall McLuhan, in the early 1960's
predicted that America could never win a war in Vietnam. FGr, such
a war would have to be supported by a nation of TV viewers who thought
they were getting as good a feel for the war as were the people actually
on the spot in Vietnam.

Many people say they like to watch TV because they like to see "history
in the making". By watching selected episodes of a military action
'ever, they-do not see history in the making; rather, the audience

-- Z clf becomes history in the making. For if the audience saw different
episodes or no episodes in this campaign, its support toward the war
would be different.

It sometimes appears from Marshall McL-han's writings that he thinks
any TV controlled population would lose a war against an equally
numerous radio controlled population. This may be true if both
populations are culturally alike, but there is some evidence to show
that Asian people do not react to TV and movies the same as Americans do.

Asians Seen Different

About 1945, Ruth Benedict reported in The Chrysanthemum and the Sword,
that her research showed Japanese audiences responded with war-like
emotions to news rels which showed Japanese soldiers being slaughtered
in China, or sweating and suffering on the march. The audiences felt
that they should work harder to support these soldiers. She found
that American audiences faced with similar news reels reacted with
horror and with a determination to end such conflicts.

In 1905, the Russian military forces, having suirounded the Japanese
garrison at Port Arthur, felt they had convinced the Japanese that their
situation was hopeless. They asked the Japanese to surrender; the
Japanese refused, and died in battle to the last man. The Russians,
simply could not understaid this -stupidity" - an army which died

wi
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rather than living to fight again. The moral seemed to be that you
could humiliate Russians, Germans and other Europeans ard perhaps
get them to do your bidding, but it is almost impossible to humiliate
Asians or to make then lose face and still expect them to cooperate
in any way. This was further exemplified in World War II. After the
Germans had surrendered unconditionally: the Japanese refused such
surrender, even after they had been atom bombed. The Japanese
surrendered only after an American Navy captain explained on an official
radio broadcast that of course, the United States would not demand that Eg
the Japanese lose their emperor. The Japanese thereupon surrendered
without feeling they had been humiliated.

A more recent example of possible hmerican misunderstanding of an
Asian pecple is the American attempt to force the North Vietnamese to
the conference table by bombing Hanoi.

Like-Us or Else Non-Human

It is only natural for us all-to assume that other people will react
the same as we, ourselves to bombing, to praise, to love, to
embarrassment, etc.. Sometimes, we are forced to make immediate

- decisions to behave in a certain way about a foreign people. We
should go ahead and make the decision, but realize that we are making
it in ignorance. Just before the decision we know we are essentially -
ignorant. Immediately afterward we defend the decision as if it were
made out of great wisdom. We then believe our own defense. What
if we adhered to the knowledge that we had been essentially ignorant?
What if we then, went ahead to learn all we could about that foreign
culture and the situation which faces that culture.

A small minority of Americans does have much knowledge about Asian
people. The advice of these Americans contributes to the U.S. Government':

action in Asia. Such advice has little permanent effect, however,
for soon the great mass of American people force the government to
act in the way that TV has led the people to believe is the best way
to act.

The power of TV over the American people may produce real danger when
it is coupled with the desire of most American people to remain as
uninvolved as possible with foreign cultures - "charity begins at home..
let them learn English. Why should.we learn Swahili...All those
refugees will just take our jobs away from us.. .Chinese people don't
value life as we do". This leads to the American support of the
Trident submarine at $1.5 billion dollars apiece when that much money

--M would pay for a year's adequate, intensive training in the language
and culture of any nation on earth for one hundred thousand American
soldiers. Thus, we seem prepared to blow up the enemy and to occupy
his country with an army which can not understand his language--an
.army backed up by an American people who can not understand the enemy's
culture. Furthermore, that lack of understanding may have brought

_ ( on the war in the first place.
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The TV Audience as Commander-In-Chief (
_ The "mer -an people, sitting at their TV's with no enemies outside

their doors, have preferred to believe comfortably that modern war
is won by the nations with the biggest atom missiles, bombers,
submarines and other distance effecters--other means of effecting
change without facing the person they are changing. This belief is
very comfortable because it does not force any change upon the
American. He merely sits back and lives or dies. Probably dies.

-- That's easy - easy because it requires no thought. He only has to

believe what he's told by the media. Of course, the media is not
always calculatedly malignant. Mostly, it is the nature of the news
media that it must tell people what people would like to hear, or
what would excite them - not what makes them really uncomfortable.
Death is simple; death by atom bomb is particularly simple. It's an
on-off situation; you're either alive or dead, most people think.
Personal involvement in the affairs of developing peoples as equals
personal involvement without much personal power - t)-at is really
tough. That is what some of our special forces faced; that is what
some of our Peace Corps faced; that is what some of our State
Department and military faced on the ground, toe to toe with peolle
of other cultures. That requires the most excruciating of human
pain - thinking.

te capeqoats

So, we'll win any war that requires the thinking and the pain of a
few people on the spot who use tools, medicines and weapons for us -

or else we will lose that war But, we pray for deliverance from
these uncertain wars which require painful thinking and personal
involvement for all of us - involvement in Asia.. .me in Asia ge.tting
bitten... sweating, hurting, and worst of all, changing... changing
to a somewhat different me, someone the folks back home might not
quite recognize, someone who can.live better in tomorrow's world and S

not merely in the last centurys world.

But how can we, as Americans, become interested in other cultures,
other nations - non-European nations? How can we become interested
enough to learn abcut their cultures, to live and work and study over

there with them for awhile, to invite them here for awhile? Well,
we know many things. We learn them from books, from teachers, friends,
etc., but we are moved to national action by mainly one thing - TV.
Thus, if we want to take a national action, we must first feed ourselves
the right TV diet, or else we must stop looking at TV, and get
ourselves a little better diet in the other media.

It seems that unless we get some contrcl of our maste.s, the media,
we are doomed to fight misconceived wars and furthermore, doomed to
lose them.

__ -- = _ jj~(
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.4 /COMBAT PSYCHIATRY INi VAR~IED siIN~GS

- by

Matthew D. Parrish

THE GOAL

mbut Psychiatry'is goal is to aintain the megaweapon---the disciplined team 1

of combatants. Ultimately the tuegaweapon incl.udes all citizens, but with
the fragmentation of modern political support, small combat teams usually de-
tatch their mora1~ source from the main body of the nation and necessarily de-
velop certain autonomous morale.

An early megaweapon was the Macedonian phalany. with its well
drilled internal coordination. Alexander maneuvered such
weapons across the known world and subdued it. The Roman le-
&ion, more highly disciplined, superseded the phalanx. The
legion could break into smaller tianiples and still fight-or
it could combine into elastically flexible masses. By the U.S.
Civil War railroads, factories and their civilian workers
were organized along with the military to vvike the nation-
state itself a formidable megaweapon. The molecular soldier,
however, has generally felt little support from the total.
niegaweapon, and sob e identifies himself with smaller andA

M_ I smaller units as he comes utider more and more combat stress.

A-,
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-The duty of the combat psychiatrist then is to maintain the integrity of the
small maniples of the megaweapon, in spite of the stress of battle and through (
a network of staff conmunications to maintain upper echelon policies, which
decrease psychia' ic casualties.

THE PRACTICE

In varied settings the details of combat psychiatry operations may be modi-
fied locally, but a fundamental form of combat psychiatry fits most of con- t
ventional warfare from W W I to Viet Nam. There are four fundamental features
the first three well expressed by Artiss (1963) and the fourth by Bushard
(1957):

UP4
(1) Immediacy. Intervene within the hour after the individual be- W

comes a psychiatric casualty.
(2) Proximity. Manage the casualty within the battle sector. Do

.not evacuate.
(3) Expectancy. Among casualties, medical staff and visitors main-

tain an atmosphere of strong expectancy that each individual
will quickly improve azid return to his original unit or if this
is impossible, then to duty within the same combat division.

(4) Bonding. Bushard describes this in terms of commitment and
concurence. The casualty is enabled to keep his membership
in his original primary group--his squad or fire team. He com-
mits himself to that membership and his commrades concur in that 9H
commitment. An old proverb states "If your squad accepts you,
the Army will accept you."

-N_
The diagnosis of every psychiatric case in comibat is always "combat exhaustion."
That diagnosis is never appliud to an individual once he has been evacuated
from his own combat sector. Traditionality tbe tr-arment takes one to three
days and employs medication only -ccond.triiy. The primary mdalities are
rest, relaxation and a supportive orien ;ati.n tcwc-6 full duty by all staff,
all other casualties and visitors. Normally any and all members of the
mental health team make psychLatric consultations vith local surgeons, psychia-
tric diagnoses ("combat exh:iu.-;tion only"). admiss'or- and treatment decisions.
Evacuation out of the Division sector, however, .uiro3 an officer's order.

Longer term treatment and any e\'aeation trom U-e combat theater is carried
out by a psychiatric treatment teaa in the reaf which is clinically most
effective if located in the field with working troops and not attached to
a hospital, (the Korean War experience). Nowadays, such a team is likely
to receive some casualties directly from combat action. These casualties
are the only individuals the team diagnoses as "combat exhaustion."

WHY COMBAT PSYCHIATRY PROCEDURES WORK

(1) Without immediacy of intervention the casuality sits inappro-
priately in the presence of the physically wounded. He tends to escalate his symptoms to somehow match theirs. Tn time be

* will get from others usually some concurrence for "sickness."
Mental health personnel, however, whom society authorizes to
give medical concurrence immediately say to him in effect "The 2.( _

caring society of the medical profession concurs your rapid - _

- - recoverytof full duty."
(2) In other words the expectancy is applied immediately. Thus, __

the casualty is oriented toward efflectIveness, health and __-

M, - _3- -



membership in a duty unit, not toward a sick role. The soldier

adopts the sick role) however, when a medical authority gives

a "diagnosis" which means in effect "You are not really an adult
- human being like us. You are privilaged to regress and are

relegated to a class of people we don't expect much of. In
. fact, you have a right not to work or perform a necessary or pro-

.ductive role in any group. Your chief value is to provide an
interesting case problem for medical personnal and to reaffirm
their reason for being. Because of you, laymen, irritated by
their duties can get some vicarious surcease and say, 'Well at-
least some people are getting constant care and love--the sick
people and our little children"'. Instead of this, the medic
says, "This combat exhaustion you feel is as natural as pain is

to the runners in an Olympic race. You! :. may have suffered
the pain sooner than some of your commrades, but you'll be
over it in 24 hours."

(3) Proximity. Consider what happens if the casualty is evacuated far

from his combat sector. In the rear he is exposed to staff who
are not a part of his enterprise, not a member of his combat
society, do not understand what he and his copmnrades .have to under-
go. Very often the rear medics have not faced combat at all,
much less combat in his sector. le gets no manly comfort from
them--only babying as he sees it. He has a new adaptation to
make.

(4) Bonding. Especially in Viet Nam, members of the individuals
combat group come to visit him, sometimes the whole squad visits
him. Since a particular battle might have only been a night's
excursion and return, his commrades say "Come on back, man, we
need you, we're going up the river tomorrow. Don't know when
we'll get back. If you don't come you'll miss us." Such a
group is hard to resist, especially when neither medics nor
other casualties are concurring in your detachment from your
natural team. Later we'll see how the enemy un-bonds prisoners
and hostages.

HOW BONDING DEVELOPS A SELF

Usually when a soldier was a child, he became a member of a family. There

were certain behaviors and attitudes forced upon him. He had to speak En-

glish, not Dutch. He had to eat with a fork,not chopsticks. He learned
baseball, not cricket, Christianity not Buddhism. His conception of mathe-
matics was that of the West, not of China or ancient Greece. His feet-
ing for music concentrated on subtle harmonies and simple rhythms, rather
than the subtle melodies of India or the complex polyrhythms of Syria. lie
learned few kinship words. Unlike a Malayasian, he had no idea who his
grandfather's brother's youngest grandson was. He was comfortable with
these attitudes as he was molded into a self by that family in that en-

vironment. Within that narrowly coercive framework he found leeway to make
thousands of unique choices. He thought of himself as autonomous. As long
as he didn't start thinking of religion as a Druid or of mathematics as a

'Polynesian he would never be considered "non human" he would just be a
unique pattern of self. If he was a loyal working member of a family, a

workshop or a street gang, he could make it in the Army. If he was an 
-isolate he might not make it.

When he gets into the Army he goes through another program of coerced ac-

culturation. in Malaysia, it is important to know your distant kinfolk. - _

In the U.S. neighborhood, that is wastefully Irrelevant. In the Army it
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is important to shine your shoes, salute, to step off with the left foot. In

the U.S. neighborhood, that is stupidly irrelevant. Thus, in ba!.ic training,

the soldier learns a new set of attitudes and acceptable behaviors. Griping
and railing against the Army is usually one informal requirement. In spiteIof this, he develops at the work with his commrades a feeling of self con-
fidence and joy similar to that he feels as a baseball player or a member of
a surgical team when his personal skills fit in with the team. This self
meaning is confirmed as his team members concur in his commitment to member-
ship and his role in their team (Bushard, 1957).

Nevertheless, basic training gives an Army-self which simply parallels the
self he already had as a civilian. The commitment and concurrence is usual-
ly no stronger than that which he knew back home. It is typical of Army
training, however, that the closer the units get to battle, the more commit-
ment and concurrence increases to develop a more secure self.

In basic training the civilian becomes the soldier. Later in advanced train-

ing he obtains general knowledge, technical skills and team collaboration.
When the team arrives in the combat zone, it will probably train again--
perhaps in a mock village where it experiences the same weather and the same

insect bites ab the combatants do. As the team becomes experienced in combaz,
the soldiers reach a high confidence in each other and an understanding of
how to plan and coordinate minute by minute action. They come to trust each

=other with their lives. This degree of bonding will never again occur in the 1
soldier's life. lie will remember always the peculiarities of those commrades,
the respect.they had for him, the joy of collaborating or the pain of fail-
ing them. -

In basic training, furthermore, a man trains because he fears jail or to show
off to his family or maybe because he thinks the bad enemy may endanger the -r
national economy or his sister's virtue. A man in combat, however, does not
fight for such reasons. He fights for his unit, for this hour, this place
and these men. The rest of the world is temporarily outside his ken. The

soldier in Company K choggied up Pork Shop Hill and died for just one reason;
the trooper with The Light Brigade charged "into the mouth of Hell" and died
for just one reason--to keep his state in that unit. Dead he had no state?

Maybe. It's a paradox, but that's the bond that the combat psychiatrist E
understands. The highly trained hospital psychiatrist does not.

To extract a man from the unit which gives him his.living self, is to kill

part of him. Evacuated, he must make strong excuses why he left those com-
:rades- He hopes that physicians and psychologists will help him to be sick.

He will quickly learn to interest them with chronic symptoms--bizarre or
logical, conscious or unconscious--whatever it takes.

THE DIAGNOSIS OF COMBAT EXHAUSTION

Out of every 1000 people in any population, about two per year will need
psychiatric hospitalization for deep seated psychiatric illness. Those two

do not belong in a combat unit. The process of combat psychiatry attempts

to separate these two. The most experienced psychiatrist in the world can-

not consistantly determine this in the first hour of symptoms. The im-
mediate combat casualty may manifest severe depression, religiousity, mania,

catatonia, bizarre somatic delusions, paralysis, severe phobia, etc., but
out of 1000 troops only two of these per year--in combat or in garrison--

will actually require hospitalization for chronic psychosis.c4
The preliminary diagnosis of combat exhaustion protects the casuallty from
being labeled with any other psychiatric diagnosis until enough tine has
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has passed to relieve the immediate stress, so that the individual can mani-
fest his more natural character and his more usual relationship with his unit.

Now suppose one of today's casualties is from a unit which has not seen combat
for a week, although it is in this combat sector. Do w- still label that in-

M dividual combat exhaustion? Yes, we do. Combat exhaustion is the only psy-
chiatric diagnosis permissible in the combat sector. This individual will
receive .the same treatment, tailored to his ov.m symptoms, as any other person
with combat exhaustion.

Suppose the individual only has symptoms of malJ.igering or perhaps shows so
much antisobial tendency that his unit aud he simply cannot get along to-
gether. Is he still labeled combat exhaustion? Yes, he is and with those
symptoms he cannot be medically evacuated. If the expectancy an' bonding
processes fail, his disposition will probably h' cis aaministrative one
carried out within his own Division.M
Suppose now that command puts so much "political" pressure on the Division
psychiatrist that he is forced to evacuate some obnoxious character against
clinical judgment. In that case we usually find the Division psychiatrists

-aTplying some evacuatable diagnosis such as manic-depressive psychosis. When
the individual reaches the back-up psychiatric center it will be obvious to
that center that he should not have been evacuated. Since the treatment -A
center is not under the same command as the first echelon treatment, the
center will promptly send the individual back to duty--usually reassuring

i-t command that this is a leadership problem and not a psychiatric disease.

AFTERCARE PROBLEMS

In Korea and in Vietnam there were no locked wards and no electroshock treat-
ment. In most places the casualties were kept in duty uniform and not in
convalescent clothes. Attending staff wore duty uniforms and not "whites"
and the treatment centers were in temporary housing such as tents, quonsets
or light frame structures. Once evacuated to a general hospital outside
the combat zone, however, the individual was likely to find himself in a
locked ward, treated more by high professionals in whites than by peers and
with most attention paid to his diagnosispsychodynamics, medication and
behavior control, rather than to his rehabilitation and commitment to a
duty unit.

Sometimes, he eventually found civilian researchers and writerswho expected
him to break down again several times :-:;!

, in his life. Indeed, some
people expected lo5 of future breakdowns among those combat exhaustion
cases who returned quickly to duty and finished a normal tour. They even
expected delayed breakdowns six months after return to the U.S. As for
those soldiers who never became casualties at all, some civilians expected

them to break down later because they fought in an "immoral war" or dropped
napalm or became a P.O.W. or a hostage. Perhaps, these researchers, writers
and others had a personal need for such breakdouns to occur. By expressing
that need in popular literature or other media they could create a self-
fulfilling negative expectancy.

After W W I chronic cases of shell shock, neurocirculatory asthenia and
the "gassed" syndrome occupied many V.A. hospital beds. Combat psychiatry
seems to have prevented most such chronicity. Nevertheless, . .
. ... . .

_I



We need academic doubt of every principle of combat psychiatry. We need re-
search to refute any part that can be refuted, but it would appear that those
who ",roadcast the expectancy for a six month breakdown syndrome as a profes-
si-,al hypothesis, simply don't understand current knowledge of the factors

Egg which cause and which prevent psychiatric motbidity.

PRI ARY PREVENTION IN COMBAT PSYCHIATRY

The role of any medical officer in a forward combat area is never simply
treatment and evacuation, lie is also a staff officer with the responsibility
of advising his commander on the problem of conserving effective manpower.

i (Glass, 1953) This staff function in the realm of prevention is particularly o

important in the medical spccialists in the Division, namely the psychiatrist,
the preventive medicine officer and the flight surgeon. The main reason for
the existance of these types of medical officers in the Division is prevention.
Young psychiatrists are always suprised at how much more highly respected they
are the minute they arrive in their.assigned Division. In a hospital they

might have been treated as Captains. In the Division then they are treated
- as - Lieutenant Coloneil Through the Division surgeon they have access to r

the higher command and staff personnel of the Division. It is usually quite
- simple for them to obtain transportation to any spot in the Division area and

any reasonable place in the country. In matters of prevention of pcor duty
peformance they are welcome advisors to commanders, personnel officers,

staff judge advocates, provost marshalls, stockade officers as well as flight
surgeons, battalion surgeons and other medical personnel. Of course, if the
phychiatrist stays in his "office" he will not be so trusted nor so respected.
When officers get to know him in Division leadquarters, in the battalion

aid stations, in.the stockade, in the Chaplains office, etc. then it is a (
different matter. He certainly helps to reduce nonbattle casualties such
as preventable malaria, accidents, alcoholism, severe delinquency and mis-

treatment of indigenous civilians. Command consultation by members of a
psychiatric team is just as effective in combat as it is in garrison duty.-

PSYCHIATRY IN HIGH TAH!IOLOGY COMBAT

High technology in transport, communication and weaponry often makes it neces-

sary for the psychiatrist to educate corpsmen and surgeons and to keep deputies
= or "mental health marshalls" among them so that psychiatric casualties are not

dusted-off from a raging firefight and dumped on an evacuation hospital along
with the surgical casualties. Division psychiatrists often assign a mental
health technician to a particularly active battalion aid station in order to
screen out the psychiatric casualties and start them on the proper treatment. -
Sometimes high technology weapons and detection procedures may cause temporary
isolation of small sectors. This makes it more important that every member
of tile medical team understand the prevention and management of psychiatric
casualties- This skill is usually developed by good training and good com-
munication from the members of the Division Psychiatry Team. I
On the other hand high technology of transportation and comiunication enables
mental health personnel to monitor-personally the care of casualties in the

aid stations. It allows easy visits to lower echelon commanders and troops
as well as more effective coordination of policy with higher staff officers.

In high technology units the lower grades are more technically sophisticated,
the work is performed faster, and mistakes made faster. Living conditions,
work assignments, locations and training adaptations may change so fast

that a psychiatrist returning from a week's R and P may hardly recognize the
old organization. This cinematic fading of familiaritles may in itself be ___

a great stress to persons not atruned to it.

441
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Actually the linguistic skill, the anthropological understanding and the in-
genious techniques of improvisation may be considered high technology among

..'IN special forces teams, lone intelligence observers or living-in scouts who have

the special trust of certain minority groups of civilians. Such troops mayj
have special needs to incorporate within themselves the sub-culture of
=:- -a group from which they are temporarily isolated. Their special

problem is often the national resentment back home at the extent to which they

must "go native" if they are to be effective. The combat psychiatrist and

his staff may help these people to tolerate such mistrust and to get on
with their self generated enthusiasu. If they become psychiatric casualties,
this sense of a double culture may sometimes lead to unusual symptoms or
communicat ions.

TERRORISM

Terrorism ranges from the use of Korean children as shields in combat or the

use of Vietnamese girls to place satchel charges to carefully calculated
mutilation or street assassinations. Terrorism often makes American soldiers

trigger-anxious .(My Lai) or hateful of even their allies and paranoid about I
everybody. Such soldiers are no less casualties though they are not admitted

to a hospital. This is particularly important in modern wars where excel-

lent communication media make every professional and layman back home think
he or she is participating in the war from the living room armchair. Psy-
chiatric conditions resulting from terrorism are managed by the same general
principles which apply to conventional combat. The individual may have to

be bonded with a new unit or command consultation may indicate that whole
squads require counsling. In any case counseling produces the expectancy

that the squad will exercise its own ingenuities and comradly supports to

navigate these straits. I

Ma
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PRISONERS OF WAR AND POSTAGCES
In the days when war was considered to be an honorable competition among re-j sponsible nations, management of prisoners of war accorded with internationallaw, but lately large countries which consider themselves upright and respon-
sible are going to war with small countries who have every evidence that these
responsible countries look down upon them as "colonies" or off-brand cultures-°
which speak little off-brand languages or dialects which every cultured per-
son disdains to learn. As a consequence these "disdained nations" tend to
follow the principles of The Godfather in preference to De Jure Belli ac Pacis.
There tends to be little distinction on both sides between the treatment of
combatants and noncombatants. In the wars since 1950 there has been little
distinction even among the various levels of class, rank, sex, age or re-sponsibility. The loss of distinction between prisoners of war and hostages
was made quite clear at the Paris Peace Talks on the Viet Nam War when Le
Duc Tho used the American prisoners of war and the missing in action as bar-
gaining leverages against Kissinger. Use of hostages begins to pay off more
and more against certain "responsible" countries. We can expect an increasd
in the fashion of hostage taking. In public psychiatry we do not deal somuch with an epidemic of influenza as we do with a high fashion of social Ibehavior such as hijacking airplanes or heroin peddling, assassinations and

other terrorisms and atrocities. If hostage holding becomes a grand fashion,we can expect that anyone employed by the American Government may become a
hostage. Even the American tourist might become a hostage and so indeed might

; an ordinary American on the streets of New York if the foreign country
really wanted to carry out that fashion of behavior. If the national trends
continue as they have in the recent past, it would behoove us to give "hostage
training" to any overseas Aericans who might as hostages cause public hysteria.Rehearsal improves the ability of soldiers to function in real combat.

The moral of POW's and hostages and the type of treatment they can expect
depends in part on the policy of the U.S- government toward these incarcerated
Americans. There are at least two major policies which governments have
held concerning POW' s.

Policy-A is the policy the Japanese Government apparently adopted -

toward U "14 prisoners of the Americans. In the Aleutian Islands
where in 1943 1 participated in interviews of some 22 Japanese
prisoners, I asked them how they felt about being prisoners. They
replied they felt good because they were "dead". "7 "... .-" " .-They were considered dead back in Japan and ap-parently their insurance would be paid and their wives could re-

marry, etc. They said, "We are on our way to California. You
guys have to stay out here and fight the war." It is hard to I
see how these prisoners could be used as leverage against the
Japanese Government. I think the home government would have de- U
nied their existance. On the other hand, since they were "dead"

- ; these prisoners had apparently no reason to withhold information
from us.

___.____ I
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Policy B for the U.S. holds that any individual American is worth ivore

than alr the rest of the werld--perhaps worth more than the American's
back home. This is not a strange concept to physicians, clergyman or

lawyers in private practice who usually consider that a-client in his
moment of need is worth more attention and more valuable care than all
the other people in the world. To a logician this is a paradox for

it assumes a class (of individuals) each member of which is worth
riore than all the other members. Policy B when held by the American
Government impresses the enemy that prisoners of war or hostages
are very valuable to the Americans and, therefore, good aces to bar-
gain with- The foreign government, if it acted rationally, would
never kill such Americans and thus discard the aces, nor would it

ever set them free. The foreign government would probably allow spor-
adic and unpredictable communications from the prisoners, for that
would increase American public attention and anxiety. The foreign-
ers could sell films of the prisoners since such films would sell a

lot of big cars or insurance or baby food if these items were ad-
vertised irmediately after the public was emotionally stirred up
with this vivid kind of visit to the prisoners quarters. Policy

B seems to prevail when the citizen identifies himself with the
captive and not with the nation as a whole. This attitude, of

course, is understandable in relatives or in politicians who want
to become popular, but it may not be excusable in a long term
strategy.

Fron the point of view of the prisoner, the individual cannot exist
in isolation from all culture. If by strong missionary action

we displace a person's feelings and beliefs from his native culture
to a culture more approximating our own, then we have in effect got-
ten rid of the old person and a new kind of person is born. The
person is said to be converted or reacculturated. The re-accultura-

tion can occur painfully when war displaces persons from their native
supports and diseminates them into isolated locations within a very
advanced country such as the United States. Sometimes we in the
U.S. become concerned about the pain of readjustment that these
refugees suffer. Seldom, however, do we-worry that they will "go
American" in the same sense we worry that Americans may "go native."
We assume it's a good thing for anyone to be converted to the

culture of America, but it is a devastating thing for someone to
lose his Americanism and "go native" in Samoa, Sri Lanka or even

M_ Germany. We feel that Americans who stay too long in Japan or
M Samoa get to thinking that customs and scenery, etc. in those

countries are in some ways superior to the United States. For
Mal fear our public servants might lose their loyalt; to the United

States, we have had a policy that any member of the Armed Forces
or the State Department must not stay outside the U.S.A. more than
five years. If an American has been captive in a foreign country
for several years we concern ourselves that he miy have "gone

native" even though no operant conditioning methods were ever
pplied to him. We sometimes think the returned prisoner should

undergo a course of re-Americanization to wash out the foreign in-
fluence. Nevertheless, individuals who have not "gone native"
enough to have a variety of cultural interests (some call It a
conflict of interests) are less valuable in helping other Americans
survive as prisoners or hostages and to derive the maximum benefit
from such an experience.

____ _______ __G__
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Basic training for possible imprisonment may include the fol-
lowing items:

(1) Self Discipline, such as indicated in the "CODE OF CONDUCT."
The problem with the CODE OF CONDUCT itself is that it makes
some American's feel that they are not really trusted to use
their personal ingenuity. They are simply supposed to fol-
low the party line and no more. During actual imprisonment,
many Americans have sho;n high ingenuity in devising means
of keeping up their own morale and causing subtle problems
for the enemy.

(2) The current international lawsgoverning prisoners, for what
they are worth. 9

(3) Escape procedures
(4) The general methods organized captors usually employ with

prisoners. In Korea this amounted to setting up a total
institution which took pretty complete control of the
prisoner's life. The prisoners were evacuated to a great
distance from their units. Cormunication wit- other Am- - =

ericans was completely controlled. They were prevented
(almost) from forming group bonds among themselves. They
were given a one-to-one relationship with a mentor or
therapist who helped them with their "confessions" or "in-
sights". They were led to dependency and to control of
sensory input with deprivation of Auerican conradeship,
leadership, religion, food, etc.--just the reverse of com-
bat psychiatry but not unlike chronic hospitalization. -
Neverthelegs, they found some ways of getting around these
things.

* (5) How to develop a strong "tribalistic" support sstenm among
their comrades and sometimes even amiong certain of the
foreigners.

(6) Valuable things a person might learn as a prisoner.
Some American officers, in Viet Nam for instance, had
been prisoners of'the Chinese during the Korean War.
They had learned to speak Chinese and more importantly
they had a clear understanding of the varied characters,
loyalties and customs found in Asia--understanding
which is very rare among high ranking foreign service
or military officers. Host such knowledge is possessed
only by specialists in the lower ranks, by certain im-
migrants and by academic anthropologJsts who have little
control over the operations of embassies or the military.

Consultation from field-experienced psychiatry may help coe-=and and civilian
authorities with rescue or repatriation of POW's and hostages. The individu-
al's old unit and working group may no longer be available. rmerican profes-
sionals will usually think most about re-attaching him to his family. But
long experience as a POW or hostage adds an accessory culture, an additibnal
self, to the individual. Ile can perceive things differently from the folks
back home and may feel unfulfilled at first. To extend the self and at the
same time to relieve unexpected stress upon the family, he should be linked
as well to a working group of his own profession or trade. Thus he develops -_
as an accepted and influential member of priMary self-reliant groups. If

L he functions well in normal groups, he functions well in the world.

0- -- - 4-_-



5 The field-experienced psychiatrist facing the problems of units or persons

in combat terroristic episodes, POW camps or hostage quarters may find in-
appropriate some current national policies or medical practices. This Is

flnot the tine to take off secretly on his own and establish radical nev
practices. Rather it is tine to collabora-e with other psychiatrists, his
command and the theater consultant in developing the best coordinated ways

of forgipg ahead locally and in opening up new knowledge for the medical
professions. =Thus a maniple of the megaweapon supports itself and even-
tually can influence the -iger weapon and eventually eitire pol-jces
of the nation.

it would be well if field-experienced mental health personnel could par-
ticipate directly in setting government policies. But high levels of
goverment do not lack for eagerly presented information: Tey are in-

undated with ite It's hard for then to select out %hat' best. If a
particular theater of action demonstrates success with non-traditional
approaches, however, it will by that very fact demand recognition.
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Of those individuals who develop psychiatric symptoms in combat 95-98% can
return to duty in a few dais after traditional combat psychiatry mathods;
namely, a nmn-stereotyping diagnosis, management with imtediacy, proximity,
expectancy and bonding to an active unit. Thus an emotionally autonomous
part of the Army maintains its ovn psychological effectiveness and at the same
time prevents chronic fixation of individual syrqtoms.

Treatment systems in the distant rear--through no fault of their own--rend to -
detatch casualities from any productive group, to promote a period of regres-
sion and eventually to reacculturate the patients to other systems of work and-
life. For PO;s and hostages enemy nations may employ what appears to be rear
echelon treatment methods in an attempt to obtain -egression, loss of co-it-
ment to former units or nations and finally to concur in the POW's contnetr
to the ideals of the captor. Anticipatory training and roleplay in siculated --

i settings may strengt-hen individuals who are at risk of becoming I-! -r hos- i

ages- I

An enemy nay employ terror to obtain tribute, to persuade a people to move out
or to convince them they must embrace, say, communism "so all this horror will

cease." Such terrorism may sake soldiers anxious and in poorly disciplined
units it may so degrade the behavior of individuals that they themselves coit
atrocities with bland unconcern. Such symptoms developing out of terrorism re-
quire not only the traditional combat psyciatry methods for individuls but
early consultation with coe-and by the fie!d -ental health staffs Vho follo-

casualities forward into their units.

Command consultation in Armed Forces civil aid projects can help in the manage-
ment of mezbers too xenophobic or discourteous to be effective.

To a psychiatrist who has practiced in combat it seems obvious that a psychia-
irist 1 4ho has never been in co-bat would Misinterpret the urgent need of indi-

vidualS and groups under such stress and would conf-use himself with the abiguity
arising from compassion for the individual arid loyalty to the organization to
which both doctor and patient belong. To a psychiatrist who has never practiced
in combat it seems obvious that any psychiatrist who has done weU ;- co=bat is
so warped that he must not be allowed to participate in forming any h-a=..
policy.
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